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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE"SURGEON GENERAL OF
' THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

T'i s
PA

D RPATMENT,BUREAU OF THE PU3IO REELTH SEuv1oE
:XWa81egto, D. 0., October 13, 1922.
Smt: In accordance with the act approved Juljy. 1,j 902, I have the

honor to submit, for transmission to, Con ess, the following report
of -'thep orations of the 'Uited StateS Public Health' Seri*c for
the'&fdaI'.year'ended June 30, 1922. This is the fifty-;firt annual
report''f' the service,$ covering the one'hundred and twenty-fourth
year of its 'existence.

These'opeortions' hate related bo'ttohmeAsure for the'protection
of the "public health and 'the rbhdeoig of care and treatment to
beneficiaries, including veterans of the World War. The year has
been eventful from a' servmce standpoint, both because of an increas-
ing resumption of pi-blic health work and the relinquisshment of
certain fictions luth'rto performed in relation 'to the care and treat-
mont ofex-servce men and women'.
With 'the exception of localized outbreaks, there has been an

absence of epidemic` diseases though the; country durng the year.
Both the morbidity and mortality rates have beeii lower than in
previous years. Every effort has been iade to- secure and dissemi-
nate promptly iformation regarding health in the' United States;
and' thioiugh medical and consular officers abroad, careful watch
has been kept on the'-occurrenoe of epidemic disease throughout
theworld: eo pdmcdiesstruhu
B0dnlc 'plague is perhaps the rmost'widespread of all diseases of a

pestilential character in' the word, exept smallpox. In the early
part of theb'jresentfiscal year this disease threatened to become
epidemic fin th6e a'otitheir part`of the' United States,' particularly incities of the Gulf ¢coat, but prompt and radical'measures applied to
local conditions in Galveston', Beaimonbt, and Pensacola, ;where the
disease had'gained a'foothold, and the continuation of the measures
already in free in New Orleans, served' to avert its spread.

Yellow fever foci were reported during the year in widely scattered
areas on both' the eastern and western oast of Mexico, the eastern
coast of Central America, and certain portions of the Atlantic and
Pacific coasts of South America. In spite -of close'and active com-
mercial relations withInfected ports, and the occurrence of five
ases5'of this disease on ships arrivingr at domestic ports situated in
infectible trritory, the disease was successfully excluded from our
count.

Cholerat smaflpot, and tyrphus fever were prevalent in many
European countries. As an Iftermath of the war, there has been a
marked increase in the number of cases of all three diseases, con-
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PUBLIC H TH C atICE.-I.
stituting veritable epidemic. Commercial relations have been
maintained with the countries siiffering from these conditions Almost
without inconvenienceLto internationalcommerce.
The importance of the menace of these serious diseases has recently

been emphasized by the health committee of the Leae of Nations,
and the` Mini te of Health of (Weat. Britain, commentiDg eentlyon ther reports i part: . ;-
Thes fact., stated bdly in the reprt by men who, owing to their scientific train-

in, are careful to avoid ex rated anguagej deserve considratit. i* * *
he need of defendingftiCfrontier'cannot make the dramatic appeal of a war

between contending, amles, But fro hthe joint of view of the health of the western
peoples, upon which our future prosperity and contentment depend it is an imperativethat our medical advisers should0'be given; the means to preserve the Sitarn cordon
as intact as possible as it was necessary in 1918 to resist the attempt of the Teutonic
powers to break through the channel ports. * * *

;In order to guard Ghost. the itroduction of the quarAntmabledieases into theUnted State and its possessions trained officers of
theservice have been stationed abroad; As a result of the measures
taken by them under thee quarantine laws and rgre lations, the
danger of the introduction of quarantinable diseases has been obvi-

and the delay to ships engaged in international traffic has beengreatly minimized.
All of the maritime quarantine stations at the domestic ports are

now operated by the service,. end all arriving aliens are likewiseexamined in accordance wh the immigration law. These fijntionrequire an extensive organization represents group activties in-
volvnglarge amounts of work. Such work requires the employment
of hi~il skiled professional and scientific personnel, with trainedtechnical workers.1.; g:.,
Under recent provisions of law, charges are made for services

rendered at domestic quarantine stations. These fees revert to the
Treasury. In amount they exceed the sum required for the. ma in-tenance of thequarantine service. Reference may bemade here to
other activities of the Public Health Servicewhich are productive
of revenues that revert to. the miscellaneous receipts of the Treasury.With the opening of th leprosy hospital,a; beginn has beenmade toward the segregatQn, of lepers i the United States both ashumane measure, andMle interest of thepublic he -1th, ThLe
importance ofthis provision ca4 not be overestimated. Theexperi-
ence of,other countries has been that it is theonly means whereby~hedisease may be eradicated. If segregation is carried out thoroughly
just as satisfactory results may be accomplished inthis country.,f
thss not done, te disease will spread and constitute an ever-mrea-
ing public-health problem. ,The facilities at the leprosyhospital
are already,overtaed. Additional beds are urgently needed to
meet requirements.
The activities i respect to the medical care and treatment of the

veterans ofthe World Warhaving i~lolrge part beentrnferred to
the United States Veterans' Bureau in.accordanc9 with the act
approved August 9, 1921, thePublic Health Serie has greatlydecreased its facilities,including personnel, formerly engaged In
this work. On June 30, 11921, the total personnelof the Public
HeailthaService was 23,078, and on June 30, 1922, it was 9,357.
This latter number includes 884 commissioned officers oftheReserve
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P7BUOC HmeA S wRVICE.a

Corps detailed Rio the -United: iStates Veterans'4Bureau, and 4,166
collaboratihg epidemibloits atthe nominal salary of $1 per annum.

Thei *ork of theNPitblcHeath Service relating to the care and
treatment of ez remen and women was undertaken as an
eMeOgeny dl' i 1919. The magnitude of the medial relief
actiAties dAurig the intervening years id ovidenced:by the fact that
within. that-period therewere treated over 275w00O,towhom were
given nmobe than ;14,500,000 relief days. Approxmiately two million
out ptatietit treatments: were given and 1,50,000 physical examina-
tions made. For a considerable period, the Public Health Service
carried more thn 80 per cent of the total volume of the work con-
nected with the medical care and treatment of these beneficiaries.
It is felt these re~ponsibi iti were met in a commendable manner.
The experiences gained in this work should be valuable to the officers
in the resumption of normal service activities. The morale of the
service rkemins at ahl~hstate

Publichealth actirvite hare been actively continued throughout
the yea, and operation *ith other governmental agencies has been
rendered asyfully as possible.
Among the iiportait duties which have devolved upon the Sur-

keon General may be mentioned his service with the administrative
board of the'maternity and child welfare act, with the Federal Board
of Hospitalization, and; as director of the International Sanitary
Bureau. The importance to health and commerce of maintaining
cordial relations- with the sanitary authorities of the countries of the
Western Hemisphere has lonhg been recognized.
'Cooperatve relations have been maintained with other gov-

ernmental agencies including the United States Veterans' Bureau,
the Employees' Compensation commission, the Bureau of Mines, the
Bureau of Chemistry,the State Department, the Post Office Depart-
ment, the National Park Commission, the Army, the Navy, the Coat
Guard,thedCoast and Geodetic Sur the the Children.'s Bureau, and the
Immigration Setvice. To many of these agencies important services
have been rendered, including professional, as in the care and treat-
ment of beneficiaries of'the Coast Guard and Employees' Compensa-
tion Commission, and the protection of the health and welfare of
governmental employees.
The facilities of the permanent hospitals of the service have been

improved and extended, one feature of this extension being the estab-
lishment of a radio service for the relief of the sick on vessels at sea.
Use has been made of the radio service also in the broadcasting of
public health information, this last-mentioned work being conducted
at a nominal expense.
Marked progress has been made in the study and development of

industrial hygiene and in studies of stream pollution and the disposal
of human wastes.

Rural sanitation, which has been developed to be one- of the most
important and productive of the cooperative functions of the service,
has been extended with gratifying results. It is one of the most
economical of the activities of the service from the standpoint of
measurable returns.
The inauguration of a series of public health institutes in a nulil-

ber of large cities in different parts of the United States gave an
impetus for improved health conditions that will unquestionably be
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PURLO HEALTH SCHVICE.

of great value. With the advancement of health work and the
demands for it throughout the country generally there has come a
recognition of the need of trained workers in this field. Aconferencee
on the future :of public health in the Uifted States and the education
of sinitaianas was accordingly convened at Washinton i March
1922, under the auspices of the, service., The attenance included
deans of universities; and eminent s'sanitarians, whose positions and
training qualify them to deal with these problems. Some of the most
important recommendations of this con erence will be found in that
part of this report which treats of educational measures.
One of the scientific accomplishments of the year was the de velop-

ment of &a new gas for the fumigation of vessels for thepurposepof
destroying ¶d tease-b armiinsects and vernmi. ,The ap1iclationr of
tthemanner indicated has been studied and tried out by the

Division of Scientific Research in cooperation with the Chemical ar-
fare Serice of the United -States Army. Present indications ae that
it is eetive, that it can be, applied with safety,nd that it 4oes not
damage either vessel or eargo. These qualities have not heretofore
been obtained to a satisfactory degree with any gaseous disinfectant
Among the endemic diseases which have been made the subject ok

extensive studies during the present fiscal year may bementioned
amebliosis, botulism, gonorrhea, leprosy, malaria, menngitis, pellagrg'
pneumonia, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, syphilis tuberculosis
trachoma, tularaemia, and Xtyphoid fever.
The results of the draft for. the late war revealed astounding condi-

tions prevalent in the United States with respect to venereal disease
infection. Public opinion crystallized rapidly and resulted in the
institution of measures designed to, control these diseases. The
necessity for and the value of this work are now,so well established
as to place it eventually on a permanent basis in all the States. It
is believed that these diseases and the disastrous conditions that
develop late in their course are being diminished. Furthermore,
research work whichis in progress gives promise of greatly improved
methods of treatment, particularly in the cases of paress and loco-
motor ataxia, which are late manifestations of sypilis.

In accordance with its plan of organization under law the work of
the bureau is conducted through seven different divisions, the reports
of which follow.
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SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH DIVISION.
In change of Amt. Surg. Gen. J. W. Shereihowek.

During the past Year the Scientific Research Division has, as in
previous years, carried oon investigations of diseases; of man and the
pollution of streams to the fullest exitnt compatible with; its appr
priatioins. Some of the diseases studied were: Amwbiasis, botulism,
pellagra, Rocky Mouintain spotted fever, tularaemia, leprosy, malaria,
meningitis, pneumonia, smallpoxplague, syphilis and related dis-
eases, tuberculosis, and typhoid' fever.
The: investigations Of thie division in child hygiene, industrial

hygiene, stream pollution, excreta disposal, and pubi-health organi-.
zation were continued. The cooperative work for the control of
treiehoma was continued as, heretofore by, the division, an additional
hospital 'be opened in cooperation with State and local health
authorities. Demonstrations were made of rural health work and
malariia control. An investigation walso begun to determine
whether clonorchiasis or infection with the fluke known asOlo-
nortis singenRSi, which is frequently found present in arriving aliens
from theiOrient, could spread in the United States because of the
natural conditions.

Investigations of botulism& as a phase of food poisoning have been
enlared to include a study of food poison from other causes, such
as the organisms of the partyphoid, enteriditis, and proteus groups.
Numerous studies have been made of reported outbreaks of disease
following-the ingestion of food which- was suspected of containing
such organisms, efforts being made to focus attention on all outbreaks
of food poisoning in the hope of stimulating fuller and better report-
ing of tiMs condition
Important studies were also made at the Hygienic Laboratory

particularly in relation to the basic principles of chemotherapy of
disease -and oxidation-reduction process, with special reference to
their application to biological phenomena of public health importance.
In the spring: of 1922 active work was begun on the investigation

of Rocky Mountain spotted fever at the field laboratory in Hamilton,
Mont. This disease is dependent for its transmission upon an
intermediate host. It may be classed among those diseases which
possibly confer a lasting immunity; and, as in the case of other
diseases of this character, it is believed that there is reason to hope
for the working out of a successful method of immunization against iLt.
The investigation resolved itself into two main lines-first, the study
of the relationship the disease bears to ticks and animals in nature
with the idea-of improving practical methods of control or eradication
of the disease among animals; and second, the study of the phases
of the virus occurring inl ticks in the hope of so modifymg or attenuat-
ing the virusthat it will lose its infectivity and yet retain its imuniz-
ing properties.

13



PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

In spite of the diversity of the activities of the division there is
a wide field in which -the necessity is ugen't'both for increasing the
present activities of the service and undertaking new lines of'sys-
tematic research. The' present researchers of the service in respiratory
and nutritional diseases and in tuberculosis should' be extended
The increasingprevaleiice of cancer, "whlihiow stands, approximately
fifth on the list of mortality returns, calls for immediate efforts to
make a study.f-,this disease in its relation to the public health in the
hope of outlining systematic studies which might point the way
toward possible means for :reducing'this' prevalence. It is earnestly
hoped that means will be found at no distant date for extending the
research activities of the Public Health Srice in these. directions

In vew of the increasing importance of fundamental physiological
problems in the causes andl prevention of disease, the desirability of
adding a division of physiology to the Hygienic Laboratory has
become one of urgent importance. The addition of such :a division
to the laboratory Cand the acquisition of ;some additional space for
the prosecution of this work are matters whichkmerit early and favor-
able considera-tion on the part of the Congress,The investigations of industrial hygiene have been continued
throughout. the year along the broadlines previouslyifollowed.
The guiding princilple which has been followed'is the practical value
of the stuldqies to the industrial. employee and'¢ to industry..? The
problems for study were, therefore, selected with tho idea of relative
values in mind so as to affect the, greatest number of Workes andn'to
eliminate those conditions: having the greatest bearing ion industrial
morbidity rates. While; the law should protect the woker against
the health hazard of work processes, it should not be forgotten that
regulatory-measures must be based on scientific investigations which
will provIde basic protection against such hazards without unneces-
sary requirements which increase the expense or difficulty of enforce-
ment without a: corresponding increase in the factor of safety.
Among the problems: studied during the year may. be mentioned:
Standards of illumination, the dust hazards, methods for preventing
cutting oil dermatoses, the relation of zinc to brans founders ague,
and the effects of high temperatures and humidities in.the production
of undue fatigue. The, work of assembling data -for a standard
industrial sanitary code was-also actively prosecuted considerable
advance being made inthis respect.: Studies were also undertaken
with a' view to improving. the artificial and natural ventilation-of
vessels following fumigation with hydrocyanic acid gas and to devising
means for increasing the safety of this procedure.

In the studies of child hygiene made during the year surveys have
been conducted or work carried on in 10 States. It is expected that
the program will be shortly extended to include two other. States.
In carrying on these investigations the desirability of fostering the
development of State and local 'health agencies for child hygiene has
been steadily kept in mind with the result that in a number of Mstances
these studies of the service have resulted in establishing or developing
the work of permanent child health organizations supported by State
or local funds. An intensive study has been planned and is being
carried out to establish more accurate standards of normal physical
development for the children of the various age groups. Particular
attention has also been paid to the effect of oral conditions upon the
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TPUBLTO HRBALTH:SERIC1

health, growth, and development of children. - Studies of nutrition
and observations of underweight in dhildien have been carried out
andan-actie formation service to mothers and expectant mothers
has Ieen.maintained. Fourteen special articles and reports relating
to child hygiene have been published in the Weekly Public Health
Regp rts during theifiscal year.

TShe malari-problem in the United States has actively engaged the
attention of the division durn thee year. Were malaria to be elimi-
nated in: the regions where it is strn prevalent, it is safe to say that
the health, and prosperity of the inhabitants of these regions would be
improved some 30 per cent. The Public Health Service has contin-
ued to cooperatewith State and local boards of health and with the
International Health Board of the IRockefeller Foundation in-attack-
ing the problem of malaria i the Uhited States through the making
of surveys at the request of State health authorities angd in devising
and proposingg to maarious communities programs of malaria reduc-
tion and control. Such programs Chae been carried out at the ex-
pense of State. and local funds and by, contributions of the Interna-
tionalHealth Board, the Public Health Service furnishing the expert
supervision and guidance necessary In cooperation with State
health departments, assistance has been rendered by the service to
railroads m reducing malaria where .thit disease is affecting their em-
ployees and groups of the population in the territories which they
serve. The results from adopting the programs for malaria control
devised and recommended by the service.have been very encourag-
ing. During the year -laboratory and fele investigation of malaria
were also. activelyr carried on, cqnsiderable,progress being made in
studying such matters as,new lavicides, the ash control of mosquito
breeding, and field methods for the elimination of malaria.

During. the fiscal year studies of the Illinois River undertaken in
cooperation with the Chicago Sanitary District as outlined in the pre-
vious annual report were continued. The collection of field dataI
practically beeh completed and there now-remains only the analysis
of the results. The object of these studies was to extend the data
already collected by;the serivee regarding theprocesses of natural
purification of streams and to furnish reliable data which could be
used iniplans for the future development of the proper disposal of the
waste from the Chicago Sanitary Dis'trict; In addition to this? studies
were continued during the yearswith reference to hydrogen ion con-
centration in relation to water purification.'
The plan of cooperative rural health work during the past fiscal

year included projects in 56 counties (or- districts comparable to
counties) -in 16 States. The demonstrations were carried out along
lines practically identical with those of the previous year. This plan
is b-oth economical and effective under a wide range of local condi-
tions. According to data collected by the service the number of
counties or equivalent divisions provided with local health service
under the direction of whole-time county or district health officers
was 203 at the beginning of the calendar year 1922-as against 161at
the beginning-of the calendar year 1921. The stimulatmg effect of
the cooperation by the Federal Government in these projects is shown
by the proportion of",the expees covered with funds from local
sources, which was during the past fiscal year eight times'the amount
spent by the Public Health Service for this purpose.
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1PrtrbtxOHEAffseAtddc
The control of biology productsU required by the law of July 1,

1902 regulating the sale of viruses srm toxins and analogous
rdducts n intertat traffic has been continued under this division4
£uring the year diphterkia toxin-antitoxin mixture and materiel fotthe Schick test 4e added to the list of biologic ducts over which

the Public Health Service now exercises superision andcontrol. In
connection with the supervision of the lait-.mexitioned products muchwork has been Adone in the establishing of satisfactory stahdrds;of

Iti and potency, and methods of marketiw andtpreservationunallpox viuus his: also re6eivOd much attention oth with respect to
the utty of thel product and 'thebinea for improving ibt potency,

e division has thoth' it variouss field ofaers cooperated Writh
other Government bureafsand: private assoiations in furnishing in-formation and arin' on istigatons of' various kinds, an hs
arnged for the reprstation of thb service at public health andscientific matings, and t'the'givingof popularle s by service
officers befr m Mtipwdely diversemincharacter.
The foreoi niaryr oubches but briefly on the work of the

division. The following discussion gives in much greater detail an
account of thework done during the past fiscal year

FoOD POISOzMio.

During the year 1922, in accordance*ith'a request made by theNational Canne'Assiation,-investigative work on food poisoning
in general was undertaien by the. Public Health Service in order

osuppement thestudiess of botism previously conducted. Epi-
deiuolotistj. C. Geigerwas detailed to make these studies' in co-
operation with thePUnivesityof Chicago, Prf. E. 0. Jordan of
thedep ent 'of hyiene and 'bacteriology being designated as

consulting hgieist of the-service to havesupervsionof the- in-vestigttions. heIstudies of botulism were continued as-during
the previousyear, an effort beingikade to determine the factors
responsble for the incesing-prevalence of this disease by means
of epidemiologicl'studies, bacteriological examinations of ol from
different locltie, invigations of canned foods, and experiments
withanimals. W o the standardization of botulism antitoin
was done at theH ieni Labortory (see p. 67). * * * With
rToect to generalstuiofpoison g by food and water infected
with organisms Of a l b imm to
lay the foundation fore brd stuy of the assifcatio of' the
caue of disease fom tese son. e need for abetter under-
standing of the term food ing" and for a roing of these
infectionswa indica by te impon of ssig g coret causes
and the difficulty which had beene ned on acoountof contu-
sion indiaos. The investigator r ed forwad by means
of field and laborato studies, outbreak being studied where they
occurred nd batogier l eaininati1
to o t Univrsityof (at e H bo oyA letter was sent to all State- hofficersiehicating the moope
of the investigation with the intention of focusing attention on
allsueh outbreaks and stimulating fuller and better p g of this
codition. '
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As a result of expeimental work with the paratyphoid, enteriditis,
and proteus groups, in order to find out whether food poisonings
must be"due to or associated with some degree of spoilage or putre-
faction in suspected food, the following observations were made:

1. This group of organisms grows readily in most canned foods
except fruits.

2. 1There are no noticeable changes in odor, appearance, or texture
of thefood except in milk.

Feeding expenmients onl guinea pigs with the spores of B. botulinue
yielded'data from which the following points were developed:

1. Considerable variation as to the susceptibility of guinea pigs
to botuinus int6oxication with spores has been observed.

2. 'There is a remarkable difference of results in animals inoculated
subcutaneously and fed With spores.

3. Spores may remain latent in tissues of animals for many weeks
without the animal showing any indication of the disease.

4. It is comparatively easy to isolate the spores of B. botulinus
frompractically every tissue of the body after feeding or subcutaneous
inoculation of the spores.

Epidemiological studies were made of two outbreaks:
Kendaivlle, Ind.-Jn March there occcurred an outbreak of botu-

lismiin the Lakeside Hospital, with 8 cases and 4 deaths. The
causative food was conimetcilly banned spinach.i

Rockford, 11.-On April 8, i02,; an explosive outbreak of an illness
designated Was food' poisoning- and characterizedbe y symptoms of
na~ueai vomitingg, 'dgirhea,i and extreme prostration, but which
apparently tcampetely subsided in 489hbvrs,' occurred at the Rock-
ford School-for Girls.' This outbreak both epidemiologically and
Nceteritologically seems to -have 'been proved to be caused *by the
paratyphoid Ao. bacillu-s, whie origin was milk. That this bacillus
was isolated from a pasteurzed supply: is of interest, but it must
be indestood that: this supply wAs unchecked as to temperature
and,'therefore no absolute conclusions can be drawn except that
fault technique i s ested.

From. a survey of te'work done several important deductions
may be drawn. The causes: of general food poisoning should be
thoroughly examined, as the cases from other causes far outnumber
those attributed to botulism intoxication. Mortality statistics show
a stbady increase in the number of cases of food poisoning. Several
distinct disease. contribute to . the .diagndsis "food poisonng."
Among them are typhoid, paratyphoid, infections with the enteriditis
group7 and bot For correctdiagnosis the isolation of the
organism is always necessary whether from the excreta of the
patientsor from the suspected food, or from both. This applies
especially to conditions caused by the paratyphoid group. In cases
of suspect botulism the isolation of tIhe spore may mean nothing
but the demonstration of the toxin means everything. Physicians
should be taught to scrutinize from every angle their diagnoses in
alleged food poisoning oases. Preventive measures depd fart of
all upon; a clearunderstanding on the part of the health authorities
;nd medical profession of the importance of 'epidemiological investi-
gatio and laboratory procedures in outbreaks of suspected food
poisoning. Laboratory facilities and investigators should be made
available by all health departments.

14717-22---2
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MALARIA INVEMflAT[ONS.-

The activities of the service in theinhvetigation of malaria andin
demonstrations of malaria control methods were continued ;dui
the fiscal year 1922 under the direction ofSurg. L. D.Fic w
headquart~s vt, Memphis, Tenn. Por conveemence these. actrivties
may be considered .under two broad, heads, namely, ,() technical
studies of malaria, (2) investigation anddemotations of malara
control measures. Actually there is considerable overlapping be
tween these wo arbitrarygroupsofservice'activties i pnc
tically all investigations of malaia were conducted with, a view to
determining feasible methods of controlling the disease, and fre-
quently in carrying out demonstrations mi malaria control some new
method presented itself which warranted the most careful technical
study.

TECHMCAL STUDIES OF MALARIA.

Technical studies of mala were conducted (1) in the malaria
laboratory at Memphis, Tenn., and (2) in the field.

(1) LABORATORYINV ESIATIONS.

During the year th malaria laboratory at Memphis, Tenn was
transferred from Eve 'all to a Inewly erected laboratory building.
This building, designed and fitted as a labor, is usedas a 6on-
solidated laborato by the1medical department of the nmvermity
ofTennessee, the enesseeStte Board of H th City Health
Department of Mmphis* andthe United Stiats Public HealthSer,

withActing Ast.Surg. KWiamKraus asdirector.
Clinicalstudies ofmalbaria cases inhe Memphis General Hosital

have been conducted in with the laboratory. Evidence
bearing upon the adequacyofthe' tiandiardquinine treatmentfor
malaria has beencollected; the value of uroilinas n index of
malaria has been carefully studied;, and effortshave beenmadeto
determine a more delicate test for residual malaria infection'.

(2) IUlD DIVESIGATIONqs.

It is obvious that the majority ofthe technic studies ofmalaria
must be pursued in the fieldwhere malaria and malaria mosquitoes
are most prevalent. For this reason, fieldlaboratories have -bee
established at selectedpoi where' investigons werecontined
under the direction of SpecialExpert M. A. irber. The laboratory
at Camilla(, was operateduntilthe close of-the alendar year
1921. This laboratory with itsequipment and personnel was then
transerred'toe Brewton, Ma.,where the following investigations
wer continued or wereadded to those already under ay:
Lcvici& yimets.-Investigations of arsenic preparations; asmosquito lareid compriseda most important partof the year's

studies. Many dierent prepartons of arsemc were under myes-
tigationwth the r that Pans green was found to be the most
satisfatory forthbepurpoe uiew. Verycareful-studio were
conducted covenn themechialproblems involvedin the-practic4
employment of this poison. Extensive demonstrations inthe use o
Paris green as amosquito larvicide were satisfactouiliremade around
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BrpwtoAla., and at Lake City, Fla. In addition to the studies
of Pars green many other larvicides and colicifuges including para-
diohlorobenzene, creosote,-chloracetophenone, and many popular
proprietary, preparations were under' observation.

Observationsna, eeo l prevalence of Anophele8 epec.es and ma-
lan,, tpe8-,..The\observations of these two highly important sub-
jectswhich were begun mn Mitchell County, Ga., were completed and
similar observations undertaken in Escambia County, Ala. The
findings -in Escambia Co'nty up. to mid' season were practically the
same as those reported from Mitchell County, Ga. During the winter
and spring Amonths.A; CmtWn8s and A. jniitpennis are decidedly
predominant. Be inning in May A. q nm ulatu shows a
marksedLncrease wle A. pbnct'enni s ows a correspondig decrease
in prevalence, A. crucuzns persistng in abundance through June.
DuringJuly, Augustj, and Septe~mer A. quadri1mcuiatw is the
predominatin species In the region under observation.
PRelion of domee8ict animal o the malaria problem.-The investi-

gions of the attraction- offered by certain domestic animals totopheline mosquitoes which were undertaken in Mitchell County,
Ga., were continued during the summer of 1921 and afterwards
repeated around ,Brewton, Ala'. Hogs and rabbits were mainly
employed for, tese, investigations but the data secured up to the
present'time, does,, not indicate that either of these animals can be
advantageously employed as a protection againstt malaria mosquitoes
in the southern, inted States.
'Biohemicl 8tu«i.8 off moeuiroducwing areas.-Investigations of

hydrogen ion1coQncentration mn mosquito-producing bodies of water
have been undertaken'., Observations were made of the effects of
decayingplant life on mosquito, production. 'These investigations
have not been completed but the are considered:highly important
because of the fact that very slight and heretofore undetermined
differences in nearby bodies of water may greatly influence mosquito
production, one producing mosquitoes pro usely, the other no't at all.

Mo8quito ,iurve 8s.-Caredul, surveys of,mosquito-producmg areaswereiade around'Brewton, Ala.; on Ship and Cat Islands, oBf Gulf-
port, Miss.; and around Lake City, Fla.

A. purnnipinis invetigatione.-Investigations of A., punctipenni8
infectiity, ;and the relative importance of this species of Anopheles
in the tras ion; of malaria ,under natural conditions were con-
tinued during the year. Mosquito surveys were made during the
spring of 1922 for the purpose of locating a place in which both
malaria and A. punctipennis mosquitoes were common, and, suitable
conditions having been found at Florence, Ala., a field laboratory was
established .there.

E4idemlogical studied of malaria.-The peculiar difficulties en-
countred in securing accurate information relative to the prevalence
of malaria in ainy community have long been appreciated. Since
such information is necessary for the economical direction of malaria
control efforts and in measuring the effectiveaRess of methods of
control employed, comprehensive epidemiological studies of malaria
have.been undertaken, .Considerable progress im this investigation
has been made in the direction of evaluate available malaria mor-
bidity and mortality reports by checking these records with other
special methods such as histories, spleen and blood indices in certain
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selected areas. Progres has also' been' made in stimulating 'oreaccurate reporting of malaria to 'the various Statk health depart-ments.; -Epldemiblogic~l studies o6f malaria are nowbeifing con-
ducted in Alabama, Mississippi, and in southeast Missouri.3

Malaria D~urveij*3of 8c7&ool chidren.-The importance of malana

infections upon the growth and "development of hliildren.in the
malarious

regions of the United States h not in' the past received
the attention to'which it is entitled. The setiousness of this matter
has been strongly presented 4to fthe various health Wagecies con
cerned dur tE pastyear; the'State healthofficers interested have
been advise duct malaria surveys among theschool childrenof the:rural diAtricts, andmanysuch survevs~haye been'm4de from
this office.: Malariasurveys were madeofschol childrn in Miell
County, Ga. (resuiy6); Dunklin, Pemiscot, apeGirdeau, New
Madrid, ardanButler Counties, Mo.;Escmia County Ala.

Jackson and Ak6xanider,Coiunties, Ill. nd Fulton C-ounty, y
More than' 174 sicools were' surveved-and5,998 children examined.
Arranger ments weere iaso made with the Division"of Child Welfare toassist their investigatein collectinginformatio trelaive to malariaprevalence and/ importance among the school children where investi-gations::or studies in child welfare are being conducted.isivetive o.-TheBureau of'Fisheries continued its valuablecooperation:with-the service- i the investigation' of fishas a meaisof' mosquito 'control bly again detailing Ichthyologist- Samel-F.Hildebrand to continuehis studies of this veryifnaortant'nphase ofmosquito:control. ;Careful observations: of: the habits of Uarnbuigiit havebbeenconductd in bthe vicinityof Augusta Ga.sections of localities in 'theSouthernStates whereGamiusid wereemployed in controlling mosquito'productionhavebeen made,andadvice given relative to theidallation and care of Gambusiahat, h-eries and thewiderdistributionofthese fishin malarioussectionsofthe country.

Y~ ~agiQe:lh

INVESTIATIONS; AND DEMONSTATIONSOF MALARA-CNTOLMEASURES.The service continued Itsi poicof ffurnishings section, assistance,and advice, when requestedby the properauthortij, to communi-ties undertiakting mariaS control.'Theseactivtishaveteens: cof-tinuedunder- the- inmediateddirectionof Senior SanSitaryE engineerJ.. LeP rincwith a pernoneiof:1 passed assistantt surgeon, 1 epi-demiologist,and 8Isanitaryaengeers.Inorder to meettdhe dem andmadefor supervision a iceionconntonwithurbanmalaria-controldemonstrations, 7 additional sanita yee engineerswere funiolihsobythe InternationalHoealthB oard anssigd to malaria dutyfrom this office,-and 1 physician and 1 sanitary engineers'wereemployedand assigneed to cooperativemalaria work byth` Statehealth officials,wh ohave entered into the cooperative agremmentforalaria control. The activitih of the service in m alaria controlmay be g rouped as follows:i (1) Coopertive malaria control and(2)assistance andadevicethi malariat controlfurnished noncooperativecommunities.
-'
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COOPFRATIVE MALARIA CONTROL.

The cooperative agreement for malaria control, which was entered
into .in 1919-between the Public HealthService,hthe International
Health Board,.and-thehealth officials of 10 States, has been continued
in successful operation since that time. Three additional States
hkve entered into -this agreement, so that' at. the present,time 13
States, or every State in the Union which has a serious malaria prob-
lem, with the possible exception of one, is actiely conducting malaria
control, onf a permanent basis as a part of its other health activities.
Under thtiscope0prative, agreement the:Public Health Seirvice made
maad aspur~vCeys, prepared estimates of cost ofmaria control measures,
and. furnished supervision ot the control demonstrations and ad-
visory supervision'',of their maintenance. :Th'e:"'.State' health authori-
ties selected the conmunities"'in' which 'demonstrationswe're' to be
conducted and together with the local authorities provided necessary
funds to cover the cost of malaria control. Where the State and local
authorities were unable to provide all of 'the' necessary funds, these
were supplemented by, the International Health Board. In carrying
on demonstrations in malaria control it has been the policy of the
service to advise the selection of communities best suited for success-
ful. demonstrations; to-furnish careful supervision of drainage con-
strtiction during the 'first year and advisory supervision of mainte-
nance during the second year, with the expectation that 'after that
time the community will continue its own antimalaria work and
will require o-ly occasional advice relative thereto.
The foindaton' of'the cooperative malaria-control program has

been demonstrations in' urban malariaa control, but every effort has
been'made to expand the. successful demonstrations as rapidly as
possible to incude the surroudimeg rural districts and at the same timq
to graft the program of malaria control onto the general health
pry Hoff theStat~e and' local h}iealth authorities. So successful
has beenthis policj:"that 12 States have allotted more than $60,000

for m:laria control' during,,1922, and 25 counties have conducted
county-wide demonstrations in malaria control: as an important
par't of fthieir healthh activities.. County-wide malaria control is still
in the investigational stage and is being came on bythen 25 counties
along different lines and with differing deg6ees of effectiveness. In
two counties (Yazoo County, Miss., and Cherokee County, Tex.) inten-
sive investigations and demonstrations are being made of all approved
methods of malaria control on a cooperative program similar to that
under which urban malaria-control demonstrations are conducted.
In some counties limited' drainage has been the most important fea-
ture of the malaria-control program, while in others rural malaria
control by whatever method seems most applicable to local condi-
tions has 'been carried on under advice furnished from this office.
During the season of 1921, after June'30, advisory supervision of

malaria control was furnished to 35 of the 45 communities which
had undertaken cooperative malaria control during 1920; and super-
vision of construction work was continued in 25 towns which began
malaria control in 1921. In 1922 advisory supervision was furnished
25 towns which had undertaken cooperative malaria control the
previous year; and supervision of construction work was furnished
27 towns in which the work was begun for the first time. The
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amounts expended for malaria control, exclustVe of supervision, in
new cooperative units during 1921 equaled 67 580. the amountsencpended for mamitenance! eXcicbivb of supertiion in cooperative
units begiining work previous to i921 was $41,190.' The amounts
expended for maintenance min tnonooperativeunio towns
beginning malaria control previous *, 1920 equaled 8164,910, giving
a total of $273,680 kown t6o have beenefiended durgthe endar
year 1921 for malaria control in'the United Statos. Hecause of thelact that the fiscal year divdes the malaria season in half, it is ex-
tremely difficult to give figures which -clean h-w amounts ex aend
and the number of communities inteite in, malaria whnt;en
they are prepad on a fiscal year basis' thi6kfore:the6folo
tables have been prepared on a seasonal basis, since it is beie
they will prove to be more satisfactory to these Oncerned in malaria
control.

TABLE A.-Coopative urban deontratio. begun in 19*,0.
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necesary by the hct that figures for actual expenditue are not available In mld-eeesoh.
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Table: Table A.--Cooperative urban demonstrations begun in 1920


Table: Table B.--Cooperative urban demonstrations begun in 1921
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TABLE 0.-Cooperative urban demmtrtion begun in 19f.

Number of 195 s _ t tiald nd
tOWnS. Are Year (1922.

E-i to

BSet- Local. State. I Total. | r 11t
ad. Board. ItSl
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ASSTANCE AND ADVICE TO NONOOOPRATV OOMMUNITIES.

Although the cooperative malaria-control program has assumed
the"most proent place in the activties o the service for malaria
Control e remains asmll field which can not be classed as cooper-
ative malaria control. Every effort has b made at malaria field
headqua to restrict this field and to encourage the expansion of
cooperative malaria-control work, but it has been found that some
communities,although unable to meet the financial obligations
specified in the cooperative agreement for maaria control, are desir-
ous of conductingg limited control campaigns. Various isolate
industrial plants hre 'carried on malaria control operations as a pro-
tection to their employees and have requested advice relative thereto.
The same can be said for many large platers and lumbermen living
or operatng. i malrious -sections of the count. In addition,
communities iM which demonstrations of urban malaria-control were
mnade: prae;vi to 1921 f*quently ask for advice relative to some
problem whichhasarisen in their maintenance of malaria-control
work. All requests of this character referred to above are given
careful consideration, and the advice of a sanitaryengieer trained
in malaria control h frequently been funished af the State
health officer concerned has been informed of the action deemed
proper in eah instance.

IARU AND MO8QUITO ONTWROL AROUND SERVICEC HOSPTALS.

Thne medical office in charge of field investigations of malaria was
continued in supervry chr of maria and mosquito-control
operations around certain service hospitals in which disabled soldiers
were treated, until these hospitals were tured over to the Veteras
Bureau just before the close of the fiscal year. Under this arrange-
ment supeWVriion of antimalaria operations was furnished at t
following hospitals:

Hwpial No. 25, Houston, Tex.
Hospital No. 26, Greenville, S. C.
Hospital No. 27, Alexandria, La.

9.869604064

Table: Table C.--Cooperative urban demonstrations begun in 1922
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Hospit N. 29, Sewells Point, Va.
Hospital N0. 35, St. Louis, Mo.
Hospital No. 42, Perryville, Md.
Hospital No. 44, West Roxbury, Mass.
Hospital No. 62,-Augusta, Ga.
Hospital No. 74, Gulfport, Miss.

Six of the sanitary engineers ega ed in malaria-control investiga-
tions, in addition to their other duiues, were assigned to this work.
Their duties in this connection were to make malaria surveys around
the hosiptals, prepareestimates of- costfor antimalaria work, idvise
the medical officer in chare of the hospital a" to the methods of 6on-
trol best suited to rhis hospital, -make such inspections of the work as
were necessary in order to' insureitsisixccesiful prosecution,: and to
keep: malaria field headquarteis advised of the recommendations
made and the progr6s3 and maintenance of the work at each hospital.

Thne stim of $19,180 was expended for malaria and mosquito controll
around these hosiptals during the fiscal year.

INVESTIGATIONS OF MALARIA AS AFFECTING COMMERCE.

While malaria is a ual disease and its blightngeffedt fall first
;~~~~yr2Qsie and c. 6*3i*<;.ijX.

on agriculture, they react at onceuponpthe industries and commer-
cial life of the communi y. -For this reason mvstgations Of ialaila

*s-~''loti." : .t *.is i .;as s*.m s .; $ , *tr aas affectigrfroias and idustrial plants have: been for several
years an interesting subject for study by the. service. It-bas ben
found easy to interest capw=ais of indust1ryin malaria control because
-of the immediate-returns in more.efficient labor, and :rail officials
are beginning ¢o realize the indirectbenefits ich will acru'e to the
railroads from increased agficutural development and increased
freight when malaria has b ~nplaced under contol. Throughtfie
cooperation of the ;State health o cer Of Geora a sanitary ipenneer
was ,assigned to 'the duty of naugrating and iiyvesti atinmalaria,
control methods along t Central of Georga .Rlroad The work
of malaria, control aling ths railroad been hghlysuccssful,
Through the cooperation of:he, State h.lth officers o issouri,
Arkansas, and L6uisiana, a malaria surveywas madeof th'e Missouri
Pacificltailioad. This survey ws undertaken at the request of the
officials of the Missouri Pacifc its object being to show them the
extent.of their malaria problem and to interest them in malaria-
control measures. The scope of the survey was as follows,:

(a) To determine the prevalence of malaria among railroad
employees.

(b)TYo outline the extent of the malaria problem along the road.
(c) To make recommendations for' malaria control.
(b) To prepare estimate of cost of malaria control.

IMPOUNDED WATER SURVEYS.

The study of impounded waters and their relation to malaria preva-
lence was continued during the year. These investigations are con-
sidered to be of great value because of the importance which the
development of water-power projects is assuming imany potentially
malarious regions of the United Statea. It has been observed that
on relatively-large projects in which lakes 10 to 20 miles in length are
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artificially constructed conditions favorable to the production of
Amopheline mosquitoes and malaria are very apt to occur during the
twro-year period immediately following the impounding of the water,
and-that in a body of Water of this character the- most favorable
Anophe8 ¶uadriaudatuS production areas are located in the Milets
and arms o the lake, usually around the upper end. It has also been
noted in many instances that after the third year the malaria-mosquito
production in these bodies of water is greatly reduced, probably
because the natural enemies ofPthemosquito lamb have by this time
become sufficiently well established to check prolific mosquito pro-
duction. It has been concluded, therefore, that if it were possible to
introduce a sufficient number of larvve-destroyjug fish at properly
selected strategic points at the time the water is first impounded, this
two-year period Vof greatest danger from malaria might be avoided
or the danger greatly minimized. InIvestigations on the subject were
conducted ion the CJooa River in Alabama, above the site:- of the
Mitchell Dam, where a large impounded water project is under way.
Near the upper ends of the various arms of this lake fish ponds have
been installed and stocked with Gambu'ia ainis. Seventy-four of
these fish hatcheries have been built, stocked, and kept under close
observation for several months. -Mitchell Dam will be completed at
the end of the present year, and it is intended that the rising waters of
the lake shall flood the fish hatcheries and release many thousand
Gamburia -at selected sites where they will prove of greatest use in
destroying mosquito larva.

PELN ORA.

At the close of the fiscal year 1921 the following field investigations
of pellagra were under way:

1. A. study of the preventive value of selected food factors.
2. A study of the effects of economic depression on pellagra in-

cidence.
'The sy4ematic study of the pellagra preventive value of the sev-

eral known essential dietary factors singly and in combination begun
during the fiscal year 1921, was continued at the Georgia State
Stanitarium throughout the fiscal year 1922.
Some of the results of this study 'were embodied in a special reDort

published in the Public Health Reports of March 3, 1922. These
indicated that neither a deficiency of minerals nor of the known
vitamines was probably the primary cause of the disease, since failure
to prevent the rec Vurrence of pellagra was observed in several individ-
uals who had consumed a diet believed to be rich in these factors.
This left, of the known dietary essentials, only the protein or amino-
acid factor for consideration.
Accordingly during the second half of the fiscal year studies were

begun in a preliminary way designed to test the soundness of the
de action that the preventive factor in diet is bound up with the
protein moiety. In connection with these studies, feeding experi-
ments at the Hygienic Laboratory were begun early in January,
1922, on dogs, and some weeks later were extended to rats.
Although these studies at the Georgia State Sanitarium and the

Hygienic Laboratory are still in progress at the close of the fiscal
year and have not advanced to a point warranting definite conclu-
sions the indications are that results of great value will accrue.
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As was stated in the report for the fiscal year 1921, the develop-
ment of a serious economic depression in the late summer of 1920
made it desirable to study in an intensive way the effect of this de-
pression on pellagra incidence. With this object in view the observa-
tion of pellagra in a mill village of South Carolina that had been con-
tinuously studied from early in 1916 to late in 1920 was resumed in
January, 1921, and continued into the fall of the year.
The data collected during this period are being studied in con-

nection with those collected during the period 1916-1920. At this
time it may be stated that broadly the facts indicate that the econ-
omic depression was followed in 1921 by an increase in pellagra
incidence, in the village studied, of approximately 150 per cent over
the incidence in 1920. This is a fact of great significance quite apart
from pellagra: it forcibly suggests that in times of economic depres-
sion a large section of our population tends to subsist on a diet in-
adequate for proper nutrition with all the deplorable consequences,
physical, social and economic, that this implies; it suggests, too,
that there is need for a wider diffusion among the people knowledge
of what constitutes an adequate diet.
The observations made and recorded at the pellagra hospital of

the service at Spartanburg, S. C., during the period Qf its operation
1914-1920 of the preventability of pellagra by.,means of one substan-
tial meal furnished to a series of out-patient pellagrins were summar-
ized by Passed Asst. Surg. G. A. Wheeler in a paper which was pub-
lished in the Journal of the American Medical Association of April 1,
1922. One supplemental meal of fresh meat, milk, vegetables, fruit,
bread, and butter proved adequate to prevent recurrences of the
disease.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPOTTED FEVER.

Upon request of the Montana State boards --of health and of
entomology, the Public Health Service, in September, 1921, assumed
charge of the investigations of Rocky Mountain spotted fever which
were being carried on in the Bitter Root Valley. At this time a field
laboratory was established at Hamilton.

Laboratory studies began at once but extensive observations in
the field were delayed until March, 1922, on account of the severe
winter, and because ticks which transmit the spotted fever do not
appear until the spring of the year.
The investigations have included, (1) the selection of certain

limited areas which were carefully mapped for intensive studio to
determine the distribution of negative and topographical types, (2)
the distribution of rodent species in relation to these types, (3) the
relationship between the distribution of ticks and infected ticks to
types and to the prevalence of rodents, (4) the study of the natural
factors concerned in the occurrence of human cases, and (5) experi-
mental studies on the nature and phases of the spotted fever virus.
The field studies on Rocky Mountain spotted fever as it exists in

nature must necessarily be continued through several seasons to
secure even reasonably complete information concerning the factors
involved.
The more important results to date are as follows:
(1) Strong presumptive evidence has been obtained that, because

of its importance as a host of adult ticks, the Rocky Mountain goat
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is a vital factor in maintaining the large number of infected ticks
found in certain mountain areas adjoining the valley; (2) tests of
rodent blood and ticks found infesting rodents have indicated that
Columbian ground squirrels, snowshoe rabbits, cottontail rabbits,
porcupines, pine squirrels, and woodchucks are factors in spreading
Rocky Mountain spotted fever infection among ticks; studies of other
rodent species are under way; (3) observations concerning the relation
of the type of country to the distribution of infected ticks, though not
warranting any conclusion, point to the "opens" type as the most
dangerous.

Experimental studies of the virus have yielded results which
indicate that the spotted fever organisms pass through a cycle in the
tick body and at least two degrees of virulence are now recognized;
first, an apparently nonvirulent phase which will not produce spotted
fever when inoculated into laboratory animals but may render the
animal immune, and second, a highly infectious phase which promptly
develops after the tick receives fresh animal blood.

TRACMOMA.

During the year trachoma prevention work has been conducted in
the same manner as in previous years. In addition to the five tra-
choma hospitals already established, a temporary hospital was opened
in Pelham, Mitchell County, Ga., and in cooperation with the State
health authorities a new hospital was established in Russellville, Ark.
The Pelham hospital was opened for the reception of patients on

November 14, 1921, in a small modern well-equipped building with
adjoining residence, furnished by the county. The only expense to
th&service, in conducting the Pelham hospital, was the salary of the
doctor in charge and of the two trained nurses. The current expenses
for subsistence, etc., were paid by Mitchell County. This clinic
included, in addition to the trachoma cases, all diseases and conditions
of the eye, and some of the nose and throat. This was done in com-
pliance with a request of the local and State authorities and the local
physicians, including the eye specialists. The operations, therefore,
in addition to those for trachoma and its sequelae, included the re-
moval of tonsils and adenoids, and operations on the eyeball-cata-
ract, iridectomy, etc. The hospital was closed April 1, 1922. (See
table of Pelham, Ga., clinic, p. 29.)

HOSPITALS.

At the expiration of the fiscal year, six hospitals were in operation
as follows: Greenville, Jackson, and Pikeville, Ky.; LaMoure, N.
Dak.; Morristown, Tenn.; and Russellville, Ark. The hospital at
Jackson, Ky., has been there for some years, and the report for the
past fiscal year shows a decrease in the amount of work done, indi-
catina that this hospital has apparently served its purpose and prob-
ably Tiad best be relocated in accordance with the service policy.
The amount of work done at the LaMoure, N. Dak., hospital also

shows some decrease. The medical officer in chaire of this hospital
reports that there is considerable trachoma in the State but the cases
are mostly Russo-German and it is with the greatest difficulty that
these people can be induced to come to the hospital for treatment
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and cure of their communicable disease. The need of more thorough
cooperation of the State authorities in regard to this has been taken
up and it is hoped that these trachoma cases can be reached either by
inducing them to accept treatment in LaMoure or by moving this
hospital to a more advantageous point.

Reference to the accompanying table of hospital relief (see p. 29)
shows a very significant fact in that out of 1,019 cases, 9 had lost
both eyes and 44 had suffered the loss of one eye, in other words, 53
(more than 5 per cent) had lost either one or both eyes from trachoma.
This is almost double the percentage reported last year. (See also
Child Hygiene, p. 41.)
The total number of trachoma cases recor(le(l as cured (luring the

year amounte(l to between 400 and 500. This means the foci of
infection were reduced at least )y that number. The same difficulty,
however, has oI)taine(l in ascertaining the real number of cured cases,
since the custom of these trachomn patients of failing to report after
recovery has rendered it almost-impossible to complete their recor(ls
in regard to the result of treatment. This failure usually is due to
the long distances these people live from the hospitals and the lack
of means of transportation. Since the public-health phase is the
paramount feature at all times, the trachoma prevention work has
continued to bd of an. educational character in the interests of hygiene
and public health.
An interesting fact in connection with the opening of the hospital

in Arkansas is that large numbers of persons .)lho show the mutilating
effects of trachoma have come to the hospital from over a widely
scattered territory, thus proving that the disease has been prevalent
in that section for many years.
The cost of conducting the service trachoma hospitals (luring the

past fiscal year has compared favorably with that of preceding years,
and the strictest economy consistent with best results has been
adhered to.

Field clinics.-Field clinics were held in various States. Fewer
clinics were held during the year and fewer people examined than
during the preceding year. This is principally due to the fact that
in the past fiscal year all of the- State institutions of Kentucky were
examined and clinics held for the relief of trachoma cases. Owing
to the limited personnel of the trachoma prevention work, it was not
possible to comply with all requests for clinics.

COOPERATION OF STATES AND OTHER AGENCIES.

The thorough cooperation of the various States, including some
financial aid, has been given in this work. The American Red Cross
has a full-time paid representative whose exclusive duty is to cooper-
ate and assist with the trachoma clinics. The local chapters of the
Red Cross furnish practical assistance at the field clinics and provide
practically a temporary hospital equipped with cots, bedding; linens,
etc.; meals are also furnished for the patients who may have to remain
for a few days for treatment. For those cases requiring prolonged
post operative treatment the local community furnishes transpor-
tation to the nearest service trachoma hospital. The field clinics are
conducted for about four days at each place.
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Dispensary and hospital relief, operations, etc.

Green- Jack- La Morris- Pike- sll- Il-
ville, son, Monre, town, vylle, sel- ham, Total.
Ky. Ky. N.Dak. Tenn. Ky. v e (Ua.2

DISPENSARY RELIEF. ..

Old cases, all causes............. i51h 1,311 263 965 1,0S2 141 8.31 5,108
Old cases, trachoma............. 220k 712 108 726 580 113 580 3,039
New cases, all cauims ......... e.. 554 645 448 698 1,261 290 1,388 5,284
Now cases, trachoma............ 148 127 89 157 162 71 265 1,019
Total atten(dance... 1, 069 1,956 711 1,663 2,343 431 3,118 11, 291
Total number of treatments......I....20...b..nc1,100 2,596 711 1,770 2,532 432 11,326 20,467
Average daily attendance.3- 5+ 2- 4+ 6+ 6) 23+ 31-
Impaired vision from trachoma. S2; 98 46 39 142 67 55 529
Corneal opiacity from trachoma.. 57j ,;3 28 19 31 57 17 262
1Blindlness, both eyes, frona tra-
choma.n0 1 0 0 4 X3 I 9

Blindness, ono ey'e. from tracho-a
ma......il-----,-,' 14 4 0 0 14 9, 3 44

Ulcer froin trachoilla ............ 10 46 14 12 14 71 3 136
1'afiiilis from trechonlaS..........S 65 39 11 106 S~ j 29 363
Entropion from tracholima ....... 28 14 6 13 8 161 5 90
Trichilasis from trachoma1........i 9 6 1 9 26 4 B 6
Photophobia from trachoma.... 83 114 2P 62 101 48 66 503
Conjunctidtis................... S0 415 44 267; 352 60 .507 1,825
Glaicomna....................... 0 0 0 ll 0 II 1 3
Trachonma cases cured........... 50 27 42 61 108 81 200 411

HOSPITAL RELIEF.

Remning from previous year.. 10 9 9 7 19 0 54
A(lniitte(1 (illring year ...... 140 176 139 168 276 49 302 1,256
1isehargc (Iring er ......... 1-1 174 135 166 277 38 302 1,236
Reniallngatclose ofyear ...... 12 11 13 9I 18 11 0 74
Days' relief furnished ........... 3,836 3,384 4,029 4, 171 5, S35 699 2,0521 24,006
Rations firnis lhed.5,618 4,672 5,401 5,565 7,273 1, 075 .......1 29, 604
Cost of rations .........,...3, 044. 41 $2, 609. 5 $1, 994. 61 $2, 714. 03 $3, 143. 01 $55.3. 67 ......1. 4, 059.32

OPERATIONS.

General anesthesia.............. 17 4 17 16 32 6 9() 182
Local anesthesia................ 106 133 44 290 163 63 291 1,080
CGrattage....................... 104 114 49 2SI 143 37 3361 1,064
Entroplon ...................... 18 24 10 13 9 21 81 103

I Fstabhished Apr. 18, 1922.
2 Opened Nov. -1, 192t; closed Apr. 1, 1922.

TYPhiOID FEVEYB.

Lexington; Ky.-Upon request of the State health officer an in-
vestigation of an epidemic of typhoid fever in Lexington, Ky., was
conducted by Asst. Surg. MA. V. Ziegler, of the Public Health Service,
from July 3 to 7, 1921. A study was made of 26 cases reported to
the local board of health for the months of May and June and three
days in July, 1921. The city of Lexington, with a population of
45,000, has had a low endemic report for typhoid fever or the past
10 years. The investigation soon indicated that the occurrence of
the cases in the spring of 1921 was confined for the most part to a
limited area. An examination of the sources of milk supply dis-
closed the fact that 21 out of 24 persons having the disease were
supplied with milk from a certain station, and this led to the dis-
covery of the source of the infection on a farm from which the milk
was furnished to thae milk depot. Upon enforcement of measures
recommended by the service officer, the outbreak of typhoid was
soon under control. Recommendations for the pasteurization of the
milk supply, the use of antityphoid vaccine, and methods of disinfec-
tion were made for the protection of the city against the occurrence
of similar outbreaks in the future.

9.869604064

Table: Dispensary and hospital relief, operations, etc.
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INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE AND SANITATION.

During the fiscal year 1922 the work of the Office of .Industrial
Hygiene and Sanitation was continued under the direction of Surg.
L.R. Thompson, headquarters being maintained at Washington,
D. C., and a district office in New York City.
The activities conducted by the Office of Industrial Hygiene and

Sanitation include: (1) Investigations into occupational health haz-
ards in industrial plants; (2) studios of occupational diseases; (3)
investigations concerning artificial and natural ventilation of vessels
following fumigation by hydrocyanic acid gas and other gases; (4)
study of causes of industrial absenteeism; (5)) records of disability in
hazardous occupations; (6) cooperation with Government depart-
ments; (7) cooperation with industrial and other agencies; (8) mis-
cellaneous activities.

I. INVESTIGATIONS INTO OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH HAZARDS INN
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

A. SURVEY OF THE GLASS INDUSTRY.

Because of abnormal conditions incident to the depression existing
in the glass industry at the time the survey was conducted, it was not
possible to conclude the investigation until late in the fiscal year,
and it was then found necessary to extend the study further into the
production of window glass, plate glass, and art or wire glass. Addi-
tional physical examinations of 368 male workers were made, extend-
ing the total to 1,510 male and 16 female employees. Statistical tabu-
lations and interpretations are nearing completion, and it is expected
that the report of this survey will be made some time during the
ensuing fiscal year.

B. AIR CONDITIONING AND DUST CONTROL.

During the past year studies in air conditioning were conducted
under the immediate supervision of Consulting Hygienist C.-E. A.
Winslow at Yale Uni~Versity Medical School Laboratory, New Haven,
Conn. A study wITs made of the flow of air through orifices and of
the efficiency of various types of ventilation apparatus, a report of
which appeared in the Public Health Reports for February 10, 1922.

In the Public Health Reports for April14, 1922, a report was pub-
lished of a survey of natural illumination in an industrial plant, with
special reference to the use of the indoor-outdoor ratio in estab-
lishing standards of daylight illumination.

In the course of the studies conducted in certain munition plants
during the war, a factory inspection form was devised which proved
to be exceedingly useful in the work, and in order that investigators
in the field of industrial hygiene and public health may have the
advantage of consulting the form in connection with their work it
was published in the Public Health Reports (January 6, 1922).
The exhaustive experiments which have been in progress relative

to-the distribution of air through straight and tapered ducts for suc-
tion currents, both with and without branch pipes, using, in the
latter case, port holes such as are in common use in many ventila-
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lion systems, have been completed. A report of this work will be
published in the near future.
Some further studies have been made, as time permitted, con-

cerning application of the Kata thermometer as an anemometer for
air currents having velocities under 500 feet per minute. Also ad-
ditional study has been made of the Konze konimeter, an instrument
manufactured in South Africa and intended to serve as a dust sam-
pling apparatus in order to ascertain its advantages, if any, over the
Palmer dust-sampling machine. During the month of June ar-
rangements were effected whereby the cooperation of the United
States Bureau of Mines was secured in carrying on exhaustive ex-
periments for determining the efficiency of the various types of dust-
collecting devices and their practicability in field work.

C. STUDY OF THE HEAT HAZARD IN INDUSTRIES.

In connection with the study of the heat hazard in industry, cer-
tain investigations relative to high temperatures and high humidities
are now being conducted in cooperation with the United States
Bureau of Mines and the American Society of Heating and Ventilat-
ing Engineers. An experimental chamber has been constructed at
the Pittsburgh Experimental Station of the United States Bureau
-of Mines. During the month of June experiments have been made
with rather high temperatures, including one with a temperature of
1000 F. and wet bulb of 980 F., with a relative humidity of 93 per
cent; also some blood sugar determinations have been made.

It was not found possible to conduct any active investigation con-
cerning the heat hazard il industries during the past year on account
of lack of funds. However, laboratory studies were made on the
ratio of nitrogen and sulphur contents of urine of men employed
around furnaces in order that comparison might be made of the
arduousness of their work with that of purely manual labor. With
this ratio as an index it would seem that exposure to high tempera-
tures produces evidence of fatigue as great as, if not greater, than
that produced by purely manual labor of a not too exhausting nature.
Analyses were made of the urine of two men subjected to heat
exposure in the glass industry, the exposure being 130° F. for 30
minutes, followed by rest for a similar period, during the course of
8 hours. The results indicate an unusually high rate of oxidized
sulphur excretion in onle case and a moderately high rate in the
other. In the case of the former the rate was increased over 100
per cent in three of five (lays, values never before encountered except
in the case of Marathon ruirners.
D. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN THE FOUNDRY TRADES, AND SUBSEQUENT

ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION RELATIVE TO BRASS FOUNDERS' AGUE.

The report of field studies made in connection with the survey of
occupational health hazards in the iron and brass foundry trades was
completed early in the year, although there remained to be accom-
plished a considerable amount of animal experimentation in connec-
tion with zinc and copper fumes. These experiments were com-
menced at the Hygienic Laboratory in November, 1921.

It became necessary to conduct preliminary experiments on guinea
pigs in order to ascertain the amounts of zinc, copper, and nitrogen
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excreted by the animals under normal conditions. It was found
that zinc is present in minute quantities in carrots, cabbage, and oats.
Feeding experiments showed that the major portion of zinc is elimi-
nated in the feces and in the urine, particularly in the former. Chemi-
cal analyses of various tissues and organs of the guinea pigs showed
that zinc and copper are distributed throughout the entire system.
Detailed study was made as to the normal pulse, respiration, and
temperature, and the factors which might account for fluctuations,
this being necessary in order that proper comparisons might be made
with the clinical manifestations noted after exposure of the animals
to the fumes of metallic zinc.
On the conclusion of these preliminary experiments actual exposure

of the animals was made for periods ran ing from 45 to 60 minutes
to the fumes of zinc oxide as generated by.burning metallic zinc of
known purity in a crucible placed in a specially constructed furnace.
The most noticeable symptoms were respiratory embarrassment and
shock. There were also noted initial subnormal temperature lasting
for several hours, followed by a slight elevation and intermittent
rises in temperature thereafter throughout the remainder of the
period of observation. Heart symptoms were manifested by a rapid,
weak, and irregular pulse.

In all animals killed after exposure the lungs were collapsed. This
is of interest since the lungs of guinea pigs which die of anaphylaxis
are distended.

II. STUDIES OF OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES.

A. INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE CHREICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF INDUSTRIAL
FATIGUE.

These studies have been conducted on a rather limited scale during
the entire fiscal year. An experimental heat closet has been con-
structed, and observations are in progress as to the extent of fatigue
produced by exposure to heat without regard to exercise. A resume
of the major work conducted during the year is presented below:

1. Blood carbon dioxide.-Carbon dioxide has been used as a means
of determining the progressive tendency toward acidosis, which
develops from fatigue produced as a result of heat exposure. A
means of comparing this degree of fatigue with that produced by
manual labor over a similar period is therefore presented. rThe tend-
ency toward acidosis is progressive, and apparently death will result
if the exposure is continued for a sufficient length of time. These
experiments indicate that the higher the environmental temperature
the more rapid is the tendency toward acidosis.

2. Blood oxygen.-A study has been made of the oxygen of the
blood in conjunction with the study of carbon dioxide content for
the purpose of determining the hemoglobin content of the blood
and whether it is sufficient to provide for the increased needs of the
organism during the period of exposure. -.Apparently there is an
increase in the hemoglobin content for a time, followed by a gradual
decrease, which probably is of significance as fatigue progresses.

3. Blood solids.-It is found that when there is a marked increase
in blood solids an increase in body temperature occurs; and also at
times that there is a decrease of the solids, which shows that the
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heat regulating mechanism has drawn water from the tissues in its
endeavor to keep down the body temperature. Inorganic solids also
show an increase as the exposure progresses.

4. Blood nitrogen.-Ast a -means of showing changes in metabolism
with the progress of fatigue the total nitrogen as well as the non-
protein nitrogen of the blood has been studied. Thus far the studies
point to an increase in the total nitrogen if the exposure produces
any marked indication of fatigue in the subject.

5. Blood sugar.-Because of the importance of carbohydrates in
muscular effort the concentration of blood sugar during--the period
of exposure is beino, determined. As a general rule the sugar con-
tent shows a decided drop in concentration, but if the body tempera-
ture tends to increase the sugar content may increase again, indicating
an increase in metabolism.

6., hlorideq.--Studies have been made of the chlorides of the blood,
and a &eater increase is noted during exposure.

7. Determinations of body weight anid temperature.-These are
determined at intervals during the exposure. It has been noted that
the subject does not seem to suffer from the exposure when a
moderate loss of weight is experienced, but as the loss in weight
increases, since the blood becomes more concentrated, the body
temperature rises, indicating that the water reserve of the body has
been drawn on to an excessive amount, and unless the subject is
removed from exposure the body temperature may rise to the
danger point.

8: eait in fatigue.-Electrocardiograms are made before and
after exposure, but this work has not progressed sufficiently for any
statement to be made other than that the T wave seems to be
flattened out or to become inverted from fatigue.

Lactic acid determinations were made with a view of determining
the relation of lactic acid to exercise, and the results thus far
obtained tend to show an increase of this acid in the blood during
periods of extreme exercise. A modified method, comprising a
modification of the Ryffel and the iodine method, for determination
of lactic acid in the blood, which has proved to be accurate, was
worked out during the course of the experiments.

B. OCCUPATIONAL DERMATOSEB.

The report of the investigation made in June, 1921, into the
causation of dermatoses among machinists and others using oils and
compounds is-now in press.
During the course of- an investigation in a zinc oxide manufac-

turing plant of the effects of inhaling zinc oxide dust it was observed
that the employees were frequently troubled with a skin affection
or dermatosis. Seventeen workers who were exposed to the oxide
dust were examined, 14 of whom gave a history of having or having
had attacks.of "oxide pox." Of this group 7 were suffering from the
affection at the time of investigation.
The dermatosis was found to be due to a clogging of the sebaceous

glands with zinc oxide, and, secondarily, to infection. Recommen-
tions for prevention of this skin affection were made. A report of
this investigation is given in Reprint from the Public Health Reports,
No. 705.-

14717-22-3
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C. DUST STUDIES IN A CEMENT AND LIME MANUFACTURING PLANT.

Recently a study of the possible health hazards in a certain cement
and lime manufacturing Want was begun and physical examinations
were made of over 200 workers, X-ray examinations being made
in a number of cases where there was exposure to dust for a con-
siderable period of time. It is planned to have this study extend
over a period of several years, during which time absenteeism records
of all employees will be kept and physical examinations will be made
of all new employees, with subsequent periodical physical examina-
tions. X-rays il also be made of all new employees who previously
have not been exposed at any time to a dust hazard, these cases to
be followed up by subsequent examinations.
The dusts to which employees are exposed in every division of the

cement industry are being studied with regard to chemical composi-
tion and to amount and character (size, shape, etc.) of the dust par-
ticles. Incidentally, a survey of the home environment of the wor-
kers has been completed, including a record made of all previous
illnesses in the families. Provision has also been made for visits by
a nurse assigned to this work.

11:. INVESTIGATIONS CONERNING ARTIFICIAL AND NATUAL VENTI-
LATION OF VESSELS FOLLOWING FtMIGATION BY IIYDROCYAMO
ACID GAS AND OTHER GASES.

In March, 1922, a board was convened by the Surgeon General to
investigate methods of artificial ventilation of vessels subsequent to
fumigation by cyanide gas, and to make studies concerning the
utilization of gases other than hydrocyanic acid gas for the purpose
of fumigating vessels.
The studies undertaken have been separated into two main

divisions:
1. The development of a gas which will approach hydrocyanic

acid gas in efficiency, especially in the destruction of rodents, and
which will give warning of its presence, even in sublethal amounts,
by lachrymation.

2. The study of the natural and artificial ventilation of ships,
under varying conditions of temperature, humidity, and wind
velocity.
The first division of the work has been carried on at the Edgewood

Arsenal, Edgewood, Md., in cooperation with the Chemical Warfare
Service; and, after a series of laboratory experiments in regard to
the method of producing the gas, the effect of the gas on insects and
rodents as compared to cyanide gas, its lachrymatory properties in
lethal and various sublethal doses, its condensation properties in
cold, its permeability, its absorption by foodstuffs, its explosive
properties etc., it is believed that a gas as been found that meets
requirements. This section of the work has been completed and a
report l in course of preparation.

division of the work is being carried on in cooperation
with the United States Shipping Board. One of the large Shipping
Board vessels, of approximately 3,500 net tons; has been temporarily
transferred to the service, and the ventilation experiments are
being conducted under actual conditions on board the vessel.
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IV. STUDY OF CAUSES OF INDUSTRIAL ABSENTEEISM.

A study of the cause of absenteeism among employees in the
Public Health Service who are stationed in Washington was begun
during the past year with a view of determining through interpre-
tation of records the percentage of absenteeism due to sickness and
other causes. The records will be collected for a sufficient period
of time, so that they may be utilized for the purpose of comparison
with absenteeism records being collected among employees in
industrial plants.

Vr. RECORDS OF DISABILITY IN HAZARDOUS OCCUPATIONS.

During the latter part of the year arrangements were made whereby
in cooperation with the statistical office, disability records are being
kept by several industrial plants in certain of their departments or
occupations which are known to be or suspected of being hazardous
to the health of the employees, and this work will be extended to
other industrial plants from time to time. Records are kept in re-
gar(l to absence on account of illness, diagnosis being made in the.-
majority of cases by plant physicians. Similar records are also kept
for a so-called "control group" in the plant, the employees not being
exposed to any specific health hazard in their work, in order to pro-
vide for making comparison with the records obtained among the
groups of employees who are engaged in hazardous occupations.
Thus far such records are being kept in a paper mill, a cement-man-
ufacturing plant, a glass-bottle factory, and a soap-manufacturing
plant.

VI. COOPERATION WITH GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS.

A. POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

In the latter part of the year at the request of the Post Office De-
partment examinations were made of approximately 1,000 employees
in the New York and Chicago general post offices for the purpose of
determining the physical fitness of the employees, the number being
equally divided between the two post offices.
During the latter part of the year anr intensive study was made of

the illumination prevailing at the general and city hall post offices
at New York City, including an investigation of the eye defects
present among the workers, and a study of the processes involved in
the work of the post office. The cooperation of leading manufac-
turers of electric lamps and lighting units was solicited in order that
all phases of illumination might be taken into consideration. Careful
investigation of the brightness of the various units was made, and
certain general principles as to permissible brightness were estab-
lished. Elaborate tests were made over a period of approximately
three months to determine the illumination under which the em-
ployees work most efficiently and rapidly. The employees observed
in the tests were divided into three groups, according to eyesight;
namely, normal, subnormal and very subnormal. The tests were
conducted under illuminations of approximately 3, 5, 10, and 14
foot candles, each test extending over a period of about 10 days. It
was found that for workers having normal eyesight the maximum
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illumination ranged between 8 and 10 foot candles. The object of
the survey was not only to determine the proper illumination for the
work in these particular post offices, but also to determine the best
intensity of illumination for post-office work in general and to draw
conclusions as to the best means of lighting for the various processes
and operations involved. The report of this survey is now in course
of preparation.

Following the illumination studies in the post office at New York
and the physical examination of the post-office employees in New
York and Chicago, an officer of the service was detailed to act as
liaison officer between the welfare director of the Post Office Depart-
ment and the service.

First-aid boxes have been sent to all post offices where more than
25 persons are employed. The majority of the material that was
used in these first-aid kits was surplus material from the hospital
division of the service. A certain amount of surplus material for
this work was also obtained from the Medical Department of the
United States Army.

Studies are being made to determine whether it is feasible to devise
a bag that is more satisfactory for letter carriers than the one used
at present.

B. COOPERATION WITH THE UNITED STATES BUREAU OF STANDARDS.

At the request of the Director of the Bureau of Standards studies
have been made of the physical condition and of the blood picture of
persons employed in the radium section of the Bureau of Standards
and who are exposed to radiation. A survey was made of the actual
working conditions surrounding those who handle radium. Sugges-
tions as to protection against radiation by lead screens and other
means were also submitted.

Complete physical and blood examinations of -those who are ex-
posed to radiation have been made at regular intervals. The blood
pressures have also been studied. Following the use of screens in
handling the radium, there has been a general trend toward improve-
ment of the blood pressure of the radlum workers. However, the
work is of such nature as to eliminate the possibility of entirely pro-
tecting the workers from all radiation. A decrease in certain forms
of the white blood cells, relatively high haemoglobin content, and
low blood pressure are among the things noted in those who are ex-
posed to radiation. The blood pressure in one or two instances was
markedly below the usually accepted figure.

Dental films attached to various parts of the body have been used
to detect radiation received, and a number of these films that were
worn on the forehead and neck were shown to be positive for radia-
tion. These studies will be continued over a longer period of time.
The service has recently undertaken a study of the possibility of

metallic poisoning among employees of the Bureau of Standards who
are engaged in research work on metal spraying.

0. BUREAU OF MINES.-

The work incident to the cooperative arrangement with the United
States Bureau of Mines, whereby Passed Asst. Surg. R. R. Sayers
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was detailed upon request to serve as chief surgeon to that bureau,
was continued throughout the year.

Observations and experiments on the effects of carbon monoxide on
thbe human system were continued, and a report 1was published giving
a b)rief account of the effects of the gas, the symptoms that resulted
from breathing it, and the methods of treatment.

Experiments in connection with the effect of long exposure in low
concentrations under normal air conditions with subjects at rest and
subjects exercising strenuously, and of exposure to high temperatures
and high humidities in low concentrations, were carried on in a sp-
cially constructed gas-tight chamber under accurately controlled con-
ditions at the Pittsburgh Experimental Station, and a report 2 of this
investigation was published.
A study was made of the effect of comparatively low concentrations

of carbon monoxide for short periods and under normal air conditions
of temperature and humidity with the subject at rest, and a report 3

was made on the work conducted. It was recommended to the New
York and New Jersey tunnel commissions that if the New York-New
Jersey vehicular tunnel were so ventilated that persons passing
through the tunnel would be exposed to not more than 4 parts of
carbon monoxide in 10,000 parts of air for not longer than 45 minutes
no ill effects would be experienced.
A paper4 was also written on a method for quantitative determi-

nation of carbon monoxide in the blood.
Experiments on the effects of breathing carbon dioxide were also

carried out at the Pittsburgh Experimental Station. Conclusions
were drawn to the effect that while it is possible to breath 9 to 10 parts
of carbon dioxide in oxygen,any percentage above 5 will cause notice-
able effects, and between 2 and 21 per cent is all that should be per-
mitted in the expired air of an oxygen-breathing apparatus at any
time.
A detailed study of dust and ventilation conditions was made in

one of the mines in Nevada. Complete physical examinations of the
workers were made before they entered the mine, several times under-
ground, and again on arrival at the surface at the close of the day's
work. X-ray examinations of the chest were made in many cases.
A report of the results of this investigation is now in course of prepa-ration.
A report I on the investigation of lead poisoning in the mines of

Utah was prepared during the early part of theyear. In this survey
it was found that the case rate from lead poisoning in Utah is so far
out of proportion to the death rate that the death rate can not be
taken as an index to the number of cases prevalent. From reports
received during the investigation, the metal mining industry, as repre-
sented by the metal mines and smelters, isresponsible for at least 95
per cent of the industrial lead poisoningin Utah. However, this was-
to be expected, since mining and smelting are among the principal

I Thm Treatment of Carbon Monoxido Poisoning: Reprint No. 728,Public Health Reports, Feb.10, 1922

IPhysiol ffets of Exposure to Low Concentrations of Carbon Monoxide: Public Health Reports,;
May ~ 92'Physologieal Eftectsof Exposure to Low Concentrations of Carbon Monoxide: Reports of Investiga-
tons Bureau of MinesMarch, 1922.
Time Tanuie Acidki[thodfor the Quantlitatve Determination of Carbon Monoxide in the Blood:

Reports of Investigat0ins, Bureauof Mines, Mar, 1922.
*Relation of Lead Poisoningin Utah to Mining: Reports of Investigations, Bureau of Mines, August,

1921.
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industries of the State with relatively few other industries in which
workers might be exposed to lead salts. The principal controlling
factors in lead poisoning in mining are the nature of the lead
ores mined, the dryness of the mine, dust in the atmosphere, and
ventilation. The carbonate and oxide ores are much more likely
to cause lead poisoning than sulphide ores; consequently, although
a mine may produce a considerable output of lead, if the relative
proportions of carbonates and oxides to sulphides are low, there will
be fewer resulting cases of lead poisoning.

In connection with the preparation of the bulletin on the metallurgy
of quicksilver, soon to be issued by the Bureau of Mines, certain mate-
rial was prepared for use as a chapter on the health hazards in mercury
mines and in mercury reduction works. A statement relative to
mercury poisoning and preventive measures to be instituted appeared
in the Reports of Investigations, Bureau of Mines, May, 1922, serial
No. 2354.
The physiological effects that result from wearing mine rescue

apparatus were considered in a paper presented to the conference on
standardization of mine rescue apparatus hold during the Interna-
tional First Aid and Mine Rescue Meet, at St. Louis, ill September,
1921.
During the close of the year an investigation was undertaken by

the United States Bureau of Mines, in cooperation with the American
Petroleum Institute and the Public Health Service, for the purpose of
ascertaining the health hazards in the petroleum industry, especially
in connection with vapors and gases resulting from refining of crude
oils having a high sulphur content.
As to the tunnel-gas investigation, a model tunnel was constructed

at the Bureau of Mines experimental mine at Bruceton, Pa. The
exhausting gases from automobiles operated in the tunnel and the
supply of air to the tunnel were so regulated that the air would contain
as nearly as possible 0.04 per cent carbon monoxide. The physio-
logical effects of changes were observed in men standing or driving
automobiles in the model tunnel under varied types of ventilation. A
report, with recommendations, is now in course of preparation.

Passed Assistant; Surgeon Sayers, as chairman of the subcommittee
on prevention of illness among miners, of the American Institute of
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, prepared a summary of the work
done during the -past two yearsbyv the Bureau of Mines and other
agencies for the improvement of health and the prevention of illness
among miners, calling particular attention to some of the more out-
standing investigations in which progress has-been made, such as those
on the physiological effects of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, dust
and ventilation, and temperature and humidity.

Sanitary surveys were made of a number of mining camps in Ken-
tucky, Missouri, Utah, Nevada, and California, and some interesting
points were taken up in a report 8 on the planning and developing ofi
oil-shale camps. This data appeared in a report, "Prevention of Ill-
ness among Miners," Report of Investigations, Bureau of Mines,
February, 1922.
The Miners' Safety and Health Almanac for the calendar year 1922

was prepared by Passed Asst. Surg. R. C. Williams, and is the fourth
I Sanitation in Planning and Developing Oli-Shale Camps. Reports of Investigations, Bureau of Mines,~July, 1921.
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of a series published by the Bureau of Mines for the pur0pe of en-
listing the cooperation.of miners in improving health conditions and
decreasing accidents in the mining industry.
A safety and health campaign was carried on in the mining camps

of Utah and the results were so satisfactory that these campaigns are
being extended to other sections. This work is done in conjunction
with training in first aid and instruction in health and safety by
means of lectures, moving pictures, slides, bulletins, and personal
talks.
An investigation is now in progress to ascertain the causes of death

among miners in the principal mining districts of the United States
for the purpose of determining the diseases and types of accidents
which are most prevalent among this class of industrial workers.

VII. COOPERATION WITH INDUSTRIAL AND OTHER AGENCIES.

A. WITH THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BAKING.

During the latter part of the year, at the request of the American
Institute of Baking, an officer was detailed to assist in the develop-
ment of an inspection service to be maintained by the American
Bakers' Association. Arrangements are now being made for the en-
listment of the cooperation of the various members of the American
Bakers' Association for'-the purpose oft-conducting a study of ab-
senteeism in their plants, the work in question to be conducted
through cooperation with already existing State organizations.

B. CONSULTING SERVICE.

In the course of the year in response to numerous requests for
information, advice was given to industrial establishments, industrial
workers, various State and municipal boards of health, public health
and welfare associations, privately operated industrial health bureaus,
and Government departments and offices on matters relating to
industrial hygiene.

C. WITH THE AMERICAN ENGINEERING STANDARDS COMMITTEE.

Cooperating with the American Engineering Standards Committee
the service, as sponsor for the preparation of an industrial sanitation
code, has made progress toward the formulation of the code.

Service officers have been detailed to sectional committees at the
request of the respective sponsors to assist in the formulation of the
following named codes: Industrial lighting code; ventilation code
gas safety code; national safety code for the protection of the head
and eyes of industrial workers; foundry safety code; safety code for
the use of grinding wheels.

PUBLIC HEALTH ADMINISTRATION.

NORTH DAKOTA.

DurFig the year a preliminary study was made by Sure. R. Olesen
of the Public Health Administration of North Dakota. This survey
was conducted at the request of the health authorities of that State
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and resulted in findings upon which recommendations were made
which it is believed will lead to -eat improvement in the organizae-
tion of the health activities of North Dakota. A reorganization of
the State board of health, with augmented funds and personnel, is
an urgent need.

NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

In response to a request from the State health department a survey
of the local health admistration in the city of New Brunswick was
made under the direction of Passed Asst. Surg. R. E. Dyer, of the
service, acting in cooperation with the State health authorities. The
report of observations contains briefly the following information:
The present local health department is - inadequate to afford a

reasonable degree of health protection to the community. The most
important deficiency is the lack of a full-time trained health officer
as the resonsible head of the department and the employment of
unlicensed inspectors and their assignment to work for which they
are not qualified by training and experience.

It was recommended that the health department of New Bruns-
wick be reorganized along certain lines indicated in the report and
that the appropriation for the support of the health department be
increased.

HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

In September, 1921 upon request of the State health authorities,
a survey was made by Passed Asst. Surg. C. Armstrong, of Hot
Springs Ark., including an investigation of every condition affecting
the health of that city and of the organization of the health. depart-
ment of the city government. In view of the fact that this city is a
health resort and is visited annually by approximately 150,000 per-
sons, this investigation was important. Reconmendations were
made for improvements in a number of instances, but the greatest
emphasis was laid upon the importance of appointing a full-time
health officer at a salary sufficient to attract a man having adequate
public health training.

WASHINGTON COUNTY, MD.

(See also p. 45).

At the request of the State health officer of Maryland, Asst. Surg.
R. B. Norment, jr., was detailed to Hagerstown, Md., to direct the
organization and operation of the Washington County public health
demonstration. This project is conducted by the State Board of
Health of Maryland in cooperation with the United States Public
Health Service, the International Health Board, the School of Hyiene
and Public Health of the Johns Hopkins University, and the Wash-
ington County Public Health Association.
The objects of the project are as follows: (1) Organization of effec-

tive public health administration in a rural area; (2) conduct of field
studies and research in rural hygiene; (3) establishment of a demon-
stration area where actual fieldpractice in investigation, organiza-
tion, and adhmiitrgtion could be shown to students of the School
of Hygiene and Public Health of the Johns Hopkins University, and
other persons authorized by the cooperating agencies.
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The work of the demonstration may be classified as follows:
1, Nursing service. 2, Clinic service. 3, Laboratory service. 4,
Child hygiene, (a) school medical inspection; (b) study of causes of
absence of school children; (c) school milk classes; (d) nutrition
classes; (e) prenatal, maternity, and postnatal-care. 5, Field inves-
tigations, (a) epidemiology; (b) morbidity study; (c) industrial
hygiene. 6, Administration.
The State health officer has final decision in the general policies

and administration of the demonstration. The director is responsible
for local administration, under authority granted by the State board
of health.

COOPERATION WITH JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY.

Surg. W. H. Frost continued in charge of the department of epi-
demiology in the Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public
Health, to which he was detailed by the service in response to the
request of the Johns Hopkins University authorities.

CHILD HYGIENE.

Field investigations in child .hygiene have been made in eight
States and the District of Columbia during the past fiscal year.
Although of research nature, these investigations have served to
stimulate State-wide interest in and support of the work of the con-
stituted health authorities promoting and protecting maternal and
infant health and life. In a number of instances concrete local
results have been obtained as a result of these investigations, such as
the establishment of child health centers, local provision of facilities
for the dental care of necessitous school children, extended public
health nursing service, and more intensive school health supervision.
These results have been largely due to the fact that in order to obtain
material for study in connection with the solution of special child
health problems, the service has been obliged, in a number of instances,
to cary on routine work. Especially ias this been true with the
research which the service is making in the schools relating to stand-
ards of physical development. The improvement in school health
supervision consequent on these studies has been marked, notably
from the standpoint of improved nursing service, better cooperation
by the local physicians, and greater attention to nutritional problems
manifested by the establishment of special classes in nutrition.
The work of the mouth hygiene unit among school children has

been notable. During the fiscal year s ecial attention has been given
to the study of the effect of septic mouth conditions on school progress
and the relationship of oral sepsis and dental caries to student growth
and development. The results of these investigations will be made
the subject of a special report.

CHILD HYGIENE IN FLORIDA.

In response to a joint request from- the Florida State Board of
Health and the Florida Federation of Women's Clubs, service officers
were detailed to that State, in October, 1921, to study local conditions
influencing child morbidity and mortality, to assist the State health
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authorities in their efforts to combat these conditions, to make anthro-
pometric studies of school children relative to growth and develop-
ment, and to make special investigations of the effect of physical
defect and endemic diseases on growth and development and their
relation to school progress.
The work was planned to include intensive studies in two counties

by child hygiene units, investigations by the oral hygiene unit, nurs-
ing service, and nutrition work, all of which was under the super-
vision of the medical officer in charge. Orange and Pinellas Coun-
ties were selected for special demonstrations in child hygiene because
they were believed to be representative of the sections in which they
were located.

Orange County child hygiene unit.-The Orange County unit
consisted of a service officer, a nurse, and a microscopist. The unit
was able to enlist the interest and cooperation of the county superin-
tendent of schools, the city superintendent of schools, the nurses,
the county social service worker, the women's clubs, and the Ameri-
can Legion Auxiliary. Rooms in one of the city school buildings
were set aside for their use, and transportation to rural schools was
furnished by the Women's Club.
The service nutrition worker conducted conferences with mothers

in regard to nutrition, and organized nutrition classes in six schools,
three urban and three rural. Each of these resulted in a decided gain
in nearly every child.
The oral hygiene unit made a complete dental survey of all school

children in the county. The results of this survey will be correlated
with other data collected by the Orange County unit in a study of
the effect of certain defects and diseases on the growth and develop-
ment of children. In the course of this survey in Orlando, the
county seat, the local dentists contributed their services to the-estab-
lishment of a free clinic for one afternoon each month, each dentist
working in his own office and making all necessary corrections for
children. whose parents could not afford to pay. This has become
a permanent clinic, and purposes to care for an average of 75 children
a week.
The classroom health score forms designed by the service were

found to be very useful for securing the correction of hampering
physical defects. Children competed with one another for the gold
star placed after the names of every child attaining a minimum health
standard.
A total of 4,001 children were examined in the schools of Orange

County. These children, of which 2,867 were white and 1,134
colored, were enrolled in 42 schools, 29 white and 13 colored.
Much material was collected for the study of the effect of hook-

worm infection on growth, and 2,046 examinations for hookworm
were made, of which number 19 per cent were found to be positive.
The percentage of hookworm disease in the rural schools was much
higher, being 30 per cent as compared to 10 per cent in the city. The
percentage in colored children was only 8.3 per cent as compared with
22.9 per cent in the white.

In the matter of vaccination for smallpox, 51 per cent of the
colored children were vaccinated, and only 27.5 per cent of the white
children. Vaccination of school children is not compulsory in
Florida.
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In the course of special investigations and in cooperation with
the women's clubs, the Anti-Tuberculosis Society, and one of the
local druggists, a child health center was opened in Orlando. This
will be made permanent by the joint action of the Orange County
Medical Society, the County Federation of Women's Clubs, and local
nurses. A total of 139 infants and children of preschool age were
enrolled.
The Medical Society is also making an effort to arrange for the

medical inspection of school children, and is advocating the employ-
ment of a full-time health officer.

Pinellas County child hygiene unit.-In Pinellas County the work
of the United States Public Health Service Unit was largely confined
to the schools.
During the period from November, 1921, to June, 1922, 5,174

school children, 41 infants, and 40 teachers were weighed, measured,
and given physical examination.
Of 1,758 children in 18 schools examined for hookworm, 240, or

13.6 per cent, were found positive. The highest rate of hookworm
infection was 52.6 per cent and the lowest 9 per cent, with an average
of 19.3 per cent. The highest rate of infection was observed in
children in strictly rural districts or from unsewered sections of
urban communities. Educational bulletins and personal letters were
sent to the families of these infected children.

In a comparison of figures giving the "age grade" of children from
the first to the eighth grade, children infected with hookworm were
found to be approximately one year behind those free from infection,
and children with physical defects were approximately one-fourth
year behind those without gross defects.

In the spring 2,900 children were reinspected, in order to obtain
some idea of the amount of corrective work resulting from the special
work of the service. In two schools having 194 pupils and an aggre-
gate of 404 physical defects, 34.4 per cent of these defects had been
corrected. In one school the number of children with perfect health
scores (given to those who had attained a prescribed minimum
health standard) had increased from 6.4 per cent in February to 22.1
per cent in May. In another a perfect health score of 11.1 per cent
in early March had been raised to 25.7 per cent in May.

In one of the St. Petersburg schools 67.2 per cent of the children
who were below normal weight in February had been brought up to
normal in May, the increased weight being due to a well-managed
milk-drinking campaign in the school, and greater attention to the
health of the children by both the parents and the authorities
brought about largely by these studies.

Articles were written for the local papers, addresses given before
various organizations, and personal letters addressed to parents of
children with defects needing medical, surgical, or dental attention.
TrI addition, one clinic was held to demonstrate the measures to be
employed for the control of impetigo contagiosa in schools, and a
class for the care of granulated eyeLids was conducted at one of the
schools dunng April and May.
As a part of the extensive study planned by the service in an effort

to establish more accurate standards of physical development, 556
children were given the special measurements required for this study.
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The Pinellas County Federation of Women's Clubs provided a Ford
touring car for transportation, the county commissioners gave
office space in the county courthouse, and the State board of health
furnished the laboratory and some office supplies
Through the courtesy of the city health officer of Tampa, arrange-

ments were made whereby all eye and ear cases, who can not afford
to pay private fees, will be treated at a nominal cost.
The work of the Pinellas County unit resulted in a pledge of the

county commissioners to employ a second full-time nurse to assist
in putting into effect the school hygiene program recommended by
the service. In addition, a committee of three physicians was ap-
pointed to serve in an advisory capacity in connection with this pro-
gram, and arrangements made for special treatment of indigent
children in clinics to be operated at convenient points within the
county.

The special field of nursing activity was the northwest section
of Florida, particularly the nine western counties. With the co-
operation of local physicians, representatives of the State home
demonstration department, and the district health officer for western
Florida, the children in five representative schools in Escambia,
Santa Rosa, and Washington Counties were carefully examined, and
nutrition classes were developed in several schools. A "baby week"
clinic was held in Pensacola with an average daily attendance of 100
children. At the close of the fiscal year a series of infant and pre-
Achool age child clinics were scheduled for 11 points in Escambia
County.
The studies undertaken in Florida, which included the examination

of over 10,000 children, show the great and general need for and the
beneficial effect of organized effort for the promotion of child health.

CHILD HYGIENE IN BEDFORD, IND.

At the request of the Bedford school physician, endorsed by the
Indiana State Board of Health, an officer of the service was detailed
in November, 1921,: to make a survey of health conditions in the
Bedford, Ind., schools.
There are five schools and approximately 2,300 pupils in the city

of Bedford. The child hygiene investigations in that city fell under
the follows main divisions:

1. A health survey of the pupils, and a study of their health super-
vision, including a survey of general hygienic conditions in the schools.

2. A comprehensive health program carried out under the direction
of the service officer.

3. Nutrition studies.
The program included (1) medical inspection, (2) nursing and

follow-up service, (3) nutrition work, (4) a dental survey, (5) the
Schick tet, (6) the correlation of health work with art and English,
and (7) the preparation of a course in healffi education to be intro-.
duced into the curriculum at the next school session.

In addition to the common physical defects found in every school
population, the survey called attention to three facts of public health
significance-the larger number of children unprotected from small-
pox by vaccination, the high percentage of sunple goiter, and the
presence of trachoma among the pupils.
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Vaccination is not required by law in Bedford, and outbreaks of
smallpox are not uncommon. n the three elementary schools e3.1
per cent of the 1,166 children examined showed no successful vaccina-
tion. Even in the high school, of 374 pupils whose vaccination record
was clear, 46.7 per cent had made no attempt to obtain a successful
vaccination. Under circumstances such as these a very large part
of the population of Bedford is a distinct menace to thehealth of its
own community and the country at large.
Of 216 girls examined in the senior high school, 41.2 per cent showed

an enlargement of the thyroid gland. In the junior high school,
practically the same percentage of 249 girls; were goitrous. In the
latter school the range of age was from 10 to 16 years. Enlargement
of the thyroid gland was noted in one of the elementary schools in a'
girl 6 years of age.

In four of the schools 391 children took the milk lunch for a greater
or less period of time. This number comprised about 21 per cent of
the enrollment and 60 er cent of the number of underweight chil-
dren. During the school year the percentage of underweight children
in these schools was reduced from 39.1 per cent in the fall to 21.9 per
cent in the spring.
A small number of these underweight children were specially in-

structed in a nutrition class.
Very largely due to the stimulus of the service activities seven local

practicing dentists gave the time necessary to inspect the mouths of
the whole school population. The records of their findings were sent
to the parents.
During the course of this survey the service officer in charge under-

took and carried to completion original studies in two phase of the
nutrition problem. These deal with the relation of nutrition to the
posture of school children and with the relation of school life and
educational acceleration to the pupil's nutrition.

CHILD HYGIENE IN HAGERSTOWN, MD.

Advantage was taken of the opportunity offered by service coop-
eration with the Maryland State-Board of Health, the International
Health Board, the Johns Hopkins University School of Hygiene and
Public Health, and the Washington County Public Health Associa-
tion in the work of the Washington County health demonstration to
make certain child-hygiene investigations in that locality. These
investigations were begun in November 1921, and consisted in part
in measurements and physical examinations of school children,
studies in nutritional problems relating to school children, and a lim-
ited amount of oral hygiene. The child-hygiene work in this- com-
munity was correlated with that of the statistical office of the service
in a study of morbidity and methods of morbidity reporting.
By reason of the limited personnel available for this duty the

studies in school hygiene uwerexrestricted to the children of the first
and second grades in nine public schools. A total of 1,777 children
were examined, and special anthropometric measurements were made.
These studies are not yet completed. However, it is of interest to
note that the percentage of children underweight, determined by
comparison with available standards, varies in the different schools
of the city from 25 to 31 per cent of those examined. Of 60 children
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retarded in school work, who attended the Winter Street School, 30
per cent were underweight.
Of 332 children examined in another school 3.9 per cent were found

to have some cardiac damage, an unusually high percentage of this
form of physical defect.

In another school, the room occupied by the first and second grades
is badly lightedaiind 54 per cent of the children examined were found
to show visual defect.
Although these investigations have been in operation only a com-

paratively limited time, the effect of them has been to stimulate
popular interest in school-health supervision.

The special measurements and the results of the physical exami-
.nations made in this district are intended for use in connection with
the attempt of the- Public Health Service to secure more accurate
standards of physical development.

ORAL HYGIENE.

Mi8ssi8Sippi.-The beginning of the fiscal year found the dental
unit in the State of Mississippi, where it conducted investigations in
mouth hygiene in cooperation with the State health and educational
authorities. These studies were made in the summer normal schools.
The number of teachers attending the summer session at these normal
schools varied from two to eight hundred. Clinics and lectures were
given by the unit at each school whenever possible. Thesb investi-
gations have served to arouse the interest of teachers in school-health
problems and have been of educational value in training them in the
measures and methods employed to solve them.

Florida.-In Florida the dental unit assisted the child-hygiene
investigations in that State by visiting large centers for the purpose
of conducting mouth surveys of school children. A total of 69
schools in 56 communities were visited, and 8,025 mouths were
examined.

In 3,654 mouths examined outside of Orange County, including
the work inPinellas County, 1,434 defective first molars were found
showing that in this State, as elsewhere, there is a very general tend-
ency for parents to neglect this most important tooth. In this
group there were also 1 194 cases of malocclusion, 784 cases of guminfection, 9,620 cases of caries, and 5,627 fillings. The mouth con-
ditions in these 3,654 Florida children as compared with those of
children in other States are shown by the following table:

[ Children
|~ -wari, first Maloc- Infectedg Fillings Total
age of molass ilns exam-
cres. or defeat clsin guis. ined.

tive.

Florida............................... 2.12 0.38 0.33 O. 21.54 3,64
Delaware............................... 1.99 .65 .36 .22 1.48 1,435
Tennessee............................... 2.22 .48 .38 .26 .85 6,036
Huntington, W. Va....................... 3.16 .55 .38 .16 .62 500

Of 168 eighth-grade pupils, 56 per cent of those with gum infec-
tion were underweight, while only 34.5 per cent of those without
gingival infection were below the usual standard of weight.

9.869604064

Table: [No Caption]
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Among 1,000 children, 325 were found to have no defect other
than those of the mouth. In this group those with a mouth rating of
70 per cent averaged 75.8 per cent in scholarship, those with 80 per
cent mouth rating averaged 82 per cent in -scholarship, and those
whose mouths received a rating of 90 per cent averaged 87.5 per
cent in scholarship, according to the school record.
The material collected in Orange County in the case of approxi-

mately 4,000 school children has not yet been compiled. This will
be used in connection with studies on the effect of physical defect
-on growth and -development.
The unit was aided materially in the work done in Florida by the

cooperation of the health officers, the Federation of Women's Clubs,
and local dentists.

Maryland.-The hygienist of the dental unit was detailed to
Hagerstowvn, Md., shortly before the close of the fiscal year. In the
period between May 17 and June 23, 1922, 599 mouths were exam-
ined and ta number of lextures on oral hygiene were given.

CHILD HYGIENE IN MISSOURI.

The child-hygiene work carried on in the State of Missouri in co-
operation with the State department of health during the previous
fiscal year was reduced to a minimum during the year. It has con-
sisted largely in studies of community needs and methods of securing
community provision of adequate child health supervision.

In the course of these investigations there has been found a very,
serious infiltration of trachoma infection in the school population of
southeastern Missouri. Of 222 public-school children examined in
one country, 117, or 52.25 per cent, were found to have some form
of conjunctivitis. As a result, the State department of health and
local communities are taking steps to carry out effective control
measures.

CHILD HYGIENE IN MEMPHIS, TENN.

At the request of the health officer of the city of Memphis, an
officer of the service was detailed to that city on April 8, 1922, to
make special investigations in the physical development of children
of school age. IIn the conduct of these investigations instructions
were given to thelnurses in the employ of the Memphis health depart-
ment in order that, in the future, the measurements of school chil-
dren might be taken with a greater degree of accuracy.
The special investigations conducted in Memphis were a part of

the studies the service proposed to make of the normal physical
development of children. Of 1,014 children measured, 576 were
white children and 438 were colored children.

CHILD HYGIENE IN UTAH!.

In response to a 'equest from the Utah State Board of Health an
officer of the service was .detailed to that State on July 1, 1921, for
the purpose of undertaking studies in child hygiene and tuberculosis
in cooperation with State and local authorities and other health
agencies.
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A study of conditions led to the conclusion that the requirements
of the situation would be best met by a tour of the State to obtain
data relative to maternal and infant mortality and to study condi-
tions involving the mortality rate; to make investigations and secure
proper standards for health supervision of infants and children of
pre-school age; to establish permanent clinics or health centers to be
operated at focal expense; and to stimulate the citizens generally to
activity in the line of the correction of physical defects in childhood,
the provision of public health nursing service, and the needed facilities
for taking care of child health problems, including popular support
of thd establishment of a division of child hygiene in the State board
of health.
To serve these purposes, and also that of a tuberculosis surve a

traveling clinic through the financial assistance of the Utah Pu lic
Health Association, which is the State tuberculosis association, was
placed in the field. This clinic consisted of two divisions, one for
tuberculosis and one for child hygiene, and was operated -under the
direction of a service officer. The Utah Public Hcalth Association
not only equipped the traveling clinic but also furnished an educa-
tional director and, from time to time, five nurses. In various
communities local physicians and lay workers have been of great
assistance.
At the close of the fiscal year the traveling clinic had visited 19

counties and 51 child-hygiene clinics had been held in 54 towns.
The special lectures given at over 200 public health meetings were
attended by a total of 45,697 persons.

Motion pictures and slides illustrating health subjects were shown
113 times. Editorials and special articles were supplied to local
newspapers, and much health literature was distributed.
The traveling clinic aroused great interest, and at Ogden this

interest led to the reorganization of a children's clinic previously
established. The clinic has been enlarged, dental equipment installed,
and the services of a pediatrician secured for duty twice a week.
The clinic is now well attended. Similar conditions existed at Provo,
where a well-equipped clinic had been little patronized by children.
The work of the service led to the employment of a well-trained
public-health nurse, and the clinic is now well patronized by the
community.
Though the primary function of the child hygiene division of the

traveling clinic was to investigate conditions among infants and
children of the preschool age, the interest of schoolmen led to many
school children being brought to the clinic for examination. On
request of the county superintendents of, schools for school medical
inspection, special school-hygiene studies were made in Summit and
Davis Counties in cooperation with the department of education and
the local superintendent of schools.
At the White Rocks school for Indian children an examination

was made at the request of the commissioner of the reservation.
Among the 82 children examined there were 41 cases of trachoma.
It should be noted, however, that trachoma is not confined to the
Indian children, sporadic cases of the disease being found throughout
the Uinta Basin. In some of the towns in this vast territory there
is no medical aid to be had except from physicains who live at great
distances. There is only one nurse in the entire basin.
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One of the striking discoveries made in the course of this survey
was the very high percentage of cardiac damage found in the children
in this district, over 5 per cent. Associated.with the marked inci-
dence of cardiac damage is an exceptionally high percentage of under-
weight, much tonsillar infection, and acute rheumatism. The
survey of the Uinta Basin has emphasized the inadequacy of medical
service in rural districts.
Every one of the Indian children examined had been vaccinated.

Unfortunately this is not the case with the white children. Of 4,125
children examined for evidence of previous vaccination, it was found
that 3,078, or 75 per cent, were unvaccinated.,
Of 1,590 children weighed in eight rural schools in two counties,

587, or 36.9 per cent, were found to be 7 per cent or more underweight
by Wood's standard.
Of 952 infants weighed, 40 per cent were found to be underweight,

and 29 per cent of 1,152 preschool children. It is interesting to
note that 40 per cent of 1,087 infants and 30 per cent of 984 pre-
school children examined habitually had insufficient sleep.
Of 4,613 school children weighed, 2,191, or 47 per cent, were 7

per cent or more underweight. In some of the schools of Sanpete
County the rate of underweight ran as high as 71 Per cent..
The State board of health and the Utah Public health Association

were assisted by the service personnel in putting on an exhibit of
child-hygiene activities at the State fair... At this exhibit over 1,000
children were weighed and measured and instructions given to mothers
regarding health matters.

MISCELLANEOUS CHILD-HYGIENE ACTIVITIES.

Nutrition work.-The various investigations ia child hygiene
undertaken by the service reveal a considerable amount of under-
nourishment in the child population. To educate the public in the
causes, results, and remedies to be considered in this problem, to
demonstrate methods of combating the condition, and to study the
relationship of potential causal factors to underweight, special work
in nutrition was carried on in connection with the Florida studies in
child hygiene, and toward the close of the fiscal year, to a limited
degree, at Hagerstown, Md.
A vigorous campaign of public-health education was carried on

through conferences and public lectures. Many conferences were
held with health officials and other interested persons. Addresses
and talks were given before women's clubs, parent-teachers' associa-
tions, State teachers' associations, and groups of pupils and teachers.
As one of the results of these studies nutrition classes were organized

in Orange County, Fla., which resulted in 100 undernourished
children being restored to normal weight. Other classes in this
State were organized in the schools, and as an outgrowth of the nutri-
tion work in Plant City a general child-hygiene program was insti-
tuted. Our studies tend to confirm the opinion that defective
nutrition is essentially a medical problem, and that underweight is
a danger signal to be considered in connection with other symptoms
in the application of measures for correcting this condition.

Diserwt of Columbia.-On the request of the director of the Girl
Scouts of the District of Columbia the child-hygiene office has con-

14l7T-22----4
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tinued the physical examination of girls and women who registered
for attendance at the Girl Scouts' camp which was undertaken during
the latter part of the last fiscal year At the close of the year 264
examinations had been made. Consent has been secured for the
return of approximately all of these children for reexamination at the
end of the camping-out period in order that an attempt may be made
to evaluate the effect of camp life and camp conditions on their
general health.

Virginia.-In connection- with the rural sanitation work of the
service the child hygiene office participated in and helped to organize
the child health center work in Arlington County, Va., described in
another section of this report (see p. 53.)

Maryland.-On request of the medical officer in charge, the child
hygiene office assisted in organizing the child health center work on
*the Government reservation at Perryville, Md. The child health ac-
tivities at that point are described in a special article which appeared
in the Weekly Public Health Reports May .5, 1922.

- In addition, on request of the State commissioner of health, a service
representative visited Hyattsville, Md., and assisted in organizing a
nutrition class in the grade school of that city.

Special physical measurements -In order to obtain representative
data for use in estimating the growth of children at various age
periods according to sex, the cooperation of several State boards of
health were secured.
On September 27, 1921, a conference was held in Washington, D. C.,

with representatives of State bureaus and divisions of child hygiene,
to devise plans for cooperation in child hygiene activities, with par-
ticular reference to the determination of an acceptable measure of the
physical development of children according to sex, age, and racial
stock.

Very important physical measurements of children have been made
in Georgia and Virginia, in addition to similar data obtained in the
States mentioned in the body of this report. This material consti-
tutes a very valuable contribution to the study of the physical devel-
opment of children, due to the desirability of obtaining data of this
character from widely separated sections of the country, representing
both rural and urban conditions and recorded in a uniform manner.

Child health educational meas'ures.-In addition to the educational
effect of the general child hygiene activities of the service which, in a
number of instances, has routed in community action for the greater
protection of child and maternal health and life, the service has written
thousands of letters during the year in response to individual inquir-
ies-for information. Of special interest in this connection is the tes-
timony of large numbers of expectant mothers throughout the coun-
try regarding the value of the health instruction given them in a
series of individual monthly letters appropriate to the stage of the
pregnancy. The service has distributed during the year approxi-
mately 250,000 leaflets and bulletins relating to child and maternal
health which were prepared by service officers, engaged in child hy-
giene investigations.

Infant welare conference.-On invitation of the British National
League for Health, Maternity, and Child Welfare, Surg. Taliaferro
Clark was detailed to represent the service at the second English-
speaking conference on infant welfare held in London,. England, July
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5 to 7, 1921. The conference was held during the celebration of the
national baby week, 1921. A report on this conference was printed
in the Public Health Reports October 7, 1921.

In addition to representing the service, Surgeon Clark, on special
request, also represented the American Child Hygiene Association and
the American Public Health Association.

RURAL HEALTH WORK.

The results of the cooperative rural health work of the Public
Health Service in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1922, were entirely
in support of the conclusions in the reports of this activity in the fiscal
years 1920 7 and 1921.8 Those conclusions were, respectively, as
follows:

"Reasonably adequate appropriations for the cooperative activities
of the United States Puublic Health Service in rural health work ctuld
be used with a high degree of effectiveness, and in entire consistence
with our principles of government, for nation-wide promotion of human
health, and would yield to the national welfare a dividend second to
no other obtainable from investment of Federal funds."

" The demonstration rural health work of the Public Health Service
has succeeded to such a degree that it now should be put on a coopera-
tive basis so that any rural community in the United States ready to
do its proper part might receive from the Federal Government due
and logical assistance in the development and maintenance of reason-
ably adequate local health work."4The amounts specifically appropriated by Congress for special
studies of and demonstration work in rural sanitation and made avail-
able for the cooperative rural health work of the Public Health Service
have been as follows:
Fiscal year. Amount.
1917.$25,:000
1918.150,000
1919.. 150,000
1920.50,000

21.50,000
1922.................5................... .. 50.00

Before 1911 none of our rural communities was provided with local
health service a proaching adequacy under the direction. of whole-
time county or district health officers. At the beginning of the cal-
endar year 1922, about 10 per cent 9 of our rural population was
receiving such service. That is process, but it is slow.
Due to lack of business-like localhealth service in our rural com-

munities, scores of thousands of deaths and hundreds of thousands
of cases of incapacitating illness occur every year among our people.
Many of the haft, the larme, and the blind among us are such- because
we, as a nation, have not gone into the ruralhealth business in a
business-like way. If our Federal Government has a right to cooper-
ate with State and county governments in any work for the promo-
tion of the general welfare, it surely-seems to have a right, a solemn
duty, and a great opportunity in the rural health field. The plan of

Page 15, Reprint No. 615, from Public Health Reports, Octoberil, 190
* Page 17, Rprnt No. 9, from Publlc Health Reports, October 7,1921.
* Pubtc Health Reports, vol. 37, No. 29 of July 21, 1922, pp. 1791799.
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cooperative rural health work in which the Public Health Service has
been engaged on a necessarily small scale because of meager appro-
priations in the last several years was evolved from field experience.
It works. Its extension seems advisable.
At the termination of the fiscal year 1921, $13,754.72, unexpended

under contracts made during that year, remained available. This
amount, with the $50,000 appropriated, made $63,754.72 available
for the cooperative rural health work of the Public Health Service in
the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1921. Of this sum, $44,816.04 was
expended under alotments for cooperative projects in counties, and
$5,630.26 was expended for administration, supervision of local
projects, and special studies of the problem of rural sanitation. The
unexpended balance of the total sum available was included in allot-
ments to some of the cooperative projects which, because of various
local circumstances, could not be completed by the end of the fiscal
year. With the existing difference between the Federal fiscal year
and those of some of the States and localities in which the work is
done, it would not be practicable, without lessening the degree of
economy in administration striven for, to arrange contracts so that
the allotment of Federal funds to every project would be expended
exactly by the end of the Federal fiscal year.

During-the fiscal year 1-922, cooperative projects were carried out
in 56 counties (or districts comparable to counties) in 16 States. The
total expenditure for the support of the local projects was $406,276.78.
Of this sum, an aggregate of $284,839.85 was provided from State,
county, and municipal governmental sources, $76,620.89 from civic
sources, such as local health associations, local Red Cross chapters,
and the International Health Board, and $44,816.04 from the rural
sanitation funds of the Public Health Service. Thus this investment
of Federal funds was met with odds of over 8 to 1 for the support of
the work. The proportion of the expenses covered with funds from
local sources is significant. It gives some idea of the stimulating
effect of the Federal Government's cooperation ard -`iuggests what
might be accomplished, without unnecessary and disastrous delay,
in this vitally important nation-wide field if'Congress would appro-
priate sufficient funds for the purpose to enable the Federal Govern-
ment to extend this plan of cooperation in the rural health business
to a reasonably adequate degree.

PLAN OF WORK.

The plan of work in the fiscal year 1922 was ractically identical
with that10 carried out in the fiscal year 1921. This plan has proved
economical and effective under a wide range of local conditions. No
radical change in it appears advisable, but a wide-extension of it
would seem highly advantageous.

THE CAPE COD PROJECT.

The cooperative health work begun in 'May, 1921, under the direc-
tion of a whole-time 'district health officer, in 10 of the 14 towns in
Cape Cod, Mass.,11 has progressed very satisfactorily. This project
is of especial interest in that it furnishes a test of the applicability of

10 Pages lG4l, Reprtnt No. 9, from Publi Health Rezz Oct. 7, 1921.
It Pages 11-12, Reprrint No. 69, from Publia Health Repor of Oct. 7, 1921.
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the general plan of cooperative rural health work to the conditions
of local government by town units obtaining in Massachusetts and
other New England States. After the first year of this experiment,
the number of towns in the cape entering into the cooperative project
was increased from 10 to 11, and the funds provided by the town
governments for the support of the district health department in its
second year of activity were increased from $5,100 to $6,115. A few
months after the active work was begun, the district health depart-
ment's force was augmented by a health nurse, whose services are
provided through the cooperation of local Red Cross chapters.

SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION WORK IN VIRGINIA COUNTIES.

The plan of special demonstration work in rural sanitation which
was carried out in Virginia in 11 counties in the fiscal year 1920 and
in 10 counties in the fiscal year 1921, was carried out in 14 counties 12
in that State, and in 1 county (Marion) in Alabama, in the fiscal year
1922. This plan, which is described in previous reports,13 has proved
highly successful. After three years of trial, this plan appears to
meet better than could any other plan yet proposed the situations
in rural counties in which effective health work, if begun at all, must
be begun on a low-cost basis, and in which outdoor sanitary measures,
such as control of soil pollution, protection of domestic water sup-
plies, and control of mosquito breeding, are especially indicated in
the beginning of the local program of rural health work. Therefore
the plan is applicable to many of our rural counties. In a number of
instances among the demonstration projects in the Virginia counties,
it has been found that, on conservative estimates, the saving in dollars
and cents to the county, accomplished by only 1 or 2 of the 15 or 20
items of work carried out by the sanitary offcer in the course of a
year, amounted to considerably more than the cost of the sanitary
officer's services for that year. The services of the sanitary officer,
besides having an immediate and readily apparent value, often result
in the development of popular sentiment in the county for an en-
larged scale of health activities. In each of a number of the Virginia
counties, the county appropriation for health service has been in-
creased sufficiently after the first or second year of work by the county
sanitary officer to secure the services of a county health nurse or of
both a county health nurse and a whole-time county health officer
in addition to those of the sanitary officer. Since the inauguration in
Virginia (February, 1919) of the plan of sanitary officer demonstra-
tion work in rural sanitation, there has been no difficulty in finding
in that State counties whose authorities are willing to make appro-
priations of counter money to secure the cooperation of the State
board of health an the United States Public Health Service in carry-
ing out the demonstration projects. Whenever the work has been
discontinued in one county, one or more counties have been ready
with county appropriations to take the place of that county on thli
cooperative list. If the combined funds of the State and Federal
cooperating agencies were adequate to meet as much as two-fifths of
the total cost, it is probable that whole-tinme county health service
"Bath, Carroll, Charlotte, Chesterfield, (lreensville, Henry, Mathews, Northumberland, Orange, Prince

Edward, Pulaski Richmond, Roanoke Wythe.
"Pages 10-12, Reprint No. 61, from 1iubllc Health Reports of Oct. 1, 192, and pages 12-14, Reprint No.

699, from Public Health Reports.
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could be developed within a short time in a large majority of the
counties in the State which are not now provided with such service.
An offer from the central health agencies to supervise and financially
assist in the support of the work is a potent factor in the persuasion
of the average county board of supervisors to make an appropriation
for whole-time county health service. Without such cooperation
from the State and Federal health agencies, satisfactory progress in
county health work is not to be expected in Virginia or in any of the
other States. The State health commissioner expects to try to ob-
tain from the next Virginia Legislature a sufficient appropriation for
rural sanitation toenable the State board of health to offer due and
proportionate cooperation to every county in the State whose author-
ities desire and will appropriate their proportionate part for whole-
time county health service.

GENERAL PROGRESS IN RURAL HEALTH WORK.

Notwithstanding the general financial situation, substantial prog-
ress was made in the development of whole-time rural (county)
health service in the United States during the fiscal year. Accord-
ing to data"4 collected by the Service from the State health depart-
ments, the number of counties or equivalent divisions provided with
local health service, reaching all rural sections thereof, under the
direction of whole-time county or district health officers, was 203
at the beginning of the calendar year 1922, as against 161 at the
beginning of the calendar year 1921, and 109 at the beginning of
the calendar year 1920. This gain signifies that the cooperative
demonstrations in rural health work, though as yet lamentably small
in number, are making some impression upon the general situation.
During the fiscal year 1922, progress deserving especial mention

was continued in Alabama, Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky, Montana,
New Mexico, North Carolina, Ohio, Vermont, and Virginia, and was
made in Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, and West Virginia. In
Missouri a division of rural sanitation was organized in tthe State
board of health and wag directed by an officer of the Public Health
Service detailed for duty with the State board in developing and
supervising county health work; and appropriations, ranging from
$3,600 to $12,000 a county, were made available from county sources
for the support of county health departments on a basis of whole-
time service in nine counties in addition to the two in which coopera-
tive rural health projects were being conducted at the beginning of
the fiscal year. In six of the nine additional counties whose local
authorities made appropriations to secure the cooperation offered
by the State board of health, the United States Public Health Ser-
vice, and the International Health Board, whole-time personnel was
engaged and active work was conducted during the year. In West
Virginia, to which State, also, an officer of the Public Health Service
is detailed to cooperate with the State board of health in developing
an(l supervising whole-time county health service, arrangements were
effected for cooperative health work unider the direction of whole-
time county health officers in four counties previously without such
service.

1o Public Health Reports, vol. 37, No. 29, of July 21, i92, pp. 1794-1799.
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RESULTS.

The cooperative projects in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1922,
yielded results exceeding in value many fold- the cost of the work.
Among the results to which especial consideration may be given are:

1. Public lectures presenting the principles and details of sanita-
tion to over 277,000 persons.

2. Over 104,000 sanitary inspections of premises, with explanation
of findings to occupants (or owners) of the properties.

3. Physical examination of over 142,000 school children, of whom
over 91,000 were found to have incapacitating physical defects, with
notification of parents or guardians of defects found.

4. Sixteen t ousand six hundred and forty-five recorded treat-
ments effecting correction of incapacitating physical defects among
school children, brought about by written notifications to parents or
guardians, follow-up visits to homes of the children, making avail-
able proper clinical facilities, and other activities of the county or
district health departments.

5. Seven thousand eight hundred and eighty-two visits by health
nurses to homes of cases of communicable disease to advise and
show the afflicted households how to prevent the spread of the
infections.

6. Three thousand and ninety-four visits by health nurses to pre-
natal cases to advise with and assist expectant mothers in carrying
out hygienic and physiological measures making for healthy mothers
and healthy babies.

7. Nine thousand six hundred and twenty-nine home visits by
health nurses to demonstrate hygienic measures for the promotion
of the health and the protection of the lives of infants.

8. Twenty-five thousand five hundred and forty persons inoculated
for protection against typhoid fever.

9. Thirty-eight thousand two hundred an( forty-one persons vac-
cinated against smallpox.

10. Three thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven children in-
oculated with toxin-antitoxin mixture for immunization against
diphtheria.

11. Two thousand two hundred and forty-one persons treated
effectively for relief from hookworm disease and for the prevention
of the spread of the infection.

12. Marked reduction in the spread of malaria in hundreds of local-
ities with an aggregate population of several hundred thousand.

13. Twenty-three thousand nine hundred and eighty-five treat-
ments to rid persons of venereal disease infection and prevent the
spread of the infection.

14. Five thousand eight hundred andl ninety-six cases of (langer-
ous communicable disease quarantined to prevent spread of infection
in the local community, the State, and throughout the country.

15. The installation of 13,552 sanitary privies and 412 septic tanks
at dwellings where previouslyithere had been either grossly insanitary
privies or no toilets of any sort.

16. Eight thousand four hundred and twenty privies repaired so
as again to he of sanitary type.

17. Two thousand three hundred and one homes connected for the
first time with sanitary sewers.
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18. Two thousand nine hundred and fifty homes provided with
clean water supplies in place of contaminated water supplies.

19. Radical improvement of 539 public milk supplies, distributed
to a considerable extent through the channels of interstate commerce,
to prevent the spread, through milk and milk products, of such infec-
tions as those of typhoid fever, scarlet fever, diphtheria, tuberculosis,
septic sore throat, and infant diarrhea.

20. Two thousand two hundred and ninety-nine citizens over 40
years of age examined and advised about measures to conserve their
vital capital.
Such results indicate that the plan of the work is both compre-

hensive and effective. Not for comparison but merely for example,
specific results in a few of the separate projects are here cited.

In Madison County, Ala., a remarkable reduction in the death rate
has been effected. the cooperative health work, under the direction
of a whole-time county health officer, was begun in 1918. For the
immediately preceding 10 years the annual death rate averaged over
19 per 1,000 of population. In the calendar year 1921 it was 12.6.
The death rate among infants of less than 1 year in 1921 was only 77
per 1,000 births. The population of Madison County is about 50,000.
A lowering of the death rate by 7 points, therefore, means 350 less
deaths a year. The total annual expenditures for the support of the
county health service have averaged about $14,400 in the last three
fiscal years. Saving lives of American citizens at a cost of less than
$50 a life saved seems reasonably good business.

In Mason County, Ky., the county health department, in the course
of its general program of health work within the last several years,
has accomplished a high degree of success in securing vaccination of
the local population against smallpox. In the winter of 1921-22,
smallpox, much of which was of malignant type, was highly prevalent
within the vicinity of Mason County. In two villages, located near
the Mason County line, in an adjoining county, 55 cases developed.
within the period December 1, 1921, to April 1, 1922. Within that
period not a single case developed among the residents of Mason
County.~ Ifithe eighth sanitary district of Vermont the potential value of
health work among school children, to both the individual and the
community, was exemplified by an instance remarkable because of
its completeness. The whole-time district health office& in the course
of his first round of physical examination of school children, found,
in October, 1919, at one of the large graded schools, 16 pupils of
widely different ages who, because they were unable to keep up with
their respective classes, were regarded as mentally backward and
were assigned to a special room for simple instructions. Upon care-
fully examining the 16 children the health officer found that every
one hone ne or more marked physical defects, among which decayed
teeth, enlarged tonsils, adenoids, faulty eyesight, and poor hearing
were common. With the cooperAtion of the school directors the
health officer succeeded, within the next few months, by appeals to
the parents and through special arrangements with local physicians,
in having almost all of the physical defects found among the group
corrected. On reexamination of the pupils a ybar later it was found
that all of the previously backward children had been returned to
their proper grades and were keeping up in them with their classmates.
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Another year later, in December, 1921, some of those 16 children
were among the physical and mental leaders in their grades.

In Cherokee County, Kans., the county health officer found, on
his physical examination of school children in the winter of 1921-22,
that 1,871 corrections of physical defects among the children had
been made since his examination of them in the previous school term.
In the fiscal year 1922 radical improvements were accomplished in
outdoor sanitary conditions at hundreds of the rural homes. Two
thousand five hundred and ninety-four persons were, vaccinated
against smallpox, and the county health officer or the county health
nurse, or both, visited, once or more, every case of tuberculosis known
to exist in the county and gave practical instructions to the patients
and to the other members of their households in measures to pre-
vent the spread of tubercular infection.

In Arlington County, Va., the program of rural health work,
inaugurated in 1919, has been comprehensive and remarkably
effective. The methods of excreta disposal have been changed from
insanitary to sanitary at more than 3,600 of the 3,800 homes in the
county. Hundreds of sources of domestic water supplies have been
changed in character so as to be protected from potentially dangerous
contamination. Over 80 per cent of the physical defects found among
school children on the first round of inspection have been corrected
Among the children in three of the larger schools, a record of 100 per
cent corrections of corrigible physical defects has been made. In
the fiscal year 1922, the third vear of the work, special activities
were begun for the promotion of infant and maternity hygiene, for
adult life extension, and for tuberculosis control. At the two baby
clinics established in the county over 250 babies were examined in
the first month of that special activity. All the activities are per-
formed under the direction of one person, the whole-time county
health officer. The program furnishes a striking example of a maxi-
mum of work with a minimum of overhead expense.

CONCLUSION.

The plan of cooperative rural health work in which the Public
Health Service has been engaged during the last several fiscal years
has proved economical and effective and should be extended, with-
out unnecessary delay, to meet to a reasonably adequate degree the
serious need of well-balanced, whole-time local health service in the
rural districts of the United States.

STATISTICAL WORK.

Iti connection with studies of child hygiene and industrial hygiene
and the investigations of pellagra, the work of analyzing and inter-
reting the statistics collected in the field has been of great assistance.

Whe investigations of the rate of growth of children, the relation of
physical defects in children to absence from school, and the heights
and weights of children involved the usesand interpretation of statis-
tical data. Expert statistical knowledge was also needed in continu-
ing the studies of industrial morbidity in which standardized sickness
records are being developed. Certain phases of the pellagra investi-
gations necessitated the employment of statistical analysis. Under
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the section "Sanitary Reports and Statistics," page 211, there is given
a detailed report of the work of the Statisticat Office.

STREAM POLLUTION INVESTIGATIONS.

Investigations of stream pollution have been continued under the
same organization and along the same lines as in the past, under the
general direction of Surg. W. H. Frost, stationed at Baltimore, Md.,
with Sanitary Engineer R. E. Tarbett in immediate charge of the
stream pollution laboratory at Cincinnati, and Sanitary Engineer
J. K. Hoskins in charge of a study of the Illinois River, with head-
quarters at Peoria, Ill.
The most important addition to the organization during the past

year has been the appointment of a group of consultants in stream
Pollution, consisting of Dr. E. O. Jordan, professor of hygiene and
acteriology, University of Chicago; Dr. Stephen A. Forbes, pro-

fessor emeritus of biology, University of Illinois and director of the
Illinois State Biological Survey, and Mr. Langdon Pearse, C. E.,
sanitary engineer for the sanitary district of hicago. These con-
sultants, representing the fields of bacteriology, fresh water biology
and sanitary engineering, respectively, have Been brought into close
touch with the current work of the service through several confer-
ences with the officers in the field and through regular reports of
progress. In addition to giving valuable advice relative to the
studies now in progress, they have, by special request of the Surgeon
General, prepared and submitted to the bureau a joint memorandum,
outlining their view of present and future basic problems in stream
pollution and of the field of the Public Health Service in studying
them. This Iaemoralndum is now in press, for publication in an early
issue of the Weekly Public Health Reports. The active interest of
such a group of consultants not only insures the best advice obtain-
able in matters of technical detail, but also helps greatly toward
keeping the work of the Public Health Service properly related on
the one hand to the fundamental problems of biology and on the
other hand to the practical requirements of sanitary engineering.
Another important addition to the organization has been the

appointment of Dr. Lowell J. Reed, associate professor of biometry
and vital statistics, Johns Hopkins University School of Hygiene and
Public Health, as consultant in statistics, for occasional service in
connection with the statistical analysis of data collected in stream
pollution studies.

ILLINOIS RIVER INVESTIGATION.

The whole personnel available for field work, with a few exceptions,
has been engaged during the entire year upon an-intensive study of
the pollution and natural purification of the Illinois River, which
was begun during the latter part of the preceding fiscal year. The
purposes and general plan of this study are discussed in the report
for the year 1921. As there stated, the Illinois River was selected
for study because its gross pollution immediately below the outlet of
the Chicago Drainage Canal, and the absence of any further con-
siderable pollution above Peoria, a distance of 160 miles, afford an
unusual opportunity to study the processes -of natural purification,
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both chemical and bacteriological. Another important considera-
tion was the active cooperation of the board of trustees and engineer-
ing staff of the sanitary district of Chicago, and the access through
them to the valuable data already collected as the result of their
studies.

Headquarters and a central laboratory were established in April,
1921, at eoria, Ill., which is about midway between Chicago and the
mouth of the Illinois River. During May, June, and July of that
year, additional laboratories were established at Beardstown and
Kampsville, Ill., below Peoria, and at Joliet, Ill., on the upper river,
the sanitary district of Chicago contributing liberally toward the
maintenance of the latter laboratory. Subsequently a laboratory
established by the sanitary district of Chicago, at Argo, Ill., on the
Chicago Drainage Canal, was put into operation on a schedule
coordinated with that of the Public Health Service laboratories.
From each of these laboratories samples have been collected daily

for bacteriological, chemical and biological examination. By the
use of motor boats, interurban trolleys and bus lines, and by the
employment of local sample collectors at some of the more distant
stations, to collect samples and ship them by express to the nearest
laboratory, it has been possible to reach some 40 sampling stations,
located at intervals of 5 to 25 -miles along the river, with another
station on the Mississippi River above the junction of the Illinois.

Bacteriological examinations of the samples collected from these
stations have been made at the Illinois River laboratories, also dis-
solved oxygen determinations, as these must be made upon fresh
samples. Biological examinations and chemical analyses have been
made at the Cincinnati laboratory; carefully preserved samples being
shipped there periodically. Notwithstanding the many difficulties
encountered during the winter, the schedule of sample collections
and examinations has been maintained throughout the year, giving
observations covering a full cycle of seasonal conditions.
As the funds available for support of this work were not sufficient

for maintenance of the full complement of laboratories for the whole
year, the laboratory at Beardstown, Ill., was discontinued Novem-
ber 15, 1921. In order to insure continued operation of the other
laboratories throughout the year, the trustees of the sanitary district
of Chicago assumed a considerable share of the operating expenses
of the Joliet and Peoria laboratories from January 1 to July 1, 1922.

It was intended, when the laboratories were established, to continue
them in operation only one year; but upon advice of the consultants
it has since been decided to continue. them in operation until Septem-
ber 15, 1922, thus accumulating observations through two summer
periods.
Upon discontinuance of the laboratories in September, the perma-

nent personnel assigned to them will be transferred to Cincinnati, for
preparation of reports upon the investigation and to take up further
studies.

CINCINNATI LABORATORY.

The work carried on at the Cincinnati laboratory has been chiefly
the preparation of all bacteriological culture media for the Illinois
River laboratories, the chemical and biological examination of
samples shipped from these laboratories, and compilation of the
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hydrometric data necessary for computing the discharge and velocity
of the Illinois River during the period of observation. This, wit
the preparation of reports upon previously completed field work,
has occupied the whole personnel of the station.

EXCRETA DISPOSAL STUDIES.

The board appointed to study the problem of sanitary disposal of
human excreta in unsewered communities has continued studies at
Washington, D. C., Arlington County, Va., Fort Caswell, N. C., and
Wilmington, N. C.

GROUND WATER POLLUTION.

The pollution of the ground water involves two phases which are
more or less distinct, namely, (A) the extension of pollution from
the surface of the ground or from a privy down to the ground water
table, and (B) the extension of the pollution after it has reached the
water table. When the pit is dug into ground water these two phases
merge into one.

(A) Extension of pollution from the surface of the ground, or from
a privy down to the ground water able.-The biological law that bac-
teria, protozoa, and nematode can not disperse in an absolutely dry
("bone-dry") medium is fundamental. Accordingly, when excreta
are deposited upon a bone-dry soil or in a bone-dry pit, these organ-
isms are imprisoned. The excreta, however, contain some moisture
and as this sinks into the bone-dry soil the possibility is present for
the organisms to travel .or be carried as far as this moisture extends
in sufficient quantity to permit active or passive motion on their part,
but as soon as the organisms attain the periphery of the moisture
they reach a barrier.

If other moisture (as rain water, for instance) enters the bone-dry
soil and fills the voids in the dirt, the theoretical possibility is pre-
sentid for the organisms to move or to be moved farther, namely, as
far as this moisture extends. Accordingly, as long as there is a
bone-dry layer of soil between the excreta and the water table, the
organisms of the excreta can not reach the ground water table; an
apparent exception to this general rule would be presented if the
excreta were carried down by some actively moving animal (such as
a crayfish, earthworm, etc.), but this exception would be only appar-
ent, not real, for the carrier animal is not bone-dry (otherwise it
would be dead and incapable of motion), hence the principle of the
bone-dry barrier still holds.

Thus, in order that organisms in excreta can pass from the surface
of the ground or from a privy down to the ground water table, the
existence or the formation of a continuous or a progressive bridge
or connection of sufficient water to permit them to move actively or
passively is theoretically an absolute necessity.
The time involved in this movement down to the ground water table

will of course vary according to circumstances, such as (a) the dis-
tance down to ground water, (b) the size of the voids in the soil, (c)
the obstacles encountered (such as any film which may form, adverse
chemical or temperature conditions of the soil), (d) natural enemies
(competing or preying organisms), etc.
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(B) Extension of pollution after it has reached the ground water
table.-In case a pit or leaking privy extends into the ground water,
or in case excreta are disposed of by dtimping into an abandoned well
containing water, the water table at this point is ipso facto polluted
immediately by the organisms contained in the excreta; thus the
conditions are of the same nature as in the case of an infection of the
ground water table discussed in the foregoing paragraphs (A).

In considering the extension of the pollution after it has reached
the ground water, it is necessary to hold in mind the point that
immediately above the actual ground-water table (namely, the water-
saturated or water-bearing stratum) there is a moist stratum known
as the capillary fringe. This capillary fringe has not played much
of a role in the literature on sanitation, but experiments now in
progress indicate quite clearly that it must be given serious considera-
tion in future work.

In considering the extension of pollution in ground water it is
further necessary to hold in mind various important factors, as, for
instance, (a) the- slope of the water table, (b) the direction and flow
of the underground water, (c) evaporation of ground water, (d)
distance downward to which rain water can sink in the soil, (e)
amount and regularity or irregularity of the rainfall, (f) intake area
(neighboring or distant lakes or swamps, etc.) of the ground water,
(g) viability of the fecal organisms, (h) reproductive power of the
fecal organisms, (i) motility of the fecal organisms, (j) competing
or preying organisms, (k) size of the voids in the soil, (1) chemistry
and temperature of the soil, (m) geology of the soil, etc. Thus it
is seen that the problem involved is exceedingly complicated.
An extensive series of experiments has been initiated at Fort

Caswell, N. C., in connection with the two phases (A and B)-of ground-
water pollution. While final deduction must of course await com-
pletion of these experiments, certain facts can be reported upon at
present, as follows:

If the ground water is polluted with fecal organisms (as Bacillus
coli) and with: uranin on the same day, the spread of the bacteria
may lag a. little behind that of the uranin. The spread need not be
in a regular sheet, but it may be very irregular, reminding one of
a cloud or of the movements of an Amoeba, and thus far it has taken
the general direction of the flow of the ground water. On account
of the irregular outline of the periphery of the extension of infection,
some wells show the pollution while near-by wells give no evidence
of it; further, a well of a given depth may show the pollution while
a near-by well of another depth fails to show it. The pollution
may not show in a given well, but it may show in the capillary fringe
close to that well. The soil of the field where the experiments are
being made is composed of sand and at places a peaty-like layer
is found at various depths below the ground surface; this peaty-like
stratum seems to influence the results obtained in one series of wells.
The question whether the infection actually travels in the capillary
fringe at times, or whether its apparent extension in this fringe
is really due to a rise in the ground-water table (thus turning the
capillary fringe of a given date into the water table of another date
and extending the capillary fringe higher, toward the ground surface)
is at present sub juice; but the point is established that the pol-
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lution can actually exist (for a period of time as yet undetermined)
in this fringe. Theoretically the point is obvious that any given
pollution existing in the capillary fringe at a given time and left
in that soil stratum by reason o a al of the capillary fringe to a
lower layer will eventually die if that stratum becomes bone-dry
and remains so a sufficient length of time; thus, theoretically, and
practically the capillary fringe, by reason of its rise and subsequent
all is capable of playing an important role in disposing of pollution
and thus freeing the ground water of various organisms. The ques-
tion as to whether and to what extent the organisms in polluted
ground water are carried up by capillarity into the capillary fringe,
thus disposing eventually of the pollution- of the water table, is ex-
ceedingly important but is at present sub judice. That the capillary
fringe can, conversely, store up pollution for a longer or shorter
time (as yet undetermined) and that this stored-up pollution might,
because of a rise in ground-water level or a wash-down, again infect
the ground water seems obvious. Thus, even if a given well shows
a uranin-negative result, indicating the absence of pollution from
a near-by privy, the capillary fringe above the ground-water level
and close to the. well sometimes contains pollution which can infect
the well water later by being washed down the side of the -well or
by a rise in the water level in the well.

Thusg the experiments at Fort Caswell seem at present to be
furnishing definite data which are making more understandable
certain practical points that have heretofore been obscure in con-
nection with well-water and spring-water sanitation.

Definite satisfactory data to prove that contamination of the
underground water moves in an uphill direction, namely, against
the flow of the ground water, are lacking; but some findings possibly
bearing on this problem are as yet not entirely explained. The fore-
going studies have required the development of a new technique
in taking samples from the ground-water table and this technique
has resulted in the development of apparatus which will be described
elsewhere and which seems to promise a wider field of usefulness
than was at first apparent.

-Rate of extension of pollution in the ground water of sand.-As
already intimated, the rapidity of the spread of infection in ground
water depends upon several factors. As instances of this rate, it
may be stated that in one experiment (500) in sand soil, the.ground
water was polluted with cow dung plus uranin; later, on the eighth
day, Bacillus coli was recovered 24 inches away, uranin 42 inches;
on seventeenth day, Basillu8 coli was recovered 74 feet away, uranin
11 feet; on nineteenth day, Bacillus coli was recovered 12 feet
away, uranin 17 feet; on forty-third day, Bacillus coli was recovered
12 feet away, uranin 30 feet.

In another experiment (600) of the same kind, on the seventh
day, Bacillus coli was recovered 2 feet away, uranin 2 feet; on tenth
day, Bcillu : coli was recovered 2 feet away, uranin 4 feet; on sev-
teenth day, Bacillus coli was recovered 6 feet away, uranin 6 feet;
on twenty-first day, Bacills coli was recovered 8 feet away, uranin
8 feet; -on fifty-first day, Bacillus coli was recovered 8 feet away,
uranin 30 feet.
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VIABILITY OF FEOAL ORGANISMS IN SAWDUST PITS.

From January 29 to March 5, 1920, quantities of human excreta
were buried at Wilmington, N. C., under various conditions, especially
in 17 sawdust pits; this material contained spores of Protozoa
(especially Endamoeba and Giarda) and eggs of parasitic worms,
especially two kinds of thin-shelled eggs .(hookworms and Hymen-
olepis nana) and two kinds of thick-sheled eggs (Ascaris lumbricoides
and Trichuris trichiura).
Examinations made in May, 1922, failed to show any recognizable

cysts either of Endamoeba or of Giardia, or any recognizable eggs
or larva3 of hookworms (Necator). But recognizable eggs of Hymen-
olepis (5 eggs), Ascaris (1,231 eggs), and Trichuris (40 eggs) were
collected. Not one of these eggs was alive; in nearly all cases the
degeneration of the proto lasm was extreme; in only one instance
(an Ascaris egg) was the degeneration only-slight.
Accordingly present evidence is to the effect that under the

climatic conditions which obtained at Wilmington during the past
two to two and one-fourth years all traces of the cysts of Giardia and of
Endamoeba disappeared from the human excreta buried in 17 sawdust
pits; further, that the eggs of Ascaris, of Trichuris, and of Hyymenolepis
nana, died.

Bacteriological tests made of samples of excreta from the 17
pits showed that B. coli was still alive.

PUBLICATIONS.

A considerable amount of data has been collected in the files
of the board and a portion of this has now been prepared for press
and will be issued in bulletin form. The manuscript contains data
on construction of privies, findings obtained on inspection trips,
viability of fecal organisms, disinfection of excreta, and certain
legal aspects of excreta disposal.

CONSTRUCTION.

A careful study has been made of the regulations of the United
States, Canada, and the Philippines, governing the construction of
privies. The data, so far as available, have been sunimarized and
will soon be published, together with suggestions made by the board.

LEPROSY INVESTIGATION STATION, HONOLULU, HAWAII.

Surg. H. E. Hasseltine continued in his position as director of
the leprosy investigation station during the year 1922.
As Ila the past ve years, practically all work has been done at

Kalihi Hospital Honolulu, underda joint agreement with the Terri-
torial board of health, Whereby the Public Halth Service furnishes
medical attendance to the hospital and in return has free access
to all cases in the hospital for such observation and research as
may be deemed desirable. This ayeement has been highly satis-
factory to both parties conceded. The service officers devote
their whole time to the consideration of leprosy, and, as all lepers
in Hawaii enter segregation at Kalihi, the service is able to observe
many early cases of the disease, which is the class of cases desired
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for research work. The cooperation of the University of Hawaii,
whereby the chemical laboratory of the university is used for the
production of the ethyf esters of the fatty acids of chaulmoogra oil,
and for chemical research, has been continued. The relations of
these three branches viz, the Territorial board of health, the Uni-
versity of Hawaii, and the Public Health Service, are most cordial.
A large. majority of the patients in Kalihi Hospital have received

the ethyl esters of the mixed fatty acids of chaulmoogra oil by
intramuscular injection, which still remains the "standard" treat-
mnent. It is necessary' to try other preparations on a group of
patients in order to determine if such preparations give better
results than the standard treatment, but thus far no appreciable
improvement has been made over the mixed esters.
During the year one new chaulmoogra derivative, called dihydro-

chaulmoogric acid, has been prepared, and a group of 10 patients
has been treated 'with this preparation. Three of these patients
have improved markedly, two have shown slight improvement,
and three have remained stationary. Though it is too early to
render a definite conclusion, the indications are that the ethyl esters
of the mixed fatty acids of chaulmoogra oil are more effective than
the ester of dihydro-chaulmoogric acid. The dihydro-chaulmoogric
ester is a saturated compound and causes much less local reaction
at the site of injection.
The groups of patients who were receiving treatment with the

esters of single acids (chaulmoogric and hydrocarpic acids) were
placed upon the mixed esters on January 1, 1922. While these
single esters gave fair results, the improvement seen in those re-
ceiving the mixed esters was slightly greater than in those receiving
the single esters. On January 1, 1922, the use of 2'per cent of
iodine in the esters used for intramuscular injection was discon-
tinued and the esters without iodine have been used since that date.
Whether the ester-iodine preparation gives a better result or not
can not be determined at present. Further work upon this ques-
tion is necessary and will be carried out during the coming year.
The questions of "leprous eruptions," mentioned in the last report

still remains unexplained. It was thought that the omission of :iodine
from the treatment might throw some light upon this problem, but
in May, 1922, an epidemic of severe eruptions took place, though no
preparation containing iodine had been used for four months. In
some cases the eruptions seem to have a seasonal prevalence. A
number of such exacerbations have occurred in certain patients at
approximately the anniversary of their admission, or of the first
outbreak of the disease. Further observation is desirable before any
conclusion is made.

In January, 1922, the treatment of a g'oup of 10 patients by in-
travenous injection of the mixed ethyl esters was begun, and one case
was gven the ethyl ester of dihydro-chaulmoogric acid intravenously
In March the group receiving mixed esters was increased to 40
patients. The intravenous injections have been given twice a week
m addition to their intramuscular injection. Whlle the results have
not been striking, it is noted that a more rapid improvement'in the
severe cases has followed the use of the esters intravenously. The
intravenous injections cause a slight plmonary irritation if given too
rapidly, as evidenced by coughing immediately after the ejection.
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During the fiscal year 26 patients have been paroled and thus
far none of these have shown any evidence of relapse. Though this
is a smaller number than in the past three years, it is due to iher
standard required before parole will be considered. The increase in
the frequency of relapse in those paroled in recent years, notwith-
standing that they have been on parole for a shorter period of time,
has led to the establishment of more rigid requirements which must
be met before parole is recommended. During the year 23 paroled
patients relapsed and were returned to the hospital.
During the year 106 were admitted; of these 23 were rela sed

paroled cases, making the number of strictly new cases admitted 83.
Four cases have died during the year; two of these were not treated
with the esters, as they died from advanced disease coexisting with
leprosy at the time of their admission.

It becomes more apparent as time goes on that early diagnosis and
treatment of leprosy is the keynote to successful results with our
present remedial agents. Early cases of leprosy usually respond to
treatment, while in most of the advanced cases the best that can be
done is to stay the progress of the disease. A few advanced cases,
however, show exceptional improvement and ultimately receive
paroles.

Generally speaking,- the people of Hawaii, especially the classes that
furnish the greater number of lepers, are begining to-realize that
leprosy will apparently yield to treatment, and if treated early, there
is a fair chance of permanent arrest of the disease. This is reflected
in the larger number of voluntary surrenders in the past year and the
large number of relatively early and light cases that have been
admitted.
The excellent morale of the patients in the hospital continues and

is well illustrated by the number who volunteered as experimental
subjects for intravenous injection. After excluding all under 21
years of age, 36 volunteered for intravenous injections, though only
10 were desired.
During the year many visitors from the United States and from

foreign lands, have visited the station to obtain information concern-
ing the methods and results of treatment. The following have re-
mained for periods extending from two weeks to two months Dr.
Eric Slack, Basutoland, South Africa; Dr. Rufino Abriol, Philippine
Islands; Dr. R. G. Padua, Philippine Islands; Dr. A. Benchetrit,
Venezuela.
At the invitation of the Venezuelan Goverrnment Prof. Richard

Wrenshall, of the department of chemistry of the University of
Hawaii, is spending the present summer in Venezuela to supervise
the establishment of a laboratory for the manufacture of the ethyl
esters in that country.
Chaulmoogra oil derivatives have been furnished by this station

for the treatment of lepers to a number of health authorities in the
insular possessions of the United States and in foreign countries.

ROBERSONVILLE, N. C.

On request of the State health authorities, assistance was rendered
by the service in the diagnosis of cases of suspected leprosy. Surg.
W. McCoy was assigned to investigate a case which occurred m
Robersonville, N. C., June, 1922. Report was made that this was
found to be a case of Morvan 's disease.

14717-22----5
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A__. HYGIENIC LABORATORY.

Buildings and equipment.-The fiscal year ended June 30, 1922,
has been marked by material improvement in the equipment and in
the facilities available for routine and research work at this station.
The new south building and the new wing of the animal house have
been satisfactorily equipped, and a large number of new animal cages
provided, very materially increasing the facilities of the laboratory.
A tunnel is being constructed between the north and the south build-
ings, giving convenient access from--one building to the other in all
weather.

Laboratory investigations.-It has been the policy to have- the work
of the Hygienic Laboratory guided into channels of fundamental re-
search so far as practicable and this has been carried forward with
most gratifying results during the year; A brief account of the work
of the various divisions of the laboratory follows.

Instrution gwien.-During the year a total of 29 persons took
instruction at the laboratory. Of this number, 11 were service
officers, 4 were trainees. under the Vocational Education Board, 4
took instruction in Wassermann technique, and 7 doctors from
foreign countries spent from three to eight weeks each studyring
technique and laboratory methods pertaining to public health.. CO
these 7 foreign doctors, 1 each came from Norway and Poland and
the other 5 from Czechoslovakia.

klatses of instruction farP-ublic Health Service officers-It was
formerly the practice to assign such commissioned officers of the serv!.
ice as had exhibited special aptitude for laboratory work, and could
be spared from the other stations of the service, to the Hygienic
Laboratory for course of--instruction lasting some three or four
months. This practice was necessarily abandoned during and imnme-
diately following the war. It is a source.of considerable satisfaction
that it has again become possible to resume.this practice, and it is
believed upon an improved basis. During the late autumn of 1921
six student officers were detailed to the Hygienic Laboratory and re-
mained until the following June. The course of instruction differed
from those previously given in its greater length and in the fact that
greater prominence was given to subjects of public health interest
not necessarily associated with laboratory bench work. This was

made possible by arranging a series of lectures, demonstrations,
quizzes and exercises, which were conducted by officers of the service
and other recognized authorities having special familiarity with the
particular subjects considered. The bench work consisted of exer-
cises in bacteriology immunology, zoology, chemistry, pharma-
cology and allied ects intended to illustrate the bearing of these
subjects upon public health, and to enable the student to perform
such procedures as his subsequent duties might require, and to
evaluate the work of technicians over whom he might have super-
vision.,

Another class of six student officers was assigned to the laboratory
about June 1, 1922., It is thought that these courses of instruction
represent an important function of the laboratory, which can hardly
fall to develop the native talent of the officers who participate to a
state of greater usefulness for the service and -the country. The
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work of the class is under the direct supervision of Surg. A. M. Stim-
son, the assistant director.

Compensatito.-There is need for material increase in compensation
of the personnel coming under civil-service provisions. It is hoped
that legislation now pending will materially improve the compensa-
tion of many of our research workers and other employees.

Advisory board.-A meeting of the advisory board of the Hygienic
Laboratory was held May 4, 1922. The activities in which the
laboratory has been and is engaged were reviewed in some detail and
the Surgeon General and laboratory staff given the benefit of the
criticism and suggestions of the board.

DIVISION OF PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY.

Biologic products.-During the year just ended two relatively new
subjects have occupied a large part of the time devoted to the control
of biologic products. These are the standardization of the toxin-
antitoxin mixture so much used in the prevention of diphtheria, and
the standardization of the diphtheria toxin for the Schick test used
for the detection of persons susceptible to diphtheria. In each case it
has seemed wise to require the manufacturers to submit samples of
each batch of the preparation for the approval of the Hygienic Lab-
oratory before distribution into commercial channels. Thiis method
of control, while in some respects burdensome and expensive, is be-
lieved to be warranted by the greater security afforded both to the
<consumer and the producer.
Routine examinations of serums, viruses, toxins, and analogous

products during the year have been as follows:

Product. For Forpurity, potency.

Di hthia antitox6i.n.
Botuilnus antifoxin... ...............................................................
Ant pneumococclc serum.. ......................... ....................
Antimeningococceic serum.......................................
Antlstreptococcic serum..........................................................
Antidysenteric serum............................................................
Miscellaneous serums..............................................................
Tub rcullfs...................................................
Rabies vaccine.......................................................................
Vaccine virus.......................................................................
Misceiluc-ous bacterial vaccines...................................................
Typhoid vaccines .................................................................
Pollen extracts........'- ..................................

Diphtheria toxin-antitoxinmixture.......................................
Diphtheria toxin for Schick test.....................................................
Animal epidermal extract..........................................................
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26
16

102
164
40
15
s0
43
38
24

359
71
47

132
46

83
32

27
121
186
40
22

I..........
I.........

I71
126

..........

8 46

Total..... 1,278 784
1,278

Arshenamln d allied preparations: 2,062
For composition (tests made in division of chemistry)..................... 627

For toxicity (tests made in division of pathology and bacteriology)........ | 901
l- --.-.-.I 1,628

Grandtotal......-------*-----*---------!------359

9.869604064

Table: [No Caption]


460406968.9
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A new lot of tetanus toxin for official control has been prepared
and is now beinz distributed. The Hygienic Laboratory standards for
tetanus antitoxin and diphtheria antitoxin now go to the following
countries:

STANDARD DIPHTHERIA ANTITOXIN.

Australia.........
Belgium...........................
Brazil .............................
Colombia..........................
Czechoslovakia.....................
England ...........................
France ............................
Italy..............................
Japan .............................

2
2
5
1
1
7
3
3
1

Java............................. I
Peru..........1
Portugal........................... 1
Spain......... 2
Switzerland.......1......I
South Africa........... 1
Uruguay.1

33

STANDARD TETANUS ANTITOXIN.

A~ustralia.........................
Belgium ...........................
Brazil.............................
Colombia...........................
Czechoslovakia....................
England ...........................
France............................
Italy...............................

2
2
5
1
1
4
3
3

Japan..................
Java...................
Portugal................
Spain...................
Switzerland.............
Uruguay................

General routine activities. -During the year a survey of the stock
cultures at the Hygienic Laboratory has been begun with the object
of determining the validity of the identifications. So far few dis-
crepancies between the label indicating the species and the identifica-
tion based on the cultural and biochemical reactions of the organisms
have been observed.
The following routine examinations have been made:

Catgut for sterility...........
Heads for rabies.............
Sputum....................
Urine........................
Disinfectants ................

Tissues......................
Cultures...................
Stomach contents............
Water......................
Smears.....................
Spinal fluid................
Milk.........................
Wasscrinanns ...............

Miscellaneous ...............

............................. .................... . ......65
....................................... . .................43

27
46
10

146
218
*1
225
17
39
10

6,441
221

7, 509

The following routine clinical work was done:
Typhoid vaccine administered ......... ............. ............ 49
Treatments for (log bites................................................... 9

Physical examinations.................................................... 26

Smallpox vaccinations............... 12

Yellow fever inoculations.................................................. 3

Sick calls ................................................................. 92

Tularaemnia.-The work on tularemia, conducted by Surg.
Edward Francis and his associates, has gone forward with most
gratifying results. New cultural conditions for B. tNlarense have
bleen (lefinled, new intermediate hosts for the organism have beeni
ascertained, mnuclh new light obtained on the clinical aspects of the!
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disease, and in general very noteworthy contributions to our knowl-
edge of the organism and the disease caused by it have been made.

All of the officers and employees of the Hygienic Laboratory who
have participated actively in the work on tularaemia have developed
the disease. Fortunately, a complete recovery has been made in
each case.

Smallpox.-Surg. James P. Leake conducted an invest ation of
smallpox with the particular object in view of ascertainingthe source
of the rather highly fatal outbreak which occurred in ifansas City,
Mo., and Kansas city, Kans., in the autumn of 1921 and for the
purpose of securing accurate information on the protection affordedty the strains of vaccine virus currently used against this infection.
No success attended the efforts at tracing the source of the outbreak
but it was shown that the vaccine produced in the United States
was highly efficient against even the rather severe type of smallpox
which was prevailing in the locality visited.

Studies on nutrition.-Surg. Goldberger, with the aid of Passed
Asst. Surg. Lake, has undertaken certain experiments, the main
object lives of which are (1) to determine in what manner dogs and
rats react to a diet that in humans would be pellagra producing,
(2) to determine the effect (in rats) of supplementing such diet with
casein and with various other proteins, (3) to identify the amino
acids that must be added to such diet to render the amino acid supply
satisfactory (in the nutrition of the rat).
A minor but practically important objective is the development of

optimal diets for the various species of laboratory animals. Actually
a diet for rats is being tested.
These experiments were begun early in January and are still in

progress. The results so far attained do not permit definite inter-
pretation but the indications are that they will be of great value.

Tuberculosis investigations.--The program which had been planned
when work on tuberculosis was begun was necessarily curtailed for
lack of the services of an expert in experimental tuberculosis who
could give that close and continued attention to the work which is
essential to its successful prosecution. Such experiments as were
performed, however, were carried out with careful attention to detail
under the immediate attention of Assistant Director A. M. Stimson
and were productive of useful information.
A small series of rabbits was subjected to an experiment of a pre-

liminary nature with the object of determining the comparative
effect of a tuberculous antigen administered intravenously, and of
dead tubercle bacilli given by spraying into the respiratory tract and
by feeding, upon the production of antibodies in the blood aiid resist-
ance to subsequent virulent infection. The method of infection
employed was by spraying a suspension of bovine tubercle bacilli into
the respiratory passages. The chief interest in the result centers
around the effect of this virulent inoculation. The lesions in nearly
all of the animals, including the untreated control group, were con-
fined to Ahe lungs. In. many a very extensive and slowly progressive
pulmonary tuberculosis was produced which showed no tendency
to generalization. Since this form of lesion closely simulates the
predominant one in human tuberculosis, and would appear to give
opportunity for the beneficial action of drugs or other forms of treat-
ment capable of exerting such, it would seem that the method of
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inoculation (at least with this particular culture) which produced it
is a valuable addition to experimental tuberculosis. As regards the
main objects of the experiment, the results were briefly these:
Resistance to virulent inoculation was not increased either by the
intravenous administration of the antigen or by feeding, and spraying
killed tubercle bacilli, while the production of complement-fixing
antibodies was readily achieved by the former and appeared to be
hindered if anything fby the latter.

In another experirient the method of virulent inoculation above
described was applied to a chemical treatment for human tuberculosis
which is now enjoying some vogue. It was thought that this method
would afford the most favorable opportunity for the treatment to
exert any beneficial action of which it was capable under experimental
conditions. The results, however, showed no appreciable difference
between the treated animals and the untreated control animals.
In both groups animals were found which when killed after some six
months exhibited very extensive pulmonary lesions, while the fact
that some animals escaped without discoverable lesions demonstrated
that the dose of tubercle bacilli administered had been minimal.
No tendency to generalization of the disease was noted in any animal.
It is felt that as a result of these -preliminary experiments the service
has been put in a better position to evaluate experimentally certain
classes of "tuberculosis cures" which may come under its official
purview.

Pneumionia.-The branch laboratory at New York City has con-
tinued its investigations on pneumonia under the direction of Special
Expert Russell L. Cecil. Interesting observations on immunity have
been made as well as studies on the clinical aspects on the large
number of cases available at Bellevue Hospital. What may be
described as a refined antipneumococcus serum was used on approxi-
mately 500 cases, 500 similar cases being observed as controls, the
latter not being subjected to any special form of treatment.

It is felt that the results are not so conspicuously successful as to
warrant recommendation of this method of treatment as a routine
procedure. The serum preparation in question gives rise to very
severe febrile reactions with the occasional development of alarming
symptoms It is planned during the coming year to apply other
biological therapeutic measures to patients available.

It was shown by experiments on monkeys that intratracheal ad-
ministration of antipneumococcus vaccine (Type I) gives rise to a
very high degree of immunity against subsequent infections of viru-
lent pneumococci of the homologous type.

Bot'ulism.-Some remarkably interesting observations have been
made by Assistant Bacteriologist I. A. Bengtson on an organism of
the botulinus group derived from L'uciia Caesar 15 larvae from the
carcass of a fowl dead of "limbeineck." It was impossible to be
certain of the exact source of the organism on account of the oppor-
tunities for contamination before the larvae were received. The
organism itself was culturally somewhat similar to the true botulinus
organism; however, the toxin produced by it was not neutralized by
any of the antiserum available, but it was neutralized by antiserum
produced against the homologous strain. Perhaps the most inter-

'5 Preliminary note published In Public Health Reports, Jan. 27, 1922 (and Reprint 728).
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esting feature in connection with this organism was the fact that
single cell isolations varied most markedly in ability to produce toxin.
Certain cells gaves culture with high toxin-forming capacity, while
others were inert in this respect.

Memingitis.-The examination and type determination by Assist-
ant Bacteriologist A. C. vans of various meningococcus cultures
isolated daring the past two years have shown a rather remarkable
and possibly significant shift in the types prevailing now as compared
with those prevailing in the previous years, as illustrated by the
following table:

TABLE I.-Tropin grouping of meningococci.

1918-19 1921 1922
Group. (63 (27 (14

strains). strains). strains).

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
R................................................ 61.9 33.3 35.7
s.......................... ....... ..... .......... . ..... .... .........25.433.3 0
T............................................................4..........4.7 0 0
U.................................. 1.6 0 0
Z................................... 6.4 25.9 42.9
Not to be classified in the above groups................................... 0 7. 5 21.5

TABLE II.-Agglutinin grouping of meningococri.

1918-19 1921 1922
Group. (128 (16 (15

strains). strains). strains).

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
I.................................... 37.5 18.7 6.7
II... 26.8 187 0
III............ 21.1 12.6 0
IV. 2.3 6.3 13.3
Not to be classifled in the above groups.............3 43.7 80

Detailed study of the strains which failed to fall into the estab-
lished agglutinin types and tropin groups did not reveal new sero-
logical groups, but showed that the recently isolated strains are weak
and indefinite in their serological properties.
Rocky Mountain spotted fever.-During the end of the year the

investigations on Rocky Mountain spotted fever, which were carried
on at the Hygienic Laboratory some years ago and dropped on ac-
count of the press of work incident to the war, have again been under-
taken. The first direction which these investigations have assumed
is in the attempt to cultivate the virus but so far without success.
(See detailed report p. 26.)

Miscellaneous.-In addition to these major lines of investigation
attempts have been made to group streptococci with reference to
serum production, to standardize antidysenteric serum, to cultivate
the rabies organism, to elucidate the etiology of lethargic encephalitis,
but without results which would warrant special discussion.

DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY.

During the entire fiscal year the professor of zoology has had
headquarters at the Hygienic Laboratory, but he has been occupied

9.869604064
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for a major portion of his time in his duties as chairman of the board
on excreta disposal (see p. 60).

International commission on zoological nomenclature.-Following the
post-bellum reorganization of the commission, a number of cases
have been submitted for opinions, but world conditions have been
such that it has been exceedingly difficult to make satisfactory
progress. Opinions Nos. 68 to 77 have been published.

Index catalogue of medical and veterinary zoology.-Work on the
host catalogue was suspended during the fiscal year 1920-21, because
of pressure of other duties, but during the fiscal year 1921-22 this
work has been taken up again and considerable progress has been
made. The extensive changes that have taken place inthe classifica-
tion of parasites since 1902 have naturally added greatly to the
amount of work involved in listing the parasitic diseases of a given
host and the ever-increasing literature, especially on the protozoan
infections, has extended this catalogue far beyond what was originally
foreseen.

Examination for determination of intestinal parasites.-For a num-
ber of years numerous specimens were examined for physicians as
pure routine in diagnosis, as there were very few places where there
were laboratory workers especially trained in this procedure. As
the laboratories of State boards of health and of hospitals have
taken up this routine work to an ever-increasing degree, it has been
the policy of the division of zoology to confine its examinations, so
fas as possible, to cases which were in doubt or in dispute, or in the
line of special research. Despite this policy, the division has during
1921-22 been called upon to make 240 examinations for various
boards of health, hospitals, and other organizations, or for physicians.
Specimen collection.-Pressure of other work has precluded the

possibility of adding to the collection to any extent.
Studies in amebiasis.-An extensive manuscript on amebiasis,

based upon the work done by the division of zoology during 1920-21,
has been written and has been submitted for publication.
Board on excrete disposal.-The professor of zoology has continued

to serve as chairman of the board on excreta disposal, with work at
Washington, D. C., Arlington, Va., Wilmington, N. C., and Fort
Caswell, N. C. The report of the board is printed on page 60. An
extensive bulletin has been prepared and will soon be submitted for
publication. Of the 25 articles contained in the manuscript, 15
emanated from the division of zoology, Hygienic Laboratory.

Instruction.-For practically one month, the entire time of the
personnel of the division of zoology was occupied in connection with
the course of instruction given at the Hygienic Laboratory to the
class composed of commissioned medical officers of the service.

DIVISION OF PHARMACOLOGY.

Chemotherapy of syphilis.- (1) Mechanism of therapeutic action of
arsenials.-Considera progress has been made in the study of
this fundamental problem. The determination of the rate of excre-
tion of the arsenic of different type arsenicals from the system has
shown that both the toxicity of the drug for the host and the para-
siticidal potency are roughly proportionate to the capacity of the host
to retain the arsenic, thus showing that drugs with a great affinity for
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the tissues (organotropic properties) are most effective in curing the
infection. This is contrary to the prevailing conception that a
drug must have very little affinity for the tissues in order to be of
practical value in the treatment of syphilis and allied diseases.
Further proof of the above conclusion was furnished by experi-
ments on animals with ligated ureters or bile duct. When the paths
of excretion are blocked relatively little toxic and parasiticidal arsen-
icals become much more toxic and parasiticidal.

Evidence was obtained which supports the assumption that the
physiological intracellular iron acts as a catalytic agent in the con-
version within the body of arsphenamine into the active " arsenoxide"
modification. A systematic study of the distribution in the tissues and
body fluids of the arsenic of arsphenamine and related compounds in-
jected intravenously has shown that certain organs as the liver, spleen,
kidney have a great affinity for arsenic, and withdraw it within a
short time from the blood. The liver excretes a considerable amount
of arsenic through the bile, and the spinal fluid contains only traces
of arsenic after an arsphenamine injection.
The production of arsenic resistant parasites has been studied by

means of quantitative methods. Toward the end of the year the
investigation of the drug resistance of tryp nosomes in different
hosts and as affected by a temporary passage through another host
has been studied, particular attention being paid to the relation
between virulence and drug resistance.

Preliminary experiments have been carried out on the discovery
of the constituent of protoplasm which is presumably acted upon 1by
the drug, with- results which make it very hopeful that the intimate
intracellular mechanism of the biological action of arsenic may be
elucidated.

(2) Relative therapeutic action of arsphenamine and neoarsphena-
mine. The results obtained two years ago with commercial lots of
these two drugs were confirmed by an examination of some thirty
lots of recent manufacture. It was shown that, whereas arsphona-
mine of different manufacture varies only slightly in parasiticidal
properties, neoarsphenamine shows very marked variations. This
confirms the results of the chemical examination, which also indicate
that neoarsphenamine is of less constant chemical composition than
arsphenamine. These findings have led to the issue of a recornmenda-
tion by the Surgeon General to the marine hospitals urging the clinical
use of arsphenamine in preference to neoars henamine. It is quite
possible that the adoption of the tmrypanocidal test in the official con-
trol of the therapeutic properties of commercial neoarsphenamine may
lead to a greater uniformity of this drug.

(3) Sulpharsyhenamtine.-On the basis of work referred to in the
last report, which showed that the arsphenamines produce as good a
therapeutic effect when given intramuscularly as when injected in-
travenously, sulpharsphenamine of French manufacture was investi-
gated experimentally. It was found that this drug is satisfactory
for subcutaneous administration, as it does not cause pain or local
tissue changes. The solution of the drug is relatively stable, a dis-
tinct advantage over neoarsphenamine. The chemical, physical, and
biological properties of the drug were established. The principal
advantage of this drug over the older preparations is that the technic
of its injection is exceedingly simple. This fact will make it possible
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for any physician to use it. Furthermore, since the subcutaneous
administration of this arsenical is probably less apt to produce acute
toxic reactions such as occur after intravenous medication, the treat-
ment is safer.

(4) Drugs for the treatment ofneurosyphii.-This investigation was
continued with the principal aim of producing an arsenical with a
higher power for penetrating nerve tissue than that possessed by the
arsphenamines. Several pentavalent arsenicals were shown to he
satisfactory in this respect under experimental conditions. One of
these compounds has recently been subjected by French investigators
to a clinical trial as a substitute for arsphenamine in the treatment of
syphilis with reported good results. The use of this drug for the
treatment of early tabes and general paralysis therefore appears very
promising, and a sufficient quantity of the drug is now available for a
clinical trial.

Chemotherapy of tuberculosis.-The work on the elaboration of
drugs which might prove useful in the treatment of tuberculosis was
continued. This problem is obviously of a very difficult nature and
so far has not yielded positive results. Numerous chemicals, includ-
ig bactericidal dyes, metal compounds, etc., have been tested as to
their influence on experimental tuberculosis in guinea pigs and rab-
bits. Incidentally a method was worked out for producing with
great constancy testicular tuberculosis in rabbits, a type of in ection
which appears to possess certain advantages for the determination
of the effect of chemicals on readily accessible tuberculous tissue.
Considerable time was devoted to the study of the effect of variation
of diet on the course of experimental tuberculosis, with particular
reference to the action of cod liver oil, f. remedy which seems to
possess some practical value.
Another phase of the investigation dealt with the action of certain.

drugs upon the C02 production of a suspension of tubercle bacilli in
the test tube. It was shown by quantitative measurements of the
CO production that the tubercle bacillus is relatively more resistant
to acids than other organisms. Similar experiments were carried out
with various unsaturated fatty acids, including chaulmoogric acid.

Iu order to obtain information with regard to the penetration of
chemicals into bacteria, numerous experiments were made on the
electrical changes occurring in a suspension of such cells in various
fluid media. This work aims at the elucidation of the more funda-
mental questions involvedin antiseptic and bactericidal action. In
similar work with large-celled algae the first direct proof was fur-
nished for the penetration of such ions as lithium, cesium, and
strontium into the interior of the cell.
Hookworm remedies.-It was shown by extensive experiments that

ascaridol is the principal active component of oil of chenopodium.
Inasmuch as the ascaridol content varies in different commercial
samples of the oil it appears desirable to substitute the crude oil by
ascaridol in the treatment of hookworm infection for the reason that
ascaridol can be obtained in chemically pure form, thus insuring
constancy in biological action.

Standardization of pituitary extract.--Recent work on the biological
standardization of commercial pituitary extracthas shown that the
use of histamine or potassium ,bloride, substances which have been
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recommended as standards, does not always yield reliable results.
Work is therefore in progress to test out the feasibility of using a
standard pituitary preparation, which could be furnished to- manufac-
turers by a central laboratory. Work on this problem is urgently
needed as the improper adjustment of the dose of pituitary for the
purpose of inducing labor is not without serious danger to the life of
mother and child.

Nature of morphin addiction.-For the past few years one of the
members of the division has devoted considerable time to the problem
of drug addiction in connection with the enforcement of the anti-
narcotic law. At the present time he is engaged with the director of
the laboratory in a research, which deals with the study of the in-
creased tolerance for morphin in monkeys with particular reference
to antibody formation.

Cooperation with the committee of revision of the United States Phar-
macopaia and the committee for revision of the National Formulary.-
Hygienic Laboratory Bulletin No. 129, entitled "Digest of Com-
ments on the Pharmacopeia of the United States of America and on
the National Formulary for the Calendar Year 1919," has-been pub-
lished and distributed. The manuscript for the 1920 digest is in the
hands of the printer and a very considerable amount of work has been
done on the digest, for 1921. It is hoped that it will be possible to
bring this series of bulletins, which have been of great assistance to
the revision committee, up to date by the end of the year 1922.
One of the members of the division is a member of the revision

committee and is serving as chairman of the subcommittee on nomen-
clature, and as a member of the subcommittees on scope and tables,
weights, and measures.

Miscellaneous activities.-A large quantity of the ethyl esters of
chaulmoogra oil was prepared and distributed to physicians interested
in the treatment of leprosy. The standard strain of tryanosomes
used in the work on chemotherapy was supplied to various laboratories
(research and commercial) interested in chemotherapy. Different
samples of ouabain were tested as to toxicity for use in the official
bio-assay of digitalis, and satisfactory samples were supplied to cer-
tain manufacturers.
Numerous samples of tincture of digitalis, anesthetic ether,

whisky, etc., were tested for the office of Public Health Service
hospitals and the purveying depot.
The division continued the toxicity control of commercial arsphen-

sanine during the first quarter of the year, the division of pathology
and bacteriology taking over this work for the rest of the year.

Assistance was given the Bureau of Chemistry of the Department of
Agriculture in the control of commercial nitroglycerin for medicinal
use. This work involved the physiological standardization of tablets
containing this drug, in order to check up the accuracy and reliability
of the chemical examination. It was shown that the latter yields
results which conform with those obtained by means of the bio-assay.
From time to time staff meetings were held for the purpose of dis-

cussing the work carried on by the division. Numerous inquiries of a
toxicological, pharmacological, or physiological nature were answered.
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DIVISION OF OHEMISTRY.

Oxidation-reduction equilibria.-Most living cells aappear to be de-
pendent upon the oxygen of the atmosphere and the processes of
oxidation are of fundamental importance to the chemistry of life.
However, oxidation is but the face of a shield of which reduction is
the obverse. Therefore an indirect method of attacking problems
of oxidation is the study of reduction. An electrical method for the
measurement of the intensity of reduction in biological fluids is being
developed. The observations made with this method have proved to
be reliable in the main, but subject to uncertainties which seriously
injure the quantitative value of measurements. To develop a method
with which to check the often uncertain values given by the electrical
method, studies have been continued upon the equilibria of oxidation-
reduction indicators. This has necessitated the synthesis of new
compounds and the preparation of many intermediates. There were
prepared in a high degree of purity the mono-, di-, tri, and tetra-
sulfonates of indigo, a sulfonate of thioindigo scarlet, a sulfonate of
indophenine, ,. sulfonate of thioindiigo. Several derivatives of thioin-
doxyl and of pyrrol are being purified. Syntheses were also made of
several new in'dophenols and their intermediates.
The oxidation-reduction potentials of several of these compounds

have been measured at various pH values and the data reported before
the American Chemical Society.
A mathematical analysis of the data has been made and a gener-

alized expression of the oxidation-reduction potentials of organic
compounds has been deduced.

Biological oxidation reduction.-Reduction by bacterial cultures
has been used as favorable material for the studs of certain general
principles of biolooical-reduction processes. Uncertainties in the
electrical method of measurement have been studied by means of
reduction indicators and some suggestive information obtained.
The fundamental phenomenon in the reduction of methylene blue

by milk (a test of great usefulness in judging the sanitary quality of
milk) has been illuminated and it has been shown that the complete
course of the reduction can be followed electrometrically. The same
is true of the Schardinger reaction.
An examination has been made of the methylene blue reduction

test used in determining the putrescibility of sewage and the pollution
of streams. It has been shown that electrometric methods are
applicable in cases where methylene blue is precipitated. It hlas also
been shown that the so-called relative stability numbers uised in
classifying sewages are without fundamental foundation.
Rough correlations have been made between the levels of reduction

ntensity attained in cultures and the type of organism concerned.
Alum process for clarification of water.-The most widely used

process for the clarification of municipal water supplies consists in
the formation of a flocculent precipitate of aluminum hydroxid fol-
lowed by sand filtration. The precipitated aluminum hyciroxid,
besides removing much of the color and turbidity, carries (1own
most of the bacteria of potential danger to the health of the comn-
munity. The amount and character of the precipitate formed by
the interaction of the alkali in the water and tle alum added depend
upon factors which hitherto have not been systematically investi-
gated.
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In cooperation with the office of stream pollution investigations,
the division of chemistry has made a study of the relation between
hydrogen ion concentration and the precipitate formed from alum
solutions.

It has been found that there is a minimum time required for coagu-
lation when the pi of the solution is at or near 5.5. An empirical
equation has been found for the time of coagulation when the pH
is varied from 5.5 and all other conditions are held constant. Large
effects upon rate of coagulation may be found l)y agitation.
The optimum of pH 5.5 also gives the best quality of floec
The optimum of pH 5.5 has been correlated with field stA(lies

made by others, incicating that great econoiny in the use of alum
can be effected by pa control at filter plants.

Tabulation of acid-base indicators.-There are a great many acid-
base indicators, the hydrogen-ion ranges of which are scattered
through the literature. No recent tabulation of these data has been
available. The division of chemistry has searched the literature,
determined the pH ranges of indicators available at the -Hygienic
Laboratory, and. brought to light malay discrepancies. The data
have been tabulated by name of coinpbund and pH range and a
list of indicator synonyms has been prepared.

This tabulation makes it possible to interpret some of the data
upon the physiological effect of acids and bases which were recorded
in the older literature before the modern system of expression was
formulated.

Attempts to isolate the antineuritic "vitamine" from yeast.-While
an enormous amount of work is being done in various parts of the
world upon so-called vitamines, comparatively little advance has
been made in the chemical identification of any one of these mys-
terious bodies. The division of chemistry is attempting to isolate
the antineuritic "vitamine" from yeast.
Improvements have been made in the fuller's earth method for

concentrating the vitamine fraction of yeast extracts. The physio-
logical method of testing the activity of preparations has been sys-
tematized and many fractionations made with various modifications
of the silver method have been tested.

While no definite pure vitamine has yet been isolated, the results
which have been published in the papers listed in another section
are suggestive.

Chemical examination of arsphenarnine and other arsenicals.--The
division of chemistry has charge of the chemical analysis of arsen-
icals. Six hundred and thirteen samples of arsphenaminle and neo-
arsphenamine and 14 samples of "silver salvarsan" were analyzed.
While chemical examinations will be continued, the uniformity of ccr-
tain products has justified a slackening of the rigid scrutiny hitherto
used.

Estimation of sulphate in neoarsphenamine.-For proper control of
arsenicals new or improved analytical methods are needed.
A method has been worked out whereby the sulphate in neoarslphenl-

amine can be determined directly in the neoarsphenamiine solution
without the preliminary precipitation, filtration, etc., of the formal-
dehyde sulphoxylic acid derivativeo of the arseno base which is re-
quired by the method used heretofore. By this simplified inethod
there is much saving of time and labor. Furthermore, the results
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obtained have shown that there are less chances for error by this
simplified method than by the older method. The results have
shown that there is quite a large variation in the sulphate content of
commercial samples of neoarsphenamine. When calculated as
Na2SO4, the results showed a variation from a minimum of 1.4 per
cent to a maximum of 17.6 per cent.

Acid-base equilibria of arsphehnamine.-The conduct of arsenicals
introduced into the body depends in no small measure upon their
acidic and basic properties. Therefore, as an aid to the chemo-
therapeutic studies being made by the division of pharmacology, a
study of the acid-base equilibria of arsenicals has been inaugurated
by the division of chemistry.
The titration curve of arsphenamine made with the hydrogen

electrode was reported last year. The importance of the subject
justified further experiments with other methods before publication.
An attempt was made to apply the quinhydrone electrode, but it
was found to be inapplicable. The rate of hydrolysis of methyl
acetate gave pH values for the acid solution which checked the
hydrogen electrode measurrnents. Other methods are being ap-
plied to the alkaline solutions.

Miscellaneous.-Assistance was given to the pellagra studies of
Surg. Joseph Goldberger by the preparation of 15,040 doses of salt
mixtures for feeding experiments, by 23 analyses of material used in
feeding experiments, and by the conversion of a large quantity of
lysine picrate to lysine dihydrochloride.
A large number of standard solutions and indicator solutions were

prepared for other divisions of the Hygienic Laboratory or for other
offices of the service.
A bibliography on hydrogen-ion concentration was brought up

to date.
Five miscellaneous analyses were made for the purveyor's office,

one of these leading to the discovery that the Dispensatory has not
distinguished between the di and tri sodium salts of orthophosphorie
acid.

Fifty-three analyses of diverse materials from a variety of sources
occupied considerable time.

VIRUSES, SERUMS, TOXINS, AND ANALOGOUS PRODUCTS.

In connection with the enforcement of the law of July 1, 1902,
governing the manufacture, importation, and sale of viruses serums,
toxins, and analogous products, inspections were made of Imerican
and European establishments holding or applying for licenses.
The routine has consisted of the inspection of the plants of manu-

facturers with a view to determining their compliance with the
standards which have been established as essential to the holding of
licenses, and the examination of the products at the Hygienic La o-
ratory.
At the close of the fiscal year 43 establishments held licenses for

interstate traffic in biologie products. Of these 35 were American
concerns and 8 were foreign firms. This is an increase of 2 estab-
lishments over the preceding fiscal year.

There are now 104 different biological products licensed for inter-
state traffic.
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The laboratory investigations relating to viruses, serums, toxins,
and analogous products are reviewed on page 67.

CONFERENCE WITH STATE AND TERRITORIAL HEALTH AUTHORITIES.

This conference is convened by the Surgeon General of the United
States Public Health Service under the act of Congress July 1, 1902.
The twentieth annual conference of 'State and Territorial health
authorities with the United States Public Health Service was held
in Washington, D. C., May 17 and 18, 1922.
The program follows:

Anthrax.
Discumsion of amendments to interstate quarantine regulations.
Problems of interstate health work.

Control of water spplies used in interstate traffic.
Discussion of chlorine as a means of insuring the safety of drinking water.
The value of colon bacillus as an index of potability of water.
Cooperative certification procedure.

Coordination of effort and promotion of efficiency in the field of sanitary engineering.
Transportation of lepers.

Uniform parole system.
Trachoma.
Cooperative malaria control work.

Paris green as a larvicide.
Methods of evaluation of results of local measure for the control of malari.

Registration area for morbidity.
The relation of the public and medical profession in the conservation of health.
Venereal diseases.

Proposed program for the ensuing fiscal year.
State work in venereal diseases control.

Cooperative rural health work.
Child hygiene.

Resum6 of activities of the Public Health Service.
Provisions of the act of November 23, 1921, entitled "Promotion of the welfare
and hygiene of maternity and infancy, and for other purposes, " with special
reference to detailed plans for carrying out the provisions of the act as specified
in section 8.

Effect of distribution by official agencies of biologic products on child morbidity
and mortality.

Toxin-antitoxin and Schick reaction.
State-wide programs for the application of the Schick test and toxin-antitoxin
immunization.

Standardizing technique.
Sanitary supervision of milk supplies.
Nutritional diseases.
Vaccination-against smallpox.
Industrial hygiene.
Report of the conference on the education of sanitarians.
Immigration problems.
Rabies eradication by vaccination of dogs.
Committee reports were made in regard to morbidity returns, reguflations, rural

sanitation, andl trachoma, and a progress report of the board of excreta disposal was
given.

REPRESENTATION AT MEETINGS OF SCIENTIF[C AND SANITARY
AsSOCIATIONS AND CONGRESSES.

During the year service officers have attended a large number of
annual and other meetings of scientific and sanitary associations and
congresses. In most cases the representatives have given papers
relating to public health, and in all have gained information of
importance to the work of the service.
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D[S8IMNATION OF INFORMATION.

Information regarding the results of studies and investigations of
the division has been disseminated by means of interviews and
conferences with health authorities following particular studies within
their jurisdiction, publications, other reports, lectures, and cor-
respondence.

Jrnterviewe and conferences.-The results of investigations under-
taken on the request of State and local authorities to meet an emer-
gency are often given verbally as soon as obtained, with recommen-
dations submitted for the improvement of the existing conditions,
in order that remedial action may be immediately taken.

Publications.-Articles on health topics are prepared for the weekly
Public Health Reports, and for special publications, such as Public
Health bulletins and Hygienic Laboratory bulletins. Many of the
investigations referred to above are reported in these publications.

Other reports. In many cases typewritten reports of investigations
are furnished the authorities concerned.
Lectures.-In addition to addresses given at meetings of scientific

and sanitary associations, popular lectures are given from time to
time. By these lectures officers in the field bring to the attention
of the public the activities of the service.

Correspondence.-A large number of replies are made to letters
requesting information of a hygienic or public health nature.
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DIVISION OF DOMESTIC (INTERSTATE) QUARANTINE.
In charge of Asat. Surg. Gen. A. J. M1cLAUOHLIN.

The activities of this division during the past fiscal year to suppress
epidemics and to prevent the interstate spread of disease included
(1) plague suppressive measures; (2) the carrying out of service
policies for the prevention of epidemics by assisting State health
departments in establishing and improving divisions of communicable
diseases and sanitary engineering; (3) assisting the National Park
Service of the Interior Department in providing adequate medical
attention and improving the sanitary conditions of the national
parks; (4) control of water supplies used for drinking and culinary
purposes by interstate carriers; and (5) supervision over sanitary
and health conditions on interstate carriers affecting the travel of
persons and transportation of things.

PLAGUE SUPPRESSIVE MEASURES.

As foretold in the last annual report, in view of effective results
obtained during the past two fiscal years with the plague suppressive
measures instituted and the fact that no new outbreak occurred,
the station at Pensacola, Fla., was discontinued on August 15, 1921,
and the station at Beaumont, Tex., was discontinued onDecember 31,
1921; the Galveston station was continued from January 1, 1922,
with reduced force; and the New Orleans station was continued but
with the personnel and office reduced to the same status as before
the plague outbreak of 1919, so as to provide a trained organization
as a nucleus to cope with future plague outbreaks. Upon the dis-
continuance of service activities in Beaumont and Port Arthur,
rodent trapping and rat-proofing operations were continued under the
supervision of the city authorities.
The operations for the control of plague in California have been

continued, and squirrel-free zones have been maintained between the
infected territory and the rat population of San Francisco, Oakland,
and Berkeley. Rat-trapping measures were carried out in San
Francisco.

In order to investigate conditions in New England seaports and
to provide trained personnel to cope with possible plague outbreaks
in this region, arrangements have been made with the State depart-
ments of health and through them with the city health departments
whereby the service will assist in rat-trapping measures and in
examining the rats caught by detailing experienced personnel as
may be found necessary.

PLAGUE SUPPRESSIVE MEASURES, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922, all plague suppressive
measures in the city of New Orleans were conducted, as in former
years, under the supervision of the United States Public Health
Service, working in close cooperation with the local authorities.

8114717-22-6
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Throughout the year no human plague occurred and only one case
of rodent plague was recorded, occurring on August 10, 1921, thus
bringing to an apparently successful conclusion the 1919 antiplague
campaign. This is based on the disappearance of the evidence of
plague in humans or rodents in a period covering' several months of
active field work.

ORGANIZATION.

Passed Asst. Surg. M. S. Lombard remnained in charge of the cain-
paign, assisted by Acting Asst. Surg. R. E. Bodet. All laboratory
measures remained under the supervision of Surg. C. L. Williams
until this officer was relieved to resume his former duties with the
Louisiana State Board of Health, remaining available, however, in
an advisory capacity. The total force averaged 90 employees.

OUTGOINGW MARITIME QUARANTINE.

Quarantine restrictions for the prevention of both the introduction
and the exportation of plague by ships were strictly enforced.
Cheerful compliance and full cooperation by the New Orleans Steam-
ship Association, the various individual agents, and masters and
owners of vessels was the rule. .

During the, first half of the fiscal year the quarantine restrictions
imposed on vessels mooring ,at local wharves were those that had
been promulgated earlier in the calendar year, which modified the
original restrictions so as to conform to the improved CODditions.
Vessels lying alongside the wharves that hfkd been repaired in accord-
ance wild the service regulations were fumigated for the destruction
of rodents not. oftener than once in three months, and were not
required to fend off or to use rat guards on connecting lines. Vessels
that at any time lay alongside wharves that had not been rat proofed
were required to comply with all outgoing quarantine requirements
as originally promulgated.
Whenever the circumstances permitted, a thorough and complete

search for dead rats followed each fumigation. When practical,
intensive trapping on board ships was performed before fumigation.
As 64,342 rodents were classified and examined and neither human

nor rodent plague had been discovered for one year, the Surgeon
General approved the field officer's recommendation to extendthe
period of fumigation of vessels mooring at rat-proof wharves from 3
to 6 months.

Sanitary changes in accordance with local health or(linances and
United States quarantine regulations had been made in a, large
number of wharves with work in progress at several others. Thlie
dock board advised that funds were available to be usedl for the repair
of the two remaining non-rat-proofed wharves, located in a small area
of thi water front. At these wharves it was deemed necessary to
maintain outgoing restrictions until the sanitary changes were
complete(.
The personnel of the quarantine division was a(lequate to meet

tle port requirements and competent to fumligate eight a verage-size
vessels each (lay. Maritime commerce was interfcee(l with as little
as po0551b)le.

Charges for labor in the fumigation of vessels from foreign points
were made according to Department Circular No. 207, but the mate-
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rial and apparatus, in accordance with previously established prac-
tice, were furnished by the New Orleans Steamship Association, for
which charges were mnade, by that organization direct.
The standards for fumigation with hydrocyanic acid gas for rodent

destruction, as stated in the United States quarantine regulations,
were strictly observed. On account of the great danger to human
life, arrangements were always made for the safe disposition of the
crew (luring the fumigation process. In each case a written state-
ment was obtained from the captain or first office that the vessel
was ready for fumigation and that every member of the crew had
been accounted for. No one was permitted to enter any compart-
mnent until such space was declared safe by the medical officer in
charge of the fumigation.

Tabulated operations of out going quarantine were as follows:
Number of vessels inspected for rat guads.............................
Number of vessels fumigated with sulphur .............................
Number of vessels fumigated with cyanide gas .........................

Pounds of sulphur used ***........................................
Pounds of cyanide used...................................
Pints of sulphuric acid used......................

Total number of "vessels fumigated " certificates issued .................
Clean bills of health issued ......................................
Foul bills of health issued............................. .......
Number of vessels cleared..............................................

Total number of bills of health issued (including additional ports of call)..
Total amount of charges reported to collector of customs.......

Total number of rats killed by the fumigation of vessels.................
By species:

Mus norreyi.cus......................... . . . .

Mius alexandrimus...................................................
MUV8 8tt8........................................................
MuS slllS.ll11lS.....................................................
Miscellaneous ....................................................

Number of fumigated rodents found plague infected....................

1 9, 993
0

757
0

60, 001
90, 001

757
2, 589

29
2, 618
5, 448

$22, 992. 75
2, 239

135
1, 171
818
110

5

0

LABORATORY.

The established practice of previous years was followed in the
laboratory. All rodents secured by the field forces were sent to the
laboratory for classification -andl examination. Rodents were dis-
sected and examined; a record was kept of the location of capture of
each rodent received, and the various procedures necessary for the
confirmation of a provisional diagnosis of llague were carried out.
Fleas and live rats were collected and classified for survey pl)UPoses.
When the usual laboratory procedures failed any longer to show

plague in the fielhi it was deemed necessary to employ a(lditional
methods for detecting the disease, especially in rodents inacroscopi-
cally negative. To accomplish this, at the end of each (lay's exami-
nations, combination inoculations of all rodlents presenting eV(en,
doubtful lesions were made, with the result that one positive finding
was recorded (luring the second month of the fiscal year just ended.
This positive case occurredonl August 10, 1921, four miontHis after the
last (1istinctly positive plague ratt was found(.

T1he expedient wais taken primarily to re(luce the total nuiber of
guinea pigs inoculated with suspicious material. Later, when plal ue
in the field was not found, it was considered necessary to estabfish

l Each entry and each shifting of niooring coIxnte(i.
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84 PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

with certainty the date of occurrence of the last plague ositive case,
for the reason that the chance of overlooking an infectedanimal with
obscure lesions was too great, in view of the large number of rats that
daily reached the laboratory.
On previous occasions experiments consisting in the adding of a

small portion of known infected tissues to the presumably negative
lot prior to emulsification in each instance determined the relia-
bility of the test by giving positive results.
The combination, or composite, or mass, inoculation consisted in

the inoculation of a guinea pig with an emulsion of tissues from two or
more rodents, sometimes from as many as several hundred, to deter.
mine the existence or nonexistence of plague in any of them.

Great care has always been exercised in the laboratory and various
methods were employed for the detection of plague in the animals
received. To the end of the fiscal year there have been classified at
the laboratory 195,698 rodents, of which number 130,899 were ex-
amined for plague infection by species as follows:

Total
Species. number Male. Female.

examined.

Mu8 norvegicus.................................................... 101,284 65,848 35,836
Mugrau8... ....... ...... 9,548 6,132 3,416
Mus alteandrinus................................................... 15,059 9,817 5,242
Mus munculus........0 00....................................0 0 O
Wood rats..............................................41 6 35
Putrid.............................................................. 4,88 .. ............

In addition to the above, the laboratory reported the receipt of the
following animals, by species:
Musk rats.................................................................... 61
White rats ..37
Total animals, all species, classified and examined, 195,698.

FLEA SURVEY.

All live rats received at the laboratory were examined for fleas.
Total number Alus norvegicus examined ................................. . 3, 634

L. Ch . ..................................................... 6,084
C.Canis.............................................. 673
C. MIu1scui ............................................. 9, 786

Total........................................................ 16,543
Total number Aus alexandrinus and mnus rattus examined.... 204

L. Cheopis............................................. 482
C. Canis..................................................... .. 51
0. 'lusculi............................................. 483

Total........................................................ 1,016
Total number of all othor species e.aniuined .................. 1

Number of fleas found...............................0

Total number of rats examined for fleas.............................. 3,839
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Flea infestation of rats, temperature, and average number of fleas
per rat per month are given in the following table:

Mean Total Total FleasMonth. termn- rats ex- fleas ex-peatperature. amined. amined.per rat.

1921.
Jully............................................................. 8. 1 227 983 4,3
August......................................................... 84. 2 183 747 4.8
September.................................................... 83.4 None. None. None.
October........................................................ 71.2 41 147 3.e
November..................................................... 66.6 159 315 1. 9
December...................................................... 60.8 83 200 3.1

1922

January..............85.5 194 586 3.0Feruary.62.2 251 97 39Feb r ay................................................. . . .62 21l979 3.9
March....................................................... 62.3 606 2,895 4.8April.......................................................... 72.6 726 3,534 4.9
May. 75.7 808 4,301 4.8
Jue.81..8490.2206 4.5

THE LAST RECORDED PLAGUE CASE.

The last plague case discovered in New Orleans was that confirmed
in rodents in September, 1921. This positive case was the result of a
combination inoculation made on August 10, 1921, of three rodents
presenting scars that macroscopically indicated resolving plague.

TRAPPING.

The destruction of rats and the locating of infected areas in a
plague-infected community depends primarily on trapping. The
extent and progress of the epizootic can only be determined by effec-
tive trapping, correlated with laboratory examinations. For this
reason an eficient trapping force is of utmost importance in anti-
plague campaigns,an no effort has been snared in an endeavor to
maintain a perfect organization. This organization of the field forces
was patterned after service methods used in former campaigns. A
squad of five to eight men, under the immediate charge of a foreman,
was the unit, and the number of squads depended upon the extent of
the general trapping area.
With the lapse of the second year of the 1919 campaign, during

which no plague was found in the outskirts of the general trapping
area, this area was again restricted, with another proportionate
reduction in the trapping personnel. At this time 60 trappers were
employed, operating a daily average of 10,000 traps. The original
trapping areas were but little disturbed at any time, and the work
was entirely abandoned only in those sections which were proved
plague free for a period of not less than one year.

'With the lapse of an additional six month another slight reduc-
tion was effected; on this occasion, due to the entire absence of plague
in the community the trapping force was reduced from 60 to 40 men.
There occurred in April, 1922, a high-water stage of the Mississippi

River, which very nearly reached the top of the artificial levees lining
the river banks. In New Orleans this had the effect of thoroughly
destroying all rat harborage that might have existed under the Focal
wharves on the river side of the structures.
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To insure against inland migration and, at the same time, detect,
if possible, any latent plague among the rodents, the entire trapping
force was concentrated along the river front, covering all the most
advanitageous points. To further stimulate this "rout the rat"
scheme, the city board of health increased the plague rat premium
from $5 to $25. While it was the belief that no additional rodent
plague was likely to be discovered, still all local health authorities
agreed that the campaign had reached the crucial point, and that no
effort,-on the part of the entire eradication machinery, should be spared,
to locate and destroy remaining infection.
The total number of rats trapped from July 1, 1921, to June 30,-

1922, was 181,326, of which 2,052 were trapped on vessels, 6,566
were trapped on wharves, and 170,469 were trapped on other prem-
ises. Not included in the total were 14,372 rodents found dead by
trappers.

he rodents recovered by the trappers, by species, were:
Mus norvcgicus........................................................ 92, 936
Mus rattus ............................................................... 8, 317
Mus alexaanirnus ... .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .... . 13,118
.Mus museoluls...................................... 64, 582
Wood rats.........37W

ood rats ~~...................... 7......... ... ..... .. ..

Unclassified........97Unclaesified~..................... .......... .............. ...... .........9

The rodents found dead, by species, were:
Mus norvegicus....................................... I .................... 8,213
Mits TattI18 ............................................................. 413
Pus alexandrinug........ 770
Mus mulsculuS ................. . . . . 107
W0ood rats ............................................................... 1
Unclassified............................................................. 4,868
The rat catch per month and the average daily rat and mouse

catch per man during this period is given in the following table:

Month._Trapping Number
Rab

Number
Mice

Montb. days. of ratse.r man per of mice. mail per
day. day.

192i..
July.2,76 18,207 7.07 11,827 4.69
August.......................................... 1,649 10,l 6.09 8,123 4.92
September 720 6,290 8.79 3,608 6.7
October.718 6,470 9.01 4,083 5.01
November......................................691 9,16 13.34 3,600 6.21
December...................................... 1216 8, 192 7.15 5,691 4.68

1922.
January............................... .... 1,254 9,627 7.60 6,174 4.92
February...................................... 1,167 10,619 9.17 6,498 4.76
March. 1,241 12,057 9.71 5,029 4.05
April... ............................ 1, 22 11,740 9.61 4,516 3.69
M~ay.1,203 16,602 13.71 4,000 3.32
June.872 11,019 12.63 1,991 2.28

GARBAGE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL.

After a careful study of the garbage problem, with special reference
to its bearing upon the plague situation early in 1921, the city engi-
neers submitted to the proper cit authorities a carefully prepared
report, giving details of a plan, w ich was promptly adopted. The
outstanding new feature of this was the provision for city owned
and operated garbage-collecting equipment and incinerators. When
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the recommended plan is in full operation, a revised garbage ordi-
nance will be enacted to meet the new conditions.
A review of the situation in New Orleans, as regards the collection

and disposal of garbage and mixed refuse, shows that some improve-
ment has been made during the past year, particularly along the
lines of a more dependable and regular house-to-house collection
service. The improvement is reflected by the increase in city ex-
penditures for the service, and the decrease in the number of com-
plaints received from housekeepers.

Progressive steps accomplished the past year in dealing with the
garbage problem, are as follows:

1. The separation of the garbage-collection forces into a distinct
working organization, under the directiotrof a garbage superintendent.

2. The purchase by the city authorities of forty-eight 4 cubic-yard
garbage-collection trailers, equipped with steel water-tight containers
which replace approxiniatedfy 100 of the old dump carts.

3.: The abandonment of five of the eight interior "dumps."
4. The placing under construction of one of the five proposed in-

cinerators with a capacity for destroying 100 tons per day of mixed
refuse, and which will be in operation October 1, 1922.

5. The extension of the daily collection areas into some of the out-
lying districts not previously served.

6. The purchase of three autotrucks in connection with the in-
auguration of a truck-trailer system, and the purchase of a locomo-
tive crane to promote efficient operation at the Agriculture Street
dump.
The recent count made in May, =1922, gives the daily average amount

of municipal refuse collected as 990 cubic yards. Converting this
quantity into tons, as determined by measuring and weighing the
mixed refuse for a week in one of the subdivisions of the clty where
facilities for measuring and weighing existed, it developed that the
daily average amount collected was 338 tons. Of this-total, 246 tons,
or 63.4 per cent, are taken to the Agriculture Street dump, 81 tons,
or 20.9 per cent, to the Clio Street dump, and 61 tons, or 15.7 per
cent, to the South Hagan Avenue dump.
The placing in operation of incinerator D, now under construction,

will permit the discontinuance of the Clio Street dump and the South
Hagan Avenue dump, for the reason that the collection areas, tribu-
tary to these dumps, can be served, at a slightly increased hauling
expense, by the incinerator. While recognizing that the present
amount of refuse brought to these dumps exceeds the rated capacity
of the incinerator referred to, this capacity is a guaranteed perform-
ance for 16 hours' operation and can be exceeded 50 per cent if 24
hours is decided upon. Besides it is confidently expected by the
builders -that the rated or guaranteed capacity will be exceeded at
least 40 per cent.
The site for incinerator B has been purchased by the city and

negotiations for incinerator C have been temporarily halted for
financial reasons. Sufficient funds, in anticipation, were set aside for
the construction of three incinerators this year, but a recent decision
of the State supreme court prevented the city from collecting taxes
and has reduced the funds that were carried on the city's books as
collectible. The effect of this decision will be to limit the construc-
tion program to one incinerator per year.
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RAT-PROOFING.

The enforcement of the rat-proofing ordinance constituted the
bulk of the eradicative work and the methods employed were those
provided for in what was known as Ordinance No. 2512, O.C.S. This
ordinance provided for t~he rat-proofing of all structures then existent
or to be built in the future. Prior to granting a building permit for
a new construction, or for the reconstruction of buildings, the city
architect required that all applications be inspected and approved
by the service. In addition to the requirements for buildings, pro-.
visions were included for maintaining all premises free and clean of
rubbish or material that might serve as rat harborage.
Of special interest was the sanitary work accomplished near the

water front by the dock board and the railroad companies. All
wharves, with two exceptions, and all railroad warehouses were
generally reconstructed and concrete floors were laid.
Of the 438 legal cases, 260 affidavits were withdrawn, by the service

on account of compliance before trial; 1 violator was convicted; 177
cases are still pending:
A summary of rat-proofing operations follows:

Notices served........................................................... 953
New buildings inspected................................................... 2, 791
Number of premises inspected................................. 19, 398
Number of premises abated................................. 3,167

By elevation.................................................... 599
By marginal wall.................. 332
By concrete floor and wall.................. 793
By minor repairs....................;1, 279

Total buildingsrat-proofed.. 3,003
Buildings demolished.............. 164
Total buildings rat-proofed to date... 172,390
Character of structures and number rat-proofed:'

Main buildings, class A................................. 236
Main buildings, class B.... 1,428
Sheds and outhouses, class A.... 720
Sheds and outhouses, class B.......................................... 619

3, 003

-Square Linear-
Character of structures. yards foot EIe- Cost.

conicreto. Wal vated. Cot

Main buildings A .......................................... 2,40 31,510 .......... $1,537,781.00
Main buildings B .................... ..... 23,264 492 1,422,632.00
Sheds and outhouses A ..................................... 12,379 483... 19.4,230.00
Sheds and outhouses B..90 107 15,691.00

Total.64,799 64,157 599 '3,170,334.00

X New constructions included.

Rat-proofing in New Orleans was the foremost factor in the; eradica-
tion work and not only safeguarded the health of citizens but also
protected the city from a commercially ruinous quarantine. !
For plague-eradication purposes, from epidemiological studies inade

during the campaign, it appeared convincing that all rat-proofing, at
least, at plague foci and immediate vicinity, should be completed
preferably by the laying of concrete or other impervious material
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in a manner that rodents may be "built out" and dark spaces elimi-
nated so that "dormant" infected places may not be reached by the
migrating animals.

Concrete floors have proven an economic gain in the warehouses
where there is considerable trucking done by reducing the amount of
labor. With smooth flooring, fewer men can handle ordinary trucks
and electric trucks, in many instances, have supplemented the man-
power ones.

In a general way, it may be stated that the 1919 campaign con-
sisted of two distinct periods of activities, differing from each other
by the character of the field-work that predominated at the time.

First. The time during which plague suppressive measures con-
stituted the bulk of service activities; and

Second. The time during which plague eradicative measures were
carried out.
The first period extended from the time the first human case was

discovered to the occurrence of the last human case. This period was
marked by a few months of rapid rat-harborage destruction. Despite
the severe infection that was found at several foci, only 18 human
cases in all occurred, not a large number, when the heavy rodent
infection and diverse foci are considered.
The second period extended from the time the last human case

occurred to the close of the fiscal ear just ended. During this period
the primary aim was the complete obliteration of foci of in action
and the prevention of the creation of new foci. For such a purpose rat-
proofing and intensive trapping were believed to have been par-
ticularly valuable, and it seemed plausible to assume that when
pockets of infection were effectively buried under the lasting concrete
works, healthy migratory rodents were not exposed to the disease.

Experience in this epizootic has shown that plague can exist in
rodents with little or no macroscopic signs and that all the facts in the
epidemiology of rodent plagues are not yet available. Time alone
will tell whether the real objective has been attained. At this time
we must confine ourselves to the gratifying observation that the
disease has been entirely absent from New Orleans for a period of
almost 11 months, during which no effort has been spared to find
trace of plague.

It is again proper to record the universal spirit of cooperation the
service encountered in New Orleans and to acknowledge the ever-
ready assistance of State and city officials, the various commercial
and financial organizations, the public press, and numerous influ-
ential citizens. The combined efforts of-- these agencies made it
possible to conduct the campaign to an apparently successful con-
clusion without any impediment to commerce and with a. mortality
of only eight humans.

-- PLAGUE SUPPRESSIVE MEASURES, PENSACOLA, PLA.

The plague suppressive measures at Pensacola, Fla., during the.
past fiscal year up to the close of the station on August 15, 1921, were
carried out under the direction of Passed Asst. Surg. R. R. Spencer.
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LABIORATO11Y OPERATIONS FROM JULY 1, 1921, TO TIIJLY 28, 1921.

The following rodents were classified and examined in the labo-
ratory:
Mus norregi .................21............................................215
Mlius a ..................................128
11fus rathis........................... 19
fusmusulus;........................... 1, 708
Wood rats............................. 5
Putrid and unclassified.................................................... 45

Total.......... ............ 2,120
The average daily rat and mouse catch per man from July 1, 1921,

to July 28, 1921, is given in the following table:

-I Average Average
Trapper Number ntunber Number numberMonth. days. of rats. of rats ofrle of micee

per man per man
a day. a day.

July...............................3.........7 412 1.7 1,708 7.2

RAT-PROOFING.

The tabulation below gives the rat-proofing data from July 1, 1921,
to July 31, 1921, the date when trapping operations were discon-
tinued:
Square ards of concrete floor laid .................. 503
Linear Feet of area wall installed ..................... 488
Linear feet of flashing installed ....... ................ .............. 15
Square yards of planking removed ..................... 1,154
Main buildings, class A, rat-proofed...11
Main buildings, class B, rat-proofed......................... 36

Total main building gs............... 47
Outbuildings, class A, rat-proofed......... ........................ 0
Outbuildings, class B, rat-prootad .......................... 54

Total outbuildings ................................. 64
Buildings abated by:

Eleyation..................................................... 19
Marginal wall...................1
Concrete floor and wall................. 3
Wiring over existing floor....................................... 6
Minor repairs........... 71

Total buildings rat-proofed............................................... 100
Building demolished.......................................1..............
Total buildings abated................................................. 10,1
Cost of main buildings................................................. $3,473. 00
Cost of outbuildings .................................................... $312. 00

Total cost..... $3, 785. 00

PLAGUE SUPPRESSIVE MEASURES AT GALVESTON, TEX.

Plague suppressive measures at Galveston, Tex., during the past
fiscal year were carried out under the direction of Surg. H. F. White.
The following cases of plague were reported:
Human cases................................................................. 0
Rodent cases................................................................ 8
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(UT6,OINO: QiTUAJ;,N'TINE.

This phase of the work was carried on in cooperation with State
and municipal authorities, together with masters of vessels, agents,
and the local maritime association.

Vessels which entered the port of Galveston and docked at non-rat-
proof cl piers were required to comply with the following regulations:

1. To be breasted off at least 4 feet from the pier.
2. To rat guard all hawseris and lines from ship to pier.
3. To raise gangway at night or 100-candle power cluster of lights

to shine thereon.
4. To fumigate every three months.
In January, 1922, the Galveston Wharf Co. rat-proofed Piers 11,

12, 37, and 38, and the Mexican Petroleum Co. rat-proofed Piers 4
and 5, which greatly modified the restrictions for ships docked at the
piers. In March, 1922, the Southern Pacific Steamship Co. rat-
proofed Piers A, B, C, and Sunset Elevator Dock and other property.

Vessels lying at rat-proofed piers were required to be fumilgated
once every six months. In each instance hydrocyanic--acid gas was
employed. 1Each vessel after fumigation was thoroughly searched
for rodents.

Tabulated operations of outgoing quarantine were as follows:
Number of rodents killed by fumigation ofvessels.. 452
Number of fumigation certificates issued .................... 248
Number of clean bills of health issue(l .................................... 971
Number of foul bills of health issued..................................... 138
Bills issued including ports of call ........................ 2, 353
Number of vessels clearing............................................... 1, 109
Number of fumigations............................ 248
Pounds of cyanide used............................2.......... 22, 0(69
Pints of acid used..................... ....... . .......................... :34, O31
Number of vessels inspected for rat guards (trip.) ...... ..... 10, 950

Iaaddition, the following fumigating operations were conducted:
Number of buildings fumigated .. 8
Pints of acid used.............................. 879
Pounds of cyanide used..................................8................68

LABORIATORY.

All rodents trapped were sent to the laboratory for examination
and a record was kept of the location of each rat received. In addi-
tion to the usual examination, the rats were separated into groups
according to the location from which they were received and a com-
bination or mass inoculation was made from each group. During
the fiscal year 1,318 mass inoculations were made. 'there were
classified at the laboratory 43,423 rodents, of which 17,521 were
examined. Over 50 per cent of the rodents received were mice,
indicating a marked decrease in the rat population of the city.
Mice were not examined.

Number NUmnberSpecies. received, exam-
tiled.

Afus nort'egfcus.............,................................... 11,537 11,5Mwu raUus........... . . .797................................. 797
Mus alexundrinus.1,859 1,859
Wood rats.3,356 3,356umts sm cu4u .......................................0.................. 2 0
Putrid.......... . 2,463 0
Other rodents....................................................................... 3 3

Total rodents.43, 423 17,521
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FLEA COUNT.

Mus norvegicus, number examined............................. 53
Fleas per rat:

L. cheopis .............................................. 26. 9
C.musculi. .21
P.felis......................................................... .21
S. gaUinaa . .07

Maus alexandrinus, numberexamined.. 8
Fleas per rat:

L.cheopi ..................... 9
Total number of rats examined............................................. 56
Total number of fleas found ...................... 1, 381
Number of fleas per rat........................ 24. 66
During the fiscal year the examination of rats for gross lesions did

not reveal any plague-infected rodents; mass inoculations were posi-
tive for plague in eight cases.

TRAPPING.

Destruction of rats and the finding of infected areas depend princi-
pally upon trapping and complete laboratory examination of all
rodents.
The following numbers of rodents were trapped during the fiscal

year:
Mus nor-vegicus........... 11, 637Mus rafius........... 797
Mus alexandrinus........... 1, 859
MUs musculus........... 23, 408
Other rodents........... 5,822

Total.............................................................. 43, 423

RAT-PROOFING.

A summary of rat-proofing operations in the city of Galveston
during the past fiscal year is as follows:

Class A. Class B.

By elevation .......................................................................9g 401
By chain wall....................................................................... 29 49
By demolition...................................................................... 126 74
By concrete floor and chain wall .,,.......................... 184 10
By new construction................................................................ 34 283
By minorrepairs.2....................,,, , ., ,..... 208 3,137

Total..............................730.3,954

Outhouses, shedE, and cisterns rat proofed............................... 621
Lineal feet chain wall................. 242, 396
Square yards of concrete................................................. 143, 103
Lineal feet wall fill ...................................................... 20,140
Square yards plankingremoved............. 220, 108
Total number of abatements.............................................. 4, 684

RODENT SURVEY Air HOUSTON, TEX.

A rodent survey was conducted in cooperation with the municipal
authorities at Houston, Tex., during the month of July, 1921, under
the supervision of Surg. H. F. White.
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The following rodents were trapped, shipped to Galveston, classi-
fied and examined in the service laboratory. No plague-infected
rodents were found.
Mus norvegicus............................................................ 7, 533
Mus aIexandinus............................ 1,338
fMus rattus .................................. 151
AMU8 musculus.............................. 1,287

Total............................................................... 10,309

PLAGUE SUPPRESSIVE MEASURES AT BEAUMONT, TEX.

Plague-suppressive and eradicative measures in the citY of Beau-
mont were continued with Surg. H. F. White in charge until December
31, 1921. Fumigation of buildings and premises and trapping oper-
ations were discontinued on July 31, 1921.

LABORATORY.

The following rodents were secured by trappers from July 1 to 31,
1921, and sent to the laboratory for classification and examination.
No plague-infected rodents were found.
AMus norvegicus.......................... 154
Mus rattus..... 10
.us(exandrinus..120
MUS mu11sculus................................ 170
Putrid and unclassified.................................................... 10

Total................................................................... 464
FUMIGATION.

The following table shows the fumigation operations from July 1
to 31, 1921:
Number of buildingsfumigated. 1
Pounds of cyanide used...................... 200
Pints of sulphuric acid used............................................ 350
Total cubic feet of space fumigated.................................... 1,500,000

RAT-PROOFING.

A summary of rat-proofing operations in the city of Beaumont
from July 1, 1921, to December 31, 1921, is as follows:
Number of affidavits filed.81
Number of notices served................................................... 380
Number ofreisesinspected..6, 452
Number of premises albated................................................. 647

By elevation.......................................................... 552
By marginal wall...................................................... 7
By concrete floor andwall.60..0
By minor repairs....................................................... 452

Total buildings rat-proofed.. 1,110
Buildings demolished..................................................... 56
Square yeards of planking removed.......................................... 5, 335

PLAGUE SUPPRESSIVE MEASURES AT SEATTLE, WASI.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922, the plague suppressive
measures on the Puget Sound were continued under the direction of
Surg. Hugh de Valin.
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Rat-proofivg.
New buildihigs inspected ....................................
New buildings reinspected...................................
Floors concreted, new buildings (177,41.5 square feet).
Basements concreted, new buildings (132,295 square feet).....
Yards concreted, new buildings (41,513 square feet) ..........
Sidewalks concreted..
Total concrete laid, new buildings.
New buildings elevated.....................................
New buildings rat-proofed, concrete.........................
Old buildings rat-proofed, concrete...........................
Old buildings inspected .....................................
Floors concreted, old buildings (45,720 square feet)............
Rat holes cemented .......................................
Wooden floors removed.....................................
Buildings razed............................................
Wire screening used.........................................

............. ....383
.......... .. * a675
............. . ....97
............. . ...86
............. . .....44
.square feet.. 145,165
.square feet. . 351,223
............. . ....35
................217
............. . ...g39
............. . .....39
............. . ....39
......... .... , 70
............. . .....39
............. . .....25
.sqtiare feet..

Waterfront.
Vessels inspected.......................................................
Vessels fumigated......................................................
Sulphur used.......... ........................................pounds..
New rat guards inqtalled..................................................
Defective rat guards repaired ......................................
Fumigation certificates issued.............................................
Canal Zone certificates issued.................................................
Port sanitary statements issued...........................................

Laboratory operations.
Dead rats received....................................
Rats trapped and killed................................
Rats after fumigation..................................
'Tota rats ......................................
Rodents examined for plague infection.................
Rodents proven plague infected.........................
Blocks poisoned.......................................
Poison distributed, pounds.............................

Classification of rodents.
Musrattus.......................................
Mus alexandrinus .....................................
Mus norvegicu s.....................................
MIsl musculus..........................................
Total rodents..........................................

1, 286

597
116

198,050
198
487
116
43

1, 629

13,
1,

15,
12,

142
635
365
142
439

0
113
711

1, 533
2, 288
9, 541
1, 674

15, 152

Miscellaneous wvork.

Letters sent contractors, rat-proofed, neaw buildings................ :....... 252
Letters sent re rat complaints....................11.......11

PLAGUE SUPPRESSIVE MEASURES AT SAN FIRANCISCO, CALIF.

Passed Asst. Surg. W. r. Harrison remained in charge of plague
suppressive measures in California until relieved by Senior Surg.
J. . Perry on October 19, 1921. The activities carried out during the
year can be classified under three general headings: (a) Operations
in the field for ground squirrel controll: (b) sanitary inspections in San
Francisco; and (c) work in the Federal laboratory.

During the year the officers in charge of this work have acted in an
advisory capacity on many questions of sanitation and their coo ~era-
tion assisted in having a rat-proof building ordinance enacted for
the city of Oakland.
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Thed anger of extension of plague infection from the squirrels to
therats in east-bay cities has been emphasized to the local health
authorities of these cities, andthe, health officer of Oakland has asked
for an appropriation for the ensuing year for the purpose of having
ratsc aught and examined in order to determine if any plague infec-
tion exists among these rodents. A campaign will be outlined as
soon as the. appropriationl)ecomes available.

The importance ofc atching rats in San Francisco in sufficient
numbers to determine whether any plague infection exists, has been
p resented to the authorities andthe health officer realizes the desira-
hility of such a procedure. However, the supervisors have failed

to appropriate the sum required. A limited number of rats have
been caught in the vicinity of the slaughterhouses by an employe
of the butchers, and these have been examined in the laboratory.
One case of human plague occurred June 29, 1922, in Alamneda

County, one-half mile from Dublul. The infection was contracted
from squirrels, as the premises were badly infected with these rodents
and fleas. Squirrels shot nearthisplace wereprovenpositive for
plague infection oil July 14, 1922. Itis believed that plague infec-
tion is still rather widelv disseminated among the ground squirrels
in localities where infection in these rodents has previously been
determined.

FIELD OPERATIONS FOR THE CONTROL OF GROUND SQUIRRELS.

Operations were continued in 10 counties with reducedpersonnel
until October 1, 1921, when these, activities were concenVated in 4
counties, San Francisco, San Mateo, Alameda, and Contra Costa,
as it was believed the most beneficial results could be obtained, under
the limitedappropriation available, by intensive work around the
bay cities in an effort to create a comparatively squirrel-free zone
adjacent to these cities and thereby lessen the danger of transmission
of plague from the squirrels to the rats in these larger centers of com-
mercial activity. Very satisfactory results have been accomplished,
especially in the country bordering on the city of Oakland, and in the
outlying portions ofthis city.

Cordial and cooperative relations have been maintained with the
State board of health and the county horticultural commissioners,
and these agents and others fullyrealize the importance of squirrel
eradication both from an economic standpoint and prevention of
spread of infection.

The following tabulated statement presents the field operations:
Number inspections .................................................. 701
Number reinspections ................................................. 4, 419
Number acres inspected............................................... 208, 765
Number acres reinspected............................................... 1, 506,x452
Number acres treated with waste balls................................... 88, 916
Number acres treated with rain........................................ 387, 364
Number acres treated with (Iestritetors................................... 26
Number acres treated with hose and funnel............................. 6
Number holes treated...................................6................55, 513

Special work in city of Oakland.

Number acres treated with carbon bisulphide........................... 902
Number holes treated with wasteballs....I...I.....I.I...I....................... 8, 220
Number acres covered with poisonedgrainI............................. 992
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Material used.
Number pounds poisoned grain ......................................... 165, 9!
Number gallons carbon bisulphide...................................... 10, 31
Number waste balls used... 655,51

Poisoned barley mixedfor private landowners under supervision ofemployees ofservice.

Number pounds......... 42,41
Laboratory work in connection with field operations.

[3

Number rats received and examined:
City of San Francisco............................................... 2,854
From fumigated ships.............. 2,011aity of Berkeley...........-.:................... 2, 525ity of Oakland .................................................. 97
San Benito County................................................. 1

Total...................................................... 7,543
Number of mice received and examined:

City of San Francisco............................................. 43
City of Berkeley.................................................. 362

Total...................................................... 405

Number of squirrels received and examined......................I ...... 63
Number of rabbits received and examined............................. 35
Number found infected................................................ 0

Sanitary inspections performed in th city of San Francisco on complaints referred
from city health department andfrom other 8ource8.

Rat complaints.......... . . .

Manure and stable complaints.........................
Chicken, rabbit pigeon, etc., complaints............ .
Garbage and detective garbage cans....................
Rubbish complaints.................................
Plumbitng complaints................................
Insanitary premises, including shacks..................
Stench complaints....................................
Goat, dog, and cat complaints..........................
Mosquito, fly, and flea complaints......................
Swllne complaints.....................................
Plumbing complaints, referred to board of health....
Lots from which stagnant water has been pumped......
Miscellaneous......

484
f 60
364
69
32
6

302
, 104

50
46
16
32
5

66

Total.................... 1,638
NOTE,-AIl the above complaints were investigated by the inspectors, the neces-

sary notices prepared alld sent out, and reinspections made to determine whether
the existing nuisance were abated.

Measures taken against rat8.

Number of premises inspected ......................................... 18, 719.
Number of nuisance abated.2, 940
Number of complaints investigated .................................... 1, 599
Number of garbage cans installed...................................... 1, 490
Number of chicken yards abandoned........ ..........................182
Number of chickens, pigeons, rabbits, etc., disposed of.2,195
Number of vacant lots cleaned...................... 39
Number of basements cleaned......................................... 297
Number of yards cleaned.26
Number of premises cleaned of rubbish.115
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Measures takenfor the destruction of rat harbors.

Number of floors torn up ........................ 187
Number of basements torn up ......................................... 52
Number of yards torn up .............................................. 96
Number of buildings destroyed ........................................ 164
Number of stal)lesdestroyed.. 18

Measures takenfor the pernuanent rat proofing of old buildings, including food places.

Number of buildings rat-proofed by concreting .......................... 344
Basements concreted (square feet, 39,900)............................... 35
Floors concreted (square feet, 400,434) .......... ........................ 294
Yards, passageways, sidewalks, etc., concreted (square feet, 17,275) .. 44
Total area concrete laid ................square feet 457, 609
Number of area walls installed (cubic feet, 38,711)......1................] 11
Number of floors rat-proofed with double floors and wire cloth between

(square feet, 28,720)................................................. 23
Lens lights replaced ...................................... 2,284
Openings in walls, ceilings and floors, and around pipes closed by wire

cloth and cement.................................................... 7, 563

Condemnation proceedings.

Number of buildings su1)mitted to board of health for condemnation ..... 113
Number of buildings acted on by board of health and condemned ........ 94
Number of buildings acted on by board of health and not condemned..... 50
2 Number of buildings abated following condemnation proceedings: By

repair, 25; by demolition, 90 .......................................... 115
Number of buildings condemned and remaining unabated;................ 53

OPERATIONS OF THE FEI)ERAL LABORATORY.

A r6sum6 of the work of the laboratory follows:

Bloodfor Wassermann reaction.

United States Marine Hospital:
Port Townsend, Wash............................................. 2
San Francisco .................................................... 2,393

United States Public Health Service- i ;spital, Arrowhead Springs, Calif .. 3
United States Public Health Servio 8iation, Los Angeles, Calif.......... 137
United States Veterans' Bureau:

San Francisco, Calif............................................... 387
Los Angeles, Calif................................................ 89
San Jose, Calif................................................... 12
San Luis Obispo, Calif............................................ 4

United States revenue cutter Bear...................................... 1
Indian Service, Tucson,ArNY...........................................I.
United States Indian Service Hospital, Sells, Ariz....................... 1

Cerebrosptinal fluidfor Wassermuann reaction.

United States Marine lbspital, San Francisco............ 21
United States Public Health Service Station, Los Angeles, Calif ......... 2
Blood culture for B. typhosus (United States Marine Hospital, San Fran-

Cisco) ................I 20
Urine for B. typhosus(Uriited States Marine Hospital, San Francisco) ....... 50
Feces for B. typhosus (United States Marine Hospital, San Francisco) ...... 27
Guinea pig inoculation for tuberculosis (United States Marine llospital,
San Francisco).................... 28
Knee joint..............- 1
Pleuralfluid. 1
Pus from chest tumor...................................1

XThese luclude some buildings condemned during previous years, hence totals will not balance.

14717-22- 7
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Guinea pig inoculation for tuberculosis, etc.-Continued.
Pus .................................................... .:3
Sputum................................................ 19
rin6. .................................... . . . ..... 2

Spinal fluid ................................... . .1

United States Veterans' Bureau (San Imuis Obispo)..... 8
Sputum.......................................................... 8

United States Veterans' Bureau (San Francisco)............. 1
Sputum ........ 1

Widal reaction (United States Marine Hospital, San Francisco).. 1: iii::: 19
Cerebrospinal fluid for meningococci (United States Marine Hospital, San

Francisco)..(
Cerebrospinal~ fluid for Noguchi butyric acid test (United States Marine

Hospital, SanFrancisco).. 3
Autogenous vaccine....................................... 39

United States Marine Hospital, San Francisco. . 12
United States Veterans' Bureau, San Francisco.. .. . 27

Tissue for histological examination... 318
- United States Marine Hospital, San Francisco............ 315

United States Marine Hospital, Eureka.. 3
Feces for animal parasites....................... .................. i. 205

City and County Hospital, San Francisco (human feces). ... j95
City and county pound, San Francisco (dog feces)......... 10

Feces for intestinal parasites (United States Marine Hospital, San Fran-
cisco) ...... 4

Feces for B. dysentery (United States MarineHospital, San Francisco)_ . 3
Feces for occult blood (United States Veterans' Bureau, San Luis Obispo). 2
Spleen andgland for human plague (Contra Costa County) .. 1
Sputum for Actinomyces (United States Marine Hospital, San Francisco).. I
Precipitant test for echinococdus (United States Marine Hospital, San

Francisco) ..
Sterility test (United States Marine Hospital, San Francisco).i

Kangaroo tendons........................
Kangaroo gut....................... 3
Catgut.................................................. 52
Guttapercha........................................... 1

Bacteriological examination of water.................................... 9
United States Veterans' Bureau......................... I
United States Marine Hospital, San Francisco .. 8

Bloody fluid for bacteriological growth (United States Marine Hospital,
SanFrancisco)............,.. ......... I

RAT SURVEY IN NEW ENGLAND SEACOAST CITIES.

From July 1 to November 28, 1921, Passed Asst, Surg. L. L. Wil-
liams, jr., cooperated with the New England State health departments
and with the city health departments of seaports in these, States in
regard to rat-trapping operations and plague-preventive measures.
Upon the transfer of Doctor Williams to other work the duties of con-
tinuing service activities in the preparation of New England ports
against plague infection were assigned to Associate Sanitary Engineer
Sol Pincus in connection with other functions of interstate sanitary
district No. 1. Prior to this, the New England Committee on Plague
Prevention and Rodent Control was organized as a result of the meet-
ing of representatives of civic and commercial groups at Boston in
June, 1921.
Two well-attended meetings of this committee were held in Boston

on January 10 and June 15, 1922. The world situation relative to
plague prevalence and the various activities of the Public Health
Service for the protection of this country from infection were pre-
sented to the members. Earnest consideration was given by the
representatives present to local measures that might be inaugurated
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for safeguarding seaports from the dangers of plague. Resolutions
were adopted at the meeting on January l urging the importance of
local anti-plague measures supplementing the Fe eral activities and
assuring the cooperation of the interests represented on the committee.
Efforts w6re later made by members of this committee to secure the
establishment of local plague-preventive measures in various New
England States and seaport cities.
The service has been able to give extensive assistance during the

year to local authorities in the undertaking of rat surveys. Besides
the general supervision and advisory services of the district sanitary
engineers, the services of a technician and bacteriologist expert in
making examinations for rodent plague and of 'a foreman experienced
in training a squad of rat catchers were furnished to health authorities
when such assistance was requested. A special laboratory for rodent
examinations is being equipped and opened by the service in July,
1922, at the United States quarantine station, Gallops Island, Boston.
Facilities for thorough examination of rodents for plague and other
rat-borne diseases will then be available to all seaports in New
England through the shipment of captured rodents to this laboratory.
The objects of the service in connection with these plague-_reven-

tive activities is: (1) To determine the existence or absence of rodent
plague infection; (2) to determine the reasons for possible immunity
if no rodent plague infection is found; (3) to determine the effective-
ness of present quarantine measures in preventing the introduction
of plague into this country; and (4) to establish a nucleus organization
to effectively prevent an outbreak of plague in this region.

RAT SURVEY IN PORTLAND, ME.

A rat survey in Portland, Me., was carried out by the city health
department from November, 1921, to February 15, 1922, to determine
whether rodent plague existed in the port. A total of 2,450 rodents
were examined. N!o plague infection was detected. It is now being
planned by the local heath officer to have rodent trapping and ex-
aminations resumed in that port.

RAT SURVEY IN BOSTON, MASS.

Following the preliminary rodent survey in Boston made jointl by
she State health department and the Public Health Service, the Bos-
ton city health department continued the campaign and has main-
tained a local trapping force continuously. Considerable assistance
was given the local department by making available for several
months the services of Acting Asst. Surg. Paul Eaton, an expert tech-
nician in rodent examination, and of Foreman Trapper J. Sisk. A
total rodent catch of over 7,000 rats and mice was examined. No
plague infection was found. It is expected that this work will be
actively continued.

RAT SURVEY AT NEW BED)FORD, 1MASS.

Assistance was given the local health authorities of New Bedford
Mass., in carrying on the rodent survey inaugurated in that seaport
in January, 1922. To the end of June approximately 2,000 rodents
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were captured and examined, with no evidence of plague infection.
Acting Asst. Surg. Paul Eaton and Foreman Trapper J. Sisk were
detailed to New Bedford for a short period to advise and assist the
local forces.

RAT SURVEY IN NEW YORK CITY.

Following conferences with the service, January,-1922, the health
department of New York City resumed the rat survey on the water
front which had been discontinued early in 1921. An average of
abour 35 trappers were regularly employed along the extensive water
front of the various boroughs of the city. The service engineers were
frequently called upon to advise concerning the conduct of the rodent
.survey and to make recommendations for Improvements. The serv-
ices of Foreman Trapper J. Sisk were furnished the city health de-
partment for two months to instruct the local trappers in effective
methods for capturing the rodents. A total of 8,639 rodents were
trapped to June 30 with no indication of plague infection upon
examination.

PREVENTING THE SPREAD OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES.

As in previous years, assistance has been rendered State health
departments as far as possible in developing divisions of communicable
diseases and in bringing them to a high plane of effectiveness, such
efforts being based on the fact that the most effective and most
economical means of preventing the spread of disease from one State
to another at the disposal of the Federal Government lies in the devel-
opmeint and utilization of strong State health departments. [During
the past fiscal year, limited funds permitted such assistance ill only
twoStates, Wisconsin and Louisiana.]

WISCONSIN.

Surg. Robert Olesen continued as epidemiologic aid to the Wis'
consign State Board of Health from July 1, 1921, to May 8,1 922, at
which date he was assigned to duty in the State of North Dakota for
studies in public hea administration. The assignment as epi-
demologic aid was originally made for the purposes of establishing
endemic indices for the reportable diseases. While it was possible
to prepare helpful indices it was soon realized that these were only
approximately accurate and that their value could be materially
enhanced by improving morbidity registration. From this activity
it was a logical step to organize a bureau of communicable diseases in
the State board of health for the collection and study of the statistics
obtained.
The work in Wisconsin may be considered under three heads,

namely, administrative, educational, and investigative.
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES.

Organization of bureau of communicable diseaqes.-The outstanding
feature of the detail in Wisconsin was the establishment of the bureau
of communicable diseases. During the preceding year the ground-
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work for this new departure in the work ofthe Statehoard of health
was carefully laid through educational means,resulting in the appro-
priation of a sum sufficient to initiate thework. The service repre-
sentative served as acting director of this bureau from its inception
until his detail to North Dakota. Under his supervision this bureau
developed into a functioning department with seven field workers and
five clerks. The bureau of venerealdiseasess, previously operating as
a separate unit, was combined with thebureau of communicable
diseases.

Supervision vver local health offlcerso-Previous experience with the
1,741 local health jurisdictions of the State was useful inoutlining
plans whereby the efficiency of local health officers might be in-
preased. By means ofa sit ple questionnaire the qualiffiationjs of
appointees were determinedand the material needs of the incumbents
were quickly and accurately filled. The largest number of bona fide.
aldqualified health officers yet recorded by the StfateX board of health
resulted from the efforts put forth (luringthe past year.

In many local health jurisdictions it has been the practice to name
members of localboards merely as a matter of form and ill COM-
plitnee with the law. Inl qn- effort to bring about improvement each
personmentioned asg halving been appointed was officially notifiedof
appoiItme;It an(d urge(l to take arr active interestin the public health
affairs of the community. Thie appointment of women as local health
offices and as members of local boards was strongly urged, the result
being the selection of a number of such officials, w1ho rendered satis-
factory service. I

Steady pressure was exerte(l, thoughcorrespondenceandpersonal
interviews, upon officials who were slow or delinquent ill rendering
reports Ior in discharging the duties of their office. The for'egoing
measures have resulted in at notable improvement in the performance
ofpublic health duties throughout the State.

Improvement in morbidity registration.-The efforts to improve
morbidity registration il Wisconsin have beeII followed by increas-
ingly satisfactory results. Insistence upon regular wveelkiy r'e(ports
from all local health officers, even whon no cases have occurred, has
resulted in an inlcelase of measuireable proportions. These results
have been obtained through constant follow-up work and the educa-
tion of officials to the 6u1sefulness; of accurate information of this
character.

Utilization. of morbiditil reports.-Merely to collect niorlbi(lity re-
ports without *11tilizing the valuable information presented is inex-
clusanble. It is a frequent complaint that no utse is mlae of the reports
that are l)lo)arIed and submitted by physicians-, frequently at con-
siderable inconvenience. In Wisconsin, hoxvever, this complaint is
untenable. In addition to submitting the usual weekly, monthly,
and yearly reports to the Publie Health Service, the bureall of com-
mulmable diseases lhas inaugurate(l anll extensive weekly service for
deputy State health officers, epidemiologists, coullty public health
nurses, State health de )arthients of a(Ijoining States, an(l the com-
missioller of health of Vilwaukee. By means of weekly reports these
health officials are in receipt of information which enable intelligent
combative effort. It has also been found that the weekly reports
frequently serve as checks against unrel)orted cases ill at community.
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In addition to transmitting regular morbidity reports to health
officials throughout the State, communicable-disease summaries are
reproduced at frequent intervals in the newspapers, thereby focusing
the attention of the people upoll unusual outbreaks of disease. Core
pilation and study of all available material was continued during the
year, with corresponding benefit in applying the principles of public
health protection.
Uniform quarantine signs and placards.--The diversity in size, shape,

color, and lettering of quarantine signs and placards is well known to
persons who have occasion to visit various communities in the same
State. This condition formerly prevailed in Wisconsin. During the
past year, however, quarantine signs and placards of uniform size,
color, and lettering have been sold at actual cost to local health officers,
thereby correcting a condition that had been highly unsatisfactory in
-the past The response of local officials to this plan has been prompt
and pleasing, largely because of the saving effected to the local com-
munities. Approximately 60,000 quarantine signs and placards have
already been sold by the State board of health.

Diphlheria death investigationm.-The studies initiated during the
previous year, which had for their purpose the fixing of responsi-
bility for diphtheria deaths, were continued. Much valuable infor-
mation has been adduced as a result of these studies and the findings
will shortly be available for publication.

Typhoid fever case card.-A special form for recording the data
obtained during the investigation of typhoid fever cases was prepared,
printed, and distributed to the epidemiologists, deputies, and sanitary
engineers. This card embodies several new features and has proved
useful in stimulating interest in the important work of investigating
cases of typhoid fever.

Typh fever in highway construction camps.-During the summer of
1921 there were several severe outbreaks of typhoid fever in highway
construction camps in Wisconsin. Upon investigation it was found
that sanitation in many of the camps was entirely lacking and that
there existed unusual opportunities for the spread of infection to the
civilian population. In combating the tendency of contractors to
ignore sanitary requirements, use was made on tle workman's com-
pensation act which, in Wisconsin includes sickness incident to
employment. The filing of claims by a number of workmen who
had contracted typhoid fever was instrumental in directing the atten-
tion of contractors to the necesity for exercising the greatest possible
care in safeguarding the health oT their employees.

EDUCATONAL ACMITIES.

In the final analysis the prevention and control of communicable
disease resolves itself very largely into the preparation of the lay
mind for recognizing its share of responsibility. Until every man,
woman, and child realizes that public health is largely a matter of
individual responsibility and not one that can be controlled by
public officials alone, the real goal will not have been reached. With
this in mind earnest efforts were made to encourage educational work
among the general public.

Visualization of communicable disease records.-Through the use of
thermometer like devices the prevalence of the various communi-
cable disease in the State was shown from day to day. There are
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few who can pass these "indicometers" without stopping to note the
latest developments in the communicable disease situation. With
excellent morbidity reports available it was possible to maintain
creditable daily checks upon the incidence of communicable disease.
Timely State-wide publicity, the arousng of interest on the part of
local officials and citizens, the dispatching of 'epidemiologists and
deputies into the field, and the acquisition. of vaccine and antitoxin
of ample quantity are some of the more important activities given
intelligent guidance by this system.

Publication of the ' Communicator."-Appreciating the need for a
means of current communication between the bureau of communi-
cable diseases and members of the staff engaged in communicable
disease work a weekly publication was founded and edited. Alto-gether 34 numbers of this publication were prepared and issued. In
this news letter, known as "The Communicator," were discussed
advances in communicable disease control, State and local health
problems, current disease prevalence, and correlated activities of
other departments of the board. In every way possible service was
emphasized and efforts were put forth to weld together a compact
an efficient organization.
When the service representative was relieved from duty in Wis-

consin "The Communicator" was increased in size in order that all
divisions of the board might be included. Publication is now being
continued along the lines originally laid down.

Stereopticon lecture.-The presentation of figures or statistics to a
lay audience or the mere recital of facts seldom makes a lasting
impression unless the speaker is unusually gifted. Inasmuch as there
are usually only a few talented lecturers attached to a board of health,
while the need for presenting health subjects to the people is ever
present, it appeared that a stereopticon lecture might prove useful.
Consequently, a series of 50 original lantern slides were prepared with
the assistance of the artist of the State board of health. These slides,
collectively depicting "The Prevention and Control of Communicable
Diseases," consist of original illustrations, logically presenting the
steps involved in dealing with the maladies in question. It has been
suggested to those who use the slides that the pictures will tell their
own story. However, certain features may require verbal elaboration
and thelecturer may use his own judgment asto the nature of the
exposition.Notification of local health officers of laboratory.findings.-Many phy-
sicians are prone to foregt or neglect to report cases of communicable
diseases coming to their attention. To correct this omission advan-
tage has been taken of positive laboratory findings in tuberculosis,
diphtheria, gonorrhea and typhoid fever. By means of daily labora-
tory reports local health officers are notified of the fact when a posi-
tivefinding-has been recorded in the practice of adesignated phy-
sician. If the case has not already been reported to the ocal health
officer, a means is provided whereby the necessary public health
controlmay be inaugurated. An opportunity for reminding the
offendingphysician of his responsibilities is also afforded.

Cancer campaign.--The Wisconsin State Board of Health, like
other State organizations, played an active part in the national edu-
cational campaign against cancer. The service representative took
part in the work by preparing a number of news stories, graphs of
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cancer death rates, participated in the speaking campaign, and ad
vised as to the general conduct of the organized endeavor.

Preparation of netu communicable disease pamphlet.-The necessity
for publishing a supply of pamphlets Containing the rules and regula-
tions for the prevention and -control of communicable diseases
afforded an opportunity for revising thoroughly, rearranging the
contents, and bringing up to date this most popular publication of
the board.

Preparation of communicable disease chart for schools.-The demand
for acompetent guide which might prove useful for teachers, parents,
and other lay persons in the early determination of communicable
diseases in schools culminated in the preparation of a chart intended
for display in schoolrooms. Both sides of this chart are utilized for
the dissemination of information and when not in use it may be
folded.

Articles for Wisconsin State Medical Journal.-The service repre-
sentativeendeavored to keep the subject of morbidity registration
before the medical profession by occasional articles in the official
organ of the State medical society. Four articles and one editorial
were prepared.

- Diphtheria culture taking-The failure of many physicians to take
nose and throat cultures in suspicious cases is too well known to
require extendedcomment. Moreover, many practitioners fail to
secure necessary culture releases, thereby permitting carriers to
spread diphtheria, In checking up the laboratory records in Wis-
consin it was found that routine culture taking, especiallyas defined
by the regulations of the State board of health, was rapidlybecoming
a lost art,obviously to the detriment of the public health.
With a view to overcoming this dangerous tendency a circular

letter was sent to all physicians and-local healthofficers in the State,
calling attention to the increase in diphtheria and the obvious means
of mitigating the menace. At the bottom of the page of the circular
letter was a coupon which was to be signed and returned to the board
as evidence of an understanding of the requirements. As a result
of this letter the work in the laboratories increased tremendously,
necessitating the employment of additional personnel and culminating
in the discovery of many diphtheria patients and carriers who other-
wise would have escaped adequate treatment or control.

Case records and letter to phiystcians.-Interest in the prevention
and control of venereal diseases must be stimulated constantly in
order to avoid a disastrous lapse intoindifference.
venereal-disease case records, accompanied by circular letters of
unique design and dispatched at fortnightly intervals to each of
the 2,700 physiciansof Wisconsin, brought notable results. With
each letter wa§ sent a coupon which, iffilled out and retired would
bring a differentpublication dealing with some phase of venereal
diseasecontrol.The response to these letters was prompt, large, and
appreciative. Many physicians expressed their appreciation of the
efforts to enlighten them and their patients. For each publication
offered hundreds of requests forthcoming from physicians. In

one instance over 800 requests,representing approximately one-third
of the physicians in theatae, were received for a single publication.

Exhibit for State medicalassociation in Milumukee.-The matter of
providing an exhibit that will catch the eye of the physician at a
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medical meeting is one requiring considerable study and pre paration
Such an exhibit was prepared for the annual meeting:of the State

medical society in Milwaukee. In addition to displaying the publi-
cations available for distribution and illustrating the services ren-
dered by the laboratories, each of the deputy State health officers and
epidemiologists were present to explain how they could be of service
to the physicians in their districts. Moreover, large maps of these
districts were included in the exhibit so that practitioners could easily
locate their deputies. An "attractoscope" displaying slides of the
activities of the State board of health completed the exhibit.

Health officer's record card.-Many local health officers fail to keep
records of the communicable diseases coming under their super-
vision, particularly in the smaller communities. In this way public
health control ismade a slipshod procedure rather than a definite
and intelligent requirement. Several health officers, feeling the need
for some simple method of keeping adequate records, wrote to the
bureau and requested that a simple card form be devised. Conse-
quently such a card was prepared and a sample sent to each health
officer for criticism. As a result of the experience gained in this way
it has been possible to advise the use of a card that will materially
enhance not only the record keeping but also the more effective
material control of communicable diseases.

Special bulletin ongoiter prophylaxis.-The considerable prevalenceofgoiter in

Wisconsin and the unusual opportunity foreffective
prophylaxis, as outlined by Marine andKimball, was made the
occasion for the publication ofa special bulletin dealing with the
subject. In addition to publishing the article in the State Medical
Journal and Quarterly Bulletin of the board, State-wide newspaper
articleswere sent out. Upon request a reprint of the article was
seht to all persons. The response to this article was large.

Graphic representationsof preventable disease death rates.-For the
benefit of members of the staff of the State board of health, county
public health nurses, and the health officers of the principal cities,
a series of graphsshowing the annual death rates from certain pre-
ventable diseases were prepared andpublished as blue prints. These
graphs covered a 10-year period inthe State and were instrumental
in visualizing the needs in the campaigning against preventable
diseases.

Preparation ofillustrations for sex hygiene lectnrer.-For the purposeof

providing one of the sex-hygiene lecturers with material for a stere-opticon lecture considerable time was spent in directing the artist
of the board in the preparation of suitable drawings from which
lantern slides could be made.

State-wide news stories.-In order to give warning tothe people of
the State of unusual diseaseprevalence a numberof news stories were
written for State-widepublication. Special articles on whooping
cough and infantile paralysis were presented at opportune times.Lectures, talks, and conferences.-Duringthe past year all employees
of the board have been encouragedto increase their educational
efforts. Outlines for talks andlectures, together with other usefulinformation, were sent out at frequent intervals. More lectures and
talks were given by members of the staff (luring theyear than during
any similar period for which a record is available. Newspaperpublicity also increased perceptibly. At all times there were more
demands for speakers than the board could meet.
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The service representative participated in the speaking campaign,
delivering addresses before 24 assemblages in this State.

LOUISIANA.

Surg. C. L. Williams, epidemiologic aide to the State Board of
Health of Louisiana, who had been detached for special temporary
duty in the plague laboratory at New Orleans, resumed his activities
with the State board of health in January, 1922. A survey of epi-
demiological conditions throughout the State was inagurated and is
now under way. Vigorous efforts are being made to secure accurate
and complete reporting of communicable diseases. This entails per-
sonal visits to delinquent physicians, which visits are made when
possible in connection with investigations of unusual prevalence or
unusual cases of disease in their respective territory, thus securing
the opportunity of demonstration in their own practices of the neces-
sity and reasons for reporting communicable diseases to the proper
health authorities.
An endemic index is in process of preparation, utilizing death

records which are accurate for the past five years. It is proposed to
prepare endemic indices for the State, the various parishes, and the
principal cities.

Several investigations of small outbreaks of disease, principally
typhoid fever and smallpox, have been made. Throughout theState
there appears to be a fast-growing confidence in antityphoid vaccina-
tion among both physicians and laity. Vaccine is furnished by the
State board of health and its use is rapidly increasing.

In the latter part of April the high waters of the Mississippi broke
through the levees in four places in Louisiana, overflowing all or
parts of 10 or more parishes. Surprisingly little increase in-com-
municable disease can be ascribed to the flood, but the interesting
observation was made that there was a distinct increase in dysentery
and malaria in those parts of the overflowed area, the populationn of
which was concentrated in refugee camps. Immediately upon sub-
sidence of the flood, DoctorWilliams, on orders from the Surgeon Gen-
eral, cooperated with the state board of health and the State food relief
committee in instituting sanitary relief measures where these were
needed. In the refugee camps a large, portion of the flood area
population was vaccinated by local health officials against typhoidfever. This is being augmented by vaccination of persons not
reached in the camps. In addition, a1 overflowed wells and cisterns
are being chlorinated and quinine distributed to known malaria
carriers.

CONTROL OF INTERSTATE WATER SUPPLIES.

During the past fiscal year the control of water supplies used by
common carriers for drinking and culinary purposes in interstate
traffic has been carried out in cooperation with the State health
departments in accordance with the policy of utilizing existing State
health organizations to the fullest extent. Where a State sanitary
engineering division does not exist or is inadequate, service assistance
has been rendered as far as possible with the twofold object of institut-
ing and developing such divisions in State health departments and of
making inspections and analyses of interstate carrier water supplies
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to obtain the necessary data for certification. Through the estab-
lishment of interstate sanitary districts of the service and the assign-
ment of service, sanitary. engineers in charge of each, a closer contact
has been established with each State health department, and a more
thorough supervision has been instituted over interstate carrier
waters, the methods-of handling at terminals and stations, and the
sanitary conditions on interstate common carriers. The cooperative
certification policy as adopted at the conference of State and Territo-
rial health officers on June 4, 1919, and modified at the meeting on
June 4, 1921, has been carried out with marked increase in effective-
ness of supervision over interstate carrier waters and improvements
in sanitary quality and safety of such Water supplies.

In the first week in January, 1922, a conference of all district
engineers in charge of interstate sanitary districts of the Public Health
Service was held at the bureau, and the policy concerning interstate
carrier (railroad and vessel) water supervision and cooperation with
State health departments in developing their divisions, of sanitary
engineering was considered.- As a result, this work during the last
half of the fiscal year has increased greatly in scope and effectiveness,
although the same amount of money was available as for the same
period during the preceding fiscal year.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON OFFICIAL WATER STANDARI)S.

In order to provide for more effective administration of the inter-
state quarantine regulations of the United States, as they relate to
drinking water provided on interstate common carriers, a committee
known as the advisory committee on official water standards has been
appointed by the Surgeon General, with the approval of the Secretary
of the Treasury, to review the present Treasury Department standard
for drinking water on interstate common carriers and to recommend a
standard or standards based on recommended specific methods of
laboratory analysis and field survey which will be applicable to all
classes of water supplies coming within the supervision of the inter-
state quarantine regulations of the United States. The committee
is to recommend advisable methods of laboratory analysis and field sur-
vey and a reasonable basis of judging the sanitary quality and safety
of a water. In view of the fact that such a standard or standards
will be used widely, certain Federal bureaus, national scientific socie-
ties concerned with water supply, and associations of State health
officials and common carriers have been invited to designate repre-
sentatives on this colnmittee, and prominent w^raterworks O)erator's
and sanitarians have been invited to become members.

MEMBERS OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON OFFICIAL WATER STANDARDS.

Representatives of Federal organizautons.

Agriculture Departmeit.-W. Xv. Skinner, Assistant Chief, Bureaut of cheniistrv,
Washington, D.C.

Commerce Delartnelit.-ll. S. Davis, fish pathologist, Bureau of Fisheries, Wtashington,
D. C.; F. W. Snither, chemist, Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

Interior Department.-W. D. Collins, chief. quality of water divisionn, United States9
Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

iavy Departmcnt. -(.harles 8. ,J. Butler, commander, paval Medical School, Washing-
ton, D. C.
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Public I-ealth Service.-W. H1, Frost, surgeon, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
Md.; George W. McCoy, Director Hygienic laboratory, Washington, D. C.; A. J.
McLaughlin, Assistant Surgeon General, Washington, D. C.; SolPincus, associate
sanitary encrineer, 116 Customhouse, New York City; R. E. Tarbett, sanitary engi-
neer, Third'and Kilgour Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio; E. Sydenstricker, statistician,
Washlngton, D. C.

Wrar Departmnent.-A. P. 1iitchens, major, Army Medical School, Washingtonl, D. C.

Representatives of sciehti/te associations.
American COheiniea1 Society.-Lewls I. Birdsall, superintendent of filtration, St.
Anthony Falls Station1 Minneapolisi Minn.

American Medical &A80ociation.-Victor C, Vaughan, chairman, division of medical
sciences,,National Research Council, 1701 Masachusetts Avenue, Washington, D. C.

Arnerwan Public health Association,-William H1. Park, director of research laborato-
ries city department of health, New York C(ity.

A/mrican Railwvay A880Ciation.-Thomas R. Crowder, chief surgeon, Pullman Co.,
Chicago, Ill.

Anterican Society of Civil Engineers.-Gebige C. Whipple, president, the engineering
school, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

American 'So'iety for Municwpal Imlprovernents.-Morris ]I. Sherrerd, consulting engi-
neer, department of streets and public improvements, city hall, Newark, N.J.

American Irater Works Association.--A. XV. Freeman, resident lecturer, ,Johnm Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Md.

Associationo fOfficial Agricultural Chemists.-J. W. Sale, chemist, Bureau of ('hemistr,
Washingtot1, 1). C.

Conference ofState (and P'rovincial Hehalth A uthorities.--S. W. Welch, State health officer,
Montgomnery, Ala.

-Conference of State Sanitary Enwineers.-C. A. Emerson, chief engineer, State dolpart-
mont of health, I.-arrisb)urg, Pa.

Society of Aierican Bacteriologists.-W. II. Frost, surgeon, Public Health Servioe,
Johns HIopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

Sanitarians.

Edward Bartow, professor of chemistry, State'University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
HI. V. Clark, director, division of water and sewage laboratories, State department of
public health, Boston, Mass.

W. H. Dittoe, chief engineer, State department of health, C'olumbus, Ohio.
George G. Earl, general superintendent, sewerage and water board, New Orleans, La.
J. IV. Ellms, consulting engineer, Frazier-Ellms Sheal Co., Illuminating Budlding,

Cleveland, Ohio.
George W. Fuller, consulting engineer, 170 Broadway, New York City.
J. J.HIinman, associate professor of sanitation, State University of Iowa, Iowa (:'ity,

Iowa.
Charles C. Hyde, professor of sanitary engineering, University of California, Berkeley,

Calif.
Edwin 0. Jordan, professor of bacteriology, University of Chieago, Chicago, Ill;
H1. E. Jordan, suIperintendent of filtration, 113 Monument Circle, Indianapolis, Ind.
Roger G. Perkins, profer of hygiene and preventive medicine, Western Reserve
U nivorsity, Cleveland, Ohio.

Lowell J. Reed, associate professor of vital statistics, Johns Hopkins University,.
Baltimore, Md.

Milton J. Rosenau, professor of preventive medicine and hygiene, Harvard UTniiversity,
Cambridge, Mass.

Milton F4'. Stein, civil engineer, 6753 Lafayette Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
William Firth Wells, biologist and sanitarian, New York (Conservation Commissioll,
Albany, N. Y.

Robert Spurr Weston, consulting engineer, 14 Beacon Street, Boston, NMass.
II. A. Whittaker, director, division of sanitation, State board of health, Minneapolis,
Minn.

C. E.-A. Winslow, professor of public health, Yale University, New Haven, Conn.
Abel Wolman, division engineer, State department of health, Baltimore, Md.
C. C. Young, director, bureau of laboratories, State department of health, Lansing,
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RAILROAD WATER SUPPLIES.

The following table summarizes by States, (data concerning the
certification of railroad interstate carrier waters (luring the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1922:

RAILROADS.

Iflter8tate carrier waters.

Souree.. Certflied. Per
~~~~~~~~~~~cent

8tab,. sources
Pub.. Pri- Rail. To- Satis- Pol- Provi- l)elin. ceertl-lic. v'ate. road. tat, factory. luted. sional. quent. fed,

Alabama............ 33 6 7 461 14 2 0 30 .35
Arizona.,. 23 11 19 53 0 0 0 53 0Arkan.-as-::........ 44 13 24 81 30 0 10 41 50
California....45 24 25 94 49 2 h 38 60
Colorado .. 24 10 10 *44 0 0 0 44j 0Connectli;cut ..:23 1 3 27 18 0 0 9 07
Delawae .5 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 17
District ofColmi.....0 0 1 1 0 0 0 100
Florida............. 43 13 12 68 41 0 0 27 60
Georgia...........9..0 7 7 83 63 6 2 12
Idaho.............. 25 4 14 43 18 4 3 8 5
Illinois ............. 75 18 25 118 40, 6 8 64 46
Indiana ............ 52 8 8 68 48 4 1 15 78
Iowa.......5......7 12 27 90 43 7 1 45 53
Kansas............. 71 7 22 10 41 2 0 57 43
Kentucky............ 27 8 1 I 46 20 0 0 26 43
Louisiana........... 35 10 23 74 43 4 0 27 04
Maine.4........... 27 7 9 43 1 0 0 42 2
Maryland............ 12 2 9 23 12 0 0 1 1 52
Massachusetts......39 0 1 44) 14) 0 0 100
Michlgan:........72 19 35 126 88 0 1 37 70
Minnesota . . 3 15 32 90 59 8 0 23 74
Mississippi........... 34 12 10 56 36 2 0 18 68
Missouri............ 45 12 27 84 0 0 0 84: 0
Montana. .I... 21 :3 10 31 24 0 0 10 70
Nebraska........... 33 3 32 68 49 8 4 7 90
Nevada~.. 8 1 10( 19 2 0 0 17' I11
NowHaphr.16 2 4 22 1 3 4 0 100
New Jersey........... 44 3 8 55 52 3 0 0 10
New Mexico.......... 12 2 18 32 22 0 0 10o 70
New York............103 10 10) 129 49 6 7 67 48
North Carolina ......... 46 18 I11 75 42 1 3 29 61
Northi~akota.......... 12 2 12 26 2 0 0 24 8
Ohio ............. 78 10 18 108 89 4 0 13 88
Oklahoma........... 40 It 19 78 12 8 1 55 28
Oregon............. 40 6 1 1 57 34) 4 0 23 60
Pennsylvania..........116 23 21 160 62 5 1 9Y2 43
Rhode Island.......3 0 4 7 7 0 0 0 100
South Carolina...... 39 7 3 41) 21 0 2 26 47
,South Dakota.......... 21 0 14 35 8 0 0 27 2.3
Tennessee............ 25 10 16 51 25 2 0 24 53
Texas.............101 14 60 175 29 1 0 145 17
Utah .............. 7 5 5 17 0 0 0 17 0
Vermont............ 17 12 0 2.9 0 1 1 27 7
Virginia............ 44 8 6 50 40 0 1 15 73
Washington .......... 35 7 28 70 29 6 1 34 so
West Virginia.......... 25 16 20 61 42 7 2 10 84
Wisconsin............ 48 15 24 87 6 1 0 80 8
Wyomning............. 1 1 7 24 17 0 2 5 80

Total..........1,880 412- 78 3,030 1,379 108 W3 1,483 61

9.869604064

Table: Interstate carrier waters
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Under the cooperative certification procedure as adopted at the
1921 conference of State and Territorial health officers, inspections
and examinations of the water supplies are made by State depart-
ment of health officials before water supplies are certified by the
IUnited States Public Health Service. This procedure gives a more
rigorous supervision over the sanitary quality and safety of interstate
water supplies than in the past, yet 51 per cent of the railroad water
supplies were certified in the past fiscal year after its institution. In
comparison with the certification status of railroad- water supplies
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921, the following points are
noted:
-. 1. The total number of supplies is about the same, the'difference
being due to the small decrease in public supplies during the past
fiscal year.

2>. The number of satisfactory water supplies has increased by
6 per cent.

3. The number of polluted. water supplies has decreased by 25
per cent.

4. The number of provisional supplies I Las decreased by 82 per cent.
5. The number of supplies uncertified has increased by 13 per cent.
Lack of personnel and funds has delayed the certification of the

49 per cent of railroad interstate carrier water supplies.
The efforts to obtain more complete and reliable information as to

the railroad water supplies used have been continued and have pro-
duced a large amount of valuable data. Through the cooperation of
the American Railway Association an effort is being made to have
the railroads obtain their water for drinking and culinary purposes in
interstate traffic from regular watering points, andl as few watering
points as possible.
Through the cooperation of the American Railway Association the

car-buildin companies are being informed concerning sanitary water-
cooler installations, so that such installations may be made when cars
are constructed. In addition, matters concerning the sanitary fea-
tures of terminals, stations, and coach yards, such. as handling of
drinking water, filling of coolers, etc., are now under investigation.

VESSEL INTERSTATE WATER SUPPLIES.

From the institution of the supervision over water su plies and
water-supply systems furnishing drinking, cooking, and washing
water aboard vessels on an extensive scale in the last few months of
the preceding fiscal year, this work has increased in magnitude and
effectiveness so that on the Great Lakes, the Mississppi and Ohio
Rivers and their tributaries, the Atlantic, Gulf, a'nd( Pacific coasts,
and on other inland bodies of water vessels, operating in interstate
traffic are being inspected to insure use of a safe water supply aboard
for su'}h purposes. The cooperation of the State departments of
health has been obtained in certifying water supplies ashore from
which water is taken for use aboard vessels. The following table
summarizes by States data concerning the certification of vessel
interstate carrier waters (luring the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922:
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VESS ELS.

Interstate carrier waters.

State.

Alabama...................
Arizona....................
Arkansas ................
Callfornia.................
Colorado.
Conneeticut.................
Delaware....................
District of Columbia.
Florida......................
Georgia......................
Idaho ......................

1llinois...
Indiana.....................
Iowa .......................
Kansas.....................
Kentucky...................
Louisiana ...................
Maine.,Ma ne,. ...................Marylnd..................
Massachusetts ...............
Michigan....................
Minnesota ...................
Mississippi ..................
Missouri ..............
Montiana ....... ........
Nebraska .............
Nevada. -....................
New Hampshire.............
New Jersey........ .

New Mexico.................
New York...................
North Carolina..............
North Dakota...............
Ohio. ..........
Oklahoma................
Oregon ...........
Pennsylvania ...............
Rhode Island.......
South' Carolina.....
South Dakota.........,..
Tennessee......... i
Texas ....................
Utah.2 .....................
Vermont...................
Virginia,.....................
Washilngton.................
West Virginia...............
Wisconsin..............
Wyoming..............

Total..................

Pub-
lie.

2

12

19

19

3

16
6
2
6
2

13
12
1a
4
12
19
3
10
3]

14

14

21

14

41
131

417

Off

Sources.
Pri-

Pri-
vate.

I
,..... ..

4
.....i..

0
0
3
0
11
2
1

.V..

14
0
0
0
1
0
2
0

1
.....

0
........

........

........

0
0
0

3...... ..

3
1
0
2

,278'1 --47

Com-
pany.

0
...... ..

0
2

...... ..

0
0
2
O
0
0
0
o

........

0
11
0
1
0
2
2
3
0

......3.

3

I

To-
tal.

3
...... ..

I
25

...... ..

3
1

21
6
3
7
7
2

.........

37
15
5
12
22
5

1.;
3

........

......1.

18
l,.........

Satis-
factory.

2

3....0.

1
4
0
0
I
3

.........

1.
I
0
0
12
7
2
3
o

........ .

........

...... ..

8
...... ..

Certified. Per
cent

Ir sources
Pol. Provi- I1elin- certi-

luted. sional. quent. fled.

0 1 67..... ... .... ........ ..........

O 1, 0
0 0 221 12

o Of fiO o .0o
O O I 100
0 O 117 19
0 0 6 0
0 0 3 0
0 0 b 14
1 0 3 57
0 0' 1' 5

O 0' ~8 38
0 0o. 36 3
0 0 "I 15 0
0 0 0
0 0 o loo
2 0 13 41
0 0 3 40
0 0 12! 20
0 0 3I 0

i. .. . ........ ... . . ... ...

........ ..... . .. .. . ... ...

0 0]10 0
0 0- 10 1 5

.~~~~~~~1~ 1
........ ...... .. ................. .....I.

0 i 1 ia ~~14 1 i Oii01 101.,... ;... 1....... . .. .. . ..*.**.*..*. *..-. .. ....... ..-. ..

0 4 2 0 2 50
12 12 2 1 0 0 10 17
t0 1 3 1 3 0Q0 100

........ ....... 1 .1I 21~~10' 7 l o 31 70
1 14 0 0O 0 14 0,~~~~~ ...... . .. .. . .. .. .. . . ... . .

Iol1+ o! ol oi 11o~~I
2 16 6 0 0 10 38
0 18 0 0 0I O I 0
1 7 0 0 0° 71 0
0 0 0, 0

I7 32 90 .. . .. . 268! ........

371 362 90 4 0Di 268 26ff

In this case also, the work is of such magnitude and importance
that the small appropriation available has delayed the certification
of a larger number of water supplies.
Arrangements are pending with the Canadian health authorities

whereby a more effective supervision will be maintained over water
supplies and water supply systems furnishing water for drinking,
cooking, and washing purposes aboard Canadian and American vessels
operating in interstate traffic on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence
River. In regard to vessels of Federal bureaus, arrangements have
been made with the Corps of Engineers of the United States Army,
the Bureau of Lighthouses, the Navy Department, the Housing
Corporation, and the United States Shipping Board, so that safe
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water supplies and sanitary water supply systems will be provided
aboard their vessels for drinking, cooking, and washing purposes.
Through a cooperative arrangement instituted April 1, 1922, with

the Steamboat Inspection Service, information concerning drinking,
cooking, and washing water systems on vessels operating in inter-
state traffic is obtained by inspectors of the Steamboat Inspection
Service at the time of their regular inspections and is forwarded
directly to the district engineers of the domestic quarantine division.
This arrangement has proved of great value to the United States
Public Health Service already and has enabled the district engineers
to extend the supervision of the bureau over many additional vessels
with no increase in expenditures.
Through the distribution of a circular letter signed by the Secre-

tary of the Treasury to all shipbuilding and repairing companies
and naval architects and others concerned with information regarding
drinking, cooking, and washing water systems on vessels, and follow-
up conferences by district engineers, efforts are being made so that on
new vessels, and on vessels being repaired, sanitary drinking, cooking,
and washing water systems are installed in accordance with the
requirements. Favorable results have already been obtained from
this action.

INTERSTATE SANITARY DISTRICTS.

The following activities of district engineers of the domestic
quarantine division were carried out during the past fiscal year: (1)
Supervision over interstate carrier water supplies, including inspection
of drinking, cooking, and washing, water systems on vessels; (2)
assistance to sanitary engineering divisions of State departments of
health; and. (3) other service policies.

DISTRICT 1.-MAINE, VERMONT, 'NEW HAMPSHIRE, RHODE ISLAND,
MASSACHUSETTS, CONNECTICUT, NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, PENN-
SYLVANIA.

Associate Sanitary Engineer Sol Pincus continued in charge of
this district during the past fiscal year. After November 1, 1921,
he was assisted by Junior Assistant Sanitary Engineer E. C. Sullivan.
The activities were the further development and carrying out of

the work that was begun in the previous year with the establishment
of this district, expanding in the field and perfecting the methods
pursued. The chief activities were: (1) Supervision of vessel drink-
mg water supplies, including the inspection of water supply systems
on ships; (2) inspection of railroad coach yards and terminals as to
water-handling facilities; (3) cooperation with State health depart-
ments in obtaining a more complete certification and improved
local supervision ol sources of water supply for common carriers,
and in certain cases, general assistance and advice in the State
sanitary engineering activities; (4) miscellaneous duties in connection
with thie practical operation of the interstate quarantine regulations;
and (5) organization and cooperation in rodent surveys anTin estab-
lishing other plague preventive measures at seaports. A report of
this latter work is given in other sections.
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VESSEL WATHR SUPPLY SUPERVISION.

More systematic work has been carried on in the vessel water
supplysupervision during thisyear, although the routine work was
consierably delayed by continued appearance of typhoid fever
cases on river vessels at Pittsburgh early in the fiscal year. Inall
15 cases were reported from vessels inthis district, each casebeing
investigated upon receipt of the hospital reports. All were amon
the crews ofvessels, no passengers being involved in anytyphoid
case. They were single sporadic cases, except for two cases from
New York City tugboats and four cases occurring at about the same
period on two river passenger vessels at Pittsburgh. As the cases at
ittsburgh were probably caused by the use of unpurified river water

for drinking purposes, the vessel owners were given notices todis-
continue at once the use of river water and to provide drinking water
fromsafet shore supplies. These vesselowners had been previously
notified to stop taking river water for drinking or culinary purposes

and were forewarned of thedangers ofthis situation.
In the routine inspection of water-supplysystems on vessels, 126

vessel inspections were made. On nearlya; vessels visited

provements in the facilities for the storage and distribution of the
drinking-water supply were necessary. These improvements were
generally provided by the vessel companies in a short time follow
the sending of written recommendations, except in afew cases
owners of vessels engaged in river or principally local traffic. Al-
most all of the passenger vessels in coastwise and river traffic in
this district are now complying with or making necessary changes
to comply with the water-supply provisions of the regulations. The
correction of objectionable features have been checked or reported
by the vessel owners as being completed on 98 vessels during the
fiscal year.
A special problem in this district has been the supervision of water-

supply conditions on water boats which furnish water to larger coast-
wise and ocean-going vessels. A number of inspections have been
made of these water boats, of which there are about 90 in this
district. It was found to be a general practice to have their drinking-
water delivery pumps connected to the seacock, and the same pumps
used for flushing decks with harbor water or fighting fires were
being used for pumping drinking water into other vessels. A stand-
ard set of sanitary requirements for water systems supplyI drinking
water was drawn up at conferences with owners of water boats at
Philadelphia and New York and accepted by these owners. A num-
ber of water boats have already made installations of new pumps
and water systems or changes and corrections in existing systems
in compliance with the provisions of this standard set of requirements.
An investigation was made of water-supply conditions existing

on vessels in the freight-towing traffic on the Hudson River awi
Erie Canal in New York State. A very insanitary situation was
found in that the general practice prevailed of filling barrel con-
tainers for the drinking and- culinary water supply from overboard,
when li the less brackish or fresh water sections of the river and
canal. A principal cause for this highly objectionable situation was
found to be the complete lack of adequate facilities for obtaining

14717-22-----8
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water for domestic purposes at the State-owned terminals and docks
along the canal route. The question of providing additional water-
supply facilities at the State-owned docks was taken up with two
of the New York State departments concerned. It is felt that
scarcely any progress can be made in improving this situation,
which undoubtedly constitutes a serious- health menace to the thou-
sands of boatmen and their families who live on these vessels, until
better water supply facilities have been provided at the more im-
portant State piers along the canal.
Arrangements have been made by which the local cooperation

of health ag ncies is obtained in the routine supervision over vessel
water supplies. Such joint supervision with local authorities is now
in effect at Portland, Me.; Boston, Mass. (State health department)
New York City; Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, Pa. In this manner
local excursion vessels which carry large numbers of passengers,
but which iin some cases do not appear to come within the juris-
diction of the interstate quarantine regulations, have been required
by the local authorities to mneet regulations concerning water sup-
plies similar to the service requirements. The New York City health
department has enacted-into the sanitary code new amendments
and regulations governing water-supply conditions which were
promulgated at the request of anci m cooperation with the
service engineer.

RAILROAD WATER SUPPLY SUPERVISION.

In the course of field trips, inspections were made, of sources of
water supplies used by railroad companies in order. to-check these
with the lists reported by the companies. Inspections and studies
were carried out of the methods of handling the water as it was
placed in the train coolers and the methods of cleaning and steaining
of.containers. The matter of devising improvements in the protec-
tion of the hose used in filling the tanks on the coaches and in the
more effective flushing and steaming of water containers was, taken
up by several of the carriers.

COOPERATION WITH STATE HEALTH DEPARTMENTS.

Personal conferences were had several -times during the year with
the health authorities in each of the States comprising the district.
Explanations were made in connection with the use of the new water
survey report form as well as various other points for facilitating
the certification of water supplies for the common carriers.

Joint investigations were made of the public water supplies at
Concord, Manchester, and Nashua, N. H., with the State sanitary
engineer and details in the general principles involved in the State
water-supply investigation and control were discussed. The pro-
vision for a State sanitary engineer in New Hampshire which had
been achieved at the outset of this fiscal year has been' declared
by the State health officer to be a very valuable addition to, the
department's activities, and from every indication it will become a
permanent, increasingly important factor for better sanitation.

In Vermont and Maine a number of water-supply and sewage prob-
lems were investigated and the important functions that could be
carried out by a State sanitary engineer were demonstrated. A
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detailed inspection was made of the Burlington, Vt. mechanical sand
gravity filter and chlorination plant, recommendations for overhaul-
ing the filters and changing the hypochlorite methods to liquid chlo-
rine after filtration were submitted. Several visits were made to the

plant during the carrying out of these recommendations by city
authorities. Inspection visits were made in Maine of public water
supplies at Presque Isle, Caribou, Bangor, Old Town, Orono, and
Portland and to a proposed source of water supply, for Winthrop,
Me. Sewage disposal nuisances were inspected at Lake Maranacook
and at York Beach, Me., at the request of the State authorities.

Investigations covering complete field surveys were made of the
21 public and railroad water supplies in the State-of Connecticut.
Detailed reports of these supplies were furnished the State health
officer.

Jointly with the New York State Conservation Commission, super-
vision was given the oyster purification plant established at Inwood,
Long Island. The successful operation on a commercial scale of an
oyster purification plant was established. Further improvements
in the mechanical equipment were recommended for installation
previous to the second season of theplant.
An inspection was made of ozone machines for water purification

at one of the larger factories where these machines are made. The
detail designs and fabrication of the machines were studied as well
as their operation. It is being planned to carry out tests on a full
operating scale of this water purification process in the early part of
the next fiscal year.

Lectures on public health subjects were given by the district engine
neer at the Convention of Railway Dining Car Superintendents, the
New England Public Health Institute, Convention of Connecticut
Water Works Officials, New Encland Committee on Plague Preven-

tion and Rodent Control, Medica Officers' Class at Hygienic Labora-
tory, and at the Conference of the State and Territorial Health
Officers.
The following tables give summarized information regarding vessel

supervision, railroad water supply investigations, and special activ-
ities as carried out in the district during the past fiscal year:

TABLE 1.-Summary ofvessel water supply supervision
Number of vessels inspected.................................................. 126
Number of vessels requiring improvements of water-supply facilities at time of
inspetin112lnmpect on .................................................................

Number of vessels upon which improvements of water-supply facilities were
made........................................................... 98

Number of vessels on which changes in the water-supply facilities are pending.. 14
Number of vessels upon which improvements only in the operation and mainte-
nance of the water supply facilities were necessary and were made .. 14

Number of certificates of inspection issued:
Temporary........................................................... 35
Regular (favorable)......................... 14
Regular (unfavorable)................................................ 3i- 52

Oonferencoswithshippingofficials.~~~75
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Number of cases of typhoid fever in connection with vessels of which reports were
received and conditions investigated. (No cases of typhoid fever among passen-
gers were reported)..................................5................ 16

Number of local health departments coopeitingin local supervision ............. 5
Number of local health departments adopting special regulations for vessel water
supply supervision .......................................................... 3 1

TABLE II.-Summary of railroad water supply superviion.
Investigation of sources of water supply of common carriers:

Public water supplies..................................................... 30
Private water supplies ..................................................... 5

Inspections of terminals and coach-yards................................ .16
Conferences with railroad officials.............................................. 12

TABLE III.-Summary of special activities.
Conferences with State health authorities..................................... 42
Conferences with local health authorities....................................... 28
Special investigations:

Anthrax, oyster purification milk supervision, ozone, filter plants, etc...... 9
Addresses given on public healthsubjects.11

DISTRICT 2.-DELAWARE, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, WEST VIRGINIA,
NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH CAROLINA, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Assistant Sanitary'Engineer I. W. Mendelsohn continued in charge
of this district during the past fiscal year. During part of October
and November, 1921, Junior Assistant Sanitary Engineer H. J. Green
was detailed to the district for special work. The activities of the
district included (1) administrative work at the bureau; (2) special
technical assistance to the ~sanitary engineering,--divisions of State
departments of health; (3) supervision over vessel water supply
system; (4) special investigations. The administrative work at the
bureau was in connection with the policies of the Public Health
Service concerning prevention of spread of communicable diseases
among the States and the District of Columbia, and the carrying out
of the interstate quarantine regulations of the United States.
During the past fiscal year special service has been rendered the

sanitary engineering divisions of State departments of health in
furnishing technical information upon request, all with the object of
assisting in their development and thereby uiproving the defenses,
against Interstate spread of communicable diseases. Of chief impor-
tance in this service was the publication of the weekly Public Health
Engineering Abstracts containing abstracts of technical articles of
current literature of value to the sanitary engineers. From December,
1921, the number of regular abstractors was increased to include all
the district engineers of the domestic quarantine division. During
thie period January 1, 1921, to June 30, 1921, 2,505 copies of 27
issues were mailed, while in the period Jul 1, 1921, to June 30, 1922,
12,142 copies of 52 issues were sent. The number of magazines
available for abstracting has increased from 69 on July 1, 1921, to 243,
June 30, 1922. - -The number of abstracts published during the periods
January 1, 1921, to June 30, 1921,and July 1, 1921, to June 30, 1922,
were 237 and 611, respectively. Through these Public Health
Engineering Abstracts information is brought to the attention of
State sanitary engineers in a short time in condensed form, such
information frequently not being otherwise readily available to the
aNew York City.
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State sanitary engineers. Special inquiries concerning sanitary
engineering matters have been investigated and the information
furnished promptly.

In regard to the supervision over drinking, cooking, and washing
water systems on vessels operating in interstate traffic in this district
and the water supplies used on board, the activities of this office during
the past fiscal year were as follows:
Number ok-vessels inspected ........................... 116
Number of vessels reinspected ........................... 35
Number of vessels to be improved ........................... 114
Number of vessels partially improved ........................... 46
Number regular certificates issued............................................. 2
Number temporary certificates issued.......................................... 25
The chief ports in this district. are Baltimore, Washington, and

Norfolk, and efforts have been concentrated on the vessels operating
out of these ports to improve the drinking, cooking, and washing
water supplies and systems on board. Cooperative arrangements
have been maAe with the city health departments to have their
inspectors collect samples of drinking, cooking, and washing water
from various taps aboard the vessels at regular intervals and make
bacteriological analyses. Through these arrangements instituted
in June, 1922, it is expected to increase the effectiveness of the su-
pervision over the drinking, cooking, and washing water systems on
the vessels in this district.
The principal improvements found necessary in the drinking

cooking, and washing water systems on vessels in this district inchitie
(1) replacement of contact ice: and water coolers by separate com-
partment coolers; (2) physical separation of drinking, cooking, and
washing water systems from any other Mater systems on board;
(3) replacement of common drinking cups and towels by individual
drinking ups and towels; and (4) use of one hose for filling the drink-
ing, coo ing, and washing water storage tanks and storage of same
in a sanitary locker. When the matters have been taken up with
the vessel companies, their cooperation has been readily obtained
in the majority of cases, and the improvements have been provided
promptly. Conferences were held with the vessel company officials
and vessel officers at the time of inspection, and the necessity for and
the kind of improvements were considered in detail. These vessel
officers were informed as to the proper sanitary methods to be used
in providing a safe water aboard for drinking, cooking, and-washing
purposes from approved shore supplies. About all the coast vessels
in this district obtain their water for such purposes from satisfactory
supplies ashore. e

Special investigations were made (1) of the Curtis Bay quarantine
station water supply in August, 1921; and (2) of the public water
supply at Asheville, N. C., in September, 1921, at the request of the
State health officer. Junior Assistant Sanitary Engineer H. J.
Green investigated the methods of filling water coolers in cars in
the railroad yards at Wilmington, Del., in the fall, 1921.

DISTRICT 3.-OHIO, INDIANA, ILLNOIS, MIIOMGAN, WISCONSIN.

Assistant Sanitary Engineer A. E. Gorman remained in charge of
the district during the past fiscal year. The activities were confined
largely to exercising supervision and control over water provided
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for drinking and culinary purposes on vessels and trains operate
in interstate traffic. During the navigation season active field work
was confined to Great Lakes, St. Lawrence River, and Ohio River
vessels. In the winter and spring months attention was devoted to
railroad water supplies, especially in connection with the handling of
drinking water, ice for chilling same, and water coolers and containers
in coach yards and terminals.

WATER SUPPLIES ON GREAT LAKES AND ST. LAWRENCE RIVER VESSELS.

The navigation season of 1921 was the first full season during which
an active and uniform policy for exercising supervision and control
over drinking and culinary water on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence
River vessels was carried out. This policy was a cooperative one
between the Federal, State, and local health authorities. All matters
concerning administration and enforcement of the United States
interstate quarantine regulations relating to drinking, water were
handled through the district engineers, and service engineers made
inspections of drinking-water systems on vessels, including methods
of delivery of water to storage tanks, treatment apparatus, and dis-
tributing systems aboard. The State departments ofhealth coopera-
ted by certifyingl as to the sanitary quality of water obtained from
sources of suppFy ashore, as is done with railroad water supplies;
while the city health departments of Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland,
Detroit, Toledo, and Milwaukee gave valuable assistance by collect-
ing weekly or semiweekly samples from the drinking-water system
on passenger vessels calling at their respective ports and making
bacterial analyses of same. The results of these analyses were mailed
to the district engineer's office weekly. Here they were tabulated
and reported to' the respective shipping companies on whose vessels
these samples were collected. In case analyses showed serious con-
tamination of the samples collected, telegraphic reports were made to
the district engineer and immediate corrective measures were arranged
for. During the navigation season of 1921, 1,802 samples were
collected and analyzed through this cooperative arrangement, and
during the 1922 season to July 1, 695 ha-e been analyzed.
During the season of 1921 there were 55 American passenger vessels

in operation on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River on which
drinking or culinary water was provided and over which supervision
was exercised. - To date, there are 58 reported in commission for
1922. These figures do not include car ferries, on which there is a

considerable passenger traffic during the summer months. They also
do not include ferries which run on such short routes that drinking
water is not provided and on which upward of 11,000,000 passages
are taken annually. Besides these vessels there were 9 Canadian
passenger vessels in operation on these waters, which called regularly
at American ports. It is reported that there are 10 such vessels in
commission in 1922.

It is estimated that between 4,500,000 and 5,000,000 people travel
annually on Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River passenger vessels
calling at American ports. The crews employed on these vessels
in the aggregate average about 5,000 men. There are about 450
American freight vessels, 65 barges, and 20 car ferries in the Great
Lakes fleet. Besides this, there are about 100 freighters, 50 barges,
and 10 car ferries of Canadian registry. Including passenger vessels
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it is estimated that about 20,000 seamen are employed on the Great
Lakes and St. Lawrence River fleet, not considering the turnover in
labor which varies according to economic conditions. From the above
figures concerning the number of persons employed and taking
passage on vessels navigated in these waters during relatively short
seasons, the public health importance of a strict supervision of the
drinking water provided is self-evident.
On most of the large passenger vessels operating on the Great

Lakes and calling at American ports, treatment apparatus for dis-
infecting water taken from " overboard" enroute have been installed.
On smaller vessels of this class water for drinking and culinary
purposes is usually obtained from sources ashore. Upward of 80 per
cent of the American interlake fleet is equipped with distillers for
supplying drinking and culinary water. Others depend on sources
of supply ashore. The methods by which water was obtained on
American passenger vessels during the 1921 and 1922 seasons are
given in the following table:

Sources ashore or treatment aboard. 1921 1922 (toJuly 1).

Filtration andi ultra-violet ray disinfection ................................ ... 27 28
Filtration and ozone disinfecion.2 2
Disinfection by heat treatment With steam.5 0
Distillation.4 4
Water from certified sourcesashore......7 24

55 58

In general, the attitude of shipping officials and their employees
toward the new regulations concerning drinking water on vessels was
good. They seemed especially desirous to provide a safe drinking
water and cooperated with the district engineer willingly. In
several instances a considerable outlay of money was necessary to
correct insanitary or potentially dangerous conditions found to
exist in connection with the drinking-water systems on their vessels,
and the promptness and willingness which operating companies dis-
played in making the necessary changes recommended was com-
mendable. In all changes of major character involving considerable
expense and work, the district engineer made a special report with
recommendations to the operating company and cooperated with the
proper officials concerning this work. By-passes around treatment
apparatus, cross connections between the drnking-water system and
any other water system aboard, dual sources for drinking, cooking,
and washing purposes,-and storage of water in tanks formed in part
by the hull of the vessel, were some of the more important undesirable
and unsafe conditionsfound on inspection of drinking-water systems on
vessels, recommendations for correction of which were made. Some
of the major changes made on vessels during the last year as a result
of recommendations to and conferences with shipping officials are:
Abandonment of tanks formed in part by the hull of the vessel and the installa-

tion of independent storage tanks for drinkingwater.
Installation of storage tanks for water treated aboard the vessels. 4
Abandonment of inefficient water-treatment apparatus and changing of piping
system on vessels to provide for obtaining drinking water from sources ashore:

Permanent............................................................ 6
Temporary........ 2
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Purchase of new water-treatment apparatus................................... 3
Removal of sewer lines from raw-water tanks and provisions for water-tight man-

hole covers................................................................ 2
Maor changes in piping system on vessels to eliminate conditions potentially

dangerous to drinking water (not included above)............................ 11

Total................................................................. 35
A sanitary inspector was detailed 'to Cleveland, Ohio, and Sault

'Ste. Marie, Mich.,fromn'June 15 to September 1, 1921, to inspect vessels.
An inspector has also been on duty at the latter port since June 15,
1922. Inspedtions are made while the vessels are "looking through"
the Government canal in the St. Marys River. A qualitative test is
made of the water in the drinking-water tanks on vessels equipped
with distillers to 'find out if the distillervwas used; and if so, whether
it was working properly. Many of the distillers on freighters, which
were purchased several years ago, were found to be -in "poor condi-
tion and reilaeements were necessary. On account of economic
conditions less than one-half of the American interlake freight fleet was
reported 'in commission in 1921. The following table summarizes the
inspection work on vessels accomplished during the period-of July 1,
1921, to June 30, 1922: --

191 Navigation season, Total.1922.

Type of vessel. ' _____
Inspec- Rein- Inspec- Rein- Inspec- Rein-
tion. spection. tion. spection. tion. spection.

Passenger................................ 31 34 34 8 65 42
Freiht.168 47 47 2 215 49Carterry.................................. 6 0 9 1 5 1

205J 81j 90 III 295 92

On account of the practical impossibility of making sufficient rein-
spe'ctions of all vessels, and the many changes in the water systems
which had to be made, a policy of issuing no regular certificates of
inspection vas adopted'for the 1921 navigation season. Unfavorable
certificate's were issued in 1921 for the drinking-water systems on
five passenger vessels on which the water-treatment apparatus were
not giving efficient results. On four of these 'vessels the treatment
apparatus were re-equipped, while on the fifth arrangements were
made for obtaining water from sources ashore. The following table
summarizes the temporary certificates issued during -the period July
1, 1921, to June 30, 1922:

Navigation season.
Type vessel. - Total.

1921 1922

Passenger.31 22 'iFreight............................................... 97 184 281
Car ferry ......................................... &........................ 7 2 9

_
___ ~~~~~~~~~~135 M __3

Thirteen cases of typhoid fever among Great Lakes seamen, with
two deaths, were reported as hospitalized at United States marine
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hospitals during the 1921 navigation season. To Julv 1, three cases
were reported in the 1922 season. In the following table these cases
tire tabulated by classes of vessels:

Navigation season.
Type vessel. _ _

1921 1922
Pas enger - 2----
Passenger.....|)
Freight.....;.....5 2
Tug....................2 C)
Barge .........................................................................0 1
United States Government vessels................................................... 4 0

I Two deaths.

For-the number of men employed, the typhoid index among Gov-
ernment-owned vessels was exceedingly high in comparison to mer-
chant vessels. A special report wit recommendations concerning
the supplying of drinking water on Government-owned vessels was
made to the bureau for cooperation with the Federal departments
concerned.

WATER SUPPLY ON OHIO RIVER VESSELS.

During the summer of 1921 Assistant Sanitary Engineer A. E.
Gorman and Junior Assistant Sanitary Engineer E. C). Sullivan made
inspections of the methods under which drinking and culinary water
was being provided on Ohio River passenger and packet freight ves-
sels between Cincinnati, Ohio, and Cairo, Ill. It was found that this
water was being obtained from public supplies ashore and from the-
river, either direct or from the ship's boilers. Water obtained from
public supplies ashore was usually drawn from a hydrant at the
head of the steamboat landing and delivered to the boat in pails,
buckets, barrels, and miscellaneous containers used on steamboats.
This practice, together with its storage aboard 'in wooden barrels,
exposed the water to many potential sources of pollution. Through
the cooperation of the Cincinnati department of health, 263 samples
of water were collected from the drinking-water tanks and coolers on
Ohio River passenger vessels from July to the end of the calendar
year- 1921. Bacteriological analyses of these samples showed the
water to be frequently seriously contaminated. em orary meas-
ures were recommended to protect the drinking and culinary water
from contamination due to excessive handling; and subsequent anal-
yses showed-a marked improvement in the sanitary quality of this
water.

Clearly, the problem of supplying a safe drinking water to river
vessels was one of the sanitary handling in delivery to and storage
aboard of water obtained from certified sources ashore. A general
plan worked out as a satisfactory solution for this problem was
recommended to the shipping companies for adoption. The salient
features of this plan were:

1. The establishment of stations at the steamboat landings at
large terminal ports of call, where a, safe drinking water from the
city supply could be conveniently obtained for vessels.
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2. The extension of a pipe line at these ports from the city main
to the steamboat landing, with various hydrant connections in the
line to provide for varying stages of the river.

3. The installation of a permanent pipe line over the wharf boats
from the landing side to the river side, connected to one of the
hydrants on the landing by a hose.

4. The installation on all vessels of metallic storage tanks of ade-
quate capacity to supply drinking and culinary water between ports
of call, with a filling line to these tanks extending to the port side of
the vessels.

5. The installation of distillers on vessels operating on routes
when the obtaining -of drinking water from regular stations was
impossible or inpractical.
By this system water from sources ashore could be delivered

directly into the storage tanks on the vessel by the pressure in the
city mains. A short section of hose would, of course, have to be
used to connect the filling line on the port .side of the vessel and the
hydrant on the river side of the wharf boat, thus eliminating exces-
sive handling of the water. A special filling hose with adequate
storage space for same was recommended for each vessel. The lock-
ing and identifying of storage tanks was also urged.

Junior'Assistant Sanitary Engineer A. L. Dopmeyer was assigned
to the Ohio River vessel work early in February with field head-
quarters at Cincinnati, Ohio. He cooperated with shipping officials
in connection with the pipe-line extensions to wharf boats and
changes in drinking-water systems on their vessels. To July 1,
1922, pipe lines to wharf boats had been installed at the following
Ohio liver cities:

Pittsburgh, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio (2). Evansville, Ind.
Gallipolis, Ohio. Louisville, Ky. Paducah, Ky.

Cooperative arrangements similar to those described under Great
Lakes work have been made with State and local health depart-
ments for the collection -adeaiological analyses of samples of
water from the drinking-water system on passenger vessels calling
at the following cities on the Ohio River and its tributaries:

Pittsburgh, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio. Evansville, Ind.
Wheeling, W. Va. Louisville, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Charleston, W. Va.

A total of 1,166 samples were collected and analyzed during the
period July 1, 1921, to June 30, 1922.
There are about 80 ferryboats crossing -the Ohio River between

various cities and towns, but the run is so short that drinking water
is rarely provided. On account of the new policy being put into
effect for the first time during the 1922 navigation season, certifica-
tion of drinking-water systems on vessels was delayed in order to
give the shipping companies an opportunity to make the installa-
tions recommended. But six certificates of inspection, all tem-
porary, were issued during the year. The following table sum-
marizes the work done during the period July 1, 1921, to June 30,
1922, in connection with the supplying of drinking water on Ohio
River vessels:
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Navigation season.{

Inspection of vessels. . Total.
1921 1922

First inspections.......................................................... 30 105 135
Reinspections......................................... 24 98 122
Corrections made......................................................... 9 58 67

Wharf-boat and landing surreV8s.
First inspections.......................................................... 5 7 12
Reinspections...... 4 19 I23
Corrections made......................................................... 0 13 13

Conferences.
Shipping officials.............................................. .21 134 1.55
Health officials. 9 27 36
Other officials............. ........... .1.......... .......... .. 4 61_

RAILROAD WATER SUPPLIES.

Attention has been given to the handling of drinking water pro-
vided for trains operating in interstate traffic, es ecially in coach
yards and terminals. Where water is obtained from certified
sources it is often contaminated before being served to the public,
because of insanitary handling in filling coolers and icing. Six
reinspections were made of the 13 coach yards in Chicago inspected
last year. First inspections of coach yards were made in the follow-
ing terminal cities in this district:

CincinnatiO o.......Ohi. 3 Indianapolis,Id ...................:3
Cleveland, Ohio.......... 2 Milwaukee, Wis.................... I
Columbus, Ohio.......... 4

Three hundred and sixty-three samples -of water from coolers on
outgoing and incoming trains at Chicago terminals were collected
during the winter and spring months and analyzed at the laboratory
at United States Marine Hospital No. 5.
Repeated reports of contaminated water from trains was made

the subject of a special investigation. It was found that in general
the sanitary quality of the drinking water on trains of any one
company was a fair index to the sanitary conditions under which
this water was being handled in the coach yard or terminals. Cor-
rections in several coach yards in this district were made as a
result of the recommendations to railway officials. The American
Railway Association has appointed a special joint committee to
investigate and report on the subject of railroad terminal and conch
yard sanitation.

MISCELLANEOUS INVESTIGATIONS.

In September Assistant Sanitary Engineer A. E. Gorman was
detailed to investigate a reported serious condition in the Fox
River near Appleton, Wis., due to the sudden death of a large
number of fish, jeopardizing the safety of the public water supply
at that city. It was found that the filtration plant at that city
was handling the situation satisfactorily.
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D)ISTRICT 4.--KENTUCKY, TENNESSEE, PLORIDA, MISSISSIPPI, ALA-
BAMA, GEORGIA.

Associate Sanitary Engineer C. N. 1-Jarrub was in charge of this
district during July, 1921. He was assisted by Junior Assistant
Sanitary Engineer H. J. Green, who was on duty in the district
till November, 1921. Associate Sanitary Engineer 1I. H. Wagenhals
was in charge after March 1, 1922, there beimg no service officer in
the district from November to March. In March the headquarters
were moved from Nashville, Penn., to Atlanta, Ga.

RtAILIZOAD WATER SUPPLIES.

Seventy, or over 90 per cent, of the interstate railroad water
supplies In Georgia were inspected and reported on by Junior As-
sistant Sanitary Engineer H. J. Green; 107 avorable and 15 unfavor-
able certificates were issued to railroads, and 12 supplies were
condemned. In addition some supplies in Florida were inspected.

Investigation was made by Associate Sanitary Engineer H. H.
Wagenhals of coach yards in Atlanta, Ga., with special reference to
the methods used in cleaning coolers.

Conferences were held with all State boards of health in this
district relative to this work.

VESSEL WATER SUPPLIES AND WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM.

This work was materially handicapped by its discontinuance from
August, 1921, to March, 1922. It was necesasry to practically
begin the work all over again in March, 1922, as contact with vessel
companies had been lost, and all follow-up work abandoned.

Letters have been sent to 211 vessel companies, and follow up
letters to 94 who failed to answer the first letter. Masters' state-
ments of drinking-water system have been received from 13 vessel
companies covering 31 vessels. Twenty-seveol vessels were inspected,
9 favorable and 10 unfavorable certificates of inspection issued, and 8
held pending necessary improvements.
Arrangements were made with the city loard of health of Savan-

nah, Ga., for the making of analyses of water taken from excursion
vessels operating in that harbor.
Four cases of typhoid fever occurring on vessels were reported to

the district office during the year.
MISCELLANEOUM.

Junior Assistant Sanitary Engineer II. J. Green assisted the
Georgia State Board of Health in the study of wells supplying the
city of Savannah and adjacent territory in Chaltham County. 'The
reason for the investigation was the occurrence of alhigh saline
content in some wells supplying Savannah. The troullerwas found
to be dlue to leaking casings.

Conferences have beeiiheld with all State departments of health
in this (listriet, several city departments of health, the Steamboat
Itispection Service, engineers, and others.

Associate Sanitary Engineer I. I-H. Wagenhals attended at school
for municipal officials held by the Kansas State Board of H-Iealth,
presenting at paper on the ''Disposal of creamery wastes."
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Axn investigation of the alleged contamination of a lake on the
property of the Capitol City Club of Atlanta, Ga., by the sewage from
the United States Veterans Hospital No. 48 was made by Associate
Sanitary Engineer H. H. Wagenhals. Improvements recommended
are being carried out.
At the request of the State Board of Health of Georgia, the

district engineer cooperated with the State sanitary engineer in the
study of the causes of tastes in the water supply of Greensboro, Ga.
The trouble was found to be due to iron taken up by the water after
entering the mains. It was corrected by the use ot soda ash in the
treatment process.
At the suggestion of the district engineer, the bureau detailed

Assistant Saniitary Chemist E. J. Theriault to Atlanta, Ga., to give
a short course on hydrogen-ion determination, with special reference
to its application to water treatment to the State sanitary engineers
in interstate sanitary district No. 4, and adjacent States. Repre-
sentatives from four States and a number of cities were present.
There was an average attendance of 19.

DISTRICT NO. 5.-TEXAS, LOUISIANA, OKLAHOMA, ARKANSAS.

Associate Sanitary Engineer A. F. Allen remained in charge during
the entire year. Junior Assistant Sanitary Engineer A. L. Dopmeyer
was also attached to this district for the period July 1, 1921, to
February 3, 1922.

PLAGUE CONTROL.

Frequent inspections were made of the major rat-proofing work in
New Orleanls and Galveston. Tables and charts showing summaries
of the operations of New Orleans and Galveston plague eradicative
stations were prepared.

RAILROAD WATER SUPPLIES.

For the pul'pose of complying with the provisions of the United
States interstate quarantine regulations in regard to the certification
of water supplies or use by common carriers il interstate traffic, this
office inspected 116 water supplies in this district during the year
and prepared reports which were submitted to the State health depart-
ments having supervision of these supplies. Six special conferences
were held with municipal authorities at the request of the State
health departments in order to urge upon the local authorities the
need of correcting conditions inl water supplies. A special 10 days'
test of the efficiency of the Muskogee, Okla., water purification plant
was made, and a report prepared for presentation to the. Oklahoma
State Departmcnt of Health.

VESSEL WATER SUPPLIES.

At the end of the year there were known to be 119 vessel-operating
companies having home offices within this district and having vessels
coming within the provisions of the United States interstate quaran-
tine regulations, so far as they aIpply to the certification of vessel
water-supply systems. At the en of the year there were 394 vessels
operating in this district regarding which information has been
received from the owning or operating companies. No permanent
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certificates for vessel water-supply systems were issued but 88 tem-
porary certificates which were issued during the year for boats within
the jurisdiction of this district remained elective until June 30, 1922.
Fifteen vessel water-supply sytems were inspected.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Texas State Board of Health was assisted ill. preparing data
for presentation to the State legislature showing need of engineering
activities in the State health department. four addresses were
delivered, and the annual meetings of the State medical associations
of Texas and Oklahoma were attended. The engineer in charge
devoted five weeks to assisting the district engineer of the United
States War Department, Mississippi River Commission, fourth
district, in flood control and refugee relief work during the period
of unusually high water in the Mississippi River.

DISTRICT NO. 6.-MISSOURI, IOWA, NEBRASKA, MINNESOTA, NORTH
DAKOTA, AND SOUTH DAKOTA.

Assistant Sanitary Engineer Joel I. Connolly continued in charge
of this district during the p-ast fiscal year. The activities were
principally concerned with the certification of water supplies used
1or drinking and culinary purposes on common carriers, both railroads
and vessels, engaged in interstate traffic, and in assisting the State
boards of health in this district, particularly in connection with the
cooperative procedure for this certification.

VESSEL WATER SUPPLIES.

The work among vessels in this district started practically with the
beginning of the past fiscal year. Many serious problems have been
encountered, due to the peculiar conditions under which river vessels
must operate. These conditions included floods and extreme low
water, lack of city water mains to the river edge at most towns, and
the highly polluted character of many of the streams.
An effort has been made to provide water from approved sources

ashore, and to establish satisfactory methods of getting it aboard the
vessel and storing it there. In all cases where this was impossible
it has been the policy to require adequate purification of the water
aboard the vessel.
During the first half of the fiscal year 7 vessels which had been

inspected during the previous year were reinspected, and 73 addi-
tional vessels were inspected for the first time. Reinspections were
later made of 6 of these vessels. During the second half of the fiscal
year 12 vessels were inspected for the first time, and 14 vessels (which
had been inspected before) were reinspected. A total of 40 inspec-
tions were made.

Conferences of major importance in regard to vessel water num-
bered about 50, in addition to approximately 140 conferences with
the officers of the vessels held at the time of inspection. A large
number of vessels were engaged as ferries or in other classes of work
having short runs. In these cases an effort was made in conferring
with the owners to have the carrying of water for drinking and
culinary purposes on these runs discontinued, in order that the public
might protected, and at the same time the work of supervision
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might be materially reduced. Attention has- been largely concen-
trated during the latter part of the fiscalyear on large vessels carry-
ig large numbers of people, since it is felt that in this direction lies
the greatest effectiveness of the work.
Number of vessels inspected for the first time.................................... 85
Reinspections ..................................... 67
Conferences with vessel officials in regard to improvements of major importance. 40
Conferences with others, of major importance.................................. 11
Conferences with vessel officials, minor importance............................ 140

Routine examinations of water supplies aboard vessels, both by
qualitative chemical tests and by bacteriological tests, were instituted
in the spring of 1922, with a view to gauging the improvement of
water supplies effected by the changes made in the equipment of the
vessel for purifying, handling, and storing water. The cooperation of
the city of St. ouis was secured for examining the samples collected,
and during the last two months 112 samples of water have been col-
lected and examined by the city laboratory. The results of these
examinations were reported to the respective vessel owners.

RAILROAD WATER SUPPLIES.

With the States of this district becoming better able to cooperate
in the certification of railroad water supplies, it has been found
desirable to direct attention to some other phases of the problem
One which hasreceived considerable attention in this district during
the past year has been the handling of water, when filling water
coolers on trains, in such a manner as not to impair its sanitary
quality and safety. A few water supplies used by railroads engaged
in interstate traffic have been inspected, but in such cases the informa-
tion obtained has been turned over to the State board of health, so
that certification may originate with them. The facilities for supply-
ing water to trains at coachyards and terminals have been inspected
in St. Louis, Kansas City, Jefferson City, Mo., and Lincoln, Nebr.
The five yards in St. Louis have been inspected three times, some of
these inspections being made in companywith officials of the railroad
in order that they might be informed as to existing conditions and
necessary improvements. Fourteen conferences have been held
with railroad officials in St. Louis in regard to coach-yard sanitation.
Three of the Kansas City coach yards have been inspected and three
conferences held.
Some very insanitary conditions have been found, due both to poor

equipment and to ignorance of sanitary requirements by employees.
Considerable attention has been devoted to educating the coach-yard
foremen and the employees charged with the important duty of
watering the trains, for the purpose of improving the practiceseKn-
ployed in the yards. Until the time of the present strike the im-
provement was very noticeable. The employment of new men for
this work since the strike will necessitate a part of this educational
work being repeated, but the coach-yard foremen are relatively per-
mnanent, and efforts in this direction are undoubtedly proving of great
value.
Railroad water supplies inspected.............................................. 9
Coach yards inspected......................................................... 10
Reinspections................................................................. 10
Conferences................................................................... 19
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COOPERATION WITH STATS BOARDS. OF HEALTH.

Cooperation with State boards of health has been an important art
of the work of this district during the past year. Two of these
States, namely, Nebraska and Iowa, employed new State sanitary
engineers about the beginning of this year. These men were unfa-
miliar with the procedure for the cooperative certification of water
supplies, and it was, therefore, necessary to arrange conferences with
them early in the year. Two other States, namely, South Dakota
and Missouri, organized engineering divisions, and appointed State
sanitary engineers during the past year. One of these has since been
appointed a collaborating sanitary engineer of the Public Health
Service to facilitate the cooperative certification of water supplies.

Assistance was rendered the State sanitary engineer of South Da-
kota during part of December, 1921, in regard to policies, rules, and
regulations, minimum requirements for sanitary works, plans of camn-
pagn, cooperative certification of water supplies used for drinking
and culinary purposes in interstate traffic, and similar matters. The
State Board of Health of Missouri has been assisted at various times
during the year, especially before the appointment of the State san-
itary engineer. A number of sewage nuisances were investigated
at the request of the State board of health. Thirteen conferences
were held during the year with the representatives of the State Board
of Health of Missouri, three conferences with the Minnesota State
Board of Health, one with the North Dakota State Board of Health,
two with the South Dakota State Board of Health, two with the
Nebraska State Board of Health, and three with the Iowa State
Board of Health. As a result of these activities, the engineering
divisions of the State boards of health in the States in this district
have been strengthened, and in two cases newly created axid estab-
lished upon a firm and progressive-footing.

DISTRICT NO. 7.-MONTANA, IDAHO, WASHINGTON, AND OREGON.

DISTRICT NO. 8.-CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA) AND NEVADA.

DISTRICT NO. 9.-WYOMING, COLORADO, UTAH, NEW MEXICO, KANSAS.

Sanitary Engineer H. B. Hommon was in charge of the three dis-
tricts, assisted by Junior Assistant Sanitary Engineers L. D. Mars
and A. P. Miller. These engineers were also in charge of sanitation
in national parks, and the time devoted to certification of water used
by common carriers was between October 1, 1921, and June 10, 1922.

In district No. 7 conferences were held with the State health officers
of each State in the district, and sanitary surveys of 23 sources of
supplies were made. In addition to this work, examinations of
water-supply systems on vessels of the Pacific coast that eome under
the provisions of the interstate quarantine regulations were made.
There are more than 300 of these vessels.
The following table gives a summary of the data collected in rela-

tion to vessel water-supply systems:
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Seattle.Ilnd. Fran LosAn- Total.
lad. cico.geC..

vesselsinsp~ected. 52 15 51 0 118
Certificates issued.34...I... 052 0. 63 118
Changes recommended and carried out, . .. . 2 0 7 0 9
Changes recommended and certificates pending .. . 16 15 15 0 46
Inspections reported by Steamboat Inspection Service I 39 28 57 6 130

Of the 130 vessels inspected, 59 were towboats and pleasure craft that do not come under the Interstate
quarantine regulations.

Visits were made to the respective States in the district but inspec-
tions of sources of water supplies were made only where advice and
assistance by the Government was necessary to secure improvement.

In district No.- 9 the sanitary engineer cooperated with the State
health officers from October 24 to December, 1921, and from March 23
to April 20, 1922. During this time all the five States in this district
were visited and especial attention given to the three that do not have
State sanitary engineers. Standard procedures were outlined for
bacteriological work, sanitary surveys of sources of water supplies
and handling of water, and practical systems recommended. for
keeping office records. Eighteen sources of supplies were examined
in the three States. A comprehensive survey of the different sources
of water supplies used by the city of Los Angeles, Calif., was made,
this work being carried out in cooperation with the State board of
health.
A series of lectures were delivered by Sanitary Engineer H. B.

Hommon before the Public Health Institute at Portland, Oreg., and
Spokane, Wash., on the subject of water purification and sewage and
garbage disposal.

SUPPRESSION OF TYPHuS FEVER IN NEW MEXICO.

The typhus-control measures instituted in May and June, 1921,
among the Navajo Indians near Shiprock, N. Mex., were continued
during the past fiscal year until September 4,1921. The service, upon
the request of the Interior Department in May, 1921, detailed Passed
Asst. Surg. C. E. Waller, acting as State health officer of New Mexico,
Passed Asst. Surg. J. W. Tappan, and Passed Asst. Surg. Charles
Armstrong to assist in controlling this epidemic.

Delousing stations were established in five districts. A portable
delouser weighing about a ton was manufactured, the essential parts
consisting of a 3-horsepower boiler, motor truck, 400-gallon hot-water
tank and bathing sprays, and two steam tanks for sterilizing the
clothing. In view of local conditions it was necessary to operate
the delouser in one district at a time, the infected districts being
visited at intervals of about 20 days.
The procedure of operation was as follows:
Prior to, or upon, going into a district for the purpose of delousing,

mounted guards were sent out to notify the Indians that delousing
would begin on a certain day and that they should come and bring
their bedding (pelts), blankets, and quilts as early as convenient.
This notice was usually sufficient, but in case any failed to appear a

14717-22-9
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second summons was sent out. When the Indians arrived at the
delousing station, they were instructed by an assistant to deliver
their blankets, quilts, and other articles that would not be injured
by heat to the steam sterilizers for treatment. This treatment con-
sisted of subjecting the articles to live, confined steam for 20 or 30
minutes. While this was going on, the women took the sheep pelts
to the tubs where they washed them in a solution of nicotine sulph-ate
(40 per cent) 1 to 1,000 in alkaline water at a temperature of from
1000 to 1100 F., using soap in the process and thoroughly rinsing the
articles, after which they were spread on the ground or hung on a
fence to dry. When ready for the actual delousing process, the
applicants' heads were thoroughly washed with a mixture of kerosene
and dilute acetic acid, equal parts, and usually they were given a
head spray with the same solution. For males, the next step was
to cut the hair of those who were willing to have it done. About 15
per cent accepted this service.

There were two bathing tents, one for men and one for women.
After the head treatment, the Indians were directed to their respective
tents. In the tents their clothing was removed, placed in sacks,
thrown out, and by an attendant delivered to the steam sterilizers
for from 20 to 30 minutes' treatment. Shoes, belts, hats, and other
articles damagable by steam were sprayed with a 1 to 500 nicotine
sulphate solution, 40 per cent (Blackleaf 40, used in sheep dipping).
The applicants next proceeded to the shower bath where, under
the supervision of the attendant, their heads and bodies were thor-
oughly washed in soap and water, the soap being prepared by boiling
one part of soap chips in four parts of water, ans adding two parts
of kerosene. The solution used for the preliminary bath consisted
of one part of this mixture to four parts of warm water. Following
this preliminary bath the applicants were given an ordinary bath
with soap and warm water. Rough towels were used for drying.
After the completion of the bathing process, the bathers were given

sheet to use as a cloak in which they passed from the bathing tent
to the dressing tent where their sterilized clothes awaited them or
were delivered as soon as ready.

Delouning record.

Males. ]emales.
District. Total.

Adults. Children. Adults. Children,

River (agency)..................................... 261 223 3 299 1,121
Red Rock......................................... 298 303 463 482 1,546
Tosito-Walker store.626 499 412 362 1,899
Toadlena...................................191 150 235 225 801
Tece Nos Pos........................................ 169 169 254 246 .38

1,545 1,344 1,702 1,614 6,205

One of the results of the delousing operations was the spread of
cleanly habits among these Indians-soap, kerosene, and washboards
being purchased.
The first case of typhus in this epidemic occurred about Novem-

ber 10. 1920, and the last on June 13, 1921. The first death occurred
about December 20, 1920, and the last June 27, 1921.
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Nutimerical summary oj typhus cases
INDIANS.

Recoveries. Deaths.
District. Grand

total.
Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total.

River(agency). 1 3 4 4 0 4 8
Red Rock ...................... 10 12 22 7 2 9 31
Tosito-Walkerstore.. 3 9 6 6 12 21
CMo......................... 0 1 0 0 0 1

Total............ 1i 18 36 17 8 25 61

WHITES.

River agencyy)................. 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
Red Rock..........-.....°.. 0 0 0 1

Total ...................... 0 0 O- 2 0 2 :2

Mounted police were employed to travel from h6gan to hogan
(Indian dwelling) in the various districts and to locate and report,
every case of illness found of whatever nature. All cases reported
were visited.

In the districts where typhus had been found the natives were
called together and, through an interpreter, the nature, means of
spread and prevention were explained in a simple manner. They
were told how to combat lice and asked to (1o all they could in this
direction. Certain concessions were made in regard to the medicine
men, who were permitted to hold their "'sin ," provided the patient
and "hogan" be first deloused and himself deloused before leaving
the camp, and that he carry out the rites without the aid of the
usual crowd of friends and clan folk.

"Louse proof" uniforms were provided for the personnel engaged
in typhus work.

General plans for handling the campaign were formulated and copies
placed in the dispensary, office, and other places available to public.

Through- the institution of prompt and thorough measures, this
epidemic was checked in a short time, with practically no hardship
or inconvenience to the Indians, and at small expense considering the
magnitude of the situation.

Since the close of this campaign on September 4, 1921, one case of
typhus was found on December 16, 1921, at Mescalero, N. Mex. De-
lousing operations were immediately carried out. The infection is
believed to be clue to intercommunication between the Mescalero
Reservation and the typhus infected towns across the Rio Grande.

SMALLPOX CONTROL MEASURES.

During the past fiscal year three smallpox outbreaks occurred, in
controlling which the service participated at the request of the State
health officers. In all three the most noticeable feature was the fact
that the spread of the disease was largely possible because of the oppo-
sition or apathy of the people to smallpox vaccination. During and
after these outbreaks the people in these cities in their immediate
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vicinity were vaccinated in large numbers and the disease was checked
in a short time after such measures were instituted.
The first and largest outbreak was at Kansas City, Mo., in November

and December, 1921. Surg. J. P. Leake was detailed to make a study.
of the situation, cooperating with the State Department of Health of
Missouri. The outbreak was of unusual virulence, there being 132
deaths out of a total of 312 cases during the period from October 30
to December 31, 1921.
At the request of the State health commissioner of Oklahoma,

Passed Asst. Surg. Thomas Parran was detailed on-January 14, 1922,
to assist in the control of a smallpox outbreak at Poteau, Okla. and
near-by towns. From the original source of infection in the county
jail at Poteau, there occurred 38 cases of smallpox in the city ana
county of Poteau, with 24 deaths. With the institution of vaccination
and strict quarantine measures the outbreak was checked. The dread
of the disease was so great in the near-by States that extreme quar-
antine measures were instituted by the local authorities in some com-
munities against all persons and merchandise from Poteau.
On May 9, 1922, Asst. Surg. Joseph W. Mountin was detailed, upon

request of the State health officer, to assist in the control of a smallpox
outbreak in Hickory County, Mo. A total of about 50 cases occurred.
Institution of quarantine measures and vaccinations checked the
outbreak.

ANTHRAX CONTROL MEASURES.

In January, 1922, information was furnished the bureau by the
Department of Health of Connecticut of one fully confirmed case of
anthrax and one presumptive positive case reported among the oper-
atives of a large brush factory m Hartford, Conn. The location of
shipments of several hundred lots of the bristles and horsehair in.-
volved in these cases were traced, and in cooperation with the health
officers of 17 States warnings were issued for proper precautions and
thorough disinfection of these materials before use in manufacturing
processes. Of the samples collected for bacteriological examination,
certain lots of horsehair, but no bristles, were found to be infected
with anthrax spores. This investigation was handled promptly and
effectively, with practically no hardship to private concerns. No
secondary cases of anthrax from the use of these materials have been
reported.

Following these cases, the supervision of material suspected to be
infected with anthrax was considered by representatives of the Bureau
of Animal Industry of the United States Department of Agriculture
and the Public Health Service. In order to maintain an effective
supervision over human anthrax cases it was arranged that w en-
ever a case of anthrax is traced directly to raw hair or other animal
products, the information would be furnished directly to the Bureau
of Animal Industry for investigation and such action as may be
necessary. Whenever a case of anthrax is traced directly to a slhav-
ing brush, the information would be furnished directly to the Public
Health Service for investigation and such action as may be deemed
necessary. In each case the matter will be taken up with the State
health authorities. Regulations have been passed by several State
departments of health prohibiting the sale, manufacture or distribu..
tion of horsehair shaving brushes within the State.
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POLIOMYELrTIS.

In September, 1921, telegraphic request was made by the Depart-
ment of Public Welfare of Idaho for service assistance in an out-
break of poliomyelitis in northern Idaho. Passed Asst. Surg. N. E.
Wayson was detailed to confer with Dr. J. W. Almond, medical adviser
of the department of public welfare in regard to the situation. It
was found that 30 cases of poliomyelitis had occurred, scattered
throughout the northern part, of Idaho, with a 50 per cent mortality
rate, the disease being almost entirely confined to children from 1 to 5
years of age. Doctor Almond and Doctor Wayson proceeded from
~daho to Spokane, Wash., close to the Washington-Idaho State line,
where both acute and convalescent patients were visited. No
difficulty was experienced in confirming the diagnoses. It was
observed in this area also that children under 6 years of age were
largely affected, the history of some intentional trouble being common
to each patient. In September 16 cases had been reported to the
health officer of Spokane between the 1st and 12th of the month
with 7 deaths. During July and August there had been approxi-
mately 100 cases of the disease with 30 deaths in that part of the
State of Washington.
Recommendations were made that patients be quarantined for a

period of 20 days and all children in the affected families be restricted,
as far as possible, to their own premises. Interstate quarantine
was not recommended.

SANITATION AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE NATIONAL PARKS.

The assistance rendered the National Park Service at the request
of the Secretary of the Interior in providing the necessary medical
attention and improving the sanitary conditions in the national
parks was continued durm the past Zscal year, under the direction
of Sanitary Engineer H. V3. Hommon. Junior Assistant Sanitary
Engineers L. D. Mars and A. P. Miller and Sanitary Inspector Carl
Benson were also detailed for duty in the parks. Acting Asst.
Str .WE. Crawbuck continued on duty at the Yellowstone National
Park (uring the fiscal year, and Aceting Asst. Surg. Grover C. Rice
at the Grand Canyon National Park until November 1, 1921. Act-
ing Asst. Surg. I-Harry Schnuck was detailed to the Grand Canyon in
February, 1922, and remained on duty throughout the remainder of
the fiscal year.
At the Yellowstone National Park sewerage systems and treat-

ment plants were recommended early in the fiscal year for the Upper
Basin, the Lake, and Canyon junctions. The general plan* was
approved by the superintendent of the park, but only enough money
was appropriated to carry out the work at the Upper Basin. Com-
plete plans and estimates for this work have been prepared and
active construction will begin about July 15, 1922. At the Canyon
junction a severage system and treatment plant were installed by
the Yellowstone Camps Co. as recommended, antl plans for a treat-
ment plant were prepared for the Yellowstone Hotel Co.
A comprehensive survey was made of the sanitary conditions in

Yosemite National Park and reports were submitted covering this
work. A sewerage system and treatment plant were installed during
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the year, and considerable time has been spent assisting the super-
intendent of the park in getting the plant in proper operating condi-
tion. A bacteriological laboratory was installed to analyze water
and milk and sufficient chemical apparatus provided to test the
efficiency of the sewage-treatment plant,
At Sequoia and General Grant National Parks sanitary surveys

were made and reports submitted and special reports, including plans
and estimates, were prepared in regard to sewage disposal and
water supplies. Sewerage systems and treatment plants and new
water supplies are urgently needed at both these parks and it is
expected that appropriations will be available for this work during
the coming fiscal year.
Sanitary surveys were made at Glacier, Mount Rainier, and Crater

Lake National Parks. At each of these parks the reports submitted
included inspections of kitchens, dining rooms, and other places
handling food, and recommendations were submitted regarding im-
provements to be made in water supplies and methods of disposing
of sewage and garbage.
At Hot Springs National Park a special report was prepared which

contained estimates of cost and a description of a new system for
collecting 500,000 gallons of hot water from the springs and cooling
and distributing it to the bathhouses. This report is to be used
as the basis for appropriations and plans for a new water-supply
system that will be installed in the park in the near future. A set
of sanitary rules and regulations were also prepared to govern the
operation of the present system of collecting and cooling the hot
water used in the bathhouses and hotels in the park.
A special report was prepared in regard to the water supply at

the Grand Canyon National Park and'a general report submitted
on the sanitary conditions as a whole. As a result of the special
report, the method of handling the water transported to the park
in tank cars was improved so that the water is now satisfactory.
Rules and regulations governing (1) plumbing and draining, (2) pro-
tection of water supplies, and (3) disposal of sewage in Yellowstone
National Park were prepared in cooperation with the chief plumbing
inspector of the park and approved by the Director of the National
Park Service.
A special report was submitted to the Director of the National

Park Service on the care and attention of Government automobile
camping grounds, which was approved and transmitted to the various
park superintendents.
An article on " Sanitation in the national parks" was submitted to

the Nation's Health for publication.
Junior Assistant Sanitary Engineer A. P. Miller was stationed in

Yellowstone National Park during the park season. He made
inspections of all the dairies in the park that furnished milk to hotels,
camps, other concessions, and individuals and submitted a complete
report recommending improvements to be made in producing and
handling the milk. Mr. Miller also examined all water supplies used
in the park for drinking purposes and assisted in laying out new
supplies and improving old ones. He made preliminary surveys and
obtained data to serve as the basis of design fog sewerage systems
and treatment plants for the principal junctions in the park. A
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sewage treatment plant was constructed by the Yellowstone Camps
Co. under the supervision of Mr. Miller, and a system of spraying
privy vaults with compound cresol solution was established by him.
In addition to the activities already outlined, considerable miscella-
neous work in relation to sanitation was done during the year. This
included installation of cesspools at ranger stations, posting water
supplies, and preliminary mosquito control work preparatory to active
work along this line when appropriations are available.

Junior Assistant Sanitary Engineer L. D. Mars was oln duty in
Mount Rainier National Park from July 1 to September 10, 1921.
During this time a thorough sanitary survey of Longmire and Para-
dise Valley was made and reports submitted covering sanitation
work in the parks. A system of sewage disposal was installed at the
entrance to the park; new garbage dumps were located at Paradise
Valley; a more satisfactory garbage disposal system was installed at
Longmire; mosquito control measures were established; a sanitarya
survey was made of the Nisqually River for a distance of about 25
miles below the park; and sewage disposal plans were prepared for
Government automobile camping grounds at Paradise Valley. A
topographic map was made of Ungmire showing existing water
mains, sewer lines, buildings. and roadways.

Sanitary Inspector Carl `Benson was assigned to duty in Yosemite
National Park on May 15, 1922. Mr. Benson has made regular
inspections of kitchens and dining rooms of the hotels and camps;
dairies and places handling milk, automobile camping grounds, and
has been placed in general charge of the operation of the sewage
treatment plant.

SUPERVISION OF INTERSTATE TRAVEL OF DISEASED PERSONS.

The supervision of the travel of 'diseased persons on common
carriers in interstate traffic and the transportation of things from
disease-infected localities, together with general sanitary conditions
on the carriers, has been continued as provided for under the inter-
state quarantine regulations.

REVISION OF INTERSTATE QUARANTINE REGULATIONS.

At the beginning of the past fiscal year copies of the revised
interstate quarantine regulations of the United States were made
available. These regulations included.not only all the requirements
of and amendments to the interstate quarantine regulations of 1916
but also the pertinent requirements recommended by the Conference
of State and Provincial Health Authorities in the Standard Railway
Sanitary Code of 1920. The revised regulations were arranged and
indexed to facilitate ready reference, and the appendices were also
revised in detail.
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DIVISION OF FOREIGN AND INSULAR QUARANTINE
AND IMMIGRATION.

In charge of Asmt. Surg. Gen. R. H. CREEL.

During the fiscal year 1922 officers of the Public Health Service
engaged in the administration of the United States quarantine laws
inspected 18,985 vessels and 2,081,236 passengers and crews at the
continental maritime stations. At foreign and insular stations there
were inspected '10,322 vessels and 1,011,280 passengers and crews
destined for ports of the United States. There were 6,011 vessels
fumigated or disinfected at domestic ports and 2,878 at foreign and
insular stations. At the border quarantine stations there were in-
spected, exclusive of the local interurban traffic, 47,250 travelers.

GENERAL PREVALENCE OF QUARANTINABLE DISEASES.

Yellow fever.-Despite the very excellent control measures insti-
tuted by the International Health Board in Mexico, Central America,
and South America, yellow fever foci were reported in a widely scat-
tered area on the east and west coast of Mexico, the east coast of
Central America, and on the Atlantic and Pacific coast of South
America. The optimistic forecast made a few years past that yellow
fever would soon be of merely historical interest in the Western
Hemisphere has by no means been fulfilled, nor do the developments of
the past two or three years afford much hope for the early fulfill-
ment of that prophecy.

Mlosquito-control measures on the east coast of Mexico and Central
America, carried out by the International Health Board in con-
junction with local and national sanitary authorities, have been of
such character as to permit, during the summer of 1922, of some less-
ening of the restrictive measures ordinarily enforced against vessels
arriving from that territory at ports of the United States. Other
than a strict inspection of crews and passengers, no detention was
imposed during this period against shipping from the eastern coast of
Mexico. Yellow fever was reported the latter part of 1921 in the
Mexican States of Vera Cruz, Sinaloa, Jalisco, Colima, Tamaulipas,
and in Quintana Roo.
During the fiscal year cases were reported on five ships. In four

instances the infection was contracted in Mexico; one case was on a
vessel entering Pensacola from Tampico; two were on vessels from
the west coast; and the fourth case was attributed to infection con-
tracted in the vicinity of Vera Cruz. One case was in the person of
an American passenger arriving at New Orleans, La., from Belize,
British Honduras. A very sharp opidemnic of yellow fever occurred
in the latter port in the fall of 1921, but was soon controlled by ap-
propriate measures. While cases reported from Mexico have never
been great in numbers, their widespread distribution and the con-
tinueJ reporting of individual cases lead to the conclusion that all
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cases have not been recognized or reported and make imperative a
continual watchfulness on the part of the quarantine officers at United
States ports against travelers and shipping from Mexico.
During the summer of 1921, many cases were reported from a

widely scattered area in Peru; and in the early part of 1922, the in-
-fection was reported in Brazil, more especially the seaports of Bahia
and Pernambuco.
Plague.-Bubonic plague continued to be reported from practi-

cally every section of the globe, and in many of the important sea-
ports having commercial relations with the United States. While
control measures have prevented the appearance of the infection in
the human population in Vera Cruz and Tampico, the occasional
reporting of rodent plague in those ports necessitates the enforce-
ment of strict precautions against the introduction of the infection
into United States ports. Appropriate safeguards such as the fumi-
gation of vessels the fending off of ships, and the rat guarding of
lines, were carried out, either at the port of departure or at the port
of arrival. The continued presence of the infection at Tampico and
Vera Cruz constitutes a very serious cause for concern because of
the extensive maritime trade between these two ports and southern
ports of the United States.
As -in previous years, Guayaquil continued to be an endemic

center, and many human cases of plague were reported in that city.
The infection was also reported From Peru, Chile, and Brazil.

Portugal, the Azores, Cape Verde Islan(ls, Italy, Greece, an(l the
North African coast all reported plague infection at varying, periods
and in various ports. In(lia continued to be a reservoir of infection
in the Orient, and a number of ships from Indian ports were reported
as plague infected either on voyage or at port of arrival.

Plague broke out in Sydney and Brisbane after at period of free-
dom from the disease of several years, an(I in Hlongkong a rather
severe epidemic prevailed throughout the year, with no si(gns of
abatement.

Despite the arrival at ports of the United States of a, large nuni-
bei' of vessels from plague-infected ports, the infection was SUCC'ess-
fully excluded. This result can be attril)uted to the effective fumii-
gatlon of vessels, either at the port of departure or at the port of
arrival in the United States, by, or under the supervision of, the
Public Health Service.
The spread of plague is more difficult to prevent than that of any

other quarantinatble infection, since it is primarily a diseasee of rats
and may exist undetected in a port-confined to the rodent p)opu-
lation, with only occasional human case, its presenIIce unknown to
the authorities --or its presence deliberately suppressed to avoid coln-
mercial prejudice against the port. Under such conditions it is
easily conceivable that infected rats accidentally imprisoned in arti-
cles of cargo from an infected warehouse in ports not known to be
infected may be carried to outside points.
The history of plague extension clearly indicates that the infec-

tion spreads into clean territory, not by means of the traveling pub-
lic, but through infected rats hidden away in cargo, or, and loss fre-
quently, by a migratory rat from an infected vessel. The. only
measure that seems to promise successful exclusion of plague from
seaports is the systematic fumigation of vessels with a view of main-
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tailing them as nearly as possible in a rat-free condition. The
United States quarantine regulations provide not only for the fumi-
gation of vessels coming direct from infected or suspected ports,
but also that all vessels regardless of their previous itinerary must
be fumigated at least once in six months.
The report of Surgeon Simpson, in charge of the San Francisco

quarantine station, to the effect that no rats were found on 345
vessels out of a total of 783 gives considerable encouragement to the
expectation of effecting a relative rat-free condition of the bulk of
vessels plying between foreign ports and the United States. For
-the prevention of the introduction of plague, 6,721 vessels from for-
eign ports were fumigated at the United States quarantine stations,
and 2,090 under the supervision of service representatives at foreign
ports.

Typhus.--Ty hus prevailed in many sections of the world, but its
presence in epliemic proportion in Mexico and in eastern and south-
eastern Europe was of the most concern to quarantine officers, on
account of the large number of travelers arriving in the United States
from those areas. The infection continues endemic in the plateau
region of Mexico, although by no means as seriously as in previous
years. Strict precautions were enforced on the border against the
introduction of the disease.
While cases were reported in most of the European countries, the

greatest ravages occurred in Poland, Russia, and Turkey. As trav-
elers from those. territories left Europe by way of many ports, preven-
tive measures were enforced at all seaports under the supervision of
officers of the Public Health Service attached to the American con-
sulates. Measures of delousing persons infested, and (letainina them
at ports of embarkation, were wholly effective; and it is noteworthy
that among the many thousand travelers from the typhus-infected
areas of Europe, only one case of typhus reached the American shore,
the only instance wherein the infection evaded the sanitary barrier
erected by the Public Health Service at European ports of embarka-
tion. Other than this no infection was reported on vessels sailing for
America-a very decided contrast to the previous year, when some 11
vessels infected with typhus arrived at United States ports.

Cholera.-From a sanitary viewpoint cholera constituted much less
of a menace to the United States than yellow fever, plague, or typhus,
but because of its prevalence in eastern Europe there was constant
apprehension lest the infection extend to the western European sea-
board. In the latter event the disease would become immediately
threatening and would necessitate the application of preventive
measures at ports of embarkation as well as stricter surveillance on
the part of the- American quarantine authorities.
A few cases were reported in Poland, chiefly among travelers from

Russia. In the latter part of the fiscal year a number of cases
appeared in the Balkan ports and in Turkey, with indications of
serious danger of its spread to the westward. Reports from Russia
were fragmentary and irregular, but in various sections of -that
country cholera appeared in epidemic proportion. As in former
years, numerous foci were reported in the Orient, chiefly in the
Philippines, India, and Indo-China. One vessel arrived at New
York with a history of a case en route; appropriate measures were
applied at the quarantine station.
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8SmallpoX.---A virulent type of the, disease, involving hemorrhagic
and confluent lesions, continued to prevail in Mexico; and to prevent
its introduction into the United States incoming travelers from that
section were vaccinated unless presenting evidence of immunity by
recent vaccination or a previous attack of the disease. During the
year 74,833 persons were vaccinated at different ports on the Mexican
border.
A milder type of the(disease prevailed in the West Indies, attribut-

able in numerous instances to the spread of the infection from.
Jamaica, where it was regarded as at separate clinical entity, known
locally as "alastrim."
A rather serious epidemic of smallpox also broke out in the Orient

andl necessitated the enforcement of vaccination at ports of em-
barkation of travelers destinedi to the United States or its insular
possessions.

IN[TERNATIONAL SANITARY CONVENTION.

Preliminary conferences were held by representatives of the
-various countries signatory to the InternationaVSanitary Convention
of 1912, at the International Office of Public Hygiene, Paris, France,
for the purpose of formulating a tentative clraft of a revision of that
treaty. A provisional agreement has been reached by this body for
various modifications of the existing treaty.

It is contemplated that typhus fever will be incorporated as a
reportable disease in the revised convention. A rodent survey of
ports is proposed, but notification as to results is to be made only to
the International Office of Public Hygiene for dissemination of the
information and not to the diplomatic or consular representatives of
the other countries signatory to the convention. Provisions are also
to be included for the treatment at ports of arrival of ships and per-
sonnel from a typhus-infected port. It is also proposed that each
country shall systematically collect rats from infected areas and
examine them bacteriologically for a period of six months after the
reporting of the last infected rat an[ that reports thereof shall be
furnished to the International Office of Public Hygiene.

These provisions are till distinct improvements over the existing
convention, but the tentative agreement arrived at failed to include
a number of modifications supported by the Public Health Service.
Typhus was not made notifiable in the same way as plague or

cholera, notification not being required until the disease had spread
beyond the original focus.
No provision was made for the consideration of a port as plague-

infected primarily because of rodent plague, but only in the presence
of reported human cases.
No measures are applicable against a port known from unofficial

authentic information to be infected, such measures being applicable
only after the information has been received from official sources in
the manner now prescribed.
The present provisions stand whereby a port shall be regarded as

noninfected 10 days after the last human case, this in contrast to
the recommendation made by the Public Health Service that a port
should be considered infected by plague until 1 month shall have
elapsed since the discovery of a plague-infectedrat, intensive catch-
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ing of rats and their bacteriological examination being practiced in
the meantime.

According to the proposed text no examination for carriers is
authorized against personnel from cholera-infected ports unless there
has been a case of cholera on board ship-i. e., reported by the
physician or master of the vessel.
The two most important changes urged by the American delegate

as corrective of existing defects were subject to considerable debate,
but were rejected. These were the application of preventive quar-

antine measures based on information from authentic but nonofficial
sources and the official notification as to rodent plague and the
classification of a port as infected because of rodent plague, even in
the absence of reported human cases.

In brief, the proposed text for revision contains, as does the exist-
ing treaty, essential defects, both of a negative and a, positive nature.
It is at variance with the United States quarantine regulations and
administrative procedure of our quarantine system, and if adhered
to bv the United States Government, the Public Health Service
will either have to ignore certain quarantine practices as provided
in the quarantine regulations, or disregard the terms of the con-

vention.
The main defects of a negative nature of the existing convention,

as well as the proposed text of revision, include disregard of the
role of the cholera carriers in the transmission of cholera, and the
classification of a ship as "healthy" (instead of "suspected") in the
absence of human caseson board, or proven plague-infected rats taken
on a ship, even.though the vessel comes from a plague-infected port
and has taken no precaution for preventing access to rats.
The classification in the treaty as to "infected," "suspected,"

and "healthy" ships from plague ports is, in the light of last
experience, highly objectionable. WVithin the past 20 years there
has not arrived at a port of the United States (exclusive of insular
possessions) a vessel with a case of human plague on board, and yet
plague has been introduced into Porto Rico _(twice) and into New
Orleans, La., Pensacola, Fla., Beaumont and Galveston, Tex., andSan Francisco, Calif. The infection, of course, was transmitted
through infected rats and on "healthy" vessels from plague-infected
ports. In other words, it is the"healthy" vessel froml)laue-infected
ports that has constituted a menace to the United States, and not

'infected" or "suspected" vessels. The existing convention, as well
as theproposed revision, however,minimizes the sanitary menace of a
"healthy" vessel and provides for fumigation only "in exceptional
cases."
Another objectionable feature in the proposed revision is con-

.tamed in the definition of the words surveillancec" and "observa-tion;" "surveillance" contemplating th6atthe personnel be released
and merely subject to casual inspection by local authorities, and
"observation" being to include isolation and inspection at quarantine
stations. For instance, in article 26,it is provided, as regards a vessel
on which has occurreda case of cholera, that "the crew and passengers
mayI)C subjected to surveillance "-this in contrast to "observation."
This treatment would contemplate thatthe vessel be given immediate
pratique and passengersproceeds to their destination, subject to supl)r-
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vision by local authorities. "Surveillance" is also permissive with
respect to yellow-fever contacts and typhus contacts.
The plague status and treatment of a ship depend upon the appear-

ance of human cases on board or the reporting of rodent plague on
board. Human cases are largely of academic concern to the United
States Government, since the service attaches but relatively slight
importance to such cases as a means of spreading the disease,
except in so far as they may indicate the source of rodent infection.
The human case does not necessarily indicate an infected ship,
although article 20 is predicated on such an assumption.
Formal consideration of the proposed draft will probably be made

by representatives of the various Governments within the next year;
but unless some of the existing defects are remedied, it seems probable
that this Government should, in ratifying the convention (when, and
if, made), insert a reservation in order to properly safeguard its
interests. -The most serious defect of the existing convention rests
in the fact that quarantine action by the various signatories is to
be predicated on information received from the authorities of the
infected countries. Experience in, the past, however, indicates that
in only rare instances such sanitary data are transmitted in the
manner prescribed, and the knowledge of infection in foreign countries
not infrequently is obtained through the arrival of infected vessels or
through information appearing in the public press.

FUMIGATION OF VESSELS.

One of the functions of a quarantine station that is the most
difficult to apply in an effective manner is that pertaining to the
fumigation of vessels for the destruction of rodents. For many
years chief reliance was placed on the fumigation of vessels by sulphur
dioxide, the sulphur being burned in varying proportions so as to
produce from 2 to 4 per cent sulphur dioxide.

In general, it was assumed that this procedure was effective,, but
an investigation (1915-16) made at New Orleans by the conjoint
efforts of the plague eradicative force and the quarantine station,
covering a period of one year, very clearly demonstrated that sulphur
dioxide was scarcely more than 50 per cent effective when used in
holds of vessels, loaded or partially loaded, or in superstructures
containing stores or similar articles that would afford cover for
rodents. It was ascertained by subsequent trapping of vessels that
under such conditions almost one-half of the rats would escape
destruction. It was made clearly evident that sulphur was not an
effective fumigant except in empty compartments. Furthermore,
sulphur dioxide is objectionable in the fumigation ol vessels because
of the fire hazard, its destructive effect on fabrics and "metal work,
and the prolonged exposure required, which is obstructive to com-
merce. -
Although the deadly nature of hydrocyanic acid gas had been

known for many years, and had been used under certain conditions
for the destruction of insect pests, it had never been employed prior
to 1915 as a routine measure in the destruction of rodents, because
of the very great danger to human life incident to its use. This
agent was employed, however, by the Public Health Service for the
deratization of cargo in Porto Rico in 1913, in connection with anti-
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plague measures, and its utility and practicability for this purpose
were fully demonstrated.
When plague-control measures were instituted by the Public Health

Service inNew Orleans in 1914, cyanide gas was employed on a large
scale, and steps were taken to effect a standard, both asto the strength
of the gas and time of exposure, when used for the destruction of
rats, fleas, lice, bedbugs, mosquitoes, and other insects; and certain
safeguards were later on devised and incorporated in the United
States quarantine regulations for the protection of fumigators and
crews of vessels.
The provisions in the United States quarantine regulations as to

the en orcement of precautions for the safeguarding of human life
in the fumigation of vessels with cyanide gas are believed to be
entirely adequate if observed by the fumigating force. The experi-
ence of the Public Health Service in the past four or five years makes
it clearly evident that despite admonitory instructions, fatalities
occur, due either to carelessness or disregard of the regulations on
the part of the fumigating force. Considering the fact that several
thousand vessels are fumigated at various quarantine stations
throughout the course of the year, an occasional fatality might be
condoned as an unavoidable "industrial hazard," but the bureau has
not regarded the situation in any such manner and has been of the
opinion that all danger to human life could be eliminated, and that
safeguards automatically operative should be devised.
From time to time consideration has been given to the utilization

of a fumigating gas which, by reason of its odor or other physical
property, would give adequate warning to persons entering a com-
partment of a vessel which still retained cyanidegas in lethal strength.
Investigations were made in conjunction with the Chemical Warfare
Service as to the practicability of adding a percentage of chlorace-
tophenone, one of the best known of the lacrimatory gases. The
results however, were unsatisfactory, as the "tear gas" was entirely
too persistent and remained long after the cyanide had been dissi-
pateci. Furthermore, it was not sufficiently (iffusive to penetrate
into various parts of the spaces fumigated.
More recently, however, a boarf was appointed, conmposeci of

service officers operating in the industrial hygiene section of the
Division of Scientific Research, for the purpose of making additional
investigations along these lines. The personnel of this board has
been conducting an investigation in conjunction with the Chemical
Warfare Service and appear to have developed a fumigating gas
equally satisfactory in every respect to hydrocyanic acid gas, gut
with the additional advantage of being lacrima tory and producing
a sufficiently irritating effect to prevent access by the ignorant or
careless to a compartment in which the gas remains in lethal quan-
tities. Further research will he followed out before any definite
determinations can be made as to its practicability as a fumigating
agent. cThe fumigant under consideration is a composite gas consisting of
3 parts of cyanogen chloride and 1 part of hydrocyanic acid gas,
generated by the combination of 4 ounces of sodium cyanide, 3
ounces of sodium chlorate, and 17 ounces of commercial hydrochloric
acid. For the purpose of reducing fire and explosion hazards, 2
ounces of talc should be added to this quantity of chemicals. In the
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above proportions per 1,000 cubic feet of space, the toxicity of the
gas generated corresponds to the present standard of 5 ounces of
sodium cyanide per 1,000 cubic feet of space. Althoufoh this method
promises an automatic protection, it is not-contempiated that any
of the safeguards at present in force with respect to eyanidle fumiga-
tion shall be abandoned.
The sanitary authorities of foreign nations have been rather

reluctant to adopt cyanide fumigation, because of the risk to human
life. In 1920, however, the Italian authorities initiated the practice
and have extended its use in maritime quarantine procedure; during
the past year Great Britain has also adopted the process; and as its
various points of superiority over sulphur fumigation become recog-
nized, both by sanitary authorities as well as the commercial interests,
there seems to be no doubt that it is merely a question of time when
fumigation by hydrocyanic acid gas or a similar fumigant will sup-
plant the use of sulphur, which has been used for fumigating purposes
for more than 400 years. -

SERVICE OPERATIONS AT EUROPEAN PORTS.

Service representatives were attached to the American consulates
in European ports, as in the former year, to supervise the application
of the United States quarantine regulations against vessels and
personnel destined for ports of the United States. Whenever it was
practicable, vessels were fumigated for the destruction of rodents,
under the supervision of a service officer, and a certificate was issued
that served to eliminate the refumigation of the vessel upon its
arrival at a United States port. To a considerable extent this has
served to relieve domestic quarantine stations of a substantial amount
of fumigating work.
The most important aspect of the European work, however, has

been in the application of measures to prevent the extension of
typhus in travelers from the typhus-infected areas of eastern Europe
who are proceeding to the United States. All such persons are su -
ject to inspection prior to embarkation and are required to be demon-
strably free of vermin, and, when necessary, are detained at the port
of embarkation so that a period of 14 days would intervene between
their departure from a typhus-infected area and their arrival at a
United States port. All measures for disinfestation were carried
out by representatives of foreign governments, or by private agencies
employed by the steamship companies, the work being (lone under
the supervision and to the satisfaction of the Public f'ealth Service
officer assigned to the consulate.

Asst. Surg. Gen. Rupert Blue had general charge of all service
activities in Europe, with headquarters at Paris, France, from which
central point he coordinated the activities of the varioUs officers and
at intervals made personal inspection of the various stations. --

During the fiscal year this branch of the service inspected 1,985
vessels and 318,700 travelers, and supervised the disinfection of
155,455 persons. Not only was typhus successfully excluded from
the United States, but so effective were the measures employed that
infection was reported on only one vessel en route, in sharp contrast
to the experience of the preceding year when some 11 vessels
infected with typhus arrived at United States ports. The procedure,
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therefore, was not only highly protective to the pubic health of the
United States, but was of the utmost value to commerce in eliminat-
ing delays and burdensome expense incident to the detention of
vessels and passengers upon arrival at domestic ports.

FLOATING EQUIPMENT.
Launches, secured from the Army and Navy, were added to the

floating equipment at the following stations: Portland Me.; Boston,
Mass.; New York, N. Y.; Hampton Roads, Va.; Savannab, Ga.; Tampa
Bay, Fla.; Galveston, Tex.; and New Orleans, La. At Honolulu, a
contract was lot for a 60-foot launch. Repairs were also made on
some of the launches. The steam tugs Von Ezdorf and Mclintic
were transferred to New York.
On account of the saving, it is believed that oil-burning engines

should be installed on all the large vessels as rapidly as the present
motive power on those vessels wears out.
The condition of the floating equipment at the stations is excellent

and promises a substantial reduction in expenditure for repairs and
upkeep.

IMPROVEMENTS TO QUARANTINE STATIONS.

During the year, plans were perfected and contracts let covering
the expenditure of an appropriation of $150,000 at the Boston quar-
antine station. Provisions were made for the enlargement of the
barracks, a power plant, additional quarters for personnel, and
increased disinfecting facilities. When these plans shall have been
completed, the Boston quarantine station wilf have a capacity for
handling 2,000 persons.
An appropriation of $500,000 was provided by Congress for the

fiscal year 1922, to be expended at the New York quarantine
station for additional barracks, a small general hospital, exten-
sion of the water supply and electric current from Staten Island
to Hoffman Island, a new power plant, mainly for heating purposes,
a complete laundry and a garbage incinerator, al]. at Hoffman
Island; and at Rosebank, four sets of officers' quarters, the en-
largemenb of the wharf, and an electric lighting system. When
these projects shall have been completed, there will be facilities at
Hoffman Islanid for the detention and treatment of approximately
3,500 persons, which, it is believed, will be ample for the quarantine
necessities at New York and sufficient to meet any emergencies.
At the Baltimore quarantine station extensive repairs were made

to the wharf, a new heating and lighting system was provided, and
additional quarters for the junior medical officer.

Additional fire protection was provided for the Cape Fear quar-
antine station.
An electric lighting system and ice manufacturing machine were pro-

vided for the Noew Orleans quarantine station, and stops taken to pro-
vide for the electrification of the Mobile,Savannah, andPortland stations.
On account of the extraordinary fire hazards obtaining at most of the
stations, and their isolation, which precludes assistance from outside
agencies, it is believed that the electrification of the remaining
quarantine stations should be effected at an early date.
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At the Mobile quarantine station and at San Juan, Porto Rico,
and Craney Island marine ways were constructed to facilitate the
repair and preservation of floating equipment. This is an econom-
ical arrangement for stations having small launches, but it is not
practical with respect to stations with larger vessels.

Substantial improvements were made in the laboratories at the Bos-
ton and Hampton Roads stations, and similar improvements are
contemplated at other quarantine stations, more especially to pro-
vide adequate facilities or the examination of rodents destroyed in
the fumigation of vessels.

TEXAS BORDER QUARANTINES.

On account of the prevalence of smallpox of a malignant type in
Mexico, and numerous foci of typhus and yellow fever, the opera-
tions of the service at El Paso, Laredo, Eagle Pass, Brownsville, Rio
Grande City, and the smaller ports were of great importance. Special
care was exercised in preventing the introduction of these infections.
The inadequacy of the border patrol in preventing clandestine entry
at unguarded points along the border, as described in the previous
annual report, remains unremedied, and, to a considerable extent,
nullifies the efforts of the Government forces engaged in enforcing
quarantine, customs, and immigration laws, and in a similar manner
weakens the activities of the Government with respect to the en-
forcement of the prohibition law and the antinarcotic law.

In order to reinforce the measures carried out at the quarantine
stations, the Public Health Service, in cooperation with State and
local agencies, carried out work in various cities and towns along the
Rio Grande to control mosquito (stegomyia) breeding. The results
secured in this work, especially at Laredo, were exceptionally grati-
fying and very effective.

Statistical data of quarantine transactions on the Texas-mexican borderfor the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1922.

Title. BroWvns- Eagle El Paso. Laredo. Pre Rio Ter-| ITitle. Ville. IPass. (lalgo. Lrd. sidlo. Grnelingua. Ttl
City.

Number inspected I
from interior Mex-
ico.6,102 2,387 18,250 7,285 11,658 830 197 541 47, 2-50

Numiher !ocal p)as
sengersinspected.. 671, 386 714, 924 1,828,906 11,(6) 1,026,708 7,720 11,935 3,331 4,276,576

Total number l)er-
sons. . 202 10,295 76,569........ 4,035 ......... 97 5 82,003

Total number per-
SOIlS passed with- 1
out treatment..... 674,590 707,0 1,6770,552 18, 46 006,429 7,29011,49736286 4,199,305

Total number p or-
sons vaceijatedl... 2,861 2,697 35, 183 277 31,375 1,255 605 580 74, 833

Total number of sicI
held for observa-
Tiotlnnllzroik.................... ............. ......8, 776 .......... 4 ........ 8, 780

Total nubrofsick8,74870
refused admission.. 37 ..... 35 28 5 26 2 133

Total pieces baggage 6
disinfected........ofe 1, 343 12,62625,99 ........ 2 78 135 ........1 20,978

Nlslnuer of eases l 8
tyh)lms fever from 1 I

, 1921......... . ..

14717-22--10
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RECOMMENDATIONS.

The ports of Lake Sabine,-including Port Arthur, Orange, Beau-
mo~nt, Port Neches, and Sabino, are not provided with adequate quar-
antine facilities. The service at present maintains a force at Sabine
Pass for the inspection of vessels from foreign ports and their fumi-
gation when necessary. On account of the commercial activities of
this area, and the trade of these ports with so many foreign ports where
quarantinable diseases prevail, it is believed that a wel-edipped
quarantine station should be provided at Sabine Pass, and to qis end
appropriate recommendations have been submitted to the depart-
ment.

In previous years recommendations have been made to Col ress
for the establishment of adequate quarantine facilities at Sand Is and,
located in Mobile Bay, adjacent to the city, as the existing facilities
near Fort Morgan are wholly inadequate. The station is expensive
to maintain on account of the repeated damage from storms, and is
somewhat lacking in efficiency because of the difficulty in securing
satisfactory personnel. At present the facilities at the Mobile quar-
antine station, located near Fort Morgan, permit of nothing more than
the inspection of incoming vessels.
Under the terms of a lease with the harbor board at St. Thomas,

Virgin Islands, the service is operating the St. Thomas quarantine
station. The lease contains a provision for the purchase of this sta-
tion by the United States Government, in conformity with the author-
ity conferred on the Secretary of the Treasury in section 5 of the act
approved June 19, 1906. The property in question is owned by the
harbor board, which has certain financial obligations to discharge, and
unless the station be purchased by the Government it is not improbable
that it will be disposed of to commercial interests. The property is
held at a very reasonable sum, and every effort should be made to
procure the requested appropriation, in amount $15,000.

VIOLATION OF QUARANTINE LAWS.

During the fiscal year the department passed on 380 cases involvingviolation of the act of February 15, 1893, pertaining to the failure of
masters to present an American consular bill of health.
Three hundred and twenty-eight cases were dismissed without

penalty because of extenuating conditions, due in some instances to
lack of American consular representatives at the port of departure
and in other cases to the diversion of the vessel from its original port
of destination. The total amount of fees collected was $4,785. The
violations reported were approximately one-half the number of those
of the previous year, and the improvement is believed to be due to
the more careful enforcement of the law in recent years and the impo-
sition of substantial fines in those cases presenting no extenuating
circumstances.

TRANSACTIONS AT NATIONAL QUARANTINE STATIONS FOR THE FISCAL
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1922.

The following tables summarize the transactions at the national
quarantine stations for the fiscal year:
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Transactions at continental national quarantine 8tatior0e for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1922.

Statiofis. ~~~~~~~~Vessels Vessels Passengers
Stations. ~~~inspected, fumigated. andcres

Atchafalaya (Morgan City)........................................
Baltimore.......678 321.27, 551
Beaufort........0 0(

Biscayn y370 14,88(.
Boca rande............................. 8 1 22C

Bostonl.i 774 145 47,66i
Bro~vnsville I ............. ........................... 6,10',
Brunswick..............................36 8 674
CapFer......... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ..24 5 82(

Charles'ton.............................. 212 41 7, 86E
ColuImbia River........................... 198 167 9, 145

CoosBay..
Cumberland Sound.......................... 5

Delaware Breakwater.........................5 0 C

Eagle P'ass I ........................................ 2,387
Eastport............................... 352 ...... 26,794
El Paso I...................................... ..... 18,25(
Eureka................................09 C

Fort Bragg................................................
Freeport.52 j176(
Galveston..................................... 914 1418 33, 20C

Georgetown................................................
Glou1cester...............................17 0 1011

Gulf-;................................ 69 21 1, 1711

Hampton Roads........................... 1,361: 503 71,3311
Hidalgo'l........................................... 7,2&-
Hoquiam............................... 41.26' o
Ketchikan..............................0 7,427

Key West.............................. 253 9 24,291
La JitisI........................................... 217

Laredo'......... W11,65F
Marcus ....:jjj. ....349"1943 08
Mobile.~473 126 II:,7559

New Orleans............................. 2,213 447 97,436
New Orleans City............................... 757 ......

Newport............................... 9 0

New York.............................. 4,928 1,483 912, 178

Pascagonla ............................. 22 7 16h
Pensacola.............................. 401 133 2,090
Perth.Amboy............................. 31 6 857

Port Ange'les............................. 24 3 372

Port Aransas............................. 37 853

Port Harford............................ 15 0 1523
Portland............................... 124 33 8,995

Port Townsend............................ 283 55 27,391

Presidio'I............................................ 830

Providence ............................. 134 0 9,527
Rio Grande City I1....................................197
Sabine................................... 98 i6 29,427
St.Andrews...42 11 .503

St. Georges Sound.::.
. . .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .

. . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . .

St. Johns River........................... 36 31
St. Joseph.............................. 10 0 74

San Diego.............................. 757 3 5,411

San Francisco............................ 605 578 79,160

SanPedro..715 19 548,070
Santa Helena,..................324..........

j~~44 74 ,799

Seattle...59 121 10, 299

South Bend............................. 4 3 191

Tampa Bay............................. 298 .55 6,235
Vineyard Haven........................... 2 0 23

Washington, N. C.............................................

Total................................................... . 18,985 6,0101 2,128,486

I Border station. Statistics do not Include "local" travelers, who, however, were subjected to cursory
inspection. Through travelers were given close examination.

' Includes 82 vessels fumigated at Port Arthur in connection with outgoing quarantine.

i
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ANNUAL TRANSACTIONS AT CONTINENTAL AND INSULAR QUARANT]NE
STATIONS FOR TILE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNF, 30, 1.922.

[Trotal I inspections: Vessels, 21,870; crew, 1,680,323; passengers,
771,480. Total personnel inspected, 2,451,803. Vessels passed on
certificate of ship's medical officer, 456.]
Vessels detained for observation or treatment (detention for purposes of inspection only

not included).

Nature of Infection.

______--_______________________ ,_____-- Total.
Yellow Rodent Human Small- Ty- Ch1l- Lep-
fever. plague. plague. pox. phus. era. rosy.

Vessels from Infected ports ......... 155 5,414 19 75 6f5 ....... 5,733
Inlfected'ves'sels'...................... ...... 1 15 l 5 2 9 33
Number of cases 4................... 1........ 1 13 3 .9 27
Number of crew detained ............ 3,403.. 609 4941 122 73 ! 113 4,814
Number ofdpasselgers detained 70........ 1,216 9.89 76 3,119
Personnel disinfected........ ............. 205 4,429 ....... 189 4,823
Personiiel exarniiiedbacteriologically

or vacciiiatedl o 4... 54............ 2,008 709 121 2 2,954
Vessels fumigated;6

1INN........................ 3 3,807 6 2 1 ............... 3, 54
5, .. S 2,714 13 3 2,745
CNandS02........200_......... 200

IAn ilnlusive figure, regardless of treatment or report elsewhere.
2 Itefers to vessels held for observation when from an Infected or suspected port, with no cases en route

or on arrival.
3 Vessels with cases oni board at arrival or reported eii route.
4 Inclili(es carriers.
b Ilcludt.es Inicroscopical examinations of blood, excreta, tissue, etc.
6 Includes vessels fumigated after passing quarantIne in accordance with provisional pratique.
REMARKS: Two vessels were disinfected with steam for destruction of vermnini.

Number of rats destroyed on ships, 23,448: rats examined, 9,759.

REPORTS F1ROMI STATIONS.

Baltimore (1Md.) quarantine.-Acting Asst. Surg. T. L. Richardson
in charge Post-office and telegraphic address, Curtis Bay, Balti-
more, Ad.

During the current fiscal year this station was concerned in the
handling of quarantinable diseases as follows:

Smallpox: The American steamship Birmingham City arrived at
this station November 3, 1921, from Rio de Janeiro, 13razil, via Bar-
bados, British West Indies (10 days from Barbados), with a conva-
lescent case of smallpox in the, person of a negro workaway passenger,
who was taken on board at Barbados. The vessel and the patient's
effects were disinfected and the crew were vaccinated.

"Alastrim" or "kaffir-pox": The Norwegian steamship Mande-
ville arrived at this station lay 1, 1922, from Port Antolio, Jamaica,
with 21 negro stowaways on board, 6 of whom were suffering from
"Alastrim" or " kaffir-pox." The other 15, suspects, were removed to
the hospital for observatioll and treatment as for smallpox. The 115
suspects-7 of whom had been previously vaccinated, the other 8
being vaccinated at the station-were returned to the vessel on her
outwnr(l trip,Mny 3, 1922; the other 6 were detained until they had
entirely recovered.

Pursuant to bureau orders, the name of the tug Neptune was
changed to that of W'aiter l}yman, and the 40-foot launch was desig-
natecI the Grebe.

9.869604064

Table: Vessels detained for observation or treatment (detention for purposes of inspection only not included)
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The, bedl capacity 'of the reservation at the time of this report is
144. If the necessity should arise, bunks could be erected in tiers
of three, which would increase the capacity to 375.
The congressional appropriation o $25,000 for improvements to

the reservation was utilizedin constructing a new wharf, erecting a
new water tank, installing new (heating) boiler for the quarters of
the medical officer and assistant medical-officer, constructing a new
kitchen to the administration building (used as quarters of the assist-
ant medical officer), bringing electric current to and, installing elec-
tric lighting system on the reservation, installing a water-treatment
system, a new heating system for attendants' quarters, constructing
a new fence around the reservation; and for repairs to gutters an(l
down spouting, the painting of buildings, and miscellaneous repairs.
Boca Grande (Fla.) quarantine.-Post-office address, South Boca

Grande, Fla.; telegraphic address, Boca Grande, Fla. P. L. McAdow
in charge.
During the year eight vessels were inspected, one of which was

fumigated for the destruction of rats. These vessels had a total per-
sonnel of 220, of whom 219 were crew and 1 was a passenger. No
quarantinable diseases were noted throughout the year.

Boston (Mass.) quarantine.-Surg. Paul Preble in charge. Post-
office and telegraphic address, Gallops Island, Boston, Mass.

Surg. William M. Bryan, in charge at the beginning of the year,
was relieved from duty and Surg. Paul Preble assumed charge on
July 30, 1921.

QUARANTINE ACTIVITIES.

During the year 774 vessels were boarded and a. total of 47,667
persons inspected for the detection of quarantinable diseases. Of this
total 38,791 were officers and crew and 8,876 were passengers. - There
were 125 vessels fumigated under the provisions of paragraph 103,
Quarantine Regulations, 1920, requiring periodic fumigation, and 20
vessels were fumigated upon request of agents or owners.

All steerage passengers arrivinIg during the year were subjected to
an intensive medical inspection, particularly for the detection of
Pediculi as a possible means of the transmission of ty hus fever. A
total of 373 persons were transferred to the station by the tug Vigilant
and deloused. Practically all these passengers were from Mediterra-
nean ports.

RODENT EXAMINATION.

Acting Asst. Surg. Paul Eaton was assigned to duty at this station
on May 6, 1922, to supervise laboratory examinations and studies
of rodents in this vicinity in cooperation with State and local health
authorities. The purpose of these studies is to determine the possi-
bility of the existence-of plague in rodents trapped ashore or taken
from fumigated vessels. Special studies are aslo contemplated.

Building No. 15 is being remodeled and repaired to make it avail-
able for laboratory work. All necessary laboratory apparatus and
equipment have been purchased.

REPAIRS AND PRESERVATION.

Many repairs an(l improvements have been made, with station labor
during the year. A new storehouse, much needed for the storage of
lumber and other material, was built from material contained in two
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old sheds located at the lower end of the island. Roads have been
repaired and rebuilt, with cement gutters added, and all manholes
have been reboxed with reinforced concrete. A tile and rock drain
has been extended entirely around the large group of barracks, with
laterals to manholes and laboratory, in order to abate a mosquito
nuisance and remove ground water.

Plans and specifications have been completed for extensive repairs
and alterations, provided for by a special appropriation of $150,000.
This work was started on June 26, 1922. Extensive remodeling and
enlargement of existing barracks near the wharf will provide deten-
tion rooms for about 2,000 untreated persons, and two independent
bathing units with noninfected detention space for'approximately
1,000 persons. A new sleeping barracks will be added to the pres-
ent large barracks group, providing a total sleeping capacity for ap-
proximately 1,200 persons. A central power house will be built for
steam boilers, electric generating equipment, and laundry. An exist-
ing building,- previous y used as a hospital, will be remodeled into
sleeping quarters for emergency personnel.

In addition to these repairs and alterations other items deserve
immediate consideration. A new motor-driven salt-water fire pump
is needed in order to provide adequate fire protection. The sea wall
on the west side should be rebuilt for a distance of approximately
250 feet. Minor repairs to the wharf are necessary, and a breakwater
should be built to better protect station vessels when lying at the
wharf. Other minor repairs and new construction are also urgently
needed.

Brownsville (Tex.) quarantine.-Acting Asst. Surg. George D. Fair-
banks in charge.
During the current fiscal year this station was concerned in the

usual quarantine activities to prevent the importation of disease into
the United States from Mexico. The specific diseases concerned are
smallpox, yellow fever, typhus fever, bubonic plague, and leprosy,
none of which has entered so far as known. Continuous vaccination
has been very effective in preventing the introduction of smallpox
into Brownsville and vicinity. Four lepers were denied admission.
There-is through train service between Mexico City and Tampico and
points in the United States, all trains of which are inspected by the
medical officer for insanitary conditions and diseased passengers. The
number of local passengers entering during the year was 671,349, and
those from the interior, 6,102. There were 2,861 persons vaccinated.
The personnel consists of an acting assistant surgeon, five inspectors,

and a matron.
Brunswick (Ga.) quarantine.-Acting Asst. Surg. R. E. L. Burford

in charge. Post-office and telegraphic address, Brunswick, Ga.
During the current fiscal year therewere inspected at this station 36

vessels from foreign ports, 8 of which were fumigated with sulphur
dioxide for destruction of rodents. No quarantinablediseasewas noted
among crews (numbering 674 men). Fifty-eight rats and 12 mice
were found dead in holds and compartments of vessels after fumiga-
tion.
One case of smallpox was removed from the U. S. dredge Oreighton.

The dredge and attending tug Brunsuxck were disinfected, the crews
vaccinated, and the vessels allowed to proceed with their work of
dredging in the harbor, but were kept under observation 14 days sub-
sequent to last exposure. There were no subsequent cases.
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Columbia River (Oreg.) quarantine-Post-office address Astoria,
Oreg. Surg. H. M. Manning in charge.
During the fiscal year one ship entered with quarantinable disease

on board. The Japanese steamship Brazil arrived December 28,
1921, from Kobe and Muroran wit one of the crew presenting a
mild case of smallpox. The vessel was sent, to the quarantine
station. The sick man was isolated, every member of the crew
was vaccinated, and the crew's effects and quarters were disinfected.
The ship was released January 4, with all the crew who had good

vaccinations. Two contacts were held until the vessel left Astoria
outbound.
On March 30, a telegram was received from Passed Asst. Surg.

N. E. Wayson, stating that the steamer Lurline, which runs between
Astoria and Portland, had a case of smallpox taken off at Portland
by the city health department. Twenty-eight of the crew of this
steamer were vaccinated at Astoria.

During the year 198 vessels were inspected, as compared with
104 during the previous year; and of these, 167 were fumigated, as
contrasted with 69 fumigated during the previous year. There
were 620 rats found after fumigation.

El Paso (Tex.) quarantine.-Passed Asst. Surg. J. W. Tappan in
charge.

Vaccination against smallpox has been continued as heretofore.
There has been an attendant on duty for this purpose at all hours
the port is open for trafc. Although smallpox has been- con-
stantly present in the State of Chihuahua, Mexico, and several
cases among arriving aliens were detected at the quarantine station,
the incidence of smallpox in El Paso during the past year has been
materially decreased over previous years.
As a precautionary measure against bubonic plague, and in con-

junction with the campaign against the pink bollworm that is being
vigorously carried on by the Department of Agriculture, all freight
cars coming from Mexico have been fumigated with hydrocyanic
aci(l gas.
Bathing and delousing methods against typhus have been strictly

enforced. Active cooperation has been rendlered by State, county,
and city health officers in typhus preventive measures in El Paso.
As in previous years, passengers froin the neighboring settlements
about Juarez, or those from the interior of Mexico, who 'are demoD.-
strably clean and not louse-infested, are permitted to pass without
going through the disinfecting plant; but all immigrants correspond-
ing to the steerage class at the large seaports of entry are required
to bathe, have their clothing and baggage disinfected (deloused),
and submit, if necessary, to vaccination. The working classes from
Juarez known as "locals" are required to pass through the plant
once a week. A bath certificate is issued to these and taken up
after eight days, a new one being issued after each disinfection.
During the year, improvements made at the disinfecting plant

included repairs to the bath rooms, the erection of a double cyanide
chamber, and enlargement of the plant generally to permit the in-
stallation of a new steam sterilizer. A double sterilizing plant now
exists, consisting of two steam sterilizers antl two boilers, in order
that, the Rant may not have to shut down at any time for repairs to
either unit.
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Galveston (Tex.) quaranti-ne.-Passed Asst. Surg. Paul D. Mossman
in charge.
No cases of quarantinable disease were encountered during the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1922. During the summer of 1921, 2d
vessels from Mexican ports were detained to complete 6 days from
time of departure on account of the presence of yellow fever in those
ports. No case developed among the personnel detained.
An arrangement has been made with the inspector in charge,

United States Immigration Service, whereby an immigrant inspector
is on duty at the quarantine station daily.
A breakwater has been built, which protects the boat basin from

northeast winds and seas that formerly made entering and leaving
the basin dangerous, especially during the winter months. About
1,100 tons of rock have been added to the rip-rap on the north
and east sides of the station, filling in spaces created by storms and
natural forces.
Hampton Roads (Va.) qmuaranti~n~e.--Post-office and telegraphic

address of general office and boarding division, Fort Monroe, Va.
Post-office address of hospital and detention station, Craney Island
J)ivision, Box No. 1428, Norfolk, Va.; telephone Holly 6502. Surg.
H. F. Smith in charge.

During the past fiscal year 1,361 vessels were inspected and passed
and 19 Government vessels were passed on the certificate of the ships'
meclical officer, making a total of 1,380 vessels.
Of the 1,380 vessels passing through tlW station, 1,093 were granted

free pratique, while provisional pratique was granted to 287. Of the
287 vessels granted provisional pratique, inspectors were placed on
board of 235- to enforce the requirements relating to same.

Fifty-two vessels were required to conduct their operations in the
streanm, owing to their being considered infected and because fumi-
gationl was impractical on account of their being cargo-ladened.

In connection with these vessels, inspections were made of 63,354
members of crews, and also inspection of 7,985 passengers, the total
number of persons inspected at this station being 71,339.
Of the 1,380 vessels arriving, 5,59, or 40 per (ent, were from foreign

ports where quarantinable diseases prevailed.
A total of 503 vessels were fumigated, as follows:

Vessels requiring fumigation on account of conditions at previous ports of call. 315
Vessels fumigated under requirement governing periodic fumigation (par. 103,

1920 Quarantine Regulations)............................................. 155
Vessels fumigated at request of other United States Government departments. 3
Vessels fumigated at request of agents...................................... 30

Total number of vessels fumigated................................... 503

As the result of these fumigations, 5,709 r'ts were recovered.
Three vessels were detainedd owing to presence on board of two sus-
picious cases resembling typhus fever, and one suspicious case resem-bUing cholera. One vessel was detained on account of smallpox
infection. The cases and other personnel were removed to Craney
Island station and there detainedi until no longer considered a
potential source of infection. In each instance all necessary measures
were instituted on the vessel.

Sixty persons were vaccinated.
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Transportation to and from vessels arriving lat the station was
furnished to United States customs officials during the year.
Upon instructions from the bureau, a vessel was selected from the

fleet of Shipping Board vessels at Camp Eustice (the American
Steamship tart ord (8,800 tons) for the purpose of conducting on
same certain experiments in natural and artificial ventilation in
connection with fumigation of vessels. This vessel, kindly lent to
the service by the Shipping Board, has been placed on the quarantine
anchorage at Fort Monroe, and at the close of the year the experi-
ments are well tinder way and promise to add valuable data to our
present knowledge of ship ventilation. Practical tests will also be
made for new fumigants.

CRANEY ISLAND DIVISION (HOSPITAL AND DETENTION STATION).

The hospital and detention station at Craney Island has been used
whenever necessary for the handling of personnel from infected
vessels during the past year.
One additional building has been constructed at Craney Island

during the year for use as a warehouse (for the storing of equipment
not in immediate use) and portions of this building have been allotted
for use as machine shop, carpenter shop, an(f paint shops. In
addition to this, there has been constructed a laboratory for the
examination of rats recovered after fumigation. This construction
has just been completed and the assignment of a competent labora-
tory technician is contelnplated.

contract has been let for the driving of piling needed for the con-
struction of a new marine railway with a capacity for handling any
of the station vessels except the steam tug M1urray.
The United States Shipping Board' Eminergency Fleet Corporation

has completed the erection of 20 fuel-oil tanks, with a storage capacity
of 1,0(0,000 barrels of fuel oil, Onl the area. assilgne( to that agency
under terms of a revocable license from the Secretary of the Treasury.

In accordance with permission granted by thfe Secretary of the
Treasury, the city of NWorfolk has completed the laying of a 36-inch
water main across the southeastern portion of the island, the same
being a portion of the new water supply furnished the city from Lake
Prince, Va.

Floating equipment: The boarding tug Mu1-rray has been remodeled
inside and out. A new boiler has teen installed, the entire engine
has been placed in excellent working condit ion, anid the lhull has lieen
rebuilt in many places and entirely recoppered.
One new vessel, the Heron, was procured fromt the United States

Navy and converted into a fum-ligating launch. The boarding launch
Widgeon has been rebuilt in sections annl the entire motor has been
rebuilt. rThe launch TV. IV. Miller was transferred irom this station
to the Tampa Bay quarantine station, Fort de Soto, Fll. The entire
floating equipDlenlt of this station is at present in excellent condition.

Ilidalgo (thx.) quaranttine.-Acting Asst. Surg. W. P. Woo(dall in
charge.

Service operations have, been carried out in the samie nmanner as in
previous years, anmd directed chiefly against the intro(ductioni of
typhus, yellow fever, and smallpox.
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A total of 18,951 passengers passed through the port during the
fiscal year, and 28 aliens were certified as diseased and disposed of
by the immigration authorities. Two hundred and seventy-seven
were vaccinated against smallpox.

Laredo (Tex.) quarantine.-Acting Asst. Surg. -Nat K. King in
charge.
The usual quarantine operations have been carried out at the port

of Laredo. The total number of passengers passing through the
station from the interior of Mexico during the year was 11,658; and
of the local interurban traffic there were 1,026,146. The total
number of persons paEring through the station, subject to inspection
but without further treatment, was 1,008,813. The number of per-
sons disinfected was 4,035, and 31,375 were vaccinated, while 562
persons showing evidence of illness were refused admission.
There has been less tendency toward clandestine entries during the

past year. The chief concern of this station was the exclusion of
typhus fever and smallpox, and special measures were carried out
to prevent the illegal crossing of the river by travelers above and
below Laredo. quarantine guards, using automobiles, engaged in
the river patrol have in the past year apprehended 675 persons
attempting illegal entry into the United States. After being diverted
to the quarantine station, where they were disinfected and vac-
cinated, these persons were then turned over to the immigration
authorities for further disposition. In a number of instances persons
making illegal entry were apprehended by the quarantine guards,
but, on account of the distance from the port of entry, they were
merely vaccinated by the quarantine guards and released.

All freight cars entering the United States from Mexico were sub-
jectecl to fumigation by cyanide gas; and while the procedure is car-
ried out primarily for the destruction of insect pests, it also serves as
a prevention against the introduction of plague by -the destruction
of rodents.
Mosquito control measures were initiated in the spring of 1921 under

the supervision of Senior Sanitary Engineer J. A. Le Prince, of the
Public-Health Service, assisted by Sanitary Inspector J. M. Billingslea,
and have been maintained by the local authorities, assisted by the
Public Health Service. There has been a substantial reduction in
artificial water containers, such as barrels, cisterns, etc., and a cor-
responding reduction in mosquito breeding.
,-lMafcu-s Hook (Pa.) quarantine.-Surg. H. McG. Robertson in
charge.
The work of the Marcus Hook quarantine station during the fiscal

year 1922 was much reduced as compared with the preceding year.
'this was due in greater part to the general dIopression in the shipping
business and, to a less extent, to the immigration act, which pract.i-
cally put an end to passenger business at the port of Philadelphial.
Only six vessels carrying passengers from European ports arrived

(luring the year, all of them between July and November. There
were 1,735 second cabin and steerage passengers inspected for vermin.
Only one vessel arrived during thle fiscal year with a qxuarantinable

disease aboard. This was the Danish steamship Norden, which came
from Mexico, by way of Cuba, in August, 1921. One of the crew wats
found to have typhus fever, and the vessel was detained 14 days. No
other cases developed.
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As in the past, the greater portion of the vessels requiring fumiga-
tion arrive with cargo, making it necessary to do the fumigations in
Philadelphia after unloading.

Mobile (Ala.) quarantine station.-Asst. Surg. E. B. Faget in
charge. Post-office and telegraphic address, Fort Morgan, Ala.

During the fiscal year 473 vessels have been inspected. A total
of 11,759 persons wore inspected, including 11,619 seamen and 140
passengers. Of these, 335 seamen and 9 passengers were detained in
quarantine from one to six days.
The medical inspection of arriving aliens during the year totaled 37

alien passengers and 6,188 alien seamen. Of these, 194 alien seamen
were certified in accordance with the United States immigration laws.
New York quarantine.-Post-office and telegraphic address, United

States quarantine station, Rosebank, N. Y. Surg. S. B. Grubbs in
charge.

This report covers the first complete year of the operation of the
New York quarantine station under the control of the United States
Public Health Service, the transfer of the station from the State of
New York having been made on March 1, 1921.

Boarding and inspection is done from the main station at Rose-
bank, on the west bank of the Narrows. Those sick or under sus-
picion are held at Hoffman Island or Swinburne Island, 3 and 4 miles,
respectively, down the bay. Vessels entering via Long Island
Sound are inspected at City Island, N. Y. Fumigation is done, for
the most part, at the docks-an average distance of 8 miles from
the Station and across one or more ferries. An office is maintained
in the New York City Customhouse for the issuance of port sanitary
statements, to give information, and to distribute fumigation cer-
tificates.
The work of the station is organized under three divisions: (1)

Administration; (2) boarding, inspection, and detention; and (3)
fumigation.

1. ADMINISTRATION.

This includes the administrative control of the other two divisions,
supply of personnel equipment and supplies, repair and preservation
of property, and expenditure of special appropriations.

Personnel: At the beginning of the fiscal year there were 3 com-
missioned officers, 13 acting assistant surgeons, 2 pharmacists, 1
scientific assistant, 1 consultant bacteriologist, 1 bacteriologist, 1
sanitary inspector, and 231 miscellaneous employees on duty.
At the close of the fiscal year there were 4 commissioned officers,

11 acting assistant surgeons, 2 pharmacists, 1 scientific assistant, 1
consultant bacteriologist, 1 sanitary inspector, and 188 miscellaneous
employees, a reduction of 45 persons. There were 138 separations
during tho year.

EIquipment and supplies: During the year the old equipment
necessary for qutarantino work has either been entirely replaced or
extensively repaired. At the time of this report this may be, con-
sidered to be in good working condition an(l to conform to the most
modern methods, with a. few exceptions. Some of the equipment,
especially for fumigation and delousing operations, has been devised
at the station and involves the- application of new ideas or old ideas
applied upon a more efficient and extensive basis.
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Fumigating equipment: The station has eight trucks, three of
which were acquired during the year. These trucks are used almost
exclusively for fumigation purposes. With the exception of the
G. M. C. light aviation trucks, of which there are three, the trucks are
poorly adapted for fumigation. They are in a good state of repair
in spite of very hard usage, as a complete garage and repair shop is
being operated at the station. Aerothrusts require constant super-
vision.

Repair and preservation of property: When the station was taken
over a large amount of repair and replacement to buildings, floating
property, and machinery was necessary. This work has been car-
rien on vigorously during the year, and much has been accomplished.

Several large items of repair have been made by the Supervising
Architect's office, but all minor repairs, and many that may be con-
sidered extensive, have been performed by the station force.
New construction also has been done by the station force, including

two large storerooms, an assembly room for immigrants, and a bag-
gage delousing plant upon the wharf at Hoffman Island.
The station force also removed the old boilers to make way for the

new heating piant.
New construction: The special appropriation of $500,000, which

was made by Congress for extraordinary repairs and improvements
to the New York quarantine station, was expended through the office
of the Supervising Architect, by contracts awarded prior to June
30, 1922. The chief items are as follows:
At Swinburne and Hoffman Islands

Two new concrete dormitories with a capacity of 1,460 persons.
Small general hospital.
Kitchen, subsistence storeroom, bakers, ice plant, etc., in one building.
New heating plant, underground tunnels, and equipment.
A 6-inch pipe to bring water from the city main to Hoffman Island, a distance of
1 mile, together with cables for electric power and light.

Complete laundry equipment.
A garbage incinerator.

At Rosebanlk:,
One building with four sets of officers' quarters.
Electric-lighting system.
Material for new garage.
Extension of Pier B.

Records: A complete count and record of all property has been
made and brought up to date. A system of general files has been
installed.: Records of various transactions of the station are kept,
for the most part on 5 by 8 cards. By this system not only tfie
daily transactions are recorded but the totals for the month are
brought forward each day. In many cases the time consumed to
perform the work in question is also recorded. The clerical force
numbers one less than a year ago. -

Floating property: Three boarding tugs, one side-wheel steamer.
an(l five gasoline launches were received from the State of New York.
All of these were in poor condition.
On the recommendation of a board of survey, aided by officers of

the Coast Guard Service, the side-wheel steamer and one boarding
tug were condemned as unfit for repair and have been sold. The
remaining tugs have been repaired under the immediate supervision
of the board. They are now in good running condition and no repairs
have been necessary since March, 1922. A definite schedule of opera-
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tion is in effect, and regular inspections are made, by the board of
vessels both in operation and under repair.

rTwo 40-foot launches were in very poor condition, but after a
survey it was decided to have the engines rebuilt at the factory
(Eastern Standard) and to repair the hulls, reducing the size of the
cabin and moving it back in order to give a launch that would do
for any quarantine work-boarding or fumigation. Both of these
launches were completed and one has been transferred to Portland,
Me., under its own power. The other three launches are in a more
or less unsatisfactory condition, but plans have been made for their
reconstruction.
The board also inspected several vessels available for transfer

from other branches of the service, reporting favorably on the Army
L-37, which was acquired. This launch had been on fire, but the
hull is in good condition, and it is admirably adapted for quarantine
purposes. She will be remodeled in accordance with plans (Irawn
up by Surg. F. A. Carmelia, the work to be done by the station force.
A new modified Diesel 100-horsepower engine has been purchased
and will be installed.
Two small launches, after changes and repairs which are to be done

by the station force, will be available for transfer to other stations.
2. BOARDING, INSPECTION, AND DETENTION.

The duties of this division consist of the inspection of passengers
and crew from foreign ports, in order to detect quaranltinable disease,
to exclude verinin, and to enforce the proper disinfection and certifica-
tion of'certain articles of freight, to issue fumigation orders to those
vessels requiring them under the regulations, and to instruct those
on bolrd as to the assistance they slhall give in this process.

In addition, crews of freight vessels have been inspected as required
under the immigration laws, in order to exclu(le loathsomlle, c ltgious,
and chronic diseases. To assist in this immigration inspection, two
medical officers are detailed front Ellis Island. A total of 462,521
passengers and 449,657 members of crews were inspected during the
year. Of these passengers, 197,516 weAne third class.
The regular boarding personnel consists of one officer in charge of

the division, five boarding officers, two officers assigned from illis
Island, one bacteriologist, and two mnale and two female quarantine
inspectors.
There are two steam tugs on boarding duty. IDuring the morning

one of these tugs is assigned exclusively to passenger vessels and the
other to frelght vessels. D~urinog the afternoon one tug covers both.
Vessels are boarded regularly until the even half hour after sunset.
In certain cases b)oar(ldng has been (lioe later when requested. It
is believed that boarding should 1)be extenle(ld considIerably beyond
the actual sunset hour in winter or that the sunset hour should be
fixed at app)roxiniatdly the actual tine of sunset in the summer
months.
Throughout the year, vessels have boeen dispaltchedl promptly

without any sacrifice of thoroughness. This has b)een accomplished
by boarding earlier than was forinerly the rule, by having definite
routine on shipboard, and by- (liviling up the boarding forces into
two or more parties, when, as is frequently the ease, several passenger
vessels await inspection at the same time. Although the iiiinigra-
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tion examination of crews of freighters has been added, the number
of officers now on boarding duty, including those from Ellis Island,
is the same as last year, when many vessels, especially those carrying
third-class passengers, suffered considerable delay.

Bathing, delousing, and detention: The facilities for bathing and
for the dedousing of baggage at Hoffman Island have been completed.
The new delousing plant begun by the State of New York in

February, 1921, was completed about October 1 of that year. The
emergency delousing plant that had been installed in February has
been furnished with improved machinery. All five steam chambers
have been equipped so that vacuum cyanide or steam may be used,
and a complete baggage-sterilizing plant, also using vacuum cyanide,
was put in operation in January.
The new assembly room on the wharf accommodates between 200

and 300 persons. The baggage-delousing plant consists of a chamber
4 by 5 by 32 feet, for the treatment of hand baggage by the vacuum
cyanide method, which is controlled from the main delousing plant
over 150 feet away. The steel chamber was made up from two old
steam chambers. By this process 4,921 pieces of baggage were
treated. The efficiency of the process has been demonstrated.

Practically all the employees at Hoffman Island have two distinct
duties: One, the delousing and care of immigrants when they are
present; the other, alteration, repair, and cleaning work when there
are few or no detains present. Thus, there is always a sufficiently
large trained force on hand capable of delousing about 200 persons
per hour. On account of the effective work in European ports,
however, the capacity of this station has not been tested. During
the year, 5,784 persons were detained and 4,030 deloused at Hoffman
Island.
The most urgent repairs to dormitories, dining room, kitchen, and

buildings have been made, but there remains much yet to do. The
capacity of Hoffman Island has been limited by new construction
in progress, but there were ready and available 1,100 beds at the
end of the fiscal year in preparation of the opening of the immigration
quotas.

Hospital: The following cases were treated in the hospital during
the fiscal year: -

Acne vulgaris..................... 2 Smallpox.........................222
Acute gastritis..................... I Suroical, Colle's fracture............ 1
Acute mania......1SIypiis (secondary)................ 1
Auto-intoxication..... 7 Typhoid. fever...................... 2
Erythemia .............. 1 Typhus fever ...................... 2
Para typhoidfever.1 Vaccinit............. 2
Pneumonia (broncho).............. 1 Varicella............. 4
Puskidney. ...... 1

The regular hospital has a capacity of 85 beds for adults and 6 for
children, and the small hospital, when completed, will have a bed
capacity of 40. At Swinburne Island the capacity of the hospital is
118 beds.

Considering the various quarantinable diseases, the following may
be noted:
Typhus fever: An endeavor is made to. exclude not only typhus

fever but the carriers of this disease as well. This is accomplished
I One case female attendant from Ellis Island.
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at New York on each European passengers vessel by an intensive
examination of 100 of each sex selected by service inspectors from
among the third-class passengers and at times from the second-class
passengers. These passengers are stripped to the waist and minutelv
examined. Excluding the question of typhus, it is believed that such
passengers should not have evidence of lice in any. form to the extent
of 4 per cent. If an infestation of 4 per cent or more is shown, the
entire steerage is removed to Hoffman Island for delousing, and the
vessel is allowed to proceed. By this arrangement the delay to
passenger vessels carrying large numbers of steerage has been reduced
to about one hour, whereas an intensive examination of everybody
would require much more time and increased personnel.
The following case of typhus, a female cabin passenger, is of

interest: The patient originally came from Russia, went to Warsaw,
Poland, where she remained one month, and from there went to
Antwerp, where she remained eight days. She was inspected and
passed in this latter port. She then went on to London, where she
remained five days. Later she passed through Southampton bound
for the United States. Upon arrival at quarantine, New York, she
was discovered and removed to Hoffman Island, together with 58
second-class and 57 third-class passengers for observation.

Cholera: No cases of cholera were discovered during the year.
The Japanese steamship Toso Marnu arrived at New York having
had one death, possibly from cholera, at sea, and was detained for
bacteriological examination of all persons -on board.

Leprosy: Three suspected cases of leprosy were removed for
examination by the laboratory, but were released when demon-
strated to be negative.
Yellow fever: Yellow fever is relatively unimportant at this port

on account of its geographical position, and no suspicious cases
were encountered.

Plague: No cases of human plague have been reported.
Smallpox: One case of smallpox and several suspicious cases were

found. As a result, 1,484 vaccinations were made. The small
number of these cases indicates improved control, especially vaccina-
tion, at ports of departure and on ship board. It is believed that this
has been encouraged by the New York quarantine station, where
the methods regarding this disease have been changed, so that no
detention of vessels is necessary and delay to passengers and crews is
reduced to a minimum. This is. done by standardizing vaccination,
determining the immunity of the person vaccinated by the reaction
that follows, and by releasing the person as soon as immunity is
established.
Two examples may be cited: The Danish steamer Lituania from

Russia stopped at Halifax en route for New York, with one case
suspected to be smallpox. Both the Canadian quarantine officer and
the United States consul at Halifax telegraphed this information to
this station and requested advice as to the handling of the case and
other people aboard the ship. They were advised to isolate the
patient and to vaccinate all persons on board immediately following
the sailing of the vessel for New York. This was done at sea, about
28 hours before arrival at New York. Examination of these vaccina-
tions upon arrival showed that all but six gave a definite immune
reaction and could consequently be released regardless of the diag-
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nosis of the case. The entire delay to the vessel was less than three
hours.
The British steamer Princess May, with a cargo of bananas,

arrived at the port of New York with one case of smallpox in a member
of the crew. All persons aboard were immediately vaccinated and

removed to Hoffman Island. The vessel proceeded to the dock with
a new crew within two hours after arrival. The persons vaccinated
were observed and released, as immunity was demonstrated by vac-

cination reaction.
The need of standardization of vaccination was recognized early

in the year, and now all vaccinations must be (lone by one of two
methods. These two methods differ only in that one is done with a

needle and the other-with a dental chisel. Both require three abra-
sions, two of which are vaccinations and the other left for control.

Laboratory: For the purposes of organization, the laboratory is
considered a part of the boarding division and assists in the diagnosis
of sickness on incoming vessels, especially typhus fever by thelVeil-
Felix test. For this purpose a bacteriologist boards all vesselscarrying third-class passengers from Europe.

All rats returned fromfumigated vessels are necropsied, and since
May composite injections of all rats from each vessel from plague-
infected ports have been made. Instructions in the laboratory work
in typhus fever, plague, and cholera have been given to all medical
officers, with two exceptions, as well as severalvisiting officials.

3. FUMIGATION.

Fourteen hundred and eighty-three vessels were fumigated durin
the year. Of this number, 736 were fumigated throughout with
HON.; 611 with HCN, omitting staterooms and similar living quar-
ters; 68 with sulphur and HON; 10 with sulphur throughout; and
58 weredone by ship's personnel under the station's supervision.
The presentfumigation force consists of 1 medical officer in charge,

2 clerks, and 4 medical officers in the field. There are five fumigating
crews. Four of these using trucks for transportation, consist each

of a foreman, four fumigators, and a chauffeur; and one, using the
tug VonFEzdorf, has, in addition to the regular tug's crew of five, two
extra deckhands and a cook.
The fumigating crews receive their supplies and apparatus at

Rosebank each morning, proceed to the ships they are to fumi-gate,
and return to the station the same day.<There are unusualdiffi-
culties encountered in fumigatingat New Yorkon account of the
great size of the harbor and the extreme distances that must be
covered. The records show that an average of 16 miles must be
covered in the fumigation of each ship, and in certain instances this
runs as high as 30 miles, including the crossin& of one or more ferries.
The number of persons engaged infLmtgation work is about

double that previously employed, butthis is necessary under the
peculiar conditions that exist and the extreme care that must be
taken to av6i loss oflife. Practically all ships arefumigated with
hydrocyanic acid gas. Under certain circumstances, especially when
the vessel must sail atofee, sulphur dioxide is used.
Amongthe safe tyrifles enforced, it is required that the medical

officer and his crewstand by aship until it is entirely free from gas
and has been declared safe. This rule, as well as the great distances,
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prevents more than one shi being done at a time. It is considered
that two ships a day is all that one crew can do under these circum-
stances, the regular hours for beginning being 9 a. m. and 12 noon.
Working on this schedule, it is seldom possible to begin a second ship
on time. It is theoretically possible to fumigate a ship with cyanide
gas in four hours; practically this can not be done. If five hours are
allowed, and one hour to go and one hour to return, the fumigating
day for two ships is twelve hours.
With the exception of the apparent inefficiency of the plan by

which this station operates over such large territory from head-
quarters located so far from the center of business, the fumigation
system is now operating satisfactorily.

In order to minimize the danger to life, a close supervision is made
both personally and by reports. Since the reorganization of the
work in the middle of last $July, there have been no accidents, but at
least two instances have occurred that might have been serious, inspite of the enforcement of safety regulations. Constant vigilance
should make accidents rare, but can not entirely eliminate them.
Although the previous custom at New York was to fumigate only

holds, forecastles, and storerooms, fumigation throughout was begunto conform to the quarantine regulations, exception being made only to
places that inspection showed to be free from rats and rat harborage.

Unfortunately, the fees for charges in force under State adminis-
tration, and continued by act of Congress, were exceedingly high for
practically all parts of the superstructure, and bills for complete
fumigation were so excessive that in January the bureau ordered the
discontinuance of complete fumigation. Since that time the engine
room, fireroom, staterooms, cabins, steerage accommodations, officers'
quarters, and similar superstructure have not been fumigated except
for special reasons.

Examination of rats: Only rats that are actually returned to the
station are credited and entered up on the fumigation certificate.The necessity of proceeding promptly to the next ship, or the late
hour when the second ship is finished, militates against a careful
search; but as a rule all rats in the open, at least, are returned.
There is seldom time to shift dunnage and similar material. When
this can be done, a larger number is usually found. All rats are tagged
and examined at the station laboratory if their condition permits.
During the year 6,925 rats were collected.

Experimnental: Many experiments have been made to determine
the most practical time of exposure and to measure the penetrating
qualities of hydrocyanic acid and sulphur dioxide gases. Experi-
ments have also beenmade with the object of shortening the time
necessary for sulphur fumigation by devising methods to accelerate
sulphurburning.
A large cyanide generator for fumigating holds has been installed

on the tug Von Ezdorf. The features of this generator are that the
gas is forced in by its ownpressure through a 1-inch garden hose.
The question of compressed air for airing out ships has been inves-

tigated. Figures from the engineers of the Ingersoll Rand Co. show
thatthe compressed air apparatus can be of service, but it is too
bulky for rapid transportation and too expensive for use here. A
practical demonstration was made on the steamship Southern. Cross,
fumigated at a shipyard where compressed air was available. The

14717-22-11
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aerothrust' operating alongside the compressed air apparatus gave
considerably better results.
One demonstration has been made of liquid 'cyanide by a commer-

cial firm, and this method will be tested further. There is an economy
of labor over present methods. It is efficient, but is probably more
dangerous.
Gas masks: Methods of using gas masks have been constantly

studied. Two special designs of mouth-breathing apparatuses have
been made following suggestions and experiments at this station.
They are small and can be carried in a coat pocket. The old style
Army mask, with face piece removed, also is practical. The-new
style Armymask (nose breathing) and many commercial masks are
entirely unsuited.
Fumigators are required to be familiar with gas masks and must

carry them when testing out holds. They are encouraged to use
them when entering superstructures to open up and at other times.

General: All officers on duty at this station have been given
regular training in all branches of the station's work, including
laboratory work as applied to quarantine. This has been done
regardless of the previous experience of the individual officer, in
order to standardize operations and to allow flexibility.
During the year an advisory laboratory board of five members

was created. This board meets the first Tuesday of every month.
One of the members, Dr. William H. Parks, is the director of the
research laboratory of the department of health of New York City,
and also consultant bacteriologist of this station. The purpose of
this board is to advise the chief of the laboratory, to make plans for
new work, and to review what has been done.

Besides the service officers detailed to this station for instruction,
a great many persons interested in quarantine and public-health
work visited the station. On November 8, 1921; 40 members of
the Public Health Institute were given a demonstration of inspec-
tion, delousing, and quarantine laboratory methods.

Financial: The pay roll for the station for the fiscal year amounted
to $230,502.83. There was a decrease of nearly $2,000 a month
between the pay rolls of the first and last months of the year. Other
expenditures amounted to $170,331.82, making a grand total of
$400,834.65.

Bills issued for services rendered during the year amounted to
$352,129.18.

Pensacola (Fla.) guarantine.-Post-office and telegraphic address,
Pensacola, Fla. Surg. (R.) S. R. Mallory Kennedy in charge.

During the current fiscal year there were inspected at this station
401 vessels, 2,090 crew on vessels arriving from foreign ports, of which
1,238 were alien seamen, and no passengers.
Of the vessels inspected during the past year, 112 arrived from

foreign ports and 289 were of coastwise status.
There were 133 vessels fumigated, 57 foreign and 76 coastwise. Of

the 57 vessels arriving from foreign ports 50 were fumigated for rodent
plague at the port of departure, 6 for human plague, and 1 for yel-low fever on board.
Of the 76 coastwise vessels fumigated 32 were fumigated for rodent

plague at the port of departure, 34 at the request of owners, and 10
six-month fumigations.
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There were recovered by the fumigating squad 333 rats and 40 mice.
The greatest number found immediately after fumigating by the serv-
ice employees was 36 rats and 7 mice in the holds of the Greek steam-
ship Oosyo glun. These rodents were examined for plague with nega-
tive results.
On October 6, 1921, the barge J. S. McGaughy arrived from Tam-

pico, Mexico, with a typical case of yellow fever on board in the per-
son of the captain. 'the vessel had lain alongside a wharf at Tampico
for 30 days prior to departure, and the captain and crew spent most
of the time ashore. The vessel left Tampico on September 30 after
cyanide fumigation by a representative of the United States Public
health Service. On the morning of October 1 the captain had a
severe chill and headache, epigastric pain, also pain in back and limbs;
bowels constipated, slight nausea present. When the patient arrived
at quarantine the tongue was coated, eyes were injected, marked
jaundice present, temperature 40° C., pulse 96. Patient stated that
he had never had malaria or typhoid, nor had been vaccinate(I against
typhoid. Three specimens of blood examined were found negative
for malaria atnd typhoid. The urinie containe(l a quantity of albumin.
The barge having dropped anchor 2 miles from tlhe city in the middle

of the bay, was left in that position, and, upon coInpletion of fumi-
gation, was turned over to the owners. The patient annd the remain-
der of the crew were at once removed to the (`uarmntine station, where
the patient was isolated in a screened hospital war(l. The rest of the
crew were held in screened wards for observation for a period of seven
(lays from the date of their removal to the station. No new cases
developed, and at the end of the detention period the Crlew were allowed
to proceed to the. city. The patient was discharge(dl, after a severe
illness, on October 22.
The bill of health issue(l this vessel indicated that the last case of

yellow fever reported in Tampico occurred on July 14, 1921.
This makes the second case of yellow fever detected here on vessels

arriving during the past two years. In both instances the cases came
from Mexico, and in both instances the vessels were thoroughly
fumigated prior to departure.
-It is believed that the thorough fumigations performed by the

service on these two occasions at the port of(departure killed all
Agdes calopws and prevente(l the other members of the crew from
contracting the disease.
On account of the great danger to human life, every precaution

possible has been taken (luring-the past year to prevent accidents inci-
(lent to the cyanide method of fumigation, which is practiced at this
station exclusively.: Every hold and every compartment on each
vessel fumigated 'has been personally inspected by the medical officer
in charge before the ship was, turned over to the crew, and it is &
pleasure to report that no accidents have occurred.

Vessels have been boarded practically when they droppedd anchor;.
and when not (letaine(l by the agents and crew have been given quiick
dispatch when it was found necessary to fumigate..
Two hundred and sixty-three port sanitary statements have beers

issued; of this number 14 were foul.
Port Anqeles. ( Wash.) quarantine.-Acting Asst. Surg. Frederiak T.

Hyde in charge. Post-office and telegraphic address, Port AngelEs
Wash.
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Twenty-one vessels were inspected and passed; 2 were steamships
and 19 were sailing vessels. Three vessels were fumigated.
These vessels carried a total of 372 seamen and no passengers.
In addition to this, the American steamship Sol Duc was inspected

twice a month for aliens.
Portland (Me.) quarantine.-Acting Asst. Erg. Albert F. Stuart in

charge. Post-office and telegraphic address, Portland, Me.
During the fiscal year 124 steamers and sailing vessels were

inspected and passed. These vessels carried 2,387 passengers and
6,608 members of crews. Two United States transports carrying
returned United States troops from Germany wore passed on the
certificate of the medical officers. Thirty-three steamers from
cholera and plague-infected ports were disinfected throughout for
the destruction of rats and other vermin. Two hundred and seventy-
eight dead rats were collected from these vessels and examined for
evidene of plague infection. None were infected.
No quarantinable diseases were encountered during the year.

Owing to the restrictions placed on immigration by the United States
and also by the Dominion of Canada, there has been a smaller number
Of arriving aliens than usual.

Since thle receipt of instructions to fumigate vessels, even if from
clean ports, once in six months, the number of fumigations has greatly
increased.

Port Townsend (Wash.) quarantine.-Surg. Joseph.Bolten in charge.
P9st-office and telegraphic address, Port Tbwnsend, Wash.

During the current fiscal year this station was concerned in the
handling of the quarantinable diseases, cholera and leprosy, as follows:
On January 20, 1922, the Japanese S. S. Aden Maru arrived from
Miike, Japan, with the history of a suspicious death on board. The
vessel and crew were sent to the station, and cultures were made
to ascertain if cholera cases were present. The cultures were all
negative and the crew and vessel were released. The leper patient,
who has been under care and treatment at this station-for 11 years,
was turned over to the marine hospital for transfer to the Public
Health Service leprosarium at Carville, La.
Two hundred and eighty-three vessels were inspected-256 steam-

ships and 27 sailing vessels., Sixty vessels were fumigated, 33 were
inspected and passed, 1 wasi boarded and passed, and 198 were
remanded to other ports. Nine additional vessels were fumigated
upon the request of medical officers of other ports.

These vessels carried a total of 21,411 seamen and 5,980 passengers.
The quarantine officers assisted in the medical examination of aliens
arriving aboard these vessels.
Arrangements were made in December for the boarding of pas-

senger vessels at Victoria, British Columbia, to carry. out quarantir'
procedurO en route to Port Townsend, thereby enabling the vessels
to save from 2 to 14 hours.
The wharf was repaired in July and August, and a bridge was

built over the approach. An electric light plant was installed, a
passenger shed was built on the wharf, and a new disinfecting cham-
ber and donkey boiler were received during the year.

Providence (R. I.) quarantine.Sur. W. A. Korn in charge. Post-
office and telegraphic address, 403 F~eralBuilding, Providence, R. I.
During the fiscal year 134 vessels were boarded for quarantine in-

spection, as follows: 111 steamers, 9 barges, 12 schooners, 1 barken-
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tine, and 1 motor yacht. These vessels carried 6,187 crew and 3,340
passengers, also 3 stowaways.
No quarantinable disease was found among the crew or passengers.

Of communicable diseases not quarantinable, ohe case of chicken
pox and two cases of mumps were detected and reported to the local
health authorities.
No vessels were fumigated at this station (luring the year.
Reedy Island (DeT.) quarantmie.-Administrative Asst. Charles N.

McMunn in charge, under supervision of Surg. H. McG. Robertson, in
charge of quarantine system - on Delaware Bay and River. Post-
offie address, Reedy Island, Del.

This station has been held in reserve to care for passengers and
crews of vessels that might be remanded thereto from the boarding
station at Marcus Hook, Pa. There have been no transactions of a
quarantine nature during the year.

Sabine (Tex.) quarantine.-Acting Asst. Surg. P. 1-I. Chilton in
charge. Post-office and telegraphic address, Sabine, Tex.
The Sabine (Tex.) quarantine station has operated, under terms of

lease between the State and Federal Governments, as a national
quarantine station since September 1, 1919.
The equipment consists of two gasoline launches, the Willie Ilobb!,

and the Everitt Sherrill, both of which are in good condition; the
launch Sherrill, which had been in storage at Beaumont, was returned
to tho station on April 29, 1922.
During the fiscal year 1922, 918 vessels, with crew and passengers

aggregating 29,427, were inspected; 298 of these ships were fumi-
gated with hydrocyanic acid gas.

Medical inspection of alien seamen and passengers for immigration
purposes was continued, and during the fiscal year 17,196 alien sea-
men and passengers were inspected. Of these, 79 were certified.
No quarantinable diseases were noted among the passengers or

crew of vessels during the year.
St. Johns River (Ft.)quarantine.-Acting Asst. Surg. F. R. Maura

in charge. Post-office and telegraphic address, Mayport, Fla.
During the current fiscal year 1922, 83 steam and 47 sailing vessels,

with a total in crews of 3,154 and 15 passengers, were inspected. No
quarantinable diseases were found and no vessels detained except
for fumigation.
There were 26 vessels fumigated, and 250 rats were found. It was

found at this station that sailing vessels were worse rat-infested than
steam vessels.
San Francisco (Calif) quarantine.-Surg. Friench Simpson in

charge. Post-office and telegraphic address, Angel Islandi, Calif.
During the current fiscal year 605 vessels have been inspected and

passed, containing a personnel as follows: Crew, 41,399; passengers,
37,761; total, 79,180.
The vessels inspected have been, as a rule, uniusually free from

illness of any character en route, and oil arrival havelbeen free from
quarantinable disease or previous contact recIuiring detention for
observation.

In addition to the performance of routine quarantine (luties,
quarantine boarding officers have assisted aboard vessels in the
medical examinations of all arriving aliens. Alien passengers to the
number of 13,543 and 33,878 alien members of crew, a total of 47,421,
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have hbeei iSlsj)ected, of which nuniber 542 alien passellgers' andl 79
alien seanien were subsequently certified. This cooperative work,
however, consists only in the certification of alien passengersor crew
Whein an ilninedliate' (iagnosis aboard ship can be ma(le, or the deteni-
tion of alien passengers or crew for subsequent medical observation
when the presence of deportable diseasee can not be immediately
confirmed. The subsequent care, examinationi, an(l dispositionn of
the cases is under the direction of the Public Health Service officer in
charge of the imnmigrant hospital, under the direction of immigration
authorities. A detailed report of the cases herein (en1umnerated is
therefore made through his office.

Fumigation: The )ossibility of the introduction of bubonic plague
by rodents has been kept constantly in mind, and all vessels entering
this port have, had their records carefully examined, and all ports of
call (lring the l)revious six months were fully considered. No
vessel hafts h)eeni found f)lague infected, and only onec vessel arrived
with evidence of this l)ossibility. This vessel, the Japanese S. S.
Tentio hfari, arrived in quarantine from Yokohama direct on July
27, 1921, with the following history:
There embarked at Hongkong, on June 21, a first-class Japanese passenger. Onl

June 26 this passenger became suddenly ill and died on Jumnb 28, between Nagasaki
and Kobe. At Ko)e a presumptive diagnosis of bubonic plague was confirmed.
The body was cremated, the vessel fumigated, the cabin occupied and all cabinsadjacent thereto were torn out, and on July 4 guinea pigswere introduced in this area.
O)n Jul)ly 9 a guinea pig so ex osed died of positive league. The holds were then
fumigated with carbon monoxide and the infected cabin area fumigatedwith sulphur
dioxide. Twelve' ats were recovered and wete found negative for plague. The
l)ersoinnel was quarantined at Kobe for 12 days, following which the vessell)roceeded
to San FranciscoX'ia Yokohama.

After anll examination of allithe facts, it was the conclusion that the
case was a result of exposure to infected fleas obtained from infected
rats aboard the vessel, and while intelligent and thorough fumigation
methods preceded the arrival 6f the vessel at San Francisco, it was
(leemnedl wisest to refumligate. This was done with hydrocyanic acid
ga-s throughout, 1)oth before andi after discharge of cargo. After a
t horough and painstaking fumigation, only three rats were found,
which, upon examination at the Federal laboratory, propel miegative
for plague.

Ln'tider theuisuial routine it has been found pI'actical)le to allow cargo-
laden vessels to discharge prior to fumigation. Vessels in ballast,
however,hlave been required to fumigate upon arrival. Duritng the
fiscal year,inill accorlance with this practice, 578 vessels have l)een
fumllignate^d for thedestruction of rats; 475 with hycdrocyallic gas, 95
with sulplhurdioxideegas, and 8 with b)oth hydrocyanic and sulphur
dlioxi(de gases. This fumigation work required the use, of 53,879
I)otlinls ofsodi(mn yani(e, 145,566pints of sull)huric acidi, and( 90,765p)oind(s of sulphur-. As a result, tlh(erPe wet'e obtained 2,896 rats ats
follows.:
.1his rallus............. 1,70,6
Muis (albaitdriisn..............,I ........................

. ],084
Mutis tIorl'(vw1u8............. 6
Un identified ............ 40

Total.21896
In addition,1t.36O uicerwere obtained.
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Two thousand one hundred and seventy-six of the rats were for-
warded to the laboratory for examination; no plague infection was
found.

Location of rats found after fumigation: In the previous annual
report there was transmitted a Tecord showing the location where
rats were found dead after fumigation with cyanide, and from the
evidence obtained it seemed correct to hold that (1) one-half of a
ship's ralts will be found outside the ship's holds; (2) one-hallf of the
rats outside the holds will be found in compartments comprising
forepeak, steerage deck, chain lockers, and staterooms.

This record has been continued, and a statistical report covering
the period July 1 to December 31, 1921, inclusive, indicates that dur-
ing this period 281 vessels have been fumigated -with hydrocyanic
gas, from which there were obtaineda total of 1,8535 rats, of which
1,155 were alerandrib'ts and 700 were rafttus. No Norway rats were
found. Of this total of 1,855 rats, 803 were found in holds and
1,052 were found in compartments of the vessel other than holds.
This supplemental report bears out the former statement and would
further indicate the necessity for the fumigation of a vessel through-
out (except engine room and fireroom), in order to insure, for prac-
tical purposes, that all rats have been destroyed.
Among the nationalities represented by these vessels, only Ameri-

can, British, and Japanese vessels were fumigated in sufficient num-
ber to warrant a comparative estimate of rats found in vessels under
the different flags. Comparing the number of rats prevalent on ves-
sels, according to nationalities, the following degrees of infestation
were found:
Among 664 vessels of the above nationalities, 47 per cent (less than

half) of the American vessels were found rat infested, whereas 62
per cent of the British vessels and 70 per cent of the Japanese con-
tained rats. It would seem certain, therefore, that as a general rule
fewer American steamships contain rats than vessels of any other
nationality. The average number of rats per vessel, compiled from
this series of vessels fumigated, is as follows:
Natioiiality. esser
American..... 4. 3
British................................................................... 7. 6
Japanese................................................................ 11.1

In this connection it is of interest to report that among 783 vessels
of varying nationa-litiesfu-migated, no rats were found after furniiation
in 345 vessels. llis freedom from rats is believe(l to be (dMe to
modern construction, advancement in sanitary education, and per1i-
odic fumigation of vessels.

Service direction of cyanide fumigation work: From the inaugura-
tion of fumigation work in 1915 to the fall of 1921 the labor and chlemi-
cal.s required in cyanide work have been furnished directly by the
steamships or the agency concerned, the service providing Super'-
vision a-one. On Septemnbor 1 the bureau mnodifie I this policy alnd&
directed that service representatives in this port take over and carry
out all work connected with the process, furnishing, in addition to
supervision, all labor, cheemicals, and transportation. A substation
was established on Mleigg's wharf, San Francisco, as fumigation
headquarters, chemicals were purchased and stored, a truck was ob-
tained and assigned, and an experienced personnel was provided.
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This has resulted in the more efficient and economical application of
cyanide fumigation work, reducing materially the cost of the process
to the vessel concerned.

Unfortunately, in February, 1922, two fatalities occurred on board
the British S. S. Tahiti after inspection and release, following fumi-
gation. The occurrence of these deaths, notwithstanding the ap-
plication of measures of safety which had been previously successfully
employed, made evident the need for additional safeguards to life,
and, as a result, all fumigation of the holds of vessels with cyanide
gas was temporarily discontinued.

Foreign extension of plague infection: During the current fiscal
year an epidemic of bubonlc plague occurred in Sydney, Australia.
The disease has also been reported in adjacent seaports. Notwith-
standing the activity and intelligent methods of prevention insti-
tuted -in- Australia, it has been deemed best to employ additional
measures of safety on vessels arriving from these ports. With this
in view, fumigation of the superstructures with cyanide, immediately
after arrival, and the subsequent fumigation of the entire vessel,
both holds and superstructures, immediately after discharge of cargo,
has been the routine practice.

Anthrax: As provided in the revised quarantine regulations, a
special effort to intercept and prevent the introduction of anthrax
has been made in so far as it relates to shaving brushes. Cargo mani-
fests are carefully scrutinized, and where articles manufactured of
bristles are noted, the character of the articles is fully determined
before release. Shaving brushes not properly certified in accordance
with regulations are sterilized or returned to the consignee.

Other station activities: Semi-weekly fumigations of infected
clothing, received from the hospital at Fort McDowell, have been

-oarried -out during the fiscal year.
Launch contracts: During the year there was forwarded to the Col-

umbia River quarantine station, Astoria, Oreg., the launch Donald
Currie, a 60-foot, 65-horsepower gasoline launch, of a type adapted
to the routine boarding duties at the average quarantine station.
During June of the present year, contract was let for the construc-

tion of a third launch at San Francisco, of the Donald Currie type,
with certain modifications of interior, which, on completion, will be
transferred to the United States quarantine station at Honolulu.
Tampa Bay (Fla.) quarantine.-Acting Asst. Surg. M. D. Hollis

in charge. Post-office address, Fort de Soto, Fla. Telegraphic
address, Fort Dade, Fla.
This station is ideally located for quarantine purposes, on Mullet

Key, 34 miles from Tampa, Fla., and accessible only by boat.
During the current fiscal year, 298 vessels were inspected, of which

55 were fumigated. No quarantinable diseases were found. Total
number of crews inspected 6,163; passengers, 72.
On October 25, 1921, a severe storm totally destroyed both the

,station--launches and resulted in much minor damage to the build-,
ings. The station force has since been busy repairing and repainting
same. The launches have been replaced with the W. W. .Miler
which has sufficient capacity and power to transport supplies and
subsistence from Tampa.
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TRANSACTIONS AT FOREIGN AND INSULAR QUARANTINE
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1922.
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STATIONS

The following table summarizes the transactions

and insular quarantine stations for the

Summary of transactions atforeign and insular stationsforfiscal 80,

~~~Total
numberofto o o oln o

vessels passengersStat-ons.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ nseced

Ariadilla,
P. R ....................................................

A ukkinIHawaii...................................................
Amoy, dhina........... :-
Antwerp ,Belgium.................................................Arecibo, P.R ......................................................
Athens, Greece.....................................................Barcelona, Spain...................................................
Bergen, Norway....................................................
Brem en Germany.................................................Callao, eru........................................................CaviteI.
Cebu, ..f.
Central Aguirre and 'Arroyo,P.1t............................. .....
Cherbourg, France.................................................
Christiania, Norway................................................Christinsted Virgin Islands.......................................
Constantinople, Turkey............................................
Copenha en,Denmark.............................................DanziT, E~urope....................................................F~r o ,P. R......................................................
Fre deriksted, Virgin Islands........................................
Genoa, Italy.......................................................
Goteborg, Sweden..................................................
Guanica, P. ......................................................
Guayaquii, Ecuador................................................
Habana, Cuba......................................................Hamnbur , Germany.............................................
lavre F rance......................................................
Huilo,Jawaii....Ilongkong, China

l~ongkngfi C illa. .................................................
Honolulu, Hawaii..................................................Hlumacao P.....................................................

IlolltP. 1..........................................................Jolo,r I...........................................................Knhuhui Hawwali ...................................................Koo
ioa

E
hawaIi......................................................Lahainl

haw ...................................................Libau, -..................................................
Liverpo o l E n g l a ~ l d

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Londoll l;nglalld................ . . . . . . .u. . . . . . . .
Sfahuk o n a f~ n w a i i

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Manila,P.I........................................................Maa yaguezP. P............ ........................................
dessinla Italy.............:

Naples,[[tay.......................................................Olongapo I...
Palermoayy.................................................
atras, 6ece......................................................

Ponce, P.........................................................
Port Lobos Mexico.................................................Progress Koxico...................................................
Puerto 4Iexico, Mexico.............................................
Rotterdam, Netherlands............................................
St ThomasV Virgin Islands......
San JuEr, P.R..........
Shanghai, China.....
Southampton, England......
Stavanger Norway ................... ...............................*Tampico Vexico......
Tr1esle,Italy.....
Tuxpam, Mexlco.......
Vera Cruz, Mexico......................... - . - .*1

Zamboanga, P.I..*---------------..-- .

Inspected.

12
2

59
45
10
63

- 145
9

25
220
447O
8

184
46
5

55
30
65

* 79
28

100

14
88

202
1,687
256
8238

491
567
14
47
39
8
10
3

27
147
12
0777

82
69
192

2
138
37
104
302
214
45
95455
362
475
103
10

1,362
36'
87

322
24

Total. 10,322

fumigated

0
0

............

9
0
14

112

............

10
38
0
0
0

............

. 70............

............O6
173

...........

10

674

36

0
217

0
1

0

6

0

251

80

18144
30
0

67

212
0

17

4

41

6

31

0

46

32

5
128

46
17

31

0

2,878

and cr w
inspected.

127
43

............
27,617

18;
2,929

248. 6S9l 9,843
36, 44
5,729
5,837

186
. 19, 306. 10, 419

77. 2,260
8,944. 13,267
382

3,639
4,165
11,283
4,063

15,05
166,477
2 42,449
20,558
2,398

77, 642
169,326

114
495

3,362
231
209
119

2,663
41,250
1,985

0
129,043
4,057

53
46,321

196
3,438

* 1,846
4,039

12, 11

16 130
18,18
25,688
243,56

704

13,889
2,845

1,011,280

I Transaotlons since Feb. 1, 1922.
I Includes inspections at Bremen from July 1, 1921, through Jan. 31, 1922.

9.869604064

Table: Summary of transactions at foreign and insular stations for fiscal year ended June 30, 1922
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CALLAO, PERU.

Acting Asst. Surg. J. L. Castro-Gutierrez in charge.
During the year 200 vessels destined for ports of the United States

were inspected, of which number 38 were fumigated for the destruc-
tion of rodents; 19,001 members of crews and 17,463 passengers were
inspected; and 3,167 persons were vaccinated as coming from localities
infected with smallpox.
Data are not available to the Public Health Service office in Peru

as to the number of cases of plague occurring during the calendar
year 1921. Two hundred and ninety-eight deaths occurred during
that period, and it is estimated that there was a total of approximately
600 cases. The lack of available funds has seriously limited the De-
partment of Sanitation of Peru in combating the spread of plague or
effecting other sanitary reforms, and very little has been accomplished
in the control of plague. No case of yellow fever has been reported
since July, 1921. While there is in effect a compulsory vaccination
law, an epidemic of smallpox occurred in Lima during the first six
months of the calendar year 1922. The infection was apparently
introduced from the mountain districts.

SERVICE OPERATIONS IN EUROPE.

Assistant Surg. Gen. Rupert Blue, in general charge (Paris office),
reports as follows.
The Paris office has served as the central coordinating agency for

service work in Europe. It is concerned with the transmission of
bureau orders, the issuance of supplemental instructions, the collec-
tion of sanitary information, and supervision of the observance of the
United States quarantine regulations as enforced at foreign ports.
Inspection has been maintained at 27 ports of embarkation under
the direction of 25 medical officers, assisted by physicians and lay
personnel of the transportation companies.

In all countries, excepting Italy, the work of disinfection, dis-
infestation, and vaccination was performed by steamship employees,
utilizing facilities provided by the respective companies. At Italian
ports, however, the Government owns and operates the disinfecting
plants and the emigrant barracks, and the work is carried out by
employees of the De)artment of Emniaration.

It has been the aim of the centraT office to secure, with as little
delay as possible, the provision of adequate facilities at the ports of
embarkation for the efficient performance of the work devolving
upon the steamship companies. This task has been difficult because
in some instances, owing to the scarcity of available buildings and
the high cost of labor and materials, the companies have been un-
able to acquire or to build hotels and barracks for the exclusive use
of emigrants destined for ports of the United States. This difficulty
has been overcome at Cherbourg, Le Havre, and Southampton, by
the provision of adequate buildings and the installation therein of
baths and the necessary equipment. Constantinople, Patras, and
Pirieus are still backward in this respect, but it is believed that the
companies concerned will be able to arrange for the sanitary housing
of their clientele during the coming year.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE 1921 REGULATIONNS.

The following anmendinents to the 1921 regulations became effective
Mafy 25, 1922:

IN'SPE:(CTTON, I)EIO)USING, DETENTION.

Paragraph IL. (a) Second-cabin passengers originating in countries east and south
of Germany, Switzerland, and Italy, excepting Poland, Russia, and Turkey. shall be
inspected, an(l if fotind to be free from lice and eggs of the same, shall be allowed to
ermbark without application of further measures.

(b) All persons of this class found to I)e verminous shall be deloused, detainedd, andl
have their effects disinfected as in the case of steerage passengers coming from the
same countries.

(c) Second-cabin passengers originating in Poland, Russia, and Turkey -shall be
(lelouse(1 an(I placed Ullnder oIbserm'ation in clean quarters for a period sufficient to
-complete 14 (lays from the (late of (lisinfestation to the day of arrival at a United
states port.

(d), Secondccabin passengers originating in countries west of the easterly boundaries
of Germany. 8witzerlan(l, an(1 Italy, including (Great. Britain, Denmark, Norway,
Swev(en, and Finlanid, shall not be suijected to inspection unless good reasons exist
for ils application.
The second-cabin baggage was exempted from disinfection, unless

subject. thereto under the provisions of Paragraph II.
The restrictions in force during, the fiscal year 1921 were main-

tained, with the exception of those relating to the inspection and
vaccination of secon(-ctbin passengers originating in central and
western Europe. It was deemed advisable, in view of the decline
in the incidence of smallpox and typhus fever in these countries, to
discontinue the inspection of secon d-cabin passengers coming from
western Europe, unless goodl reasons exist for its application. The
phrase "unless good reasons exist for its application," appearing in
Paragraph II (h) of the amended instructions, approved May 22,
1922, is intended to cover the following classes: (1) Persons of the
eml-igrant type (steerage) allowed in the second cabin; (2) passengers
known to 'have been exposed to infection; and (3) persons having
come ill contact withi the classes subject to (lelousing prior to their
d isinfestation.

Because of the fact that passengers of the emigrant type are often
found in the second cabin, it was deemed necessary to make these
exceptions, in order to protect the better class of tourists against
vernin and possible typ)hus infection. This measure has been
almply justified l)y the results an(1 sho5l(1 beh continued. It will be
noted( thlat the a;ien(llnents above referred to (10 not exclude from
inspection and disinfection persons originating in Poland, Russia,
lld Turkey, in which countries epidemic diseases prevail to an
Marking extent.'

EM11GRATION.
Alt.Ilollgl thle volulnec of enligration perillittted( unadei the provisions

of tile., uilinigration act of .June 3, 1921, is not, sufficient to cause
o(erc(owding of vessels O1' a COn1(estion of pass011g01r at thc )rtS of
cln lrkaltio; if ~properly inanaged, there was a tendency on the part
of the (ompaRnIeA to ri4lh an(l to overcrowd the traffic clduring certain
senfsons of theYetlr. Emni(rntioni from Ge'imany anId Ireland was
m'esumed dIating the yeam'. F'roni (lata furnished by the White Star
Aid Cuilard EJhes it is noted that 1,315 secon(d-cabin andI 2,932
steerage passengers ebl)arkcd at QuCenstown for tile United States.
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There are no data available as to the number transported by the
United States lines, but it is presumed that it is about equal to the
figures above mentioned.

In view of the absence of quarantinable disease in epidemic form
and of the disturbed political situation in Ireland, it did not seem
advisable to recommend the assignment of a medical officer to Queens-
town. The companies operating there, however, were notified?
through the American consulate, that delousing and vaccination were
required of all steerage passengers prior to embarkation and that
provision should be made for the prompt enforcement of the regula-
tion. A similar communication was addressed to the North Atlantic
Passenger Conference, through the medical officer attached to the
consulate at Liverpool. This officer also visited Queonstown for the
purpose of advising the consul and the steamship agents concerning
the application of adequate measures through the use of available
facilities.

iUTI'IES OF MEDICAJ, OFFICE US.

In addition to quarantine work, medical officers at the various
ports, in accordance with bureau instructions of March 17, 1922, ex-
amine and prescribe for American seamen upon the request of the
consuls. Medical examination of aliens applying for vis6s may also be
made with a view to advising the, consul as to whether the applicant
will be admitted under the immigration laws at American ports.

Cooperation was established and maintained during the year with
the Canadian medical authorities stationed in Europe. By arrange-
ment with the bureau, the Canadian Department of Health adopted
similar quarantine procedures with regard to emigrants destined for
Canada via United States ports and emigrants bound to America via
Canadian ports. Medical officers ot the Public Health Service were
instructed to assist in carrying out these measures at all ports of
embarkation.

I)E RATIZATION OF VES ELS.

Fumigation of vessels' to destroy rats continues to occupy much of
the attention of the medical officers at the larger ports, and a large
number of fumigations were certified as complying with the United
States quarantine regulations. Hamburg, among the northern
continental ports, absorbs a very large share of the work. Ship
brokers at Rotterdam and other ports usually have fumigations (lone
at Hamburg, for economic reasons, when possible. Cyanide gas has
been introduced as a fumigant at Liverpool, and bids fair to gain in
popularity as its advantages over the slower and' more expensive
processes become known. It is employed almost exclusively for this
class of sanitary work in Italy.

PREVALENCE OF QUARANTINA1IIE DISEASE.

The endemic prevalence of the four diseaseus-cholera,1 plague, snall-
pox, andl typhus fever-was carefully followed, ald tie iinforlmatioll
collected concerning new developments wts forwarded by cable orI
letter to the bureau and to the European stations. Prompt trarns-
mission of data of this character lessens the risk of the importation of
quarantinable disease to a considerable extent.
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Cholera.-Cholera remained confined to Russia until the month of
June, 1922, when cases began to appear in central and southern
Europe. A vessel-the steamship Cavoundes-transporting refugees
from Novorossisk, Russia, arrived at Saloniki, Greece, on June 17,
with cholera on board-30 cases, with 11 deaths, occurring after
the passengers were landed at quarantine on St. Georges Island.
This vessel was reported May 31 at Kavak, a quarantine station on
the Bosporus, at which time two cases had been observed. A fatal
case was reported in Athens June 24.
The Polish Ministry of Health notifiedS the Office International

d'Hyciene Publique, under dalte of June 27, that during the week
ende? June 10, 1922, there had occurred five cases of cholera, with
two deaths, among repatriates at Rowno, Poland.
So far as is known, the Baltic States, Bulgaria, Rumania, and

Turkey in Europe remained free from the disease up to the end of
the fiscal year. Cholera conditions in the Ukraine continue to cause
great anxiety among the sanitary authorities of the adjacent coun-
tries, and a strict quarantine is maintained by them against arrivals
from Russia.

Typhus fever.-The situation in central and western Europe with
regard to typhus fever has undergone considerable improvement
during the past year. Cases of the disease, olowever, have been
reported in Austria, Czechoslovakia, Finland, Germany, Hungary,
Greece, Italy, Latvia, Portugal, and Spain, and a sharp outbreak
occurred among laborers at 3irkenhead, England-13 cases, with 3
deaths, having been reported from April 6 to April 20, 1922.
The greatest prevalence of typhus in Poland since the winter of

1921 occurred in February and March of 1922; in the last week of
February 2,057 cases were reported. The reason for this increase,
so it is stated, is the repatriation of Poles from Russia under the
stipulations of the treaty of Riga. From consular reports it is
ascertained that in the district of Nowogrddek there were reported
during the period March 26 to April 22, 5,695 cases of typhus fever,
with 349 deaths. For the district of Stanlislawow, during the same
period, there occurred 468 cases of smallpox, with 113 deaths. In
the city of Warsaw 225 typhus cases were recorded from February
26 to April 22.

SrnaI-pox.-Cases of smallpox were reported in Belgium, Czecho-
slovakia, England, France, Italy, Latvia, Poland, Portugal, Yugo-
slavia, Spain, Scotland5 and Turkey.
Plague.-Reports of the occurrence of plague have been received

from consular and medical officers stationed in Algeria, Azores,
Canar Islands, Constantinople, England (epizootic), h~trvpt France
(Paris), Greece, Italy, Palestine, Portugal (pneumonic), I'unisia, and
Syria, covering old endemic foci. The new areas involved, of which
reports have been received, include the Island of Rhodes (Italy) and
Prevesa and Patras, Greece.

COOPERATION OF THE CONSUbAR SERVICE.

The cooperation of the Consular Service has been most helpful and
satisfactory. Telegraphic information and weekly sanitary reports
have been received from interior cities as well as from ports of
embarkation throughout the year. These reports are the means by
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which the office is kept informed its to-the progress of epidemlic
disease. Accurate data regarding these diseases, of course, could
not be obtained, and was not expected; but the information receive(1
was of value as indicating the areas involved an(l from which infee--
tion might be disseminated.

Snnwnutry of service operations in Elurope.

Port.

Antwerp, lelgigtni .................
Barcelona, Spalln.................... - .!

Bergen,Norway.
liremene, Germanyg'........... ,,,,,,,,,,
C'herbourg, Franyce .....................i

CShristianlla, Norwsray....................
'onFstaatiople,.....................T.rki..C' petia gell,Norwlay ...................................

lDanzig....:
...........

(anon,Italo.-- -----......................
Coteliorg, D eni.. .........................

ailingr.,'.(i.ermau....2,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,,,,..
llare, Ftralnce........................................
Liebao, Latvia.......................................
Liberpool, England.ll.2............
Haonedon, En igland.....................................
MHes~sina, Italy,....................
Naples, Italy .........................................Plierpoo, Migand.......................................

Pstras, nNreec ......................................
siraeUs Greece........................................

IPotteraam, Netherla.. ds..............................
S0outhampton, England ................................
Stavanger, Nornvwa....................................Trrieste, Italy.........................................

Passengers
111SP){'I{!d.

27, 617
248
6S9

!), $41
1,309i
I0,419
22,2
81944
1:3>217
4, 16

II 2'3
12,441)
'20, 558
2,63
11, 25{)
1, 9,.8)

53
-16, 321
3, 438
1,8416
2,929

116 130
26, 553

704
:3,7)

Vatci-
tnated.

27, 617
176
689

12,906
9,. 145a
2,256
61,387

l13, 02
4} I.-uti
.Y, ItXI

:34, 928
O, 9)78
6,452

726;
53

416, 321
:1, 4:18
1, 798

15,989
1.5, 91.6

5441
3, 676

Bathwladed M esofd
dosd. . .gg_dI(1infeeted.

21,633 26,0) ;
26 :370

3s ............
, 182 2, 825

(I, lill) 22,12710 1"761) 140
A. ..- .

1, 26
12,685

.19S
22,290
73467
2,662

1295

*1 Mi)ilsi

45
46, 321
7, 266
1,815

AR
9),874
1,378

51,4
;3, w2si

......... ..

1, 2 1t
4 '1170
2, 891

-156l
2il', ,S9.1
12, 045
I, 39),

Wtl)6
(I 1
28

IS,071
2,570
1, 942'
2S (i'339
91,555

,320

1, 111

Total.......................................:3118,70) 2:36,579 155,455 ___,_246

I Figures are for transactions since Pei). 1, 1922.
2 Figures include tratisactions at lBremnen from Jily 1, 11)21, through Jan. 31, 19)22.

COUAYA.QUIL, ECUAI)OR.

Acting Asst. Suig. C(arlos VJ. Coello reports as follows:
During the fiscal year en(led June .30, 1922, 202 bills of health were

issuedl, corresponding to 80 vessels fumnigated and( inspecte(d, to 95
inspected only, and 27 passel without inspection or funigation.
The personnel inspected included passengers, first cabin, 1,602:

sCcon(l cabin, 154; steerage, 671 ; and crew, 12,623. All the passengers-
were destined. for ports of the United States or the Canal Zone.

QUAIIAN'VrNAlsrE D)1SEASS8.

The following quarantinable diseases have )been reported (hiring the'
year in the port ancl vicinity:
Platue.-Seventy-two human cases with 20 deaths occurre(I (durin(lr

the year, all except, one occurring in the city, as compared with 376(
cases for 1921. The great decrease in the last few months is due,
undoubtedly, to the increased activities of the local Public Health-
Service, as evidenced by the large number of rats caught (169,561,
according to official reports). An average of 2.5 per cent of the rabts
examined were infected. It appears possible to keep the disease
under control in Guayaquil if the measures in present practiv.ce are

9.869604064
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carried on with perseverance and tenacity. Deratization and vacci-
nation are the two main prophylactic measures now employed, and
in addition to which the Ecuadorian public health service has laid
special stress on rat-proofing old-fashioned construction. Efforts are
being made to build the rats out, as well as to starve them by properly
disposing of the garbage. Incidentally, the yellow fever campaign
has contributed to plague control by depriving the rats of the water
supply they formerly had in the tanks and other depositories, now
closed and sealed to prevent mosquito breeding. The rats, lacking
water to drink in the interior of the houses, loot for it outside, with
the result that they do not live so close to man, who, therefore, is
less exposed to infection.

Smallpox.-Sixty-one cases of smallpox with one death were
reported during the year; seven of them occurred in near-by towns.
In contrast to former appearances of this disease is the low mortality,
1.60 per cent. No case has been reported during the last two months.
Vaccination has been carried out extensively during the calendar year
1921, 26,014 individuals having been vaccinated in this citv and
vicinity.

Passengers of all classes for the United Statles or Canal Zone are
required to show signs of recent antismalipox vaccination before they
can purchase their tickets.

Other diseases.--Yellow fever: No case of yellow fever has been
reported during the year, the last case having occurred in May, 1919.
With the constant aid of the Rockefeller International Health Board,
prophylactic measures, mainly the extermination of the mosquito,
are carried on with laudable perseverance by the local health
authorities.
Malaria: This disease, endemic in Guayacuil, an(d against which

no prophylaxis is practiced, caused 634 deaths during the last
calendar year, ranging next to tuberculosis, which, during the same
period of time, killed 3,708 human beings in Gunyaquil and vicinity.

Leprosy: As usual, a few cases go about the city unreported.
Fumigation of ships: Obeying instructions from the bureau and

taking into consideration the desire of the Canal Zone health authori-
ties, the fumigation of holds and crew quarters of ships bound for
ports of the United States or the Canal Zone was discontinued, as
they are thoroughly fumigated in Cristobal, Canal Zone, while empty,
at regular and frequent intervals. This modification in the process
of dispatching northbound boats has been of great benefit tothe
shipping interest and to travelers, who formerly suffered delays,
expense, and discomfort on account of the measure. It is under-
stood, however, that in the event of the reappearance of any sus-
picious case of yellow fever, complete fumigation of the entire ship
will he established for mosquito destruction.

1IABANA, CUBA.

Acting Asst. Surg. Richard Wilson reports as follows:
The function of thiis office includes the issuance of bills of health in

conjunction with the consular office to vessels proceeding to the
United States and its dependencies, the reporting to the bureau of
the sanitary condition of the port and vicinity, the supervision of the
fumigation of vessels as required when destined to ports of the
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United States, and the examination of American seamen applying to
the consulate for assistance.
The total number of bills of health issued was 1,687. This activity

was much reduced, owing to the operation of amendment No. 3 of
the quarantine regulations granting exemption to vessels engaged
exclusively in trade between Habana, Cuba, and Key West, Fla.
During the year, 21 vessels were fumigated by the service force, and
-supervision was extended to the fumigation of 152 vessels performed
by the Cuban quarantine service. Under the last-named circum-
stances this office issues fumigation certificates in the same manner
as though the work were performed by the service force.

In the following table will be found the principal transmissible
diseases reported in Habana during the fiscal year 1922. Malaria
caused the highest morbidity (956 cases) and resulted in 16 deaths.

Principal transmissible diseases reported in Habana during the fiscal year 1921-22.'

July-December, January-June, Tfotal, fiscal year
1921. 1922. 1921-22.

Disease. __

Cases. Deaths. Cases. Deaths. Cases. Deaths.

1. Typhoid fever......................... 213 51 144 ftO 357 71
1. Paratyphoid fever...................... 5 2 13 2 18 4
2. Typhusexanthematous................ 0 0 0 0 0
4. Malaria............................... 716 10 240 6 956 16
9. Diphtheria............................. 35 7 43 6 78 13
7. Scarlet fever............................ 17 0 103 . 0 120 0
6. Measls.............................. 10 0 9 1 19 1
19. Chicken pox (varicella)................ 12 0 173 2 185 2
5 Smallpox (varnola)..................... 13 0 29 2 42 2
6ia. Cerebrospinal meningitis.. . 7 4 1 2 8 6
17. Le pr s 0 2 1 2 1
16. Yeloosileeer ................. 01 0°° °
63. Poliomayelitis.......................... 3 2 1 0 4 2
1/1. Ictero, grave........................... 1 0 0 0 1 0
24. Tetanus, infantile............ 4 4 0 0 4 0
27. 3erlberi.........................0.....0 0 1 0 1 0

1 The deaths are included in tho number of cases.

The water supply in Habana is insufficient in quantity and at
times of questionable purity.
Smallpox, malaria, and typhoid fever prevail rather extensively in

the eastern end of the island. Very serious efforts have been made
by the Cuban sanitary department to control these diseases, and
there has been a very decided improvement over the preceding year.
The Cuban department of sanitation now issues reports, covering
periods of 10 days, of all now cases of transmissible diseases and
deaths occurring in municipal districts and provinces. These reports
are transmitted to the bureau as received.

OPERATIONS OF THlE SERVICE IN HIAWAI.

Surg. E. A. Sweet, chief quarantine officer, submits the following
report:

Substations are maintained at the ports of Hilo, Mahukona, Koloa,
iAhukini, Lahaina, and Kahului.

There were nine cases of quarantinable disease during the current
fiscal year. Three of the patieiits were suffering from leprosy and
were traveling under prescribed regulations, hence no further restric-

9.869604064
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tive measures were required. A fourth person, afflicted with leprosy,
was a Japanese steerage waiter making his first trip at sea. The
presence of a mild coryza and slight induration of the skin were
deemed sufficient to warrant removal to quarantine and detention.
Nasal smears were subsequently made and showed the bacilli in
large numbers. The fifth leprosy case was in the person of a Japanese
"picture bride."
Four cases of smallpox were noted. Two of these patients were

removed at Yokohama with undetermined diagnoses, owing to the
early stage of the eruption. Later this office was notified by the
American consul general of the true character of the disease and the
usual restrictive measures were instituted, namely, the vaccination of
the personnel and the detention, to complete 14 days, of the unvac-
cinated or doubtfully vaccinated passengers destined to Hawaii.
The remaining personnel were allowed to serve their period of deten-
tion en route to San Francisco. A third case of smallpox was
removed from a trans-Pacific vessel at the Nagasaki quarantine sta-
tion, and no measures were required at Honolulu. In the fourth
instance the case proved to be lues.

During April a practicing physician in Honolulu reported that one
of his patients had symptoms suggestive of smallpox. She was
immediately seen by a representative from the quarantine office and
the case was diagnosed as smallpox in the vesicular stage. The
woman, a permanent resident of Honol u, had never been success-
fully vaccinated. Returning from a visit to the Orient, she arrived
in Honolulu oin the steamship Empire State on March 31, having
embarked at Hongkong. The vessel touched at Shanghai on Mareh
19 and at Yokohama on March 24, at both of which ports there were
probably opportunities for infection. Owing to the exceptional
speed of the steamer, the elapsed time between all three ports and
Honolulu was well within the period of incubation of the disease.
The vessel was passed Upon inspection, there being no history of
infection aboard, but five days later the first symptoms in the pas-
senger mentioned became manifest. This case is ut illustrative of
others which unquestionably will occur in the future. The very
material reduction in the steaming time between oriental and American
ports has increased the possibility of the introduction of infectious
diseases, owing to the fact that infections with a 14-day incubative
period do nothave time to develop en route. This situation accen-
tuates the necessity for strict precautionary measures at oriental
ports of embarkation.
But 10 cases of typhoid were notified during the year, four of these

occurring on a single vessel. It is reasonable to conclude that the
infection in this particular instance originated on board ship, as
determined by the period of incubation, but whether from an infected
water supply or from a carrier could not be ascertaifled, as the vessel
remained in port only a few hours.

I)[SINFECTION OF VESS9ELS.

Two vessels were disinfected for quarantinable diseases during the
year. In addition there were 45 fumigations for the destruction of
rodents or mosquitoes at Honolulu and subports, 33 having been

14717--22-12
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done at Honolulu, 11 at Hilo, and 1 at Kahului. A total of 184 rats
was obtained. All of the fumigations at Honolulu, with two excep-
tions, were done with hydrocyanic acid gas. Where possible, vessels
are remanded to the quarantine wharf for treatment by this method,
the personnel being returned to the city, thus eliminating in part the
dangers which may arise. As heretofore, vessels from South America
and Mexico have been fumigated before entering port for the destruc-
tion of mosquitoes, 10 vessels having been so treated during the year.

PLAGUE AT SYDNEY.

The occurrence of a shar outbreak of pla ue at Sydney (with
which port Honolulu has direct connection through two lines of
steamers) during the past year has been a matter of concern to this
office. Vessels departing from Sydney have been systematically
fumigated by the Australian health authorities. Fortunately, the
four vessels of the two regular lines touching at Honolulu remain ill
this city only a limited number of hours and they are seldom at the
wharf after 8 p. in., thus somewhat reducing the hazard. A large
part of the cargoes of these vessels discharged at this port consists
of frozen meats, which obviously are not likely to harbor rodents.
In the case of freighters arriving from Australia and remaining ill
port a number of days, precautionary rodent measures have been
exercised.

OCCUPANCY OF NEW QUARTERS.

Following the completion of the new Federal building, the quarters
in the annex to the customhouse on the water front were vacated
and service activities were transferred to the new center. Owing to
insufficient space, the quarantine laboratory was not transferred to
the new building.

COOPERATION WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS.

A total of 1,267 persons were cared for at quarantine during the
year. The greater number of these-1,197-were held for various
reasons, including illness and other causes, at the request of the
Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association. These people, consisting of
Filipino and Porto Rican laborers, were fed and maintained at the
expense of the sugar planters. Assistance was rendered by the
service in making the necessary physical examinations and in special
examinations for uncinariasis, as well as in rendering medical atten-
tiorr. Of the remaining persons cared for at quarantine, 44 were
contacts who had been exposed to quarantinable disease, 7 were
merchant seamen suffering from measles, mumps, and similar in-
fections, while 19 were cared for at the request of the Territorial
board of health.

STATION IMPROVEMENTS.

Upon completion of repairs to the wharf referred to in the last
annual report, the disinfecting machinery on hand, 'consisting of
two steam chambers and a boiler, was set up and has since been in
operation. Bathing facilities were also installed, so that the station
is now much better equipped to handle quarantinable infections than
in the past several years.
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PLAGUE PRECAUTIONAIIY MEASURES.

At the beginning of the fiscal year the force of thle Territorial
board of health which has carried on antiplague measures in co-
operation with this services was reduced from smven tra)pers to four,
owing to insufficient appropriations, and operations were continued
with this redluce(l personnel. Inasmuch as the work is largely Conl-
fined to the water-front area, and is carrie(l on almost solely tor thle
purpose of affording information concerningil infected rodents, no
marked decrease in the genaeral rat population of the citv could b)e
expecte(l. The reduction in personnel hns not interfered materially,
with the value of the work.

Tlhe total nuinberl of rodents taken (lliiing the year wvals 9.7165.
Of these 9,227 were trapped, 354 were shot from tiees, an(l 18-4 wer'e
killed by fumigation, thel largest number onl nny one vessel being 35.
The ro(dents were classified its follows: Jfuts alexinl(/iijflis, 2,324: .M1is
rattis, 1,248; jl'Jis norfeqicus, 1,241.; hibs mnu,:cu1is, 4,932; inon-
gooses, 20. Upon examination, no lesions inolicating plague were
found.
The plague situation on the island of Hawaii, whilere mlleasulres of

prevention are conducted by, the Territorial board of health in co-
operation with the various sugar plantations, has remaiinedI practiCifllly
unchanged. Two cases of humiuln plague were reported (luring tde
year 1921, one, of the bIubonic ty )e, at Kalopa oln July 15, and the
Other, n pneumonic case, at Honoknaa. on November 18. In ad(litiofl
there were three cases of rodent plagued. A total of 162,935 rodlents
were exterminate(l during thle year, classified as follows: illbs
alexandlriH'uts, 19,924; JMus norveqicus, 19,835; Mus rat'his, 26,970;
lusl mIlusculus, 72,303; mongooses, 1,365. h'le remnain(ler were not,
classified. It is believed that this focus of plague infection, while
of consi(lerablle importance, to the residents of the territory involved,
is, t(IIerI l)resent (conditions, only of slight dlangel to shi)ping.l(

S umrmiaey oJ'transactions, 11(U aii.

____l lilo. hukons.a Ka Laahia. K}oloa. AIhliiki._ul _ ik___. h__lul.

'Vessels arriving................. 057 38 0 8 3 10 2
Inspected and passed........... 505 37 0 7 3 10 2
Boarded and passed............ 51 0 U 0 0 0 0
Fumigated and passed9.......... 1 0 0 0
Disinfectedand passed ......... 2 0 | 0 0 0
Crew inspected................. 65,940 1,657 0 231 11920' 43
1'assengers inspected............93, 386 741 0 0 __

OPERATIONS OF THlE SERVICE IN THIE iPIIILIPPINES.

Surg. C. J. McDevitt (R) in chare . Posv-office a(l(lress, P. 0.
Box 424, Manila, P. I.; telegraphic lAdress, Quarantine, alanila.
During the current fiscal year this station was concernedl in the

haiidling of the following quarantinable diseasess: Cholera, leprosy,
plagueC, an(l smallpox.

9.869604064
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The activities of the United States Public Health Service in tle
Philippine,-s for the fiscal year 1922 may be classified as followNs:

1. National quarantine.
((I) In1comning quarantine.
(b) Consular quarantine.

2. Interisland quarantine and supervision of interislan(l vessels.
31. Dispensary treatment of American seamen.
*4. ifospital treatment of American seamen.
5. Sanitary supervision of vessels in port.
6. Sanitary condition of ports and contiguous shore.
7. Inspection of arriving aliens.
S. Veterans' Bureau actvities.
O. Miscellaneous functions.

(PE RATION ANDI) EQUIPMNIENT.

Quarantine boarding and inspection is carried on at tde following
ports of entry upon the arrival of vessels at the following quarantine
anchorages: Manila, Cebu, Cavite, Iloilo, Jclo, Olongapo, Aamboanga.
The two quarantine stations, one at Cebu and the other at Mariveles,

proved a(lequate for the detention and treatment of vessels held in
quarantine. The station of Mariveles is used for vessels arriving in
the northern section of the islands, anll the. one at Cebu for the South-
ern section.

The personnel engaged in the operations of the quarantine service
and the carel and treatment of American seamen cominprisecl four
commissioned officers, two acting assistant surgeons, an one phar-
macist, tlhe sallme force remaining on duty at the en(l of the fiscal
year.

In alldition to this, there were 65 atten(lants employed onlquaran-
tine work alone.

OUT-PAT!FKNT DtSPENSARY ANlI) IIOSP1'rAt.iz7AioN FOR AMIETICAN SEAMEN.

Out-patient relief and hospitalization was furnished Amier ican
seantl at the port of Manila only. Owing to the falling off in shipping,
which was directly due to the world-wide depression of commerce,
there was a corresponding reduction in this activity. Only 319 out-
patients wvere treated, 389 treatments given. In addition, the service
caredi for aill cases coming under the United States Employees'
Compensation Commission.

All hospital cases of American seamen were cared for at St. Paul 's
H-ospital in the city of Manila, regular officers having charge of the
treatment of thlse patients. There were 136 American seamen ad-
mnitted (luring thel year and 8 remaining from the previous year
nmakinig a total of 144 persons hospitalized. There were 137 di's-
cllarge(1, aind there rcmlnaine(l in the hospital on June 30, 1922 4
patients. Trherc were 3 deaths of Anerican seanmen undergoing
1mospitaliation dutiring the year. There were furnished 2,782 diays o7
liosl)ital treatment;.

NATIONAL QUAJRANTINE.

Incomill" *quarantille inspection was conducted in accordance with
the t.Tnited' States Quarantine Laws and Regulations of 1920 in i

manner similar to that of previous years. Thle hours of inspection
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have been maintaine(l from sunrise to sLunset, except ill unusual C21ses,
when one or two vessels were ins1)ected after sunldownl. Dayulght
illspection in the Philippines is much more important thlan in the
United States, owing to the proximity of ports infected with quaran-
tilable disease. Extra vigilance is required, and it woul(l bIe a mis-
take to change the hours of insi)ection in the Philip)pilles. The incom-
ing work for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1922, las beeni talbulate(d
as follows:

| Total
t Number of Numbtr of number of

stntionis. vessels 11e,;els p~asscengens
inspecteL. finnigated.1 anid crews., _. ., , , ,,, , _ . . !__ ' j ~~~~~~~illsIected.e

Cavite.......... .11 0 53,729
Cebu........ 7.5 71 5 837
Iloilo.......'1 1251 495
Jio..39 l) :3,352
Manila ........... 181 12-9,043
Olongapo........ j 2 0 193

a1niboallga........ 24 0 2,X45
,.,...._._. _,_ __

QUARANTINAB1i5E DISE}ASE.S.

Duriing the month of December, 1921, when there wal"s nll increase
in the inmnbeor of cases of cholera in tile city of Mfanlila, (qua.rantineins1)ection of interisland boats-a Was instituted anld the special regtll-
tions j)ertaininiig to cholera. (pars. 59 to (56 of the quarillatilne r-egulatiolls)
were enforced.

Towa1,rd the latter, l)art of Af ty there wats a. (lecide(dI ilnlealso ill tlie
number of cases of human plague occcurrin'g in the port of Hongkoiig,
anozl the I-iongkong representatives of the sOrvice were requested to
enforce special regulations covering Plague at for ign ports. All
vessels on the I-iongkomgfailt runwre1 fumigated every tril) an(
thle, rats destroyed Were examined foir plague.

Earllly ill Junlie a. more or less violet -l)i(ldfliC of h 1uman k)ltlgi
stanrte(l ill the port of A.^moy, and immediately vessels oni the mlno-
Manila r'u ere fuliganted each tip) and the bOll'irding officer's We're
(irecte(l to institute a velr~y ri('id examinllatioll of all vessels from--
Amnoy. Ill sj)ite of this fact, however, t case of humnia-plnvrague Was
a(lmittedl on1 Jun1), 1922, fro1l the SteamShi) 3ia(I.( '1Ji Taq'(Isalq
left Amoy on May 30, arrivinlg in Manila June 1. Aft tlhe muster an(l
illsI)ectioIl of crew an(l passengers by the boarding officers no case, of
sickness of anly kind was discovered. A member of the crew, 0. Cheng
Suy, left the vessel the same (lay of its arrival and proceeded to his
home in the city of Manila without having complained of illness. On
the afternoon of June 3 hie cnalleed a private practitioner n(l(died about
11.30 p. in. of the same clay. A diagnosis of plague was made nlll
verifiedby post-mortem examination and confirmed later bacteri-
ologically. While at Amoy this vessel had remained ait ancehiom' ill
the roadsteacl with rat guards on all lines to ligllter's. All the steerage
passelngers were deloused and( their effects daisinifecte(d l)efore gointU
abroad. No further cases of plague developed onl the Ta'isanq lllti
it is probable that this case receive(l its infee tion in Atmo.M rats
examined following fumigation were found negative for JAlague
During the month of December, 1921, while smallpox was epidemic

at the pott of Shanghai, one first-cabin passenger developed smallpox
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nine days after arrival at the port of Manila. These two cases were
the onlry cases of quarantinable disease that gained entrance to the
Philippine Islands undetected during the fiscal year.

Routine fumigation of vessels was carried out throughout the year
for the reduction to the greatest extent possible of the rat population
of vessels arriving at the port of Manila. Requests were made, as in
the past, to rat-proof the water front contiguous to the piers at this
port and to carry on the campaign to keep down the rat population
of this city to a minimum. The Philippine Health Service con-
tinued a systematic rat-catching campaign. All rats caught were
examined ?or plague, but none was found positive for the infection
during the year under report. All rats killed in fumigation also
proved negative for plague. The total number of vessels fumigated
was 503. The number of rodents killed in the fumigations was as
follows: Rats, 990; mice, 371.

FUMIGATION OF VESSELS.

Fumigation was carried out at the several quarantine stations in
the PhI ippines, primarily as an antirat measure, with the object in
view of reducing to a minimum the number of rats on vessels. Expe-
rience in the Philippines seems to prove that this is by far the best
and most efficient method of controlling the transmission of plague.

Ordinarily, vessels on direct run from Manila to plague-infected
ports, such as Hongkong, Amoy, etc., are fumigated once every three
months; but whenever there is an increase in the number of cases of
plague at any port, fumigation is required every trip after discharge
of cargo. Oil request from the captains of interisland vessels, fumi-
gation is performed about once every six months, and at the same time
general inspections are made of the sanitary conditions on board and
instructions are given to the proper officers to maintain clean ships.
The tabulation above shows the number of vessels fumigated at ports
of the Philippine Islands.

SMALLPOX IN THE PHILIPPINES.

It was the practice for a number of years for all interisland steam-
ship companies to send to our office the crews of their vessels for re-
vaccination, and also to send the new members before signing them
on. For several years past, however, the agents of these lines have
been lax, and it was necessary to send out a circular letter requesting
that all the crews of all interisland vessels be sent to the quarantine
office for vaccination. This work was completed the latter part of
May. 'I'he last case of smallpox reported among the crews of inter-
island vessels occurred,Jne 17, 1918. The quarantine service in the
Philippines continues to vaccinate till arriving steerage passengers
from abroad, regardless of their port of departure. The last case of
smallpox in Manila occurred December 11 1921.

During the past 12 months, the quarantine officers at the port of
MNanila alone vaccinated 14,982 members of crews and passengers on
arriving vessels.

CHIOLERA.

During the fiscal year under report, an increase 'in the number of
cases of cholera in the city of Manila began early in December, 1921,
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and assumed epidemic proportions shortly afterwards. The bureau
was advised by cable of the presence of this disease, and special meas-
ures were instituted at this port in accordance with the regulations.
Several countries, amon them the Dutch East Indies, tRe British
Colony at Hongkong,* and Australia, quarantined against the port of
Manila during th is epidemic, in spite of the fact that every precaution
was taken by this service to prevent either a case of cholera or a
carrier leaving the Philippine Islands. This is mentioned because
outgoing quarantine at the infected port is much more efficient and a
better procedure than that of attempting to prevent the introduction
of such disease at the port of arrival. In Qther words, an efficient
outgoing quarantine should induce other countries to expedite the
handling of ships which have been properly treated before departure,
instead of placing obstacles and hardships in the way of such vessels.

IMMIGRATION MEDICAL INSPECTION.

In addition to their quarantine duties, the officers at this station
are charged with the medical examinations of immigrants. Examina-
tions are made whenever aliens are presented by the proper officials,
either on board arriving vessels or at the detention station at the
customhouse. The largest part of this work constituted the examina-
tion of arriving children of domiciled aliens, a special examination
being necessary to determine the age of these applicants for admission
to the country.

AID TO OTHER SERVICES.

Aid furnished other services of the Philippine government was as
follows:

1. Bureau of Custorns.-Physical examination of seamen and examination of can-
didates for marine licenses; examination of arriving aliens and medical
service to same when necessary; dispensary treatment and first aid to em-
ployees; and certification of probable age of children of domiciled aliens
and treatment of seamen referred by the insular collector, acting as American
consul of the various ports.

2. United States Shipping Board.-Examination and certification of prospective
employees; inspection of foodstuffs on board vessels as to quality, and
whether fit for consumption as food; examination of candidates for the
officers' school of the board; an(l dispensary and hospital treatment of seamen.

3. Bureau of Education.-Examination of candidates for entrance to the nautical
school.

4. Bureau of Ilealth.-Fumigation and disinfection of vessels carrying lepers to
and from Culion leper colony and furnishing transportation to the field force,
and furnishing transportation for official business (provincial government).

5. Bureau of Agriculture.-Disinfection of vessels engaged in the transportation of
infected cattle.

6. Weather Bureau.-Displaying typhoon signals as an aid to vessels (luring
typhoon season.

7. Bureau of Comnnerce and Indstry.-Maintaining light as an aid to navigation
at Marvele&s

8. Food and Drugs Board.-'The authentication of all certificates covering meats
or meat products imported into the Philippines.

PROPERTY.

The financial condition of the Philippine government having imn-
proved but little, if any, during the past 12 months, it has been im-
possible to requisition for the necessary property to reequip our two
quarantine stations. In the last annual report it was shown that
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considerable property had been condemned and never replaced, and
it was hoped that some of this property might be replaced during this
year. This, however, has been impossible. The floating equipment
of the Bureau of Quarantine Service at the ports of Manila,Cebu, and
Iloilo is m very poor shape and requires extensive repairs. The
launch at Cebu has recently become unseaworthy, and it will require
from six to eight thousand pesos to put it in. repair. The launch at
Iloilo is also in urgent need of repairs, which will undoubtedly total
somewhere close to PGOOO. The Zapote has not been on the ways
for almost a year, and is in urgent need of repairs to her copper bottom.
This boat, however, has reached the stage where it would be cheaper to
sell or condemn her and replace with a modern seaworthy tug. From
June 1 to October 1 the weather in Manila Bay is very tempestuous,
and it is very dangerous to board from a launch which is not in the
best of condition or one which is too small. Present indications are
such that it will be impossible to obtain the necessary funds from the
Philippine government within the next f years for the purchase of
a suitable boarding launch for the port of Manila.

OPERATIONS OF THE SERVICE IN PORTO RICO.

Surg. C. M. Fauntleroy, chief quarantine officer, in charge. Post-
office and telegraphic address, San Juan, P. R. Quarantine stations
are maintained at the following-named ports: San Juan, Ponce,
Mayaguez, Aguadilla, Fajardo, Humacao, Arecibo, Guanica, and
Central Aouirre.
The activities of the Public Health Service, under the direction of

the chief quarantine officer, embrace the following: (1) National quar-
antine; (2) antiplague measures; (3) marine-hospital relief; (4) Yet-
erans' Bureau business; (5) medical inspection of aliens; and (6)
miscellaneous.

NATIONAL QUARANTINE.

The chief quarantine officer is stationed at the port of San Juan,
where the service maintains a fully equipped quarantine station, with
suitable facilities for the detention of personnel and apparatus for
disinfection and fumigation. A small hospital is also provided for the
proper isolation of persons with quarantinable diseases. The quar-
antine procedure at the subports is conducted by acting assistant
surgeons, and includes the inspection of vessels and the issuance of
bills of health. In the event of the occurrence of quarantinable dis-
eases on vessels at the subports, such vessels and the personnel are
remanded to the quarantine station at San Juan, where the necessary
treatment of the vessels and personnel is conducted. The only quar-
antinable disease observed during the past year was a plague-infected
rodent on a tugboat, the San Luis, operated by the United States
engineers in connection with the dredging of San Juan Bay. This
infected rat got on board this vessel at San Juan because of the
failure to exercise proper precautions white the boat lay alongside of
the wharf.
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The quarantine transactions in Porto Rico may be summarized as
follows:

San Juan. Subports.

Vessels inspected............................................................... 362 397
Vessels fumigated............................................................... 287 18
Crews inspected......................................................... ........ 15, 638 9, 672
Passengers inspected.10,050 3,481
Bills of health issued .............. | 837 1,461

ANTIPLAGUE MEASURES.

'1'he antiplague measures adopted by the Public Health Service
at the beginning of the outbreak of plague at San Juan in February,
1921, were vigorously enforced until Miarch 15, 1922, after which
date the bureau directed that the procedure be modified in certain
respects, because of the improvement in the plague situation in
Porto Rico. The Governor of Porto Rico, upon the recommendation
of the commissioner of health, issued a, proclamation on April 12,
1922, declaring Porto Rico to be free from plague infection. The
last case of human plague occurred August 30, 1921, at Caguas,
and the last case of rodent plague occurred September 8, 1921, at
San Juan. The total number of cases of human and rodent plague
which occurred during the epidemic is as follows:

Hutnan plague. Rodent plague.

Place. Cases. Place. Cases.

Bayamoa u.....o........ 1 Bayamon ................................ I
Cauaas................................. 2 Carolina 1
Carolina .............................. 4 Manati ................................ 3
Manati.............................. 2 Fajardo.1
Arecibo... .... I RioPledras.6
San Juan........................... 15 Puerto do Tierra......................... 11

Santurco................................ 23
San Juan................................ 43

Total.........................25 Total..., : .. .

MEDICAL INSPECTION OP ALIENS.

In the absence of any facilities to expedite the medical inspection
of arriving aliens it is necessary to conduct these examinations on
board of vessels. No opportunity is allowed for the proper observa-
tion of suspicious cases, owing to the failure of the United States
Immigration Service to make provision for the detention of aliens
for the period of time required to complete the examinations in
accordance with the United States laws and regulations governing
the medical inspection of aliens. During the, year, 8,032 alien
passengers and 10,858 alien crews of vessels were medically in-spectef, and medical certificates were issued as follows: Class A-1, 0;
class A-2, 2; class B, 26; class C, 0.
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MISCELLANEOUS..

In addition to the routine activities of the service, the following
improvements were effected at the quarantine station at San Juan:
(1) Detention facilities considerably increased; (2) about 1 kilo-
meter of roadways repaired and the station connected to the main-
land by an excellent macadam road; (3) storage facilities for excess
property increased by additions made to existing structures; and
(4) construction of a garage to accommodate two automobiles.

PROGRESO, MEXICO.

Acting Asst. Surg. HI. E. Gimler reports as follows:
During the current fiscal year this station was concerned with

the inspection of passengers embarking from this port for ports in the
United States, the inspection of crews on ships dispatched from this
port for ports of the United States, and the fumigation, for the de-
struction of mosquitoes, of all vessels going to the southern ports of
the United States during the closed quarantine season.
No cases of yellow fever were reported in this district during the

past year.
VERA CRUZ, MEXICO.

Acting Asst. Surg. Percy Airons, in charge:
During the fiscal year the operations of this office have been

directed chiefly against plague, yellow fever having been of less
concern than in former years. The extensive antimosquito work
carried out by the International Health Board has resulted in the
reduction of the yellow-fever prevalence and permitted relaxation of
quarantine restrictions against vessels sailing for ports of the United
States.

During the fiscal year 1922, cases of yellow fever contracted, in
part in the city and in part imported, numbered 20. There were 5
cases of rodent plague, but no human cases. Three hundred and
twenty-two vessels departed for ports of the United States or its
possessions, and of this number 232 were fumigated for the destruc-
tion of rodents and mosquitoes. Bills of health were withheld in
three instances because of violation on the part of the master of out-
going quarantine requirements. There were inspected 1,012 pas-
sengers and 12,857 members of crews. The inspection of passengers
included the use of thermometer, and any person having a rise of
temperature above 38 was refused passage by the agents on recom-
mendation of the service representative. Several cases of unknown
fever were thus rejected. Tlme service representative rendered pro-
fessional service to the consular office with respect to seamen apply-
ing to the consulate for aid.qrho quarters of the United States Public Health Service, which.
formerly were wholly inadequate, have been moved to another pars
of the consulate and are much more satisfactory than in the past.

VIRGIN ISLANDS.

Surg. D. C. Turnipseed, chief quarantine officer, in charge. Post
office and telegraphic address, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands.
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During the current fiscal year this station wvas concerned with the
quarantinable diseases smanlI)ox, leprosy, plague, and yellow-fever,
as follows:
Smallpox.-On account of the prevalence of smallpox in Santo

Domingo and Haiti! the passengers and crews of sailing vessels from
those ports have been required to be vaccinated before landing. One
case of and one death from this disease occurred in St. Thomas
during the year. This case was imported from San Pedro de Macoris,
Dominican Republic, and occurred on the thirteenth day after
embarkation.
Leprosy.-One case of leprosy, in transit from Saba, Danish West

Indies, to Curacao, Danish West Indies, was observed during the
year. This case was isolated on board the Dutch schooner Estelle,
and was not allowed to land in the Virgin Islands.
Plague.-Five vessels were detained in quarantine during the year

for fumigation, on account of failure to comply with quarantine regu-
lations while previously in a plague-infected port.

Yellowfever.-On December 3, 1921, an American tank steamship
from Tampico, via Vera Cruz, Mexico, arrived with four cases of
fever on board. At the time of departure from Tampico three cares
of yellow fever were reported at that port. The precaution was
taken to detain the vessel a few hours until a bacteriological exami-
nation could be made. Theso cases were found to be microscopically
positive for malaria, and as there were no mosquitoes alboardl, the
vessel wsas grante(l p)ratique.

GENE'lAL QUARANTINE TRA\,SAC'T10NS.

St. Thomas.

Number of vessels inspected and passed................................ 455
Number of vessels boarded and passed................................. 14
Number of crew inspected............................................... 11, 708
Number of passengers inspected...................... 6, 480
Total fees collected for inspections and fumigations of vessels and vaccina-

tions of personnel .................................................. $4, 127. 75
Number of bills of health issued...................................... . 221
Number of vessels fumiyigated........................................... 9
Number of personnel vaccinatel ........................................ 186

Fredcrikst ct(.
Number of vessels inspected........................................... 28
Number of crew inspected.............................................. 1, 846
Number of passengers inspected....................................... 1, 793
Number of bills of health issued........................................ 127
Total fees collected for inspections of vessels .......... ................... $407. 00

(.'hristainsted.
Number of vessels inspected........................................... 6
Number of crew inspected.............................................. 85
Number of hills of health issued........................................ 36
Total fees collected for inspections of vessels............................. $24. 00

IMMIGRATION.

Inasmuch as the United States immigration laws tire not effective
in the Virgin Islands, there have been no transactions for this service
during the past fiscal year.
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HREAIRS TO PROP'ER'Y.

The usual routine repairs were ma(le to the buildings and struc-
tures on the quarantine reservation and to thel floating equipment.
All appear to be in a good state of preservation.

M'EDICAL INSPECTION OF AIHINS.

During the fiscal year ended Julne 30, 1922', there WerTe examllnied
by medical officers of the Public Health ,Soervice 551,454 immigrants
for the purpose of detectingg physical or mental defects or diseases,
as proicled for in the United States immigration laws. This shows
a decrease of 586,228 ats compared with 1,137,682 for the previous
year. In addition to the, immigrants examined, 783,193 alien sea-
men were inspected, as provided( for in the act, of February 5, 1917.
The reduction in the ilumnber of ilillnigr'ants examined was largely
due to the a)plication of the " three per centuin law."
The total number of ilignirants certified to as hatvilng (lefect or1

disease was 25,815-541 wvere lotund( to be suffering either with mental
defects or tuberculosis; 1,24:3 ats beingg infecte with "loathsome
contagious" or "dangerous contagious" diseases; 17,172 as having
some physical clefect which would interfere with their ability to earn
a living; and 6,859 as having miinor physical (lefects. Of the alien
seamen found defective, 68 were certified forl tubercullosis or mental
conditions; 2,423 as beilyg afflicte(l with "loathsome (contagious" or1
''dangerous contagious" diseasee; 1,80,5) fomr conditions that would
affect their ability to earn a living; and 418 for allinio defectss.
The reduced iniulber or aliens applying forI admission has 1)01'-

mitteci a more critical exalninationl. ljspeCially ait 13oston and New
York, the ports which receive( practically till of the European inmnli-
grants, examinations were mna(le in at mio'e leisurely manner than
?ormeerly, with the result theat at greater percentage of disease anld
physical defects Was found(. Fi'roln I total of 282,000 immigrants
examined alt Ellis Islan(l, a)pro-Ximltely 16,800, or 5 per cent, were
certified to. Of the 708 cases alllicte(l with "dlanlgerous contagious'
or "loathsome contagious" diseases (inluCtIding 490 certified to during
the year plus 218 cases pending on1 Jily 1, 1921), somewhat less than
one-half were (deported. Of tihe 16,204 found to be suffering fromi
physical defects, 585 wNere (deported. Of the gralnd total of 1(6,828
immigrants certified to at Ellis Island as )eina mentally defective,
tuberculous, afflicted with dangerousus contagious" oir "loathsome
contagious" disease, or physical defectss, 709 altogether were dIebarre(1
from entry. The number of certificates end(lere( tat Ellis Island
for mental defectss was 99, fromn at total examinined of 282,000.

Admittedly, the procedure at ports, of entry f(r detectingg illenttal
defects amongst arrriving, aliens is far from perfect. rhis is cuic in
part to inadequate facilities and insufficient space fol holding large
numbers in detentionn andundelr o1)servation, and in part to a limited
force of medical exanmiiners skilled in the detection of mental (lefective-
ness. The main difficulties, however, were' fundaniental in natllre
especially with. iespeCt to detection of those afflicted withl neulro-
psychoses. Practically *0 per cent. of the alienI bor admitted to the
New York asylunms h;ave resided in the State sufflciently long to
secure naturalization without their (condition b)ecomilng evident. to
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tleir associates, and the (liflic(llty ill the detection of this class of
c1se5s during the lilitC(1 opportulity aflorded fol their examination
at thle time of entry is plainly evident. Probably the majority of
feeble-minded are recognized, and all i(liots and imbeciles; but in the
,examination of persons speaking alienl tongues and emotionally dis-
turbed because of the new environment, it is no easy matter for the
medical -examiner working through interpreters to gain a correct
estimate of the mne-ntality of the immigrant.
To the casual observer whose knowledge of (conditions connected

with the immigration proljlem is gained by a brief visit to Ellis
Islan(1, it might appear that some infallible system could be evolved
for the weeding out of the, mentally unfit, but, to those who have
given years of earnest study to the problem the remedly does not
appear so easy of application.. As sauccinictly set forth in the "Manual
for the Mental examination of Aliens," the immigrant generally
appears for examination as to his mental condition without the
examiner being possessed of thle i(ids thait ordinarily enter into the
determination of such at question. The, history of his family, as well

as2 his personal history, is unknown and unobtainable. His previous
environments can only be estimated or suspected. His friends and
relatives, as well as himself, are unwilling to lend their cooperation,
and the statements which are made by themmntust all be accepted
with suspicion; for, as experience has show, they tare more interested
in securing entry of the alien than in assisting in obtaining the truth.
Moreover, the question of latnguageO and of race adds much to the
difficulty of the situation. It would be ideal for the examiners
themselves to be we'll versed in the languages an(d customs of the
suspected aliens, as otherwise they will miss .some cases which should
be obvious. Evemn with a careful, well-traine;d interpreter, much is
lost ill any examination of an insane person. Certain significant
expressions and tones of voice can not l)e translated, and many things
which would be of greatest significance to a psychiatrist inean nothing
to an interpreter., an(l therefore, remain iintrainslated. This is a
serious handicap in those (caOises, 1in whilh illusionss areO not freely
xpresse(d, ae(i whi(qi show I1o physicall signs or eccentricities of
behavior or conduct, aInd little, if any, deterioration. Some inter-
pmeters tire tepllperalmlenltally unfit. to aid ill at mental examination
b)eausc they lose thleil temlipel andi raise their voice when receiving
wrong answers.
A very substanill'tial enlargement, of thle quatters at immigration sta-

tions; so as to permit, of tie (detentioi afnd o1)ser'vatioli of a greater
number of aliells witholit, hopelessly obstructingcr the incoming tide
or tying up commerCe wol(I, of coiurse, be hlpfuil andid probablyy
r(su~lt, inl the detectioni of a. greater percetitage of feeble-minded or
ilsalIne, aIliells. Wereslich facliftiies available, thle i(1(1itional ex amin-
ilg 1)(pr(sonni4il would be forthcoming.

A. ery serious hlian(liea) ill the conduct, of tle me(lical examillation
of alienl.s has beel inll thle lack of ad(letout (letenltioll and hos'itall
facilities ati imn11iuigrilt iol stati(lls. X it ile (Xcel)tion of Hliis
island and Sarin Francisco, for the most partl thlie Goveriiment, o1)per-
I tilig thrOlruglh t lie I mm111ligi1 tioll Service,(Iloepn(Is- fol the hosplitaliza-
tion of sick aliens, or those sl)bject, to oIhservation for (lefinite (deter-
initation of (diatglois, upoln local hospitals;, and this results in a.

-er con'si(derabe)o (dissip)ation of nle(li al p)ersonnel, whose time is
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taken ulp in visiting various hospitals locate(l throughout the city
for repeated examinations of aliens undergoing treatment spending
their admission or deportation.
Another serious inadequacy is the lack of llaboratoi'y facilities anll

similar diagnostic aids for the medical examiners. As a rule, there
is a sad lack of transp)oltatioTl facilities at most of the stations, so
that the medical examiners and immigicrrtiol inlw9 tors are r(llre(d
to cover wide stretches of water front with a corresponding loss of
time. If satisfactory boarding facilities were' provided, so that, the
examination of incoming aliens when Ma(le on) loard vessels could
take place at some centralized point, there wN"Ould beh1)0 great sa-Vinc
of administrative persoilliei. r'Iiolugh cooperation l)etweeil tile
Bureau of Immigration and the Itibliciehealth Serivice, this condition
of affalls has been, to some extent., lnitigate(d at various polrts.
Quarters have been furnished to immigrration inspectors at the New
Orleans, Galveston, and New York quarantine stations. At New
Orleans and Galveston tfle (Examitlation of aliens is effected at the
quarantine anchorage where the vessel enters, and similar arrange-
ments Apply at New York with respect to nonpassenger-carrying
vessels. The service also l)rovides allneh tjnrasportation to the
Immigration Service at Port r'ownsellcl HIonolului, Portland, Mle.,
Providence, 1t. I., a1n(l several other p)orts of lesser imlPortance.

Furthermore, at at number of ports wheil'e rl0 immigration hospital
is provided for the r1(eceptioni of diseased alien seamen, the Public
Health Service has en(leavore(l to extend the utmost cooperation,
and, so far as its more immediate obligations permit, has accepte(l
these diseased alien seamen at the hospitals for care and treatment
pending their final disposition b)y the Immigration Service. Under
these conditions the diseasedd alien is a(lvised that he must not leave
the institution; but it is well recognized that Public Health Service,
officers are not vested wvith police iowver, norl have they i'ecourse
should the alien, as not infrequently happens, leave the,grounds for
a perio(l more or less temporary buit which, at the same time, per-
mits him to mingle with the public. With respect to the imposition of
custodial restraint, the same (lefect exists in the ease of (diseased
alien seamen sent to private institutions. 'rlie immigration law
contemplates that arriving aliens afflicted with conditions that will
operate to their exclusion should be held( under the supervision lnl(l
custodial restraint of the immigration authorities, and unless theY
are detained, therefore, in institutions controlled ly the immigrntioni
authorities this restraint can not be, other than purely nominal.
Not infrequently aliens, be they seamen Or' imig'tialts, presentConditions on1 primary examination of suclh character a;s will not )eI'-

mit of an inmmediate diagnosis )eing nilald, and further observations
is requireCl pending lal)oratory tests. 'h'le p)r0l)e CondUCt of immIni-
gration examinations will, therefore, n ecessitato the enlrugement of
immigration stations at at number of )orts so as, to include hospital
facilities and c1lnicai laboratories.

CLONORCHIASIS.

The subject of c-lootorchitasis has )een. one that, liths (cau18(1sed consid-
erable trouble. Because of the exclusion of at consi(lerable number
of Chinese merchants afflicted with this infection, more or less pres-
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sure. has been exerted to have the existing medical regulations
amended so as to eliminate clonorchiasis as a " dangerous contagious"
disease that renders deportation mandatory.

Clonorchiasis was included in the revised regulations governing the
medical inspection of aliens as a. "dangerous contagious" disease,
because it is an infection for which no remedy is known. The (is-
ease is essentially chronic in character, mild in some instances, and
quite severe in others, with a tendency to ultimate invalidism and
with a reported mortality, at least in the Orient, of from 16 to 20 per
cent. Presumably the greater proportion of persons infected died
from some intercurrent malady. It is transmitted through the
medium of two fresh-water hosts, fresh-water snails and trout, both
of which exist in the United States; and there appears to be no good
reason why this disease should be characterized other than as a
"dangerous contagious" one, rendering the infected alien subject to
exclusion. It has been the uniform policy of the Government in
case of doubt to operate in the interests of the Government and not
in the interests of the alien, and until it has been definitely proved,
therefore, that fresh-water snails in the United States can not act
as intermediate hosts of this parasite it is (leemned to be unjustifiable
to make any change in the existing regulations.
Most of the cases of clonorchiasis have been apprehended among

Chinese and Japanese passengers arriving at the ports of San Fran-
cisco, Seattle, and Boston. It is particularly interesting to note,
however, that during the fiscal year, at San Francisco, of 164 Chinese
seamen examined because of their expressed desire for shore leave,
56 were found to be afflicted with clonorchiasis.

Certain investigations have been made as to alleged cures for this
disease, such.-as exposure to deep X-ray penetration, intravenous
doses of antimony, and carbon tetrachloride, but none of these
remedies was found to be of value. The main effect of the X-ray
treatment was the production of a large number of ova in the stools.
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Immigrants inspected and certified at all ports and places in the United States and its dependencies and in Canada.

Place.

Num-
ber of
aliens
ex-

amined.

kjo, Ariz.---------------
Baltimore, Md.------------------------i
.. .---------------------

Biscaynie Bay, Fla. (quarantine).

Boston,Bostn, fas----------.----------------
Brownsville,' Tex.x ... .I
Brunswick; Ga.--------------------

Buffalo N Y ...----
Calais, - - -

Calexico, Calif .. ..
Charleston S C

Columbia kiler Oreg. (quarantine).
Columbus N Nex

Del Rio,1ex:.
Detroit,:Mich -.------------------------

Douglas, Ariz .-- -

Duluth,Minn. I
Eagle Pass Tex ..
Esprt, fdlaho--------------
El Paso. Tex.. ...
Fal RiM er Mass ......-----.-

Freeport, iex.---.-.-.-.
Galveston, Tex......
Gloucester) Mass - .
H:1IIfaxdXNova Scotia.................

Eidalgo,Tex. ..
Honolulu, Hawaii ...-

6

230
0

4,035
124

5,972
6, 102

0

9,971
108
668
11
18

185
2,399
3,111
2,162
7,471
9,860
1,914

22,393
1

0

191

2
3,987
18,951
4,396

Immigrants certified.

Class A.

(1)
(2)

imbe- Loath-
cility, some
feeble- con-
minded, tagious
insan- or dan-
ity, epi- gerous
lepsy, con-
and tagious

tuber- disease.
cutlosis.

j.........
1---------
11

1515

I19

1---------
2

155

1
8

12
8

i.._......

6

1
---- -

3
2

Class B:
Disease

or
defect
which
affects
ability
to earn
living.

... . ... .. ....

. ... .. .--- .---
2 16

I30 454
1 2 204

5, 355

Class C:
Disease

or
defect

iof less
degree.

8
258
20

.&6'
, ~ ~~~

.......

1 1 4.... .............
1-------------- --------'

I 13 -- - - -

23 118 184
12' 1 .. ..

I-.-.----- 21 12
15 21 33

2 54 11
17 262 89

--------- --------- ---------

1- - - --- --- 1---.-.......5... ... ... ...13

I 1 67 14

Total.

Important diseases for which certification was made.

Tra- | ITu-coabereu-chm.losis.

I2 --------

43 ..

747 12
291 40

15.
10 ..

...... . ... ... .

.. . . . ........

. . .... .......

16 ..
380 4
13 8
34 ..

67 1
69 .......

376

1.

..89 .......
28 24

84 .,--...

.... ..

I--- --2
2

5
1

........2

........

.l1
10

1---

.11

.11

1-------
i-------
--I-

In-
.sanity.

I1
12

........

1------9

I.......

1-------
|.......

IdiocyJ Imbe-cilfity.

..... . ... ..

1 ----- 1-----..
1----- -1---.--

I .......

1--- ------
I- -- - -.- -- -
I.- -. -- --

...---1-------........

....----

1------
.........t... ..

1--- ---
*

I
*-. .

II........ ........... .

lepsy.

1--

1---
3---

1---

Feeble-
minded
and

psycho-
pathic
inferi-:
ority.

*Favus.1

_-

...,.... ......

... 6j. .......

.... . .......

51.... .....

35

.. .1 3.......

Syh- Soft Gonor
ilis. cre. orh.

.re

..... .. . . 4
1 1---- 6---

3 3

....... ....... ...............-- - -- -!- -- ----- -- -

4. 1... ...._

... .''-- ---- --! ---

1 li 4~~~

3 ....... 1

1

. _...... ..... _............. .... .......

C

C

9.869604064

Table: Immigrants inspected and certified at all ports and places in the United States and its dependencies and in Canada
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Houlton Me e..lIn onal Falls,Mim..
Jackrnan,Me.
Aacksonville F . ..
Ketchikan,Ala ska-
Key West, Fla . .......
Laredo,Tex.......-- ....
Lewiston N.Y.
Marcus,*ash............
Mobile,Ala..
Montreal, Canad................
Naco, Ariz .--.-- ..
New Orleans, La. (quarantine)..-----
New Orleans, La. (city) .-.-..
Newport News, Va ...-. ..
Newport, Vi ...... ....
New York, N. Y .-. .
Niagara Falls, N.Y....-.
Nogales, Ariz.-------------
Norfolk2,Va....... .
OgdensburgN.Y:... . .
Pecaoula, Missh.......... ..
Pensacola Fa........
Perth Amboy, N.J...... ... .
Philadelphia, Pa-.-----------Pilfippine Islands.......... ....
Portal, N. Dakr ................
Port Ang es, Wash..-...-.-...-.
Port Hrhon, Tex ..-....---
Port Huron,.Mi
Portland, e.------
Portland, Oreg-.... . ..
Porto Rico (other than San Juan).
Port Townsend, Wash ......
Presidio,Tax.c. ..............
ProvIidence,R.. I ............
Quebec,Canada............. . ...
Rio Grande City, Tex . .......
Sabine, Tax .-------------
St Albans Vt ..--.........
St. John, New Brunswick .....
San Diego, Calif ..--- -

San Fernando, Ariz.............
San Francisco, Calif...........
San Juan, P. R......................
San Pedro, Calif.......................
Sault Ste. Maxie,sch.
Bavannah,Ga.
Seattle, Wash... .............
Sumas, Wash.-..--.--..-- ...--.--
Sweet Grass, Mont.--------------------Tacoma, Wash.-----........... 1

21 3
254 3... 22
110 3 I 7

1,534 --'------ -------.5,995 4 5 6
11,658 11 100 279

598 1.........132
279 -- - --------- 12
37 I----- ---- --------- ---------

15 881 57 1211 1,056
1,203 --------- 7 3
3,417 I. .. 17

321 2 21 3
22 1'----

3,266 11 ......... 181
282,220 134 49Q 11,278
2 4641 7 3 120
6,'843 4 3 21
594i..26 2
891 3-------- 6
127 .. . 1 3
0 ........., ....... .........

OI,............................... .........

3,633 3 9 80
6,460 !,,, ......... . .

458 5..._.... 9

1,694 22 2 131
2,387 1 . .....l

361 3i....... 4
720 ! ...... .........

1 802 1......... 2
7 9353 1 1 .
2,6521 1 29 31
6,335 4------ 52

197 1 22 2
21 ......... ......... .......

30721 4 2 11
3,972 13 7 150

306j . 6 .........
69

-

-.......... ---------

13,543 4 1ll1 306
,032 .......... 2 26
2,355 ---------......---- --- 1
1,4961 4 21 8

:3
2,6761 1 291 409
3101 16 24 37
5301 1 1 29
55, ..........._._..

.------ l-- 3
2 27

17.1 28

1 16
46 4CS
6 39
21 14

474 -1,7.....!10
....... 17

.-, 12
2 3
72i 264

4,887 16, 789
171 147
31 31
1i 29
31 12
31 7

97

21

9: 16

......... ..........

3

1 2
33' 94
25 81
1' 26

,.. . ...... ...... ..

23. 40
76I 246

...... .... 6

...........
121 542

28

57

15 92

25' %6
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iattigrarnts inspected and certfied at all ports and places in the Unikd States and its dependencies and in Canada-Continued.

Tampa, Fla..................
Tampa Bay, Fa. (quarantine).
Tla Juana, &aDr.. ..............
Tucson,Ai.iz
Van Buren, --e.
Vancouver, British Columbia
Victra, Bitish Columbia.....
Wllmlng tonr' ,N. C.........
Wlrunlper, Canada....

Yarmouth~tNovaScotia.

Num-
ber of
aliensIex-
amined.

1,057
67
889
160
149

1,626
1,975

0
8,604
27,789

Immigrnts certified.

Class A.

(1)
Idiocy, (2)
imbe- Loath-
cility some
feeb e- con-
minded, tagious
Insan- or dan-
ity,ep- rous
lepy con-a~na tagous
tuber- disease.
culosis.

......... .... .......

......... . ........

. .... ... ..... .

4
2 1
17 8
3 ............_

.ii.

2 .....

Class B:
Disease

or
defect
which
affects
ability
to.earn
living.

........
4........

4
4

13
64
14

.........

1,
18

Important diseases for which certification was made.
_____ | ~ - - - - - - - . __

Class C:
Disease

or
defect
of less
degree.

........
,........
.........
........

........i

36

. ......i.

27

58

Toal.

.........
,........

4
38
16
98
53

1,119
78

Tra.. Tu-ITm-chm.bercu-
I"'

diocy lnelosis-. saiy1dt

........ ...... ....... ... ..

......................

.....................

6 26 3.....,1~
T o t a ... 5,4 1,2, 1717 6,525-1 425 1. ,1 27 2816,11 2

Feeble-
minded
and

riey-IOrity.

Favus.| S'iS'- jMe Gonor-
cre. ha

Epi-
leps.

.......

......
.. ...

.......

.......

.. ...

.......

Ii

........ .......

...... ........ ...

....... .....

3 1-----.
I I....5 .... -.
2.i.-------

........ I-------.

4 4;.......
....... . ! .....

C

- C

.1-i.--- ,?

.. ..

4 C
..... 0.

241 75

§-
....... ....

... .....---
5 -------

..... .. ..
'' '' '-- -'-- ''-
- - -- - --I-- -- --
,. .... ..

------1I------

I I

E -I l- t I-

Total............................I.W,454
_ ..P ! I-

co

...

...

...I

...I

...

541 11 42 159 I8 . 141 1 281,243 17, 172 6,859 1 25,815 11 27 28



Alien seamen inspected ana certified at all ports and places in the United States and its dependences and in Canada.

lIace.

Ajo, Arz..............................
Baltimore, lid.... ......

Bellingbam. Wash.---. -.
Biscayne Bay (Fla.) quarantine
Blaine, Washi ..

Boseton,Mass._---- __-----,,_
Brownsville, Tex....
Brunswick, Ga...............

BuffaloN.Y.

Calas,ie..
Cale"ico,Calif.
Charleston, ---. ...

C(olumbiaiiver (Oreg.) quarantine.
Columbusn N. ?Iex............
Del Rio, Tex......
Detroit, fMich .-----------..
D)ouglas, Ariz..------------.-...

Duluth. Minn .-- ---

Eagle Pass Tc
Eastport, Idaho--...-
El Paso, Teoc .--.- -- .
Fall River, Mass.........
Freeport, :Tex.--------------.-..

Galveston, ............T...

Gloucester, Mass.....................

Halifax, Nova Scotia ...................
Hidalgo, Tex .....................

Honolulu, Hawaii ...................

Num-
ber of
alien)

seamen
Ce-

amined.

0

15,960
242

4,05%
0

37,761
0

0

152
0

0

1,873
7, 521

0

0

17

0

1 62

0

0

0

1, 5.3

852
19.860

402_

0

0

11

Alien seamen certified.

Class A.

(I)(1)
Idiocy, (2)
imbe- Loath-
cility, some
feeble-I con-
minded, tagious
insan- ordan-
ity,epi- gerous
lepsy, con-
and tagious
Ituber- .disease.uIl.I

Class B:
Disease

or
defect
which
affects
ability
to earn
living.

Class C:
Disease

or
defect
of less
degree.

Total.

Important diseases for which certification was made.

iTra-
,choma.

-- ------ - - -- -..........11- -- ---7 181i } 31 4 510

-1----------------------------3.....3.....3.

2 17 110 21 579 556

-------- 2..

'--------------1--------- --------- - -------
............... .... ., ......... -- - -- - -- - - - - -........

4 3 --. .--- 7..
...... . 1629 3 1 20

I--.-,, .........................

.......- ----...--- I
.........

. ......I.... .... ..

- - - --- --- -- -- -- ----- --- ---- ----,............. ......... -- - --........

---- ---- .._., .------ -------.

....... --- ... j...... ........ ............~~~ -- - - - 2 .........

! 1 4 2 2 9......
7 129 98 I---- -- is1>~~~~~~ 3 -

-- - --- i- 7 ...........--- 1-.

- - - - .- - - - '-'- -

..... ... .---........1...... I . ......... ......... .. .. .

Tu-

bereu- sain-.
losis. saI

:111..........

.~~~~~'

-I------- -------

-- -- --

-1-- -- --- - ----- -

-- - - - - - -1- - - - - - -

--- ------1- ---- --

*--- - -1- - - - - - -

-- - - - - - -1- - - - - - -

- - - - - - - 1- - - - - - -

-0-- ---- -1---- ---

-------- -------

-I . ....

....... ........

------- -- -----1------- -- ------1-------

----- - ----- -- - ------ --1----------

....... ...... --

.....1------- --------

...... .......,

-- -- ----- -- --------------- --.
''-''''X ' -''-----' '- ---'''--1-- - -

.... ,I............

----- -- -!------l---....... ... ...

T------1---- ----- --- -- - -- ----|- - --- --

1----------- --1----- --1--------- -----

1--1.------ -t-------1-- ------ -1---- --

1-- --- --t------ ------- -------- -------

I ---j--------,--------E-------
1-----''----------- -----------'

.... 1..... ...._1.. ---..----.

721 29 810.; . ... ......................... ..... .........|

1 2:!~~~~5
*----- ------------.--....

.-------1 l' 2

25 43 52

,-------1-------,-------

-------1------- ....

1------- ------- -- -----

-31 71l ,

*1 ----- ------- 1-------
1------- ---- -------

'i''--'' I-'----1- ------ -

2 3

1--- 4-------t

2--'1''-------''
*-- -----1-- -----j-------
1---- --------''-------

.I --

.1 37 5221 e'
s

;E

VI

Et:
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Alien seamen inspected and certified at all ports and places in the United State and its ependencies and in Canaa-Continued.

Place.

H .......... ...............
Falls, Minn.........

Jakiman,Me...
Jackonle, ........
~etchikan, Alaska....................

K~ey WestJF,-...a.
Ldo Ta........................... .........

M|arcs, Wd........................
Mobile, .&la .....................
Monltrealt C'.anada. ...............
Naco, A....................
New Orleans, (La.) quarantine.
New Orleans, La (city)... ..
Newport News, Va.................
Newport Jt.V .
NewYoN.Y ...............
Niagara FaLs,W. Y ...................
Nogales Ariz.
NorfolkVa...
Ogdnsiurt, N.Y .........OrovrneilWish ... ...............
Pascs s....................
Pensacola, k>la.......................
Perth A byN.J......... .... ..........

Philad ...................
Philippine .slnds........
Po, N. k..------..

Num-
ber of
alien

seamen
ex-

amined.

0
0
0

1,413
0

1,717
0
0
0

6,188
0
0

56,865
3,431
15,531

0
413,586

0
0

38,087
384

0
121

1,238
3

30,194
0
0

Alien seamen certified.

C ass .

(1)
Idiocy, (2)
imbe Loath-
cility, some
feeble- con-
minded. tagious
insai- or dan-
Ity,epi- rous
lep, con-anT tagious
tuber- disease.
cullodsi

.

' 1----

3I 3

.

14

...i.........

.

I
51 1

1..-------~

1---------

-i

8
..ii.

Class B:
Disease

or
defect
which
affects
ability,
to earn
l1iving

1--------.

.96

K.. ..hI 1;5Ei
3

I.Z.1-......ilfi 3
'---------
I 772

I
---------

9
.11
164

Class C:
Disease

or
defect
ofless
degree.

*- --------
--------.

.[. .. ..

5
4

.-------- ^40

i--------6
*---------

201

7
I2

17

Total. Ic ma.

Important diseuies for which certification was made.

'Tu-
bercu-

. 1sis
I n-
sanity. Idiocy. Imbe-

.ffity.
Epi-
lepsy.

Feeble-j
minded;
and 1

psaychoFavns.
pathicinfo-I
riority.

SOft Gonor-chan- rhea
ere.
I CI
I E

0
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PWrtA.elesWash .. ...

Port ArturTerT..
Port Huron'Mich- . .....
Portland, - -eLL...
Portland,Oreg_... .... .
Porto Rico (other thn San Jun).,
Port Townsend,Whsh-
Presidio,: Tes ' .---- ---

Providence, R. L
Quebec, Caniada
Rio Grarde City,Tel.
Sabine Texx,
St Aloan,s Bri,
St. John,eVtuniivick ,-,-,
San Diego, Calif.-------....
San Fernando, Ariz .-.----------
San Francisco Call!-
San Juan,P..
San Pedro Calif ...-..
Sault Ste.' Varie, ch.,,,
Savannah Gas . ,,
Seattle,Was..-.
Sumas,Wash.
Sweet Grass, Mont .
Tacoma, Wiash ---....-----..---.
Tampa, Fla .-- --

Tampa Bay (Fla-) quarantine.
Tia Juana, Calift.. ..--
Tucson, s ..-- -.- . .--.--.--------.---
Van Buren, Me .
Vancoaver, Brii Colmbia .
Victoria, British Columbia ..
Wilmington? TN.C
Winnipeg,(anada..- - -.
Yarmouth, Nova Sceotia...

157
1,377

37
6,608

34
5,410
9,375

0
4,507

0
0

17,175
0
0

3, 121
0

.33,87810,858
13,691

7
2,597
7,649

0
0

873
0

3,979
0
0
0

3,600
0
0

150

Total.-------------783,193i,

1-- -------

t 18
. .

I . . . . . . -i-
.

I--

2
t- - . . . . . . .
{. . . . . . -i-

!**-------
... ..

1

158 17 ...-1 193
1 4 51

4 5 11 21

70f- 24 8 i02

.L6--:::::::----- . 1 9

67-------121..79
,--8-- --- ----- -------~---~- - - - -----7
,,,----- -- -----T--- - -- -- ---

, 67 12 --- -- 79
11 11 .-. 22
4 1 . 6

12~ 8 1 '21
, I30~~~~~~.. 4.1---- 3

--.-. ----

,.. !.
, ,I.

--------- -- -- -

.I- ...................

68 1 42,43 1,805
I-I

418

. Q .
--

-. :.
- - - -

4,714

l--------i --jl-,

4 1

- -- - - - - - -- -- -- -........

34 T------- ----

1--------1
-----

--

-- - - l--'---
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REPORTS FROM IMMIGRATION STATIONS.

BALTIMORE, MD.

Surm. M. K. Gwyn reports as follows:
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922, 1,005 ships were in-

spected and 510 certificates issued for diseased conditions or physical
defects among 15,960 alien seamen.
The following table gives a comparison of the quarantine statistics

for the fiscal years 1921 and 1922:

1921 1922

Ships Inspected.......................................... 1,507 1, 005
Crowsinspect.. 35, 084 16, 960
Passengers itispected. 244 230
Class A (I)certificates.3 7
Class A (2) certifleates............................................................... 518 181

There appears to have been a satisfactory falling off in the number
of cases of venereal disease detected on vessels from foreign ports.
It is said that crews are carefully inspected at foreign ports before
sailing, and those having venereal disease are eliminated.

Passenger traffic is very small, owing to the fact that there are no
regular lines of passenger steamers from foreign ports arriving at the
port of Baltimore.

BOSTON, MASS.

Acting Asst. Surg. A. J. Nute, in charge, reports as follows:
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1922, 1,245 vessels arrived

at the port of Boston from foreign ports. Of these, 834 were in-
specte(l by request of the immigration authorities; 5,972 alien pas-
sengers and 37,761 seamen were inspected, and medical certificates
were issued against 747 passengers and 579 seamen.

Immigrants from every continent and many of the tropical islands
arrived during the year. 'While the numbers were not as large as
those of the preceding year, the sifting-out process had to be carried
on with unusual care and a decided increase in laboratory 1York
became necessary.

Passenger service between British ports and "Boston has been re-
sumed by a number of lines that discontinued such service during
the war. The traffic has consisted largely of second and third class
passengers. Although the decrease in number of arrivals was appar-
ent under the 3 per cent act, the work of actual examination increased
owing to the large proportion of aged and border-line types of aliens.
With the cooperation of the commissioner, the practice of inspect-

ing alien second-class passengers on the dock has been continued
wherever possible. It has been, a success from a public health service
point of view, although it has never had the approval of the trans-
portation companies. By this method the problem of separating
citizens from aliens has been solved, alien inspection has been expe-
dited, and a distinct increase in the number of certificates issued has
resulted.

In April Boston became a port of entry for Chinese under the immi-
gration law. Formerly it had only been a port of entry under the

9.869604064
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Chinese exclusion act. In the months) of April, May, and June 143
Chinese passengers were presented at this office for examination by
the Chinese Bureau. With the limited facilities available, Chinese
inspection became a new problem. After several discussions the' Im-
migration Service- furnished sufficient equipment to make satisfactory
tests. As a result 91 Chinese were found to be infected with various
types of intestinal parasites. There were 12 cases of clonorchiasis
and 25 of uflcinariasig.: In somhe cases the infections were so mixed
that aliens were veritable walking zoological gardens. A number of
cases of hookworm infection were also found among passengers from
Jamaica and Centfal America.

Conditibns similar to those reported in the past from San Francisco
were verified here. Many cases had no clinical symptoms whatever
attributable to the disease. Differential blood counts in a number
of instance showed a high normal number of red cells and normal
hvemaglobin. Eosinophilia was sometimes absent when parasites
were found.

Uncinariasis having beeh placed in class B, it has been the custom
to allow most of the cases to have treatment. Whatever may have
been the results in other sections of the country, experience here has
indicated that it is not altogether a simple condition to cure. The
patients were hospitalized and, under usual precautions, given a
fairly intensive course of salts and thymol, reinforced with sodium
bicarbonate. ' Some cases were given chenopodium in addition. A
cure, effected in one month was considered a rapid result. The pos-
sibilities of cmbon tetrachloride have not yet been tried at this station.
Whipworms and roundworins Were found in the vast majority of

persons examined.' Formerly these have been classed as minor
infections. Recent investigators report that the more common
intestinal worms are not so harmless as generally believed. It is
suggested that all aliens affected with the so-called minor infections
should be treated and cured before being permitted to land.
The same problems previously reported, relative to boarding

arriving vessels, transportation facilities, and supervision of hospital
cases, continue, owing to the location of the immigration station.
Considering the highly important part the medical inspection of
arriving aliens plays in the enforcement of the immigration lawvs, the
quarters and facilities furnished the Public Health Service are not
satisfactory for conducting its functions to the best advantage.
Boston has excellent hospitals and can furnish service at a per capital
rate far below the cost of maintaining an immigrant hospital.
Housing conditions should be considered. Aliens are detained for

weeks and months awaiting disposition of their cases. Nothing in
the immigration law places authority or responsibility on service
officers for sanitary conditions at immigration stations or for the care
of detained aliens on whom medical examination has been completed.

In order to cooperate with the Immigration Service as far as pos-
sible, and agreeable to the commissioner, supervision of detained
aliens has been assumed, and thereby certain responsibilities for
health of the detained persons and the hygienic conditions of deten-
tion quarters. Considerable time of the medical officers has been
diverted from the strictly legal duties of examining arriving aliens
to the care of the detained and to the devising of methods to check
the spread of disease.
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Daily inspections have been made and children's temperatures
taken; but without adequate, outdoor, exercise and proper recreation
and bathing facilities, certain diseases are bound to occur, Several
times during the year epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis appeared,
principally among colored immigrants from, Providence and New
Bedford, but there were also a few cases among Chinese. In one out-
break the type was so virulent that all stricken with the disease (four)
died within three days of onset, although they were detected early,
promptly hospitalized, and given large doses of serum. The deten-
tion quarters were repeatedly searched for carriers, but all cultures
proved negative. Nevertheless, persons exposed were given naso-
pharyngeal applications of 5 per cent argyrol. The commissioner
was given appropriate advice, and each outbreak was promptly sup-
presed. ,From time to time isolated cases of the exenthemata,
mumps, diphtheria, and scabies occurred, but spread of any of these
diseases was prevented by prompt removal to hospital.

Detained aliens arriving at New Bedford, Providence, and other
subports of the -district are housed at this station with detained
Boston passengers and warrant cases. Many, if not the majority, of
these cases are of abnormal physical or mental makeup, and, while
not usually requiring hospital care upon arrival, they constitute an
important factor in making a difficult medical and sanitary prob-
lem. The commissioner and his assistant have at. all times been
willing to furnish any necessary medical supplies and to transfer the
afflicted to appropriate hospitals.
Three hundred and sixty-nine cases were removed to various hos-

pitals in Boston and kept under the supervision of the service. Of
the number admitted five. died. Causes of death were cerebro-
spinal meningitis,.4; acute yellow atrophy of the liver, 1. At the
end of the fiscal year 65 cases were remaining in hospitals.

Inspection of crews generally renders the services of one of the three
medical officers unavailable for! any other duty from 7 a. m. until
sunset, and not infrequently the services of the second officer are
required when vessels arrive in groups, or for, inspection at one of the
subports. Vessels were inspected at the sub orts of Lynn, Salem,
Beverly, Weymouth, Quincy and Plymouth, Mass. Special inspec-
tion was given 12,762 alien seamen, and 120 were found infected with
venereal diseases. Fifty-seven cases of trachoma were found. The
marine hospital has been able to care for the majority of these aliens.
With the seamen, as with the passengers, the medical examunation
is the corner stone of the immigration law. As a rule, when any
privacy could be obtained there was no objection raised by any mem-
bers of the crews to visual inspection, Wen objection was made,
or a seaman was unable to appear on account of illness, the nature of
which could not be definitely stated, the words " medical incomplete."
were placed against the individual's name on the crew list. This
procedure made the alien technically inadmissible for the time being
and placed the responsibility of guarding said alien upon the trans-
portation company, subject to the law applying to escaping inad-
missible aliens, or of producing same for completion of examination
at such time and place as the immigration officials shall designate.
This removes any temptation to pass a doubtful case, and also pre-
vents the disposition of any sick alien seamen except by permission
of immigration authorities.
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Approximately 300 reexaminations of aliens have been made at
this office at the request of the Immigration Service. This includes.
medical board cases, temporarily landed aliens, and warrant cases.

EL PASO, TEX.

Passed Asst. Sur I J. W. Tappan, in charge, reports as follows:
Immigration at this port, mostly Mexican, has progressed steadily

throughout the past year, and was particularly heavy during the
last several months. The numbers during these months approxi-
mated those admitted during the period of the World War, when.
labor was in such demand in this country, and this despite the fact
that the head tax and literacy test were no longer waived for any
of the classes. The laborers have, in a large measure, been employed.
by the railroads.
During the year 22,393 immigrants were examined at the immigra-

tion station. There were 35,183 vaccinations performed in the
regular routine of immigration work. Certificates for disease or
defect, physical or mental, to the number of 376, were issued as follows:
Under class A (1): Insanity, 2; psycopathic constitutional inferi-

ority, 1; epilepsy, 3; tuberculosis, 2. Uiader class A (2): Favus, 3;
venereal disease, 14. Under classes B and C there were issued, respec-
tively, 262 and 89 certificates.

Aliens held in detention at the immigration station are given medical
attention and general hygienic supervision. They are bathed weekly,
and their clothing an bedding are disinfected at the quarantine
station. No serious cases of illness have appeared among them.

GLOUCESTER CITY, N. J.

Surg. D. E. Robinson, in charge, reports as follows:
Immigration at the port of Philadelphia showed a marked decline

from that of the year preceding, due, in great measure, to the opera-
tion of the immigration restriction law. The total number of alien
passengers examined was 3,633, of whom 97 were certified for mental
or physical defects.
The bulk of the work at this port consisted in the examination of

alien seamen. The total number of vessels inspected was 1,083, car-
rying alien crews to the number of 30,194. Two hundred and sixty-
five certificates were rendered for physical and mental defects among
alien seamen, of which number 162 were for venereal infections. A
remarkable improvement was noted in this respect over the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1921, in which year 321 seamen were certifiedTor venereal disease. The great decrease of venereal infection among
seamen is believed to be due to the greater precautions taken by the
steamship companies to prevent the ship in of men already infected
in order to re uce to a minimum the bils for hospital treatment at
theport of entry.
The crews, for the most part, are examined at the docks, which are

strung along the Delaware River from Claymont, Del., to Port Rich-
mond, :Pa., on the west shore, and from Deep Water Point to Camden,
N. J., on the east shore.
The work other than as above outlined consisted in the medical

supervision of detained aliens and the examination of warrant cases
in this and other cities of this district.
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MONTREAL, OANADA.

Supj. E. H. Mullan, in charge.
As in former years, the aliens are presented for examination at the

Lao'auchetiere Street office daily, except Sunday, from 9 to 5.
X certificate stating that the alien is free from disease or is afflicted

with some malady is required in every case.
Aliens who can not be disposed of at a, single examination, or whose

condition requires consultation, are held for joint examination by the
acting assistant surgeon and the medical officer in charge.
The Chinese are examined at the Windsor station, and those who

are detained for further observation are sent to the Montreal General
Hospital.

ashes of pediculosis were numerous during the winter months. All
such cases were detained until free from this condition.

Since May 13, 1921, Chinese destined to Boston and New York
have not been medically examined at this port, examination being
limited to those in transit only.
A number of Chinese have been detained for further clinical and

laboratory study, but no case of serious parasitic disease has been
discovered.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Acting Asst. Sure. J. T. Scott reports as follows:
The restriction ofimmigration has reduced the arrival of immigrant

aliens to the vanishing point. The nonimmigrant aliens continue
to come as heretofore, an'0 are represented by business men and their
families from the Tropics, and a few students going to school in this
locality.

There has been less than the usual number of foreign seamen -taken
from vessels and sent to the immigration station for further observa-
tion and treatment. Trachoma cases are fewer in number than here-
tofore. Venereal cases show considerable improvement, owing to the
fact that the sailor realizes that he will be removed from the ship if
he is infected with venereal diseases.
The immigration station is still handicapped by a lack of trained

nurses, as well as by an incomplete supply of drugs and other neces-
sary articles. Attention has been called to this deficiency repeatedly.
The detained alien seaman has to commingle and eat in the same
dining room with "deports," who are held pending deportation.
Frequently the latter are of the criminal class. The claim is made
that there is not sufficient funds available to build separate quarters
or properly to segregate these classes.

The officers of the ships, as well as the agents ashore., cooperate
with the medical officer to the 'fullest extent. As far as the Commis-
sioner of Immigration and his aids are concerned, they are doing
everything in their power to assist in the proper care of these detained
cases. The matron, although not a trained nurse, is of great assist.-
ance and could not be dispensed with unless trained nurses be pro-
vided. The daily administration of arsphenamine is unusually risky
on account of there being no trained nurses assigned to this station.
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NNW YORK.

Surg. W. C. Billings, in charge, reports as follows:
During the fiscal year 1922, there were medically inspected at this

station 282,220 alien passengers, of whom 16,189 wer certified to the
Commissioner of Immigration as presenting some mental or physical
defect, and 4138526 alien seamen, of whom 278 were certified, making
a total of 695,746 with 16,467 certificates. This fiscal year is the
first under which the provisions of the so-called "3 per cent" law
have been operative. The statement that these provisions are prin-
cipally responsible for the smaller number of alien immigrants arriving
at New York would probably be undisputed. During the fiscal year
1921 there passed through the medical division of the station 665,001
alien passengers, which means that the arrivals of the present year
represent but 42.4 per cent of those of last year. This fact has
enabled the medical division to examine " intensively" a larger per-
centage of arrivals than was previously possible. The value of
"intensive" examination can not be overestimated, and effort should
constantly be made to raise the proportion of those so examined.
The number of aliens presenting themselves at Ellis Island with
pediculosis has been marked decreased, and the danger from typhus
fever correspondingly diminished.

In general, the types of disease presented have not varied greatly
from former years, nor is the deviation from the usual percentage of
afflicted great enough to necessitate comment.
No marked change in administrative procedure has been inaug-

urated, as the well-tried routine methods have worked satisfactorily
under the conditions which confront us. In the boarding section of
the station, two medical officers have been stationed at quarantine,
in order that the crews of nonpasseniger-carrying ships might be
inspected, from an immigration standpoint, at the same time as the
quarantine examination was being made. The experiment is being
continued in order that further observation may be made.

During 1922 the hospital section was operated, under interdepart-
mental agreement, as United States Marine Hospital No. 43, and in
all matters connected therewith the hearty cooperation of the Immi-
gration Service was always present and is here acknowledged with
pleasure.
The table submitted herewith shows the amount of hospital work

performed.
A new administrative problem has presented itself because of the

inrush of aliens during the first half of the year and the very decided
falling off in the number of arrivals during the latter half. This
condition is occasioned by the very natural desire among the immi-
grants not to arrive after the quiota from their respective countries
has been filled. The medical staff at Ellis Island is highly trained
and specialized, and, if disrupted, could not be rapidly reassembled.
This means that while somewhat understaffed for the first half of the
year, the station is somewhat overstaffed for the last six months; but
because of the time required to attain the peculiar training necessary
it can not 1)e reduced.
Aid to the Immigration Service, other than that (lemandeid by the

law, in the nature of professional advice, medical treatment of employ-
ees becoming ill on duty, night inspection of detained immigrants,
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etc., has been routine practice during the year, and the station has
extended aid to merchant seamen, the Coast Guard, and the United
States Employees' Compensation Commission.
The hospital buildings are still urgently in need of most of the

repairs that have been repeatedly recommended.

Report of medical certificates relating to alien passevgers.
Claws A (1), including 37 insane, 832 moron, 3 idiocy, 23 imbecility, and 4 epi-

lepsy , and 35 fied for tuberculosis...... ............................ 134
Class A (2), loathsome contagious disease including 89 trachoma, 61 yphilis 14

chancroid, 104 gonorrhea, 68 favus 6 trichophytosis barb*, 63 trichophy-
tosis tonsurans, 86 trichophytosia of the ungium.490

Claw B, diseases or defect which affects ability to earn a living............... 11, 278
Class C, diseases or defects of less degree.4,887

Report of medical certificate. relating to alien seamen.
Class A (1), including 2 insane, and 3 certified for tuberculosis. 5
Clam A (2), loathsome contagious disease, including 32 trachoma, 67 syphilis,
23 chancroids, 85 gonorrhea, and 1 trichophytosEie.202

Clas B, diseases or defects which affect ability to Urn a living.31
Class C, diseases or defects of less degree.40

Disposition of immigrants certified.
Class A (1):

Cases pending at beginning of year.................. 29
Cases certified during year............................................ 134

Total to be accounted for.163
Cases deported........................................................ 124
Caweslanded...,................... - . ................... 29
Cases pending close of year................................ ............ 10

Class A (2):
Cases pending at beginning ofyear.. 218
Cases certified during year.490

TVotal to be accounted for.708
Cases deported........................................................ 306
Cases landed... ................................. 354
Case pending close of yer.48

Class B:
Cases pending beginning of year.172
Cases certified during year................... 11, 278

Total to be accounted for ................... 11,460
Cases deported........................................................ 476
Cases landed.................. 10,913
Cases pending close of year ....... ..........:.62

Class C:
Cases pending at beginning of year.- ............................. 39
Cases certified during year............................. 4, 887

Total to be accounted for............................. 4,926
Cases deported........................................................ 110
Cases landed........................................................... 4, 798
Cases pending close of year ............................................ 18

9.869604064

Table: Report of medical certificates relating to alien passengers


Table: Report of medical certificates relating to alien seamen


Table: Disposition of immigrants certified
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Race of aliens certifledfor mental condition during fiscal year ended June 30, 1922.

Ramv

Belgia4n.,Bella .'bi................................Atrl~can black.............................Czechoslovalklan ...........................
English..;
Finnish ................................
Geek ah...................................French.....................................
Gebrma ....................................Herew.
Irish ........................
Itallan (south)............................
Jugslav ..................................
Magyar...................................
Panaman.................................
Pollsh...................................
Russian..................
Scandinavian.............................
Scotch ...................................
Welsh .....................................
Itallan (north)..........
Portuguese................................

Insane.

1
2
2
3
3
1
2
1
4
6
2,
1~

..........

........ i.

1
5

*-------i-
*-------i-

Feeble.
minded.

.......... ...........

.......... ..........

.......... ..........

.......................... .......

1 1..........
.......... I..

1 ' 1212
7

..........

... ............

...........

.......... .1

3 23

...........

3
3

*-------i-
..........
...... I....
........ ..

2

Total.......................... 371 30 )

Idiocy. Imbecile1 Epilepsy.. _I _

Nativity andrace ofimmigrants certifiedfor trachoma during fiscal year ended June 30, 1922.

Nativity.

Armenia...............
China, ......... ...

Czechoslovakla ..............
England.
Germany................
Hungry.
Ireland......................Italy.
Lithuania ...................
Poland.
Rumania.l
Rusia.l
Sootland.
Spain....SpineY...................Turke.
Yugoslavia...... S

Total..................

I6
1----
1----
1---
1----
1----1-.
1---
1- -
1 1.
1-- -

11
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I ... *11-..--1
1- -- -
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1- ---
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1----
1----
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1----
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1----
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1I

I

I*- 1.... ....
2----1----....
....3.... ....

26..... ....lll2
1 121
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2....
..
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l--- 22..
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I
,....

1--.
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1--I

....1..1 -.1---
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1--

4
0 Ii 10
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At1
M

... . ... . .. . . .~~~~.... 1.... ....

................ . .... ...

........ .... .... ....1
.... ....,.... .. ....
1 .... .... ....27...i.... .... ...
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2;''1 2 1 27 -

Race ofimmigrants deported on medical certicates during fiscal year ended June 30, 1922.

, Children.
-- Race. Men. Women. Total.

Male. Female.
I _~-

African, black.......................................
Albanian ............................................
Arabian.

Armenian.........
Assyrian.....
Austrian..........

BhUZan...........................
Chilen

Cuban......

Ctecho-Slovak.........I
Dutch .... . . . . . .

English.....

20

1

0

11

0

2

1

3

6

34

4

29

14
0

0

7
0

2

O0
0

0

9

0

7

0

0

0

1
1
0

0

0

I

0

1
0

2

3

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

1

37
1

1

21

7
3
1

4

6

48
4

39

Total.

1
2
3
3
3
2
4
2
36
10
12
1
1
1
2
1
71
1
1
1

974

j
E-4

6
7
1
2
5
1
2
28
4
5
4
14
1
1
6
2

89

....

....

....

....

....

....

....

....

....

....

....

....

.T
....
....
_

---

11

I
....

....

....

....

....

....

..i.

....

....

....

....

9.869604064

Table: Race of aliens certified for mental condition during fiscal year ended June 30, 1922


Table: Nativity and race of immigrants certified for trachoma during fiscal year ended June 30, 1922


Table: Races of immigrants deported on medical certificates during fiscal year ended June 30, 1922
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Races ofimnigrants deportedon medical certi.ates duringfiscalyear ended June 30,1922-
Continued.

Race.

Finnish ....................................

Flemish..........................
French.,..... ..

German .............................................
Greek ..............................................
Hebrew ...............
lrish. ...........
Itolan North).............................
Italn South)..............................
Lithua n.........................................

Megar...........................................Mxcic ..............................
Portuguese.......... ................
Rumnan.................

Ruthenian .............
Russian............................................
Sandinavian.......................................
Scotch................................
Serbian.............................................
Spanish.............................................
Spanish-American ...................................
Syrian.......................... .

Si ...............................................
Turkish .............................................
Welsh ...............................................
Yugo-Slav........

Total........................... ...............

Men.

2
2

,4
.49

21

12
18

219

18
3
2
7
0

27
14

11
eS
3
3
0

2

17

62a

Chil
Women.

3

0
2

21

48
14

1

38

4

6

0

9

0

3

0

8

4

0

0

4

,

9

129

Male.

0

0

42

~18
3

271
0

3
0

0

0

2
0

2

1

98

dren.
_. Total.

Female.

0 2
0 6
1 73
1 36

24 187
3 32
0 3
14; 298

1

0 2
2' 13

0'

0 20

01 1

0 14

0' I
o! 8

o ,8
0'
0
0 (

01 .,27

651 1,015

Summary of hospital transactions.

Number of patients in hospital at the beginning of year.......
Number of patients admitted to hospital during year 3.....................
Total treated(men, 3,606; women, 3,624; male children, 1,538; female chil-

dren, 1,566)..........................................................
Births (male, 13; female, 8).............................................
Deaths (men, 22; women> 19; male children, 26; female children, 19) ........
Pay patients treated during year.........................................
Free patients treated during year .....................................
Number of days treatment pay patients.................................
Number of days treatment free patients .................................

Total number of days treatment for hospital case( .......................
Maximum number of patients in hospital at any time during year ..........
Daily average number of patients in hospital .............................
Number of patients in hospital at end of year.............................

Hoepill summary.

571
9, 762

10,333
21
86

9, 673
660

120,097
10,916

131, 013
595
517
191

From Not Re- Total
pFro- Ad- Total Recov- Im- Im- Died. main treat-
vious maitted. treated . ered. proved. proved ing. (days).year.(dy)

Aliens .................. 571 9,762 10,333 7,223 948 1, 88 86 191 131,013
Beneficiaries............ 3 171 174 113 31 5 2 23 2,853

8 174 beneficIaries not included in this statement.

9.869604064

Table: Summary of hospital transactions


Table: Hospital summary
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NORFOLK, VA.

Acting Asst. Surg. Frank C. Makepeace, in charge, reports as

follows:
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1922, there were examined

36,087 seamen for the purpose of detecting disease and physical and
mental defects, in accordance with the provision of the United States
immigration laws.
The total number of alien seamen certified was 1,720. Of the

seamen found defective, 12 were certified for tuberculosis, 1,147 as
being afflicted with either loathsome contagious or dangerous con-
tagious diseases (chiefly venereal diseases), and 562 for conditions
which may affect ability to earn a living.

All alien arriving at this port thoroughly exam-

ined for evidence of venereal disease; and all persons presenting
suspicious lesions were brought to the station, proper and t e diagno-
sis was confirmed by the usual laboratory procedures.
There were 69 visits made to the county jail and other institutions,

to examine or treat aliens under detention at those places awaiting
deportation or other disposition.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Surg. Dunlop Moore, in charge, reports as follows:
The duties devolving upon this station may be subdivided as fol-

lows: (1) Medical inspection of aliens; (2) hospital; (3) laboratory;
and (4) miscellaneous.

MEDICAL INSPECTION OF ALIENS.

During the fiscal year, 13,543 alien passengers and 33,878 alien sea-
men were examined to determine the presence of physical or mental
defects as required by the United States immigration laws. Primary
examinations of seamen and cabin passengers, as a rule, are conducted
on board ship in cooperation with the quarantine officers assigned to
boarding duty. Generally, all primary examinations of alien passen-
gers other than first cabin and all secondary examinations of passen-
gers and members of crew are made at the Angel Island station.
The routine primary examination of alien steerage passengers at

the Angel Island Hospital usually includes inspection of the stripped
body, stethoscopic examination of the chest, eversion of the eyelids,
a saltatory test for the detection of beriberi, and microscopic examina-
tion of the centrifugalized feces.

Certificates for physical and mental defects were issued as follows:

Class Class Class Class Total
A (1). A (2) B. C. otal.

Allen passengers..................................... 4 111 306 121 542
Allencrew............. ... 0 67 12 0 79

Tota ..........................................4 178 318 1211 621

Important causes of certification were the following: Uncinariasis,
287, and clonorchiasis, 158, both numbers in excess of those for 1921.

9.869604064
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As compared with the preceding fiscal year ended June 30, 1921, the
number ot crew and passengers examined shows a marked decrease,
and the number of certificates issued shows a very slight falling off.
The decrease in the number of arriving passengers is largely attribut-
able to restrictions placed upon Chinese immigration into Mexico and
,Cuba.

As in former years, Chinese and Japanese compose the bulk of the
alien steerage passengers arriving at this port.
One hundred and fifty-eight reexaminations of aliens previously

certified as afflicted with clonorchiasis were made at the request of the
-Commissioner of Immigration, and in each instance.the certificate was
reaffirmed. One hundred and sixty-four Chinese seamen desiring
shore leave were specially examined, of which number 56 were certified
as afflicted with clonorchiasis. These statistics may indicate a high
rate of infestation among an unselected group of Chinese or an attempt
to evade immigration restrictions by the familiar device of entering
this country in the capacity of seamen.

HOSPITAL.

Hospital admissions during the year totaled 622. Important causes
of admission with number of cases were: Uncinariasis, 228; mumps, 66;
and scabies, 47. Only 10 cases of cerebrospinal fever were admitted,
as compared with 31 cases during the previous year.

In addition to cases admitted to hospital, out-patient treatment for
minor ailments was given to a total of 825 detained aliens and Gov-
'ernment employees.

LABORATORY.

Laboratory work plays an important role in.connection with the
examination of aliens at this station. Five thousand and fifty-seven
specimens of feces. were examined for ova of intestinal parasites, in
addition to the routine examinations of blood, sputum, urine, etc.
Among the Chinese steerage immigrants, practically all of whom are
natives of Kwangtung Province, intestinal parasitism is the rule.
The more common parasites are, in the order of frequency, round-
worm, whipworm, hookworm, and clonorchis. Quadruple infesta-
tions are by no means rare. The entire absence of infestations with
Taeniab solium, T. 8aginata, Dibothriocephalu8 latu8, and Hymenolepis
nana among arriving Chinese and Japanese is remarkable, in view of
their respective or and fish-eating propensities. Examination of
.a relatively small number of Persians (Assyrians) and Hindoos indi-
cates that cestode infestations (including H. nona) are relatively com-
mon among these more western Asiatic races.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Medical opinions on various subjects have been submitted when
requested by the commission. In this connection, 107 aliens were
especially examined with a view to determining their approximate
ages.
In connection with the treatment of uncinariasis, comparative studies

of the therapeutic value of various anthelmintics, including carbon
tetrachloride, indicate the superiority of our standard chenopodium-
chloroform-castor oil treatment.

It is desired to acknowledge the courteous cooperation of the Com-
missioner of Inmigration.
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SEATTLE, WASH.

Surg. Hugh de Valin, in charge, reports as follows:
The practice of inspecting the crews of freighters at the Port

Townsend quarantine station has been continued, also the inspection
of first and second class passengers. Steerage passengers and crews
of passenger vessels continue to be inspected at this port, usually on

board the vessel.
A routine examination of the stools of all steerage passengers andall first arrivals of the second-class passengers is Tone to detect

infestations with intestinal parasites. The principal parasitic ova

found are thoseof Ascaris lumbricoides and of Trichuris trichiura for
which the immigrant is not certified, and of Ankleostoma duodenale
and of Clonorchs sineihsis, which are certified. Bookworm disease
is treated by the service in the immigration station, the following
treatment being used:

Preparatory: 7 a.m., magnesium sulphate sat. sol., 60 c. c.; 7 p, m., sodiumsul-
phate sat. sol., 90 c. c. Next morning, oil of chenopodium. three doses, of 15 drops
each, in capsules, at 7, 9, and 11 a.mi. At p.m.,Chloroform, 2 c. c., and castor
oil, 18 c. c., and at 1.30p. in., castor oil, 30 c. c. The stools are examined six days
later and the treatment is repeated if necessary. After the first treatment, three
negative stools are required for release. After more than one treatment. only two.
Ordinarily, two to five treatments are required.

In February examination was initiated for the ova of Colonorchis
sinens/is. Altogether 18 cases have been certified, 13 of whom were
Chinese males, 1 Japanese male, and 4 Japanese females. The
youngest case was 16 years of age, the oldest 57. Under authority
from the Secretary of Labor, two cases have been given treatment
here by private

physicians. The firstmethod tried was by intensive
X-ray treatment. In one case this method was used for over a month;
in the other

about three weeks. The only apparent effect was a

great increase in the number of clonorchis ova appearing in the stools.
Antimony and potassium tartrat-e was given intravenously to one
case, but the first few injections made the man so sick that he refused
to take any more. Only about 3 grains altogether were given, with-
-out apparent effect. Inbothcasescarbon tetrachloride has been given
in doses of 6 c. c., thus far without apparent effect.
No facilities exist in the immigration detention quarters for isola-

tion of cases of trachoma, scabies, or venereal diseases. A room
large enough to accommodate at most six beds has been set aside in the
women's quarters-for hospital purposes, but thus far no equipment
has been provided for it. In the men's quarters plans are under
considerationfor setting aside room for isolation.
The Commissioner ofImmigration is desirous that the United States

Public Health Service treat cases oftrachoma and venerealdiseases
in the station, because it is thought thatb etter controlof the cases

can be secured by having them in the station. If suitable isolation
facilities and necessary materialtire provided by the Immigration
Service, this proposal would probably be satisfactory However, in
view of the limited space in the present building, it is hardly thoughtpossible that suitable isolation facilities canbe provided. The pro-
vision of such facilities has been repeatedly recommended toth e

commissioner.
14717-22----14
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WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, CANADA.

Acting Asst. Surg. Harry J. Watson reports as follows:
Total number of aliens examined at this port during the fiscal year

ended June 30, 1922, was 8,604.
Medical certification was given against aliens as follows:

Clam A (1)...... 41
Class A (2).......................................................... 19
Clam B.....-............................................................. 1,032
Cla C............................................................. 27

Total................................................................ 1,119
The number debarred by the United States Immigration Service

was as follows:
CaeeA (1) ............................................................. 41
Class A (2) ............................................................. 19
ClamE B ......................................................... 33

a J....-*-..-............................................................................ 3

Total............................................................... . ..........................96
Two fires occurred at this office during the year. The second time.,

in January, 1922, it became necessary to move temporarily to other
quarters. The present office has been entirely remodeled and/is well
equippd.Thepnumber of aliens seeking admission shows a slight increase over
that- for 1921. The largest percentage of these have been in Canada
for -some years. Many of them have made considerable money and
are chanzine their abode here to seek the climatic conditions which
the Soutfiern States offer. California has received many of the older
people.

thle number of medical cases seeking advice of the service repre-
sentative is also very largte. Cases of trachoma are few. Tubercu-
losis cases numbered only 17. These cases are growing fewer in
number every yer going to the fatht the sanitariinC ad
are accomplishing wonderful work in the treatment of the disease.
As the Ufnited States border is only 60 miles from Winnipeg, fre-

quent attempts are made to cross the line without examination and
the U~nited States immigration authorities are kept busy in preventing
the practice.

9.869604064
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SANITARY REPORTS AND STATISTICS.
In charge of Amt. Surg. Gen. B. S. WARREN.

Health conditions throughout the country, so far as such con-
ditions are shown by statistical data, were unusually favorable
during the fiscal year ended Julie 30, 1922.

Reports to the Public Health Service indicated that a very mild
form of influenza (la grippe) was prevalent in most sections of the
country during February and March, 1922. In some localities
increased prevalence was noted during the latter part of January.
The outbreak showed the usual characteristics of this disease,

spreading through a community with surprising rapidity, and ex-
pending its force within a few weeks.
The disease was of so mild a nature that many cases were not

reported, and it was not possible to secure even approximately
accurate statistics of its prevalence. During the eight-week period
from January 15 to March 11, 1922, inclusive, 24 States reported
more than 103,000 cases of influenza. During the same weeks of
the year 1921 these States reported less than 6,000 cases of this
disease.

STATISTIOAL OrFICo.

The statistical office has been under the charge of a statistician
with an advisory group of expert statisticians. The staff of the
office consisted of three junior statisticians and a force of 10 to
15 statistical clerks, computers, operatives, and other*. In addition
to this personnel, there have either been detailed to or working in
close cooperation with this office on statistical phases of various
studies, assistant statisticians from -the office of industrial hygiene
and sanitation and the office of child hygiene, a junior statistician
from the office of field investigations of pellagra, and a varying
number of clerical workers from these ,offices. The statistical unit
of the hospital division and the statistical work of the division of
venereal diseases were placed under the supervision of the statistical
office during the fiscal year. A central mechanical equipment for
computing and tabulating operations is maintained.
The work of the office has been along two general lines: (1) In

furnishing statistical assistance of a technical, clerical, and mechan-
ical nature to other offices and divisions, and (2) in conducting
certain statistical studies independently or in cooperation with
various officers. The last named phases of the work of the statis-
tical personnel are described briefly in the following paragraphs.

INDUSTRIAL MORBIDITY STATISTICS.

The work of developing standardized sickness records in indus-
trial establishments as a foundation for the collection of a body
of industrial morbidity statistics was advanced by correspondence
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and through personal visits during the year to 20 large firms employ-
ing full-time physicians. It has teen carried on in cooperation with
the office of industrial hygiene and sanitation. The following sum-
mary shows the number of industrial establishments which on June
.80, 1922, were actively cooperating with the service in the study
of industrial morbidity:

Number of establishments and number of employees or which sickness records are kept for
study in cooperation with the Public Health Service.

Number Number

Minimum duration for recording disability. of es- Of em-
tablish-

Iloyee.nients. ipncludiveed.

Oneday......ay.............................................. 6 11,100
Fivedays..... 5 26,300
Sevendays................ ... 24 68,600
Totalo................ ......................................... ....... 35 106,000

A special effort is being made to secure the records of sicknesses
with a minimum duration of one day, and a group of interested
establishments have expressed their willingness to cooperate through
their medical departments. A special committee on such records
was created by the American Association of Industrial Physicians
and Surgeons at its annual meeting in St. Louis in May, 1922. These
records will permit of analysis according to sex, age, nationality,
season, occupation, and. length of service. One large company has
turned over to this office all of its detailed records for tabulation,
the records having been previously transferred to cards for me-
chanical tabulation in accordance with suggestions from this office,
and others have expressed their willingness to do so. The experience
so far collected indicates that where records for illnesses of short
duration (one day or less) are kept, the average frequency rate of
disabling sickness is approximately two cases per person per year.
The frequency of certain causes that would not appear to an appre-
ciable extent in records of sicknesses of longer duration is illus-
trated in the following table for female wage earners:

Frequency of certain ailment. causing absencefrom work amongfemale workersfor whom
sickness record& of short duration were kept.

Frequec ra ever--a-e--Cases er100 eiyrate -Dy
persons, per case.

Disease or condition.
Factory Ofice Factory office
workers, eMployees, workers, em loyees,

1920. 1921' 1920.' 1 1.2

Colds..250.5 339.3 3.31 1.47
Dsmenorrhea............. 1. 4 233.2 2. 58 1. 61
Tonsillitis........... 238 8 36.7 6.29 4.29
Headache... 98.4 183.3 3.20 1.05
Rheumatism............... 24.0 39.8 7.43 1.56

XData for female employees in rubber factory and for Illnesses lasting one day or longer.
g Data for offiee employees the great majority of whom were females and for absences due to illnesses

lasting ome hour or longer.

9.869604064
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The collection of morbidity data from the records of two large
employee sick-benefit associations in Chicago was completed during
the year, and the work of coding, punching, tabulating, and analyzing
the material is in progress. The study covers all cases of sickness
and nonindustrial accidents causing disability for one week or longer
among persons in one plant who were members:of the association
for 5 years or longer in the period from i911 to 1920, and among all
members in three other laroe plants during the five years, ending with
December 31 1920. Disability is to be studied from the poit of
view of sex, age, and nationality; the seasonal variation in sickness
incidence; the age distribution of persons ill from certain degenera-
tive diseases; the increase or decrease in the frequency and severity of
specific diseases in the 10 years from 1911 to 1920; and the chronology
of cases among persons experiencing an excessive amount of disability.

Cooperation with sick-benefit organizations for the study of illnesses
causing disability for five days or longer and with other sick-benefit
associations for the study of cases lasting seven days or longer was
continued, and the frequency of sicknss asking a week or longer in
each month of 1920 and 1921 was found to be as follows:

Frequency of disabling sickness and nonindustrial accidents lasting one week or longer
amorag sample groups of industrial employees, by months, in 1920 and 1921.

Number Annual Number Annual
onthofontiof ass' Men number aionth of nnsetuino aso- Me mber

1920, ~ciations sp. of cases in rof saIs-Mebr of cases-Monthoon report- ship. per 1,00012. report- s lip. per 1,000
ing. persons. ing. persons.

January ............. 8 14, 208 275_0 Januiiary........ . 67,028 134.0
February.13 22,249 326.7 February..i 30 68,820 152.5
March........ 15 23,627 126.0 March.............. 30 72,7655 128.5
April.17 25,832 103.9 Apr11. 31 71 503 1i0.6
Niay.............2254,044 76.7 May.1............. 70,55 8&.4
June.25 58,036 67.3 June. .. 31 69,389 76.6
July.~....26 58,385 67.1 July .22 56,531 70.'6
August............. 25 58969 601 August22 5,577 87.9
September.23 60,264 54.2 September2..2 55 566 67
October............. 59,211 76.4 October............ 22 56,272 81.6
November.27 75,045 85,7 November ......... 22 56,928 94.3
December.26 67,197 106. 1 DDecember .. 22 56,511 105.2

FIELD STUDY OF MORBIDITY.

A field study of the incidence and prevalence of morbidity in
an observed population was begun in Novemiber, 1921. It is believed
that this is the first time a continuous study of this kind has been
made for a typical population. A sufficient personnel was detailed
to make a preliminary canvass of approximately 2,200 households,
with a population between 8,000 anal 9,000 individuals, about one-
third of the total population of the city. In the course of this canvass
the name, address, color (or race), sex, and age of each individual
was ascertained, as well as data relating to employment, prior attacks
of typhoid fever, scarlet fever, measles, diphtheria, smallpox and
whooping cough, specific immunization for typhoid, diphtheria
and spallpox, and incidence of ill health at the date of canvass.
For each household data were obtained as to residence, size and sani-
tary condition of dwelling, crowcling, method of excreta disposal
source of drinking-water SUpply, source of milk supply, and economic

9.869604064
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status. Since the first canvass three field assistants have been
detailed for the continuous observation of the households for the
incidence of sickness and it is believed that a fairly accurate and
complete record has been developed. This work has had the hearty
cooperation of the local medical profession in furnishing diagnoses
for all cases attended by physicians, and has had the assistance of
the nurses and the clinics connected with the county health demon-
stration, In addition, the teachers in the public schools have
furnished regularly a weekly list of children who have been absent
from school on account of sickness. It is purposed to continue this
series of observations for as long a period as practicable, greater
attention being given to the incidence of cases of short duration and
to chronic cases.

STATISTICAL STUDIES IN MORTALITY FROM PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS.

An analysis was begun of mortality data for several important
causes that had been compiled during the previous year from unpub-
lished tabulation sheets supplied; from the Bureau of the Census and
from the records of the New York City health department, especial
attention being given to the data for pulmonary tuberculosis. The
collection of the material and the computation of specific (age) rates
for either sex for various geographical areas and population groups
have been practically completed, and some of the further statistical
work, such as correlation of deaths from various causes and the
study of time variables, has been begun. The work has been carried
along the following lines:

(a) Trend of tuberculosis mortality in recent years.-The rapid
decline in the mortality from pulmonary tuberculosis since 1917
has been very striking, but it is not possible to ascertain the signifi-
cance of the decline without considering the previous period as a
background. Such a study was therefore made, and a paper involv-
ing the results has been completed.

(b) Relation to influenza epidemic.-There is considerable litera-
ture on this point, but mostly of a clinical nature. In this study it
was ascertained that there was a marked increase in the recorded
mortality from pulmonary tuberculosis coincident with each wave
of the influenza epidemic, that this excess mortality frompulmonary
tuberculosis had a strikingly different age distribution from the
normal (the incidence being much greater in the young adult ages),
and that there was a much-higher proportion of whites affected than
is usually the case.

(c) Changes in age distribution ofpulmonary tuberculosis mortality.-
The Massachusetts records from 1860 to 1921 have been compiled
and analyzed from the point of view of specific (age) death rates.

(d) Correlations of mortality from pulmonary tuberculosis with
thatfrom certain other causes.-It was pointed out in the last annual
report that mortality rates from certain causes according to age, sex,
State, and year had been obtained by courtesy of the Census Bureau
for the purpose, among others, of correlating the different causesof
death at specific ages. These correlations were commenced during
the past year, special attention being given to pulmonary tuberculosis.

(eo Specific death rates among persons of different sexes.-When
compared for States, it was found that the age curve for females was
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generally similar but that the curve for males was widely variable.
Upon further analysis according to urban and rural condition,
however, it was found that the variation was confined chiefly to
urban males after the age of 30, the curves for females, both urban
and rural, and for rural males being generally similar in their type
and height.

STUDIES IN STATISTICAL TECHNIQUE.

As mentioned in the previous report, in connection with various
studies which have been made by the statistical office independently
or in cooperation with other offices, it has been found necessary to
make certain applications of statistical methods to vital statistics
and health problems which heretofore had not been fully developed.

In the analysis of vital statistics of an historical character lt is
frequently necessary to eliminate the effect of a number of disturbing
factors which may not be under study at the time, but the effect of
which prevents definite conclusions from being reached. Among
these variables may be mentioned: Secular trend, cycles, short-time
fluctuations, and chance variation. For instance, it is not possible
to gain a precise conception of the epidemic peaks of influenza with-
out first eliminating from the mortality rates theaeffect of these factors.
Problems of this type -recur so frequently in the work of the office
that a special study was devoted to the question. General methods
which could be modified to meet specl conditions were evolved,
based in part on methods employed in economic and other fields.
A paper embodying the results of an attempt to eliminate the effect
of statistical variables such as these will be submitted for publication.
In the meantime the methods developed are being used continually
in the work of the office.
Among other studies in statistical technique which have been made

are the application of the theory of probability in a number of ways
to vital statistics, the method of partial correlation, the use of math-
ematically calculated curves by the methods of moments and of least
squares, and application of Fourier's equation to determine periodic
tendencies.

STATISTICAL STUDIES IN COOPERATION WITH OTHER OFFICES AND
DIVISIONS.

1. Child hyqiene.-These studies have been carried on in coopera-
tion with field investigations of child hygiene. The tabulation and
analysis of a considerable amount of field data was completed, and
certain statistical studies along especial lines were made as summar-
ized.
A statistical analysis was made of data from a study of the growth

of school children before and after the correction of certain physical
defects. Weight records were tabulated for children with adenoids
or defective tonsils before and after tonsillectomy. The children were
found to increase in weight much faster after the correction of the
defect.
A study was also made of the relation of physical defects in chil-

dren to absence from school on account of sickness. The data con-
sisted of physical examinations of 3,786 children, together with the
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records of school attendance for the session 1920-21. The children
with defects were found to- lose more time from school on account of
sickness than those with no defects; those with more serious defects
lost more time than those with less serious defects.
A study partly completed last year on the heights and weights of

14,335 children from the Southeastern States was completed and
published. In addition to the determination of various constants,
tables- were constructed to show the smoothed average weights by
sex, age, and height for children of native white parentage and, it is
believed, the data are sufficiently representative to serve as a standard
table of height and weight for native white children in that section.

2. Staistical and epQdermiological studies of influenza.-The past
year brought to a completion the cooperative arrangement between
the Public Health Service and the influenza commission of the Metro-
politan Life Insurance Co. for the statistical and epidemiological
study of influenza. An extensive monograph and a few short pa ers
embodying the results of this investigation are in the process of Anal
preparation. These reports will deal with the records of special
surveys made in a number of localities during the winter of 1918-19,
and an additional survey in Baltimore in 1920, morbidity reports
from Kansas and Maryland, detailed records of the monthly mor-
tality from influenza-pneumonia in the registration area since 1910,
and in certain areas for a much longer period, and records showing
the. course of mortality in foreign countries during the 1918 epidemic.
At the present time, such studies as are possible are being continued
as a part of the current work of the statistical office.

3. Vernereal diseases.-With personnel detailed to this office from
the division of venereal diseases, the current tabulation of clinic
reports and reports from State health departments is being done in
the statistical office. In addition, the tabulation of between 8,000
and 9,000 case reports of venereal diseases in Louisiana, Mississippi,
Arkansas, and Georgia was completed. The results of these tibu-
lations combine in a general way the results previously obtained
from a study of the case reports in cantonment zones and Indiana
with respect to the age incidence of gonorrhea and syphilis among
individuals of different sex. In an effort to ascertain how much
agreement in opiniQn,d experience exists _among pathologists
and syphilographers as to the importance of syphilis as a cause of
death, a large number of questionnaires were tabulated. The results
were unsatisfactory. so far as helping to arrive at any dependable
estimate, but were of value in indicating plainly the extraordinary
differences of opinion and the paucity of statistical data.

4. PeUagra. -Assistance was rendered from time to time in the
statistical phases of the pellagra studies. The statistical analysis
of the material previously collected in the field is carried on under
the statistical office.

5. Industrial hygiene.-In cooperation with the office of industrial
hygiene adid sanitation, the studies in industrial morbidity to which
reference already has been made were continued and developed, and
technical assistance from time to time was rendered to the staff of the
industrial hygiene office.

6. Hos iiviion.-The immediate direction of the work of the
statistical unit of the hospital division was placed under the statis-
tical office in May, 1922.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Upon request various members of the staff have furnished tech-
nical advice and assistance to various bureaus of vital statistics and
to epidemiologists in State and local health departments. The
statistician in charge has served as a member of the committee on
weight and height measurements of children and of the advisory
statistical committee of the National Child Health Council and a
committee on industrial sickness records of the American Association
of Industrial Physicians and Surgeons. A number of reports and
articles of a statistical nature which were submitted for publication
in the Public Health Reports or as Public Health Service Bulletins
have been critically reviewed. Papers were read on "Morbidity
studies" before the vital statistics section And on "JIdustrial mor-
bidity records" before the industrial hygiene section of the American
Public Health Association at New York in October, 1921; on "Spe-
cific death rates for pulmonary tuberculosis" before the American
Statistical Association at Pittsburgh, December, 1921; and on
"Sickness records in preventive work" before the American Asso-
ciation of Industrial Physicians and Surgeons at St. Louis, May,1922.
Ten publications of a statistical nature were prepared wholly or in

part in the statistical office during the year.

COLLABORATING AND ASSISTANT COLLABORATING EPIDEMIOLOGISTS.

The system of collecting morbidity reports by appointing rep-
resentatives of the Public Health Service in State and local health
departments was continued and extended during the fiscal year.
These representatives are officers of the health departments of

the State, city, or county.
Their duties are to secure information of the presence of dangerous

communicable diseases and to notify the Pub ic Health Service at
once upon the appearance of outbreaks in order that measures may
be taken to prevent the interstate spread of the diseases. The
representatives also collect and forward data regarding the prevalence
and geographic distribution of communicable diseases for statistical
use.

The' information collected by representatives located in city and
county health departments is forwarded through the State health
department, and is available for use by locaI and State health
departments.

Collaborating epidemiologists have been appointed for 41 States.
The State health departments of five States-Indiana, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Tennessee, and Wyoming-were added to the list
during the present year. The results of the work of these represen-
tatives has been apparent in better reporting of cases of disease, and
reports are beincf received from a constantly increasing number of
communities, although there is yet much room for improvement in
the accuracy and completeness of the reporting of diseases.
The table following shows the increase in the number of represen-

tatives of the PublichIealth Service in State and local health depart-
ments from 1918 to June 30, 1922.
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State.

Alabama............
Arizona ...........Arkiisas ..........
California..........
Colorado ...........
Connecticut.........
Delaware............
Florida..............
Georgia.............
ldahwo........
Illinois.............
Indiana .............
Iowa-,;<...............
Kansas..............
Kenticky.
Louisiana...
Maine ..........
Maryland.........
Massachusetts .. .....
Miohi*an...........
Minnesota...........
ML-sisipl...........
Missour ............
Montana ...........
Nebraska..........
New Jersey......
New Mexico........
North Carolina.
North Dakota.......
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REGISTRATION AREA FOR MORBIDITY REPORTS.

Morbidity reports in the United States as a whole are not satis-
factory. They are incomplete, vary greatly in different States ald
even in different parts of the same State, and often it is found that
data which are essential to an understanding of health conditions
are not available.

Knowledge, of the prevalence and geographic distribution of com-
municable diseases is essential to enable health departments, local,
State, and Federal, to perform their duty of safeguarding the public
health. The Public Health Service needs prompt-and accurate infor-
mation of the prevalence of communicable diseases to enable it to
prevent the introduction of disease into the country, to prevent, its
interstate spread, and to enable the Federal Government to comply
with international obligations to give notice to other Governments
of the prevalence of quarantinable diseases.
To encourage the reporting of cases, to secure reasonably accurate.

and comparable reports, and to insure the prompt forwarding of
these reports to the Public Health Service, a registration area for
morbidity reports should be established. It is proposed to extend
the present system of collaborating and assistant collaborating epi-
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demiologists, employed at nominal salaries, in State and local health
departments, and to employ a statistical clerk in each State which is
included in the area for the purpose of securing the reports of cases
and forwarding the needed information to the Public Health Service.
This plan will tenable the Public Health Service (1) to secure infor-

mation of outbreaks and of unusual prevalence of disease before it
becomes widespread and its control in interstate traffic is impossible;
(2) to secure reports of endemic and epidemic diseases which are
comparable with similar reports from other communities or States;
and (3) to insure that the reports will be accurately transcribed and
promptly forwarded, by telegraph or mail, to the Public Health
Service.
The conference of State and Territorial health officers with the

United States Public Health Service, held pursuant to the provisions
of section 7 of the act of July 1, 1902 (32 Stat. L. 712), has more than
once urged the establishment of a registration area for morbidity
reports.

STATE MORBIDITY REPORTS.
WEEKLY TELEGRAPHC REPORTS.

Telegraphic reports of the prevalence of communicable diseases
were received from State health officers each week. These reports
were tabulated and published weekly in Public Health Reports.
During the fiscal year 35 State health departments cooperated by
sending these telegraphic reports. Coming promptly, and supple-
mented by special reports of unusual conditions, they furnish a
valuable current index of the prevalence of communicable diseases
throughout the country.
These reports were received from the following-named States:

Alabama. Kansas. New Mexico.
Arkansas. Kentucky. New York.
California. Louisiana. North Carolina.
Colorado. Maine. Orogon.
Connecticut. Maryland. South Dakota.
Delaware. Massachusetts. Texas.
District of Columbia. Minnesota. Vermont.
Florida. Mississippi. Virginia.
Georgia. Missouri. Washington.
Illinois. Montana. WVest Vrginia.
Indiana. Nebraska. Wisconsin.
Iowa. New Jersey. Wyoming.

MONTHLY REPORTS. , I

More comprehensive reports were received monthly by mail from
the State health departments of 40 States, the District of Columbia,
and Hawaii. These reports give the number of cases of certain
notifiable diseases by counties and other political subdivisions in the
States. A summary of the reports is published in Public Health
Reports immediately. The details are given in tabulations which
are compiled quarterly.
The following table shows the States reporting:

Alabama. Connecticut. Idaho.
Arizona. Delaware. Illinois.
Arkansas. District of Columbia. Indiana.
California. Florida. Iowa.
Colorado. Hawaii. Kansas.
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Louisiana. New Jersey. IRho(le Island.
Maine. New Mexico. 'South Carolina.
Maryland. New York. South Dakota,
Massachusetts, North Carolina. Vermont.
Michigan. North Dakota. Virginia.
Minnesota. Ohio. Washington.
MI ippi. Oklahoma. West Virginia.
M\1ontana. Oregon. Wisconsin.
Nebraska. Pennsylvania. Wyoming.

ANNUAL REPORTS.

Summaries are received from State health departments annually,
giving by months the number of cases of communicable diseases
reported and the number of deaths from these diseases. These data
are tabulated and arranged for ready comparison with the average of
similar reports for previous years.

Case rates, death rates, and fatality rates are computed, and the
compilations are published in Public Health Reports and later
reprinted as separates for economical distribution.

CITY REPORTS.
Weekly mail reports were received from 555 cities, giving the

number of cases of each of the principal notifiable diseases reported
to the city health authorities during the preceding week and the
number of deaths from these diseases. The number of cities report-
ing increased more than 6 per cent during the year.

These reports reflect urban health conditions only- but many of
the cities have efficient health departments and are able to secure
more nearly complete reports of cases of disease than is possible in
most rural communities.
Annual summaries of the number of casps of communicable dis-

eases reported and deaths from these diseases during the calendar
year 1921 in cities having more than 10,000 population were pub-
lished. Comparisons were made with the median number of cases
reported by the same cities during preceding years, and case rates
per 1,000 population, death rates, and fatality rates were calcu-
lated for each city. These summaries were reprinted in two volumes,
the first giving statistics for all cities in the United States having
over 100,000 population, and the second including 492 cities of from
10,000 to 100,000 population.

FOREIGN REPORTS.
Reports of the prevalence of cholera, plague, smallpox, typhus

fever, yellow fever, and other diseases were received during the scal
year from officers of the Public Health Service stationed abroad,
from American consular officers (under the provisions of the act of
February 15, 1893), and from foreign governments.
The information contained in these reports is published in the

Public Health Reports for the information of quarantine officers
and others concerned.

SANrrARY LEGI8cTIOx.
During the fiscal year a volume of State laws an(I regulations per-

taining to public health was prepared. This volume contains ineas-
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ures adopted during the calendar year 1919. The series to which
this volume belongs contains public health enactments of the States
from July 1, 1911, to December 31, 1919.
A similar series of volumes contains municipal ordinances and

regulations adopted in cities of the United States during the 10-year
period 1910 to 1919, inclusive.
The published reports of judicial decisions were examined, and

opinions which were of especial interest to public health workers
were abstracted and published.
A compilation of laws pertaining directly to the Public Health

Service was made and was ready for the printer at the close of the
fiscal year.

PUBLICATION OF SANITARY DATA.

The Public Health Reports was issued weekly during the fiscal
year. It contained 3,352 pages exclusive of indexes, an increase of
more than 7 per cent over the number for the preceding year. Ninety-
five articles were reprinted for economical distribution.

PREVALENCE OF DIsEAE.

The following table shows the number of cases of a few of the more
important communicable diseases reported by State health officers
for the calendar year 1921, compared with the median 1 number of
cases reported for the years 1913 to 1920, inclusive. Case rates
per 100,000 population are also given.

Number of cases. population.
Number

Disease. of States
included. Median of

previous 1921 Median. 1921
years.

Cerebrospinalme ningitis............................. 33 2,425 2,083 3.2 2.6
Diphtheria........................................... 45 117,210 197,934 127 203
Measles.............................................. 45 30,172 254,551 377 261
Poliomyelltis........................................ 39 2,239 6,182 2.8 7.3
Scarlet fever........... 45 103 386 184,141 115 189
Smallpox......................... ....... ......42 52,655 92 378 58 96
Typhoid fever ....................................... 44 52,495 42,989 58 45

Cerobrospinal meningitis showed a decrease of 18 per cent in the
rate per 100,000 population in 1921 as compared with the median for
preceding years.

Diphtheria was unusually prevalent in 1921, the number of cases
reported being 69 per cent higher than the median, and the rate 60
per cent higher.

Reports from 45 States indicated a decrease of 27 per cent in the
number of cases of measles and 31 per cent in the rate.
A decided increase in the number of cases of poliomyelitis (infantile

paralysis) in the summer and fall of 1921, which was especially notice-
The median has been defined as the magnitude of the m item in an array.lf the numbers of cases

reported are arranged so that the greatest number reported in any one year is first the second greatest
number is second, and so oh, then the number of cases in the center of the array is the medlan,. qhe. fol*
lowing Illustration shows the method followed when data for five years are available: In a State reporting
60 cases In 1915, 79 cases in 1916, 71 cases in 1917 58 casesin 1918, and 53 cases in 1919, the median is 00 cases.
When data for certain States were not available for the full eight-year period, as many years as possible
from 1913 to 1920, inclusive, were used in ascertaining the median.

9.869604064
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able in the Northern States, raised the rate for this disease 161 per
cent above the median.
The scarlet fever rate was 64 per cent higher than the median.
The number of cases of smallpox was more than 75 per cent greater

than the median in 42 States combined, and the rate was 65 per cent
higher.
Both case and death rates for typhoid fever have been decreasing

for many years. The death rate in the registration area for deaths
decreased from 35.9 per 100,000 population in 1900 to 7.8 per 100,000
in 1920. This tendency is shown in the table. Forty-four Siates
reported figures which gave an aggregate reduction of 18 per cent in
number of cases and 22 per cent in the rate for 1921 as compared with
the medians for recent years. This showing f6r typhoid fever indi-
cates what can be accomplished in the prevention of sickness and
saving of lives by public health work, and it is in marked contrast
with the increase in diphtheria and smallpox, for both-of which dis-
eases the means of control are well known.

SECTION OF PUBLIC HEALTH EDUCATION.

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1922, 116 new publications
were issued, compared with 120 during the preceding year. The
total number of copies of these publications and of reprints of previ-
oIIs documents distributed aggregated 949,460, as compared with
859,808 copies during the preceding fiscal year. The 949,460 leaflets
sent in response to 48,624 public requests does not include the publi-
cations printed and distributed by the division of venereal diseases.
During the fiscal year 33 issues of mimeographed bulletins were

prepared and issued by the Public HealthSPervice to newspapers
publishing agencies, and individuals. These dealt largely with the
results of studies and investigations made by the Public Health
Service.
The section received 96 requests for stereopticon slides, and in

response to these requests loaned 7,200 slides. The work of the
stereopticon library has been greatly hampered, owing to the short-
age of slides and to the lack of funds for making new slides.
The section has received many requests for the loan of exhibit

material, posters, and motion pictures, but compliance with most of
these has been impossible because of the lack of funds.
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DIVISION OF MARINE HOSPITALS AND RELIEF.
In charge of Awt. Surg. Gen. 0. H. LAVINDER.

The increased activities of this division occasioned by its responsi-
bility in furnishing medical care and treatment to veterans of the
World War terminated during the year by the transfer to the newly
created United States Veterans' Bureau of both the dispensary and
hospital systems organized for this wotk. It will be recalled that the
administrative organization of district supervisors was transferred
last year. With these changes, therefore, this division no longer
sustains any relationship to the medical care and treatment of veterans
with the exception that the marine hospitals are still open for the
admission of such veterans for treatment as the Director of the United
States Veterans' Bureau may care to have admitted therein. At
the close of the year there still remain under treatment in marine
hospitals several hundred veterans, and doubtless a certain number
wil[ be cared for in these hospitals for some time to come.
The transfer of these agencies and these activities to the United

States Veterans' Bureau (which replaced the War Risk Insurance
Bureau) was done in accord with a general policy established by the
Congress in the passage of legislation known- as the Sweet Act (ap-
proved August 9, 1921). This legislation, as was indicated in my
report of last year, was the result of much dissatisfaction at the
existing administrative organization involved in furnishing care to
ex-service men and women. It created for this purpose a bureau
under the President, known as the United States Veterans' Bureau,
which bureau is charged with full authority and full responsibility
for all activities relating to ex-service men and women. Evidently it
was the intention of Congress to place in one organization and under
one individual all responsibility connected with this highly impor-
tant matter.

This act provided that under Executive order certain hospitals oper-
ated by the Public Health Service could be transferred to the United
States Veterans' Bureau for future management, control, and opera-
tion. The President, in accord with this legislation and upon the
recommendation of the Federal Board of Hospitalization, the Director
of the United States Veterans' Bureau, and myself, signed an, Execu-
tive order, effective May 1. 1922, transferring to the United States Vet-
erans' Bureau all of the veterans' hospitals operated by this division,
leaving the Public Health Service in the future to operate only marine
hospitals.
The transfer of the hospital system was the last step in the severance

of the Public Health Service from the large responsibility which it
has carried for three years in-connection with the medical care and
treatment of veterans of the World War.

It is worthy of note that the transfer both of the system of out-
patient dispensaries and of the large system of hospitals, from one
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bureau to another, was effected without any interruption to the
service being given to veterans.
The transfer of dispensaries was of far less significance than the

transfer of the hospitals, because, as noted .in my last report, this
transfer had already been begun in the transfer of the district super-
visors' organization. As I took pains to point out at that time, the
dispensary system and the district supervisors' organization were so
closely connected in many regards as to require the transfer of a
considerable portion of the out-patient facilities with the district
supervisors' organization, leaving, therefore, only a part of the dis-
pensary organization to be carried over in the final transfer.
As a matter of fact the transfer of the district supervisors' organiza-

tion, with the transfer of the dispensary system involved, caused
both bureaus considerable embarrassment, and it was a relief from a
rather unpleasant situation when the dispensary system was finally
transfered completely. The- attempt, after the transfer of the
district supervisors' organization, to operate a dispensary system
under this division for the care of ex-service men and women proved
to be not a feasible arrangement. This is quite evident from the
comments which were made in my last annual report concerning
this matter.

It may be mentioned as of interest that in the transfer of the hospi-
tal system this division turned over to the Veterans' Bureau 57
hospitals, of which 44 were operating at the time of the transfer.
These hospitals in round numbers had a total bed capacity of 17,500
and contained about 13,000 patients. The operating personnel
numbered over 900 doctors, dentists, and attending specialists, about
1,400 nurses, who with other classes of employees made a grand total
of about 11,500 persons.
The headquarters of this organization was transferred immediately

to the Veterans' Bureau, in Washington, the Public Health Service
withdrawing therefrom only a few persons. Care was taken to see
that the efficiency of this administrative unit was not impaired in
the process, and it still continues to function in the Veterans' Bureau
along the same general lines as laid down by the hospital division.

STATUS AT ClOSE OF FISCAL YEAR.

This division was, therefore, left on May 1, 1922, charged with
the same responsibilities which it had carried previous to the assump-
tion of the larger responsibilities mentioned above.
The transfer left this service in control of 24 operating marine

hospitals, with a total bed capacity of over 3,000 beds. The increase
in bed capacity of these hospitals during this time is due mainly to
the fact that this service, with the entire consent of the immigration
authorities, and under law, has taken. over the complete operation
of the hospitals at the immigration station at Ellis Island, N..Y.,
and has added to its system of hospitals a new marine hospital- at
Norfolk, Va., and a new marine hospital in Greater New York,
located on HudsonT Street in lower Manhattan, and has also acquired
a national leprosarium at Carville, La., which is operated as a marine
hospital. Moreover, there has been some slight increase in the number
of beds at a few marine hospitals by temporary additions.
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Some difficulties were encountered with..regard to the transfer
of the personnel involved in the large organization. The commis-
sioned personnel were transferred by detail, as provided by law, and
all other personnel were transferred permanently to the pay rolls of
the Veterans' Bureau. Provision was made for the withdrawal of
the Regular commissioned officers, but the medical officers of the
Reserve were to remain on detail with the Veterans' Bureau as long
as their services were desired by that bureau. The details of this
matter will be discussed in the report of the division of personnel
and accounts. Some Reserve officers are still left on duty, under this
division, in field stations.

All properties acquired by the Public Health Service to be used
in the medical care and treatment of ex-service men and women
were transferred to the Veterans' Bureau by the Executive order.
Certain supplies of considerable value which had been transferred
to the Public Health Service by other governmental departments,
in accordance with law, and which were stored in the two depots,
Perryville, Md., and North Chicago, Ill., have been the subject of
negotiations with the respect of an early settlement upon an equitable
basis which will probably be satisfactory to all parties involved.
This situation has been somewhat confused by plans to create in

the department a new bureau of supply, but as soon as this new
bureau is formed and has taken over the functions it is expected to
discharge, with the completion of the necessary adjustments with the
other bureaus of the department, there is no obvious reason why the
entire matter can not be satisfactorily arranged.
The situation of the hospital division at the close of the fiscal year

is, from an administrative standpoint, satisfactory, in spite of the
fact that there are still left a great many matters for adjustment
with the Veterans' Bureau. Many of these matters are of impor-
tance, but they are receiving attention and doubtless -within the
next few months they can all be satisfactorily settled.
The adjustment of so, many matters of this kind has, of necessity,

thrown upon the administrative personnel in the headquarters of the
hospital division an undue amount of work which prevents for the
time anticipated reductions in personnel. It is hoped that when all
of these matters are adjusted that the hospital division may be able
to function with a personnel somewhat reduced over that now
employed. COOPERATIVE RELATIONSHIPS.

Satisfactory cooperation has been maintained with the Veterans'
Bureau and with the American Red Cross and other agencies inter-
ested in the welfare of the disabled ex-service man.
The transfer of hospitals to the Veterans' Bureau has interru ted

certain services carried on in the marine hospitals, especially medical
social service activities which have been conducted under the Ameri-
can Red Cross. This organization still maintains its workers in
those of the marine hospitals who are caring for veterans, but is
withdrawing from our other hospitals. It is a matter of much
concern to devise some means of carrying on these activities. They
are regarded as highly important, but funds do not permit of the
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employment of the necessary personnel. It is hoped that some sort
of arrangement may be made which will give at least a fair degree
of satisfaction.

Similar remarks might be made concerning the hospital library
service, which was instituted and for a time carried on in the hospitals
of this service by the American Library Association. It is an excel
lent service and should not be discontinued. It is hoped that satis-
factory arrangements may be made with the local public libraries
whereby at least a modified form of hospital library service could be
continued with satisfaction.
By the issuance of a, circular by the Director of the Budget-, on

November 1, 1921, there was created a body known as the Federal
Board of Hospitalization. This board has operated under a chief
coordinator and is composed of the heads of those departments inter-
ested in the hospitalization of veterans of the World War. This
board acts as an advisory and coordinating agency in the hospitaliza-
tion of veterans of the World War. Its sessions havebeen numerous,
interesting, and profitable, and it has been of material assistance on
many occasions in the discharge of responsibilities relating to the
medical care of disabled veterans.
Under the auspices of this board during the year there were called

together in Washington the medical officers in charge of all Federal
hospitals engaged in furnishing medical care and treatment to
veterans. This included hospitals of the Army, Navy, National
Homes for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, Public Health service, and
St. Elizabeths Hospital of the Interior Department.

This group of officers spent several days i Washington discussing
various features of hospitalization of veterans and the development
of a better program. They were addressed by a number of promi-
nent officers of the Government on various subjects. This meeting
did much to improve the morale of the service and the efficiency of
the hospitalizing agencies concerned.

CENTRAL OFFICE AND FIELD AoTIVITIES.

Both the central office and the field activities of the hospital divi-
sion, up to the time of the transfer of the hospitals to the Veterans'
Bureau, continued to operate under the same general organization
as previously. Subsequent to this transfer many radical changes
became necessary and these are still in. process of accomplishment.
The organization which was formed for the conduct of the veterans

work both inf Washington and 'in the field underwent during the year
many minor changes, all in the nature of improving the organization,
and at the time of the transfer it is believed that this organization
was functioning at its best. Time and experience had given oppor-
tunity to improve the efficiency of the organization and advantage
was taken of the opportunity of doing so wherever possible.
The transfer of the hospitals, of course, greatly reduced the oper-

ating personnel in the central office as well as in the field. As stated
above, the changes in the central office are not complete, and as soon
as adjustments are made on the new basis further reductions may
be made. The readjustments in the field organization, so far as
hospitals were concerned, are inconsequential. A lesser number of
hospitals were left to operate, and these have continued to operate
under the same general policies as previously obtained.
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The readjustments with regard to other. field activities, howe er
were much more important and are still not completed. The release
of the district supervisors' organization and of the dispensary system
which had been formed for the care of veterans left the hospital
division to return to itsold status of reestablishingsecondthird,
and fourth class relief stations. Of course, most of these were already
in existence, but they had been mucb enlarged in many cases to care
for veterans' work.. This necessitated aspliting of personnel, rear-
rangement of office space and clinical facilities, and a return to the
basis which existed previous to 1919 in so far as was possible. It will
undoubtedly require some months to make all of these readjustments,
an(l in the process considerable negotiation with the Veterans'
Bureau will be required.
At the present time some of these stations are still carrying

veterans' work at the request of the Director of the'Veterans
Bureau. While it was to the best interest of the Public Health
Service to separate the work as far as possible, it was felt unjust to
the Veterans Bureau to withdraw suddenly, and thegeneral policy
of this division has been to comply withall req uestsfor assistance
of this character so far as possible. In someplaces this has meant
considerable sacrifice on the part of the Public Health Service with
reference to its own work and some of our stations are still carrying
a volume of work in excess of the facilities available. The Veterans'
Bureau is attempting to establish adequate facilities and as soon as
this is done the hospital division wili be able fully to reestablish
its own stationsfor the care of its beneficiaries other than veterans.
Mention should be made also of the fact that the service up to the

close of the fiscal year continued to discharge responsibilities relating
to veterans with regard to certain districts outside of the continental
United States. These districts, as noted in my last annual report,
comprise the Hawaiian Islands, Panama Canal Zone, Porto 7ico
Virgin Islands, and the Philippine Islands. More or less recently
the Veterans' Bureau has begun to take over some of this work but
the hospital division continued throughout theyear to discharge
these duties except in the Philippine Islands. The attitude of the
service in this entire matter is to render whatever assistance the
Veterans' Bureau may desire and to adjust itself to the taking over
of these responsibilities by that bureau, either wholly or in part, at
any time. The Veterans' Bureau has many times expressed its
appreciation of this service and satisfaction with the way it has
been rendered.
The supply of adequate hospital facilities for the care of ex-service

men and women up to the time of the transfer of hospitals continued
to be a matter of great importance. The pressure for additional
beds of certain types, for the abandonment of unsuitable hospitals,
and a general rearrangement of the beds in use were all factors of
importance and received much consideration. The general changes
which took place were in the way of more or less contraction with
a better type of facilities and prospects were good for the early
occupation of new beds made available under the legislation passed
by Congress, appropriating $18,600,000 for new construction. Ilt
fact, be ore the transfer of hospitals some of the beds provided
under this appropriation became available. In addition the new

hospital constructed at Dawson Springs, Ky., was opened during the
year and the large naval hospital for tuberculosis at Fort Lyon, Colo."
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was transferred to the Veterans' Bureau and placed in operation
under this division. Some hospitals were closed before the transfer
notably the large temporary hospital at Fox Hills, Staten Island, N.Y.
The closure of this hospital was completed after the transfer.
The net result of these changes and rearrangements resulted in no

increase in the total number of beds available. In fact, this total
number was somewhat reduced but the character of the beds was

better and the arrangements were more satisfactory. The additions
made to the hospitals will be shown in detail further on.
At the close of the last fiscal year, the hospital numbers had

reached 72. At the time of the transfer of the hospitals the highest
numbered hospital was 82 with two annexes which, after the transfer
were given numbers 83 and 84. The highest number assigned to any
hospital by the hospital division was 82, so that this number marks
the limit.of hospitals operated by the Public Health Service.
The hospital division continued throughout the year to exert

every effort to improve the efficiency of its-hospital organization and
administration. It is believed that at the time of the transfer of
these hospitals the organization was working at its best and the
Director of the Veterans' Bureau took pains to state on more than
one occasion that the hospital systemoperated by the Public Health
Service was giving entire satisfaction to his bureau. As a matter
of record it seems wise to insert in this report the complete Executive
order transferring the hospitals. This is, therefore, given below:

EXECUTIVEORDER.

Whereas, section 9 of the act of Congress entitled "An act to
establish a Veterans' Bureau and to improve the facilities and service
of such bureau, and further to amend and modify the war risk insur-
ance act," approved August 9, 1921, provides that-

Section 9. The director, subject to the general directions of the President, shall be
responsible for the proper examination, medical care, treatment, hospitalization,
dispensary, and convalescent care, necessary and reasonable after care, welfare of,
nursing, vocational training, and such other services as maybe necessary in the carry-
ing

out of the rovisionsof thisact, and for that purposeis hereby authorized to utilize
the now existing or futurefacilities of the United States Public Health Service, the
War Department, the Navy Department, the Interior Department, the National
Homesfor Disabled VolunteerSoldiers, and such other governmental facilities as
maybe made available for the purposes set forth in this act; and such governmental
agencies are hereby authorized and directed to furnish such facilities, including per-
sonnel, equipment, medical, surgical, and hospital services and supplies as the director
may deem necessary and advisable incarrying out the provisions of this act, in addi-1ion to such governmental facilities as arehereby made available, * *

And whereas said section 9 further provides that:
In the event that there is not sufficient Government hospital and other facilities

for theproper medical care and treatment of beneficiarie under this act, and the
director deems it necessary and advisableto secure additional Government facilities,
he may, with the limits of appropriations made for carrying out theprovisionsof
this paragraph, and with the approval of the President, improve or eend existing
governmentalfacilities-or acqudre additional facilities by purchase or otherwise.Su~chnew property;tand structuresa smay be soimproved, extended,oracquired
shall become partof the permanentequipment of the Veterans' Bureau or of some one
of the now existing agencies of the Government, including the WarDepatment
Navy Department, Interor De' -tment, Treasury Department, the National Homes forDisabled Volunteer Soldier, in such a way as will best serve the present emer-
geicytaking into consideration the future services to be rendered the veterans of
the WorldW ar, including the beneficiaries under this act.
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Now, therefore, by virtue of the authority vested in me by said
law, I direct that the following specifically described hospitals now
under the supervision of the United States Public Health Service and
operated for-hospital or sanatoria or other uses for sick and disabled
former soldiers, sailors, and marines, are hereby transferred to the
United States Veterans' Bureau and shall on and after the effective
date hereof operate under the supervision, management, and control
of the Director of the United States Veterans' Bureau:

No. 13, Southern Infirmary Annex, Mobile, Ala.
No. 14, Annex to New Orleans Marine Hospital, Algiers, La.
No. 24, Palo Alto, Calif.
No. 25, Houston, Tex.
No. 26, Greenville, S. 0.
No. 27, Alexandria, La.
No. 28, Dansville, N. Y.
No. 29, Norfolk, Va. (Sewells Point).
No 30, Chicago, Ill. (4629 Drexel Boulevard).
No. 30, Chicago, Ill. (annex, 7535 Stoney Island Avenuie).
No. 31, Corpus Christi, Tex.
No. 32, Washington, D. 0. (2650 Wisconsin Avenue).
No. 33, Jacksonville, Fla..
No. 34, East Norfolk, Mass.
No. 36, St. Louis, Mo. (5900 Arsenal).
No. 36, Boston, Mass. (Parker Hill).
No. 37, Waukesha, Wis.
No. 38, New York, N. Y. (345 West Fiftieth Street).
No. 39, Hoboken, Pa.
No. 40, Cape May, N. J.
No. 41, New Haven, Conn.
No. 42, Perryville, Md.
No. 44, West Roxbury, Mass.
No. 45, Biltmore, N. C.
No. 46, Deming, N. Mex.
No. 47, Markleton, Pa.
No. 48, Atlanta, Ga.
No. 49, Philadelphia, Pa. (Grays Ferry Road and Twenty-fourth Street).
No. 50, Whipple Barracks, Ariz.
No. 61, Tucson, Aiiz.
No. 52, Boise, Idaho.
No. 53, Dwight, Ill.
No. 54, Arrowhead Springs, Calif.
No. 55 ,NYP iN Mex.
No. 56, Fort Mc~enry, Baltimore, Md.
No. 57, Knoxville, Iowa.
No. 58, New Orleans, Ia. (439 Flood Street).
No. 59, Tacoma, Wash.
No. 60, Oteen, N. 0.
No. 61, Fox Hills, Staten Island, N. Y.
No. 62, Augusta, Ga.
No. 63, MLae City, Fla.
No. 64, Camp Kearny, Calif.
No. 65, St. Paul, Minn. (Dayton and Virginia Avenues).
No. 67, Kansas City, Mo. (Eleventh and arrison Streets).
No. 68, Minneapolis, Minn. (914 Elliott Avenue).
No. 69, NewportKy.
No. 71, Sterling Junction, Mass.
No. 72, Helena, Mont. (Fort William Henry Harrison).
No. 73, Chicago, Ill. (annex to United States Veterans' Hospital No. 30).
No. 74, Gulfport, Miss.
No. 75, Colfax, Iowa.
No. 76, Edward Hines, jr., Hospital, Maywood, Ill.
No. 77, Portland, Ore.
No. 78, North Little Rock, Ark. (Fort Logan H. Roots).
No. 79, Dawson Springs, Ky.
No. 80, Fort Lyon, Colo., and

the purveying depot at Perryville, Md.
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I hereby direct that the following hospitals now under construction
by the Treasury Department or projected under existing law shall,
,when and as each is completed, be transferred to the United States
Veterans' Bureau, and shall on and after the respective dates of such
transfer be operated under the supervision, management, andi con-
trol of the Director of the United States Veterans' Bureau.

Fort McKenzie, Sheridan, Wyo.
Fort Walla Walla, Walla Walla, Wash.
IExcelsior Springs, Excelsior Springs, Mo.
Catholic Orphan Asylu (Bronx), New York.
Central New Englan iSanitoriim, Rlutland, Mass.
Hospital at Tuskegee, Ala.
Hospital in western Pennsylvania.
Hospital on Jeffersonl Barracks Reservation, St. louis, IMo.
Hospital in metropolitan district, New York.

All facilities, property, and equipment now in the possession of the
United States Public Health Service in the hospitals above mentioned
andi all supplies in said hospitals and in the purveying depots at
Perryville and North Chicago, purchased fromfunds allotted to said
service by the Director of the United States Veterans' Bureau, are
hereby transferred to the United States Veterans' Bureau.

It is hereby directed that the Surgeon General of the United States
Public Health Service, the Director of the United States Veterans'
Bureau, and the Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall each
designate a representative to form a board, which board shall allocate
to the United States Veterans' Bureau and to the United States
Public Health Service, with due regard to their respective present
and future needs, all supplies transferred to the United States Public
Health Service by the War Department, Navy Department, or other
-governmental agencies, in accordance with law, and said board shall
also allocate to the United States Veterans' Bureau and to the
United States Public Health Service the buildings and facilities at
the purveying depot at North Chicago, Ill., according to their respec-
tive needs.

All leases, contracts, and other obligations and instrumentalities
of the United States Public Health Service in the District of Oblum-
bia or elsewhere, and all records, files, documents, correspondence
and other papers relating to the service rendered by the United States
Public Health Service in the operation of the hospitals and purveying
depots- hereby transferred or relating to the medical examination,
assignment to hospitals, and 'treatment of persons who are now or-
who have been patients aind beneficiaries of the United States Veter'
ans' Bureau, are hereby transferred to the United States Veterans
Bureau as of the effective date of this order.
The Secretary of the Treasury, with due regard to the needs of the

United States Public Health Service, shall authorize and direct the
Surgeon General of the United States Public Health Service to detail
to- the United States Veterans' Bureau for duty until released by the
Director of the Bureau, the commissioned personnel now on duty at
the hospitals and purveying depots above mentioned and such other
commissioned personnel as may be required for the operation of the
veterans' ospitals and purveyingv depots, provided that the regular
commissioned officers of the U'ted States Public Health Service
shall be subject to recall in the discretion of the Surgeon General of
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that service. Such other personnel of the United States Public

Health Service as are now paid from funds allotted by the Director
of the United States Veterans' Bureau shall, subject to the approval
of the director of the bureau, be transferred and given appointment
in the United States Veterans' Bureau in the manner prescribed by
civil service laws and regulations.
So that the transfer herein directed may be made with minimum

inconvenience, this order shall be construed to allow administrative
adjustment hereunder to be made effective May 1, 1922.

This order shall not be construed as in any way limiting or curtail-
ing the authority conferred by existing law whereby the Director of
the United States Veterans' Bureau may utilize the now existing' or
future facilities of the United States Public Health Service, the War
Department, the Navy Department, the Interior Department, the
National Homes for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, or such other gov-
ernmental facilities as may be made available for the use of the
United States Veterans' Bureau.

(Signed) WARREN G. HARDING.
THE WHITE HousE,

April 29, 1922.
The effect of this transfer, as stated, was to leave the Public Health

Service in control and operation of the marine hospitals which have
been under its direction for many years. The list of these hospitals
is given below.

Type. Hospitals. Medical officers in charge.

General....... No. 1,-iBaltimore, Md. (being reopened), (Reming- M. H. Foster, surgeon.
ton and Wyman Avenues).

Do....... No. 2, Boston, Mass. (Cheleqa) (High Street)...... J. 0 Cobb' senior surgeon.
Do. .......No. 3, Buffalo N Y (2183MaanStreet)...3....... W. Trasi, surgeon.
Do....... No. 4, Cairo, Iil. (closed), (Eleventh and Cedar)... Roy E. Barrows, acting assist-

Do....... No. 5, Chica o, Ill. (4141 Clarendon'Avenue)._... R. M. Grinm, surgeon"
Do....... No. 6, Cleveland Ohio (1041 Lakeside Avenue).... H. W. Wickes surgeon.
Do....... No.7, Detroit, Mich (Jefferson and Mount Elliott).. E. R. Marshall, surgeon.

Tuberculosis....... No. 8, Evansville, Ind. (1700 West Illinois Street)..' T. J. Lidell, surgeon (in tempo.
rary charge).

Do.No. 9, Fort Stanton, N. Mex. (R. R. Station-Cap- H. 3. Warner, surgeon.
itan).

General........No. 10, KeyWest -Fla. (Front and Emma Streets). G. M. Guiteras, senior surgeon.
Do... No. 11,I Loulsllve, Ky. (Portland Avenue and John McMullen, surgeon.

Twenty-second Street).
Do... No. 12, Memphis, Tenn. (Delaware and California James Brew, surgeon (R).

Streets).
Do....No.13Mobile, Ala. (St. Anthony and Bayou).... W. H. Slaughter, surgeon.
Do. No. l4, New Orleans, La. (Tchoupitoulas and R. E. Ebersole, surgeon.

Henry Clay).
Do.No. 15, Pittsburgh, Pa. (Fortieth Street and Penn C. H. Gardner, senior surgeon.

Avenue).
Do.No. 16, Portland, Me. (Woodfords Station) ....... R. L. Wilson, surgeon.
Do.No. 17, Port Townsend, Wash. (Franklin and Emil Krullsh, surgeon.

Quincy).
Tuberculosis....... No. 18, St. Louis, Mo. (3040 Marine Avenue)...... L P. H. Bahirenburg, surgeon.
General... No. 19, San'Francisco, Calif. (Fourteenth Avenue L. L. Williams, assistant sur-

andLake).,~ eon general.
Do. ... No. 20, Savannah, Ga. (YoIr and Abercorn) ...... J.q. Burkhalter, surgeon.
Do.... No. 21, Stapleton,,N.wY. (Bay Street)............. a. B. Young, senior surgeon.
Do .... No. 22, Vineyard Haven Mass.H....H. S. Mathewson, surgeon.
Do. .... No. 23, Wilmington, N. a. (closed) . .
Do.....No. 43, Ellis Island, N. Y......................... W. C. Billings, surgeon.

Leprosarium........ o. 6, Carville, La............................... 0. E. Denney, surgeon (R).
General.No. 70, New York N Y (67 Hudson Street). E. K. Sprague, senior surgeon.
Do...N...o. 82, Norfolk, Vii. (Tainers' Creek).. L. E. Hooper,surgeon.

9.869604064
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It will be noted" that two of these hospitals, No. 4 at Cairo, Ill,
and No. 23 at Wilmington, N. C., are closed. A third, No. 1, at
Baltimore, Md., which was closed for a time by reason of the fact
that the veterans' hospital at Fort McHenry was able to receive
beneficiaries other than veterans, is now in process of being reopened.
This can not take place fully until certain construction work has
been completed. For the most part the marine hospitals as physical
plants are not in good condition. There is nothing more urgent
than the reconditioning of these hospitals from a physical point of
view. Most of them are old and they have not had a great deal of
money spent upon them. The consequence is that of necessity the
hospital division is now operating a system of hospitals which do
not reflect credit upon the National Government- so far as the
physical plants are concerned. As soon as possible every effort
should be made to secure the necessary funds to put these hospitals
in proper condition.
The professional standards and facilities available in these hos.-

pitals are good, and they are fairly well equipped. Indeed, it would.
be safe to assert that never before in the history of the service has
there been given any better class of professional service under better
conditions, with the exception of the physical condition of the
buildings.
The number of beneficiaries other than veterans treated by the

hospital division during the last two years has exceeded anything in
its entire history, and the volume of this work promises to increase
steadily. The statistical details for the past year will, be found in
another section of this report. The work done for the Employees'
Compensation Commission is increasing and there have been repeated
requests on the part of other departments of the National Govern-
ment for medical service, especially in the prompt treatment of
injuries among employees and the malig of physical examinations
for those who enter the Government seice. These are matters of
great importance and their proper performance would inevitably
result in far less expenditures on the part of the National Govern-
ment. Unfortunately the service has neither the authority nor the
funds to carry on this work to any great extent. It is believed that
it would be greatly to the interests of the Government could this
work be extended.

OUT-PAT[ENT FACILITIES.

The out-patient facilities which had been established for the care
of veterans were transferred completely to the Veterans' Bureau
under the terms of the following agreement:

DJECEMBE1R 5, 1921.

Memorandumfor A8sistant Secretary Clifford.
At a meeting of the Federal Board for Hospitalization held in General Sawyer's

office on December 2, 1921, the question of: the o ratiOf dispensarie by the
Veterans' Bureau was discussed, the point at issue being ju exactly the relationship
which should be sustained between the Veterans' Bureau and the Public Health
Service with regard to the establishment, maintenance, and operation of dispenaries

After considerable discussion, it was formally agreed that the Public Heall Service
would concur in the desires of the Veterans' Bureau and release to the control of that
bureau such dispensaries as had been established for the examination and care of
veterans where this was desired. The Public Health Service would then readjust
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its distensary system for the care of b'eneficiaries other than veterans, in accordance
with-the 'need of the situation, proviided-it was thoroughly understood that, in making
this arrangement, the Veteraxi& Bureau thenceforth should assume the sole and
entire responsibility for the development'of a'disnpensary system for the care of vet-
erans of the World War, leaving the Public Health Service, so far as veterans are
concerned, to operate hospitals only for their benefit.
This agreement was one in principle only, and the details involved in the readjust-

ment should be left to the representatives of the two bureaus. Your approval of this
principle is requested, in order that steps may be taken by this bureau to readjust its
dispensaries with the Veterans' Bureau, in order that this bureau may put into effect
the details necessary to carry this agreement to accomplishment.

Respectfully,
I-l. S. CUMMING, Surgeon General.

JGT: omh
Approved:

EDWARD CLIFFORD,
Assistant Secretary.

HKR JGT CHL

This agreement required considerable negotiation for its final
consummation. A board was appointed with representatives from
the two bureaus involved, and after several sessions the transfer of
dispensaries was accomplished on February 1, 1922. It will be
noted that the agreement released the Public Health Service from
any further responsibility in the development of these facilities for
veterans. The actual transfer was accomplished under this order:

Memorandumfor Aseistant Secretary Clifford.

The United States Veterans' Bureau has expressed a desire to utilize, effective
February 1, 1922, the facilities of the United States Public Health Service in respect
to certain of its operating dispensaries and out-patient offices specifically as follows:

Philadelphia, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio. Washington, D. C.
.San Francisco, Calif. Denver, Colo. Seattle, Wash.
Portland, Oreg. New Orleans, La. Chicago, Ill.
St. Louis, Mo. Nashville, Tenn. La Crosse, Wis.
New Haven, Conn. Albany, N. Y. Minneapolis, Minn.
Milwaukee, Wis. Los Angeles, Calif. Baltimore, Md.
Pascaoula, Miix. Little Rock, Ark. Hartford, Conn.
Detroit, Mich. Kansas City, Mo. Green Bay, Wis.
Tacoma, Wash. Ashland, Wis. Bay City, Mich.
Providence, R. I. Bridgeport, Conn.
In meeting the wishes of the United States Veterans' Bureau in this particular,

it is believed the method and line of procedure outlined in attached opimons of the
legal unit of this service should be followed, and will be acceptable to the United
States Veterans' Bureau.
Your approval is accordingly requested to the accomplishment of the object in

view in the manner specified, not alone as to the units above specified but also to
those similar units of this service as to which the Surgeon General of the United
States Public Health Service may, in the future, find advisable to extend similar
action.
A separate communication covering the dispensary at 113 State Street, Detroit,

Mich., is herewith, effective January 18, 1922, and based upon specific request to
that end from the Director United States Veterans' Bureau in communication dated
January 12, 1922.

Respectfully,
pH.S. CummOv , Surgeon General.

Approved:
EDWARD CuoRD,
I Asistant Secretary.

cwb:gfb
encls.
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In the development of outpatient facilities it had been necessary
for economical reasons to develop facilities which cared not only for
veterans but also for beneficiaries other than veterans. The separa-
tion of these activities has required considerable adjustment, and
many of them are not yet completely separated. This could not be
done hurriedly for fear that the service would be interrupted. Through
some of its agencies the hospital division is still caring for a large
number of veteran out-patients and will continue to do so for some
time to come.

Efforts are being made to reestablish the relief stations of this
service which existed previous to 1919 on a basis comparable with
the work they are required to perform. These constitute the second,
third, and fourth class relief stations of this division and are rapidly
being placed on a permanent basis. The process will probably not
be completed until the close of the next fiscal year.

It may be noted that there has been considerable development in
the out-patient facilities established for the care of beneficiaries other
than veterans. This development is due to many factors, an im or-
tant one of which is the care of beneficiaries of the Employees' Com-
pensation Commission.

BENEFICIARIES OTHER THAN VETERANS.

The work of the hospital division in the care of its regular bene-
ficiaries has shown a large increase during the past two or three
years. This growth has been steady and it is believed it will be more
or less permanent. This increase has occurred both in hospital
patients and dispensary patients.

In addition, as stated, there are still being treated in hospital and
in dispensary a considerable number of veterans. This will probably
continue to be the case for some time to come. This leaves the
hospital division, even after the release of the veterans' hospitals,
still doing a large and important piece of work.
The future ofgthis work is bright. The transfer of veterans' activ-

ities has left both the hospitals and the out-patient facilities of the
service in fairly good condition and ready for any volume of work
which may be thrown upon them. The hospitals are fairly well
equipped, their professional standards are high, and professional
service is good. Similar statements might be made regarding the
out-patient facilities of the service. Manifestly, however, it will be
difficult to continue to furnish the same high-grade facilities as was
done when this division was charged with the veterans' work for the
reason that many of these stations are now carrying only a small
volume of work which will not justify large and complete establish-
ments permitting the best professional work.
As was pointed out in my last annual report, there should be devel-

opment in the work of the hospital division rendering service to other
governmental departments in the way of furnishing relief for injuries
sustained in line of duty and also in making physical examinations of
governmental employees. To do this, however, as was pointed out,
would require an increased personnel and an extension of facilities for
which funds do not now exist.
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FINANOES.

Detailed financial statements will be found elsewhere in this reportt.
It may be stated here, however, that much effort has been expended
in instituting an economical administration in the hospital division,
including the introduction of a cost-accounting system in the various
hospitals under its operation, together with the establishment of a
rather rigid allotment system to all its activities.

Careful check has been kept upon the expenditures made and effort
used to reduce the operating expenses to a reasonable basis and yet
one which would permit a satisfactory service. The per diem costs
in the hospitals of this division have been decreasing and at the pres-
ent time make a creditable showing.
The largest part of the funds of this division are, of course, used in

the operation of hospitals, and per diem costs in hospitals are, there-
fore, matters of paramount importance in the economical adminis-
tration of the hospital division. A. great deal of discussion has taken
place before committees in Congress and elsewhere regarding these
costs. Modern hospitals, with the addition of numerous activities
which a short time ago were regarded as no particular part of a hos-
pital, have become very complex organizations. Moreover, the in-
tricacies of modern diagnosis and refinements in technique have also
increased costs in hospitals. It is believed that the hospitals of this
service show per diem costs quite comparable with other official hos-
pitals or with civilian hospitals.

It is well recognized in modern hospital practice that a cost of $4
per day per patient is reasonable and a cost of $5 per day is by no
means unreasonable. These costs are so much in excess of what is
generally believed to exist that they always excite unfavorable com-
ment on the part of persons not familiar with the developments in
modern hospital practice.
The average cost of the operation of marine hospitals during the

past fiscal year is computed at $4.10. This cost includes all of the
operating expenses of the hospitals including repairs and preserva-
tion of buildings and grounds. It also includes the salaries of com-
missioned officers. This average is distinctly increased by certain
factors which can not well be eliminated in our hospital system.
Among these factors is the operation of small hospitals, the overhead
of which is always excessive. Such hospitals must be operated at
certain points, however, to meet the requirements of the law. Also,
the present condition of the physical plants in many cases necessi-
tates a distinctly higher operating cost. This cost could be mate
really reduced if the hospitals were reconstructed to meet modern
standards and requirements.
Under all the circumstances it is believed that with present eco-

nomic and industrial conditions the cost shown can be regarded as
satisfactory.

It may be interesting to quote here from a recent report made by
Dr. Haven Emerson, of New York, after an investigation of the hos-
pitals and dispensaries of Buffalo, N. Y. He states, for example, that
the per diem cost for ward patients in some of the larger hospitals of
New York City of the best type range from $3.89 to $5.89. Similar
costs will be found to prevail wherever hospitals are operating in
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accordance with modern standards. The computation of per diem
costs is unfortunately not a standardized procedure and the published
cost of hospitals can not always be taken to be the actual cost of oper-
ation. Where the proper items are included the costs will be found
high.

SUMMARY.

During the year there were treated in the hospitals of this service,
in round numbers, 237,000 veterans and 159,000 other beneficiaries,
a total of 107,400 patients to whom were given 5,485,000 hospital
relief days; out-patient treatment has been given to 164,800 veterans
and to 124,009 other beneficiaries. The total number of such treat-
ments was 649,200. A total of 162,000 medical examinations were
furnished to veterans and 98,600 to other beneficiaries.
During its association with the veterans' work for the three years

beginning March, 1919, the hospital division has cared for in hospital
a total of more than 275,000 veterans, to whom were given more than
14,500,000 hospital relief days. In the out-patient clinics there were
given about 2,000,000 treatments and about 1,500,000 physical exami-
nations were furnished. It is probably no exaggeration to say that
the representatives of the Public Health Service during this time have
made personal contact with something like 1,000,000 individittl ex-
service men and women.
The Public Health Service has been subjected to corsiderablebcriti-

cism in the performance of this work, but when consideration is !given
to the volume of work and the difficulties under which it isdone, it is
believed that it can be safely stated that the Public Health Service, in
what was equivalent to a national emergency, successfully met the
responsibility placed upon it by Congress.

PLANS AND RECOMMENDATI'Ns.

The plans of the hospital division, now that its relationship to the
veterans' work is clearly defined, can be more easily formulated. A
good deal of work will, of necessity, be devoted to a completion of the
transfer of all of its activities involving veterans to the Veteran'
Bureau. This will require time, but should be accomplished, before
the next fiscal year is finished. Some adjustments have already
been made, but considerable reorganization yet remains to be ac-
complished before the hospital division can reassume the status in
which it existed prior to 1919 as an efficient and economical organiza-
tion. This reorganization can not be made hurriedly, but is slowly
taking place. Effort will be devoted to the maintenance of high
standards of professional care and treatment, together with an
economical administration of all of its hospitals and other facilities.

Additions have been made to the hospital system which have
increased its capacity to something over 3,000 beds, and even this
number of beds is insufficient to care for its regular beneficiaries.
Moreover, many of the beds are located in plants not in good repair,
built many years ago. Rebuilding would be required to make them
conform to modern standards.

There is nothing of more importance to the service than the expendi-
ture of a considerable sum of money in reconditioning its hospital
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buildings and facilities. Some of these plants are in such condition
as to be discreditable to the National Govermment. Plans have been
formulated but no actual steps have as yet been taken except in the
case of the National Leper Home at Carville, Lii. This institution,
which is operated as a marine hospital, was opened less than two
years ago and has a bed capacity of about 200. These beds are
filled and yet at the present time without any facilities to meet the
demand there are applications on file for more than 150 persons.
With the permission of the Bureau of the Budget bills have been
introduced into Congress for the expenditure of $650,000 at-this plant
to give an additional 300 beds. This bill has passed the Senate and
is now on the calendar of the House awaiting action. The condition
is urgent and it is hoped that favorable action may be taken at an
early date.:
Another addition to the hospital system made during the past two

years is theo new United States Marine Hospital at Norfolk, Va., for
which funds were appropriated by Congress in 1919. The funds are
not sufficient to complete this plant as it should be completed, and
this is one of the most urgent construction needs.

It is recommended, however, that every effort be made to secure
appropriate legislation at the earliest practicable date.
The details concerning the work of the various sections of the

hospital division are given in the pages which follow. It is to be
understood that these sections existed previous to the transfer of the
hospitals and other facilities to the Vtterans' Bureau. Of course
with reduced volume of work the organization of the hospital division
is at the present time much simpler than would appear from these
re.ports. These sections have either disappeared or been merged
with others, and consolidation has taken place until now the hospital
division is operating with two major sections and only two individual
units.

SEAnoN oF NEURO-PSYCIATRY.

The endeavors of the neuropsychiatric section were continued in
so far as circumstances permitted un accordance with the neuro-
psychiatric. program that had been developed by the experience of
the section since the earliest beginnings of the War Risk Insurance
work.
-The program of the neuropsychiatric section has been more than

ever curtailed during the present fiscal. year, however, by factors quite
beyond the control of the section. The principal cause of this cur-
tailment has been the removal from the jurisdiction of the section of
certain fundamental duties that were originally an integral part of
the program. Thus the district supervisors' oces with activities of
the district psychiatrists were transferred from the jurisdiction of the
Public Heath Service on August 1, 1921. Then, on December 14
1921, the function of transferring patients from home to hospital
and on the same date from hospital to hospital was entirely assumed
by the Veterans' Bureau. Again, the jurisdiction of Veterans' Bu-
reau patients id contract hospitals was taken from the Public Health
Service on August 1, 1921.

It followed,- therefore, that during the latter part of the fiscal year
the duties of the neuropsychiatric section were confined almost exclu-
sively to the treatment of patients resident in hospitals under the
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jurisdiction of the Public Health Service. In this way theibrader
aspects of the Veterans' Bureau neuropsychiatric problm,- were
entirely lost to the neuropsychiatric seetionl of the Public Health
Service. For instance the unprecedented opportunities to develop
a nation-wide mental hygiene service for Veterans' Bureau patients
with all of its concurrent possibilities for the advancement. of the
science of public health has been irretrievably lost. Other features
mentioned above were scarcely of less moment. Any problem of
such proportions as that entail by the care of Veterans' Bur 'au
neuropsychiatric patients must of necesity be controlled by the
minutest adherence to the fundamental principles of tunit, coherence;
find supervision under one general head. or this reason alone in
the light of the gradual dispersion of authority the final acceptance
of the remaining function of the neuropsychiatric section lby-the
Veterans' Bureau was a wise move
The history of the present fiscal year has shown that the plans

made by the neuropsychiatric section have been based on the sound-
est of foundations. Predictions as to the patient population, the num-
ber of neuropsychiatric beds necessary to care for these patients,
and the location of proposed hospitals have been borne out in every
particular.

Probably the greatest difficulty experienced b this section has
had to do with the obtaining of proper personnel to man the hos-
pitals. It has been proven that- it is unwise to depend upon the
present supply of trained psychiatrists for this purpose. The number
of such experienced psychiatrists is not sufficient to fill the demands
either of the Public Health Service or of the community at large.
The problem of the Public Health Service resolved itself into develop-
ing psychiatrists from such untrained material as was available.
Plans were made to conduct small trainingclasses at United States
Public Health Service Hospital No. 37, Waukesha, Wis., and United
States Public Health Service Hospital No. 44, West Roxbury, Mass.,
and to prepare the hospital then under alteration at Kings Bridgc
Road and Sedgwick Avenue, Bronx, N. Y., for teaching purposes on
a large scale, after its opening. Operations were started at United
States Public Health Service Hospitals Nos. 37 and 44, and the first
classes of each hospital were just completing a five-months' course
April 30, 1922. The course at Waukesha included instruction in
neuroanatomy, pathology, and organic neurology, utilizingythe facil-
ities of certain institutions in Chicago. The course at United States
Public Health Service Hospital No. 44 included training at the Boston
Psychopathic Hospital in which an out-patient clinic of the Public
Health Service was located.

In the belief that the acute emergency had in some measure passed,
the neuropsychiatric section discouraged the 'practice of acquiring
already existing propertieswhich were bound'toprove unsatisfactory
for neuropsychiatric hospital purposes. It had proven by experi-
ence that the proposition of acquiring propertiesAnd of attempting
to onvert them into hospitals suitable for the care of neuropsychi-
atric patients was both unsatisfactory and expensive in the extreme.
IIi lieu of accepting such emergency facilities construction was started
on several new modern hospital units. Construction on such a unit
with a capacity of 500 beds was started at United States Public
Health Service Hospital No. 24, Palo Alto, Calif. Another onegas
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started at iUnited States Public Health Service Hospital No. 42,
Perryville, Md., capacity 300. This project is one unit of a pro osed
1,200-bed hospital. Another unit was stated at United States Public
Health Service Hospital No. 62, Augusta, Ga., with a capacity of 300
beds.
During the fiscal year there was an increase of 809 neuropsychiatric

beds in hospitals reserved exclusively for the care of neuropsychiatric
patients. There has been a; very considerable increase in neuro-
psychiatric beds also in general and tuberculosis hospitals.
A pressing need of the Public Healtli Service has been disclosed

by the events of thie present fiscal year. This need arises through the
transfer of all of the neuropsychiatric facilities of the Public Health
Service to the Veterans' Bureau. There are a considerable number
of beneficiaries of the Public Health Service who suffer from neuro-
psychiatric disorders. There is no provision made by the Public
Health Service for these beneficiaries. All such beneficiaries from
the eastern part of the United States are sent to St. Elizabeths Hos-
pital, Washington, D. C. This hospital is badly overcrowded, and
a great deal of excess travel is incurred in sen ing patients to this
hospital from distant points, and the patients are not under the con-
trol of the service after they are taken there. In the western part of
the United States all patients are sent to one of the State hospitals
in California;. The same objections to this practice are found as
outlined above for St. Elizabeths Hospital. It is apparent that a
neuropsychiatric pavion should be developed at one of the Public
Health Service hospitals in the northeast, another in a service hospi-
tal in the South, and another in a service hospital on the west coast.
Such pavilions could, it is believed, very readily care for all neuro-
psychiatric beneficiaries except the most acutely disturbed ones. If
any patients were so acutely disturbed that they could not be cared
for at these hospitals of the service, provision could be made to have
them admitted to a near-by* State hospital as is the practice now.
They could be kept at the State hospitals for such time as their dis-
turbed episode continued.

SEonON oF TuBERCULOSIS.

The chief activities of this section during the year were devoted
to the administration ofI the tuberculosis hospitals. To the 13
tuberculosis hospitals in operation June 30, 1921, were added during
the year the naval sanatorium at Las Animas, Colo., 700 beds, the
newly built institution at Dawson Sprins, Ky., 500 beds, and the
converted Army post at Walla Walla, ash., 165 beds. There are
also in process of construction the sanatorium at Rutland, Mass.,
purchased under the auspices of the consultants on hospitalization,
chiefly of permanent construction, and the improvised hospital at
Excelsior Springs, Mo. Among the institutions transferred to the
Veterans' Bureau on April 30, 1922, were 12 tuberculosis hospitals,
aggregating 7 168 beds.
Two school of instruction, 30-day courses, were conducted at

United States Veterans' Hospital No. 60, Oteon, N. C., during the
fiscal year, one in September and one in June. The former courseprovided training for approximately 45 and the latter for 72,
including officers and nurses. A school was also conducted for chiefs
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of medical service at United States Veterans' Hospital No. 26,
Greenville, S. .0. The training of medical offices assigned to duty
in tuberculosis hospitals has been continued, each sanatorium con-
stituting practically a continuous training' school in the diagnosis
and treatment of tuberculosis.
A special instructor assigned to visit the principal tuberculosis

hospitals in turn has been continued on lecture duty. By popular
talks and an intensive educational program among patients and
employees the cooperation necessary in carrying out treatment
has been enhanced.

Research work devoted to various aspects of natural and induced
pneurnothorax was conducted at. United States Veterans' Hospital
No. 41, New Haven, Conn., by Surg. (R.) J. C. Thompson and Surg.
(R.) Nahan Barlow. -Hygienic Laboratory bulletin ''Small Pneumo-
thorax" will shortly be Published on this subject.
A 12,000-word pamphlet"Getting Well" was prepared for publica-

tion by various field officers and 0000 copies printed for distri-
bution to tuberculous veterans and other Government patients.

Indications of a reaction against the popular demand for climatic
change has been noted in the increasing demand for hospital beds
-by tuberculous patients in large centers of population. The tuber-
culousjpatients at United States Veterans Hospital No. 60, Fox
Hills; N.:Y.,at one time numbered 546, which was greatly in excess
of all other classes of patients under treatment there at that time.
The veterans' hospitals at Baltimore, Md., Boston, Mas., and Chicago,
Ill., respectively, have also been called upon to ait large numbers
of tuberculous patients, many of whom declined transfer to sana-
toriums in the arid Suthwest and other climatic resorts where
ample facilities had been provided in compliance with popular
beliefs manifested only a few years ago. The popularization thus
manifested of treatment in the home climate, -even in general
hospitals, especially of patients with advanced tuberculosis, is
believed to be salutary.

Since May 1 1922, it has been possible to give more detailed con-
sideration to tie hospitalization and other problems connected with
the treatment of tuberculous merchant seamen and other benefici-
aries, many of whom were at that date receiving treatment in United
States veterans' hospitals but who, at the request of the Director,
United States Veterans' Bureau, are being removed therefrom to
Marine Hospital No. 9, Fort Stanton, N.Mex., or other hospitals
designated by the Surgeon General for the purpose.

SECTION OF GENERAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY.

In the process of reorganization of the hospital division, this
section took over certain activities formerly handled by other
sections and* units, and the work affectsng general hospitals, in-
cludixig nurses, aides, dietitians, X-ray facilities, and cre of seamenj
became subsidiary to this section. In addition, all other work
pertaining to general hospitals relate to construction, repairs,
alterations, requions, ns, and proposals for leases and contracts
came under the administration of this section. This change increased
the activities of the section manyfold as all matters pertaining
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directly or indirectly- to general hospitals naturally flowed through
this section for action.

Six hospitalsfor the care of general cases were opened during
the year, as follows:

United8tiVteer6n's Hospital No 30, Annex, hia,carUnited States Veterans' Hospital No: 75, Colfax, Iowa;United states Veterans' Hopital No. 76, Maywood, Ill.
United States Vetera' I.ospital No. 77, Portland Oreg
United State Mnarinxe HospitIVNo. 13, Anne, Mobile, Ala.
United States Marine Hospital No. 14, Annex, Algiers, La.

Special attention has also been given to increasing the efficiency
of those hospitals already in operation. Repairs and alterations,
and, i onsome instancereorgasiati of personnel to meet the
special needs of the station, have been 'made with a view to givingthe finest' servicepossible. Every effort has'been made to furnishthe, best ;me Ic I,; surgical, dental, X-ray, physioth]erapy, and
occupational-thetrapytreatment, as well as to make the hospitals
comfortable andcheerful; 'in short, to'establish a high standard of
service.'in, every line" to meet the 'needs of all classes of physical
disability encountered in general hospitals. In this respect it isf~lt that the care and treatment rendered will compare favorably with
that of other institutions throughout the country do the same
character of work. Frequent reports of inspection of hospitals,
together, with recommendations from outside sources as to, certain
changes which would increase the'efficiency of the management
and add to the comfort of the patients, or otherwise improve condi-
tions, have been considered and acted uponDuring'the year a special coue'in t berculosis was arranged for
certain medical officers and n'- e in general hospitals, also a special
course,i gastro entrology, so as to have a personnel specially trained
in these branched st general hospitalsOne of the most important-activities of this section has been' in
connection with UnitedStates Public Health Service Hospital No. 66,
the' leprosarium located/at CaIiville' La. Considerable new construc-
tion wa' completed at this station during' theyear, which provided for
the accommodation of about 80 additional patients and'increased the
capacity' of the, iniittution! t'to, a it' 2006'., A number of persons af-
fllctedwith leprosy were transferred: by special cars from New York
'Chiciao, and- San Francisco to fill 'the~'qu'aters made available' by
the new cottages.

To meet the requirements of the Budget a system of allotment and
cost accountingwas established at all hospitals with most satisfacto
results.. It is now possible to arrive at the actual cost of operating
eachhhospital, department by lepartment,'and thecostof each patient
perday aVEIPatemare made in advance of the allotment and a strict
check upuo 'Wal expenditures,
Withthe transferof the hospitals this section was merged with the

section,on tuberculosis and on neuropsychiatry and was giyeu the
responsibity of operating theMarine hospitals as well as all of the
dispens ailities of the hospital division. The details of hos-
pitals and dispenzaries have been discussed elsewhere.

bend2-ague6
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SECTON ON MVso98ousAunvr .'

Thissection is one of the major administrativesection of thelhos-
pital division and has undertaken several functions which do not fall
within the scope of the other major sections. Its organization was
found necessary to ex edited business.-

It has been engage insuch activitie as rrIng formuts of
advisory committees on hospitals and for, the record o the
same; making all neessary aangements for the opening and closing
of hospitals; supervise the issuance of circular and cooperating
with tbe United States Vetrans' Bureau in the publication aidissu-
ance of joint circulars concernuig -the; business of the two bureaus;
compiling data and information or the United'Stis Veterans' Bu-
reau concerning various angles, of hQspital activities; ming
investigations regarding standard requirements for hospital, dis-
charging certain functions with regard t miscealane lotments of
funds; handling leases of hospital and other properties; supervising
inspection reports; resin certain blank forms; and some other
mikcelaneous minor activities.

In addition-to this, this section ha supervised a service now being
rendered to ships at sea by. radio through then 8ttions of the United
States PublicHealth Serce. This is' an intereAtig development, in
maritime medicie. Arrangements now exist whereby thk'ugh he
Radio Corporation of Ameca and the Independent Wireless Tele-
graphCo. ships at sea in need of medicAl advice may obtain it through
designated stations of the United States Public Health Seice. This
is (tarried on without Boy ad additional cost. It has. attracted much
attention and has undoubtedly been aseriwce for good.;
Through this division has been istituted also, quite recently, in-

structions in the principles of first aid for maste,"mates,'pilots, and
engineers of the American merchant marine applying for original
licenses.

This was instituted "in accordance with a ruling made by the Secre-
tfry of Commerce requiring certificates from an officer of this serMice
that all such applicants had passed a satisfactory exami-ntion in the
principle of first aid. In oooperation with the Seamen's Chiurh In-
stitute of New York a "Maniua Of Ship Station and First Aid"
was issued as a textbook for thi work.It inow orgied d
proceeding satisfactorily. Instruction is being given at about 45
stations.
,UNIT or REV,* rx'oNx ;

Physiotherapy and occupational theraT y hate been continued
"Mhospitals of theseice'alo li area y establWshed.' Because of

the transfer of contract. hoipitkl to the conitol of the Veters'
Bureau about the first of the fiscal year the number of olccpitionAl
therapy hours was somiewhatd'ewre4ed; also,owdn 4t tie tianfer
of dpensaries to the6sipueivision of the Vet&iXr' Bueu in 1b`u-
ary 1, the number of phyiothrpy treatments was decreeIm. How-
ever, ithe increase of wrk in the older hospital andftieintitiution of
physiotherapy and occupational theory ini new hospitals of the
service to a large extent offsets this decrease, so that the number of
patients treated by each of these therapies remained practically the
same to May l, the average number of physiotherapy treatments
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being about 4,Oooo per week and the number of occupational therapy
hours about 50,000 per week.
The method of disposal of the by-prodiict of occupational therapy,

1. e., articles fabricated, continueA to give general satisfaction. Fig-
ures compiled to April 1, I922, indicate the amount received from
the s-ale of these aricls: in the United States veterans' hospitals in
may instances is from 25 to 67 per cent of- the cost of expendable
mairial for the work, United States Veterrans' Hospital No. 50,
Prescott, Arii. making the best showing in this respect, followed by
United States Veterans' Hospital No. 29, Norfolk, Va., United States
Veteran' Hospital No. 19, San Francisco, Calif., and United States
Veterans' Hospital No. 7, Detroit, 'Mich.

In, October, 1921, two assistant superintendent were appointed in
the field, and the service received marked benefit from the detail of
these assistant superintendents to other hospitals in the vicinity of
their stations for conference with the medical officers in charge and
With the.-reconstruction personnel concerning the application of
these forms of therapy. The benefits were twofold. First, the
assistant superintendents were able to assist the Personnel at the
stations to increase the efficiency of the work; second, they were able
because of their experience in the bureau, to submit reports to the
reconstruction unit, which gave a much more valuable outline of the
results and the needs of physiotherapy and occupational therapy at
the stations than could be obtainedpfrom the general inspection
reports. However, became of the lack of provision for this grade
in the amendment of the regulations, it was necessary to discontinue
the assistant superintendents effective April 1.
While the larger part of tiie reconstruction activities was carried

on in hospitals which were transferred to the Veterans' Bureau May 1
physiotherapy and occupational therapy will be continued as activi-
ties of the hospital division, as it is felt that patients at Public
Health hospitals and dispensaries shondd have the advantages of the
most modern forns of therapy which can be made available.

UNIT OF DENTISTRY.

Bginmng with July 1; 1921, the dental unit gave its undivided
attention to the dental clinics in each of the hospitals directed by the
Public Health Service and to the 13 out-patient dental -clinics which
were being operated at that time. It was found that to render the
proper dental treatment to hospitalized patients it was necessary tomsfalI euipment and appoint a dental officer for each 100 patients.

policy was camed into effect wherever conditions would permit.
Consilderable trouble had been caused up to this time due to the

fact that at most stations nurses had been detailed for duty in the
dental clinic by the medical officer in charge. These nurses were
usually allowed to remain but one month in the dental clinic and
would then be instructed to report back to the hospital wards for
duty and' another nurse detailed to take her place. This condition
caused more or less confusion, as a nurse not familiar with the duties
of a dental tssis9tant would be asied at about the time a former
nurse had properly learned her duties and had become of real value.
For this reason the Civil Service Commission opened an examination
for surgeons' assistants. Any trained person who had at least one
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years experience in nursing or s a^ doctor's or, dentist'sassistant
was eligible. These surgeons assistantswore selected and plad
tn duty to assist the dentists wherever th wprNaWl.
From the beginning of the fiscal yea untilF"ebnrar, 1922, thee

were on duty in the dental clinics, both in hospitals andat out-patint
dispensaries, 169 dental surgeons, 14 oral hygienists, i7 deital
mechanics, and 124 dental assistants and nurses. There w re 233
dental equipment either inst. lld or ii thepr0of installation
at that, tune.
On February 1, 1922, all of the out-patient dispesarie were

transferred to the Veterans' Bureau including eqipment, suppes,
etc. These dispensaries were located at Chica Po, ncinnati, Dever,
Ls Angeles, Minneapolis, Philadephia, ortland, :Or.,SOn
Francisco, Washington, D. C. (St. Elizabeths), bt. Louis, Sit. Pail,
Seattle, and W -ton. D. C. Ten complete tquippant were
transferred from the Washngton disensary. There were trnfered
at this time 58 dental surgeons 7 oral hgieniits, and 17 dental
mechanics. On May 1, 1922, all Veterans' Bureau hospitals Were
transferred to the Veterans' Bureau, and at that time 88 de
surgeons, 5 oral hygienists, and 12 dental mechanics were tranferred
to that bureaul.
There are on duty in. the Public Health Service marine hospi.

and at the Washington out-patient dispensary at, the present tune
23 dental surgeons, I oral hygienist, and 3 dental mechanics. Duri
this fiscal year the dental clii under the Public Health vice
completed 36,06 prophylactic treatments; 42,897 extractions 89,14l
fillings, including am am and old; 9,967 prosthetic iance;
and made 64,259 complete mouti;examinations. This. treatment
was rendered at an overhead expense of $714,0022.58, which includes
the cost of All supplies, salaries of all office .nid employees, rent,
heat, and electricity, 10 per cent depredation per anim, ad :6
per cent interest per annum, on the cost of ,all purchas- 46ential
equipment. Had this amount of treatment bee rendered yi4qil
dental examiners on a fee basis it would have cost $1 I03 146
as computed according to the fees allowed by the Veterans Bureau
fee table. The figures as given above show a net saving to the
Government of $389,143.42on dental treatment alone. These
figures show only the financial side of the proposition., It h.as how-
ever, ben proved that the treatment received at clinics operted by
officers of the Public Health, Service has beexn a great deal moire
uniform and satisfactory to the6 patients. Ia every ciy where a
clinic is Successfully operated it lia0 been founId thatithe claimant
with very few exceptions, preferred to have their dental teatimnt
-rendered at the clinic rather than through the medium of dental
examiners.

UNIT or LABO RATOMS, INOLUDINO X-RAY.

The activities of this unit have continued along the linei repored
last year. The functions of the unit, i general, include recom-
mndations for the recruitment, appointment, and transfer of tech-
meal and other personnel; advice relative to the construction of
laboratories in hospitals with special reMad to the location of
apparatus and the installation of electricalconectios; thesuper-
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visiin of the purchae, distribution, and- transfer of laboratory equip-
ment 0aeorie; installtio &and repair of the equipment at
various stations instructions in the use' and care of erain equip-
ment ind th egeeral supervision of all laboratory activities.

It is gratifing to note that most of the hospitals under the o0ra-
tion of the hospital division have been equipped with good labora-
tori-es both clinical and X: ray and these laboratories have been
supplied with adequate person
'At the time of the transr of the hospitals there were on duty

in laboratory and X-ray work 57 commissioned personnel and 175
tecnical personnel Seventy hospitals were equipped with X-raylaboratories and there had been made 257,67 X-ray exposures.
After the transfer of the hospitals the laboratory unit was merged
with the section on general-medicine- and surgery and the labora-
toies in the marine hospitals have continued to function as before,
giving a satisfactory service. Effort will be made to keep these
laboratories well equipped and serviceable.

UNIT OF NuRsING.

Duringthe past year the nursing service has settled into a more
stable organization and the service has been able for the past 6
months to meet the needs of nurses to all stations. New hospitals
opening have been staffed with nurses who already have had a tour of
dty in some other hospital of the service, and in every instance one
of the assistant superintendents of nurses has been placed in charge
aIchief nurse untl thehspital was open and running fairly weY.
By this method the confusion, and discontent in this personnel on the
opening of new hospitals which had existed previously was done away
with.
The outstanding accomplishments for the year may be listed as

follows : Appointment of assistants for recruiting; establishment
of school atOteen; establishment of training school at Fort McHenry.
The three assistant Ouperintendents were appointed in April, 1921,

for recruiting duty andFor inspection of the nursing service in hos-
pitals in their respective districts. The shortage of nurses was very
pronounced at the time of their appointment, and in a very short
time through their efforts all vacancies, about 300, were filled ahd
there was a waiting list of about 250 nurses available for appoint-ment;>
The school at Oteen was established for the purpose of giving in-

tetsii'e' instruction in- tuberulosis nursing to a specified number of
students. It was conducted in conjunction with a similar school for
officers., Miss Alice Stewart, of the Pittsburgh Tuberculosis League,
was appointedasinstuctorand the results obtained in a better under-
standing ofthe principles of tuberculqsis treatment by the members
of therbet more than justified the experiment.
Notthe least important w the establishment ofa training school

forStudenit nurses at Fort MeHehnry. Thisschool opened onJanuary
11922, with .15 studets, of whom 13 were accepted after the pre-
liminary course. All students are high-school graduates and many
havecollege training. The type of student is reported as very high,
their interest in the school very 'great, and their school averages
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excellent. Almost without excepIon they're red as excellent
material, and the small percent age not accepted shows the value
of the high standard and the careful selection. The first group are
now giving four honsa duty daily on the wards. Si. entered in the
second group and 15 have been.accepted for September I..

This school was transferred to the Veerans Burau by Executive
order on May 1, with the 57 hospitals for Veterans' Bureau patits,
but it is hoped that the training school may be returned to the Public
Health Service, since the, students entered into an agreement with the
Public Health Service, and not with the Veteran' Bureau. The
Public Health Service has greater facilities for giving proper training
and is more interested in the educational work and has a ver', definite
responsibility to these students. The acute service i the. eterans'
Bureau will without doubt decrease all the time, and the facilities
for proper experience for students decrease proportionately. Fur-
thermore, it would seem that the Public Health Service assumed a
definite responsibility to these students when it offered the course
of training and secured nurses, and that this responsibility can not
be lightly set aside.
By a change in regulations effective April 1, the assistant superin-

tendnts of nurses, of whom there were five, were demoted to the
grade of chid nurse with one exception, and this demotion worked
great hardship to these faithful and loyal employees, all of whom
have given three years of service ad who might be justified in
expecting a different kind of reward for faithful and efficient service.
They all accepted this demotion, however, without complaint.
With the transfer of veterans' hospitals to the Veterans' Bureau,

1,442 nurses were transferred to the Veterans' Bureau with an ex-
assistant superintendent of nurses in charge.
There are left in the hospital division of the Public Health Service

310 nurses. The dietitians and reconstruction aids have been
placed under the nursing department since the transfer of hospitals,
and there are, in addition to the 310 nurses, 65 aids and 21 dietitians
on duty in marine hospitals, making a total personnel of 397.

UNIT OF DIETETICS.

This unit during the year continued to function as previously,
extending its activities further in the matter of supervising the pur-
chasing of raw food materials and in the matter of isumng instruc-
tions regarding the preparation and serving of a varied diet in the
hospitals. Careful check was kept on subsistence contracts and hos-
pitia menus. Also supervision was exercised over food wastes and
economic administration.
At the time the hospitals were transferred to the Veterans' Bureau,

there was a total of 149 dietitians on duty, including 'bead dietitians,
assistant superintendents, and one superintendent. The turnover
of personnel during the year was rather large, 62 resignations having
taken place. One hundred and twenty-six dietitians were trans-
ferred to the Veterans' Bureau with the hospitals, leaving 23 in the
marine hospitals.

This unit, after the transfer, was consolidated with the nursing unit
and now operates under the nursing unit where-it performs the same
character of service as was previously performed At the present
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time the number of hospitals does not justify the overhead involved
in the employment of a superintendent.

UN OF STATTSlS.

The work of the statistical section was gradually expanded during
the first 10 months of the fiscal year. Then came the sudden defla-
tion caused by the transfer of the direct supervision of the hospitaliza-
tion of disabred veterans to the Veterans' Bureau. Theprogram for
the last two months of the year has been one of curtailment and
readjustment. It seems advisable to treat the two periods separately

During the period of expansion, considerable progress was nade
in the work of coding and tabulation of the information contained on
in-patient record cards (Form 1971-F). The new edition of the
"Nomenclature of Diseases and Conditions" was made available for
use early in the year, and the work of coding, which had been held
up pendih this revision, was resumed on an extensive scale. By
diverting as large a portion of the personnel of the section as could be
spared from other branches of the work to the work of coding it
was possible to handle much of the accumulated data in addition to
the current records.
The follow routine reports were prepared and issued by the

section: Consolidated weekly census report of service hospitals;
weekly census report supplement (classification of beds and patients
by districts and disease)* monthly -tables of relief furnished to
Veterans' Bureau and non-Veteran&s Bureau patients in United States
Marine and United States Veterans' Bureau hospitals; monthly
table of transactions at first-class stations and other relief stations
(classified according to beneficiary);: monthly cost per diem chart,-
monthlyr ration cost chart. In addition to the routine work, many
special chart studies of the activities of the service have been
produced.

During the period of curtailment the general scope of the work has
been necessarily reduced. The work of codinghas suffered most
due to the pressure of routine administrative work. The weekly cen-
sus report and ration and cost per diem charts have been maintained
in an abridged form. At the present time the section is fairly well
adjusted to the new conditions, so that during the coming year the
work can be efficiently and economically carried on.

The- statistical unit, which is really a record unit, has been con-
fronted with almost an insoluble problem throughout this work. It
has been generally recognized both by the Veterans' Bureau and the
Public Health Service that much more extensive records should be
kept in this unit than have been kept, and the Voterans' Bureau has
been urged on many occasions to take over this work and develop it.
This bureau, however, has felt that they were unable for the time to
undertake this, and the work has therefore continued under the Public
Health Service in such a curtailed form as to leave much to be desired.
Statistical data much wider in nature will undoubtedly have to be
compiled, but this responsibility now lies with the Veterans' Bureau.
Subsequent to the transfer of hospitals the hospital division has carried
only a very much modified statistical unit.
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MIS;ELLANE0Us.
The activities of several units itbe' grouped'under'one heading.
The unrit of 9upliee8 the functions of which consist in the supervision

and approval ofrequisitions for supplies to be filled by the'Pu4rveying
Service, carried on its usual activities. Subsequent to the, transfer
this activity was no longer necessary and was combined with other
work.

The unit of intpection reports carried on its usual work during the
year. Up to the time of the transfer this unit handled 509 inspection
reports.; This unit discharged an important duty. b a .ma

The unit of libray srice. This, unit, supplying books and maga-
zines for patients, underwent considerable changee during the ear.
This workJ which had been carried by the American Library so-
aiation, became, through funds appropriated by Congress, an official
activity.. The personnel was taken over on the pay roUls of the
Public Health Service, and this important work was continued as
previously.
Through this unit fine collections of books and journals have been

supplied to all of the hospitals of the service caring for veterans.
This has proven a morale agency of the very first order and has con-
tributed much to the successful operation of the hospitals under this
division.
The transfer of hospitals has left the marine hospitals in a position

of not being able to employ local librarians, but the American Library
Association has given the use of the books collected at these hospitals
b them and arrangements are bei made to secure a library service
t.~~~irough oc pucrariesysevicrough, contact with local .Publiclibrarieswhich it is hoped. may

prove satisfactory. During the year the circulation in these libraries
for 10 mK months was 227,309 books, being an average monthly circula-
tion of 22,730., m th e.0cx:l
Comment has been made previously concerning the medicaZ 8oCial

service carried on in the hospitals through the American Red Cross.
This highly important -service is; likely to terminate in most of the
hospitals of the service dur-ig the Coming year on account of the
transfer of veterans from the marine hospitals.; The replacement of
this service offers a difficult problem, but it is hoped that some satis-
factory arrangement may be made before the American Red Cross
withdraws completely..

Special acknowledgment is due to the American Red Cross and the
American Library Association for their splendid cooperation and
excellent service.

The unit of authorization and contracts has handled authorizations,
contracts, cost accounting system, and financial matters for-the entire
division.

The unit of medical hbrarie8 has been engaged in the selection, pur-
chase, and distribution of medical books and magazines to the various
hospitals and stations operating under this division. It has also at-
tempted to formulate general policies with regard to medical litera-
ture and the creation of medical libraries throughout the hospital,
system.

UNiT OF MAINTENANOE.

Under date of October 1, 1921, that part of the hospital division
known as the engineering section was designated as unit of main-
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tenance and functioned as such until transferred to the Veterans'
Bueau under Executive order effective April 29, 1922.
The activitiesof the section' continued along the lines of precedin

years, but with a decreasee in new construction and an increase 01
minor repair worlk handled. Coordination with the Supervising
Achitect, r Depa ent, ruted the majorration" ad
remodelIn at Excelsior Springs, Mo., and Gulfport, s., being done
thiouigh that oice. The preparation of drawings and specifications
progressed satisfactorily; the supervision of work in the field by
special representatives gradually lessened as projects were completed
or conducted by the Su ervismig Architect; the handling of the
acquisition of, properti by lease. or otherwise was eliminated at
the beginning of the year by the transfer to the legal section of the
personnel king care of such work.

Considerable time was devoted tot a very necessary standardization
of methods of reporting desired repair work from the field and of
procedure in handling such reports inr the bureau. The work of
obtaining assignment records and necessary data on the properties
of the bureau was carried on through the year as rapidly as possible
with the force available.
Four hospitals were closed during the year, namely, No. 38, New

York,City, a general hospital' No. 58, New Orleans, a neuro-,psychia-
tric hospital;-No. 60 Fox Hills, Staten Island, N. Y. general hospital;
and No. 70, Chiago, Ill., neuro-psychiatnr hospital (annex to No. 30.)

All salvage work was completed at Jacksonville, Fla.
Carrying on the activities of the section to May. 1, 1922, involved

ependiturxe and obligations amounting to 'approximately $884,000.
On May 1, 1922, the entire personnel of the unit was transferred to

the United States Veterans' Bureau in accordance with Executive
order.
The maintenance and repair of marine hospitals was thereafter

carried on along with other functions of the hospital division tem-
porarily and no special organization was created for this prose. It
is purposed to secure an assignment from the Supervising Architect's
Offce of a constructing engineer who will have these matters in charge
as soon as this can conveniently be done.

No. Location. Type. Capacity. Ownership.

72 Uelena,,Mont............... General.158 Land and buildings Government
owned.,

73 Ccgoll.pd,..10;. Land and buildings leased.74 Guliport, iK;;::. ......,Neuro~psychlatrlc. 160 Do.
78 Col0ax Iowa General. 202 Do.
76 Maywood, 1 ................ do. 925 Land and buildings Government

owned.
77 Portland, Or .do.:........d 150 Land and buildings leased.
78 North Little Rock, Ark. Neuro-psychiatrl. 240 Land and buildings Government

owned.
79 -Dawon pgs, Ky........Tubrcuoi...... 346 Do.
80 Fort LyOn, Co1o........... do...... 700 Do.
81Now York, NY.(Ir ).Neuro-pychistrio 343 Do.

82 Norfok V (Tan General.......... 10 Do.
_r_ - .

9.869604064

Table: [No Caption]
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PUBLIC -HEALTH SERVICE.

DESCRIPT[oN OF HosPrrALB.

UNITED STATES VETERANS' HOSPITAL NO. 73, CHICAGO, ILL.

This property consists of a building constructed for a rivate
hospital which required practically no remodeling to fit it for Govern-
ment use. It was closed as an independent hospital December 17,
1921, and is now being operated as an annex to hospital No. 30.
Capacity, 100 patients.

UNITED STATES VETERANS' HOSPITAL NO. 74, GULFPORT, MISS.8

Leased property used by the Navy Department during the war as
a training camp. Portions of the buildings are of tile, frame, and
stucco, constructed for the Mississippi Centennial Exosition; the
remainder are of wartime, temporary wooden construction. Consid-
erable remodeling and repair work was done at a cost of approximately
$150,000 to fit the buildings for the care of-neuro-psychiatric patients.
Capacity, 160 patients.

UNITED STATES VETERANS' HOSPITAL NO. 75, COLFAX, IOWA.'
Leased property consisting of a resort hotel building with power

house and a small number of subsidiary buildings. Part of the con-
struction is fireproof with remainder of heavy timber frame and
plaster. it is situated 1 miles from the town of Colfax, Iowa, and
is reached by electric railroad operated under lease by the Public
Health Service2 in conjunction with the hospital. A moderate
amount of repairs and alterations to provide operating facilities and
other requirements for the care of patients was made by the Govern-
ment under the terms of the lease. Capacity, 202 patients.

UNITED STATES VETERANS' HOSPITAL NO. 76, MAYWOOD, ILL.5

Main hospital consists of a building started under the auspices of
the War Department during the World War

This building, which is over 2,000 feet long and of permanent con-
struction, was completed and five subsidiary buildings were con-
structed under a special appropriation in Public Act No. 326 of the
Sixty-fifth Congress.
The grounds contain about 325 acres and are being attractively

developed in accordance with the scheme prepared by a competent
landscape architect.
The main building accommodates 925 patients, and in addition

houses a large proportion of the operating personnel.

UNITED STATES V`ITERANS' HOSPITAL NO. 77, PORTLAND, OREG.5

Permanent fireproof building of city type; leased in an unfinished
condition and completed by the owners in accordance with plans
prepared by the Public Health Sefrice. The property is well located
in a residential district of Portland, occupying an entire city square-
about 1 acre. Capacity, 150 patients.
&D nation changed from "U. S. Public Heaith Service Hospital" at the beginning of the calendar
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PUBaIC. HEALTH SERVICE.

UNITED STATES VETERANS' HOSPITAL NO. 78, NORTH LITTLE ROCK,
ARK.5

Formerly United States Army post, Fort Logan H. Roots. The
buildings, which have been remodeled for the care of neuro-
psychiatric patients and attending personnel, are of the type of brick
construction usual at permanent Army posts. There are, in addi-
tion to these permanent structures, a considerable number of tem-
porary wooden buildings erected during the war, some of which are
used for storage purposes. Area of reservation, 1,088 acres. Capac-
ity, 240 patients.

UNITED STATES VETERANS' HOSPITAL NO. 79, DAWSON SPRINGS, Ky.

A permanent tuberculosis hospital. Constructed under a special
appropriation in Public Act No. 326, Sixty-fifth Congress, upon a site
of approximately 5,000 acres donated to the Government. It con-
sists of an infirmary building, seven ambulant and semiambulant
-wards, power house, recreation building, mess hall and kitchen, and
quarters for personnel, all of permanent type. Situated 3 miles from
the village of Dawson Springs, to which it was necessary to build a
permanent road in order to secure access to railroad transportation.
Capacity, 500 patients.

UNITED STATES VETERANS' HOSPITAL NO. 80, FORT LYON, COLO.

An old Army post transferred to the Navy Department and devel-
oped by that department as a tuberculosis hospital. The buildings,
are divided as to type into permanent and semipermanent, and
although most of them are old, they are well adapted to the care of
tuberculous patients. Area of reservation, 1,160 acres. Situated
5 miles from the town of Las Animaas, Colo., and reached by auto-
bus. Practically no remodeling work was done by the Public Health
Service. Capacity, 700 patients.

UNITED STATES VETERANS' HOSPITAL NO. 81, BRONX, N. Y. 6

'This property was purchased by the Treasury De artment under
the provisions of the first Langley bill and remodeled for the care
of neuro-psychiatric patients. The plans contemplate an ultimate
capacity of 1,000 beds, of which 343 were developed at the time the
hospital was transferred to the United States Veterans' Bureau.
The two main buildings of the group which will house the patients

are five stories high, ol fireproof construction, planned and con-
structed as a Catholic orphanage. Area of grounds 29.8 acres.

UNITED STATES MARINE HOSPITAL NO. 82, NORFOLK, VA.

Site was purchased and permanent buildings erected under special
appropriation in Public Act No. 326, Sixty-fifth Congress. Plans
contemplate an ultimate capacity of 250 beds, of which 150 have been
6Designaticc changed from "U. S. Public Heslth Service Hospital" at the begining of the calendar

year 1922.
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developed at the present time. Area of grounds, 23 acres. Location,
1 miles from the center of Norfolk.
As a matter of official record, there is irted in this report;an

order issued by the Secretary transferring from the Public Health
Service to the Bureau of War Risk Insurance the organization of
district supervisors. This was omitted from last year's report, and
is included. here as a matter of record.

Order relative to the transfer of cArtka actites of the United State Plblic Health Service
reatins to beneficiary of the Bureau of War Risk Insuance, including trainees of the
Rehabiitation Division of the Federal Boardfor Vocational Education, to the Bureau
of War Risk Insurance.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
OmoR oF THE SECrETARY,

Washington, April 19, 19i1.
To the Surgeon General and medical officers of the United States Public Health
Service, Director of Bureau of War Risk Insurance, and others concerned:
1. All of the activities of the United States Public Health Service, with the excep-

tion of such hospitals and dispensaries as are operated by thatmervice, in so far as
they affect the beneficiaries of the Bureau of War Risk Insurance, including trainees
under the Rehabilitation Division of the Federal Board for Vocational Education
are hereby transferred to the Bureau of War Risk Insurance, and the Director of the
Bureau of War Risk IInsurance is hereby directed to assume and administer such
activities and shall hereafter be responsible for the examination, hospitalization, and
proper and satisfactory medical care and treatment, including supplies, for the said
beneficiaries.

2. Personnel.
(a): Such Regular and Reserve commitsioned officers of the United State. Public

Health Service concerned iu or with the activities to be assumed and administered
by the Bureau of War .Risk.Insurance are hereby detailed and assigned for duty to
and shall be under the direction and subject to the orders of the Director of the Bureou
of War Risk Insurance' Such officers shall be immediately notified of such detail
by the Sureon General of the United States Public Health Service. As soon as
practicable the- Regular commissioned officers will be released from duty with the
ureau of War Risk Insurance. In the event that the services of any Reserve com-

missioned officer shall become unnecessary, the Surgeon General of the Public Health
Service shall be so advised

(b) All personnel: of thee United States Public Health Service other than that
mentioned in paragraph (a) who are employed in the District of Columbia and else-
where and who are engaged in the activities to be assumed by the Bureau of War
Risk Insurance are hereby transferred to and shall be carried on the rolls of the Bureau
of War Risk Insurance.

3. All papers records, files, documents, and correspondence of the United States
Publi& Health Servicepertainin to the activities to be assumed by the Bureau of
War Risk Insurance, together wi all facilities, including vehicles and other equip
ment now. on hand and- in use by the United States Public Health Service for the
administration and execution of such activities, shall be delivered into the custody
of the Director of the Bureau of War Risk Insurance.

4. The offices and buildings now occupied by the United States Public Health
Service, which are used for the activities to be assumed by the Bureau of War Risk
Insurance, shall be made available for the use of the Bureau of War Risk Insurance
in such manner and to such extent as, in the opinion, of the director, may be necee-
sary for the proper administration of such activities.

5. All Treasury Department orders and circulars in conflict with this order are
hereby modified to accord herewith.

A. W. MELLON,
Secretary of the Treasury.
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STATISTICAL TABLES.

TABLE I.-Number of patient. treated annually, 1868 to 19ff.

Sick and Sick and
disabled disabled

Fiscal year. patents i;iscal year.ptinoed hed
relief. relief.

Prior to reorganization: After reorgnzatlon-Continued.
1868 11,535 1895 62,64
186. 11, 36 186.3, 804
1870 10,560 1897 64,477

Afterreorgan.zat.on.18 9 8 52, 700
187 ........................ 14,266 18.. 55,489
1872 13,156 w ............................. 53656
1873.............................. 13,529 1901 58,13
1874.14,356 1902 ..56,310
1875. 15,009 1903 ..8,673
187.16,808 1904 .. 58, 5
1877. , 175 106 ..57,013
188.18,223 1906 .. 54,363
1879 .20,922 107 .. 5,129
188.24,8M0 1908 ..64,301
81.32,613 1909 ..53,704

1882.3B184. 1910 .. 51,443
183.40,195 1911 .. 52,209
188.44,761 1912 ..51,078
1885.41,714 1913 ..50,64
1886.43,822 1914 .. 53,226
1887.46,314 1916 ..56,782
1888.48,203 19161 ..68,39
188.49, 18 1917 ..64,022
180.50,671 1918 ..71, 806
181.62,992 1919 ..93, 719
1892. 3,610 190 ..389,93
1893.53,317 1921. 812, 176
1894 2, 803 12 ... 39, 012

I Includes patients treated at trachoma hospitals.

14717-22-17 257

9.869604064

Table: Table I.--Number of patients treated annually, 1868 to 1922
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TwA IL.-Tr7w actions at United States Marine and United States Veterans' hospitals ' and relief statiou, fiscal year 19f2.

Total Total -R m - Number Number Number of Number of
Locat~ion. number of number - i hospi of days' of patients times office physicalpatients treated In .i* June 30, relief in furnished relief was esamina-

treated. hospital. 1922. bhopital. office relie. furnihed. tions.
. .: ~~~~~~~~~~~~,I~~

Grand total...........................................................

FDrs-CLASS STATIONS.

ARMHOSFTALS.
Boston, Mass................................
Buffalo, N.Y .....................................................
.Chicago, Ill............................. ........................... ................ .......

Clevehid, Ohio.----------------------------------
Detroit, Mich..........................................................
Evansville, Ind .......................................
Fort Stanton N.Mex.
Key West, Fia ..... ......e, Sy ,

................. ....... .... ..................................

Mexnhis, .......................................... .................
Ala .................

New Orleans, La.... ......--..
Pittsburgh.- Pa-.----------........--------..--...-------------.-
Portland,Me................ .
Port Townsend, Wash......................................................
St. Louis, Mo ...................................................
San Francisco,Ca.if-.-........................-- ..............-_-.

Savannah, Ga ......... ...................................................
Stapleton,N`.Y.
Vineyard. Haven,Massi.. .
EllisbiandY....Y.----------------------------

Carville, Lam........,., , .... ...................
New York City, ...................Norfolk, Va ................................ ....................

Total .............................................'.. ...

UITED sTATES vETERAxNS' HomPiTLS.

Palo Alto, Calif.. ,,,,.:
Houston Tes .............................. .... ..,,,,.,,..

Greenile, S. C..............
Alexandria, La...............................
ChicagofnL.................................................................

C=ho, DI. (annex)........................ L ....cgtonD:C ...................... ........................
East Norfolk, Mass.........................................................

396,012

5,683
6,060
4,785
5,332
5,534
585
408
627

1,324
1,947
3,405

14, 139
11,269

982
1,124
968

.11,204
5, 503
3,214

248
10,571

204
73,962
2,676

107,405 1,930 3,180 5,484,524 288,f607 649,228 260,601
= = = =I -

1,005
.489
856
924
991
493
408
323
685
934

1,004
3,598

585
587

1,062
872

2,736
970

2,061
123

10, W6
204
773

2, 04

19
16
12
18
18
6'
26
3
12
9
27
47
12
3
15
25
52
26
65
7
88
6
6

e 43

131
46
118
58
77
48
200
15
50
32
74
199
37
40
117
57
277
76

225
8

214
167
24
132

38,239
19,596

38; 877
16,64
73,471

- 9 477
16,429
23,278
31'600
95,707
19,982
13)093
42 080
24,328
93,362
32,720
84'603
5,116

133,966
44,838
8'498?8,204

4,678
5,571
3,929
4,408
4,54

92
............

639
1.013
2,401
541

10,684
415
62
96

8,468
4,533

-1,153
125
65

...........3
73 18

'630

9,52411,414
18,112
9,229
10,783

251
..........ii

3,187
1,864
6,119
17,935
2%895

478
87

205
17,536
10, 818
1,744

150
98

73,189
_1,223

1,073
4,720
3,760
1,577
9'M
532

.s
124
651

2,778
2,445
2D,210
4,107

757
15
137

4,215
2,730
263
15
3

25,011,162
171,754 34,21 561 2,422 1,003,725 137,5539224,25 86,362

j = I= -- -

1,602
3,866
2,395
2,803
18,251

524
10,sn

476

1,545
3,"6
2,388
2'508
4,145
524

1,309
476

34

48
70
70
47
2
28

4

27

13

4

9

8

2

146,065
213,740
159,030
163,967
153,380
11,918
62,410
30,639

5? 72
.......... .i.......i.. ..

296 295
14,101 75,933

2...... . . .7
,... ........ ................

4
743

1,314
312

1,020
..... i.....

to
C"03

2.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
21.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22-
43.
66.
70.
82.

24.
25.
26.
27.
30.

32.
34.

Pd

9.869604064

Table: Table II.--Transactions at United States Marine and United States Veterans' hospitals and relief stations, fiscal year 1922
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35. St. Louis,M ................................. 20,538 4,773 40 1 161,203 15)763 ~ 31,601 10,183.36................................Botn,as8,630 2,579 42 5 138,121 5,951 14,792 2,14837. .......e............................. 517 426 4 2e9138. 7ok~ w N Y 2,11 119 2 ....91...............................................2 51- I 150,26.8..21,392W 215,6773 6,181241.New~~~~~~~aven,Conu 6,013~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1,183 66 5 137,877" 4,830 10,886 4,41942. PenvllM ............................. 1,479 984 4 1 96,001 495 1,077 89444. WS onrMS.........22....................478 8 4 09,483 44 218 646...............................Bitnoe{1,580 1,533 31 9 94,001 - 47 970 1,96148. -----------------------------a----- 1,409 1,202 4 ....... 2?5,57 147 428 84
410. P tI~............................... 1,017 809 17 17 124,149 208 no5 1,2655O.-------- --- -- --- --- --- --- --- -- --- --- --- --- --- -- 1,639 1,837 58 3 197180 2 4 6652., Bo Arniza........................o....... 984 59 so U 67,777 392 5mg 06181. DltI1..........78......................12 467 5 2 50,308 35 81 578a.,,M...................................... ............... ......... 478 4 7 6...........0.38,20861U 1385C8, C lif....................................... 404 375 7 4 43,079 29 675&.FortB)d1ayaN!TeX.2,302 2,218 80 22 308,705 84 100 274
K6.BaviMM*e,Iowa..,561 3,684 71 7 216,003 3,897

10,09 3,50657.Knxvllelws......................................... 253 252 10 1 51,775 1 3 .W9. NewOfleash.368 340 1........12,943 28 1-0--80--TacmaWah~........................................... 751 074 18 12 78131 77 70238 Wa0. Oteen;N C.................................. 3,077 2,883 106 14 276,702 194 318 194%61. Statenjsland,"N'.Y.2,474 2,47176...23,38
62. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . ... . . ... . . 452 432 3 3947!; 49 ..... .....
Y,u------------ --- -- ------- --- -- -- --- -- --- -- -- 602 595 4 1 34,076 .7 836 am¶Ker'ney, Calif............................. 1,009 1,009 42 3s 92,32

.............
2

67 St ?i, it,MM. 2,837, 1,794 17 .......66,508 1(43 3,077 8so0jo.............................. 5,008 1,489 17 j....... 35,732 3,514 7,356 31
1~~~~~~pMlnn.~~~~~~~~~~~..... 5,394 2,405 31 1 83,967, 2,980 7,38 3,89966.FortThomas, K ........................... 478 357 6 ....... 29,531- 121- 2,044471. StwrlngJu--------------------------------.- 203 203 ............. 10,546............72. H~ela- Mt................................ 607 607 10 1 138,729....

74. GulfortMiss48-48-130,02
75 .............. ..... ....... 425 425 2 ....... 18,161......... ...76. Myo,11................................. 2,438 2,311 39 .......158,224 125 244 ''9

77.P.........................581 506 .9 14 15682 75 .148 478.NorthU~~~le ~ ..i....................... 177 112 .......1 9,585 65 1SO 15879. Dawson ..................................... i 15 1597 ...................80. Fort Lyon, 4Coio.------- 1i------ 22,175 ...................
83. Mobile, Al............................. 455 455 5 ....... 10,319 ....................84. New Orleans, La............................... 705 693 3 .......24,8381 12 28 28

Total...................................
Total (all first-class stations).......................

148,008 63,043' 1,210 2 237 4,232,53~8 85,885 290,50 84,560
320,682 97l,258 1,771 2,669 52623 223,404 514,75& 170,922

I This table includes all relief furnished by the Public Health Service in United States Veterans' hospitals to May 1, 1922, on which date the operation, management, and controlof this group of hospitals passed to the 'United States Veterans' Bureau in accordance -with Executive order signed ipril 29, 192.
IPublicHealth Serv.ice patients remaining oni June 30.



TABLz I.-Transactiown at United States Marine and United States Veterans' hospitals and relief stations, fiscal year 1922-Continued.

_--;Total Total |em! Number Number Number of Number of
LOCSUOJ- number of number Died inboTpital of days' of patients times ofice physleatents treated In D . June 30, rellefin furndi relief was exami_te_. __osita.192. tal. oacereeffurie. o

-=-Nt l t;-.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0
BECoND, TIRD, ANi Forris CLAS STATONB.

Albany, N.Y...............

Z=1Aph-coa FLa .......................................Ma2. bA dihkn ..............................................................la

2%.
,

g..............................................................207. ,
e................................................................

A& hrt ix h ..................................
210. : ^ W 2. :.....................................................
20. I~~.brM .....................................................
215. B .:on.................... --.--.---..--. .. . .. ..----. .. .. .

17 .e........b~~~.:. ...................................................... . . .

Y~13 d............. .......................................... ....................

ss V 8.~8C ...................................
2w. Q ,Oblo: .........................................................:s; eC ~. ........................................................

:v.Cdldd,}d........ ...................................................X ~~~.......... tt, Xe
.............

N...ClyN.C..:

ao 1 rdo, Pa .............. . ..
90. 1 ~_y .........................................................

352. To . ....................................... ... .... .. ..........

24. I... ...I.......
WS. Q 1c ..........................................................

25. Gie , ..........................................................
2a3. s .c.............................................. ...

27. O bs.:................ .... ......................................

265 ......_.....................................................2w. Grs wx ..........................................................
217. t ...........................................................
2fi2. htd, hC .........................................................
2549. 0imim

267. h--.....-----------
:167. 'Vs .. .......................................................

1,364
10K
51
185

195
17

166
181
332
65
1

67
111

134

0".
859

7
22
74
214
263
26
309
2

145

3,552
45

122
348
72
8
5

146
4

173
20
11
24

34
2

21

18

n

1
20

58
130
21ZIS
159
58

18

37
127

............

...... .....

............
..7
. 57

13

.......
6S
85
a.
5
5

12
g
5

293
30

I3

...........
-............... .........i.

''''''''''i'1
21

2

3

............

I-.----

......... _..
I..........i

11

.... ......

... . ... ..

...........

6

2
. ..........

I

..........................
............

...........

2
2

3
2
2.4

41k

............
. ...........

..........

.............
.. . ..... .

.............
.............47

. ...........

...........

............

3,672
237
208
486
4a2
101
277

158

1244
259

459
4,113
227

2,22

377

.sa
..... ......i
...........I
...........-

612
227
732,,........ Mi.

73

70
a

3,131
270

46
161

3,m273
334

1,191
83
40

181
1*1
15
144

146

56

..........W<

1,211

i730
263

m

26

7

322

7

22

.74

2,723D
16

245

2

2,896

218

'7

259

80

I!
118

4

3,253
241

74
3:0

.315

-sa

57i4
......

1,06

166
1,314
n
60350

g

2
l48

7,-
479

em

*8s
81

i.9

5
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...........i
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:S
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258 Vileo Fla ........................-----.--.- ..
20. Ju ,A.........................................................
xi. ............--............................................

W2. ........................................................

254. CseW.......................................................
265. i ..................................................
3M6. U.t ......k........................................
2. L esC ................................................-:ID0. fe ~~.... .................................................. .

270. Yals,.P ..........................................................
2g7L _ _.........................................a- mis.~~~~~~~--------------272. a , ........ ................ ..................................

Mh ..... W..............................................

2. ................................
2m7. Ne k...............e ........s....s.......2M7 1................... ... ....... ............................................

298. N..we..... .... ..... -.-.-.-.-.--...:2M utue, a .................................................

2RS. New Have, Can,,,,26 NeBd ,Y ......................................................

2M. Now Lod ..........................Con.
21. New ov AL....................................................
28. Nw 14lmdo Conn ............................................ ..........

a.N.port......,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,........,,,.............20 "JIM, r......................................................... .

2D9. N B . .......I...... ...................... . . . . . . .. . . . .

116. Na .. ...........................................................
29. Nab, Y........................................................
2U7.O..........................................................OeF

N .............................................................

300. Paduah, Ky...............
301.P n.......................................................
312. Pa, O..
303. Perthbo N J.......................................................--
350. Portsmouth, ..s.......... --...305. Ph & ..........................................................

314. PrvdneR.I

3WR. Port . .... . .............. . . . .. . ....... ...... .... . . .

315. Provinstown, s Mas..
310. Richmond, Vs..........
S13RocklandMe
32D. Saginaw, ii
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35S. Salem ......
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12.
740
18;
501
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7,600

141
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2,276
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190
515

1X
2

2,57
51

1, SW
78

7
228
91
33
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20

2,689
3
91
641
696

193
52

4,388
42
97
542
445

3,577
4

2,317
59
038
138
995
96
1

784

119
31
92
46
119
2

, 3
1,201
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.... ..... ..

10.
42
63
8
5
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1
35
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2
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41
8
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TAME II.-Thmnactiow at United States Marine and United States Veteran' hospital. and relief station, fisclyear, 1922-Continued.

SzCOND, TxnJ, AXND FouzH CLA89 STTioN-Contlnued.
32. Sandusky, Ohio .......................................................;6. gmn Juan, P. B.....................
355 Ban Pedro Calif ......................................
327. 8ault Ste. k ie, M h............................................
329. atte, Wash......................................
330. eward, Alaska...........................................................
331. .._.......................................................
332. Blmnd

33. Ta Wash .............................33 TmP E .............--.- -.-- - ----- - --- ---------- ---- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -335. Superor, hlyis . .......... ...ass. upsb,. .l ............................................. ........ ................... .......

337. T~hO
367.UnaAk

36;0. 'Eq4oXC -- - -................. .... -.-------------

34. W C
.....................................

U3. W -_C...................

W3. Wnkui)f8.

MwELLANExUS.

.Atlanta,Oa. r5 l*ydepot)..................................MwHospital)........................... ...........-d! outjatient oece).................................----.Broe~dn, N.:Y- (supplybae.---------------
N.V. (quaantine).......................CurtisBL Md.~(ordnance)~............................................-.NW C u-P;(rdno)........... .-------- NewYrk, Y East NneteenthStreete..317. oc Iland,ll}.:arenal).-~~~~~~~~. _nofiSX:'I-.-.-.- ---- --- ---- -- -- -------------

St. Rlzaet' Hos1p1tlWashington, D. c................South.Anboy,,WV...........................Coast Gtwd -n:......................................................
Total............................................................

Total Total Remainlin Numnber Number Number of Number dnumber of number Died in hespia of das' of p ts t offce physalepatients treated in June 30, felieshed relief waunS*OR0exm -
rted. hospital. 1922. haopital. offleelre. fuishe&d. tions.

42
1,586
875
178

6,09
25
118

tin53
255

1,807I,8D71,243
611
12
409
647
532838

27
384
247

2,06
11
15
18

1,03
2,20

,9'
1,443

2
723

5&.
400

1
13
4
14
59

216

107
2
96
S
14
1

I9

9

7
........ .......

............

............

...... ......

t. . .. . i.

1
3

.... .....

...........

... .. i2

}

I57
5
5

..........i

............1'
1*
4
7

.........

2

381.-.
............

............

........ ........

...........

.............

.............
.. .......

...........

...........

........... . .

.............

............

..........

. ...........

..... ... ....

...........
... .......

..........

. .. .... .

..........

...........

..........

44
20,513

000
8,7448
252
39

212
1,013
2,872-
4,321,617
182

1,06537
106

1,116
8

25
14,294

..........

.,...........

40
863,875

24
125
39
216

1,5911, 116
10

313
04230
34

20
247

2,06121
'S
1515
s'"1,065

2,300
...... ......o

11
1,48

-1,065,1,:120362
10t0

6.el165
176
437,

4,5631,312751
U

6761,87n
45,

.,. M
96

.......... ..

3226,14

.........4
864

75,360 10,147j 6321 == 8,1 ,
Grand total.................. ..... ...................... ............... ..

60

Ig

531,77W83M
2,=1

....... .k

14
180

3,13go
.92

-:

6
671

31

..i6

. 6

17

t....1.,03.. ......i

.-I 3",012 1 107,405 3,18D 5,4MU4 I 288,SW 1 60,= 1



TABLz m.-Rlfifurnised at United StatsUMarine and United States Veterans' hospitals,' and other relief station,fiscal year 1922, according to
benqfiwiary.

Bene~~ciary. class of station.~~~Total Total lidubrNibumberobfrof Number of
number of numberinhsitoif yd&
petlens -treated in Jfune3~0, reie ws ezmia

Grand total- .

United States Veterans' Bureau.

American seamen .............

Foreign seen..................

United States Coast Guard............

United States Army...............

United States Navy ..................

Mississippi River Commission...

Engineers, United States Army.

All....................................

First-class stations.............
Other relief stations...................

Total ......................

First-class stations.
Other relief stations...

Total..-----

First-lass stations .
Other reliefstations..-.

Total..

First-class stations.... ..
Other relief stations......

Total.------

First-class stations...
Other relief stations.... ..

Total........

First-class stations........
Other reliefstations....... ......

Total .. ...............

First-class stations..... ........
Other relief stationss.

Total...............

First-lass stations ......
Other reliedstations.. .....

Total ..............

I See note (1) Table IL

306,012 107,405 3,1D 28,07 64,:2
203,847 08,13 1,218 402 423,648 714M 343,17 106,460
33,3X) 4,274 64 68 1,377 20 5,40 56,547
237,147 72,407 1,282 530 4,34,025 164,740 39,306 161,9" 7
.8426 11,012 350 1,44 58,676 47,413 G035m 27,530

63 4,230 86 360 9,96 2040 ,704 10,710
83,061 1. 242 445 1,810 679,0 67,819 110,270 38,20

689 577 12 53 17,907 112 188 1,190
281 131 6 1,899 12 27 2,1)0
972 708 12 50 19,806. 24 15 3,2.
629 1,207 6 92 38,3 3,422 4,66 1,'3,7 362 1 22 5,213 3,407 SIM 1,943

8,398 1,569 7 114 44,143 6,2 1,65 3,912
214 06 2 2 1,198 148 IN 143

2. 2.... ...... 253

472 71 2 2 1,2231 01 SW9 19

261 191 11 19 8,368 70 219 41
80 21 . 4 229 so 12 22

341 212 11 23 8,0W7 1 342 03

1,169 207 1 11 5,518 962 1, 3 046
618 52 3 1 1,018 M0 76 515

1,787 259 4 12 0,536 1,58 2,715 1,16
239 147 3 24 7,770 92 204 77
628 1W2 1 3 2,051 SOB 966 106

867 S269 4 27 9,821 508 1,100 43

3
t9

to
:M'
02

9.869604064

Table: Table III.--Relief furnished at United States Marine and United States Veterans' hospitals, and other relief stations, fiscal year 1922, according to beneficiary
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TABLZ m .-Relieffurnish at United States Marine and United States Veterans' hospitals, and other relief station., fiscal year 1922, according to
benefikkn-Continued.

Beneficiary.

Lighthouse Service.... ...

Coast and Geodetic Survey .

Employees Compensation Commission.

Discharged aWed soldiers.

Immigration Service....

United States Public Health Service
employees.

Miscellaneous.-------------------------

Grand totaL..----------

Class of station.

Firstclasstation
IFirtcassstations...........
Other relief stations...................

Total..........................

First-class stations..------------------
Other relief stations.------------------

Total.......... ... .

First-class stations .
Other reliefstations.

Total.. ... '

First-class stations .
Other relief stations.-

Total..........

First-class stations ..
Other relief stations ................

Total ................

First-class stations . .........
Other relief stations..

Total......................-

First-class stations ...
Other relief stations...................

Total ..----.
First-Class stations..
Other reliefstations.

Total....................

Total
number of

ti8Wt=2d
.49
643

Total
number
treated in
hospitaL

164
69

Died.

S
2

Iin bospita
June 30,

1922.

17
6

Number of
daye relie
inhoitL

7,441
1, 4J16

Number of

office,
reliet

330
514

Number of
Valef

reswas
furnished.

648m

Number of
phyimi
examn

tionlL

3}4
1,137 7 22 8y, 7 104 17l

12 38 ....... 1 1, Z7 0 lgl 1i1n
307 -------- - 3 am 2 45 J78

434 88.. 4WS 1 M

29,357 1,877 26 117 58 129 27,48O 76,33 24,019
7,511 396 2 33 8,269 7,114 19,547 473

36,868 2,272 28 150 66,388 34, 96 95,70 38740
. ~.= =|. u.i

1,592 677 8 13 48,1)7 916 1,86lb
220 4 -------- - 2 1,7 174 406 U 1

1,812 723 8 1s 46,3941,0" 2.101

10,503 10,469 19 134,877 44 a 7
491 380 --- ------ 8 7,479 311 476

10,994 10, 8 202 142,56 16 a 6737r
4,803 2,272 24 48 37, 2 2,531 5,384 %Sli
474 18 .... 1 461 75 6

5,277 2,285 24 48 37,687 2,92 5$,10g 8,1

4,313 231 7 162 43,791 4,082 9,948 6,83
2,132 2 ........... .. 13 2,130 9,W1 4,27
6,445 233 7 162 43,804 6,212 19,577 11,03

320,62 9?7 2 1,771 2,669 5,236,263 223" 514,758 1789S2
7, t50 ;1147 159 521 248 261 4 203 134,45 ,679
,._ I .__, -

396,012 107406 1 i,93 3,180 5,48,524 288, 607 69,228 260,001

~0

9
.

I i



TABLY IV,-Total number of hospital relief days furnished by the United ~Statea Public Health Service to each clans of beneflctiaie, by months, during
the fiscal year 1922.

I Sc tern- ~~~~~~~~Novem-Decem- Fe n- -mh -A7r-__Bene&-cMres. July. August. L.gr October. JebrnuarAyil. may. June. Total.~~L. My.___________e___I___

United States Veterans' Bureauu.--424,--872 441,910 430,158 447,492 431,480 43-5.098 445,854 41,W 452,758 398,809 24,320 20,281 4,6,2Americansaen.. ......... .... 55644 53,847 53,227 54,468 54,626 57,913L 61,991 59m0 61,803 54,739 56,557 54,938 87,662Forelguseomen ---------- ---- 1,569 1,573 1,819 1,975 1,814 1,547 1,645 1,477 1,782 169 193 143 1,0
United States Coast Guard - -3,........i516 3,038 3,713 3,94 3,615 3,528 3,800 3,992 4,105 3,338 3,316 3;64 44,143United States Amy-------------- 75 58 12 265 98 1I1I 51 80 113 106 55 101 1,=United StatesNavy------------- 741 776 597 626 704 ), 0337 956 615 608 614 722 842 8,09

yj-CosmiUnite5StateA75r482 322 405 t99 6,536En 682~~~~~~.......e 5S5~ 5011 597 612 332 1,216 1,148 1,001 804 882 925 9,62Lig~~~hthouseService..---- 675 5 489j 537 642 772 854 770 Z77 976 919 780 8,387
Coastarid.Geodetic Survey -- 76 176 79 51 1551 191 185 258 332 292 209 131 2,135EmployeeCompenation Com~ssion.... 5,674 5,926 5,056' 5,567 6,022 5,697 6,514 5,602 5,627 5,322 5,267 4,1I4 66,388Disableda~ed soldiers....... 4,505 4,621 4,653 5,011 5,128 5,380 5,641 5,000 4,792 3,977 313 363 49,384Immigration Service...------------- 18,385 16,991 15,139 15,568 13,908 13,360 11,660 8,717 8,025 7,005 6,913 6,685 142,356Unite& States Public, Health Servtre em-
ployees..I------------ 2,776 3,228 2,9 3,072 316 ,04 3,932 4,186 4,043 3,12 2,452 1,7600 37,687scellaneou-------s 3,457 3,13 3,420 3477 321 ,68 3,078 2,692 3,229 4,481 5,007 4,86 43,80

Toa................I523,041' 537,912 522,098 543,326 528,230 532,5771 54,062 505,974 549,577 485,593 108,970 101,164 5,484,5S4

TABL3 V.-Total number of out-patient treatment furni.shed by the United States Public Health Service to each class of beneficiaries, by month., dur-
iij,g the fiscal year, 192*.

Septem-Novem- Decem-Ianua__FeruBeneflciaries. -July. August. j
er October. IJanay ~ March. Aprfl. May. Jn. Total.

United States Veterans' Bureau ..------ 49,6721 44,593 45,662 44,055 44,058 38,58 41,514 25,553 222,779 18,474 10,218 8,662 393,806American seamen.--------------- 9,7-40 j10,259 10,976 8,181 7,549 8,452 3,949 8,326 9,916 8,712 9,170 10,040 110,270Foreignseamen..--------------- 30 371 128 100 50 41 00 11 25 10 7 16 515
United States Coast Guard ..-------- 957 1,130j 916 994 971 1,052 1,200 1,515 1,697 1,014 1,194 1,025 13,665United StatesArmy ..------------ 53 54' 70 43 33 41 40 42 54 33 72 44 579
UnitedStatesNavy ..-I---------- 22 34 22 16 28 38 36 38 31 16 33 30 342Mlississippi~iver ComTm~ssion.. ..------ 321 314 407 171 104 218 227 148 140 203 166 236 2,715Engineers,,UnitedStatesArmy ..------ 66 141 118 84 60 94 13n 100 107 111 65 82 1,60

Llghthouse~~~~---r------.- 81 100 112 .10A6 111 109 127 175 22 147 117 162 1,679Coast~"d~eodetic~urve ....... 41 40 28 491 52 56 43 38 74
1,

27 31 97 576Employees~ompensatin~ornmissi--- Al04 i.460 6.289 6,592 6,981 7,575 6,743 7,523 9,423 10419 10;979 10,763 95,790Dlsabledallledsol -------.------- 278 2221 266 27 " 206 144 12 1321 88 61 2,22Immigration Service ~~....... .... .....i 6 ...... ii 112 83 24 7?' 75 62j 524
United States Public Health Serrice em-

. I 3,915 3.~~~~~~~~~51419 497 370 481 650 495 591 555 739 426' 5,909)3,35 2,912 3,234 3,394 2,384 1,531 37-4 664 410 113 132 514 19,577
Total.-----------------( 71.554 66,6&51 168,64A7 I64,515 63,054 58,490 60,413 144;853 45,700 40,045 33,088 32,220 649,228

IV
ci

to

9.869604064

Table: Table IV.--Total number of hospital relief days furnished by the United States Public Health Service to each class of beneficiaries, by months, during the fiscal year 1922


Table: Table V.--Total number of out-patient treatments furnished by the United States Public Health Service to each class of beneficiaries, by months, during the fiscal year, 1922
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TABLE VI.-Total number
of

physical examinationsfurnished
by

tie United States Public Health Service
to

each class
of

Beneficiarc
,

month, during
the

fiscal yea 1922.ovem- Decem- Febr- IBenewcaries.
July.

Agust.
October. January. Mareb.

April.
y. June.

Total.United
&tatesVe

s'eBureanu
22,152

23,094
21,445 23,032

23,408
14,025

14,482 5,
883 4,937

4,582
2,632

2,315 161.987Americansearmi.1-_------------------.----
3,190

3,4812,944)3,270 2,805 2,8493067.2,9983,342 2,922 3,518 3,858 824,03Foreign-seamen .
.- .-

266
'

309
392

256
437 303

158
150 187 132 406

2343,229UnitedStatesCoastGuard. 265 403
352 356 338

366 268 266
278 411

309 :#0 3,912
United States

Army --63
3 2 6 2 .. .. 1 1 17 25

30
40

190United
Stat

Nav3 6 2 11 4 9 7 2 5.6.6..6 63Mississippi River
Comm

ossion.
29 5 .9 118 92 116 155 113 83 95 85

118 1,161Engineers,Uited
States Army

.15
23 22

21.
21

16
23 14

16
19 29 24

243
A

UIghthouseService--_-
30 30

22
30

21
24 31 33 45 33 50 35 384

Cast and Geodeti:Survey --24 20 22 1g _2'2 36 27 32 91 46 69 80 495
Cor ensationCommissio 1,795 1,761 1,561 1,595 1,682 3,817 1,9 1,779 2,268 3,125 3,592 3,781 28,742 M

eds~alli6&;.oldier....-
-

-137
102 145

154
1

571
38

6362743257
1

7370Immigeation
-

------------- 461 495 634 509 632 7B2I47
65| 578 328 565 6,737

I
ited~atesPublealtService,em- { ; &IatUnt~ed States Public "eath 252 290 595 310 250 254 3751 168 231 163 175 105 3,168

-- - --------- 1,807 1,314 724 585 611 929 987 567 869 677 1,231 1,242 11,943
Total-------------------------36 221 1,0 13,040 12,837 I12483 12,740 260,601Total*_29_98931 _391____ 30I26330 I467|23_60_ | 22_ 115 2 703 130_8| _______________|-________j__________

9.869604064

Table: Table VI.--Total number of physical examinations furnished by the United States Public Health Service to each class of beneficiaries, by months, during the fiscal year 1922
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TABLE V .-Number of United StateejVeterans' Bureau and other beneficiari admitted, discharged, and died each month and the number remainingat the end of each month-Service ' ard contract hospitals, United States Publk Health Servic-Fiscal year 1922.

Admitted. Discharged- Died. Remaining.

Month. United United United United
Vetes Others Total V Otteran'Ohers. Total. saes Others. TotaL state Oters. Tabl.
Bureau. Bureau. Bureau. Bureau.

192L.
July --------------------------------- 6,729 3,025 9,754 6 079 3,170 9,249 101 59 160 14,017 3,042 17 059Atgust..--.-- ..t-.-----.- 7,519 3,182 10,701 7:066 3,214 10,270 119 51 170 14 361 2,94 1320September -.-.......... ........ . - - - - -- 6,m773 2 936 9,709 6,660 2,841 9,501 109 41 150 14 365 3,013 17:378-ctob-_.. -.- -6,16----------------- 162 2,899 9,061 5,939 2,915 8,854 121 50 171 14,647 2,947 17,414
NoIember .... ... . .s.---- -.5,726 2,8628. 588 5,689 2,695 8,384 112-, 54 166 14,392 3,00 17,452D ber ............................................ 4,689 2,616 3,0 5 5,151 2,431 7.,582 119 50 1i 13,811 3,196 17,006

1922.
Janua. * . - * - * - - - - - - *-y-- * - - - - - - - - ---5.5,582 2,627 8,209 4,480 2,456 6,936 128 67 195 14, 785 3,299 18 084lPebtuary-** . . * - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - **74,722 2, 433 7,155 4,720 2,49 7,169 142 70 212 14,645 3,213 17, 8SMarch..-.,4952............................ 5,495 2,516 8,011 6,125 2,637 8,762 158 67 225 13,857 3,95 16,82Api .... ....-........... ...... .. 4,347 12,097 6,444 5,127 2,273 7,400 150 53 203 12,927 2,796 15,723

629 2,406 3,035 12,813 2 487 15,300 10 42 52 733 2,673 3,406June-......... . . -- - - _ 465 2,267 2,732 655 2,246 2,901 13 44 57 530 2,650 3,180
Total-------------- 58,838 31,866 90,704 70,494 31,814 102,308 1,282f 648 1,9202530 2,650 23,180

0d

1 See note (1) Table IL 3 Remaining at end of fiscal year.

9.869604064

Table: Table VII.--Number of United States Veterans' Bureau and other beneficiaries admitted, discharged, and died each month and the number remaining at the end of each month--Service and contract hospitals, United States Public Health Service--Fiscal year 1922
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TABLe V1lI.-Relieffurnished by the Public Health Sermice to United Statew Veteras' Bureau and "other" beneficiaris, March, 1919, to June, 1922,
I inclusive.

Hospital relief days. Out-patient treatments. Physical examinations.

United States UnicedStates- United States
Veterans' Others. Total. Veterans' Others. Total. Veterans' Others. Total.
Bureau. 3ureau. Bureau-

1919.
March toJune.-- .......------

1919-2D.

July to June (total fiscal year 1920)....

192D-21.

July to June (total fiscal year 1921) ............

1921.
July.
August.
September..------.............................
Octob.-----------------------
December.--------------------------------------

1922.

Februr........ ........Mwh.~imApl....... .......... ...... ........ .. .... ..

JuneT.--1 y ---..............---------------

Total I (fiscal year 192)...........
Grand total (40 months)...................

47,982 233,300 281,22 6,371, 32,700 39,071 9,616 10,300 19,916

_______

3,349,415 801,Q3J 4,151,338 449, :85 199,339 649,224 356,652 5,52 409,175

6,612,576 1,159,095 7,771,en0 1123,90. 349, .¶8 1,473,062 83,912 120,639 1,004,5B5

424,872 98,169 523, 041 40,672 21 882 71,554 22,152 7,837 ,
441,910 96,002 537,912 44,513 22, ,65651 23,094 8,3 31,391
430,158 91,940 522,098 45C2 2,985 68,647 21,445 7,516 21 -o
447,402 96,834 543,326 44, 20460 64,515 26,062 7,231 30,23
431,480 94,750 526,230 44,068 io,496 63 054 Z3,408 7,069 30,1
435,98 97,479 532,577 38,565 19, 2s5 58,490 1025 9,581 23,609

445,854 102,208 548,062 41,514 18,899 60,413 14,482 7,633 2,1}5
410,993 9,981 505 974 25,553 19,300 44,853 5,883 8 820 1 70#
452,758 96,819 549,577 22,779 22,921 45,700 4,937 8,100 13,00
398,809 96,784 485,593 18,474 21,571 40,045 4,582 8,265 12,1w
24,320 84,650 108,9'70 1,0,218 22,88 33,086 2,632 9,851 12,483
20,281 80,883 101,164 ,6682 23,558 2,220 2,315 10,425 12,740

4,364,S 1,120,499 5,4854 393,805 255,43 649,228 161,987 98,614 260,001
=.= =

14,373,90 3,314,817 17.688,815 IW3,965 838,620 2,810,585 1,412,107 282,0761 1,4,2a3

8ee note (O) Tpible II.

IN
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Table: Table VIII.--Relief furnished by the Public Health Service to United States Veterans' Bureau and "other" beneficiaries, March, 1919, to June, 1922, inclusive
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DIVISION OF PERSONNEL AND ACCOUNTS.
In charge of Aut. -Surg. Gen. J. W. KERR.

The personnel of the Public Health Service, both in the field and
in the bureau, has been materially reduced by the transfer of activi-
ties relating to the medical treatment and hospital care of veterans
of the World War. The creation of the United States Veterans'
Bureau as a central organization for the administration of all Phases
of Federal assistance to ex-service men was provided for in the act
approved August 9, 1921.

In accordance with the provisions and purposes of this act, all
dispensaries, out-patient offices, and dental clinics which had been
established by the Public Health Service for the treatment of veter-
ans were transferred to the Veterans' BJureau on February 1, 1922,
and all personnel engaged in this work other than commissioned
medical and dental officers were transferred to the rolls of that
bureau.
On May 1, 1922, a further'transfer to the Veterans' Bureau of all

hospitals which had been established for the care of ex-service men
was effected by Executive order. This transfer also included the
purveying depot at Perryville, Md., and provided for the transfer of
certain hospitals at which construction work was in progress as soon
as such-work might be completed. These hospitals included many
of the largest stations of the service, which had been established
during the period immediately following the war when the need for
hospital facilities was most pressing.
The Executive order directing the transfer of veterans' hospitals

provided for transfer to the Veterans' Bureau of all employees other
than commissioned officers of the Public Health Service engaged in
the work. Provision was made for the detail of such officers, who
retain their status as commissioned officers of the Public Health
Service, and who are subject to change of station or other assign-
ment whenever the Director of the Veterans' Bureau may so request.
The act approved June 10, 1922, entitled "An act to readjust the

pay and allowances of the commissioned and enlisted personnel of
the Army, Navy Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Coast and Geodetic
Survey, and Pubi c Health Service," provided for all commissioned
officers of the services named equal rates of pay and allowances.
Mileage allowances for officers traveling under competent orders were
also provided. These changes in the law necessitated changes in the
methods of computing pay and allowances, together with new forms
of pay vouchers
On March 31, 1922, the President approved an amendment to the

service regulations fxing the rates of pay for pharmacists, adminis-
trative Cosstants, nurseA dietitians, and reconstruction aids through-
out the service. This amendment, known as amendment No. 3,
superseded a previous amendment to the regulations of 1920 which
had been temporarily in effect from July 1, 1921, until April 1, 1922.
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In the section of finance and accounts a system of allotments and
icumbrance statements has been installed during the year which
will,,t is believed, provide a much more accurate check on expendi-
tures from appropri4tions than has heretofore been possible. Steps
have also be takenetoclify ll obj o tre dig the
coming fiscal year in accordance with the methods prescribed by the
Bureau of the Budget and the General AccountingOffice.
The work of the finance and accounts section has been unusually

heavy since the transfer of hospitals to the Veterans' Bureau on
May 1. With a large part of the personnel transferred on that date,
delay resulted in the settlement of bills incurred prior to that time
because of limited clerical assistance. This work, however, will be
current soon after the close of the fiscal year.

COMMISSIONED MEDICAL OFTiIOERS.
There has been little change in the total number of commissioned

officers in the regular corps of the service during the year. Seven
applicants for commission in the entrance grade of assistant surgeon
successfully passed the prescribed examination. 'Three resignations
and two deaths occurred during the year. -No officers of the corps
were placed on waiting orders. 2
On June 30, 1922, the regular corps consisted of the Surgeon

General, 3 assistant surgeons general at are, 11 senior surgeons,
99 surgeons, 51 passed assistant surgeons, and 19 assistantsurgeons.
Seventeen other officers in the various grades'are carried on wait-
ing orders. One senior surgeon and 6 surgeons were detailed to the
bureau as assistant surgeons general in charge of bureau.divisions,
in accordance with the acts of July 1, 1902, and July 9, 1918.
One assistant surgeon general at large is in general charge of the
enforcement in Europe of outgoing quarantine measures to prevent
the introduction of communicable diseases into the United States,
one is assigned as chief of the general inspection service, and one
is engaged in hospital administration.
One surgeon is detailed as assistant to the Director, International

Sanitary Bureau, Washington, D. C.; one surgeon detailed to the
Department of Ariculture, in charge of the office of drug adminis-
tration, Bureau of Chemistry; one passed assistant sreon detailed
as chief surgeon, Bureau of Mines, Department of the Interior, and
one passed assistant surgeon detailed as medical director, United
States Employees' Compensation Commission.

RESERVE CORPS.

With the growth of the number of beneficiaries under the war
risk insurance act, the number of commissioned medical officers in
the reserve corps of the Public Health Service gradually increased.
It was only by the acquisition of additional officers under reserve
commissions that the service was able to meet the demands made
upon it in the administration of hospitals, 'dispensaries, and clmics
devoted to the medical and dental care of ex-ervice men. At the
beginning of the fiscal year 1922 the number of officers on active
duty under reserve commissions was 966 and duin the year this
number was increased to 987, divided into the following grades:
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2 assistant surgeons^general; 19 senior surgeons; 340 surgeons; 461
passed assistant surgeons' andl 165 :assistant surgeons.
With the transfer to tie United States Veterans' Bureau of dis-

penes and hospitals established for the care of veterans,. all
commisioned.medical officers, engaged in this work were detailed
for duty under the director of tIhat bureau. These officers retain
their status as commissioned officers of the Public Health Service,
and their transfer from station to station or assignment to new
duties is made by -the Public Health Service on request of the
Director of the Veterans' Bureau. As will be seen from the accom-
panying table, the number of officers supplied the Veterans' Bureau
bo detail totals 884. A large majority of these medical officers
served in the Army or Navy during the World Wax.

ATTENDING SPECIALISTS.

The number of attending specialists in the service decreased from
863 to 73 during the fiscal year. This decrease resulted from the
transfer of hospitals and dispensaries to the Veterans' Bureau. The
greater number were employed at the large hospitals which had
been established for the purpose of caring for veterans, and with
the trot !sfer of these stations all personnel other than commissioned
officers was transferred to the rolls of the Veterans' Bureau.
Of the 73 attending specialists now in the service, 65 are on duty

at marine hospitals and 8 are employed in connection with the
operation of second and' third class relief stations.

AcIwNG ASSISTANT SURGEONS.
As was the case with attending specialists, the number of acting

assistant surgeons transferred to the Veterans' Bureau formed a
large proportion of the total on duty when the fiscal year began.
On June 30, 1921, there were 1,679 acting assistant surgeons in the
Public Health Service. On June 30, 1922, following the transfer
of veterans' hospitals and dispensaries, this number had decreased
to 445.

COLLABORATING EPIDEMIOLOGISTS.

The value of securing early and accurate reports of the prevalence
of communicable diseases throughout the United States has been so
well established that the appointment of collaborating epidemiolo-
gists and assistant collaborating epidemiologists has been extended
during the year. Practically all of these employees are health officers
or employees of State or local boards of health, who serve at nominal
compensation, and who are in a position to furnish the service with
reports of conrnmunicable disease as soon as received by State or
local health organizations. In most cases their compensation is $1
per annum. The cost of securing this important information is
therefore very low. During the year the number of collaborating
epidemiologists was increased from 36 to 41, and the number ol
assistant collaborating epidemiologists from 3,862 to 4,125.

HYoGINIo L&wBoToRY.

At the close of the fiscal year there were on duty in the Hygienic
Laboratory, in addition to the director and assistant director, 3
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chiefs of divisions, 4 suroons, 11 paed assistants suAzns, 2 :phar-
macists, 3 technical assistants, 1 phypiologist,,.3 spIeial experts 2
pharinacologists, 1 aSsitant phiAnnecologist, 1 scientific alssiitn 3
chemists, 2 assmitant chemist, 2 junior chemits, 2 baoteriologists,
3 assistant bacteriologists, 2 bacteriological techicians, 1 wist, 15
other technical employees, and 65 attendants and other employees.

PHARMACISTS AND ADMINisTvAnIvE ASSISTANTS.

At the close of the year there were 38 pharmacists and 26
administrative assistants in the service, the latter group having been
appointed subsequent to July 1, 1920. The greatly decreased number
of administrative assistants over the preceding fiscal year is accounted
for by the transfer of veterans' hospitals to the United States
Veterans' Bureau, together with personnel. None of the pharmacists
were transferred to the Veterans' Bureau. Two members of the
pharmacists corps died during the year and two were detailed as
associate medical purveyors.
At the close of the fiscal year pharmacists and administrative

assistants were classified as follows:
Pharmacists, first clape...................................................... 25.
Pharmacists, second class.................................................. 13
Adnininstrative assitants, first claws..................................... 6
Administrative assistants, second class........................................ 3
Administrative assistants, third class......................................... 12
Administrative assistants, fourthclass. 5

BOARDS CONVENED.

Ninety-two boards were convened at various stations throughout
the United States for the physical examination of officers of the
United States Coast Guard and applicants for entrance therein
3 boards for the examination of aliens; 6 for reexamination of aliens;
1 for reexamination of an alien certified to be insane at time of
arrival in Boston:; 9 for examination of commissioned officers in
the Public Health Service to determine their fitness for promotion;
13 for examination of applicants for appointment as assistant
surgeon; 1 for the purpose- of reclassifying administrative assistants
in the, Public Health Service; 1 to determine condition of United
States Veterans' Hospital No. 38 prior to turning it over to owners;
4 for examination of surfmen for retirement; 3 for examination of
associate sanitary engineers for promotion to class HII, scientific
personnel; 1 for the purpose of considering the standardization
and keeping of uniform records of out-patients of the Public Health
Service; 1 permanent board to examine applicants for appointment
under the Public Health Service reserve act; 1 for the purpose of
prescribing uniforms for student nurses; 1 to determine the eligibility
of a commissioned officer of the service for waiting orders; 1 to
examine pharmacists for promotion; 1 to examine certain supplies
on hand in the purveying service; 1 to determine the conditions as
to tuberculosis and neuro-psychiatry m old line employees; 1 to
investigate fatalities occurring on Br~ish steamship Haiti; 1 to
confer with officials of Polyclinic Hospital relative to property
belonging to that hospital; 1 to investigate artificial ventilation

9.869604064
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of vessels subsequent to fumigation with cyanide and to make studies
as to utilization of gases other than hydrocyanic acid gas; 1 to
make study of service regulations, paragraphs 67 and 70, with a
view of determining advisability of amending same; 1 to consider
uniform regulaiiont of the PubticHealh Ser'ice; 1 to make necessary
preparations for the government of a leprosarium.

Numrcal distribution of personnel of Public Hea Sevice by deignation and activity
as-f June 30, i9n.

Activity .

DIliMas at
bureau. ........... 12 2

........ .

.. ...... 2
......

32 ..... W
Hospita'snd dlispensarles. 37 78 71 20 19. 1,892
Qfiantviadiigratln 60...... 144 ............ 6 4 . 648 8N
Vale socontro1l . 48 3 ..... 29 ......3 80
Preventloti opidemldcs. ...6 3 43 ...... ...... ........... 11 131 4,160 4,360
Field Investigations of publoe
health. 41 ..... 21 ............ ...... 7 20 304 393

Purvei I................ 2 2 90 95
Veu...... . 19 884.. . ........90

Seedon4 and third class stations 8 8 101 8.. .4 BO 179
Unite Btte63 Coast Guard ....... 8 4. .. . .. 1*
Waiting orders ..17..... ..... 17
Miacalaneous.. 10 4 ......... 14

Total..202. 9 432 76 20 26 38 31 3,379 4,160 9,367

1417-22--18

9.869604064

Table: Numerical distribution of personnel of Public Health Service by designation and activity as of June 30, 1922
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DIVISION OF VENEREAL DISEASES.
In charge of Anst. Burg. Gen. C. C. PIERCE.

Activities in the control of venereal diseases were continued along
the lines of medical, educational, and law-enforcement measures
during the fiscal year 1922.
Accurate data rom which may be determined the causes for the

fluctuation in the rate of infection with venereal diseases are not
available. The decrease in the number of cases reported to State
boards of health in 1922 can not be taken as an indication of an
actual falling off in incidence, inasmuch as the change in the per-
centage of physicians who report their cases is not known. Opinions
gathered from various sources show a growing belief that there are
fewer now cases coming for treatment. At a conference of several
of the leading venerear-disease control officers in May, the feeling
was unanimously expressed that there is a decline in the infection
rate. The State board of health in Mississippi reports that the
percentage of physicians reporting has increased from 90 to 96 per
centin the years 1918-1921, but the total cases of venereal diseases
reported are on the decrease. Replies to a questionnaire sent to
college presidents show a general belief that the infection among
college students has decreased. The June, 1922, issue of the Sta-
tistical Bulletin of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. made the
statement that there has been a decline of 21 per cent in the mor-
tality rate due to syphilis among industrial policyholders during the
last four years, the figure for 1921 being 13.1 per 100,000 as compared
with 16.6 in 1917. The Bulletin says further: "A careful examina-
tion of the figures for age indicates furthermore that the difference
between the rates for 1917 and for 1921 is chiefly accounted for by
the lowering of the rates in the age period between'25 and 55 years.
We may venture the suggestion that this improvement in the early
and middle years of life is the result of increasing effectiveness in
the treatment of syphilis." In the absence of more reliable data,
the division feels that judgment should be suspended. The trend of
opinion as expressed above is, however, of interest.

FEDERAL AND STATE APPROPRIATIONS.

Although no Federal allotment was made to States in 1922, at the
beginning of the year there was an unexpended balance of about
$272,000 available to the States from the 1921 allotment, so that
the stimulation of State work was continued through the year.
With the exception of the District of Columbia, all States qualified
for part -or all of their share of this allotment. A statement of the
account of the $546,346 allotted to States in 1921, as of June 30,
1922, follows:
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State. aflat. ~~~~~~~aidt~o Balancestate. allotment. qualm" aJbn 30, June 30,fo, 1922. 192.

UnitedS..........................................
., \ .

A ma+,............................................Ari.ona.$.., . * ...

..
..........zW&8zE............................................

Del .;............................................
District of Columbia...................................
Flrora................................................Di &rl0........I.... ...................................

Fld...............................Gea.............::..............................
Indian.a.............
1,nb11ra ,,Eii;6K.................................
ucw..................Kentulcg,.........................EIt=...............................

Maine...............................................
Mryland , . .....................................
M ssachusbtts.......................................

Min.-:M sign.......!......................................M ...........-

Nebraska..
u................ ......................

Nevada.............. ......NewHampshlre........................

NewYork ..................... ..............
Nort ICarolinh......................... ...............
Nort Dakio...........................................
Ohio York.........................................North .........

Nroort .................. .....................Ohlo....................................
Oklahoma .............
Pennsylvania......................
Rhode I~sland.....................
South Carolina...........
South Dakota:.:::Tennessee...
Texas....................
Utah.....................
Vermont ............................
Virginia..........................................
Washlngton..........................................
West Virgina.......................................
Wliconsln..........................................
Wyoming.............................................

, 4U&,307,44.82 f$,5S,93i.
12,700.97
1,213,93
% 512.76

14,123.42.
4,746.46

02

1,201.86
1,96&66
4,470.80
15,499.08
1, 934. 13

33, 495. 07
16,044.09
13,215.86
10,044.79
13,602.78
9,839.49
4,409.92
7,694.78
19,997.61
16,693.35
12,330.39
10,675.45
19,563.49
2,233.87
7,082.14
486.36

2,557.74
15,071.60
1,944.28

54,137.84
13,106.06
3,427.90
28,318.26
9,844.04
3, 9. 44

45, 33. 26
3,223.28
9,001.97
3,468.48
12,978.36
23, 146 73
2,217.83
2,114.50
12,240.65
6,783.79
7, 2.3.85

13, 863. 89
867.08

I Ig=BrSF , Xl! w h w

9,362.75
14,123.42
4 740.46
5,622.02
1,201.86

4, 470.80
15,499.03
1,934. 13

33,307.76
15,04. 09:
13, 215. 86f
10,044.79
13,602.78
9,839.49
4,409.92
7, 694.78
19,997.01
16,693.;35
12,330,39
10,675. 45
19, 000.00
2,23.3.87
7, 82. 14

486.36
2,557.74
15,071.60
1,944.00

54,137.84
13,106.06
3,427.90

28,318.26
9,844.04
3,.44
45533.26
3,223.28
9,001.97
3,468.48
12,978.36
17, 463,99

2,217.83
2,114.50

12,240.65
6,783 79
7,253.86

13,863.89
867.08

12,7 00.97
1, (79.74
9, IO.35

14,123.42
4,74h46
6, 2. 02
1,201.86

4, 470.8N)
1,499.03
1,934.13

33,307.760
13,285 58
13,215.86
7, W9 83
13,602.78
9,839.49
4,409.92
7,694.78
19,997.61
16,693.35
12,330.39
10,675.45
14, 191. 21
2,233.87
7, 082. 14

486.36

2,557.74
15,071.60
1, 021.27

51,705.25
13,106,06
3,427.90

22,537. 90
9,844.04
3, 99 44
35,852. 33
2,859.16
9,001. 97
3,468.48
8, 930.90
15,682.27
2,217.83
2, 114. 50

12,246.865
6,783.79
7,253 85
13,863.89

867.08

35,01&376

............
134.19
20240

............

............

............

............
,............
............
............
............

............

............

............

2,04...90.

............

............

:............
............

............i
... 3......

............
4,88.7

............

............

............

............

............

............

.....780..30

............

............

............

............

For the fiscal year 1923 CongTess made an appropriation of $400,000
to the division of.venereal diseases, of which sum $225,000 is to be
allotted to State boards of health for cooperative work in the pre-
vention and control of venereal diseases. The method of paying
allotments to the several States, as provided by the Secretary of the
Treasury in accordance with the decision of the Comptroller General,
April 10, 1922,Ais to be as follows: i

atiIttte lot to te h bo in the proportion
which its population bearsto th1 population of the: continental United States, exclu-
sive of Alaeka and the Ganal Zone, according to the last preceding United States
census, the term "'State" to be held to include the District of Columbia, such allot-
mert to be conditioned upon: aProPriation of a like amount by the State for the pre-
vention, control, ahd treatment of venereal diseases.
Upon qualification by a State, one-fourth of the amount due this State to be paid

to the State treasurer by accounting officer's settlement upon certification by the
Surgeon General of the Public Health Service to the effect that the State has qualified
for its allotment in accordance with the provisions set forth in the preceding paragraph,

PUlBLTCl HEALTH BERVICO.

Statement of at 19Sf Fadea dlotmte to Stat.
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the remainder of the allotment due the 8tste to be paid to ltheoktate treasurer in a
similar manner at the beginning of each subsequent quarter of the fiscal year: Pro-
tided, That a State qualifying for its allotment, the mount of which is less than one
thousand dollars for the fiscal year, shall receive the entire annual allotment, in one
payment upon qualification and certification by the Surgeon, General.'
The following table gives the schedule of allotments to States of

this sum of $225,000, also the money appropriated or otherwise set
aside by the individual Stat for work in venereal disease control,
totaling over $800,000. The growing independence of the States in
this work is shown by the fact that the Federal allotment is only 27.8
per cent of the amount set aside by the States.

Federal allotments and State appropriations for the fical year 19f.

State. Federal 6 seedae.peder-allotme t.III . alte t. OD=
United States............ $225,000.00 880,414.87 Montana....$1,1....I 28 $4,64600
Alabaa.4,997.95 I _ooo~oo Nebraksa .............. 2,79..28 14,140.00Alabama ................ ,97.9& 25, 000.00 Nevada................ . 1"476 ... . . . .

Arizona................. 711.26 ...........NewHampshire .43.08 8,1000.00
Arkansas.3,729.48 12,500 00 -NewJersey.6,717.18 2, 000. 00
Calfornia ................ 7,293.91 25,800.00 NewYork..... 22,104.46 40,380. 00
Colorado ................ 1, 9.96 20,00 00 N Mexico... 766.99 ...........
Connecticut............. 2,93861 10,000.00 NorthCarolina.6,497S..,.7
Delaware................. 474.65 2,800.00 North Dakota.1,376.84 6,274.24
District of Columbia ...... 931.35 ............ Ohio 2.12, 59 25,000.00
Florida................. 2,061.34 ............ Oklahoma. 4,317.10 16 000.00
Georgia............ 6,163. 64 17,038.20 Oregon. 1,667.41 8,000.00
Idaho ............ 919.21. Pennsylvania............ 18,6 14 18,60 14
illnoisI................. 13,803.61 100,.000.00, Rhode Island.1,28&43 7,600.00

Indiana ................. 6,237.19 42,300.00 South Carolina..... 3,68 73 3 583.73
Iowa................. 6,116.84 25,000.00 South Dakota...... 1,354. 5,000.00
Kansas ................. 3,765.78 7,500.00 Tenn esee.4,976 08 12,978 38
Kentucky .................5,143.68 20,000.00 .Texas. ,946 9,925.48
Louisiana.................3,828.04 12,800.00 Utah.. .95.52 ...... .

Maine....... 1,634.68 10,000.00 Vermont.7....70. 13 4,000.00
Maryland................3,086.53 28,220.00 Virginia................ 4,914.99 7,841.36
Massachusetts............ 8,199.55 609,629.10 Washngton . , 2,887.60 .; .
Michigan ............ 7,80806 52,800.00WeststV lrgrngia n 3,11 42 10,000.00
Minnesota ........... 6,080.88 30,000.00 Wiscons ......... 5,602.23 41, 350.00SSISSIPP1 ............. 3,811.24 16,000.00 Wyoming ................ 413.78 3,000.00
Missuri................ 7245.37........ 16,S04.31__

X Appropriation for the biennlum, $51 600
I Appropriation for the biennium $20,Od .
a No appropriation; an average oW$160a month spent in venereal disease control work.

Of the States for which no report is included in the table above)
Arizona made an appropriation of $6,000 in 1921 for a period of two
years for venereal disease control purposes; Idaho will have no
State money available prior to the meeting of the legislature in Janu-
ary, 1923; New Mexico will have funds in December, 1922; and
Utah made an appropriation of $3,600 in 1921 for the biennium.
The District of iolumbia, Florida, and Nevada have no money
available.

State boards or departments of health receiving their respective
allotments shall agree, to the following cooperative measures under
which their appropriations shall be expended, according to the regu-
lations promulgated by the Secretary of the Treasury, May 1, 1922:2

1. To have in operation, through a legislative enactment or a State board of health
regulation having the effect of law, regulations in conformity with the suggestions
approved by the Surgeon General of the Army, Navy, and United States Public

I Roprint frm the Public Health Reports, vol. 87, No. 19 Way 12, 192, pp. U43-1140. This sentmoe Is
an amendment to the regulation a.1roved by the 5eetary of the Treasury, Aune 14 1922.

' Reprint from the Pli Hea ps, vol. 37, o. 19, May 12, 1922, pp.1143-114.

9.869604064
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H4alth Serice, for the preveton of venereal diase. The minimum requirements
of thee riles iae

(a) Venereal disease must be reported to, the local health authorities in accordance
-Sthtei ruMlotibs approved by the UnitWd States Public Health Service.
(b) ;Pehalty to be in~poedupon physicians or others required to report venereal

infectious foe failure toWdo so.
(o) Cams to be insotited,s far as practicable, to discover and control sources of

(d) The spread of venereal diseases should be declared unlawful.
(c)Provision to be indei for control of infected persons who do not cooperate in

protecting others from infection. I

(fC The travel of venereally ifcted persons within the State to be controlled by
State boards of health by definite regulations that will conform in general to the inter-
state quarantine regulations

(g) Patients to be given a printed circular of instructions informing them of the
neceesit 6f measures to prevent the spread of infection and of the importance of con-
tinuing treatment.

2. A representative of the Public Health Service shall be assigned to each State
receiving allotments, for the general purpose of cooperating witI the State health
officer in supervising the venereal control work in the State. This representative to
be selected by the State health authorities and to be approved and recommended for
appointment by the Surgeon Ceneral of the Public Health Service. The salary of
this representative will be paid from State funds, except a nominal salary which will
be patid by the UnitedStates Public Health Service. The general plan of work for
the State bureau of venereal diseases will be:

(a) Securing reports of venereal infections from physicians and others required to
report in accordance with State laws.

(b) Suppressive measures, including the isolation and treatment in detention hos-
pitals of infected persons who are unable or unwilling to take measures to prevent
themselves from becoming a menace to others; the establishment of free clinics for the
treatment of venereal diseases; and the elimination of conditions favorable to the
spread of venereal infection.

(c) Extension of facilities for early diagnosis and treatment through laboratory facil-
ities for exact diagnosis and scientific determination of condition before release as non-
infectious in accordance with recognized procedure.

(d) Educational measures to include inforniing the general pul)lic, as well as infected
individuals, in regard to thle nature and manner of spread of venereal diseases and the
measures that should:be taken to combat them,

(e) Cooperation with local civil authorities in their efforts to su press public and
clandetine prostitution. The clinics referred to under (b) will form centers from
which the other measures may be conducted by discovering the presence of infections,
the secuirig of data for enforcing the regulations for reporting these diseases, and the
institution of educational measures appropriate to particular communities.

({) Accurate detailed records must be kept of all the activities of the venereal disease
work. These will include careful records of each case treated, amount of arsphena-
mine used, final results, and disposition made of patients. Copies of these records
must be forwarded to the Surgeon General, United States Public Health Service, as
a report, at such intervals as they may be requested, and in accordance with instruc-
tions regarding the form of report.

3. Localfunds that may be available, or that may become available from legislative
appropriations or Biy other source,for venereal disease control, shall be used by the
State or city health authorities having jurisdiction, for the extension of the work, and
such local funds must notbe conservedthrough the expenditure of the funds that are
allotted by the Congress through the United States Public Health Service.

4. In extension.of the educational meaimures, the State's health authorities shall
exert their efforts and influence for the organization of a State venereal disease control
committee or other organiztion that will be unofficial in character, but a valuable
cooperative agency for furthering the comprehensive plan for nation-wide venereal
disease confrol,

5. Th tte health authities shll take guch' measures as may be found practicable
and decided upon in conference between the Public Health Service and State boards
of health representatives for the purpose of securing such additional legislation as may
be required to control the spread of venereal infections. Action Chall be taken to
limit or suppress the activities of advertising "specialists" and quacks by procuting
them under State Ia*s, or such otherm ies as may be applicable and effective.
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6. In expending the sum allotted a Stms, protection from venereal diseases of the

military and naval forces located within. each particular State shall receive proper
consideration.

7. The State allotment and the amount of State funds used to secure the allotment
shall be expended along general standard lines by all States approximately as follows:

(a) For treatment of infected persons in hospitals, clinics, and other institutions,
including arsphenwine and other drugs, 60 per cent of the allotment.

b) In carrying out educational measures, 20 per cent.
c) In carrying out repressive measures, 20 per cent.
d) In general administration and other activIties of venereal-disese control work,

10 per cent.
(This distribution is provisional and subject to modification after conference and

agreement between each State and the United States Public Health Service to meet
best the needs of the particular State.)

8. In carrying out So general venereal disease control program the administrative
organization of the United States Public Health Service will be available at all times
to State organizations in cooperative work, and assistance will be given to States
whenever possible through the detail of employees, the securing of arsphenamine,
providing sample literature for educational measures, and in other practicable ways.

DIVISION FINANCES AND PERSONNEL.

Of the $200,000 appropriated to cover the expense of the division
in 1922, $20,000 was deducted by order of the Director of the Budget.
Later a portion of this amount was used by the division, so that the
total amount unexpended at the end of the year was approximately
$14,50Q. The amount appropriated for division expenses in 1923
was $175,000.

MED)ICAL MEASURES.

Medical activities on the whole have shown a slight decrease,
although more clinics have reported their work to State boards of
health and by their efforts have reached a larger number of patients.
A number of communities, when Federal and State support had to be
withdrawn, have financed their own clinics, showing a growing reali-
zation of the value of clinical medical service to the community.
rrhe most encouraging factor is the increase in the percentage of
patients discharged from the clinics as probably noninfectious, because
it indicates a better understanding by the patient of the need for con-
tinuing treatment.

CLINICS.

New clinic8 established.-At the close of the year, 542 clinics are in
operation. During the year, 95 new clinics were establish'ed- and 34
discontinued. A number of the clinics which have not received Fed-
eral aid have continued to report their activities and have been in-
cluded in the tabulation which follows.

Clinic reports. --Reports from 541 clinics have been tabulated in
1922 as compared with 442 in 1921. The number of monthly reports
per clinic received in 1922 is 9.9, as compared with 10.7 in 1921. The
increase ill the total number of reports tabulated in 1922 is 648, or
13.6 per cent.
New patients admitted to clinics in 1922 totaled 141,279, an in-

crease of 531, or 0.38 per cent, over 1921. The average number of
admissions per clinic, however, shows a decrease of 18 per cent. The
following graph shows the decrease annually in yearly clinic attend-
ance:
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Of the total number of patients admitted to the clinics, 74,649 had
syphilis, 60,954 gonorrhea, and 5,676 chancroid. Compared with
the figures reported in 1921, syphilis shows an increase of 593 cases,

chancroid an increase of 43, and gonorrhea a decrease of 105.
The number of persons discharged as noninfectious in 1922 was

60,169, an increase of 4,702, or 8.5 per cent, over 1921. The dis-
charges per clinic for the year, however, decreased from 125 to 111.
As mentioned above, the most encouraging aspect of the clinic work
is the ratio between new patients admitted and those discharged as

probably noninfectious. The following graph illustrates this:

.Mumber of nruv patients admitted to clinics
discharged as non-infectious

20

1..31921 59

The percentag-es on the gra h above have been computed upon the
basis ol new admissions to clinics without regard to the group of
patients carried forward for treatment each year, from which a number
of discharges- were made. They are of value only as showing the
relative increase from year to year.
Doses of arsphe~namine administered in clinics in 1922 totaled

1i09,523, an increase of 28,872, or 6:per cent, for the year. Treat-
*ments for all venereal cases totaled 2,045,232, an average of 3,780 per
clinic. Wassermann tests made totaled 298,486, and microscopic
examinations for gonococcus infection 192,745.

Clintic Attenrdance - yearly Averawe
1919 54

1920 932

1921 18

1922
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Following is the tabulated report of the work of the clinics:

Reports of clinics, including those operating under the joint camtrol of t-ePub lic Health
Service and State boards of health, July 1, 19*1-June 80, 1922.

State and city.
Total

,ereoid.

United States. . 5,397
Alabaxas.......

Bessemer::."
Birmingham....
Eufaulti...I..
Florence ....
Gadsden.Huntsville:.,
Mobile......
Montgomery....
Riderwood..

Selma......
Tallsadep....
Tuscaloosa....
Cooperative...

Arkansas......

Fort Smith...
Helena -...-1
Hot 8¶n~i (2) 1'

North Little Roeb
Pine Bluff....
Texarkana....
Tucker......
West Helena...

California.......
Fresno (2)....
Los Angeles (3..
Oakland.
Pasa~dena .::::
San- Bernardino..

San Frncisco(2
SanJoe
Santa Barbara..
Stockton.....

Colorado.......
Buena Vista..,.
Colorado Springs.
Denver (2)....Fort Co i ns....
Leadville.....
Pueblo......
Trinidad.....

Connectiut......

B=4port....
New Hvn
New London.
Stamford.....
Waterbury....

Delaware.......
Dover.......
Wilmington....

Patients admitted.

Total. 8 htosor- Ch:n
141,279 74,640 ,954 5,678

Itlusts:
Inlseo
ttsw.,

60,189

Treat-

2, 05,232'

liososol1

given.

609,523

Wasser.
main
Tests
made.

Ificro-
scopic
examni-
nations,
gono,.
coccus.

298,4805 192,746
* 146 9,619 6,028 3,309 282 5,524 81,620 32,649 12,513 .13,988
* 37 34 3 41 416 216 100 3
* 1 20 6 10 4 17 ..... ..... 2 10
* 12 1,088 975 76 17 494 3,519 2,0688 1,824 243
* 12 2,5158 1,587 896 75 1,295 26,980 11,983 6,168 1,092
* 12 308 139 163 16 343 3,800 1,078 219 810
* 67 23 33 1 35 1,187.1 '221 98 99
* 12 161 58 94 9 97 1,986 486' 113 120
* 12 289 118 167 4 28.6 3,380 1,128 1,040 207
* 12 1,872 1,100 737 35 240 10,724 4 266 5 0
* 12 357 268 87 12: 92 3,,499 '995 161.....
* 12 60 30 19 1 21 510 244 52.....
* 1 8 8 . .... 31 24 3 .

* 12 208 81 16 4 42 3,118 374 183 9
* 12 320 240 78 2 193 6,673 1 915 84 317
* 12 2,248 1,371 805 72 1,908 16-,797 7Y, 64 1,1I91 682
* 101 3,38.8 2,276 1,081 31 1,400 Q7,937, 11,219 6,232 2,914
* 12 87 47 39 1 6 398 224 59 4
* 7 14 47 68 1 87, 1,038 285 1.2 70,
* 20 21,1 1,483 850 1 1,012 44,693 7260' 3,070 1,843628 39 180 9 4.5 7,308 15620 95 40
* 12 71 7 ... 4 ~ 60 266 43

12 74 71 3 .... 45 467 306 56 6
10 205 80 108 17 194 12,529 423 228 493
12 68 64 4.... 26 136 478. 86q.....* 4 48 22 24 2 3 506~7-:3 33 50

118 4,163 2,344 1,707 63 1,081 52,603 13,828 14,799 3,791
12 262 137 116 9 191 5,472 872, 2,408 410
31 2,313~1,218 1,076 21 319, 21R606 51,~ 3,768 1,804
10 600 256 244 11 4178 1,9 1,712 199
2 27 27 .. ......19. 24 20 6
9 68 30 2863 776 174 80 32
8 84 54 30 .... 38 1;128 213. 176, 115

21 791 5655 218 18 348 18-,204 46156 6,100 966
10 38 26 12 1 45 880 '292 338 36
6 13 13.... ......99 40 48 10
9 77 31. . . iS 239 248 160 215

86 1,486 6600 775 61 92 27,944 6,217 2,530 2,870
12 59 32 26 1 68 788 314 102 11
12 26 21 4 .... 9 612 23.3 65 6
24 1,168 631 005 32 877 21,753 4,067 2,160 2,721
12 29 'i 22 16 438 42 29 31
12 16 1 12 3 7 733 21 13 60
12 183 64 104 15 152 3,607 532 167 41
1 6 4 2.......... 15 8.....

72 1 04 467 54 30~ 729 2250 445 2,434 1,7
12 227 119 108 78 9268, 1,392 3681 25
12 240 87 12 1 212 4244. 1,065 265 281
12 150 72 78 .... 48 5221 1,281 828 195
12 28 25 3 .... 33 596 75 108 80
1~2 324 122 176 26 334 1,789 362 816 1,138
12 77 42 32 3 24 1,442 320 64 30

24 287 II1 140 361 48 38 662 4091 36
12 81 61 27 31 18 1971 2013 12 54
12 206 60 113 33 S0 3,5921 480 307 310

INumbers in parentheses Indicate the number of clinics included In the tabulation for the cify.

9.869604064

Table: Reports of clinics, including those operating under the joint control of the Public Health Service and State boards of health, July 1, 1921-June 30, 1922


460406968.9
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Reports of clinics including those operating under the 4oint control of the Public Health
Service and State bocwd of health, fuly 1, 1921-June 80, 192-Oontinued

State and city.

District of Columbia.

Washington......

Florida..............
Alton ............
Arcadia.........
Fort Pie ...
Jacksonville (2)..
Longbrldge......
Mayo ...........

Pensacola-....
Perry..Sanford.:::::::::
Tampa:..........
Wauchula.......
West Palm Beach

Georgia..............
Atlanta..........
Augusta.........
Brunswick.......
Columbus.......
Macon ..........
Rome ............
Savannah........

Illinois ...............
Alton ............
Calro..
Carlinville...
Chicago (13).
Chicago Hleights.
Decatur.........
East St. Louis...
Lltchfield .......
Molne..........
Peoria...........
Princeton........
Quincy..........
Rwedord.........
Rock Island......
Springfield.. . ....
West Roanmond.

Indiana..............
Anderson .....
Columbus......
Evansville.......
Fort Wayne.....
Hoammned .......
Indlanaplis (2).
Jeffersonvile....
Kokomo.
Madison .::::Maro....,.....
New Castl....
Putnamylle.....
Richmond.
South Bend.
Terre Haute.....

Iowa.................
(Clnton*.....
Council luff"s....
Davenport.
Des Mies.

Total
monthly
reports
reeved.

12

12

100

6
2
8
17
7
3
4
6

,6
9'
11
11
11

81

12
12121T -

12
12
12
9

W9
12
8
12

134
12
12
12
12
12
12

6
12
12
12
12

Patients admitted.

Totl. hvl'~ Oonor- (Chan-,Toted. s. rhea. erold.

294 230 63 1

294 2301 63 1 1

3,600 2,634 887 199

760 730 26 4
13 7 4 2
68 38 17 3

1,968 1,257 691 120
63 49 13 1
1 1.
3 3........
45 45 ..1 ,
go 47 34 18
46 22 12 12

284 196 63 25
88 30 63 5
172 109 54 9

4,075 2,256 1,58B 233

1,451 893 5B58. .

176 71 96 9
140 133 7 ......
619 288 284 89
786 489 233 64
122 92 30 ......
781 312 398 71

9,152 173,945 14,89 311
185
207
187

7, 123
30
114
280
82
133
192
8

71
89
137
188
126

76
185

2,961
16
80
135
19
37

101
7

32
34
68
135
18

107
34
109

3, 956i
14
34
138
62
91
74

3138
52
70
49
68

2
8
5

217

1---
I......

5
17

I.. i.
3
1
4 1
40

Pa-
tients
dis-

charged
as non
infeo-
tious.

1

I

1,6530
735
10
25
279
55
28
4

64
20
188
100
17

954

1....
.964

135
303
65

355
3,878

88
65
19B

2,698
10
53
160
33
80
67
3
19
64
117
67
178

Treat-
mnents
given.

I

2,132
2 132

15,761
2,193

283
383

7,734
631
93
19

166
602
337

2,703
195
542

38,676
7,688
6,190

854
7, 243
9,919
657

7,145
120,911
4,228
2,241
1,810

85, 057
424

2,879
5,337
2,411
3,315
2,242

65
1, 079
1,707
3,676
3 073
1 368

Doses of
arspho-
namine
given.

1,184
1,164

11,006

2, 079
79
135

6,684
386
88.
19
116
103
106
884
87
261

13,333

4,092
916
839

1,453
3,809

421
1, 803

29,213
394

1, 163
430

19, 716
185

1,028
553
201

1,057
633
40
220
364

1,346
1,774

120

Wasser-
mann
tests
made.

285

285

6,400_
990
37
82

2,837
INlo

33
1

42
1

18
863
90
305

7, 896

3,359
1,015

449
I1,038

J,1581''73
704

17, 221

23748413,539
70

371
1418

121
J198

301
119

110
121
240
316
77

Micro-
scoplo
exami-
nations,
gono-
coccus.

71

71

692

........i21
33
78.i........

.........4
10

310
145
90

3,330

........~
26

2,775
118

........

10

12, 938

288
101

1, 284
8,128

75
356

1,069
611
122
213
24
172
118
251
116
13

216 4,882 2,250 2 441 191 2019 122,012j 23,985 10,805 5,641
12 278 92 176 10 133 7,922 713 808 836
12 40 15 25 12 785 111 46 44
12 549 236 292 21 186 13,235 2,953 1 162 600
12 427 148 275 4 236 9,364 1,911 1, 020 713
12 264 78 137 39 199 6,4 609 297 85
24 1,648 884 708 68 4.53 49,188 6,82 3,434 1,319
12 170 52 118 127 1,28 675 143 648
12 112 4 68. 38 1,938 482 203 188
12 89 29 39 1 37 1 430 200 59 21
12 83 27 62 4 17 1,945 321 4 4
12 89 36 38 17 23 84 99 91 120
12 137 85 72 153 3,293 1,067 194 180
12 72 57 14 1 33 438 337 516 81
12 141 29 88 24 60 4,312....
12 108 88 33 5 21 2,153 948 .... 410 68
12 290 139 148 3 81 8,683 1,51 899 473
12 417 249 184 4 240 10,978 5,116 1,474 271

119 1,403 733 856116 1,077 23,&331 7,654 3,119 2,360
11 112 32 76 4 71 882 170 88 41
9 36 8 27 1 l 34 878 89 29 54
12 221 123 98 1 104 2,881 1 472 828 229
11 601 338 250 4 3S1 16,352 2,747 1,377 1,430
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Reports of clinics including those operating under the joint control of the Pubtic Health
Service and Stdte boards ofhealth, July 1, 19*1-June 80, 190-LOontihued.

State and city.

Iowa-Continued.
Dubuque........
Fort Dodge......
Manly ..........
Marshnlltown....
Mason City.......
Ottumwa........
Sioux City.......

Kansas...............

Eldorado.....*
Junction City....
Kansas City (2)..
Lansing..........
Lawrence.Rosedale.::,:,:::
Topeka ..........
Wichita..........

Kentucky............
Ashland .........
Covington........
Dayton.........
Frankfort........
Fulton...........
Oeorgetown......
Greenville........
Harlan........
Henderson .......
Hickman........
Lexington........
Louisvllle.
MadlsoIvlle...
Mar sville.
Mi ddlebboro....
.Mount Sterling...
Newport .........
Owensboro.......
Paducah.........
Pineville .........
Winchester.......

Louislana............
Alexandria.......
Baton Rouge.
Monroe...........
Now Orleans (2)..
Shreveport (2)...

Maine................
Bangor...........
Bath.............
Calais...........
Eastport........
Low Iston..... ..

Portland.......
Sanford ..........

Maryland ..........

Annapos........
Baltimore (3)....
Cmbrdg... .
Cumberland......
Hagerstown (2)..
Kltzmiller........

Massachusetts........
Attleboro........
Boston (8).
Brldgewater.....

Total
month
report
received.

12
9
10
12
10
1

22

98

12
12
14
12
12
12
12
12

Patientsadmitted.

Total. 8 hi0onor.Mcland

57
13
2

23
14
I

323

1,852
277
8

106
446
24

606

. 11

272

32
3

10

178

1, 112

98

24911
40667
143

25
8
2
15
4

....ii.
1733
181
7
37

196
10

119
54

129

7

3
1
2

......

pa..

dis-
ohar
as non-
inteo-
"ous.

el
1
2
6
34
6

386

916
316
2
37

468
3

.......
29

,60O

Treat-
mgent.gvnd.

917
201
29
565
207

a... lSik
67,188

B.844
52

1,402
49,429

663
3,872
1,808
4,118

Doses of
mrophe-
naiulne
given.

498
76

.......i
121
11

2,381
8,174

788
12
397

3,100
27

1,988
604

1,400

Wasser.
mann
tests
made.

250
6

16
' 108

43
3

373

3,035
248
8

178
1, 160

53
816
177
408

Micro.

OIU
gong-
coomm

163
9
24
71
28
1

312

3,782
1,282

89

1171,243
126
37

303
-625

221 4,051 2,311 1,660 90 1,009 47,840 17,348 6,348 3,378
12 231 130 100 1 312 6,899 3,129 605 1,839
12 118 69 55 4 10 2,117 290 161 107
7 60 23 35 2 63 1,628 129 116 150
12 3.;5 203 147 6 341 2,973 3,230 733 68
8 72 29 40 3 59 ....8....69 83.12 60 40 16 5 46 1,026 262 194 61
12 100 72 87 1 113 2,094 874 622 350
12 105 78 27 28 386 309 200 49*12 46 48 ..... 7 1,118 437 247 2
12 28 20 8 7 219 171 42 11
12 279 239 27 13 123 2,052 1,914 374 42
12 1,894 948 906 43 146 17,613 3,248 80 307
12 56 29 27 30 922 211 89 88
12 20 13 7 13 269 63 63 11
9 89 69 20 . 1,277 403 338 82
6 9 5 4 8 90 20 9 18
6 64 19 40 5 48 2,271 117 88 99
12 129 94 34 1 70 1,93 1,212 306 90
11 84 67 8l 1 08 459 308 108 5
7 95 71. 23- 1......... 1,072 350 360 2
12 97 59 33 5 92 802 618 67 19

73 4, 587 2,485 1,842 280 2,011 60,164 14,640 6,168 2,061
12 614 207 290 17 312 23,048 1,329 624 835
7 86 43 .31 12 24 785 98 1 167
6 104 96 7 1 2 513 465 131 11
2 ,878 1,409 1,261 20 820 27,127 8,216 3,818 748

24 1,007 710 253 44 853 8,681 4,532 794 302

84 374 269 102 3; 297 4,677 1,65 1,176 727

12 145 114 31 1.....106 1,462 635 218 107
12 19 18 1 ...... 798 178 443 349
12 89 69 30 i....Hi 467 125- 390 1
10 9 6 2 1 185 82 19 1
2 12 71 5 53 72 31 18

12 98 63 33 2 20 1,449 38 b 3 233
4 ....5 ... ... 2 163 72 22 18

73 |2,880 972 I,|5N 104 7611 20,838 8,062 4, 97 3,671I-_._._. 1I
12
20
12
12
14
3

201

1,941
107

22A
167
20

320 6, M7

111 4,39

81 120
1,216 8467 38 2

88 132 4
87 14
7 13

3,616 2,93 16

11 12....
2,282 2,114 ...31S1......

187
349
43

126

67

1,683
10,790
1,234

,235
1,29
267

1,733 1.33,678

434

914 75,805
49 1,180

428
6'M
324

711
600

68

223
3,710

94

265

249
68

42,381| 20,818

210
28,744 18,182

831 636

210
2,8599

58
255
141
8

18, 59wi
5

IX,tfm1I. .
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Report. of clinia, includiiW those opeauting under the ioint control of the Public Health
Series Z-d State board. of health, Myl~ 1, 19211-June so, 1912*-Uontinued.

State and city.

Masswhbusetts-Con.
Brockton.....

IHaverhill.....Holyoke.....
Lawrence.....
Lowell......

Monson.-
New Bedord.':
Northampton -. -.
North GIrafton-...
Pittsf~ld.....
Rutland.....
Salem,......
South Boston..
Springfield....
Tewksbury....
Westboro.,
Worcester(3..

M~ichigan.. .....
Ann Alrbor..
Battle Creek.
Baiy City......
Petroit (3)....
Escanaba.....
Flint.......Grand Ranpids....-
Ironwood.....

jajson~......Kalaniaroo.....
LAnsing......
Marquette...
Muskegon.....
Pontiac......
Port Huron....
Saginaw.....
St. Joseph.....

Minnesota.......
D)uluth.I...
Mneols(3)..

St. PanlX2)....
South St. Paul...

MissWsippi......

Columbus
H~attiesburg ....
Jacksonn.....
LaureI........
Meridian. ....
New Albany.....
TurpeloI. .....Vilcksburg .....

Missotiri........
Hannibll a....Jeffersoti City ....
Jopfin.~.
Ka JsepsC.t.(.....

St. L~ouP (7)...

I Repots~from Tupi

Patients admitted.
Total -__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

monthly
reports Svnhi- Gonor- Chan-
received.Total. Ms. rhe. crold.

12 1 60 47 13....

it 61 25 26....
8 50 24 260....
8 44 43 1....
12 72 27 45 ....
It! 40- 33 13.
12 108 51 67.
121 222 131 91....
12~ 122 63 50....
4~ 6 8........
3 13 13........
12 304 224 80.
2 3 3 ....
6 2 2........
12 11 3 8....
4 13 13 .......

12 142 69 71 .
12 50 50 .. . .. .

12 174 77 90.i
6 1S 15 .......

6 197 149 4
12 64 50 4.
30 189 97 92....

222 6,446 3,30 13,072 44

9 295 293 .... 2
12 1539 75 74 4
12 41 5 38....
38 4,813 2,418 2,391 4
12 128 33 77 16
12 131 60 71....
12 216 78 132 6
7 22 .... 20 2
12 20 5 15....
12 122 841 34 4
12 83 39 41 3
12 140 110 38....
12 24 18 6....
12 68 22 42 2
12 895 -&3 .32....
2 16 4 12....

12 78 31 47....
12 9 2 6 1

82 1,126 489 634 3

12 407 121 286....
26 438 212 226....
19 272 152 117 3

6 9 ~~~45....
62 2,888 1,689 819 198

7 121 87 34....
8 89 70 19..
9 8 144 113 1

898W 431 325 140
12 839 572 2Q 37
12 !l8 320 98 10
2 3 3

.. . . . . .

2 42 42........
22 9,121 3,618 4,80 848U
12 85 23 42 ....

12 ~ iS i
67 1,353 g69 364 20
12 153 67 941 2
12 334 144 177 13
12 3.31 144 177 10
74 8,723 2,202 3,929 592

Pa-
tients
dis-

charged
as non.
111fec-
tions.

30

316
21
13.
6

22
41
90
25

11
5

67
47
7

28
112

2,381
325
135
15

767
160
124
269
13
27
203
72
89
14
78
18

2

570

132
130
308

1,724
69
8
73

412
913
258

3,174
67
6

285!222
93
191
85

2,260

Treat-I
meritsI
given.

2,389
5,369

915
12,144
1,085
1,180

484

5,113644
2,717

62
68

4) 76422
304
332
10

1 753
'943

4,088
62

5,997
927

3,588

138i,175
2,985
2,359

5
110,389
3,749
1,7M
6,40.4
267
818

2,145
941

1,270
440
886
939
21

2,953
64

24,141
7,073

7,626
332

14h M6
608
001

2,042
3,780
2,822
5, 144

7..... W

123,Z5

Dosesof
arsphe-
namlne
given.

782
473
270
203
548
269
251
508
937
686
30
66

1,149
18
81
6

790
662

1,247
224
723

1,913
18,944
2,783
721
3

10,075
642
600
812

836
2.10
.389
114
125
268
12

348
28

6,970
1,262
2,18172,792

105

6,891
4201

I553
2,202
1,134
1,749

2

114,852

NVasser-
nalnn
tests
made.

300
242
92
134
410
r,2
72
229
674
278
175
61
426
38
16
47
163
331
246
296
300

1,019
641
878

21,774
1,204.
218
60
87

996
295

4338
161
902
88
03

241
25
88
8

2,049
.583
445
994
47

2,833
230
195
578

1,325

7

18,281

Micro-
scopic
exami-
nations,
gono-
coccus.

so
421
74
110
3
25
22

153

2
355
185
2416

..7,703

289
24,617

7
.132
'390
142
122
267
180
151
87
131
395

9
207
23

1,397
717
282
367
31

2,160
69
4

.531
698
872
176

7,776
1,300 224 77 110

9 8.... 11
1,910 82 308 170
9,689 4,03 2,878 719
1,681 470 208 141
6, 88 876 447 235
6,400 753 305 430
96,720 8,934 14,038 5,965

3lo not tabulated.



284 PUBIAC HFhAiTH SERVICE.

Reports of c4inic including thoec operating under the oit control of the Public ffealth
Seni a~dState board of MOM~, July 1, 19-01-unidaO$, 19.02-Continued.

State and city.

Montana.......

Billings......
Great Falls...

Nebraska....-..

Beatrice......
Fremont.....
Grand Island....
Hastings.....
Lincoln......
Omaha (2)....
Winnebago....

New Hampshire...
Concord......
Dover.......
Manchester....
Nashua......
Portsmouth....

New Jersey......
Atlantic City...
Dayonne.....Camden (2)....
li'lizabeth ~....
Greystone Park..
Jersey City....
Long Branch...
Montclair.....
Morristown....
Mount Holly...
Newark......
New Brunswick..
Orang~e......
Paterson (2)....
Plainfiled.....
Salem.......
Trenton......
Weehawken....

New Mexico......
Albuquerque...
Santa Fe.....

New York......

Albany (3)....
Amsterdam....
Beacon......
Binghaton...
Buffalo (3)....
Cohoes;.....
Corning ..........
Dunkirk.........
Elmira......
Glens Falls....
Gloveruville....
Hornell .....
Jamestown....
Kin tom ...
LittleFls
Middletown....
Newburgh....
New Rocahells...
New York City..
Niagara Falls....

Total
monthly
reports
received.

23

Patients admitted.

Total.

63 1 27

Gonor- Chan-

rhea. croid.

36....

Pa-
tients
dis-

charged
as non-
inec
tious.

37

Treat-
ment~s
given.

555

Doses of
rasphe-
namnine
given.

288

Wasser-
mann
test's
made.

39

Micro-
scoplo
exami-
nations,
gono.
coccus.

79
12 23 12 1i ... . ...... 145 101 s0 29
11 40 15 25 ....410 187 9 ., 0

84 1,262 593 5600 109 332j 28,50 5,495 357 3-5

6 7 1 6 .... 7 187 5 12 97
12 33 4 27 '2 35 392 31 26 49
6 16 3 13 .... 10 135 17 19 61
12 27 10 17 .... 14 764 121 71 182
12 292 121 166 5 83 9,078 2,067 941 1,883
24 873 451 321 101 175 17,266 3,126 2,515 1,346
12 14 3 10 1 8 700 128 13 39

49 307 163 138 6 49 8,781 2,044 732 371

12 ~ 49 39 10 6..53.5 492 98 21
11 20 12 8 .... 9 454 141 40 28

12 159 70 88 1 28 13,970 827 .378 281
12 61 33 27 1 6 814 55 213 34
'2 18 9 5 4 ..... 8 34 8 7

214 3,715 1,895 1,788 32 1,757 58,590 12,6866 9,510 3,98
12 341 206 135 194 4,459 2,945 595 509
12 16 9 7 1l 186 158 30 9
23 373 205 167 1 53 5,268 1,388 2,144 186
12 54 36 18 ....... 578 487 112 47
6 9 93...... i 139 131 105 7
12 376 189 183 . . 53 8,281 604 ~'510 1
12 128 99 29 .... 17 2,092 483 327 29
11 28 24 4 .... 5 372 336 121 5
3 5, 4 1 .... 4 26 13 7 2

11 8 8.... ... 2 48 34 17 2
12 1,745 712 1,02. .9 1,215 24,601 1,760 1,077 2,8&50
7 38 13 25 .... 15 65 165 47 28

12 80 53 26 1 32 1,991 1,162 426 6
12 31 25 6 .... 4 646 246 115 23
24 172 131 37 4 50 2,768 1,167 260 26
10 80 56 21 9 20 2,150 497 215 26
5 29 20 6 3 2 304 126 43 6

12 176 84 91 1 75 4,431 864 471, 177
7 20 12 8 .... 2 485 34 18 35

18 127 69 57 1 611619 306 188 101

11 109 59 49 48 592 273 151 7'1
7 18 10 8 .... 3 57 33 37 30

476 5,178 2,914 (2,1O f9 9 3,223 102,634 31,797 10,112 6,440
27

12

5

12

36

11

10

12

12

12

12

12

11

12

6

12

12

2

12

12

196 106 21 104

37 15 2.2.... 4
6 6 ......... 6

81 65 16 . .. 39

1,374 733 595 46 1,116
20 19 1 .... 3

39 33 6 .... 55

12 12 ......... 5

103 52 61 .... 77

45 28 17 28

32 25 7 29

37 30 7 .... 54

118 37 81 .... 109

72 4.2 30 .... 29

8 7 1 . .. 14

19 19......... 19

55 .54 1 .... 21

2 1 1 ........

73 41 31 1 6
609 *343 241 25 263

114 79 31 4 157

3,231
1,159

24

3,595
32,948

207

5560
.802

50721,1044
1,302

93
115

1,457
42

1,534

95 304
338 32
20 ......i1,155 35

6,089 2,308
112 12
266.....44 21
847 157
542 118
300 . 55
383 105
63 117
510 167
64 7
98 19

516 4
16 8

x61 132
3,178 1,042

926 '351

195
59

3,078

43
25
14

395
92
3
6
8

228
191



PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE. 285

Rdports of Iini including those operting usder the oirtw Contl of the Public Health
2e*wansd State boards of health, JTtlj 1, 1921-June 30, 192-0Uontinued.

Patients admitted. P
Toca - tients Micro-oralcity.tTotal. Ii r Doses of Wasser- scople'id clty.reports 8

c~ha-onrgcl-edh,gments ankminemtes^tsn natOiounis,
11_. rheh.rd non- given, made. gono-

tious. ~~~~~COCCUS.
Now York-Contd.

North Tona-
wanda.........

Olean............
Oswego..........
Plattuburg......
Port Chester.....
Potigheepsie.
Rocheater )..
Rome............

8ehenectady....
Syracuse.......
Troy.
Utica............
White Plains...
Yonkers..........

North Carolina.......

Asheville.........
Charlotte.........
Cllnton..........
Fayetteville......
0oldsboro........
Oxford...........
Raleigh ..........
Wllmlngton......
Winston-Salem..

North Dakota.......

Fargo.....
Grand Forks..::
)aInot............

Ohi.Ohio .............

Akron............
Alliance..........
Athens..........
Canton.
Chillicothe..
Cininnati (3)...
Clevend (9).

Columbus (3)....

Dayton (4)....Delaware....:....
East Liverpool...
Hamilton........
Ironton..........
Lima (2)..4.......
Port
Portsmouth......
Springold (2)...
Toledo..........
Youngstown (2)..

Oklahoma...........

Bartlesille......
chisaaha ......
Muskoge ........
Sulphur..........

Oo..........

Oregon..... .........

Portland.........

12

12

10

12

12

12

60

12

7

12

12

12

12

12

12

86

12

12

7

12

1

7

11

12

12

16
la21

46

30

28
113

49

26
104

617

108

172
20

146

1,894

266
486

33

109
16

16
165
417

337

11

18

30

27
16
64

492

32
16

52
196

63
84
17

02

1,210

131'
328
12

129
14

16

130
241
210

3

13

9
12

49

230
17
10
61

3322
65
84
3

78

581
99~

168
21
39
2

.....I.
25

148
89

A..-...
.... ..

......

......

.... i.

......

.... ..

....4i.

108
36

......

....i '

......

......

... ii-
38

20
19
27
11

69
69

126

40
12
77

241
44
187
10
43

906_5
177

31
66
2

35
139
208

240

603
266
973
192

1,103
1,357

20,054
1,269

293
2,316
6,913
1,681
3,789

366
4,177

13,919
1,628
7,694'

146
642
21
298
98

1,149
2,343

634
148

422
45

270

402

8,300
606
112

352
1,432
428

922

143

637.

8, 630

604

3,973
43

656
........

379
670

913

1,292

36
11
71

24
85
183

2,300
168

30
187
W
151

35
300

3,612

240
1,905

17
327
11
69

240

447
244

1

3

8

16

40
76

377
35
63.
74

233
69
91
1

202

833
66

269
17

288
2

.......6

85
97

30 88 37 60 1 82 1,242 687 31 413

7 36 18 18 38 491 363 247 167
11 17 6 11 1 24 259 62 66 39
12 35 14 21 ...... 20 492 172 68 217

368 11,093 5,691 4,885 637 3,644 163,614 29,051 21,688 13,961
12 929 352 629 48 731 19,023 2,894 2,306 2,743
12 117 28 86 3 88 1,928 282 174 35
12 28 28....... 18 1,117 93 251 ........
12 101 100 1 13 13 786 253 214 3
12 13 11 2 ..... 18 127 127 13 6
26 1,411 734 366 321 91 9,162 3,128 2,402 434
09 4,765 2,663 2,119 73 1,039 67,761 9,637 7,644 3,311
34 8 404 215 9 87 7,022 1,972 1,91 1 704
37 622 340 182 . . 149 9,690 3,242 1,621 595
6 38 22 18 ...... 30 2,160 440 227 223
6 118 33 80 100 100 1,221 261 85 102

11 60 31 29 13 13 393 216 80 90
7 76 63 22 112 112 2,(04 614 624 189

24 137 84 63 37 3,168 653 309 133
12 111 111

............. 29 2,38 676 330 1
10 9 9 .

3........4....3 6 4
12 270 77 147 40 235 3,346 433 234 66
24 269 89 164 6 186 1,693 309 186 602
12 1,280 491 758 31 602 26,762. 2,623 2,350 4,49
19 * 237 131 106 87

. 6 ,316 1,358 604 392

9B6655 323 -3 B86 7,076 2,960 1,183 90B
11 217 137 79 1 137 3,804 1,002 188 99
11 292 148 105 39 288 1,970 1,651 421 298
12 136 68 69 12 68 1,073 379 100 77
2 6 3 2 ..... 24 12 ........

10 285 206 78 1 2 206 6 454 432

12 554 310 23 6 79 4,069 72 1,1031 821-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -1- - - -.
.12 664 316 28 5 79 4,069 7 1,103 821_. __--r=-_-=- -- -1-'!'- .



286 PUBLC HAUT SERTVICE.

Report clinics including thoc opating u*id? .ottl ofh Public HaWSerie and StaU board, of heath, July 1, 191*1-June 80, 192*-4hntinued.

State and city.

Pennsylvania........

Allentown.....
Altoona.
Beaver Falls.

Bethlehem.....
Butler ..
Carilsie...
Chester.
Clearfield... ..
Coatesville......
Du Bols.........
Easton..........
Erie. , ...........
Greensburg.....
Harrisburg......
Hazleton........
Johnstown.
Lancaster (2).

Lebanon........
McKeesport.....
Mlfflintown .....
Monessen .......
Now Castle......
Now Kensington

Philadelphia (3)..
Phillipsburg...
Pitt~sburgh.
Pittston.
PottsvlUe.......
Punxsutawney...
RsadlnR (2) ......
Rochesber........
Sayre...........
Scranton......
Shamokin ...
Stroudsburg.....
Sunbury........
Tunkhannock...
Washington.....
West Chester....
West Grove.....
Willkes-Barre (2).
Williamsport....
York............

Total
monthly
reports
received.

483

12
12
2
12
12
7
12
12
11
0

12
12
12
12
12
12

24
12
4
4

6

12

7
6

27
12
12

12

23
4

3
12
12
12
12
5

12
2
2

24

12

6

Rhode Island........ 76

Arctic...........
Newport.........
Pawtucket.....
Providence (3)...
Woonsocket.....

South Carolina......

Anderson.
Columbia^......
Florence.........
Greenville.......
Newberry........
Orangeburg......
Spartanburg.....
Unlon............

South Dakota........

Aberdeen.......
Lead...........
Sioux Falls.....

12
12
12
36
4

Patients admitted.

STEM i__.Total.IS ](3nor C"'an'

5,910

410
134
9

114
4

27
164

47
89
27
84

388
172

77

124
133
68
35
13

47

74

102
8

729
27

942
15

81
33

277
13
17

358
45
3e,
73

2
160
16

........

60
62

844

4
38

90
709
3

3,123 12,7081 79 1,6_71 84,U,= 14,831- 6,012.~~~~~~~~ _I 1,_3 ._ . _ __

8
2

3

......

3
1

2

2
3

......

......

......

......I....j.

,......

16
......
......
......

2
.....
......

13
.....

2

2
......
......

8

Pa-
tients
dis-

charged
as non.
infec-
tious.

Treat-
mrents
given.

Dosesof
asphe.
namlne
given.

Wasser-
mann
tests
made.

Micro-
scopic
exasi-
hations,
gono.
coccus.

248
60
8

100
26
22
72
28
44

18
37
209
142
41
19
62

114.
34

22
9

'12

65
44

...a...
27
637
8
69
17

120
11
16

149
15
5

41
2

72

.......
14
49

41

480

3
30
48

378
3

161.
82
1
12
2625

79
18
23
9

48

174
30

18

68
69

1'2
32
13

4
5
18

58
7

403

390
7

12
16

1655
2

1
194
30

29
32

1
.......

366
11
21

379 5

1.1
8 1-''---

44 ......
3283as.. .....

31
.......i.

22
1
84

6
34

2
63

8
1

17
20
10

. .......

. 2

3
0

74

4
3

98

23
10

3
11
80

.4
201
6
12
41

. .......

69

. 1
. .......

132
78
10

161

III
17
21
108
4

3, 83

2,232
21

1,483
1,104
236

1,49
707

1,195
1,080
1,642
4,730
2,965

632
880

1,199
2,017
710
481
38

367
471

f60
120

11,024
185

9,956
110
368

1,383
6,178

59

48
7,469
1,319
3B8

1,400
71

1,972
916
7

12,244
886
600

13,285

111

263
1,69

11, 180
72

1,835
280
8

1,073
179

187
619
307
429
480
307

1, 668
836
178
137
484
403
264
64
36
62
214

268
12

3,307
211

3,090

481
784
25
80,

1,815
406
67

333
23

161
42
7

3,730
003

292

8,637
132
291
470

5,715
29

1,006
119
3

316
137

i41,~
214
148
283
168
366

788
1,140

86

161
206
411
124
84

13
109
147

172
6

2,327
103

11,330
29

113

200

11
45

1,065
142
31
185

4
120
72
1

1,784

197
82

4,767

11
44

188
4,640

6

3B0

10
93
39

27'
131

.29
55

73
332-
184
22'

84

83
111

50
35
13
47'

98
6

729
2

673
12
56

33
258
13
4

327
37
33
62
2

145
16

........l
40
84

1,83

1
9

84
1,769

........
=_-_- _ _ _ _5-'-----'.:-=---_

70 1 6,608 2,285 2,799 424 2,069 91,609 22,135 7,367 8,401
86 63 139 285 189 700 6,88 416 W5 1,6
11 1,056 62 474 62 141 13,123 3,261 1,987 226
8 204 90 100 8 162 8,337 6,681 55 240

12 1,295 443 704 148 194 18,447 3,781 1,166 668
8 205 94 109 2 121 2,876 727 30D 253
10 488 244 20 16 43 12,862 2,413 1,2U 34
12 1,635 629 841 86 64 27,617 4,463 706 5,486
9 196 III 80 4 267 2,698 1,624 40 .

26 86 33 31 2 37 661 216 115 108
12 20 6 13 2 10 264 27 68 67
1 ........ ....... ..... 1 6 3 3

12 48 28 18 26 281 188 47 38

ISu. I LUA. curolu,



P1JBLIO HEALTH SERVICE. 287

Report feo nc inciuding those operating under the Joint control of the Public Health
S~vce ~dState board. of health, Julyr1, 192U-.une JO, 192.0-Continued.

State and city.

Tennes.see.......

Knoxville.....
Memphis (2)...
Nashv~le (3)...

Texas.........

Auitin......

El Paso......
Fort Worth....
Galveston.....
Houston.....
San Antonio...
Waco.......

tjtali.........
0~ en..

Lake Clity (2
Vermont.......

Barre.......
Burlington (2)...
Rutland.....

Virginia.......
Alexandria.
Charlottesvlille,.
Danville.....
Lynchbur ...
Newport Nes...
Nor~olk (2)....
Norton......Petersburg.

Roanoke...
South Boston..,.
Uriversity....

Washington...
Seattle.

West Virginia.....
Charleston..IHuntin~gton.: .'
Wheeling.....

Wisconsin.......
Blo01ti.....
Green Bay....
Janesylille.....
Wenosha.
LA Croose.....
Madson.....
Milwaukete (3)....
Oshkosh.....
Raine......
Superior.....
Wausaty.....

Wyoming.......
Caspw......

T6ta
monthly
reports
rkcelved.

Patients admitted.

Tota.Syhi Gnor'Chan.Total. rbe,.- croid.

891 5,414j 3,302 11,72-5 387

Pa-
tients
dis-

charged
as non -

filrec-
tIoiis,

2,201

Treat-
ments
given.

Dosesof
arsphe-
raisune
given.

Wasser-
mann
tests
made.

74,189 117,174 116,978

Micro-
scopic
examt-
nations,.
goneo-
coCcus.

9,59
12 720 332 368 20 295 15,825 3,830 977 2,211
9 92 43 44 5 27 7 88 23.....

12 1,067 702 344 21 236 14,837 3,730 1,718 1,759
23 1,994 1,486 391 117 981 20,7-53 5,113 1,6 ,4

33 1,541 739 578 224 662 22,767 4,413 2,892 3,185
85 7,839 4,0886 ,8 786 5,112 95, 4055 18,311 9,522 9,414
2 3 3 .... . ........ 5 12 8....
4 66 9 57. :.I 7 354 30 50 1.30
12 1,915 972 871 72 11,011 20,304 3,720 1,624 1,438
12 778 396 308 74 417 24,1231 1,799 1,208 1,691
8 '289 1.59 117 13 30 3,952 7414 253 193

12 776 410 233 133 498 6,052 3,818 624 495
12 735 402 327 6 294 434 1,358 1, 141 1,782,
It 131 80 50 1 92 985 580 380 203

i 25- 374 134 213 27 162 7,628 7il1 749 1,040)
12 49 12 31 6 29 4,810 39 47j 391
13 325 122 182 21 133 2,818 702 702 649

42 15 116 34 1 169 254J1,252 329 121

12 16 14 1 .... 3 134 119 22 1
18 108 77 31 ...... 98 1,849 80l 191 108
12 28 25 2 1 68 591 332 116 14

12 4,3-88 2,812 1,594 182 2,431 52,427 17,857 11,720 5,024
12 181l 82 90 91 154 4,670 1,198 417 395
9 280 189 80 11 70 4,6.V57 1,224 2,888 394
12 284 171 88 5 51 1,735 965 639 114
11 238 77 137 24 2.38 620 626 318 588
12 587 420 144 3 399 11,4413 2,688 1,263 1,082
15 910 532 .269 109 497 8788 2,881 1,135 719
12 380 215 165 .... 297 2923 1,356 402 36
12 335 209 120 ... 122 3267 1,5694 648 4.52
12 774 470 299 h 402 10,760 3,747 3,171 1,127
12 354 182 162 10 154 2,561 953 125 35
1 7 3 4.... 1...... 3 1.....
4 98 82 30 8 46 993 436 819 82

34 1,095 631 557 7 53 20,882 4,753 5,733 5,18
12 491 267 218 6 117 8,481 3,086 I4,025 -1,259
10 448 182 266 ...... 344 11,902 1,497I 1,384 3,402
12 156 ~82 73 1 74 499 170 324 521

22 49 39 106 4 272 1,920 2,470 5.52 192

11 191 140 48 3 224 792 890 180 .35

161 1,061 425 631 5 20 5, 712 4,001 4,9 3,36
12 62 23 38 1 46 282 248 12 10
11 21 14 7 6...f 95 88 28 19
12 28 10 18 .... 25 384 117 59 72.
11 48 29 19 .... 90, 40 90 84
11 70 37 32 1 11 565 215 246 35
12 63 19 44 ..... 15 112 17.3 114 158
35 519 194 324 1 69 2,619 2,670 3,979 1,924
12 45 14) 35 .... 15 33 97 53 142
1t 53 37 15 1 17 110 57 115 80
12 70 35 34 1 20 781 258 261 348
12 82 17 85 .... 41 336 38 41 168

12

12

99 1_47 500 2

99 4T7 I 50 1 2

37 1,394

37 1 1,394

235 1 390

235j1 o

309



288 PUBLIC HEALTH SEVIVICH.

On the basis of the number of monthly reports recei-Ved and the
total admissions to clinics, the monthly an.d daily average of patients
admitted has been obtained for each StatWi and the results tabulated
below. Cornparison with a similar table in the annual report for
1921 shows the average monthly admissions per clinic for the United
States in 1921 to be 3.4 in excess of those reported in 1922. Texas
heads the list in 1922 with a monthly averse per clinic of 92.2. South
Carolina ranks second with an average of 72.5. The complete report
follows:

Table showing State8 ranked according to the monthly and daily average admiuicm. per
clinic, July 1, 1911-June SO, 19i2.

Monthly Daily Monthly Daily
aveagae average average average

Rank. State. new ad- new ad- Rank. State. new ad- new ad-
missions missions nilstw missions
per cliic. per clinic. per linlc. per lnic.

United States.. 26.2 0.9 23 West Virginia.20.4 0.7
92.2............. . = _- 24 Oklahoma ........ 20.3 7

1 Texas ............... 92.2 3.1 25 Kansas.............. 18.9 .6
2 South Carolina ....... 72.5 2.4 26 Kentucky........... 18.3 .6
3 Alabama..66.3 2.2 27 Minnesota.......... 18.2 .6
4 Loulsiana..62. 8 2.1 28 Colorado.17.6.5
5 Tennessee ......... 60.8 2.0 29 Now Jersey.......... 17.4 .6
6 aeorgla .............. 50.3 1.7 30 Nebraska ............ 15. 0 .5
7 Oregon .. 46.2 1.5 31 Utal.15.0 .6
8 Missouri .......... 45.2 1.5 32 Connectilcut.. 14.5 .6
9 Mississippi........... 43.3 1.4 33 Pennsylvania ........ 12.8 ,4
10 Maryland ............ 36.4 1.2 34 Delaware ............ 12.0 .4
11 Florida ............ 36.0 1.2 35 Iowa 11.8 .4
12 Virinal ......... 35.4 .1.2 36 Rho ie Island.11.1 .4
13 Callfornia......... 35.3 i1.2 37 New York.10.9 .4
14 Arkansas .......... 33.5 1.1 38 Wyoming............ 8.3 .3
15 Washington .. 32.2 1.1 39 NewMexico.7.1 .2
16 Illlnois ..... . 30.8 1.0 40 Wl.%onsln... ..7.0 2
17 Ohio. 30.1 1.0 41 New Hampshire..... 6.3 2
18 Mlchiga-n. 29.0 1.0 42 Main.. ..94 .2
19 DistrictofColumbia.. 24.5 .8 43 Vermiont.3.6 .1
20 Indiana.. 22.6 .f 44 North Dakota 2.92, 1
21 North Carolina . 22.0 .7 445 Montana. 2.7 . 1
22 Massachusetts.. a20.5 .7 46 South Dakota.2.6 . 1

Reports of other institutions.-In addition to the 541 clinics whose
reports have been under discussion, the division has received monthly
reports from 29 correctional and penal institutions, where venereal
diseases are treated, which may be tabulated as follows:
Patients admitted:

Syphilis................................ .......................... 1, 942
Gonorrhea.......................................................... 1, 381Ohancroid.......................................................... 59

Total.............................................................. ,382
Pattenta discharged as noninfectious........................................ 2, 616
Treatments given............,.. ; 90, 609
Doses of arsphenamine administered........................... 11, 928
Wassermann testsmade.12. . . . .............................. 12,046
Microscopic examinations for gonococcus infection........................... 4, 278

REPORTING OFP VENEREAL DISEASES.

Reports of cases of venereal diseases received from the State boards
of health totaled 333,718 in 1922, a decrease of 63,525, or 13 per cent,
from the number reported in 1921. Of the total, 171,824 were

9.869604064

Table: Table showing States ranked according to the monthly and daily average admissions per clinic, July 1, 1921-June 30, 1922
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syphilis, 152,956 gonorrhea, and 8,935 chancroid. In comparing
with reports ' for 1921, syphilis shows a decrease df 12,2668 or 6.7 per
cent; gonorrhea of 36,968, or 19.5 per cent; and thancroid a decrease
of 4,291 or 32.4 )er cent. Syphilisis reported in excess of gonorrhea,
although the later is known to be thore prevalent.
The following graph shows the yeaely variation in the cases of

venereal diseases reported:

Caves of venereal diseases
State boaxds of heal

reported to
th.

ChbAroid

8yPhuix
100,46

Z2,86Q
,1049O

171,824

Gonorrhe&
151,19,

50172,

*9,927

l52,9

The division is unable to account definitely for this decrease in
the number of cases reported. The question of a possible decrease
in incidence in infection has been discussed On page 274 of this report,
but a slight decrease in the amount of infection would not account
for a decrease of 13 pdr cent in the cases reported. At a recent
conference of venereal-disease-control officers, the need for developing
better cooperation among physician in the matter -of reporting
cases wu stressed, and letters from State boards of health have also

c0fre O initbthote for 6921 PSl W Should beiOdeashW9 fhaaTotala Caed.
1 172 473 2,888 13

hisrrectio amutef"l, tota for the United StatestwareHslt 8-oi14.Gek oid.3F81, 203 IU, 090 189,m 13,ZZ

14717-22-19

1910

1921

1922

* X164s

1.C78m

0 1-,226

8,9M

1919

1920

1921

1922

1919

1920

1921

1921

9.869604064
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spoken of this need. It is probable that an organized effort on, the
part of State boards of health to explain to the physicians the, value
of reporting as a pwublio-health measure would bringiin larger returns.
Educational activities for the purpose of bring infocted persons
to reliable practitioners for treatment should .alo be inaugurated.
Below is a tabulated record of thereportd received from the States:

Cases of venereal diseases reported to State boards of health, July 1, 1921-June 30, 1922.

State. TotaL |Sypbils. IoorGan . Chanerid.

United States ..i. 71 17i1824 15 ow 8,
Aabama.11,753 7,181 4,244 328
Arizona.192 90 97 S
Arkansas.10,079 6,377 4, 580 142
Ce lornla.8,049 4,1713............4,878 ..Colorado. 3,359 1,11 2,065 12
Connecticut.2,335 1,91 '744 (1)
Delaware........................................... 1,038 484 478 76
District of Columbia 2................... 2 230 "03 1
Florida.4,109 2, MgS 1,76 2
Georgia..'391 13,98 244Idahod.
Illinois.15,871 6,129 9,468 284
Indiana.5,178 2,082 ,422 74
Iowa............................................3.......3007 906 2,043 58
Kansas ................................................ 2,84 1,278 1,626 41
Kentucky........ 29,879 19,736 9,277 367

Maussachset......... ,*..+............................ 714 3.8 3*,4U64 525Maine..........................................1.

.
M .! t;; - !S * s - iS. ............... 2lM IIIw4 ;-4saa8

Maryland ..4,096.................. . . 2. 6 1
Massachusetts.................... 9; 0431 ,28 4
Michigersny....... , i1 9,088 106NMinn oa.......'... . . . .; 31198 4,442 94
Mississi'~~~~~~~~.. .,-311174 1138 219
M~ssourl.,..............,; W~I,03 843No wt'. . . . . . . . . . ...

Montana....,.8.... ..... ...... ... ... 432 .........
Nebraska. . .5,17 1,U. 3,476 247
NevadaI................... ........ .... .

Nw Hampshire............. 91.2
N ew ey....Me.x 5.............................5,530 3,015 2,428 S7
Now erseyi .....................................3......375 119 250 6
NewYork.............3'.i......8..,9.........8. 4223 71 j
NorthCarolina................... i 3,70 8
North Dakota...........,. ........ 4i21` 593 16
Ohio. i * , ,-866 ,37Oklahom".%3',P.,8 1
'Oregon ... ..................... 2241, 478 79

Pencueln64h1

Rhode I!slatid ....,Y ...~ '4'>1146 ,5 ,2 16
South Carolina..'...... s4s
South Dakota . 20
Tennessee......................... 7,8 , 3,204 449
Texas......................ro...42............ 060 2 19,100 1,935
'Utah in ................................la...719 189 610 20
Vetmonit..........................632 306 376.......
Virginia........................... . 4,990 2,627f 2,173 190WaTheingtonll.owin1,09.... the 6tI k'd 531, 567 t 7
West Virginia...................... 8,136 3961 3,9
Wiscosin~;........................ 2,903 '510 2,873 20
Wyoming..,............821 14 49 1

I Included insyphilis..~ tmclinical reports.
'Not reporting.

A dutd'of tthe' reports Of cases from' the !Sta'tes `shows &tx ndeas'e
for 1922 in II States only,as, compared with 19"Staltea min 1921 arid
34 States i~n 1920.''- Fire 'Statew: only, Oregon," Rhode Island, ;Ken-
tucky, Missouri, and Arkansas, show imcrease for` both 191and' 1922
The following, table give's the States ranked according to ,the

percentage of increase or decrease in the number of cases reported
in 1922 as compared with 1921:

9.869604064

Table: Cases of venereal diseases reported to State boards of health, July 1, 1921-June 30, 1922
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Table shoung States ranked according to the percentage of increase or decrease in the
number ofoase of venereal disease reported in 1922 over 1921.

STATES SHOWING INCREASE.

Rank. State. Pet cent. Rank. State. Per oent.

1 Oregon ........................ 8S 1 7 Missouri........................ I& 02
2 Delaware....................... 51.7 5 8 Arkansas....................... 13.41
3 Rhode Island................... 49.39 9 Georgia......................... 8.46
4 Idaho......................... 34.83 10 South Dakota ................. .&35
6 Tennessee................ 23.10 11 North Carolina................. 2.07
6 Kentucky................ 19.18

STATES SHOWING DECREASE.

12 Ohlo .......... 0.31 30 Nebraska....................... 23.28
13 Colorado.......... 67 31 Louls1ana...................... 24.07
14 Massachusetts............ 2.73 32 Alabama....................... 24.27
15 NewYork.33.M VirginIa.................... 26.04
16 Indaa.6.&11 34 Iowa.25.31
17 Pennsylvania.7.74 35 North Dakota................ ...M 73
18 Maine, 10.25 36 FIlorlda.......,............ 27.77
19 Cailfornla.10.50 37 Utah. 29.92
20 Vermont.10.73 38 New Mexico.35.01
21 Maryland.. 12.37 39 Connecticut.35.67
22 Kansas.15.63 40 Arizona........................ 40.74
23 Michigan.16.7 41 South Carolina................. 41.81
24 WIscosin.16.29 42 Illinois......................... 44.67
25 Texas 17.02 43 Montana...................... 419
28 NewJersey..................... 19.25 44 Wyoming.60.27
27 Minnesota...................... 19.60 45 Misissippi.60.77
28 West Virginia.. 72 46 Oklhoma....................... 67.97
29 New Hampshire................. 21.33

The highest point for the year in cases of gonorrhea and syphilis
reported was reached in November, 1921, with a total of 33,083; the
lowest point was reached in February, 1922, with a total of 23,164.
The graphic on page 292 shows the monthly variation in the cases of
gonorrhea and syphilis reported and of the combined total of these
diseases for the last year.

DI8TR1BmUTON OF AR8PHINAMINE.

The State boards of health reported the distribution of 517,250
doses of arsphenamine or similar.product for the year 1922, a decrease
of 16,528, or approximately 3 per cent, from 1921. More than 98
per cent of the total was reported as administered by the clinics,
showing practically no distribution to'hospitals or to physicians in
'private practice.
The graph at bottom of page 292 and table on page 293 show the

oanounts distributed during the past four years and the totals reported
by the several States in 1 22.

9.869604064

Table: Table showing States ranked according to the percentage of increase or decrease in the number of cases of venereal diseases reported in 1922 over 1921
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Dores of arxphnumin adminnited the
3tate b6dai otf iaiilt';,

1919 1S,055

1932 S$,776

1922 517.250

Doses of arsphenamine administered through State boards of health
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8tareprtq( dses q(ar~p~enmi~w (o si~Zwpro~dt) diib~utdI July 1, 1,9*1-

Dogesdie- Stt.Dome de-
tribuW. ~~~~~~~~tributd.

Uwwtd tats....... 517,28 ........n...........

.................. Sol N6 ..................... 2,007Z=L k I. 10,506 Now ew , 12,994
0M 1Iorrnl*. 12,1N60...... ....2.6CpI(W U4@. 5,219 Ne~~~ork . ... 28,977

G o atS!..............~.Is Oregon. *.1,325

Iao ....... ....... 781 Po vam..... .,...,..3
Iui~~~W.. . . S,806 S)*I~~~~~~~~~d,.,~ .. ... ..... * 83O
Iowa 4...........DkW ........... 210
Kansas..~~~~~~. d 17,145

~~ 7,0 V~~~~rg~~nia..,.16,48.......
.4...' 87, 'Wnihltmtqn*'..... .4,758....
44p."....,,....18, (WUAV1Y5WS. 4*444

.
...... 3,370

l~lsq4sln4,164 Wycahlg.~~~~~.... . 350

'Not rprig

1~achyeath~ ¶livor~ l~a~furis1~e arsphenamine andioas
ph,64 0~in t4 e~anoiinties t~ou le State boards of health
to~~iae'6~i~e~e etabi~bi1~r't f ~cs or he pur~polse Of

~~ ~f f~e medical service and of iduicing these
couuii~imt~s ~iiti~xu'the ok h ud for 'this, work ha Ve
ben t~~ifd h e~ prpitosfor division expenses.

REQUESTS FOR, MEDICAL, INFORMATION.

t'J'h div:sio, 1~ao, ~h~nded, 1,O47;, q ,ests, for medical information
ip 1922~#$ compared with26051iin 1021; About72 per c'nt of those

frinfor Wton~4ive compldained of suifferingl from a venereal

tileC'A clsssficatin of tlhe requests according, to6 the- nature of

V664,1 diseeasm............338
Syphilis..............132
Gonorhea~..........41 1,271

Maetwbetion ~... ..... .....................32
Seminal enmins .............................. 38

Total.......'.1,047~...........

The " Health ,coluiP'issued by the section of public he Ith edu-
cation, which w~as given a's the main source of information about the

9.869604064

Table: State report of doses of arsphenamine (or similar product) distributed July 1, 1921-June 30, 1922
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serviceini 191, "'di ohntinWid' Trn and.lt pldswere
the main source of information towhilich refeience was made in
requests received in 1922. A classification of these sources follows:
Tin and atory placard .................. 116lealthc olmn ..3............,.
Adv setienta.5n......8. . .. ..,.. 56
Venereal dii6ae literature ............ 20
Motion picture............-...2

...dio. i:... ..2
State Board of heal-th 6f AU u::..,8XteI3~04r fHgtfMrln....................

Kanses City Provident Asiocation ........................ 1
Pim' hlet in library ................. .... ............................. 1

=Kt ... .. ....... .... .., ,,.,,.,.;, ... .. .. .. .. . . L. 81
Not stated.......... ........ 808

dende in 1921 has keen morem,.,'922,t ' .. The States hive, 'WI
upon their reserve suwplfro'pamph as i shown by the fact tl,
they distributed over 2,00u,0u White th:ey purchased less ,Ahan
1,700,000. Fewer lectures and showing of exhibits and films h `ve
been reported in 1922 than in 1921. Te division hasalot, benii- a
position to initiate educational work through field adtMU6tie ;or
thro hgenaeralaeirculariezations u of listed porsqnnel and a

getlyiphletORduets fo" ~ be'k6APaM,. bI the4 diotI

thon thehniiii of copte ati,'9fl;iaidpii;t 2,6l7'b ror
has inretqd it the' onl al woF ofht4i&dOciui'rii i

bythes resticiosih are sftEdIo St~ati# boAs dfEltlo thelad
fallscoffrof the education perkIcetino 2dibl b6p babofXhr taisf
th dcrease n hn utnber of casueasfor 'sp~eia i~ ~mt replorteavaidal

inthe average attendance at health.

(, NERA IETUE

T'phmpenu .-Requestro for istnbhtecd by the d ivisionad id.
the State ar& ofhelthh total 85,891, adecrease ofp 2,667frooi
tose~receive 'in 1921 Ol32prenof the' rt'equess rec4~d
by the division were 'fdifred oStarte boards bf hlth forcom'Pliaadd'
ascrhared with nearly 50 per cent in 1921 :dub pobabl te the
increasingnumber of requests for special material not available
through the State boards of health. o
The number of pamphlets distributed by the division and the State'

boards -of health was 2 280,326, a decrease of 44.6 per cent from 1921,
'The Stt bord'of Qelth reportli 698,711 pamphlets and I'la rd`

purchased in 1922 as compared widk 4,081,'697 fin 1,921n,decrease
of 58.4 per cent.
*The followngtable gives tle -rept !,D puRchases bY the various

States classified according to the likind of pamphlets bought. The
letters A to F.stand for the following groups:..

A-Men. D-Parents.
B-The general public ,E-LGrls.
C-Boys. F-Educators.

9.869604064
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ds4=~I~S pamphland plards p.Wchaed by 5&ta bod of alth July I I921-June
30, 191*.

state. Total. A B 0a D E F Oth. Cs

United States....1,86,711 250000 191,826 217,886 000 000 46,A0 2 06 28,646

Ar.ia. .. t.-
CRIIsor;s .: T.i.?....r.4.. 2;.9 2,0010 .... . ...}if.4..JS~O0;. *.. .;.84;j}.6, ..............
Colorado!.::Xt'';...... Ot, 2J0 t?hQ7n)0 .. 26 16

loffa.20,000~~3 10,00 __ 7%00 000 26 6UoWJ4'....I. ' IMX) .. ...... 8,06

Lou~~~siana 16,100 3,~~~3,0002D9000
..........

;J 05 1,0 000 ......,M
Indiabad t.:22:: ..!.,. ; ,m 1,075 lU OMAt 2..0..

l ........... ... ; 1oo,00 ....o,........... 100AInd-I:..., 10as .t.; i90>%o0.4..a..............................It6,me... '0Io.............sOW 10,........*6 .o..o.. ........ ...... .

1Nebrasa .6 88,00 100. 10,000 23,000 3 ....10,0 8, .*Nadt..i...........00....
J .. ..r.' :* i8 R 10;, j;09i, 1O~00 2,009..f~.1;..... 2, 8i t 0 .;* 12j 0 0

NewII~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~bapihirsJ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iIJ... . . . .6.65.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0 ....

.: ,134,R7 25,00t01;6&:;'1.i6 ::;::;; 74,13:.'...v.;+.T.,4i~t'; 1,,}6 .I -,-;'',44;:C'Ji.,;$0':;i ,.; .

60. 11,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~10O. 0

N........ ..71,.009...4000 80,000.,,001000
. ...6 lI. O .....:: .. .:: A000 .

North Dkota. ..... ;11,102s 000 7bO',
............2,000 .... to

Ne&* ........... .444 7 * .J ...4. ....- . .... ..No*k .......'.'i.:'tl :Jd;'..' lif - 2''000 '¢.7 0 ' .... ,,0 3; ,0 j 1 200 so

okii;:i' :*.;: ....-. ;1919W,,oo "''::w' A"tt,AlZl~o1 '6,060 :':::::
asgw.;....... ,},i.....Stoo*X4000 - . VCi..s..;0*'-i.,,,............i'....

Nrt~lh s ,'ao .... Om .4'.,,'! 12,OM," i.'' *''*;¢'+ 'X' *.s' '; ''' '' '" ..........................,,........ ... X.... of MO...150 .....Tetmzseo ...... .,00.. . .... ........ .. . ..... ,.... ....;.,........Text ~~~... ,OGO3,00 4 ;0 0 0 000020002°°°.¢...... v. .Utah~~.'.;........... .... ...... ........ ........ ........ ... .' .......... ...,....... . ............Vermont ..... 1, 000 .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. . . .. . ..;......''.-*. *.'1,0Waslnkon ,,,...............,... ,...,..... ........ . .,,.,.;..,. .,,........... ....

t~~est Vala. ... ...... 00... ........ ... ... ....... ......... ........ ... . . ....... ........1000

Tennessee.......... 8,000 8,000 ...... ....... ............... .... ...
Tecas............190,0ODD 30,000 40,000. 40,000 40,'000 20,000 20,000 .

Utah. n ............... ...... ....... ... ;...i..... .......... ........ .... ....... .... ........ ........

Vermont. 1,000 1,000~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~00LOO~.........Virginia...... 78,200 15,000 15 20 1000 1,0 . .(K) 1..00. .

.W. Vria........10,000O ......10,000.....
Wis .......... .. 1,000......N166'.1"6"......... ........

Wyoming..... .......... .. .... .. . .. ...... ..... . ........... ...

I Not reporting.

A comparison of the table above with a similar table published in
1921 shows no purchases reported for 14 States as compared with 6
in 1921. The totals for the various States for the most part are

considerably smaller in 1922. With regard to the classes of am-
phlets purchased, pamphlet F shows the leaA decrease. Purc ases
af pamphlet B however, have decreased 80 per cent, those of placards
and of pamphlet A, 66 per cent,' Ahd of the others about 60 per cent.
The great decrease in the number of B pamphlets purchased may
indicate a tendency to use more specialized material, which would be
in line, with the feeling of several of the venereal-disease-control
officers that educational activities should be more carefully adapted
to the needs of the groups they -are designed to reach.

9.869604064

Table: Educational pamphlets and placards purchased by State boards of health July 1, 1921-June 30, 1922
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The following,new venreldieaa;b bulletins have Uben issued by
the service in 1922:

67. SyplI Gorrhea, D a 9f Youth. (A report of 8,413 cases.)
68. An Open orpm onthe Ope House.
69. Status of Sex Edc~ation in H Schools.
70. Dividends from Venereisas Control.
71. You ad Your Boy6

Numbers 7, 68 and 7Oar8 o7 lets of qeral interest, while the
"Status of SE 00m D particlar Interest
to educators, sd f!'You id Your By`"Ws ti~itten for parents,.

Abtid ed edition of the lustratedleafete describe the "Keeping
Fit" and "Youth and Life." :exhibit. have also been issued.

Exhibit and: lantern lide.-,A small 'eitidf of the "Youth and
Life" exhibit has been issued and work done on the copy for a set of
latern lid for tiWW. Much work hasalso been done on the prepara-
tion of an exhibit fpr oiorecigirls,

The Stastes have -brrowed or purchased 770 xibits and set 6!
lantern slides inh 922as compaild with 658inM 1921. The smal
exhibits are proving very popular b4e of the convenient l
and the small cost. qThe nber of shaowingso exhibits and lantern
slides reported hmAsdeceased 27 per cent, being 3,251 in 1922 as
compare with 4,442 i 1921. . The average attendance at showings
reported in 1922 was 264.

Motiona-2pctureflms.-The States.report 45 films purchaed or
borrowed as comrnated with 136' inl921. A totil of 1,206 showings
has been repor or the country with an aver attendance of 217,
a decteae in the nuber of showings of about;28 per ent.
Much time has been spent'upon the preparation of a series, of 12

reel of educational films graded fdr use m schools. The s 'risis
entitled the "Science of Life" and has been prepared in cooperation
with the Bureau of Education. Following are the subjects of, the
various reels:

1. Protoplasm, the Beginiing of Life.
2. R6prdtionitvLo4ForzofLife.
3. Iuterdependence 6f. Living Things.
4. RIjroduction in'Hiher nors.
5. How Plants andAbsCause Diee.
6. Hot Disee1bS Mad.
7. How to Prevent Bine-e,
8. How the Mosquito Spreads Dise.
9. The Fly q aDlse Carrier.
lOtf. 'P6eia-1H* ie fr Young W6onen.
lOm,. Feqonal Hygiene for Young Min.
11. ,GenerNlHygier,12, General Hygxene.

The reols are practically finished and Will be ready for ust in the fall.
The, following table erse the amount of exhibit material secured

by theState boards ofhealth in 1922:

296
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KW*ib, i-de -k,,aedmo, n-pctwveijmborror purchaWd bJSOa board

ofhalh, ruly 1, 1901-Jim. 80, 1902.

Bb-.--x_1.t.8>j|h ~.
state. - lide. Film. State. Sides. Films.

UnitedStates...... 750 2D 46 4otam .................... . 8,
i,
Neb. .. .................. .17......; Abb~~m*. ......... ........ 8 ve i :1, ;,..,..,.........................;AI~~~~bsma.8~~~~4 NevadaI' ~ ...

'A riz o n a 3 *................. New phiure............... . ...............
.. ........ ........ .. Ne Jetsey..... 37. ...... 2

}ColordoX:7...... 4 ........ ........ : e xxco..... 2 0 6 4,
cticu

...... O6..... . otC...... 7 ...........,........ Yok26 ... .... . 4.
Dd*unw ice ..........:. ;X.*; z D.ot....... ........ I.i....... . ......

* Flxwda ... 2.. .........."Uumbi . . a II 19 '....:td-, ,,. *-.......... *,... .

I e. .i it . .................I. .. ................ 2 ............... ... ..... ....... ....... ........

ltu¢a ....... .,.......'L ................... ........ .... .. ... ........

KaiX26nsa............. 9...........6.12 1.2Kuatuoky.7 1 2 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,....~~14..........

Louisina..........2. . ..... . . . . 4.........U.....0I
..................... ........ 12

i dhlpn..............0.. 1 Wo
nIVlrglS.^...... ........ ........

e~a ............... 2o..,,,.,,....,,tWali..' .......... *******4*.*......... .!mp ..... ,....... ...... .. 2 n .......... . . ........ .....

M,oun. 80 6.

'Notepartlng,

Cooperative relations withn th, AeriA Social Hygiene Asso..
ciatioh have been continued tthhou1922, and thIe 6llowing report
of sales of exhibits has beenrefieierdfrom thi orgiiition:

Tal Keeying Koeling, Youth Youth
total.Rt z~~Iiw oot V~enorealTow. F~~~t t aqd Life and Life O C.

. ~j~r)' (iM211 (large). Ornal). Menace.

Total orders filled ...... ,08 30 1,090 37 531 7

ftate boards of health 643 193 34 232T3a4
Others ............. 1,055 11 759 14 268 3

In'addition the association reports 258,500,, service pamphlets
sold' to State hoards of health, 7,90to other purchasers, and 40,295
pietos of the industrial program sold.
Lecture and addrese8.-A total of 6,931 lectures and addresses,

with an average attendance of 135, has been reported to the service
in .1922, a decrease of 22.8 per cent from 1921. It is of interest
to note that the decrease in the three'elasses of meetings reported-
lectures; exhibit, and motion-picture showig-has been about 25
per cent for the year. The gra'ph on page 298 shows the relative
morbase axd decrease in educational activities of this :class for the
last four years.

9.869604064

Table: Exhibits, lantern-slide sets, and motion-picture films borrowed or purchased by State boards of health, July 1, 1921-June 30, 1922


Table: [No Caption]
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Folloin g is the tooplet report of education activity carried

on by the State boards of health in 1922:

Stau repot of edcaionl adtitiee, July 1, 192u-June ,19o, .

stato.

Unltqd States.......

Arkasasi...
ea re...............

District of Columbia..
Florida...................

. ...................
Illinois...................
Indan..........
Iowa.....................

anasi..,. ..............

MLDne.......
Afd ad.................

utqd.

75,0482,707
89,210
444.161,

21,8

100 81062,002
13,818

166,612
96,771
28,SW
38,149
63,8ON38,130
19,236
11, 120

Lectures.

AIver.'Num | '; ligm
ber. 46wd-slice.

,:183

368" 148
.......,,.! .1I.

47 270
1'180

121 211
200 135
39 289
172 249
68 97
58 183
8 222
18 lb9
84 163
264 113
24 318

298

xg

~19

194X

1919

1920

19S1

1919

1920

1921

192Z1

Fim showings. 1Exhibit and
slde showings.

Exhibitma.
teriluluned.

88.

........

~.~.' .;........ i..-

12

... ......

....ii.

50
..........

8
24

Io~l-.| _. 1
Nt-

bert,I

.,18
",I#,"in

14
,.. ....

28)

.........

1
29

17
21
174

30

48
3

14
10

90

Aver.

attmid-14,6e.
t

21e I
*...2....

~;82
214

IJ..

308

288M8268
139
37518441128

Aver-

224

i6
088

129
47
89

._....i

'Nutam
1.bar. 4,

3
I 15

'5'B

i23
*,98'\'204

.........

167
8

233

ii'*

I

_, ,ramnasz I

X'1S_"* ~ t _ "_ X r .

'A

9.869604064

Table: State report of educational activities, July 1, 1921-June 30, 1922
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.,,"Cof (. i.,, --'w*1.(_____

*~~ E

S @W. *<}fiJ} }\ is1 * o ' ;J' ,im+ F xhfbitmnd

'PNurn,-e..g',Fiacal,,=~ :bwtsrittsndddw, , @ ?Ish t S b /X5

;aume *;rae;tts*t. i;,i 1w-' 25.3ttdISj88% < e

4647 91 56 4. 22 142 2,3701 3838........., , a 175 85 8
=it ......... 3- I-. 140 106 38 2 17....:::::::::: 102, 43 1 . 21 272 54

...... iii
zanas.a..... ,12,0 20 76 1 14 56 19 .i5

Nebras ka,. 97, 90 so 11 , 8 106 3' 215
*w Ner .;...

I... ...
0 S... . 2., ,...... . . . ... ... . . . . .sevw ~~...... \.. lW......,,*- :i7.

290057 144 -. 16****i. *018 946 ... ...........8. .........37~~~~~~562''21 301 . .. .6 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4 1121~~~~~~.....

South Carol .;aXt'iin*g***aii ,40'.*. 6
T~nneuuee . 54,213 31 .121 14......... *el

waeh~~ ~~ix::. 136 17 2121.........;>>44*-'3 ; !',i i .a,. i.. i:... t ..'..1. ..... '....'...i .........

. ....... tl 14.,...5 86 , 2002 218 498I 41

Wyomtng ~......... 777, '0.......W,^4 ~~~~....... ? i; ' -- -Sim i I$ 246:.... ..). ................. ......... ......'.'. .w *..'J..-'.... **.

'Noteporlag.l,,,
' Nebrak mbilttd *& special rept of exhibit. on ~emnzhtdsla from Octobesr to May. ,The

nuber btellbitd ,soaon inrso monthly as toows:

............. 9 40 ...... t 4 ..... .. ... I... so 60tJ~ ;
SOFAD..... .*2 1Juiiu............

N . .,........... .....

Aprilroz te;t,3pes liive hntts swthieints . oiM they.were viewe
by oweG00Oprau Ia Y. IL. A.'s. adschools. Thirprt Is t inelded in the tablot above.

J . .. ....PEIALFE.ATRES..,

Nebm is su it ape* * t¢ or *x*it s *n''O; ./i ft ;co to May* * ithe

neroctd! -Onlytw & f normal, inference, tor. educatorsaiollar to,those of previous years were held in 1W22, one in L6*ingtOnr Ey.,
in February and one in Muncie,TInd, in March. The remainug 30
conferences were infornil meetings of selected tetichers Eeld n the
individual high schools. It was felt that it would be possible to
reach more teachers in this way with less expenditure of effort in
making arrangements and withIles inconvenience to those attend-
ing. The informality of the small coherence was also considered
an asset as affording greater opportunity for questions and dis-
cussion. The total attendance at the 1922 conferences 'was 1,296,
az copred -with 3,861 in 1921. Ira, addition to the conferences
13 1ectur to edu ators in.sunmier se,)iools, normal schools, and
teachers conventions were given, reaching 3,31 6ucators.

,,The mv ; foreducato1 which has beqn in preparation for some
time is at press and wll be out shortly after the st, of,July, 1922.

Conference. for nonprofeetional wovien.-The most important
achievement in the educational work of the division has been the



sonies .of, 10 social hygiene cof omfortxpal 4ien.
The purpose of these confee was to educate women to under-
,the problems of social hgieneini order that they might be

better fitted to wok ior the impiovement of social conditions and
to train other for such work. P,.
These conference were hld iund6r the f the StaU boards

of health and 'the Public Sveald~iice, and wee sponsored in
each case -by various women's organization. Following is a list
showing the place, date, and attendance of eOch conference:;
1~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 10 ,.,'.,. .}./

: Pli~Foe.*Np¢

lit ;.,.' . ..:f. ... :-

ga;~~~~~~~~~~~~I-IL l
M ..'. . j''@;''i'' :.

lbtt1S*oo*Ft, 190B,1". --280N
.d~~~~e444..~~~~~~~.........0

IaI~svUt J----e----A ................... 81-Feb 8 i ............................

Newrark, 1s.J.........Apr. 19-lDJ209","/i.e.0.. .. ..............Apr:.---; .: _O2D --.. ................

'CIcolberme attended by wome deleptah frm different pert Ot State.

The'programs wete in general, dided ito three sections, iwhi
p-resented the medical the legal, and the educationa-las of tE
problem. Speaker' wLere'seud hough thl adofdtthe,;"Publid
lealtE Sernce, 'theState boards of'halt ad local workers. The
regulareprogram .p followed by roud1Wat h of which one
of the.Labove aspects wa brought up for discusion and opportunity
givenmfor debate O@-lgcalppFb s.
The attendance at these conferenc mingedbetweon1)aAd500

women 'each. The fact'that alrge portion of the qawdxw consisted
of delegates each oiie:beg. relegated to take back toher organiza-
tionwhat 5L h~ad leqrtedatthe;edfezeis, makpsit evide4,th4at
the resultt were mitch more far-reaching than woud appear frm the
mere list of attendance.
As a result of several of the ttferriestoups of women organ-

ized to study social h iene. A course of s1ud pwawepoared by the
divisidonto Peebtth Ie groit -6%rhl igsbjeqts';¢

:1. ?sycItologictl basqe pipe ,etprojbw¢;ems.5i '.jt;~ .4. i.$f'
Mes~hftaf ndling e bhufhdhood

-4. Antlaooixm titin.
6.' Efbt of tpr ituon lpi theinidiriduaoend society.,
6. VeneroMdIse~, anelD ef ctofprtitkp.tio;. . ta

! 8. Enfon~enient otf1 for@the- ':
a. $ujflSuson; of proetitiuitin.
b. baotrol of venml'diass *

the'tcifibn-Iteh~ivework was dbA& in) our
States bythe colored per~iiiiel of'thtedivision?t6islahk'K'it.iky;
Texas, tnd'Alabama. Ocxt0itt *e p also'"tad8 ''iii& 15' thet
States'.' R&ports of 522 ledtires;1with ttotph .ateendch6f 113;*27,
have^ been redeeed. :'

9.869604064
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.Th has been a nonlegislative year in most of tb4 States, and two
St*ts onlyljave reported the passage of laws for the purpose of con-
trollmg venereal diseases.
Reports of six city ordinances passed. have been received.
In general t imay:be said .that inoat of the States have, adequate

laws to provide forthe control of venereal diseases and the suppres-
sioii' of p dstitution. The need now is not- so much for more laws as
it; for the :enforcement of existing legislation. A demand for the
en orcement of these laws depends largely upogk an enlightened public
opinion, snd this must be created through education.

1NDI0ES OF PROGAE88.
Progress in the control of venereal diseasesdill be measured ulti-

zi~ately bya, derease ini the number of infecions and in ths control of
inWeftion-, as they occur. In order -to deteraiine what progress is
bein mde, atl.must be assembled *hicl- will show anI ecrease
oincreasing thei nue of iei ti'ons," also the ratio between

acute and chronic cases. After a series of conferences the following
indices have been selected as being those which will show in the most
concrete waythe progress, made. These indices were also selected on
,the basis>o data availablei throughh-StatU b ds of health or through
institutions whose ¢ooperahon might be secured:

t, Rediuco liteniumer of deaths from syphilis.
II. A, Reductlon gnthe number of cas of venereal disease reported.1.Aut csow of goiti. he.

2. )hroxc cao gr .
3. Ptylefof sphiis

. 4.LInt~eetndaryand tertirysaesof sphilis.
5. Suel sylblis.

B, In s o the numberof physicians reporting.
III. A. De n toil numbr of case of syphilis and gonorrhea in penal and
-l- mcsynaay institutions
B. Incrs I number of routine ex aminatio in penal and eleemosynary

IV.*A. DeceeI numbe positiveWin laboratories.
B. Inc in number of aboiy eiiaiations made on specimens.

V. A. Inre*e in hptals admitting venereal case..
B. Decres I nu ber of pc operations upon women due to gonococcus

... Infefction.
During the past year considerable work has been done with the

cooperationwf State boards of health toward securing the information
needed. ..\

,STA~T[IOAL SUMMARY.

The fWolowing tabl suithunies the activities in the control ofvenereal diseases for the years, 1921 and 1922:



802 r: -IL4LTN S33VOL

8taica summvy of acvU*.v0-.our Awm#. d~ee"w for tflnmz revs19*1 and 1.9t.

'MNdd seY~tM*4w ->,

A. Oese o _ iij6o teb6(soisea`tf ';
,Iwnh......................................

A . .. . . .. 1 ,,'95.

IT...:b,,s ... ,,., 0 , 11,82.
~~~FctaI~~~~~~~~333,71

B. b~o~osilitor-lf a;isph)4rlueng8ame t wdo t . ; | 511 - Ohoalth~.*.;...... '!-..*.J.:.. l'.l.t... ...;. .. ' ''}'1' :a......... .....................57,

a. Clinics:: .:;.;,.;>.;".bf,1I. Clnos o tng under Joint control of State boards of health and Public
Health.....lo...,,*,*....*4.,*j* . *f.483 1542

II. Clinics idcluded uder I tbld during the year. 90 9U
Ill. 0 r o arti~i VsstiiI....................,................. 4:2 .........4i1

~''Paentsdiehargdasaci~if~clca. ..:.....a.:.J.:..1..aam~nteulwas, 344a
b~~yitcialmitted ;;: ' '~~~~,i, "4.41?,2Pt~~ts r~d va~~tc~ious. ; .....................;. i.H¢Xig41iI}'!9l

)U,}Mcroleoop$ e~atloS1Iff9Cttido¢.. .J..s.#.Q..1 : . 1 8D.i Requsita for medical Izhrot~mn~tlon received by tbe Publb~Healeth 58rv1.,q2................................. . . ,0 206 1,047i
D,t.j 1,0,siy4?',^ 't' ,,,?';. ,

I. Roq ~siforp4te- ;;y-
(a t 'WPublin efHom- .- .'* 5 1; t(1) Inidlislt.c.s.&l.:.:.l..i........ ................. ;ii:'i.....si....>*Zf*

Total..;30i3 8 ,003
(b) Stat. boards o'health. on -. L

Publ Health eh0eor ..... ........ j 11,17
(2)Thepublic 1........a_...... 0798

Iotele~ ~ ~
......i@+-******X**v~~rt;*-0e;*F _ - 77nTotal.................. ...... 7

(c) Gross total req~uatifteoi.16 97,0568
Minus queetreel y tteboards of healhhth Pub- .,;licHethService'l. , 11,176

(d) Nettotal equoU forp .p.left ..i.re ,1vdi..s : 9,ss1T. fi1
Pa BethsiPtAubi

(1) In response o r uests from- : '.I(2) Dbeatlvl,d......... . ...,i } t w !j} 2l;t--j88) 24,712

(2) Direclyo-~yo.~4~ ,5(,I) h~3ms~&( nghta- 1,*61 .0 *
(2) State boards of health. ;^t 182 154
(3) Public HealthOeri a14officqrs . . 7°q 18,00
,Total t.-.* /*'*t**.'*"' ' 82,96w )

(b) Inthe eldbyStateboardsothealth............................ ,88,670 .i , 404
(c) (1roustotalpamphle~ddlutu1Wted...:.~.................,1''4,160,783 2,4.0,960

Af~tuspmphlet, 41stritdb the Pqb Hoeltb SevOM $ fX _
2 Public Heal.th3oa1e0 s ..........

Total subtracted..........42,010 150,64
(d) Net total pamphlets distributed ........... ...................... 4 118,743 2,280,36

III. Pamphlets and placards purchased by State boards of health....... 4,081,6W 1,696,711
IV. Pieo of the industrial Program purchased............................ 84,763 40,295
V. Educational vonerea dease pamphlets issued by the Publb eath

Service....................................................... 7 5
VI. Revisions of educational veneteal disea pamphles Issued by the

Pubic Health Service............... .. 4.

I Including a few cnics no longer under joint Federal and-State control.

9.869604064

Table: Statistical summary of activities in the control of venereal diseases for the fiscal years 1921 and 1922
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8tqt4*1 es+m~ of 9c~ti. tn R~seQJ; d .eue. for t flow yeavr19f1 amd ifti-Oontiued.

.i*}&<I . t i *,!.

( Public health 0 r..............See . 7 948
(b Stteot ds o.........bo*- , ............. ....... 8,384 5,943
Tota.. 8,991 6,931

'"..XI~t.~tjgj . ,,
....

t '' ''; '--'t217 152*; ^, ,J,*tttot1*ur~retod ............... ............................ * ;>.13
......I.....0 8

I~~oturuat~~wbk~~htoal ecureed- .. 1
Le m. It Irexhlta-iIJjI; @bit * W t !,

8 tot4B +;̂ '2t;*ltbi4$ ........... .................... 2 71 76

,4)44 ,41

It. ]Ixhibits lud$Mb+

I ?$pg'j, Health eieei ilhi t*b -
l j- |¢cS<.jXr;jj**tOtbeis. ,.. , .X .t.t@ .4+ 10t-*i<'i) r

U. E,tbltsaad.gdspM*64a;d, ,*S*rowedby-h'i V'' -t!t
.
boarOx of th. . i 71

s
f14 z-s i),tl3.,;.30.!.W.t; t+

............... .........*.v-t^t--'i*---tw'' - +' t -,........ . .............. ............ 2j

4I(O~~~Y.K. O~~~A'.......... .... 476,
- )!,t t f,9* * X* , , Sj *edS++*+t*- ; *+i*@*j******wt...... .................

. .......................4rt*7;3,251J

WSWU ............ 55 ,07

II'. '~b1lbi1 a latd 4ktdla~iu 0 prd by-I'f. _4i '-,

.t.t ; 3 ?. fi''' b£ )4 1' f _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _

Total..................j. j.....3.2.5....1.,
IV. Aveaeatdnerpre y

el i t} j Wf}3Ss7{,rsO~~~~~~l.so~..;*.l.;.# .*....... m P.. ... .*.*.s.l*....t~t #1

4Statej~~~~~~~oerdsofhealth. ....... 259 264
Average attended at totalshowings. 1..0 2l4
"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

.og . .
IV.Mats-icerg terotdb_._

* (z) P~ub~o........ ..................... . . . .. ... ... . 22r3nrpt ol hrl....................... ............... ... ....... ¢¢e @w--e....20--.28L MO*I-itY foaed byteabj I Slte~,h.rvlcto ,~ . ..

( orbotatebycIatboarsoofeaeahlth.

II.Mp~~~ctw~~afilms purchased or borrowed by State boards. =_ -f-h..alth... 136 46*

I. Mo o- ure&ah reporW,by-
( P)ublicH 72 B 1.....................8......... 2i(b) State boardsof health .. 1,612 1,188

di, ¢ '1X'P''.A4izei~tiby-r 1 f̂I,0841,6

4a~~~pb~~o~~JMI~~hServ~~~~ce ~374i 174(b) Stlatiboardsof ati .............. 26 218lie * 261 217t F ro~el lo , ... ..............

,
P!io6ub+** -****-,-, ........................................... ,. _ t 6 8 0 12e~~~~t1A~~~cspub~~~~ded.......... 78V976 0O

vXt;fn ;& control.............. ........ 25O.bt14 29 X }}}}*;=

9Not _ud8iu tes mWan *ppa i orsenereal _ldse control purposes.

7. 7- 77 .777-17- T !;-,171 . ;I7, -., -, II 1921 lr.2
I , I f . " i-ft !, la,, ; .- I ., - ,- J i)
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SnoratAcnvrnnr"or T DisnrorwwbPVunn~A,DaAisAsas.'
-Th~e divon of venereal diseases coopd in several enterprises

cotii btirtyi to the control of venereal di , whic because of
their importance merit special metio. T Were the public-
health institutes and the conference ontheaddation Oits

PUELIO HEALTH rsN Ti,
ithe Winter and spring of 1922 1ic-health1 institutes

Were hell in various cities of the countrFi tt of State
boards of health and the' Public Healh Serne. These schools of
instuctioni, lasting in most d 6seo*w'eek, w*ere mddeledto a consid-
erable extent upon the Institute oi Ve'ete4Pi_' atbl &nd
Social Hygiene held in Wsiton Novemberj 92tP the covered;
however, a much broader field Tie success of the institutes lay in
the inspiration and the stimulation for furthw qindiviual,,study
which health o¶iersJ private practitAoners, educators aof ti-
tutions, and ot ers received through co iitoclose touch with
some ok the newer aspectsofpablicbealthI q lfljtit*tp ilo
of value to. the communities in which they werehedaue they
centered general-attention on the problem of public health and helped
to create in these comunities, especially among *oen, acive
groups interested in a broad and oonfotepn4grmm
The following table giv thp places in whk6h iitute&*e held

the date, and re istration at eachb In most cases the'State board
of health was in%-ge, but generous cooperation wa rederd by a
number of volintyoIaudizatons. .4The,Univtn ttsbrh
the school of public he&th of the University of thsille,the t~i
varsity of Minnesota medical school, and a n be of loal medical
organizations meit special attention.

fcc. Dae,tat,_0w vr^-R

New OrlmLa.... JaL-1.105m3n..... MIs.so it
Couba SC Jn914..1si 4*,1s8 PcrtlabSflb*a''tDallas,Tn H1~....w... ISO.4.~ *t 8

DlnnlnghamAla...s~a.*-ao #ly, 'A ,.2 478252 fn~lpatoksnJ. W 02°hN.J. Ap r1 S140
J#Aa0-Feb.2342 iN.p N. I.......r A1A0-

indanac&11n... Feb. la-i M~AbnNY.p.8 3
Plttabtwj^ ..Fa e......Fb1*.n2-a' i.1-4.7m

Mar. 13-18....... 1,001 T... .......... ..... ,254

The total registration at-the 16 institutes was 6,2B4, an average
of nearly 400 for each institute. Thisfigur do not include how-
ever, a those attending,. inasmuch as a considerable number
failed to register. Attendance varied at the dierent institutes,
ranging all the wsay from 100 to 1 000. Te ititute &t ChiC o
was the largt. At Indianaplio tie excellent organization!Qf tI
State health activities enAbled lgenumbers of lcal hlth officers
and, nurses-tO attend. At, Hartford the New England institute,
drawing from a considerable population, and- being well advertised,
had a large attendance., In Kentucky, and Kaiss the institute
was combined with thbe Auinal school for helthf officrs, and n this.
way a large attendance of those most interested was secured.

9.869604064
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tp~~~~~~~~~~~~0' poATO1titntt}4weXt t~ thr"~~naseIA4dsWgO ,par-
~ ~~ep#4 41 Rao", to b iotd4

!*, ,.mI tw .its",...!.... 46

TWestan ergymen....*-... Total. 6,264Tewhew ,d dia............,1'o......... , 96,2

Thor. ~iio ,xa"t uniffomity7 jnthe COi jinen at th veOUs~tnt1s. InIxiostc salmanyf the wapectof public health
wu"e oovowLs At PortldK Qg,} for :eaample,,the schedule in-
chi1e&the followingcotfrsto Tubeivos'ohi h ue, iiutrion
in hda1Ua an~d disae, m~meuiot bfc Uio<~kcentos eeral
com^unlabloi¢diseases7 t~ikoc svb~ed ie} industi&1 hy-
giuaoIss>itary engineering,i p lnstrmivaproms; mentalW"gimedical 1 work, shiis, gonorrhea, protective socialwo, an
the delimqduent. Of thee th courses in syphilis gon6rrhea, tubercu-
los^ um'iii hyi et meant;hy. were most
TieChicagotudevote enty to sciilhygiene and the

venereal diseases, and w'" especially succssfil These tubiects
l tp* ^ ct hokt l ins~tit~ 'Tht hisU|4fiti6R~s&X~t~tai~ii *;oip fso

bythet~ill eby:'wittde~tgtzd~t t~hepiiccs oftheIlntitu
htoi1 9% J#Pn6 1*20O > etprlenee mn the 1Qeoa

the se~vee~ bt~ty r6if Mcidi; ibre 6f'-the ipoF 6tnineffWorkem
in th itb~ t,e E~ 7h#

i'Sp~sgi*41 li* 9 ,? b eai'41 '#ubj*t 8, jbliE health
*eh$1d Jin'cfohiiect6n'*ItW'mhitkW'#thensXt~itiites These Xre

attended by 5 731 persons. -'M*?+ ddw-1i4;aicterari6dwer
Of*ol*iAl'aliPAstlknuetgng aL miiut

Clin~,'-w 6x0eir&lded'>n 'tkWi I Mu'iber'of courses at
64tl~ the istusi At'th New Yfd ntiit, 1was held in
i itati i ttheieeb t f'thebtat&Mbdkal society

no 'form1illnctre* tn;i A WEribs' of -ditiiibs ion the veiieflea
diseases. This institute was a marked success. Practical clinics are
of great educational value Ito the partially t4'aideiwdnidail man,
particularly so in conneqA4o Wib, qcoiwres yW philis and gonorrhea,
Mi the) treatment of which no standardid pratie has yet been estab-
lished, and to which little 0ttontien haI beerpaidin mediCal schools.
Much of the succeiofs'dthe fipet~fin d eon publkit. Those

with the largest attendance were extensively advertied. The New
I~n~land institute, for example, was announced on every, envelopeW ou t 0fflle of e neticut StAte Board of Health for
se months ptevoustothseoesS atic efforts to get the
''I, "14'T"-22-0----2

9.869604064
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esentisa ihfonation to phsidlk8lsd'6tI ntkwd4M tteq
in ordet`tbIifhurf6asa tendnceik with'tieffitet'* tie
One of tAie mo6t'buc& hil feati 1 bdrtjtion' *ith

tut WAS the Swiese- woieAi's otiMl h*lkisb61 f'&hn r ;Wsel' '
discusoedojpge2 fthisrVpdtWith the ixtffi'p6&reI 6
tion of women m public affairs, a considerable proportionofn'thtfr
potential energies will nAtfailt be devote'to!"activity in the field of
public health.,-Inconmqpihowever, with the general pubjiQ they
need a better understand of the various robn i they are to
participate intelligently in their solution. The conferences contrib-
uted largely to this end.'';¾W ns -t o *' '
The utilization of the new knowl~ige in the field at publ5 1ialth

can best be accelerated byzcarrying itwtothewotker Tititiite
reached & considerable number of this groups PIndingItthe;dtwdop
ment of, more effective measures, th wouldd seni to rieet, to some
exnt,;the neediflotmore educatikt on the ,part(.aofthetpah4tally
trained ai a Tey ywouldd seem also to provide Ia method o6f
stimulating general public izterestandof giving coniilnnity leaders a
comprehensive view of the health problems. which they are-ealled upon
tosolve. - 4

OONFEIRENOE ON iHET-FURE 'OCF-6 UBUOC HEALt'iN TE I UNITED
?TATlS AND MTA EDUCATION OF. ANITiUA8 tiS.Ni
,. arch'14 d AS,1319,2%a.guop ;ofleducators ,1n 4lder ,in

public-heilth worl, fron, all0 sti~qns ofthe.COUntymfet ini Whiupgton
wider the au' iOce% of. t FPpblica"alth Servie to;onoi4prioue of
the in$t pr gin,problems in the f~* of public healt day, theproblem of personnel The practical appc.iousQiO..tifiO
knowledgewhichsbeome avi*blq,and4t effl yqtlAton f
the interest in public-heoth mtqre which is devel~png trgheut
the cou~ntryl,reue, a, lsger !iiunber obet~ertrainedimen, fwd
women in the field. Thepurpioq.4 thei &iftenerawas to! brn
the attention of those eenp4 , the publichealth moveinent the
serousness of the person blew andapAssibly to lead to the adop-
tion of !neasures 40 imp'roeconditons. ., . ,,
The delegates to thecoa4cq includeprqsdentsof8wniversaties,

deans and directors of 27 schools of public health, hygiene, and.med-
icine, 37 professors of public-hea1ltgubjects and ,otheredtcatos,
19 State and city healtl4 officers, 15 rQpresentatives.of semipublic
and private healthorganizations, 13 representatives ofvarious Federa4
agencies, and 17 representatives of the Public Health Serice;. 136

The following subjects were discussed:
1. The present statusof theeducation 'of Mnitariaiis' ''
2. Neweraspects of -public helth and their importance intraininksanitarian.
3. What kid of amrxt ne are needed for. the fiutue.4. Hlowma moreand -betltr sanitn ke recruited.
5. Howaiaithes 'tMiaiinof tiehiturebetrained.I;.Ii2

'In cratn tlwecefrecelt eal etm midsot thae atoIor~i.daquhk6 ad ad~rtl dart'
toy. tz ,,lt wd b ay Thez=nh4 oMeW qAPiynrtod t2
owa eastern was>e ecspd 4o4 achr withch p~a, but alsowtth those m
ulond In many other capac~ties in the wror dest I the Uzilted Sta. T t uitable
fn~uaive term ava"lable seemed to be "sarlan.~ It msused hers to includ aM p who employed
profesdslally In publhehlth work.

SOB
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At the close of the conference resolutions were passed to the effect
that the Congress of the American Medical Association on medical
education, medical licensure, public health and hospitals, be urged
to include: a section on the education of health officers and sanitari-
ans; and that' the Surgeon General of the United States Public
Health.Sevice1qrhqynte&nff~I em.poed taappoint a committee to
consider whateUr qudtlog s i estfit "and i;thk6 whtever further
action for future conferences may seem wise in order to continue the
activitiM' that it confeib hatatte'
A meeting of the commithe'iObintM'*6sh6ld:Miy 1, 1922, and

the following recommendations were made' Ito the Surgeon General:
1. ThatthPublc t~ice d o pesidetan 4eas of medical

school*,ufm of e tcyo*&-ce.
2. 'That th& Public Heth Service send a rer ye of tie service to various

univerdes at` mtint&a o addrqn audiences of students regarding the field of public
health asaliftepg ~jjt 9, , .4 , 1z -,
.3. That the Public Health Service publish a pamphlet suitable for distribution
aiiong'iedcal students inpParticular and- college students in general regarding the
field of public health - a life career.

, Thatthe PublicHlftk arge fr t4a*brjniW '4#su'myof eXiSt-
mg conditions and regu~tulado ~'('4rid$§ 'eatlieitzhento St1te' d municipal healthofficers, with data showing howr'ftuently good h'etlt"olg~fflces b'At9 been removed for
political p . Also that the Public health Seice send ¶'Stite and bity healthofficers an iqury t certain what steps, in their opinion, ofidde mostptomiseM the
present time of developig a more secure tenure bf office for health officers.

. corye!pon4;p betei~Ihto, 'zein a

o~~ealt~~~c4 6idw gre pbity to the0 -v'ailabjlftib-f idich 'a' I6iip~d c1dtos
intheliotie that 1l4,r nu er blf et, of trigniW'in 'tilnW gbie available.
8.> T'hat thi Public ieith evic o t asII may- be)practkble, iact *8 a clearing

houtot,Sota8t~e b~mrds ofthem~ltha a4 otter health,agencieswhp msay e able to make
short-term positkns available at relatively low salaries, sothat schools of public health
may kcnow where graduates may be'pli&d for field trinink.
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.*.,,x~~~~H., ., .&jsEs.~...; .. . ..-;.i./'~s*. ..? .+l.i. .V 52~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
os it ly 1, i921 here gefwiilph$g ject,

inspection kytspejezpr,l aspetifppernps::
Upaite *Stat*p l o O. Ie .; 5t. @. +4 i ~4 .6s4.-'b * -. +-V*.- 1 .~ - ^ -. '
Gxht!8b~bil He;th8* nidsi

I~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

776 we ta lb ftt O~onttm t i ;, 11,fra.! ,..;. tslj412
Investigations and npections wee made asf.11.w. -:

Inspec tion ''

beginning the fial myear the geoieri inetion
smrviceha4 established 11 fields s t;l6f;1&t . i i

offers, the headquart atAipsXhagtpi, ., Mt itX pakp6i
i44 eommissionedoffiqers. U r date of 4, 1921, reor-
flnlzatibn of the erl inspectvl c* etdcon slidatin

thie-' Ilit ~ection ai~, i-

Atlantic generalInspection area, citie fitt, second, third, and fourth
general headquArtes eYork, N. Y.

Central general inspection area, coiprising the sixth, seventh, and eighth generalinspection areaaj headquarters at Cincinna, Ohio.
Southern general inspection area, corm ng the fifth and ninth general inspection

areas; headquarters at New Orlesim, La.
Pacific general inspection a, comprising the tenth and eleventh general inspection

areas; headquarters at San Francico, Calif.

On the same date theconnissioneed personnel was reduced to 17
officers, including the staff at Washington, D. C.

Since October, 1921, there has been a steady decrease in commis-
sioned and clerical personnel, both in thb field and headquarters, until
on May 1, 1922, at .the timue of the transfer of the hospitals to the
United States Veterans' Bureau, the number of commissioned offi-
cers was reduced to 11, and on June 30, 1922, the number of officers
was 6, including both headquarters and field.
The following table indicates the number of officers on duty during

the various months of the year, the stations visited, and mileage
traveled:

I Continental United States.
I Under date of October 6, 1921, orders were received to discontinue further inspections of contract hos-pitals. Such inspections to be undertaken after that date by the United States Veterans' Bureau.
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Date. Number of stationsDate. o~~~~~~mcer. visited. Miee

1921.
July .....7 . . . . . . .................. 19 98 24,349
August.............................. 18 129 21,192
September.................. 20 28 766
October..................................180............................1 .. 2

756

November............................ 13 52 23,187
December.16 65.............. 24,552

Jry..................................... 10 4 18,816
February.........................................I................... 10 56 18,245
Marh.I.. ............. ........ 9 45 16,731
Ajpru ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~886 17,727may l........................ ...... ..... . . 8135 4,70J.'E................ .................. ... 71 ,0
JUO.. 8 12 6,918

Total......................................................... 16 821 227,561

9.869604064

Table: [No Caption]
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PURVEYING SERVICE.
The closing of the fiscal year 1922 shows that the work of the

purveying service has greatly expanded over previous years due to
the opening of many additional hospitals for the care of the constantly-
increasing numbers of beneficiaries. The total value_ of supplies
distributed to various hospitals and supply depots was S8,771.419. 89,
of which $2,522,584.39 was Army surplus stock, the same having been
received through the several coordinating agencies of the Govern-
ment.

In addition to the distribution of the afucve supplies and the main-,
tenance and operation of two motor-vehicle repair shops, considerable
progress has been made in restoring to serceable condition great
quantities of miscellaneous hospital equipment and numbers of mot)r
vehicles.

810
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Foaou ON ~DUTYr iii BVWUEU.

During thsty& thb nwnbit-ofeploye in :the bureau decreased
frow l63O3t4,~ 12Al Thebe predictions were principally due to transfer
to ,th.eVe.twi.'Bureasuof Work ,ontueoted with the treatmebtt of
veterans, although some decreases were effected by. improvemuents in
methods of work.

BUREAU OMOE QU"TE=S.

The amount of space occupied in ter orary buildin C has been
reduced to approximately one and one-tird i. In temporary
building F 4,700 square feet are occupied as a dental clinic. The
quaters occupied in the Butler Building and the grounds adjoining
received careful attention and are in excellent condition.

PuBuo HPArLH LiuuAR.

The library, of the bureau now contains 9,241 volumes and approx-
inmately 3,500 pamphlets During the year 41 books were acquired
by. purchase, and 390 by gift and exchange. Medical, scientific, and
health journals Were currently received to the number of 108, of which
41 were paid subscriptions, and the remainder received gratuitously
or through exchange. The library continued to develop its practice
of'cooperating with the other libraries of the city, particularly the
Libriary'of Con gressand the library of Surgeon General of the
Army. There is great need of a comprehensive public-health library
but the present appropriation of $500 for the purchase of books and
journals is too small to permit rapid development.

Emamxoy RATING SYSTEM.
In accordance with-the President's Executive order of October 24,

1921, the Public Health Bureau adopted, in common with the rest
of the Department, the system of efficiency ratings devised by the
Bureau of Efficiency. It is believed that substantial benefit will
result.

GENER.AL FnWs SYSTEM.

Progress has been made in the planning of a general files system
for'the entire bureau and field service, which it is expected will pro-
mote both efficiency and economy.

STATIONERY SUPPUES AND BLANK FoRMs.

Throughout the fiscal year the storage and the shipment to the field
stations of all stationery and blank forms and blank books was han-
dled by the chief clerk's office. For this purpose, storage and shipping

8X11
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rooms were maintained in buil F. Practically no complaint
were received from the field of deays in furnishing these supplies.
However, on July 1, 1922 in acordance with order of the Seretary,
this function, wtthenefiq~ippgrpana 4 oyIes therein, was
transfunred to the nohd BiaIxp o
Department. 7*WTtef th

The asihboard~inthe I~uteJuildiiig sndO building 0 cOn-
selidated into ainglew impr witch d Ideatel itheltte#
building itzslbhi 't*odiltediWthe rof oro p aot gndai"
miaterly improv*d tj aij



OW~NtNA110NS.Xt''{'ii;'"' "!'''11

?~ Mou rh sMi'rt ,Nuio* Los XkitM.
Paoiliti^ ate Immediatelyruqtkired fritle t200dditiona lper

ptii~ts at? the 14px*iy hobpi~tal at CIa(tvil~e, LaS. It is estimate
that there a^re over 1 000 lepers in the United Stgtee. Abbutf 200 of
these are being cared for at the above institution. Every available
bed is taken and th;tii&'a wtfing listioonon than 100 applicants
at the present time.

Ptn;An:fl 'P t0i¢oitsPot DmAt SmviuOr.
`J ,0 i; l,g,i I ii si i +.

Th.Fe limportl~ance of diseawd teeth in causing or contributing to
Senods *a Xelmts wwlWreo~ied. k many cueosmedical treat-
nitt is iniadeqhte nl6espplemented bycompetint dental treat-
met. (.At the prient time dedtal seices ar furnished beneficiaries
by enplyj r to commisioned adetalper.nt The advia
bility an~ddesirability of offering permanent commissions as an induce-
ment to secure adequate denta services hould'in my judgment merit
serious'considetation.

, R l ; M 5t4" 00k 0 tiE%.M; k,; ,HOTL. ,REAIAl'7t~ND CO{flRUTIONf OF ?MANE-HosrrT.Ls.

tap~o'tpii8tidb;th.,ye~a aGoyernment, whil6 xotinteiqed.to belaakorshoi44 be subaagnandnain in
accordae..ncwh, rWaJ~biyhigh,4Jds.It4i impossible ade-
quately to care for the sic i diapidated buildings. Many of the
marine hospitals are badly i i ee}of, pain, and some of them
should be reconstructed. Certain of these institutions have for
yea.s beeh theLdibject d much &dVere criticism.

p! 4(7~i--. . ,j,0 P*$RWNONS.pF LBIN S:. ;,
,iXldher,4ifeq~melq44gi~js, as1,td'teji4ty, for vgtisati~o~n ,tornm-

5rea^seheSZoips' aldnt the lm4~ approved by1.}i. departmentb inthe
past fisc4 year. re renewed. lb this connection attention is invited
to er9~peptwp increased activities a a matter of economy and
efficiency m rendig medical exsatioein coepl twith the

E f _ X ! *!, 4 + ;f'#- {- M* I~at ][ t , I fs Jterms Of the genera retwentactor i ece servants and
in ex amiations-to deternime compensation i the case of injured
employees. The importance of safeguarding such measures by com-
petent medical officers is obvious.

INFORMATION OF DiSEAsE PREVALENoE.
In previous years estimates have been submitted to Coness for

appropriations for the purpose of securing more complete information
of the prevalence of diseases in the United States. A like estimate
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was submitted this year, but for reasons of economy it!has not been
included in the estimate to Congress. The 'need is as urgent as
formerly, and funds for this work should be provided.

PUBLICATIONS.

There is no way iWwXttc w jq $QMh Service can be of
greater benefit to the 'b txbt~i piiblidation and dissemina-
tionot wq w tb td ,to pteigentlycoopera e witih 1elth authiiites. At pre t -service islited
in., tkA t fdIthis tsety
and 411ciency.,; Aitlzorityi'tglawshoWI b0 graWt4 forlarger etioq
of publie-heilth p~ublicatiors.fk.' ,s'U} m i i

A)-5i }.4 f .'NATIKWAISB I>1t ftit,I'{ti

The estimates for the maintenance of this service fdr the com
fiscal year we miniznu kednop.Mope4Qw t* year jus
concluded. No large vessel has been detained in quarantine during
the yemrl but' it mustinot, be isu oed t is gratf situation
can cobtifiuev indefinitelyo If it should 'becdine neeearyito detain
one tor severall large' transAtlantic lprs because of qihartiaiable
diseasethis appropriation would so6n'beltaxed far beyond'itdcapy
and a deficit wiald certainly folldw'aunavoidable consequence.-.
;~~~~~~r' donee: '1 lE ~ oo tfil'A(i a*l;l+*[,6'.,

The most important function of a Federal health agency under our
form of governmitis thetinvestigationwof disiaeslandmatters per-
taining to the public health. Even the discoyery of abstract scientific
fact$s'ty h^+t6'a' tiwl 'b ariQgon ptfrottivetx~iMAXt.' 'Ga us
ptovisions shbuld therfldx46 td 'forhrt 4 ffiti4s i4d for
the trtinint bf workers with, tIich to;ar!iynthehe'.Y0eohM.

Itj ,

Experience has shownthat the Federal Public !Health iServices;as
at present constituted is an efficient instrument for development in
the carrying on of thtb h~bid&th 1actiitie'for which the -National
Government is responsible under the Constitution. Its development
therefor redo 1 l~" i to' flitk4ad petokdie~lisand adlei"tesutirsM
Totheohbhd, b W. Mkt6s,i;"I

- " ' ;retd-ry ofthe'iTreafM#,j4 " t;., ,ii,
2***.1'',' I

814



APPENDIX.

FiNANOIAL STATEMENT.

&cRipte and expenditures, Public Health Service, for the fiscal year ending June JO, 1922.
APP ROPAIATION: "PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, 1922."

:R. A prspr~~~a*' Expeditures t ^ane
S..beds at apprd~~i S. tgAjosnmdind. encum- Budget Balane ,

o'ts RsR . :..6repayments. branches. . J

Payetc.,o o adstspharmac
(appy t 000). a.;.$1,020,473.09 $1,017,738 20 .$2,78.79"°°t°°°9 ~~~~~~.; .r~.t*...... / ;- *-*. §...... 44i....̂ Z,I15. 00........... .. t 492 5. pprpraton 40.5 000.00 . , 402A

Pay O oe ploys (aPPrp W 0000)... S,.84000L40000 7..........,461.40(00, 783 5400.00. . 2,78M.0
136,000.00 116,505.84 $13,500.00 4,99.16

unttue, etc. (appro sdatieb,;i8oooX.oo. ........................3,0.00o.oo 3,950.2'1 800.90 3,49.79
Purynd pn8,000.00 7W,196.57 .......... 6,0

MS ne, Laboratcq(appropriationhospitals.......t.. ..,. 50,000.'00 44,970.42 6 000. 29.58Slainneen,: ', hospitbl,(prpiton
mn,000) ...... . . .,.....1,181,28.43 1,05 293. 17.116,98 2630*8 C se .......&s,eto.nDration6,0.000 22,000. 01....22400.7 6,035.99BQ~~~b~w'POO7,; ~~~......... .... 5t 9.84 ...... s.500..84.....,. ' . 15

*Plsburseinscq as of June 30, 1922...... ......... 3,33,027.70 ........ . .'

RnEom ranceuwotJPM 30, 19n; ...... :178,267.35 ........t.. .....

To (app aton, 88,h0Q)...............3,914,182 3,7n1,295.0s 41,300.00 202,873.77

APPROPRUITION: "QUARANTINE SERVICE, 1922."

Amount ofappropraitati................1........739, 000.00
(Appropriation, $350,000.00; deficiency, $389,000.00.)

Bwepaymenta. .................................................. 342,003.35
<X..Total.............. .. .. 1, 081, 003.3a

Expenditure:
Disbursementos............. . 437,203.48
Encumbrances............. 15t,103.'87

594, 307.35

Balance June 30,1922..-.- ...... ... ... 480,690.00
Expenditures by stations.

Pay and Towi
allowances Mltae Maibtenahce,, Name of station. . officers and and'
employee.' OWac.~~~~~~~~~.. ._..... .................. . as _ o glw 4

B
M& .... ...................................... . .... . ......$ N4&.09S0, -8 6800 a;uB"UJO~~~~~~~~~~ttE U*+a;.,*r.j!..zJ ,*@*ag .513.31ov,039. 16

Bl~c~,Q~aIr,% FlV ................1,23...............24...' 5K' 1 I C0
47,011.70 23,225.50 70,237.20

Tx.... 6,250.98 644.86 6,90.84
~~.................;................... * 0340:X I 7, 90L 30DrqmnI*,Oa.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,4440.00 3,030 7083

,Vs.....4................... 4, 78 46,904470 .94,48
* d ire pay Item, "Publi Hlh Sevc, 1922"
nmbrae not Ue.
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Table: Receipts and expenditures, Public Health Service, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922
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Etpenditurec by #tMonw-Continued.

Pa and Total.
Name of station. Ma,intenanced

~aI,
~ .offlcer and my n

i), < ! employees. alloir*aw.

C , '1, a.,...............................= ; ^,). ..........I..........X ....Cbarlestp.,..
Columbia RIVerr .-.................. '
Cumbeld Sound Fa......................................
DelaBre .................a ..
we Breakwater, Del...................

wiT, ............................................Jr, eS..............................................Eurek*, C .............. ....................
SeUC1SS 8. ..................... .............................................. ..................

Honolulu, Haraii.........................
1"VaR................................... ..........

t.eyFWest,Via.EV S~~. .. .. .. !l~.........:i... . .. . .. .

TIfedo,.'roietxt., t.....................I~p~stlt oU....................a......-....st .w* !,S~y ....................... ,., ...... .........j,.,:N~~nS, >
...............?--- ''. . ' ... ........... ..'..........

hospital Hawai *1.P~rt ArhW~t~i........... .,,,,,,,, ..,,,,,,,,,,,,,.....P!ts q['* -- -!**--...........!.....................................Orleans, Ye;-. ................ ; .

Pascagaula",MWIh..........................................
PertToendsWacol .................... .P~~gl~l>SP R.,,......... S..,,,,....... .,,,,,, ...... ..

R~~~dW~~~~........... ..........

,slTew...............-
Port Auigeles, Wash.
Part Townsend Wash.'
Providence R. ....k..............

P000,_'Cali'.......................................
PROd9.,N...............
R8thaIWk N. l ............ .8.Saen e iOUP, F...............................
Rb Isea ....l................ ; .

San M, ..e,1.........................................
8*.T~maSV Q S1PN;s..................................

Pnhta.....;

B~o~F ...........................................

SanfifppegoCI::d., sttlon.................................
ft.; Flrw.Va

w .Rit.Thom. ,I

4=111iv.landssain..................
To ....... ........... .. .. .. .... .

$7,I&480o

~200

66600

3, 488.38

.... ,.....

. ,83 48

9, M.

.90 54
49,19034

5M00.0

.3.4WE. .8
9, M.seos

9,0j7.86.,,

, 7°,00

20)
, 3,450.0

1, 09,

._ .3 0.0

:019,wZ

12,833.34
11,8.66
8,141.28
4,912.00

803,812.96

1'690. 16

4,50406
8,440.14
27L 82

1.1.20
.1 26042

9,440,32
: iwa-
yF

16456

14 00

,. (4).

; ,3716'3

1,1200.00

1 .

1D. 00!
2,6648141.0041,386t.16'

71,4104.26B

84.00
.38,105,32, }-3,191.10

120fi.00
1,56.56.
6,624.00

$11,101.66

J8,807,18
19,84640

aa,100.8
16 00

36,273 80
11,67&5"9
606 6476

it1L00

(4) r

--47, 10660.00
152594

11, O44

3 4%'00OJ5m 350.0

14 (,j. 0

14100

17,4 1u27j44:
3,424.,00"

6,21<5.98

"14,06.0

..87,20.86
9 2,40

029640
437,191.44 1,301,004.39

*In e in nolexpenditures.
4 Included Ininvetiption station.
'XInluded.In 8a Francsc expIenjditure.
* No expenditures.

APPROPRIATION: "$PREVENTING THE SPREAD OF EPIDEMIC DISEASES, 1922.,

Amouiat of appropriation............... ,-$600,000.00
Repaymnt............5................................... 56.70

Total............0..............................................500,056.70
Expenditures:

Disbursement ........ $428,081.83
Encumbhices........ 19,918. 91

448,000.54
Total baiahce............................. ............. 62 16
Budget saving.........50,0.00ge 50~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;,6. ..

___ _ __ _316

9.869604064

Table: APPROPRIATION: "PREVENTING THE SPREAD OF EPIDEMIC DISEASES, 1922."
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Ek pendituteb.iL.0ontinutd.
As follows-
Ptl eeuoradicative measures--

317

L ouisiOua.............................n..a..... . $37,649. 66
Tenuw .2.%6..........3.69
Flo".la 4,403.27
( 3 a~i~ifn i ........... +.13,438.60
Washington. 4,338.10

liaLneous .........~,8...5.......:40
Prevention of trachouw-

Kentucky..66,64............. 6,6 4-
T ersee~~~~~.N+.w.... ............. . .. . 8,169.126

North .0iEb ... i. .... ....... 8,332.87
Typhus fever, prevention, Texa order ........... ......... 12,219 49

.Preventive m easures-
Baltimore, Ogdensburg and miscellaneous stations. 13,753,12
Cuba,: South America, Mexico .................. .... 23,318 48
France .............23....................23,086'. 76
Englahd,IBelim Hollhad, Sweden .................. 28,624.77
Greece .. ....................... 2,528.20
Alaska China, Canada................................ 7,915. 82'
Italy n..-.......19,160.
Rosebanik, N.Y...........;.......... . 9,494140Travel telgrams, etc............. 4.. ... 4,923.18
Miscellaneous quarantie stations....................... 36,390.19
Burnu hospitl, divticts. ........ 18,112.07
Field investition stations.......................... .. 4,220.75
Total. ................... .426,191. 84

APPROPRIATION: "FIELD INVESTIGATIONS OF PUBLIC HEALTH, 19.2'

Amount of appropriation...............$t..000.00
Repayments... 7. 79Repay m ent3

...... **;.............................. 5.. 79.

,.__..................................................... 30 _ 5 .79*lhotl........300,057.79

IEiSbursements..........$-.................V271,653.61*
Ecum nacs,............................ ................ 24,719. 00 ...

296,272.61

Batlice, June 30, 1922.......................... ........... 3,786.18
Budget saving.. .........2..........................5.2p 00.00

-'A'APPROPRIATION: "INTERSTATE QUARANTINE SERVICE, 19222

Amount of appropriation ............... $25,000.00
Expenditures:' ¾..:kDisbursements. . ........ $19,200.71

Encumbrances.........5,158.95
24,359. 66

Balance, June 30, 1922.640. 34

APPROPRIATION: "STUDIES OF RURAL SANITATION, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

Amount of appropriation ......................... $50,000.00
Repayments................................................. 1.64

Totl............................................... :0,001. 64
Expenditures,:

Disbursements.....................................$49,086.60
Encumbrances..................................... 913.40

WoMo fOi

Balance, June 30, 1922........................................

--1 ---. --

1. 64

9.869604064

Table: APPROPRIATION: "FIELD INVESTIGATIONS OF PUBLIC HEALTH, 1922."


Table: APPROPRIATION: "INTERSTATE QUARANTINE SERVICE, 1922."


Table: APPROPRIATION: "STUDIES OF RURAL SANITATION, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 1922."
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APPROPRIATION: "CONTROL OF BIOLOGIC PRODUCTS, PUBLIC HEALTHIRSERVICE,19W'.
Amount of appropriation.....................'.... i...$50, 000. 00
Expmditires:.Disbu'rsements................... ........... S43,68 95

Encumbrances............., . ........ 1,146.89
44,813.84

'Blance, June 30,1922............................... 5,186.16
Budgetesaving............,.7..!.......-...LI t6" . 0

APPROPRIATION: "SALARIES OFFICE. -OF THE 8URGXON G.EZNERAL, PUBLIC
;IEALTH SERVICE, lO'"

Amoint ofappropnatit ........ . .......* .. . .. : w * .:;+ .-..#92,970. 00
Expenditures........-..............;........ . -89,168. 94

Balance, June 30, 1922.................... 3,801. 06

APPROPRIATION: "'PREPARATION.-AND TRANSPORTATION 1,OF REMAINS OF
OFFICERS, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, 1922."

Amount of appropriation..................$........................ $5,000 00
Expenditures.......... ............ I .;.. 1,147.26

Balance, June 30,1922......................;.'.. 3,852.74
APfaOPR1AT4ON: "MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL SERVICES, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

1922.". ,.i ,.. . .j. . .

Amount of appropriation................ $25, 891,882. 67
Repayments.......9.............989,974.01
To..tal. . 26 81,856.68

*ibur"ene ..........$24, 503, 628.'49
Incumbrances......... 2,111, 724. 03

--; 26;, 61,352. 52

Balance, June, 30,1922. 28, WA. 16
APPROPRIATION "PAY OF PERSONNEL ANDMNTENANCE OF HOSPITALS, PUBLIC-~ HEALTH SERVICE, 192."
Anmoont of appropriation................ $4,00,000.00
Repayments.84 8................ ,920865.85
Total..:*-*.- .*. 4t920,868

'Expenditures:
Disburements........ $4, 209,87&839
Incumbrances.401,312.26

4, 611, 190. 65

Balance, June 30, 1922....... 309, 675. 20
Budget saving....... 200,000.00

APPROPRIATION: "EXPENSES DIVISION OF VENEREAL DISEASES, PUBLIC HEALTH
SERVICE, 19."

Amount of appropriation................$200,P000.00
Repayments...... - 2,098.93

Total.............. 202,098.93
Expenditureh:

Disbursements........$173,324.56.
Incumbrances........ 8,108.88-

181,343. 44

Balance, June 30, 1922........................................... 20,755.49
Budget saving.......................... 14,590.40

9.869604064

Table: APPROPRIATION: "CONTROL OF BIOLOGIC PRODUCTS, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, 1922."


Table: APPROPRIATION: "SALARIES, OFFICE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, 1922."


Table: APPROPRIATION: "PREPARATION AND TRANSPORTATION OF REMAINS OF OFFICERS, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, 1922."


Table: APPROPRIATION: "MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL SERVICES, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 1922."


Table: APPROPRIATION: "PAY OF PERSONNEL AND MAINTENANCE OF HOSPITALS, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, 1922."


Table: APPROPRIATION: "EXPENSES DIVISION OF VENEREAL DISEASES, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, 1922."
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APPROPRIATION: "HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE."

Juy... ...........d. $94,272.03Eteupepditure.................., 523,597.45
Balance, June 30,1922.170,674 58

APPROPRIATION: "HOSPITAL FURNITURE, PUBLIC kEATH SERVCE."

Balace1 July 1, 1921 ............. $115, 487. 46EXcnltr.......--...
Ex oinditures..................... ....... 114,175.96

Balance, June 30,1922.1,311.50
APPROPRIATION: "INCREASE OF COMPENSATIONf--TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 12.

Total payments, Public Health Service, June 30, 1922. 2,526,512.16

MISCELLANEOUS APPROPRIATIONS.

LUPROSY HOSMtIAL, HAWAII.

Balance, June 30, 1922.................... . . ..... $16,956.35
MAR=QI ROSArWls.

Baltimore, Md.i (at Mar. 28,41918):
Bailnce, June30,1922.

Boston, Mass. (act Mar. 28, 1918):
Balance June 30, 1922........................................

New Orleans, La.(act Mar. 28, 1918):
Balance, June 30,1922.........................................New York, N. Y. (act Mar. 28,1918):

Balance, June 30, ................................. $18,458.84
Expenditures ................................... 2,540.40

Balance, June 30,1922 ......................San Francisco, CAl. (act Mar. 28, 1918):
Balance, June 30, 1922................................

Savannah, Ga. (act Mar. 28,1918):
Balance, June 30, 1922........................................

(Balances, June 30, 1922.)

Cevead, Ohio (act Mar. 4,1909)...................... .

Cleveland, Ohio (act Mtar. 4,1907)..................................
Clevelnd, Ohio (act July 26, 1916).................................

QUAWITD3 WATION.

Boston Mass. (act Oct. 6, 1917):
Baaince, July 1, 1921.....................$10, 673. 35
Expenditures..................... 987.63

Balance, June 30, 1922.........................................
Cape Charles (act Oct. 6, 1917):

Balance, June 30,1922..........................................
Gulf (act June 12,:19117);

Balance, June 30, 1922.........................................
Key West, F'la. (act June'12, 1917):

Balance, June 30, 1921.........................................
Reedy Island (act Nov. 4, 1918):

Balance, June 30, 1922........................................
(Balances, June 30, 1922.)

Brunswick (act June 25, 1910).........................................
Charleston (act Mar. 4,1909)..
Columbia River (act June 25, 1910)...................................
Columbia River (act June 12, 1917)..................................
Columbia River (act July 1, 1916).....................................

15,767. 41

6, 809. 26

960. 07

15,918. 44

892 02

5,932. 14

100.00
374. 95

1, 000. 00

9, 686.72

5, 689. 98

8,000. 00

7,000.00

33,001. 64

1,708.87
634. 46
745. 47
350. 90 -

4,201. 19

9.869604064

Table: APPROPRIATION: "HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE."


Table: APPROPRIATION: "HOSPITAL FURNITURE, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE."


Table: APPROPRIATION: "INCREASE OF COMPENSATION, TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 1922."


Table: MISCELLANEOUS APPROPRIATIONS


460406968.9
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Delaware Breakwater(act Mar. 4,1907). .. $857.00G ulf ac, te~r.4,107............... *..........36

Gulf (act Mfar. 4, 1907). '....................... 353, 35
Honolulu(ae t Sept. 8,1916)........................................ 10,00000
Honolulu (act Mar. -4, 1907) ................ 390.52
Mobile (act July 1, 1916) ... 10,000.00
New Orleans (act July 1, 1916) .... 11,160.90
Pensacola (act Mar. 4, 1917)................ 18.02
Reedy Island (act Mar. 4, 1909) .............. 66.71
San Francisco (act Mar. 27, 1908) ... 1,511.71
San Francisco (act June 30 1906) .............. 180.76
Savannah (act Mar. 4,19095.......................................... 410. 85
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A.
'tlge.

Actilg' aMIitant surgeons, number on duty.................................. 271
Administrativeac sistants, number on duty................................. 272
Air-conditioning studies with reference to occupational health hazar(ls.......3:,0-31
AlienL:

Inspected and certified, table showing ....... ........................ 192-194
Medical inspection of............................................... 188-197
Seaman inspected andd certified, table showing....................... 195-197

Ameriscan E]ngineering Standards Committee, cooperation ith.............. 39
American Institute of Baking, cooperation with. 39
American Red Cross, cool)eration with. 28, 225
Anthrax, measures for control of. 132
Appendix, financial statement................................ 315-320
Appropriations. (See Financial statement.)
Arsphenamille, distriblution of................................ 291-293
Attending specialists, numl)er on duty..................................... 271

B.
Baltimore, Md.:

Immigration transactions at.....................
Quarantine transactions at......................

Beaumont, Tex., plague suppressive measures at......
Bedford, lnd., child hygiene studies inl...............
Biologic products examined at hygienic laboratory.
Boca Grande, Fla., quarantine transactions at.........
Boston, Mass.:

Immigration transactions at.....................
Quarantine transactions at......................

Botulism, studies of................................
Bronx, N. Y., United States veterans' hospital at....
Brownsville, Tox., quarantine transactions at........
Brunswick, Ga., quarantine transactions at..........
Bureau of Mines, cooperation with..................
Bureau of Public Health Service, activities of.......
Bureau of Standards, cooperation with.

...... .198

.... 148-149...... ..93

...... 44-45

...... 67-68...... .149

...... 198-201

...... 149-150

........ 70-71

........ ..251........ ..150

........ .....1.%i

........ 36-439

........ .9-12

........ ..36

C.

Callao, Peru, quarantine transactions at.......................
Charts:

Out-patient treatments furnished, by months.
Patients in hospitals, numberof.
Physical examinations furnished, by months.
Relief furnished, by months.

Chemistry, report of division of, Hygienic Laboratory
Chicago, Ill., United States veteranis' hospitalat.
Chief clerk's office:

...............170

255
253
256
254

76-78
250

Bureau office quarters............... 311
Efficiency ratingsystem............................................... 311
General fles system ............. 311
Library, report of work................................................ 311
Personnel of bureau ................................................. 311
Stationery supplies and blank forms.......................... 311-312
Telephone system .................................................... 312
14717-22-21 321

............

............

............

............

............

............

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........
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Child lhyg6iene:
Bedford, Ind., studle iBedford, Inl.>suesiII ................. ............................

Florida, investigations in..............................................
Hagerstown, Wd., investigations in ....................................
Memphis, Tenn., investigations in.....................................
Miscellaneous activities.......................................
Missouri, studies in...................................................
Oral hygiene........................................................
Utah, studies in ..................................................

Cholera, prevalence of....................................................
City morbidity reports ....................................................
Clinics, venereal disease, operation of .................................... 2
Colfax, Iowa, United States veterans' hospital at............................
Collaborating epidemiologists:

Number on duty.................................................... 2
Report of work done by...................... 2

Columbia River quarantine station (Oregon), transactions at..................
Commissioned medical officers, number onduty.
Communicable diseases:

Louisiana, work of preventing spread of................................
Wisconsin, work of preventing spread of...................... 1

Conference with State and Territorial health authorities....................
Cooperation with Government agencies......................................
Cooperation with industrial and otheragencies.............................

Page.
44-45
41-44
45-46

47
49-51

47
46-47
47-4AD

138
220

78-288
2150

18, 271
17-218

151
270

106
00-106

79
35-39

39

I).

Dawson Springs,-Ky., United States veterans' hospital at.................... 251
Dentistry unit, hospital division, report of work........................... 243-244
Dermatoses, studies in connection with occupational diseases................. 33
Dietetic unit, hospital division, report of work............................. 246-247
Disease. (See Prevalence of disease.)
Domestic quarantine, report of division of (see Interstate quarantine)........ 81-135

Education section, report of............................................... 222
Efficiency rating system.................................................... 311
El Paso, Tex.:

Immigration transactions at............................................. 201
Quarantine transactions at.............................................. 151

Europe, quarantine operations in......................................... 170-174
European ports, quarantine operations at................................. 143-144
Excreta disposal studies, report of.......................................... 60-63

F.
Financial statement..................................................... 315-320
Florida, child hygiene investigations in..................................... 41-44
Food poisoning, investigations of............................................ 16-17
Foreign mnorbidity reports.................................................. 220
Foreign and insufar quarantine and immigration (see also Quarantine):

Aliens inspected and certified, table showing......................... 192-194
Aliens, medical inspection of......................................... 188-197
Alien seamen inspected and certified, table showing................... 195-197
European ports, operations at........................................ 143-144
Europe, quarantine operations in...................................... 170-174
Floating equipment.................................................. .144
Foreign and insular quarantine stations, reports from.................. 169-188
Fumigation of vessels......................................... 141-143
Immigration stations, reports from ................................... 198-210
Improvements to quarantine stations................................. 144-145
International Saniitary Convention................................... 139-141
Medical inspection of aliens.................................. ......... 188-197
National quarantine stations, reports from............................ 148-168
Regulations, amendments to.......................................... 171
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Foreign and insular quarantine and immi ration-Continued. Page.
Quarantinable diseases, general prevalence of.......................... 136-139
Quarantine laws, violation of........ 146
Report of division of ........ 136-210

Fort Lyon, Colo., United States veterans' hospitalat........ 251
Foundry trades, studies of, with reference to occupational health hazards.... 31-32
Fumigation of vessels........................................... 141-143

G.
Galveston, Tex.:

Plague suppressive measures at.... 90-92
Quarantine transactions at.... 152

General inspection service:
Officers on duty, table showing........................................ 309
Report of..... 3(8-309
Stations visited, table showing .... 309

Glass industry, survey of, with reference to occupational health hazards.... 30
G7loulcester City, N. J., immigration transactions at.... 201
Guavaquil, Ecuador, quarantine transactions at.... 174-175
Gulfport, Miss., United States veterans' hospitals at.... 250

H.

Habana, Cuba, quarantine transactions at............................... 175-176
Hagerstown, Md., child hygiene investigations in........................... 45-46
Hampton Roads quarantine station, Va., transactions at.152-153
Hawaii, quarantine operations of the service in.176-179
Health hazards, investigations into in industrial plants ........................ 30-32
Heat hazard in industries, study of, with reference to occupational health

hazards............................................................... 31
Hidalgo, Tex., quarantine transactions at..... 153-154
Honolulu, leprosy investigation station...... 63-65
Hospital Division:

Beneiciaries other than veterans....................................... 234
Central office....................................................... 226-228
cooperative relationships........................................... 22-226
Dentistry uh-it, report of work....................................... 243-244
Dietetic unit, report of work ..................... ... 246-247
1*'ield activities..................... 226-228
Finances....................................................... 235
General medicine and surgery section, report of work ...... ........... 240-241
Hospitals of the service, description of ................ ............... 250-2512
Laboratory unit (including X-ray), report of work ....................... 244-245
Library Service...................................... 248
Maintenance unit, report of work..................................... 248-249
Marine 4rospitals, list of ................................................ 231
Miscellaneous activities, section of, report of work ...... ................ 242
Neuro-psychiatry section, report of work ........ ..................... 237-239
Nursing unit, report of work .......................................... 245-246
Order transferring certain activities to Bureau of War Risk Insurance. 252
Out-patient facilities................................................ 232-234
Plans and recommendations.......................................... 236-237
Reconstruction unit, report of work................................... 242-243
Report of work of division........................................... 223-268
Statistical section, report of work....................................... 247
Statistical tables.................................................... 253-;2638
Status of work of.................................................... 224-225
Summary of work .................................................... 2:36
Transfer of hospitals to Veterans' Bureau, Executive order............ 228-231
Tuberculosis section. report of work................................... 239-240

Hospitals of the service, description of................................... 250-252
Hospitals of the service, transferred to Veterans' Bureau ...... ............. 228-231
Houston, Tex., rodent survey at............................................ 92-93
Hygienic laboratory:

Biologic products examined...........................................67-68
Botulism, studies of........................ 70-71
Chemistry, report of division of...................... 76-78
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Jlygieiuic Laboratory---(.'ontinued.
Chemotherapy of tuberculosis..........................
Hookworm remedies..........................
Number on duty at...........................
Operations of..........................................Pathology and bacteriology, report of division of.........
Pharmacology, report of divisionof.
Pneumonia,Bstudies on................................
Smallpox investigations..........................
Tuberculosis ilVestigrations ............................
Tularaemia, studies of.................................
Viruses, serums, toxins, examination and licensing of....
Zoology, report of division of.......................

I.

Page.
........ ...74
......I. .. 74
......271-272

.........6(-78

.........67-71

........72-75
........ ...70
........ ..;69
.........69-70
........68-69
........78-79
........71-72

Idaho, poliomyelitis epidlemic in.......................................
Illinois River, stream pollution-studioe of...................................
Immigration stations, report of transactions:

Baltimore, Md......................................................
Boston, Mass................. 19
E1l Paso, Tex.........................................................
Gloucester City, N . J ................................................
Montreal, Canada...................................................
New Orleans, La......................................................
New York, N.Y............. 2
Norfolk, Va..........................................................
San Francisco, Calif.................................................. A
Seattle, Wash.. ....I..............................................
Winnipeg, Manitoba. Canada..........................................

Industrial absenteeism, studies of causes of..................................
Industrial fatigue, studies of...............................................
Industrial hygiene:

Air-conditioningstudies.......................................

Cooperation with Government departments...........................
Cooperation with industrial and other agencies.........................
Dermatoses, studies of............ ............ ......................
Disability, records of, in hazardous occupations.........................
Dust studies in a cement and lime manufacturing plant..................
Foundry trades, studies with reference to occupational health hazards....
Glass industry, survey of, with reference to occupational health hazards...
Heat hazard in industries, study of...................................
IndusItrial absenteeism, study of causes of...............................
Industrial fatigue, studies o ..........................
Occupational diseases, studies of ....................................
Occupational, health hazards, surveys of...............................
Studies of............................................................
Ventilation of vessels, investigations concern1ing........................

Inspection of aliens... ......................................... P
Inspection service. (See General inspection service.)
International Sanitary Convention....................................... 1:
Interstate quarantine:

Anthrax control measures. ......................................
Beaumont, Tex plague suppressive measures at........................
Communicable diseases, prevention of the spread of...................11
Control of interstate water supplies....................................1
Diseased persons, supervision of interstate travel of......................
Galveston, Tex., plague suppressive measures at.........................
Houston, Tex., rodent survey at................ . . ................
National parks, sanitation and medical assistance in................... I
New England coast cities, rat surveys in...............................
New Orleans, plague suppressive measures at............................
New York City, rat survey in.........................................
Pensacola, Fla., plague suppressive measures at.........................
Plague suppressive measures, report of.................................
Polomyelitis epidemic in Idaho.......................................
Regulations,revison of...............................................

1'33
58-59

198
18-201

201
201
202
202

03-206
207

17-208
o09
210
35

32-33

30-31
35-39

39
33
35
34

31-32
30
31
35

32-33
32-34
30-32
30-39

34
38--197
39-141

132
93

)0-106
06-129

135
90-92
92-93
33-135
)8-100
81-89

100
89-90
81-100

133
135
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lnter~statc0(fulra~litl ilnc-C8on tin ued~l.
San Francisco, Calif., plague suppresive measures at...................
Sanitary districts, reports of operations of ...........................
Seattle, Wash., plague suppressive measures at .......................
Smallpox control measures...........................................
Typhus fever in New Mexico ........................................

Investigations:
Botulism............................................................
Child hygiene in Bedford, Ind.......................................
Child hygiene in Florida ............................. ...........
Child hygiene in Hagerstown, Md....................................
Child hygiene in Memphis, Tenn....................................
Child hygiene in Missouri...........................................
Child hygiene in Utah..............................
Food Poisoning......................................................
Illinois River, stream pollution studies of.............................
Leprosy investigation station, report of.........................
Malaria.............................................................
Occupational diseases, studies of......................................
Oral hygiene.......................................................
Pellagra.............................................................
Pneumonia..........................................................
Rocky Mountainnspotted fevcr.......................................
Smallpox.........
Stream pollution, report of...........................................
Trachoma..........................................................
Tuberculosis.....................................................
Tularaemia..........................................................
Typhoid fever.......................................................

::11
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Page.
94-98
12-129
93-94
31-132
29-131

70-71
44-45
41-44
45-46

47
47

47-49
15-17
58-59
63-65
18-25
32-34
46-47
25-26

70
26-27

69
58-60
27-29
69-70
68-69

29

! ~~~~L.

Laboratory unit (including X ray), Hospital Divisioln, report of work ....... 244-245
Laredo, Tex., quarantine transactions at........I........................... 154
Legislation, sanitary ................................................... 220-221
Leprosy:

Investigation station, Honolulu, Hawaii ............. .................... 63-)
Investigation- at Robersonville, N. C........... ......................... 65

Library of lbureau report of wQrk........................................... 311
Library service, Hospital Division..........................................248
Louisiana, work of preventing spread of communicable diseasess.... ......... 106

M.

Maintenance unit, Hospital Division, report of work....................... 248-249
Malaria:

Commerce, investigations of natlaria as affecting.......................... 24
Fieldinvestigations. 18-20
Impounded water surveys.24-25
Laboratory investigations 18
Malaria-control measures, investigations and demonstrations....:......... 20-24
Technical studieso.18-20

Marcus [look, Pa., quarantine transactions at............................. 154-155
Marine hospitals and relief, report of division of........................... 223-268
Marine hospitals, list of..................................... 231
Maritime quarantine. (See Foreign quarantine.)
Maywood, Ill., United States veterans' hospital at............................ 250
Medical inspection of aliens...............................................188-197
Medicine and surgery section, Hospital Division, report of work............ 240-241
Memphis, Tenn., child hygiene investigations in ............................ 47
Mines, lurean of, cooperation with.......................................... 36-39
Missouri, child hygiene studiesin........................................... 47
Mobile, Ala., quarantine transactions at..................................... 155
Montreal, Canada, immigration transactions at............................... 202
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Morbidity reports: Page.
City........................... I.................. ................. 220
Foreign........................................................I........ 221)
State................................................................. 219-220

N.
National lparks, sanitation and medical assistance in....................... 133-135,
National quarantine stations, reports from......... 148-168
Needs of the service:

Dental services, permanent provisions for.............................. 313:
Disease prevalence, appropriations for securing more complete information. 314
Extension of research .................................................. 314
Marine hospitals, repair of.............................................. 313;
National leprosarium, additional facilities required...................... 313:
Personnel, necessity for legislation for increase of........................ 31.3
Publications, authority for larger editions............................... 314
Quarantine service, larger appropriations needed........................ 314

Neuro-psychiatry section, Hospital Division, report of work................. 237-239
New Mlexico, typhus fever in.................... ... 129-131
New Orleans, La.:

Immigration transactions at............................................. 202
Plague sOppressive measures at.................... 81-89

New York, N. Y.:
Immigration transactions at....................... 203-206
Quarantine transactions at................. ...... 155-162
Rat survey in....................... 100

Norfolk, Va.:
Immigration transactions at................... 207
United States veterans' hospital at.................................... 251-252

North Little Rock, Ark., United States veterans' hospital at.......... 251
Nursing unit, Hospital Division, report of work............................. 245-246

0.
Occupational diseases:

Dermatoses, studies of ................................................. 33
Dust studies in a cement and lime manufacturing plant.34
Industrial fatigue, studies of.32-33
Studies of . ............................................................ 32-34

Oral hygiene ............................................................. 46-4T
Out-patient treatments furnished, according to beneficiary, table showing.... 265
Out-patient treatments furnished, by months, chart showing.. 256

P.

Pathology and bacteriology, report of Division of, Hygienic Laboratory....... 67-71
Patients in hospitals, chart showing.. 254
Patients, treated annually, 1868-1922, table showing......................... 253
Patients treated during fiscal year 1922, table showing....................... 267
Pellagra, investigations of.. 25-26
Pensacola, Fla.:

Plague suppressive measures at.....................................:.89-9(
Quarantine transactions at.162-163

Personnel and Accounts Division, report of (see also Personnel of service).... 269-273
Personnel of bureau....................................................... 311
Personnel of service:

Acting assistant surgeons,- number op duty.271
Administrative assistants, number on duty.272
Attending specialists, number on duty.271
Boards convened....................................... 272-273
Collaborating epidemiologists, number on duty.271
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Hygienic Laboratory, number on duty at.271-272
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showing.......................................................... 273
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Reserve Corps, number on duty.270-271
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Seattle, Wash.: Page.
Immigration transactions at...................................... 209
Plague suppressive measures at...................................... 93-94

Serums. (See Toxins.)
smallpox:.

Measures for control of...................................... 131-132
Prevalence of...................................... 139

Standards, Bureau of, cooperation with.................................... 36
Skate morbidity reports ....... 19-220
Statistical office ................211.......................................M-217
Statistical section,o spinal Division, report of work .......................... 247
Statistical summary of work in the control of venereal diseases........301-303
Statistics. (See Tables.)
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Illinois River, studiesof. 58-59
Investigations, report of.58-60
Laboratory studies of.................................................. 59-60

Studies. (See Investigations.)
T.
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Aliens inspected and certified..................................... 192-194
Asphenamine, State reports of distribution.............................. 293
Collaborating epidemiologists, number on duty............................ 218
Hospitals, transactions at..... 268-262
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Venereal diseases-
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Paniphets aid ptcba~rds i ............................. . 5
Reported to State boards of health............... ................... 290
States' ratings on reporting venereal diseases ............... 291
Statistical summary of work in campaign against ............. 302-303

Vessel interstate canier waters, certification of ............1..............Il
Water supplies, certification of.......................................... 109

Tampa Bay, Fla., quarantine transactions at................................. 168
Toxins, examination and licensing (see Viruses, serums, etc.) ............. 78-79
Trachoma:

Cooperation of States and otheragencies.. 28
Dispensary and hospital relief, table showing .. 29
Hospitals for treatment of............................................. 27-28

Transfer of hospitals to Veterans' Bureaui, Executive order .. 228-231
Tuberculosis:

Chemotherapy, studies of at Hygienic laboratory.. 74
Hospital Division section, report ofwork..239-240
Investigations at Hygienic Laboratory.............................. '69-70
Statistical studies in mortalityfrom..214-215

Tularasmia, laboratory studies of .............................. 68-69
Typhoid fever, investigations of ........................ 29
Typhus, prevalence of.............................. 138
Typhus fever in New Mexico .......................... 129-131
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